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Dear Mr. Hochstein and Ms. Garber: 

In accordance with our authorities under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and 
Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, EPA has reviewed the Department of State' s (Department) 
Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) for a Presidential Permit application 
by TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP (Keystone) to construct and operate the Keystone XL 
Project (Project). We are providing these comments now, rather than when the Final SEIS was 
published, because of the possibility that a decision of the Nebraska courts would have led to 
changes to the Final SEIS. 

EPA recognizes that the Department has made a considerable effort to evaluate the potential 
environmental impacts associated with the proposed Project and reasonable alternatives, and to 
consider measures to mitigate potential harmful effects. The Final SEIS is comprehensive and 
provides responses to our April 2013 comments on the Draft SEIS. We would like to especially 
point out the usefulness of the new compilation of all of the proposed mitigation measures 
(Appendix Z). 

The Department has also strengthened the analysis of oil spill prevention preparedness, response 
and mitigation and has committed to requiring numerous mitigation measures regarding leak 
prevention and detection, as well as spill cleanup measures. While risks of oil spills and adverse 
impacts remain, and spi lls of diluted bitumen can have different impacts than spills of 
conventional oil, the Department has included provisions to reduce those risks, including 
working with the state of Nebraska to develop an alternative route that avoids much of the Sand 
Hills region, and incorporating mitigation measures recommended by both the Pipeline Safety 
and Hazardous Materials Administration and the independent engineering analysis. We note as 
particularly impo1iant the commitment by Keystone to be responsible for clean-up and 
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restoration of groundwater as well as surface water in the event of a release or discharge of crude 
oil. These efforts will decrease the risk of spi ll s and leaks, and provide for necessary remediation 
should spills occur. Nonetheless, the Final SEIS acknowledged that the proposed pipeline does 
present a risk of spills, which remains a concern for citizens and businesses relying on 
groundwater resources crossed by the route. 

The ana lysis of cl imate change issues has al so improved from the Draft SEIS. The Final SEIS 
makes clear that oil sands crude has significantly higher lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions than 
other crudes. The Final SEIS states that lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions from development 
and use of oil sands crude is about 17% greater than emissions from average crude oil refined in 
the United States on a wells-to-wheels basis. 1 

The Final SEIS also finds that the incremental greenhouse gas emissions from the extraction, 
transport, refining and use of the 830,000 barrels per day of oi ls sands crude that could be 
transported by the proposed Project at full capacity would result in an additional I .3 to 27.4 
million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (MMTC02-e) per year compared to the 
reference crudes.2 To put that in perspective, 27.4 MMTC0 2-e per year is equivalent to the 
annual greenhouse gas emissions from 5.7 mi ll ion passenger vehicles or 7.8 coal fired power 
plants.3 Over the 50-year lifetime of the pipeline, this could translate into releasing as much as 
1.37 billion more tons of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.4 

Until ongoing efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with the production of oil 
sands are more successful and widespread, the Final SEIS makes clear that, compared to 
reference crudes, development of oil sands crude represents a significant increase in greenhouse 
gas emissions. 

The Final SEIS also provided a more robust market analysis, and examined how market 
dynamics may influence the levels of greenhouse gas emissions associated with the proposed 
Project. Based on that market analysis, the Final SETS concluded, in January of 2014, that if the 
Project were not approved, oi l sands crude would be likely to reach the market some other way, 
most likely by rail. The Final SEIS acknowledged that the alternative of shipment by rail is more 
expensive than shipment by pipeline, and would therefore increase the costs of getting oil sands 
crude to market. 5 However, the Final SEIS concluded that given global oil prices projected at 
that time this difference in shipment costs would not affect development of oi l sands, which 
would remain profitable even with the higher transportation costs of shipment by rail. Therefore, 
the Final SEIS concluded that although development of oil sands would lead to significant 
additional releases of greenhouse gasses, a decision not to grant the requested permit would 
likely not change that outcome, i.e ., those significant greenhouse gas emissions would likely 
happen regardless of the decision on the proposed Project. This conclusion was based in large 
part on projections of the global price of oil. 

1 Final SEIS Executive Summary, p. ES-1 5. 

2 Final SEIS Executive Summary, p. ES-1 5. 

3 Final SEIS p. 4. 14-46. 

~ Final SEIS p. 4.14-41. 

5 Final SEIS p. 1.4-90. 
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Given the recent variability in oil prices, it is important to revisit these conclusions. While the 
overall effect of the Project on oi l sands production will be driven by long-term movements in 
the price of oil and not short term volatility, recent large declines in oi l prices (oil was trading at 
below $50 per barrel last week) highlight the variability of oil prices. The Final SETS concluded 
that at sustained oil prices of $65 to $75 per barrel, the higher transportation costs of shipment by 
rai l "could have a substantial impact on oil sands production levels - possibly in excess of the 
capacity of the proposed project."6 In other words, the Final SEIS found that at sustained oil 
prices within this range, construction of the pipeline is projected to change the economics of oi l 
sands development and result in increased o il sands production, and the accompanying 
greenhouse gas emi ssions, over what would otherwise occur. Given recent large declines in oil 
prices and the uncertainty of oil price projections, the additional low price scenario included in 
the Final SEIS should be given additional weight during decision making, due to the potential 
implications of lower oil prices on project impacts, especially greenhouse gas emissions. 

Final ly, we note that the Final SEIS includes additional information on how the Department 
screened pipeline route alternatives, and determined what routes to analyze in detail in the SEIS. 
Through this process, the Department determined that the Keystone Corridor alternatives, which 
wou ld parallel the entire existing Keystone pipeline route in the United States, are not reasonable 
alternatives for the purposes ofNEPA. The additional information provided in the Final SEIS is 
useful, but we note that eliminating alternatives from a detailed analysis based on an abbreviated 
estimate ofenvi ronmental impacts is not the preferred approach under NEPA ' s requirement to 
take a " hard look" at alternatives, which would provide a more detailed and comprehensive 
discussion of the issues associated with these route alternatives. 

Pleuse feel free to contact me or have your staff contact Susan Bromm, Director, Office of 
Federal Activities, at (202) 564-5400 if you have any questions or would li ke to d iscuss our 
comments. 

Sincere ly, 

" Final SEIS Executive Summary, p. ES- 12. 
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THE STANDING SENATE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY, THE ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

EVIDENCE

OTTAWA, Thursday, June 6, 2013

The Standing Senate Committee on Energy, the Environment and Natural Resources met this day at 8 a.m. to study the current state of the safety
elements of the bulk transport of hydrocarbon products in Canada.

Senator Richard Neufeld (Chair) in the chair.
[English]

The Chair: Welcome to this meeting of the Standing Senate Committee on Energy, the Environment and Natural Resources. My name is Richard
Neufeld, a senator from British Columbia and chair of this committee. I would like to welcome honourable senators, any members of the public with us in
the room and viewers all across the country who are watching on television.

I would now ask senators around the table to introduce themselves, beginning with my deputy chair, Grant Mitchell, from Alberta.

Senator MacDonald: Senator MacDonald, Nova Scotia.

[Translation]

Senator Ringuette: Pierrette Ringuette, from New Brunswick.

Senator Massicotte: Paul Massicotte, from Montreal.

[English]

Senator Seidman: Judith Seidman, from Montreal, Quebec.

Senator Unger: Betty Unger, Alberta.

Senator Wallace: John Wallace, New Brunswick.

Senator Patterson: Dennis Patterson, Nunavut.

The Chair: Thank you. I would also like to introduce our staff: the clerk, Lynn Gordon, on my left, and our two Library of Parliament analysts, Sam
Banks and Marc LeBlanc.

On November 28, 2012, our committee was authorized by the Senate to initiate a study on the safe transportation of hydrocarbons in Canada. The
study will examine and compare domestic and international regulatory regimes, standards and best practices relating to the safe transportation of
hydrocarbons by transmission pipelines, marine tanker vessels and railcars.

Our committee has held 14 meetings on this study to date. We have also travelled to Calgary; Sarnia; Hamilton; St. John, New Brunswick; Halifax; and
Point Tupper, Nova Scotia.

Today, I am pleased to welcome, in the first segment of our meeting, Evan Vokes. Mr. Vokes, we have set aside about 20 minutes for your
presentation, so that gives time for the senators to ask questions. Thank you for being here. I appreciate you spending your time, when you probably
have a very busy schedule of your own, to come here and speak to us about your experiences.

Evan Vokes, as an individual: Thank you very much. I appreciate the opportunity to testify today on the safety of pipeline construction and operation
in Canada.

I am trained as both a tradesman and a professional engineer, with a Master of Science in materials engineering. I worked at TransCanada for five
years as an engineering specialist before I was dismissed without cause in 2012. I was one of the few core TransCanada employees directly involved in
the technical acceptance of work on pipeline projects with values from thousands of dollars to billions of dollars, but all pipelines share the same
technical challenges and quality requirements.

I found that TransCanada had a culture of noncompliance, deeply entrenched business practices that ignored legally required regulations and codes.
What I have documented is a mix of politics and commercial interests that has resulted in the false public claims of exceptional industry practice.

As described in their book We Are Here, TransCanada details the socalled rightsizing of the corporation, which resulted in layoffs for engineering, audit
and inspection staff as the outcome of a new business plan. This new business plan never reflected the regulations but was enshrined in the practice of
engineering and supply chain operations as how business should be conducted, with the company desiring to take no accountability.

I had indirectly worked for TransCanada before I became an employee in 2007, and so I experienced a change in perception, from the accepted public
image to the reality of what the TransCanada business model was. At this time, the quality problems were known to management, with several quality
failures in the United States and Canada.

My experiences reporting internally as an employee were marked by exposure to situations that were not in compliance with regulation. On the first
project, with up to a 100 per cent repair rate, I identified a serious code violation and I was forced to retract that code violation. The second situation I
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identified is a commercial requirement for customer data confidentiality that was not being observed. It is that one there.

Intimidation and coercion were the TransCanada management tools I experienced in my first months at TransCanada, as the written communications
were very different from the oral instructions. The first compliance changes I tried to make were for technical compliance as part of a quality
improvement investigation in 2007. In 2008 I was being reassigned into nondestructive examination. I had identified serious welding problems to my
managers. The proof of unsupported welding procedures was included in an official internal audit to improve quality at TransCanada. Lack of control of
the inspection process was also identified as a central requirement. As an outcome of the internal report, I put forward a design basis memorandum to
start the control of inspection, which management did not implement. That would be Exhibit D.

The second compliance phase of my efforts was changing behaviour from the top down through engineering standards. As I took on more responsibility
for the nondestructive examination role, with the attendant increase in accountability, my mentor showed me a court order against TransCanada
business practice for violating the regulations. That is the Westpath.

I started working at changing the engineering documentation by consensus, which resulted in a small victory but not full compliance. A significant
functional problem was that projects still could not directly hire nondestructive examination, since the company lawyers had designated the task as
supply chain management accountability. Initially no vendors were in place for compliance, but with peers at the functional level of supply chain
management we implemented a new database with no official permission.

Incidents related to business strategies were getting more serious, with major engineering scandals within the Keystone and Bison projects that resulted
in substandard materials being used in the Keystone project and a brand new pipeline that blew up in the United States.

The third compliance phase was to approach project managers to achieve voluntary compliance. The overall response from the project managers was
silence as they carried on standard business practices instead of correcting their actions. Several classic examples of projects refusing to comply
occurred in 2009, and these are Exhibits H and I.

When the National Energy Board finally stepped in on welding and pressure testing violations, they limited the scope to 12 noncompliant welding
procedures and 7 noncompliant pieces of pipe on the Cutbank project. We found that there were actually 100 welding procedures that were signed off
by a senior subject matter expert when they did not meet code. Welding is the core competency of a pipeline company, so these events created a crisis
within engineering as senior management did not step in to stop the practices that were exposed.

After the failure of compelling the projects towards voluntary compliance, the fourth compliance step was approaching middle management. A direct
confrontation with management by a project manager I influenced and direct action by myself finally seemed to be starting to put this to an end. That is
Exhibit L.

I was astounded when the chief executive officer sent a letter outlining his disappointment with the Bison and Keystone projects, when I saw many
projects struggle after circumventing quality control measures. Even our stateoftheart industry pipeline system that won awards at the International
Pipeline Conference was having serious quality control problems. The more I looked into the business practice, the more the regulation violations were
exposed as the root cause and the worse the pressure was to stop my investigations.

The fifth compliance stage was to reply to the CEO to stop these practices, but what I got instead was serious pressure to step into unsound practice. In
particular, a witch hunt for a pressure vessel inspection that did not meet the code and the quality manager of Keystone pipeline circumventing
regulation were both extreme experiences. Those are Exhibits N and O.

Currently, there are some issues related to commercial risk decisions that will be coming forward out of the United States related to serious breaches of
construction quality that reflect poorly on our export industry.

The sixth compliance stage was the internal audit. I was forced out of the building before I could finish submitting all the documentation. Rather, the
TransCanada staff who broke the law were retained and contributed to the audit when I could not defend my points. I had fought a protracted battle with
TransCanada management and lost, with the regulation and code violations appearing in the internal audit.

As the seventh compliance step, I contacted the regulator about a formal complaint. I was requested to get the written, formal complaint in as the
message had gone right to the top and that my allegations were being taken seriously. This is Exhibit P. This complaint submission resulted in a short
discussion on how the National Energy Board got what they wanted after consultation with TransCanada about the internal audit, even though the
complaint outlined how the internal audit contained code and regulation violations.

This inaction for such a serious matter resulted in the eighth compliance step — taking my message to the media. Indeed, I believe the only reason for
the enforcement letter on the National Energy Board website was as a result of media queries investigating my complaints.

The letter to Dan King at TransCanada was not reflective of the severity or the scope of what was in the complaint. No court orders were issued nor
corrective action suggested on most of the important points in the complaint. Who is accountable? In a recent CBC pump stations story, the National
Energy Board stated that they were not accountable.

In essence, my complaint suffered the same response that the National Energy Board provided to the Cutbank project, which document you have,
where serious problems were incorrectly scoped and responded to via emails as opposed to publicly transparent investigative paths that were
expressed to this committee previously. The National Energy Board Act outlines the expectations of the court orders and enforcement for offences as
outlined under section 128.

The TransCanada testimony that my complaints were administrative is false, as the complaints were both substantive and the documentation proves
TransCanada took significant public safety risks. This is evidence that the National Energy Board's voluntary compliance model has moved compliance
backwards in the last 10 years.

Indeed, the complaint had little effect on the quality plan of the National Energy Board itself, as senior management of the National Energy Board has
appeared in front of this committee telling stories of compliance. The reality from both my formal complaints and looking at various submissions on the
National Energy Board website shows serious violations occur repeatedly and no followup action is taken.

The Enbridge Southern Lights pipeline, the Enbridge Line 14b and currently KXL in Texas are demonstrations of the breach of social responsibility the
public can expect in the future. These pipelines are examples of the lack of enforcement during construction, resulting in brand new pipelines that need
integrity work either before or shortly after being placed in service.

Professionals practising engineering is not mandated under the National Energy Board Act or regulations, but it is professional engineers who have the
knowledge, the duty of care and the will to drive forward technology and safe pipelines. Most engineered infrastructure such as pipelines remain in
service long after the designers and those who have constructed them have retired. The risk to the public and other stakeholders is managed through
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the industry standard, the code, which is formally accepted by the regulator as a legal instrument.

I believe that the goaloriented onshore pipeline regulations with their yes or no answers are the best possible safety measure for the public if the laws
are enforced and a professional subject matter expert is accountable.

In conclusion, TransCanada PipeLines has a culture of noncompliance and deeply entrenched business practices that ignore the legally required
regulation and codes. What I have documented from the pipeline industry is that the mix of politics and commercial interests has resulted in false public
claims of exceptional industry practice when the reality is that industry struggles to comply with code and regulation, rather operating as a riskbased
industry with no enforcement or accountability.

I call upon the committee to ensure inclusion of engineering accountability into the act. I call upon the National Energy Board to enforce the laws of
Canada, and I will submit to the committee the CD of evidence.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Vokes, for that presentation. I appreciate it. We will begin with questioning. I will go to my deputy chair, Senator Mitchell.

Senator Mitchell: Thank you, Mr. Vokes. I would like to get more specific. I would like to go through a couple of your points and see if you can give me
a specific example. You mentioned the first situation and the second situation. The first situation, I think you said early in your presentation, was serious
code violations.

Mr. Vokes: Yes.

Senator Mitchell: Could you give me an example of a code violation?

Mr. Vokes: A regulation violation will do. The Kevin Widenmaier email — I believe it is Part G — is a classic one, where we talked about how we went
and had fittings that never met code. Actually, not only did they not meet the code, they never met two regulations: the Onshore Pipeline Regulations
paragraph 14 and the Onshore Pipeline Regulations paragraph 15. They never actually met the code of construction. There are 1,200 fittings on the
Keystone pump station, some of which do not meet the strength requirement of the engineering design.

Senator Mitchell: You said 1,200 on the Keystone?

Mr. Vokes: Yes, 1,200 fittings.

Senator Mitchell: How do you know they do not meet that?

Mr. Vokes: When they were doing hydro testing in the United States, the coding cracked off one of the elbows and it is very obvious. Another classic
example of that is when I was at Fort McMurray at the beginning of my career at TransCanada. Some days we were having repair rates of up to 100
per cent when I was learning the business. I went and started tracking the automatic ultrasonic testing, and I could see it was actually one welder in
particular that was causing the problem. We looked at the problem. We pulled back the cover and the welder was actually welding on one side of the
bevel. That was very serious because there are thousands of welds in the ground and it is hard to go back and dig them all up. Of course, the natural
thing to do is to make sure a person retracts that sort of statement.

Senator Mitchell: When you talked also in your presentation about substandard materials, would that also be referencing these — 

Mr. Vokes: The fittings from Keystone, yes. That was not the first time. We had big problems with lack of inspection with DL Flange. That should have
been the wakeup message with TransCanada. Then we went on to having exactly the same problems on one of the alternative integrity validation
pipelines, with fittings from Ezeflow Inc. That also had exactly the same metallurgical problems that we would subsequently see with the Canadoil
fittings.

Senator Lang: I would like to ask a general question, and it has to do with your having your engineering degree. Obviously there are other engineers
involved in the company and in other companies with respect to having the duties that you had. Is there a concern by your organization, on behalf of
those who have engineering degrees, that this type of practice is going on within the pipeline industry? I am asking this question because I noticed in
one of the emails on June 27, 2011, that you state: “I would not stake my PEng on this regardless of how few welds there are.” In other words, you were
talking about your professional integrity and credentials.

Are there other concerns by other engineers? Do they have to sign off on these particular projects?

Mr. Vokes: That is very correct. Even though I cannot prove it, I was told some things very directly about how things would happen if I carried on the
way I would.

Senator Lang: You did not answer my question. My question had to do with other engineers in the business that you are in. Do they share the same
concern you have? Their professional credibility is in question if this is true, because they have to sign off, similar to you.

Mr. Vokes: If you look at the email from Chris Penniston in your package, you will see I went and addressed a responsible engineer that his approach
to welding procedures was technically wrong and he wrote back and told us that we would do it anyway. My young peer Chris Penniston told him that
we were not doing it that way, that he could do it himself.

Yes, other people are concerned. There are a lot of people. I had large support within TransCanada. I did not have support at the management level; I
certainly had support at the functional level. The CD will show there are quite a few people who supported me.

Senator Lang: This has to do with your testimony in April before the threemember panel of the U.S. State Department regarding the application for the
Keystone XL project. You stated that TransCanada had used the wrong standard for station welding for years in the U.S. and the company had a poor
safety culture.

First, could you tell me what has taken place since — that is, has anyone verified your testimony to that panel, from what you said? Second, what steps
on the U.S. side are they taking with respect to seeing whether that is true or not?

Mr. Vokes: I have not heard back from PHMSA lately, but the last time I talked to my contact in the United States, the initial complaint to PHMSA was
with a lawyer in the United States trying to figure out what they will do to have TransCanada do a remediation effort for welds that are accepted with too
long flaw lengths.

Senator MacDonald: Thank you, Mr. Vokes. I want to give you credit for coming forward. It is not easy to be a whistleblower. Everyone wants to
marginalize you and cast out your motivations.
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You mentioned that over the past five years you have been steeped in the culture of what is the minimum we must do to meet the regulation and code. I
would suggest that when it comes to private industry, when we are dealing with safety regulations, private companies are always motivated by profit —

Mr. Vokes: I would concur.

Senator MacDonald: — and finding return to their investors. I think there is always the danger that companies will try to meet the minimum
requirements. That is why we have to make sure the minimum requirements are substantial enough to make a difference.

I want to speak to you directly about the pipeline system. As you know, there is a big discussion going on about reversing the east to west pipeline and
bringing bitumen west to east. It is important for this country to get bitumen to market. I also think it is important to do it safely. With the present pipeline
that is there, which they are looking at right now, what is the relative age of that pipeline in terms of different sections? Do you think that pipeline can be
safely converted to carry bitumen to the East Coast of Canada?

Mr. Vokes: The first thing is I do not actually know the relative age of the pipeline. I do know the relative types of construction techniques used for that
pipeline. Inline inspection without close oversight can be a risk. We saw that on Enbridge's Norman Wells pipeline. They had run inline inspection on
that line for many years before the massive slow leak was discovered. The important thing is that nowhere in the code of regulation does it talk about
what you have to set to the recording threshold at for the inline inspection. In the east to west pipeline, every one of those welds was probably going to
be a shielded metal arc weld that has a little piece of the weld sticking through it called the internal reinforcement. That sticks into the pipe. Any defects
can hide underneath that reinforcement and are difficult to detect with inline inspection, as Enbridge demonstrated on the Norman Wells pipeline. It can
be done safely if you pay close attention to the detail. The question is this: They are in control of it; they really want to get their line into service. “Trust
me” is not much of a strategy for making sure that the inline inspection is actually valid.

Senator MacDonald: One more question. Do you think the argument is there that if we want to take bitumen to market across the country — a big
country, a long run — the safest approach would be to build a brand new pipeline specifically for bitumen?

Mr. Vokes: I believe that is absolutely the safest way to do it. Regarding conversion of Line 1 for TransCanada, that pipeline has known hard spots on it
and we cannot find it with inline inspection. You will notice that the majority of the ruptures recorded on the National Transportation Safety Board's
website have to do with Line 1 and Line 2 of TransCanada. Those are about the last pipelines on earth that I think should be converted to carry
bitumen. I do not have a problem with what is in the pipeline. I have a problem if it comes outside the pipeline.

Senator Unger: Thank you, Mr. Vokes, for your presentation.

I just have some general questions.

At the beginning of your presentation, you make the statement that while you are not faultless, you have led a sustained attempt. Why would you make
that comment?

Mr. Vokes: As I learned about what we were doing, I made mistakes along the way. It is unfortunate because under the engineering act, — the code of
ethics — an engineer is required to know the codes and regulations they work under. I was never properly introduced to the codes and regulations. Part
of what I did at the beginning was to follow the lead of others, and, in the past, I have actually given advice based on the way we did business, rather
than on what the code actually said.

In the end, I was not faultless. I told you about the very first project, when I retracted my statements on the welding quality. Even though I was an
engineer in training at that point in time, I should never have retracted those statements because what I saw was real. They were really not following the
welding procedure. We knew they were not following the welding procedure because they had the 100 per cent repair rate. Those sorts of situations are
areas where, due to pressure, I stopped and did not follow through.

Senator Unger: You are a member of APEGA. Does the organization agree with you? Where do you stand in regard to your relationship with your
engineering association?

Mr. Vokes: I was talking to a board member recently who said that, based on what I have done, they have changed their approach.

My complaint to APEGA was suspended because they needed it to be a clearer approach. It has taken me almost a year. I almost have it ready for
resubmission. This is very difficult — you have to understand — because I am actually naming people who have done some very nasty things, and it is
nothing to be taken lightly. Unfortunately, APEGA has spent a long time, for lack of a better description, looking at people building sheds in backyards,
when the reality is that there are some very serious engineering travesties going on in industry. A classic example is what happened at Deer Creek
Energy in Fort McMurray. Somebody should have stepped in and properly dealt with that problem. To have a company operating outside of its
permitted procedures and blowing a hole that large in the ground and then to have my professional organization not step up to the plate on something
that severe is a little hard to watch.

Senator Unger: You are basically taking on your professional organization.

Mr. Vokes: I do not know if it is that. It is just that they have never actually dealt with anything quite this large before, and that is what the problem is.
There certainly have been challenges with the professional organization. It is not that anybody there thinks what I am doing is wrong. It is just that it is
difficult to deal with.

Senator Unger: We have been told that the pipelines have a safety record of 99.9 per cent. You paint a very bleak picture of the pipeline industry in
Canada and probably, by extension, into the United States.

How do you rationalize these two very diverse points of view?

Mr. Vokes: It is amazing. It is like a large act of providence. I have been on several projects that were very nearly disastrous. Under the category of
things that are very nearly disasters, I am surprised that there actually are not more accidents. At the end of my career at TransCanada, with the self
inspected welders, when I was told what they were doing, the exact same practices that we were doing in 2011, we were doing in the 1970s, and it
resulted in a pipeline rupture in 1992. The problem is that, with pipelines, it waits a long time. Many times with the pipelines, it has to be disturbed
before anything will happen. There has to be ground movement or something like that. There are thousands of cracks in the system; it is just which
ones will become the problem. It is low probability and high consequence.

Senator Unger: You used the term “very nearly disastrous.” How would you know that?

Mr. Vokes: If you had an 80 per cent throughwall crack in a very large pressure vessel and you only found it because the inspector went out and had a
look, that is very nearly disastrous for a plant that does not have a fire suppression system.
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Senator Massicotte: Thank you, Mr. Vokes, for being with us. I also compliment you for coming and speaking out on your concerns.

Senator Unger was basically on the same track. We hear you. I have to admit it is very detailed, probably beyond our scope to follow your reasoning,
but we know you are sincere. Yet, we look at the history of incidents and accidents for TransCanada, and there is nothing alarming there.

How can we respond to you? How about NEB? Have they done something about your comments? They are probably better positioned to analyze, in
detail, your argument. What is happening there?

Mr. Vokes: I believe the NEB can answer for themselves what they have done. I really cannot say what they have done because I have not seen much
that they have done. I can respond to what you were saying about the near accidents.

There was a rupture at Beardmore, Ontario, in January 2011. Since all of you live in Ontario, it is good to know that you just about ran out of gas. The
reason we ran out of gas is that, years previously, we had taken money out of the integrity budget. My peers in integrity could not get money back into
the budget until we had a rupture at Englehart, Ontario, that burned the siding off of a house. We started putting money back into the integrity program.
Then we had the rupture at Beardmore, Ontario, and did not have anything in place to put the lines back into service, and you were running out of gas.
We were importing gas from the United States at that point in time. People have no idea how close they come. It does not have to be reported.

Senator Massicotte: How do you explain your superiors' behaviour? No one purposely makes mistakes. No one purposely becomes irresponsible. You
allege that, since the merger of TransCanada, the culture of safety is not there. How do you explain that? Are they just a bunch of incompetents?

Mr. Vokes: In the emails that you possess in front of you right now, I probably would not call what Mr. Lazor did incompetent. I would probably find
another definition. What he was doing, in that particular condition, was certainly not following anything to do with the code and —

Senator Massicotte: That is one individual. You are talking about corporate culture and about a dominant problem at TransCanada. How come no one
is responding to your comments?

Mr. Vokes: I cannot comment on what TransCanada's actions are. I know there was one executive who did seem to take what I said seriously, but
other than that, there are many other executives who behaved differently, in particular, when I brought up section 54. Even though I was right, the
personal attacks were uncalled for.

How did they respond? I do not know, personally, how people respond. I just wanted to have code compliance because, at the end of the day, I was the
accountable person. They were not the accountable people.

Senator Massicotte: When you look at TransCanada and compare them to the other pipeline companies, from what we see, the history of incidents or
consequences compares quite well. Is that to suggest that this lack of corporate security or safety within the culture of TransCanada is the same
everywhere else?

Mr. Vokes: A very classic example is the Enbridge Southern Lights Pipeline. That pipeline suffered material problems during the manufacture, and then
it suffered construction quality problems during construction.

They built a twin to this line, called 14B, in Wisconsin, and it had construction problems.

Senator Massicotte: You are saying that this is an endemic problem, not only at TransCanada. The whole industry is not following code and being
unprofessional. All of them.

Mr. Vokes: They are taking risks.

Senator Massicotte: All of them?

Mr. Vokes: They are taking risks because they know that the probability is low. When the probability is low, you keep hoping that you can extend it
farther.

Senator Massicotte: To summarize, do you think all pipeline companies are being reckless with safety and are all the same?

Mr. Vokes: On the National Energy Board site, with its unresolved issues and summarizing offences by the various energy pipeline companies, I think it
is very clear.

Senator Wallace: Thank you, Mr. Vokes.

When I listened to what you have had to say, you obviously have great passion and I have no doubt whatsoever your motivation in bringing this forward
is for the good of all. When I do listen to you, and some of my colleagues have touched upon this, you seem to have very serious concerns with the
competency of TransCanada, other pipeline companies, the National Energy Board, the engineering professional association, and I am wondering in
that list if you have similar concerns about provincial regulatory bodies that are also involved in these matters. Do you have concerns about their
competency as well?

Mr. Vokes: I will not address that at this meeting because I never dealt that much with provincial regulation.

Senator Wallace: To put it mildly, that is a very broad, sweeping indictment from top to bottom of all regulatory and industry participants in pipeline
transportation. However, that is your opinion.

Whether it is engineers, lawyers, accountants, there are varying opinions on just about everything out there. Did you encounter any other professional
engineers who would have opinions contrary to yours on these issues you have raised? We understand you believe very strongly in what you have to
say, but have contrary opinions been put forward by other qualified professional engineers?

Mr. Vokes: The TransCanada internal audit contained contrary opinions.

Senator Wallace: I am asking whether independent engineering firms have voiced opinion on what your conclusions have been.

Mr. Vokes: Part of the reason for going down this path was some of the comments that came back from external engineering companies where they
knew that some of what we are doing was not right and they were the ones who pointed it out; for example, section 17, not inspecting all the wells. One
of the points came from an engineer from Cimarron Engineering who said what we were doing in our specifications did not meet the regulations.

Senator Wallace: I understand the NEB found some of the allegations you made were verified by TransCanada's internal audit process. I understand
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that.

Mr. Vokes: That is correct, some of them were.

Senator Wallace: I have listened to the serious allegations you make, but are we to accept that at face value? I am asking if any other contrary
opinions have been expressed by other professional engineering associations. I am not going to get into weighing who is right and who is wrong, but
have you encountered that as you have brought forward these issues? Have other professional engineers voiced opinions that would differ from your
own on these very serious matters?

Mr. Vokes: Yes, certainly; the responsible engineer I worked with at TransCanada was very adamant about voicing a different opinion.

Senator Wallace: Was he on employee of TransCanada?

Mr. Vokes: Yes, he was an employee of TransCanada.

Senator Wallace: What about engineering firms that would not be employees of TransCanada but would be independent engineering firms? Have any
of those voiced opinions contrary to your own on these matters?

Mr. Vokes: I have never contacted any of them.

Senator Wallace: Has no other engineering firm voiced an opinion that you have heard?

Mr. Vokes: I have never engaged in a conversation on that.

Senator Wallace: Did you hear of any comment they might have made?

Mr. Vokes: I talked to Group 10 Engineering before they did their assessment of the ERCB and I showed them the GC113 TransCanada audit. We
went through that and I showed him where that audit did not meet the regulations, but we did not have a discussion on whether it was legitimate or not.
I know that is not exactly what you asked. That is a conversation I did undertake though.

Senator Wallace: The internal audit process that TransCanada conducted in July of 2012 did confirm some of the allegations that you made. Did
TransCanada have a regular internal audit process dealing with these matters of safety? Would it be done annually, periodically or was the July 2012
internal audit by TransCanada an anomaly?

Mr. Vokes: That is interesting because the last time I actually heard where they did an indepth investigation within TransCanada was in 2007 where
they brought a man by the name of Stan Gaillard to look at quality improvement after a series of failures. I and several of my peers contributed to that
audit and identified that there were some areas of serious shortcomings. That is the last real technical audit we had.

We had external audits, such as the GC113 audit performed by PricewaterhouseCoopers. When you go through the GC113 audit, it is short of technical
substance certainly in the areas that I would have expected. For instance, it never directly addressed section 53, which says you shall audit, and we had
no real audit program in place at all in TransCanada, and it never addressed section 54 on independence of inspection.

There were many shortcomings, yet we have this audit report. Everyone says we have been audited, but when you read the audit report, where is the
conformity to the code? The reality was different from the audit.

Senator Ringuette: Mr. Vokes, I commend your courage. You must feel like David against Goliath. I have to admit, I am very disturbed by your
testimony this morning. I am very familiar with the code of ethics within the engineering profession and it is commendable.

My big concern right now is the National Energy Board. Canadians put their trust in the National Energy Board being the body that will make certain that
the system is optimal and secure. I am assuming that your complaint has been sent to the National Energy Board.

Are we in a bubble in which, for the sake of the oil industry, our eyes are closed, our ears are closed and we — I say “we” as a country — just want to
push ahead and never mind the future result?

Could you explain the relationship of your complaint with the National Energy Board's response and the industry? We need to be concerned if the
system to protect Canadians is not right.

Mr. Vokes: The most important thing the National Energy Board did is put the inclusion of whistleblower protection in the regulations recently. That is a
very important thing.

The second thing that is missing is this: What is the point of putting in a complaint if there is no change? That is the really important point. The
regulations are brilliant as far as I am concerned. The lineup between the onshore pipeline regulations and the code is incredible if you understand it. I
operated in a condition where we were following the corporate practice and that is what we did. In the emails that you have, you have people talking
about the corporate practice, and the corporate practice was not what was in the code.

The question is even if it is low risk, should I embrace my corporate practice when the regulations say not to do that? That is clearly an ethical breach.
They say it is low risk. I do not care if it is low risk. The point is that it is not in the code; it is not in the regulation. How much of a danger is it? A lot of it
does not pose much of a danger at all, but a couple of things were pointed out in the National Energy Board complaints that were very high risk. I
mentioned the selfinspected company welders. What they were doing was high risk, especially from the stories I got back from them. On that subject,
there is definitely cause for public concern there.

There is the TransCanada pig launchers’ story. We could not see the welds for the scraper bars when our contractor was hiring his own inspection, and
no one said a word about that for 10 years. I might have a problem standing by a TransCanada pig launcher nowadays, but I think that there are many
people who intend to do the process correctly, and that is the only thing that saves us. Regardless of my poor experiences with some individuals, there
are still a lot of people who would like to do it right.

The Chair: Senator Ringuette, I still have others. The question lasted quite long, as did the answer.

Senator Seidman: Most of my questions have been asked already. I must say that I am sitting here with enormous respect for you and for the courage
that it has taken to come forward.

I am thinking about all the testimony that we have had here from pipeline companies saying that safety is their number one priority. They have
described to us many aspects of this — their plans, their responses, their oversight, their quality control and all these things. I suppose there are many
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adjectives to describe my feelings about your testimony here, such as confused, disappointed and worried about Canadians' safety as we look at
building an increasingly larger infrastructure across the country.

Being futuristic, and thinking about what we can do — this is not a good story; there is no question about that — however, we do have the NEB and we
do have a regulatory framework, and they do have oversight capabilities. What I would like to know from you is, based on your experiences, what would
you recommend in terms of further regulatory steps that the NEB can take to ensure some kind of better oversight?

Mr. Vokes: The first and most important thing is the key to making sure that the regulations and codes are carried out, which is inspectors. The United
States is good with the concept of the OQ qualified operators. I do like that concept, where people are formally trained and accountable and allowed to
stop the work regardless of how much of a schedule disaster it is.

If I have a safety violation where a person may become hurt, the National Energy Board regulations allow me to stop the work. If I have code violations,
everyone says, “Don't worry. Get it done. Deal with it later.” That is the wrong attitude. We see a lot of that.

If you go back through the cases on the National Energy Board website and how they are dealt with, and if you ask questions like did they follow the
regulation, did they follow the code, the answer is overwhelmingly no. That is why they have problems. Did they get it done? Yes. Can they keep it in
service? Yes.

The projects are broken down into three parts: cost, schedule and quality. If you do not take care of the quality you will get either cost or schedule. That
is pretty much the way it is. I have seen some welldone projects and project managers who go through the effort to ensure they follow the regulations
as best they can, and I have seen others who are trying to do the minimum code and underachieve.

The second thing is the concept of engineering. That concept is important because in the front of every code is a forward that says following the code
might not necessarily be the best thing to do because you can still make mistakes. We have a lot of people who make decisions based on commercial
points that are not necessarily in the best interests of the longterm viability of the pipeline. For instance, all of our inservice welding was qualified on
lowstrength materials, but the pipeline materials are highstrength low alloys. Welding on highstrength alloys is more risky than welding on carbon
steel. For years we have all these inservice welding procedures that were qualified on this group over here and we are using them over there. It is legal
under the code, but it makes no engineering sense at all, if it was a risk. You can fix it with money; you can fix it with time; but you have to have the
desire to go forward and actually implement some of these things.

One of the things I was doing at TransCanada that was good for pipeline safety — and, in the end I was getting good project managers who were
allowing me to use it — is using automated ultrasonic testing on pipelines where we normally would use radiography. Radiography has poor detection of
the most serious pipeline defect cracks, whereas automated ultrasonic testing allows us to find all the cracks. Even though it did not seem economical at
the beginning, we moved over to this technology and we did well. We did not do well financially, but we did well on actually improving the quality and the
safety of the pipeline.

Senator Patterson: Many of my questions have been answered. I would like to thank you for your evidence.

Could you outline your educational background leading to your qualifications as a professional engineer, please?

Mr. Vokes: Sure. I was terrible at high school. I am serious; 63 in math, 33. I loved working with metal, so I worked in machine shops and pulled lots of
wrenches. I am a very practical sort of guy. I was a very good welder when I was young but did not want to do welding for a living, so I became a
machinist. I was part way through my machining career and I decided to take up the trades of millwright and journeyman. Unfortunately, a shoulder
injury precluded me from carrying on. Back in the days when I could hardly pick up a cup of coffee, they challenged me and said they wanted to buy
some technology but I would have to be an engineer. So I signed up for engineering school and in one year I did all my high school upgrading and went
to engineering school. I did a research project while I was there on the same pipeline. I was coming out of Red Deer one day while I was going to school
and I saw a big hammerhead in the sky. It was a pipeline that blew up out by Nordegg, Ram River. I did the research work on that on the stress and
cracking because I knew a lot about machining. We did a novel paper at that point in time. He then made me an offer I should have refused, and I did a
master's degree with him. I did a lot. I worked in a lot of labs. I do not have children so I have been passionate about my work.

Senator Patterson: Thank you very much for your candour. I would not want to talk about my high school math marks in public.

To elaborate further, you were a welder and a machinist. Did you get a journeyman licence? 

Mr. Vokes: Yes. I am a journeyman machinist. I did not get my journeyman as a millwright. Because I did welding in a machine shop, we were not
allowed to have defects in our welds.

Senator Patterson: Which province was that in?

Mr. Vokes: That was in Alberta. I am interprovincial: I am a red seal.

Senator Patterson: Which school of engineering did you go to?

Mr. Vokes: I did both my degrees at the University of Alberta.

Senator Patterson: I am a U of A graduate as well.

Senator McCoy: Thank you for the integrity of your spirit and your courage going forward.

As a point of clarification, I thought I heard you say Cimarron Engineering. You made a comment earlier about them. They are a thirdparty,
independent engineering firm?

Mr. Vokes: That is correct.

Senator McCoy: Could you repeat what you said about them?

Mr. Vokes: There was an error in our specifications, and a young engineer at Cimarron Engineering had enough fortitude to stand up and tell the
project manager there was an error. We looked at the specification and indeed we had an error. I did the research on it, and we had an error.

Senator McCoy: What I am hearing, then, is there are thirdparty, independent engineers who share your opinion.

Mr. Vokes: There certainly are. There was actually another one. There was the problem with the engineering specification in the United States, which
actually was caught by a nondestructive examination contractor, because he read the specification and said there is a problem with it. He brought it
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back to us, and indeed we had that same problem for three years and used that same specification for those three years.

The Chair: We have run out of time. There were some secondround questions that we will have to bypass. I just want to take the opportunity to ask a
couple of questions, if I could, Mr. Vokes.

You spoke earlier about fittings and valves that were substandard, I believe — I am saying this in my words, not yours — that were used in the U.S.

Mr. Vokes: That is correct.

The Chair: Would you please explain to me, is the U.S. also very lax in how they do pipelines? We kind of get that drift — at least I do — from your
presentation, that Canada is. What you are saying is that the U.S. is just as bad. Have any engineering firms or associations in the U.S., similar to
Senator Wallace's question, stood up and said, “Yes, we agree with you, Mr. Vokes; it is terrible in the U.S. also”? Can you verify that? Can you tell me
whether that happened or not?

Mr. Vokes: Surprisingly, if you say it is terrible you do not work in the industry anymore. I think they have made that fairly clear. Certainly fighting back
does not work very well.

I will tell you how terrible it was. We hired UniversalPegasus to oversee inspection of the Bison Pipeline. I was not involved in this but just saw the
outcome of it. They fired UniversalPegasus partway through building a pipeline from the inspection tasks. Currently, in the United States, TransCanada
is building the KXL and everyone has heard about the 57 special conditions. However, what we have is a brand new pipeline that has dents and is being
cut out. Dents are hard to put in a pipeline. You have to leave something in the ditch. The code is clear about not leaving things in the ditch. The 57
special conditions require that you run a quality control program so you would take the rocks out of the ditch, yet we have dents in a brand new pipeline.

The Chair: I am asking you if an engineering association in the U.S. has agreed with your submission that the U.S. is not doing it properly, nor is
Canada. Is there an association? I understand about dents in pipelines. I have been around the oil and gas industry for a good part of my life.

Mr. Vokes: Absolutely. PHMSA has a record of Kenneth Lee's public presentation about how not to build a pipeline. He has a serious collection of
pictures and events, including one of TransCanada's pictures, in his presentation about things that should not be done to build a pipeline.

The Chair: There is an engineering association in the U.S. that backs up what you are saying?

Mr. Vokes: There certainly is a regulatory association.

The Chair: Regulatory, but not an engineering association?

Mr. Vokes: Engineering has very little.

Senator Massicotte: I would like to qualify your question.

The Chair: Yes, quickly.

Senator Massicotte: How about the pigs? They do this a couple of times a year. Would they not come up with the same conclusion?

Mr. Vokes: As I was saying earlier when asked about the easttowest pipeline, the pigs are amazingly accurate sometimes. The owner company
actually gets to determine what the recording threshold is. Understanding that you cannot see under the weld reinforcement very well, at every girth
weld there is weld reinforcement that comes through. We do not have perfect probability of detection. We are very good at detecting external corrosion
on the outside of the pipeline. That is the highlight of what the inline inspection is good at. I am not the expert on inline inspection, but I do know some
of the things it does. It can find some longseam defects. It is good at finding external corrosion. It is not very good at finding defects in girth welds.
Those need to be found when you construct a pipe.

Senator Massicotte: In your opening statement you said that the person operating that determines the degree of measurement they want. Are you
suggesting that they purposely put those criteria reasonably high so they do not detect serious deficiencies?

Mr. Vokes: I would suggest that people should ask how the same pipeline is pigged multiple times without finding the defect that later leads to a long
term leak that was occurring all along.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Vokes, for taking time out of your busy schedule. We appreciate your testimony.

Welcome to the second half of our meeting of the Standing Senate Committee on Energy, the Environment and Natural Resources. We are continuing
our study on the safe transportation of hydrocarbons in Canada. I am pleased to welcome, from Wave Point Consulting Limited, Darryl Anderson,
Managing Director.

Mr. Anderson, welcome. Thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to come and present your remarks. I look forward to them. We will have a
brief period for you to make remarks and then we will go to questions.

Darryl Anderson, Managing Director, Wave Point Consulting Limited: To the chair and members of the Standing Senate Committee on Energy,
the Environment and Natural Resources, I consider it a privilege and a pleasure to be here to discuss with you the maritime transportation of
hydrocarbons. I speak to you this morning as an individual who came of age, academically and professionally, during perhaps the last great influential
period where Canadian parliamentarians examined some of the issues that are before us today. I am referring to what is known as the BranderSmith
report. I think most people in the room have read it.

I had the privilege of graduating from university in 1989, and I truly say that I am a child of my times. I have also been fortunate enough to have
watched the changes in energy development, technology and transportation that have occurred since that point.

In the slides and the presentation I have given you, I have tried to just highlight some of the many international regulations that are currently in place to
govern tankers. This material draws on the insights of my colleagues, K. Joseph Spears, a maritime lawyer, and a former mentor of mine from
Australian Maritime College and a tanker captain, Dr. Devinder Grewal. Some of you may have read some of the information that my colleagues and I
have published.

In completing my opening remarks, I wish to stress that I will be responding to your questions based on my personal experience of living on Canada's
West Coast for the last 49 years, and including a variety of occupations along the way. I did spend some years in Alberta Energy, working on
international trade and energy issues, so I know something of the complexity of the task ahead of you. Perhaps most important regarding answering
your questions, I will do so as an individual who is blessed with the opportunity to study maritime transportation policy issues from a Canadian and
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international perspective.

Suffice it to say that the ideas in the presentation may help establish Canada as an undisputed leader in the safe transportation of hydrocarbons. Thus,
I have already revealed my bias by telling you that I believe we can be leaders in the world in terms of ocean governance and safe and sustainable
shipping, and this must be the cornerstone of a robust Canadian energy and environmental strategy.

I would also like to preface our dialogue by saying that Canada's changing energy trade prospects present a great opportunity and tremendous
responsibility.

Before coming here this morning, I had an opportunity to review many of the speakers' remarks. I must say how we respond to environmental issues in
the transport of hydrocarbons will take a combination of applying the best practices from both the domestic and the international realms, and I dare say
it will require a collaborative approach, which I believe is a Canadian trait when it comes to problem solving.

I look forward to receiving your questions. I would just like to guide you through some basic structure of the presentation, and then we can immediately
go into question and answer.

You have seen my introduction. We provided a framework. “We” is my colleague Joe Spears and I, and we have been working on maritime policy
issues for many years. I am a graduate of Australian Maritime College, so I have gotten to know Dr. Devinder Grewal quite well over the years. Missing
from a good portion of the debate and literature is the question of whether there is a framework for analyzing these complex problems. We hear no
shortage of advocacy groups wanting A, B, C, D — and the list probably goes longer than the alphabet that I am familiar with — but we wanted to step
back and ask, “Is there a framework?”

I must confess that in our framework we talk about prevention, response, mitigation and restoration. However, most of the work I do is in the first three
stages; I am not an expert on oil spills in the environment and restoring that. We recognize that it is an important issue. The work we have presented
today is really focused on the front three stages.

In that, we must also recognize that we have heard the expression “worldclass standards” and other frames to describe a target people are aiming for,
but I think it is important to note there is not one universal approach. When you review the literature — and I compiled on the plane yesterday around a
hundred different research sources that are legitimate on this topic, minimum — what we find is that there is very little written in crossjurisdictional
comparisons.

However, I have included some papers at the back that I think are some of the outstanding pieces of work. Marlene Calderón Veiga from Portugal is
probably the world's leading researcher. I will tell you the reason she became such an expert. She is from Portugal, and you might remember that, a
few years ago, there were a couple of incidents off Portugal where they had oil spills. She was doing her master's degree in maritime transportation. I
think it is funny how someone in Portugal was also a child of her times in doing an oil spill — and I look back on the West Coast, and we often find that
our professional interests are rooted in that personal experience.

There are some characteristics that emerge from both her research and our research, and I would like to summarize them here for you today.

When it comes to oil spill preparedness and response, there have to be cascading and complementary layers of federal and state policy regulation and
operational response. There is no one country in the world that tries to do it all. Second, the way they play out in the kind of resources you need — and
we can get into it in more detail — but when I talk about a complementary approach, those regimes that are more robust have those cascading and
clearly defined roles. You also need active roles and networks of expertise, and that includes both at the federal level and scientific information.

The key thing to remember is that we need regular reviews to recognize and update capability. While all of us have read the BranderSmith report, do I
dare ask whether anyone in the room had read the BranderSmith report five years before this time, when we were talking about energy exports, or was
I one of the few nerdy kids in high school who actually read it at the time? It is good work because it inspires, but that is a bit of a gap between readings.
I have to share my copy now because they are hard to find; it is getting more popular.

It is also clear that for the more robust regimes, prevention is better than responding. Everyone agrees. However, when you do need to respond, it has
to be quick, practised, measured and effective.

Finally, do not underestimate the need for a robust and wellinformed regulatory system. It is crucial for enforcement.

You will notice that I used the term “robust.” Quite often people ask me what standard is better. We could go to the American standard — and I
immediately joined our pipeline date here. We are talking about minimum standards. The European approach is for prescribed outcomes. I think we
have to bring clarity to what we want in Canada. However, regardless of that, you need a wellinformed regulatory system.

Finally, I would like to make brief comments on the use of tanker exclusion zones. When we look at regulatory regimes around the world, the use of
large areas to exclude tankers over large areas is generally not found. There are provisions for specific areas to exclude tankers and enhance their
environmental practice.

Those are some highlevel summary data. The rest of the presentation is essentially information to say, “Darryl and company, how did you get there?” I
turn it over to you and your colleagues for questions.

Senator Mitchell: I hope this is within your area of expertise; from listening to you, it probably is. Given the West Coast, which is certainly in the
spotlight right now for marine transportation, is a huge expanse, if you had a spill in some isolated area along the coast, how would you ever anticipate
centres close enough to get there quickly enough?

Mr. Anderson: That is the real challenge. I think on slide 14 I talk about how much tanker traffic there is and what it might mean. That is the real
challenge in the West Coast. I have a background in transportation logistics. When we did the literature search, I thought I could find a logistic model on
how to deploy resources, and there is not one. I will tell you how countries address it. There is no question that if you go on the south coast — and I live
in Victoria and I can watch the ships — we are well covered there. Twenty minutes outside of Victoria, you are in the middle of nowhere. I know,
because there is no cellphone coverage.

When I started my career I had the pleasure of working with the Fisheries and Oceans Small Craft Harbours, so I have been to almost every smallcraft
harbour on the coast. However, there used to be a coastal tugandbarge and logging industry, and the whole works. I remember one year, when the
forest industry collapsed, and they did not bring those tugs and barges. That was the winter we talked about regular garbage in remote communities:
The winter of my discontent.

It is clear one of the things we identified is that you will need different resources on the north coast.
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One thing that is fundamental to understand is that we have had tankers in Canadian waters for a long time. The tankers from Valdez, Alaska, regularly
travelled through Canadian waters. What is fundamentally different about the proposals for oil tankers in LNG is that we are now shifting that activity
away from what is essentially our territorial scene — our exclusive economic zone — and shifting it into our coastal waters, our internal seas.

One of the things that few people do not recognize is that the Oceans Act has an obligation for the precautionary principle. We can argue whether you
can, and how far you should, extend that precautionary principle right through to our exclusive economic zone. My colleague and I have looked at that
with some legal scholars. In our exclusive economic zone is the thin edge of the wedge of how aggressively you can apply the principle. Where our
ports are located — Kitimat, Prince Rupert, Vancouver — is the heart of internal seas. We have not really come up with how to address that
precautionary principle. There has been no real systematic study of the resources you need. You clearly need aircraft, and you clearly need the other
kind of resources for quick response.

The silent recommendation from the BranderSmith inquiry is whether there is enough shipping traffic on the north coast of British Columbia to warrant
an emergency tug assistance standby that is dedicated. If we go to Washington State, there is one in Neah Bay, Washington State, that is now funded
by industry but started by government. In Australia — the Great Barrier Reef — they have a cascading system and put a higher level of protection on
the Great Barrier Reef, and they have standby emergency tug assistance, not only for tankers but also for all vessels. There are standby emergency
tugs in European countries as well. We could go on with quite a list of resources, but, if we read the newspaper a couple of days ago, the Canadian
Coast Guard was in such a state that their existing inventory was 25 years out of date. I think they read this report. They have not done a great job of
keeping up. I really suggest that they are not ahead of the curve at this point. I am not saying they are behind, but it does require some level of effort to
get there. I am the kind of guy who worries that you could actually physically build a pipeline in a shorter time than it would take our institutions to be
ready.

Senator Mitchell: How could you characterize the risks of tanker traffic in and out of Vancouver's harbour? Let us say Kinder Morgan becomes
successful.

Mr. Anderson: We have not had an incident in Canada for a very long time, so it is very low. On page 10, I have a chart of the types of incidents.
These are worldwide. One of the things that have happened, due to all of the international rules, is that the number of tanker incidents worldwide has
gone down really low. We do know from worldwide experience that, at a place like Kinder Morgan, in Vancouver Harbour, if you were to have a tanker
incident, it would be more likely to occur during loading, unloading and discharging — small, spillrelated issues. That is kind of what our current
regulatory environment contemplates. Very small spills, which are fuel, occur when tankers get bunkered. There are other operations. You will notice
that, in the column here, we have “unknown.” Unknown is not really unknown. Let us do the math on the supply chain. I am either at the port, at the
terminal or bunking. I am either in confined waters or on the seas. The category of “other” is really responding to seas. What I see missing from the risk
assessments, whether it is Kinder Morgan or anyone else — and I have done a little bit of work with Fairplay and it can be done with AIS data — you
can break out incidences in the data now to describe exactly where they are and finetune your risk models. That has not been done in Canada.

Senator Lang: I was not going to ask this question, but I will to follow up on Senator Mitchell's point.

I do find interesting the Port of Vancouver and the oil tanker traffic going in there. One aspect that you have not touched on is that the number of
tankers going into Vancouver is almost 50 per cent less than it was 10 years ago, in my understanding, because of the size of the tankers.

Mr. Anderson: Yes.

Senator Lang: It would seem to me that, for individuals such as yourself, with the expertise you have, very important factors with respect to calculating
risk would be the fact that there is less traffic, the fact that there has been less traffic, the fact that the tankers are larger and compartmentalized and
the fact that there are more technical services with respect to the total shipping industry. Is that not correct?

Mr. Anderson: Yes. We have not denied any of those points.

Senator Lang: I am not asking you to deny it. I do not understand why individuals such as yourself are not pointing this out because those on the other
side of the question, who do not want any tanker traffic, are not bringing this information out so that the public can have a fair debate over the question
of safety.

Mr. Anderson: Yes. I am a researcher, not an advocate. I am a policy researcher.

On page 12, we have gone broader and looked at the location of Pacific Northwest, including Vancouver and San Juan. You will see that we say that,
even if Kinder Morgan proceeds, you will not see that much more increase in traffic.

Specifically into Vancouver, I could list all the kinds of terminal and operational procedures that I have on this page. It is in my notes, sorry, not yours. All
those things exist, from tug escorts to training, navigational aids, vessel traffic schemes. They have clear, narrow requirements, pilotage, transit
windows, traffic safety controls and decisionsupport tools. All of those things exist in Vancouver that account for the safety record.

I began my remarks by saying that we hardly have any incidents in Canada. The real issue now becomes whether you can you take that experience
from Port Metro Vancouver and extend it to areas where we do not have port authorities and that same level of infrastructure and human capacity. You
are right in terms of all of the things that exist in Port Metro Vancouver.

Senator Lang: I want to ask for a general statement from you. In your opening remarks, you say: “. . . may help establish Canada as an undisputed
leader in the safe transportation of hydrocarbons.” Further on, you say: “I believe we can be leaders in the world in terms of ocean governance.”

We have had witnesses here, prior to your coming, who basically said that, if we are not leading, we are definitely one of the leaders in the world with
respect to how we handle our marine traffic and our safety record.

I would like to ask you further, in order to become number one, as opposed to being in the top five or six countries around the world, what exactly would
you do, if you were in charge, to make us number one?

Mr. Anderson: On page 17, I have a slide there called “Opportunities for Value Creation.”  I think the point that we make in the subsequent slide is that
there are some other very specific recommendations we could walk through. We are not suggesting in our research that Canada needs to adopt every
single thing on this. In my opening remarks, I said that with great opportunity comes great responsibility. The more traffic you have, the more likely it is
that you will have to go into the toolbox to apply some of these tools. The appendix that we have is actually a compendium of stuff at the back. You will
see, at different phases of the risk management, where you can dip down in tools.

I will give you an example, let us say Washington State. The federal government announced in March that they will move to incident command
structure. That was a long request of the Province of British Columbia. When you talk with the folks in Washington State, they have been at it
systematically since Exxon Valdez. They do not necessarily use a formal risk strategy in answering the question about how to allocate resources, but
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they do numerous scenarios at the state and county levels, including tribes and work with the U.S. Coast Guard. When you talk to them candidly, they
have had growing pains. Where they are at now and where they started 20 years ago are two different places. I am saying that incident command
structure is a great place to start, but, unless you fund it with resources, do the training and drill it down into the community, you are not far. Washington
State also has an emergency tug assist program. That is another example of excellence. We are not, in our research, saying that Canada is bad. What
we are saying is are there opportunities to do better. For instance, Norway has prescribed standards. In Norway, we have to distinguish between ship
source oil pollution spills and the offshore. I am referring to shipsource oil pollution here. They have a national program where local municipalities have
a defined level of responsibility for handling waste oil. I asked that of a response organization, and they said that that is the shipowner's responsibility. I
used to work with Fisheries and Oceans, and every year on the Queen Charlotte Islands the fishing fleet would change their oil. I had no legal place to
dispose of that oil. If you go back through the Department of Justice's and Fisheries and Oceans' records for, roughly, 1991 — you can ask for the
records — you will basically find, “Dear Mr. Anderson, you are currently breaking the law. I suggest you stop breaking the law.” I am a servant of the
Crown. Every year, the fishing fleet changed, and that was small amounts of oil.

Getting back to the north coast, we do not have places where you can dispose of the oil readily. Those are just some examples. We can walk through
the slides and be more specific in other areas.

Senator MacDonald: Thank you for being here.

In regard to spill response, I do not think there is any doubt that the regulatory system is stronger. The ships are certainly better constructed, but of
course, all ships are liable to experience catastrophic problems. Any ship can sink. The Titanic was not supposed to sink, but it went down on its maiden
voyage.

When it comes to a catastrophic loss of heavy oil, should part of the response be that there are certain ports on both the East and the West Coast that
the largest vessels perhaps should not go out of when alternative ports are available that provide an environment more conducive to accepting and
responding to a catastrophic loss of petroleum?

Mr. Anderson: You will find in the statistics that catastrophic loss seldom occurs at the location of where the port is. They tend to be during the atsea
voyage or on the approach segment. Therefore, I do not worry too much about the location of the port because by the time you have done the technical
standards and all the other work, you have that one nailed pretty well; you have spent a lot of time and energy thinking about it.

What I worry about, though, is the opposite scenario, a catastrophic spill and unintended consequences where we have a poorly defined portofrefuge
policy and a remote location may have to respond to an incident from a passing ship. Do we have the right resources for that?

At the loading or discharging location of a marine terminal, the marine engineers and everyone else do a very good job of that. Citing a terminal is not
an easy task. I hope I have answered your question.

Senator MacDonald: Somewhat, but I have a quick followup. I will give an example. You are well versed in this stuff; I am sure you are familiar with
the loss of the Arrow in Chedabucto Bay in 1970 and the Kurdistan in 1979. The Kurdistan was lost off the Strait of Canso; it was heading to the refinery
in Quebec. People hardly knew it disappeared; there was almost no residue. If that ship had gone down in the St. Lawrence River, it would have been a
much different scenario, no question about that.

I am curious, on the West Coast — I know most of the your work is on the West Coast — if there was a large, catastrophic event, what would the
difference be in a catastrophic event in Kitimat as opposed to one in Prince Rupert?

Mr. Anderson: That is where we talk about the ship to location. Right now, there are not the resources to deal with what is being contemplated. That is
not to say the proponents do not have plans, but for a catastrophic loss on the north coast, currently we have gone through the voluntary tanker
exclusion zone to deal with tankers because they were travelling further out in our territorial seas. We thought if we put in aerial surveillance and pushed
them out further, that would be adequate. Those tools have worked in that situation.

As soon as you move inland, however, those tools become much less effective. You need other tools for a quick response, and you need to look
beyond probability and frequency analysis. You need other risk management tools, which have been identified in the presentation.

Without people on the ground planning these things in the early stages, it is really difficult to do it. The marine world is known for doing things as a result
of experiences from those types of incidents. When I talk to my aviation friends, they kind of have a different view of the world.

Senator Unger: Thank you, Mr. Anderson. This is very interesting.

I am from Alberta. On May 31, the Government of B.C. officially opposed the Northern Gateway because it was concerned with the pipeline route and
spills. Do you share the province's safety concerns and response capacity?

Mr. Anderson: There are aspects of the province's issues that they have, but I do not speak to any one party's particular response to those issues.

If you were to ask whether the province's standards meet any of the issues that we have fully addressed in the research that my colleagues and I are
doing, I would like to compare them the other way and say there is still room for improvement. I do not want to criticize someone else's effort. I want to
say, “Darryl, you are short of your own efforts here, and this is the reason why.” I like to do the comparison the other way.

Senator Unger: What about concern about shipping dilbit? Does that raise a different set of concerns?

Mr. Anderson: I get emails from people all the time on the environmental side who are concerned about the properties of dilbit, absolutely, not so much
on the shipment and transport but when it gets into the water. That is one area my colleagues and I — you need a biology background and not
necessarily a shipping background — are concerned about.

I think it is a legitimate concern. I am aware that testing has been done. I am also aware that a fair amount of that product has already been shipped out
of Kinder Morgan, and they may be in a better position in Vancouver to answer that question about the properties of it. When it gets into the actual
marine environmental impact, it is not my area of expertise.

Senator Unger: Would that particular product be best shipped to the Port of Vancouver or further up the coast?

Mr. Anderson: I do not believe it is a question of the location of where it is shipped; it is a characteristic of the oil in the water and the marine
environment that is the concern. If I were to ship it anywhere, I would want to know a lot about the marine environment to which I am shipping it rather
than actually making it a terminal location decision. The ships, pipeline and railcars can handle those products; it is what happens when it gets into the
natural environment that is a concern.
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Senator Unger: Thank you.

Senator Wallace: As you mentioned at the outset, the oil spill response regime we have in Canada resulted from changes to the Canada Shipping
Act in the mid1990s, and that was based on the BranderSmith report. The spill response regime we have in Canada seems to be very comprehensive.
It is clear on where the responsibility for spill response lies and the need to have response organizations be properly equipped, with the proper
expertise to respond and so on.

Do you have any comment on the effectiveness of that regime in place today? Obviously, if there will be increased tanker traffic on the West Coast, it
will build on that, but could you comment on the effectiveness and the capabilities of the regime as it exists today?

Mr. Anderson: I thought I would acknowledge that with the changes to the recent legislation, they offer a unified command. As it exists today, one key
difference in Canada compared to the United States, even in Australia, actually, and the U.K., we have a polluter pay principle. At the beginning of the
exercise, when the decisions have to be made, the polluter takes the lead role. Remember how I said in my opening remarks that a fast, efficient
response is really needed? There is a tendency in Canada to ask, “Who is in charge here?” If you go to the U.S. and you point to a port captain and the
U.S. Coast Guard commander, make no mistake, they are in charge.

The polluter still pays. If you have ever dealt with a U.S. port commander, they are in charge. In Canada, on a largescale exercise, it is doubtful
sometimes whether we have that same level of authority in those really tough choices, if it required beaching a vessel or taking a vessel that was in
distress to a remote community, both to save property and reduce damage, if that was a really hard choice.

The U.K. has a model where they have the state's representative for salvage and intervention that has that authority in decision making. The concept is
that other jurisdictions do a bit better job and are more effective, including Australia, at that earlystage response because time is everything.

In Canada, we have been fortunate because we have not had to test it, but if you ask people deep down if we are really up for game day on a big one,
we would probably have a range of opinions, and I would rather see a unanimous group of opinions.

Senator Wallace: We heard yesterday from the Western Canada Marine Response Corporation, which has a spill response capability of 26,000
tonnes. The Canada Shipping Act requires a minimum spill response of 10,000 tonnes. Tankers that might pass on the West Coast could be as large as
300,000 tonnes. Do you have comments on the appropriateness of a 26,000tonne response capability?

Mr. Anderson: That gets back to a philosophy of minimum standards versus prescribed outcomes. In terms of minimum standards, the Western
Canada Marine Response Corporation does an excellent job. I know their people and I have had their training as a port person.

The question is, do we want a minimum standard approach, in which case we continue to do what we are doing? Having had discussions with them, the
question, even if we have that response standard, is this: Have we done a model or created a scenario for the best places to deploy those resources in
Canada? We have not done that.

Norway uses a risk management model from Sweden. They do not have a prescribed minimum standard. Rather, they work closer to a prescribed
outcome approach based on spills and what their shipping traffic would be. The response organizations are capable. What target are we shooting for? I
am not one to believe that the size of the ship represents the biggest risk. You will see that we also reference coastal barges and tanks. It is an often
overlooked segment, but any remote community in Canada will take fuel in by barge. Ultralarge crude carriers get everyone's attention because they
are so big, but I do not think we will see all tanks go simultaneously. Statistically, the evidence is not there.

Senator Wallace: In responding to an incident, the location of the response equipment would be critically important because of the obvious need for
speed. Should it be left to the response organizations to decide where these resources should be located or should it be is imposed by regulatory
authority or some combination of the two working together?

Mr. Anderson: It should be a combination of the two. I used the word “collaboration.” This is a perfect example of collaboration. In my presentation I
talked about value creation and opportunities. I would be the first to admit that if we tried to tackle this alone with a regulatory approach, we would fail.
The reason is that people on the ground doing the technical work have the best understanding. No amount of second guessing by guys like me will get
oil out of the ground. You need the right regulatory framework in collaboration with the people that do the work in the best jurisdictions in the world; and
Canada is robust in that category of bringing those parties to bear and making those kinds decisions. Our record can be proud and strong, and other
countries around the world are looking to us. That is why this work of the committee is important.

Senator Wallace: Thank you.

Senator Massicotte: On page 6 of your presentation, you talk about how tankers are governed internationally relative to the context. Summarize what
we should take from that. What should we change relative to the way we govern ourselves internationally?

Mr. Anderson: Very little. The international approach fundamentally for the last 20 years has been on prevention, and the statistics prove it. We see
worldwide great uniformity during the prevention stage of oil spill response and tanker and shipping governance. Canada has had some leaders in the
IMO, so we are very good at that stage. Where countries start to diverge and differ significantly is during the mitigation, restoration and response
stages — the latter stages — because of the domestic rules and regulations and the amount of shipping traffic.

From an international perspective, I would be one of the first to argue that the international community has done a very good job in this regard. I live in
Victoria, where I have quite a few friends in environmental organizations that do not believe that fact, so I try not to have those discussions on the
school playground. The evidence is clearly before us.

Senator Massicotte: Senator Lang raised the point about page 15 of your presentation where you say “somewhat” in quotations. The evidence we
have is that there had been a significant decrease in Vancouver even with the opening of a pipeline should that occur. The result would still be
significantly less than it was even seven or eight years ago.

Mr. Anderson: On page 12, I reference that the location of tanker traffic in the Strait of Juan de Fuca includes the straits going into it, and not just
Vancouver, because the south coast of British Columbia has U.S. traffic coming in. I am trying to say generally on this point that one or two individuals
have a condominium above a certain bridge in Vancouver, and they talk about a 70 or 80fold increase in tanker traffic into Port Metro Vancouver.
They happened to pick the lowest point in the recession. If you go back over a times series and look at this, in that whole body of water we would have
to have a response regime. We have ebbed and flowed, but we are not talking about huge spikes in traffic.

Senator Massicotte: The evidence we have, even 15 years ago, is that the relative traffic, even with the proposed pipeline, would be less than it was
historically.

Mr. Anderson: I do not think you would find that in terms of the specific Kinder Morgan. There is a range of increase in traffic at a bit of a different
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location.

Senator Massicotte: You can choose a certain location, but obviously our concern is more macro.

Mr. Anderson: That is why I included the chart on page 12.

Senator Patterson: The federal government announced in March this year a new initiative to improve tanker safety, WorldClass Tanker Safety
System. With that initiative, there was a commitment to additional research on the impact of diluted bitumen on the marine environment. We have had
some witnesses raise concerns about the impact of that product on the marine environment. Would you have any comments on whether current spill
response organizations are equipped to respond to a bitumen spill?

Mr. Anderson: I was part of a presentation where the Western Canada Marine Response Corporation demonstrated to an audience how they handled
the situation, but it did not come from a ship but from a pipeline above land.

The one area that is not my expertise is when that product hits the water.

Senator Patterson: Our system for tanker liability and compensation in Canada combines domestic and international funds. We have been told by
Transport Canada that they are reviewing the adequacy of the amount of the shipsource pollution fund. Do you have any comments on whether the
current tanker liability and compensation system is adequate and whether that shipsource pollution fund should be increased?

Mr. Anderson: I will preface it by saying that, I believe in 2015, the IMO will make changes overall that will increase those limits.

One of the charts shows where tanker spills occur. The liability limits when dealing with a small spill during terminal loading or bunkering at that stage of
the journey are more likely to be adequate in an area that is not too heavily populated or where there is not a lot of valuable property because they are
smallscale incidents. Marine terminal operators are certified response organizations and they have to have equipment. All the resources are right there
to deal with those smallscale incidents.

However, a question remains unanswered, and I have seen some of the analytical work but am hesitant to draw a firm conclusion. There probably could
be a scenario where those liability limits are not right. What people are missing in the discussion is not the adequacy of the liability limits but the key
issue in public policy that we have moved to a strict liability regime that facilitates payment of money versus litigation where you had to prove your claim
going the other way.

Let us focus on the public policy of strict liability for shipowners, and then if we need to finetune it in a specific situation based on real risk analysis, let
us do it. Let us not lose sight of the important principle of having to litigate and prove a claim like you have to do in other parts of the world where they
have not signed on to that. That would be three steps backwards. I am not suggesting you do it, but people often focus on the amounts. In some
situations, people truly do not know but there is an important legal principle that went before determining the amount.

Senator Seidman: Thank you very much for your substantive presentation. I do agree with what you said very early on in your presentation that
prevention is better than responding.

I was going to hone in on something in particular, but I would like to focus on your response to another colleague around the table regarding the chain
of command. If I recall correctly, we have heard here that, very clearly, the Coast Guard is in charge at the top of the chain of command. You suggested
that is not the case. I am referring to a spill response when there is actually a crisis and emergency that needs responding to and it is critical to know
who is in command.

Mr. Anderson: The Coast Guard is in command, but in our system of polluter pays, the Coast Guard passes judgment on the adequacy of the
polluter's efforts. If they are deemed inefficient, they can take action.

We have really dedicated people in the Coast Guard. It is not an easy call in a situation to say that someone's efforts are inadequate. While you want to
give people the benefit of the doubt, time goes by.

I have an article here I will read for the committee. It is the U.S. Secretary of State's representative for Maritime Salvage and Intervention in the U.K.
Australia has a separate system. In a catastrophic event, people talk about salvage at the end of the process and not the beginning; there is a
government official that has the power to direct the resources of the polluter that pays, and their decisions are binding and final.

That is a very different level of accountability than our Coast Guard basically getting into a legal fight with their lawyer saying, “We are stepping in,” and
the other party saying, “No, we are in command here.” It came about out of OPA90 in the United States that the U.S. government did not want to go
down that other road. In Canada, we adopted something between the American and the European approaches and we thought, “We will give them the
benefit of the doubt.”

Senator Seidman: You say here that a robust and wellinformed regulatory system is crucial for enforcement. Is there something that could be done in
the regulatory system to improve enforcement and chain of command?

Mr. Anderson: The structure we have in Canada is great. How we have resourced it so our people can practise in different scales in the North, on the
north coast of British Columbia — we do some joint exercises. Therefore, we have that part of the regulatory structure right, but we have tended to
starve our institutions of the capacity to do what is the right structure. That is my opinion.

Senator Seidman: You mentioned practice, and that was going to be my question in terms of prevention. That is a sort of preventative approach in that
you practise, and that you have to practise based on effectiveness, so there is a certain sort of basis for what you are practising. It could be a scientific
basis or whatever is out there in terms of best practices from experiences internationally or even nationally.

In your understanding of the way things work, is there sufficient research and development, and a sufficient basis right now and sharing of best
practices for practice and effective practice?

Mr. Anderson: In Canada, I think the answer is “no.” If I were to go south of the border into Washington State, the answer would be “yes.” There is
good cooperation with the province.

I think it is known in the part of the application of the knowledge rather than knowing there is some real secret here that we need to do. It is like many
things in life: We know what to do, but do we get around to doing it consistently enough? I am also concerned that we will have a generational change in
people. If you do not have experience with this — doing it and practising — learning on the job is not where you want to do it.

All this literature that we have cited is existing literature. If I can find it, I am sure the policy people can find it, but it is implementing. Having been inside
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the federal system and provincial governments, we in Canada tend to downplay this type of policy research, which is why my colleagues and I have
tended to pick up our pens.

Senator Seidman: You are saying application of knowledge. That is interesting. That means sharing of best practices, and then having people actually
implement and practise what these are.

Mr. Anderson: We tend to have a body of knowledge that is sufficiently robust regarding knowing what to do. Around the world other countries look to
Canada and other jurisdictions for doing it. However, clearly Australia, Washington State and Norway put into practice much more what they are doing.
One could argue they are more coastal states, and we will save that for another time as to the reason why.

The Chair: I have a question, and then I will go to the second round.

You said that tankers from Valdez regularly travel through Canadian waters. Where does that happen?

Mr. Anderson: They are going out from southern Alaska through our exclusive economic zone. Some will travel to California and some will go to one of
the five refineries in Washington State. They use the Strait of Juan de Fuca.

The Chair: It is the Strait of Juan de Fuca you are referring to?

Mr. Anderson: Yes, but they will also use our exclusive economic zone, beyond the voluntary tanker exclusion zone. It is somewhere between the
territorial sea and our exclusive economic zone. Outside the voluntary tanker exclusive zone, they will transit Canadian waters. This is why aircraft and
surveillance are important, because they are out a long way from shore.

The Chair: We just had the response organization answer that question, and they say that they stay out of the 200mile limit from Valdez and would
only enter Canadian waters in the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Would that be correct?

Mr. Anderson: More or less, yes.

The Chair: You are saying they stay out of the 200mile —

Mr. Anderson: Until they come into the approach —

The Chair: I want to get that straight; I do not want to mix it up with the economic zone.

Mr. Anderson: They will stay outside, and then when they come in, they will pass through our exclusive economic zone and territorial sea, and into the
strait.

The Chair: Okay, good. Thank you.

When you talked about the fishing fleet and your experience on north coast with no place to deposit your used oil, I guess that goes to the old saying
that a fishing fleet pollutes more than anyone in our waters. It is my personal experience from before I got into politics, which was quite a while ago —
25 years ago — that if you sold lubricants, you had to provide a place to actually bring them to. In fact, I was required to do that. That was 25 years ago.
Can you explain what you meant by that?

Mr. Anderson: I started before the legislation came, and I had that. The reality is that fishing boats, particularly when they are in remote fishing areas,
will have bought their lubricants. However, you get a combination of supplies and people down before you go fishing and they want to change oil. Quite
frankly, they get an opening and they will change their oil and, let us say, it is their best intention to come back to it. Yet, when you have to catch the
fish, sometimes coming back to get your oil you have left in a fivegallon drum is little bit further down the list.

The Chair: I guess anybody can use that for an excuse. The reality is that you have to. That regulation is in British Columbia. We can make all kinds of
reasons why they cannot, but the regulation is that you should deposit it in a safe container. Hopefully, that meets with everyone's mindset to actually do
that. I will leave it there.

Senator Mitchell: Are barges doublehulled?

Mr. Anderson: Some are. There may be a few that are not. I am trying to think historywise if that is true.

There is also a large amount of fuel and other refined products that go back from the refinery — and aviation fuel, et cetera — between Puget Sound
and Washington State. Therefore, if there are any singlehulled barges — The bigger issue is that I think they moved to doublehulled barges, but it is
not illegal to put an oil tanker truck on top of a barge and transit.

I do not know how many people are familiar with Port McNeil and Robson Bight, where Leroy Trucking had a little incident and a barge went down and
spilled right in an environmentally sensitive area. They have been creative in getting around the technical requirements for barging and doing
something that you just shudder.

Senator Wallace: Mr. Anderson, I wanted to clarify your comment. You seemed to leave the impression that maybe there is confusion in the Canadian
requirements as to who is in charge in the event of a spill occurrence, who is actually giving the direction. My understanding is that before any tanker
carrying oil can enter Canadian waters, the shipowner would be required to prove that it has a contract with a response organization, and that that
contract clearly sets out who is responsible, who is in command and the spill response capabilities that would be provided. That is my understanding.

If the Coast Guard felt at any time the response by the vessel owner or the response organization was inadequate, then Coast Guard, as you point out,
could step in and take over. However, I just wanted to clarify. My understanding is that under the Canada Shipping Act, it does establish who is in
command, who is responsible and who calls the shots.

Mr. Anderson: That is indeed how the Canada Shipping Act works. If it worked exactly like it does on paper, we would have no need for aerial
surveillance to find those mystery spills where it is not clear. The closer the oil spill occurs to a terminal or the vessels in transit or in port, the system
works really well. What you get is the potential for a largescale event where it may not be an oil tanker but an oil spill from another vessel and you do
not know the owner of it. Even though everyone has the paperwork, they will deny knowledge of it. The Coast Guard then has to decide: Do we step in
now or spend more effort trying to find out who the legal owner is?

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Anderson, for your presentation. We appreciate your taking time out of your busy schedule to come here.

(The committee adjourned.)
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From: Ken Qowl 

To : Barrett. Dayjd <PHMSAl; Danje! Cerkoney; Q:hs. Greoo!Y <PHMSAl ; Butler. Karen <PHMSAl; Bunn. James 
LP1::1.MSA1; Miller. Warren <PHMSA); McLaughlin. Mjke <PHMSAl; Hodill. Gabe <PHMSAl 

Cc: Vern Mejer; Bruce Dupujs 

Subject: FW: Restart Authorization 
Date: Monday, October 22, 2012 3:57:23 PM 

Attachments: NPS 30 Keystone Pioeljne - Saljsbu!Y to Patoka Repair Dec - Technical Memo - 10-22-12.00f 
Keystone pjpe!jne Restart Ooerations Plan 2012 10 21.doc 

David, 

We have commenced the restart of the Keystone Pipeline. Attached is the restart plan and Vern's 
approval of the technical memorandum. The Media talking points discussed this morning will be 
provided as soon as I receive them. 

Regards, 

Ken Crowl 

From: Vern Meier 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 2:12 PM 

Subject: Restart Authorizat ion 

Based on the attached Engineering documentation and field verification of the completion of the final 
repair please accept this as authorization from Field Operations to commence the restarting of the 
Keystone Pipeline in accordance w ith the attached Restart Plan. 

Regards, 

Vern Meier 

From: Tirso Gonzalez 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 12:12 PM 
To: Tirso Gonzalez; James Baggs; Vern Meier; Bruce Dupuis; Erik Tatarchuk; Dale Wascherol; Richard 
Prior; Kevin Maloney; Trae Miller III; Dan King; Daniel Cerkoney; James card; Jim Krause; David 
Chittick; James Card; Paul MacGregor; Tracy Schultz 
Subject: RE: 1 Min update from site 

Plidco clamp is torqued to specifications and complete. Sites 1-4 are complete. 

Regards, 

Tirso D. Gonzalez 
TransCanada Pipelines 
Project Manager 
U.S. Integrity, Maintenance & Construction 

This electronic message and any attached documents are intended only for the named addressee(s). This communication from TransCanada may 
contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protecteri from disclosure and it must not be disclosed, copied, forwarded or 
distributed without authorization. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original 
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message. Thankyou. 

This electronic message and any attached documents are intended only for the 
named addressee(s). This communication from TransCanada may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure and 
it must not be disclosed, copied, forwarded or distributed without authorization. If 
you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and 
delete the original message. Thank you. 
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Technical Memorandum 
Date: October 22, 2012 

To: . Vern Meler 
From: Gabriela Rosca 

(("h TransCanada 
'J /fl 1Jvsl11css co <lefiv~t 

Cc: Tirso Gonzales, Richard Kania, David Coker, David Chittick, Richard 
Re: McGregor, Bruce Dupuis 

Background 

Subject: NPS 30Keystone Pipeline - Salisbury to Patoka 
Repair Decision 

Based on the preliminary MFL Inspection report of NPS 30 Salisbury to Patoka received from 
Baker Hughes on October 18, 2012 there were 4 immediate metal loss anomalies with a Peak 
depth greater than or equal to 70% W.T. 

B k ILll a er mme d' t F t 1a e ea ure summary 

Valve Feature Peak FPR Length (In) Depth(%) 

SNTPL +0.4_8;AO·MLV-001 DMA204496 95 1.19 0.63 
SNTPL+0.4_6-AO·MLV-001 DMA 205022 78 1.19 1.54 
SNTPL+0.4_8-AO-MLV-001 CLS 30000 79 1.39 2.22 
SNTPL +0.4_8-AO-MLV-001 DMA 210611 83 1.38 0.51 

Ill versus Actual Data and Associated Mitigation Summary 

ILi ILi Actual Actual 
Feature Peak Length 

WT Peak Length 
AWT Repair Repair 

Depth (in) Depth (In) Required Implemented 
(o/o) . {In) (o/o) (In) 

pressure Plldco 
OMA 95 0.63 0.386 96.9 1.0 0.386 containing Clamp 

20'1496 sleeve (temporary) 
(Type B) 

OMA 78 1.64 0.386 73.8 2.01 0.393 recoat Armor Plate 
206022 

CLS 79 2.22 0.386 59.9 1.01 0.397 recoat Armor Plate 
30000 
OMA 83 0.51 0.386 61 1.01 0.393 

recoat Armor Plate 
210611 

FPR 

nla 

1.27 

1.45 

1.44 

Page 1 of2 
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Technical Memorandum 
~).. TransCanada · 

· ") Ill btrllncm 10 deflv~t 

All the immediate features have been mitigated to ensure the integrity of the pipeHne (design 
MOP of 1440 psi). 

Prepared by: 
t 

A;op rovl!d ~ef '. 
u-v1 /0 /;;. -~/I ;i 

rn Meler 
Vice President 

Page 2 of2 

Reviewed by: 

Bruce Dupuis, P. Eng . 
Program Manager, Liquid Pipeline Integrity 

TC Permit to Practice: 7100 
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Keystone Pipeline Restart Operations Plan 

Following shutdown of the Keystone pipeline on October 17, 2012, repair of the 
identified anomalies downstream of Saint Paul pump station commenced under the 
direction of TransCanada's Integrity Management and Construction group. During this 
time period the Oil Control Center staff in Calgary continued to monitor pipeline 
pressures and confirm that no loss of pressure was observed due to a loss of oil from the 
pipeline. 

The prerequisite to commence with pipeline restart operations will be formal 
confirmation from the Vice President of US Pipeline Operations that the all anomalies 
have been satisfactorily addressed and it is safe to proceed with remote operation of the 
pipeline. 

In preparation for restarting the pipeline, voluntary pressure restrictions have been placed 
on the pipeline to ensure the pipeline operating pressure at the anomaly locations 
downstream of Saint Paul pump station cannot exceed a maximum of 80% of the 60 day 
high historical operating pressure. These line pressure control (LPC) settings have been 
engineered to account for transient operating conditions and have been installed at the 
Centralia, Middletown, Saint Paul, Hartford and Pierron pump stations on 
October 20, 2012. 

Upon receipt of confirmation to safely restart the pipeline, the Oil Control Center will 
proceed to open all remote sectionalizing valves and proceed with pre start up system 
checks in accordance with established Oil Control Center procedures. These procedures 
for restarting the pipeline are the same procedures that are used for all pipeline restart 
operations. 

Since the pipeline will have been shutdown for approximately 4.5 days on the Steele City 
to Patoka segment and approximately 3 days on the Hardisty to Steele City segment, 
approximately 2,000 m3 (12,600 bbls) of column separation has been calculated on the 
pipeline. The regions of column separation have been distinctly identified by pressure 
transmitters located at each of Keystone's pump stations and Remote Mainline Valves. 

During initial start up operations of the pipeline, the pipeline will be operated at a 
nominal operating flowrate of2,200 to 2,500 m3/hr (13,900 to 15,700 bbls/hr). The 
pipeline will be operated with select pump stations such that column is reconstituted in a 
predictable and safe fashion. This will be accomplished by closely monitoring all 
pressure locations on the pipeline to ensure the rate of pressure increase in the areas 
where the column is being reformed is commensurate with the pipeline injection rate at 
Hardisty, AB. If at any time during the column reconstitution process a pressure anomaly 
is discovered, the Oil Control Center operators will investigate the anomaly immediately 
and if necessary shut down pipeline operations until the anomaly has been reconciled and 
it is safe to resume restart operations. 

Prepared for Release in PHMSA FOIA 
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In addition to the diligence given to pipeline restart operations in the Oil Control Center, 
each anomaly that has been addressed will be visually observed to confirm the integrity 
of the repairs during restart operations. In addition, Keystone will complete an aerial 
surveillance of the pipeline via airplane during restart operations. 

After the column has been reconstituted and the integrity of each repair has been 
confirmed, the pipeline flow rate will be increased in an orderly manner to continue 
regular scheduled operations. 

Keystone is confident that all operational risks have been identified and mitigated 
through the restart operations plan. 

October 21, 2012 
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From: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Ken Qowl 

Barrett. Dayjd <PHMSAl; Ochs. Greomy <PHMSAl; Butler. Karen <PHMSAl; Bunn. James <PHMSAl; ~ 
Warren <PHMSAl; Mclaugh!jn. Mjke <PHMSA); Hodj!!. Gabe <PHMSAl 

Vern Mejer: Bruce Dupujs; panje! Cerkoney 

Keystone Restart 
Monday, October 22, 2012 5: 17:27 PM 

The pipeline has completed the restart process as of 14:00 MST (16:00 Central). The liquid column 
has been reconstituted to Patoka and the flow rate has been increased to 2900 m3/h (438 KBPD). 

Regards, 

Ken Crowl 

This electronic message and any attached documents are intended only for the 
named addressee(s). This communication from TransCanada may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure and 
it must not be disclosed, copied, forwarded or distributed without authorization. If 
you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and 
delete the original message. Thank you. 
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From: 
To : 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Barrett. David CPHMSAl 
Hess. John CPHMSA); Seeley. Rodrick M. CPHM$Al 
PHMSA PHP300 CENTRAL 
Update on TC Oil (Keystone) shutdown 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 6:27:59 AM 
Spatial oyeryjew of sjtes png 

Lat e yesterday, Oct ober 17, 2012, TC Oil (Keyst one) reported shutting down t he pipeline in 

response to an anomaly indicat ion preliminari ly reported by an Ill vendor. 

On September 28, 2012 a high resolution MFL tool run was completed from Salisbury, MO t o Patoka, 

IL on t he Keystone Pipeline. Yest erday, t he Ill vendor cont acted Keystone t o report an external 

metal loss anomaly located in St . Charles County, MO (nort hwest of the St. Louis metro area). The 

anomaly is short and deep (95% deep). In response, TC Oi l shut down and isolat ed t he pipeline by 

closing va lves. Personnel were sent to t he location of t he anomaly, and hydrocarbons have not 

been det ected thus far at t he site. As of last night, plans were to begin excavat ion this morning. 

Subsequent to t he originally reported 95% deep anomaly, three more similar anomalies have been 

ident ified w it hin 4 miles downstream of t he 95% deep Ill feat ure and w ill be invest igat ed. These 

anomalies are also reported t o be external metal loss ranging from 78% t o 83% deep. The attached 

map shows t he locat ion of the anomalies (DMA 204496 is the 95% deep feature) in a rural area. 

The pipeline flows from west to east , and is approx. Yi t o 1 mile sout h of t he Mississippi River as 

shown on t he map. 

A PHMSA engineer wil l be en route to the site today from Ka nsas City. 

TC Oil (Keyst one) is one of the TransCanada companies, and t ransports crude o il from Canada to the 

US market . The pipe is 30-inch diamet er, 0.386" w.t ., X-70 at t he location of t he anomalies. The 

Keyst one pipeline is subject to a PHMSA issued Special Permit that allows operat ion up to 80% 

SMYS. However, the pipeline has Il.Q1 operated at t he 80% SMYS level, and has been operating no 

higher than 72% SMYS per Part 195 regulations. 

OPS Central Region will provide f urther updates as more information becomes available. 
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MM-391-1 Wolf Creek
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

To Be Determined.

Access to Area:

Hwy 81 North, left on Hwy 44, right on CR-14, left on CR-22 (272 Ave).  Right on 432nd Ave to bridge. 

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Establish Very Small 10' X 10' Staging area. 

No boat ramp, hand carry only. 

Description of Watercourse:

Small creek, 30' across.

Bank Characteristics:

North/South Shore- Exposed eroding river banks, low vegetation, gently sloping banks. 

 Intermittent riprap and exposed bed rocks, mid stream sand bars, width: <100 ft; depth: <4ft; Flow: 
South, 0.5-5 knots. 

Environmental Sensitivities:

Critical distance to Environmental Sensitive Areas.

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Mangement Guide.

Comments:

1.5 miles downstream from pipeline.

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-391-1 Wolf Creek
Nearest City:  Bridgewater, South Dakota

Latitude/Longitude:
43° 27' 52" N, 97° 33' 40" W

Landowner: Hutchinson County

Olivet,  SD   

Phone: 605-387-4217Upstream CP:  Pipeline

Downstream CP:  CP2

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 9

18" Containment Boom 1,000'

Response Trailer 1

Skimming System - Drum 1

Vacuum Truck 1

Response Boat - Jon Boat 2

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access. 

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON. 

Deploy multiple layers of deflection boom bank, angle dependent on river 
current speed. 

Use land based oil recovery systems as needed. 

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts. 

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge. 

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn. 

015664



MM-391-2 Wolf Creek
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

To Be Determined.

Access to Area:

Hwy 81 North, left on Hwy. 44, right on CR-14, left on CR-22 (272 Ave.) to bridge.

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Establish Very Small 10' X 10' Staging area. 

No boat ramp, hand carry only. 

Description of Watercourse:

Meandering stream (rocky, shallow).

Bank Characteristics:

East/West Shore- Exposed eroding river banks, low vegetation, gently sloping banks. 

Intermittent riprap and exposed bed rocks, mid stream sand bars, width: <100 ft; depth: <4ft; Flow: 
South, 0.5-5 knots. 

Environmental Sensitivities:

Critical distance to Environmental Sensitive Areas.

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Mangement Guide.

Comments:

3 miles downstream from pipeline.

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-391-2 Wolf Creek
Nearest City:  Bridgewater, South Dakota

Latitude/Longitude:
43° 26' 37" N, 97° 34' 25" W

Landowner: Hutchinson County

Olivet,  SD   

Phone: 605-387-4217Upstream CP:  CP1

Downstream CP:  CP3

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 9

18" Containment Boom 1,000'

Response Trailer 1

Skimming System - Drum 1

Vacuum Truck 1

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access. 

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON. 

Deploy deflection boom from bank upcurrent of bridge, angle dependent river 
current speed. 

Use land based oil recovery systems as needed. 

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts. 

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge. 

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn. 

015665



MM-391-3 Wolf Creek
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

To Be Determined.

Access to Area:

Hwy 81 North, left on Hwy. 44, right on 431st Ave. to bridge.

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Establish Very Small 10' X 10' Staging area. 

No boat ramp, hand carry only. 

Description of Watercourse:

Meandering stream (rocky, shallow).

Bank Characteristics:

East/ West Shore- Exposed eroding river banks, low vegetation, gently sloping banks. 

Intermittent riprap and exposed bed rocks, mid stream sand bars, width: <100 ft; depth: <4ft; Flow: 
South, 0.5-5 knots. 

Environmental Sensitivities:

Critical distance to Environmental Sensitive Areas.

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Mangement Guide.

Comments:

4.5 miles downstream from pipeline.

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-391-3 Wolf Creek
Nearest City:  Bridgewater, South Dakota

Latitude/Longitude:
43° 25' 31" N, 97° 34' 47" W

Landowner: Hutchinson County

Olivet,  SD   

Phone: 605-387-4217Upstream CP:  CP2

Downstream CP:  CP4

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 9

18" Containment Boom 1,000'

Response Trailer 1

Skimming System - Drum 1

Vacuum Trucks 1

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access. 

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON. 

Deploy deflection boom from bank upcurrent of bridge, angle dependent river 
current speed. 

Use land based oil recovery systems as needed. 

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts. 

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge. 

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn. 

015666



MM-391-4 Wolf Creek
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

To Be Determined.

Access to Area:

Hwy 81 North, left on Hwy. 44, right on 431st Ave, left on 274th St. to bridge.

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Establish Very Small 10' X 10' Staging area. 

No boat ramp, hand carry only. 

Description of Watercourse:

Meandering stream (rocky, shallow).

Bank Characteristics:

East/West Shore- Exposed eroding river banks, low vegetation, gently sloping banks. 

Intermittent riprap and exposed bed rocks, mid stream sand bars, width: <100 ft; depth: <4ft; Flow: 
South, 0.5-5 knots. 

Environmental Sensitivities:

Critical distance to Environmental Sensitive Areas.

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Mangement Guide.

Comments:

5.75 miles downstream from pipeline.

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-391-4 Wolf Creek
Nearest City:  Bridgewater, South Dakota

Latitude/Longitude:
43° 24' 52" N, 97° 35' 53" W

Landowner: Hutchinson County

Olivet,  SD   

Phone: 605-387-4217Upstream CP:  CP3

Downstream CP:  CP5

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 9

18" Containment Boom 1,000'

Response Trailer 1

Skimming System - Drum 1

Vacuum Truck 1

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access. 

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON. 

Deploy deflection boom from bank upcurrent of bridge, angle dependent river 
current speed. 

Use land based oil recovery systems as needed. 

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts. 

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge. 

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn. 

015667



MM-391-5 Wolf Creek
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

To Be Determined.

Access to Area:

Hwy. 81 North, left on Hwy. 44 to bridge.

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Establish Very Small 10' X 10' Staging area. 

No boat ramp, hand carry only. 

Description of Watercourse:

Meandering stream (rocky, shallow).

Bank Characteristics:

East/West Shore- Exposed eroding river banks, low vegetation, gently sloping banks. 

Intermittent riprap and exposed bed rocks, mid stream sand bars, width: <100 ft; depth: <4ft; Flow: 
South, 0.5-5 knots. 

Environmental Sensitivities:

Critical distance to Environmental Sensitive Areas.

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Mangement Guide.

Comments:

7.25 miles downstream from pipeline.

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-391-5 Wolf Creek
Nearest City:  Bridgewater, South Dakota

Latitude/Longitude:
43° 24' 0" N, 97° 36' 13" W

Landowner: Hutchinson County

Olivet,  SD   

Phone: 605-387-4217Upstream CP:  CP4

Downstream CP:  CP6

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 9

18" Containment Boom 1,000'

Response Trailer 1

Skimming System - Drum 1

Vacuum Truck 1

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access. 

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON. 

Deploy deflection boom from bank upcurrent of bridge, angle dependent river 
current speed. 

Use land based oil recovery systems as needed. 

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts. 

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge. 

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn. 

015668



MM-391-6 Wolf Creek
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

To Be Determined.

Access to Area:

Hwy 81 North, left on CR-28, right on 430th Ave., continue to 277th bridge.

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Establish Very Small 10' X 10' Staging area. 

No boat ramp, hand carry only. 

Description of Watercourse:

Meandering stream (rocky, shallow).

Bank Characteristics:

East/West Shore- exposed eroding river banks, low vegetation, gently sloping banks. 

Intermittent riprap and exposed bed rocks, mid stream sand bars, width: <100 ft; depth: <4ft; Flow: 
South, 0.5-5 knots. 

Environmental Sensitivities:

Critical distance to Environmental Sensitive Areas.

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Mangement Guide.

Comments:

9.25 miles downstream from pipeline.

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-391-6 Wolf Creek
Nearest City:  Bridgewater, South Dakota

Latitude/Longitude:
43° 22' 17" N, 97° 36' 16" W

Landowner: Hutchinson County

Olivet,  SD   

Phone: 605-387-4217Upstream CP:  CP5

Downstream CP:  CP7

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 9

18" Containment Boom 1,000'

Response Trailer 1

Skimming System - Drum 1

Vacuum Trucks 1

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access. 

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON. 

Deploy deflection boom from bank upcurrent of bridge, angle dependent river 
current speed. 

Use land based oil recovery systems as needed. 

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts. 

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge. 

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn. 
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MM-391-7 Wolf Creek
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

To Be Determined.

Access to Area:

Hwy 81 North, left on CR-28, right on CR-11.

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Establish Very Small 10' X 10' Staging area. 

No boat ramp, hand carry only. 

Description of Watercourse:

Meandering stream (rocky, shallow).

Bank Characteristics:

East/West Shore- exposed eroding river banks, low vegetation, gently sloping banks. 

 Intermittent riprap and exposed bed rocks, mid stream sand bars, width: <100 ft; depth: <4ft; Flow: 
South, 0.5-5 knots. 

Environmental Sensitivities:

Critical distance to Environmental Sensitive Areas.

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Mangement Guide.

Comments:

11 miles downstream from pipeline.

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-391-7 Wolf Creek
Nearest City:  Bridgewater, South Dakota

Latitude/Longitude:
43° 20' 46" N, 97° 37' 22" W

Landowner: Hutchinson County

Olivet,  SD   

Phone: 605-387-4217Upstream CP:  CP6

Downstream CP:  N/A

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 9

18" Containment Boom 1,000'

Response Trailer 1

Skimming System - Drum 1

Vacuum Truck 1

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access. 

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON. 

Deploy deflection boom from bank upcurrent of bridge, angle dependent river 
current speed. 

Use land based oil recovery systems as needed. 

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts.

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge. 

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn. 

015670



MM-422-1 James River
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

TBD

Access to Area:

From Yankton, SD, travel 10 miles North on Hwy 81. Access is boat launch on left just before the 
James River Bridge. 

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Establish Small 20' X 20' Staging Area for Supplies near road.

Access to primitive boat launch at control point.

Description of Watercourse:

River is 145' wide at this point, average speed is 2-3 knots, depth 10'-15', depending on flooding 
conditions.

Bank Characteristics:

Both banks are muddy with heavy vegetation.

Boat launch leading to waterway.

Environmental Sensitivities:

Distance to High Population Area and Environmental Sensitive Areas downstream.

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Management Guide.

Comments:

Annual flooding can prevent access to this Tactical Control Point.

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-422-1 James River
Nearest City:  Yankton, South Dakota

Latitude/Longitude:
40° 03' 25" N, 97° 23' 57" W

Landowner:

,    

Phone:Upstream CP:  Pipeline

Downstream CP:  MM-422-2

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 10

18" Containment Boom 4,000'

Response Trailer 1

Skimming System - Drum 1

Vacuum Truck 2

Response Boat - Jon Boat 2

Roll-Off Boxes 1

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access. 

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON. 

Deploy containment/deflection boom to prevent oil from progressing further. 

Deploy waterborne Skimmer assests for J, V, U shape collection of free 
floating oil. 

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts.

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge.

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn.

015671



MM-422-2 James River
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

TBD

Access to Area:

From Yankton, SD, travel 6 miles North on Hwy 81. Turn right on 303rd Street. Head East on 303rd 1.4 
miles to bridge.

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Staging Area for Supplies will need to be set up away from control point.

Access boat launch upstream at control point 422-1.

Description of Watercourse:

River is 140' wide at this point, average speed is 2-3 knots, depth 10'-15', depending on flooding 
conditions.

Bank Characteristics:

Both banks are muddy with heavy vegetation.

Sloping banks lead to waterway.

Environmental Sensitivities:

Distance to High Population Area and Environmental Sensitive Areas downstream.

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Management Guide.

Comments:

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-422-2 James River
Nearest City:  Yankton, South Dakota

Latitude/Longitude:
42° 59' 45" N, 97° 22' 06" W

Landowner:

,    

Phone:Upstream CP:  MM-422-1

Downstream CP:  MM-422-3

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 10

18" Containment Boom 4,000'

Response Trailer 1

Skimming System - Drum 1

Vacuum Truck 2

Response Boat - Jon Boat 2

Roll-Off Boxes 1

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access.

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON.

Hand deploy deflection boom from bank using bridge, angle dependent river 
current speed.

Use land based oil recovery systems as needed.

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts.

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge.

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn.

015672



MM-422-3 James River
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

TBD

Access to Area:

From Yankton, SD, travel 3 miles East on Co Rd 336. Approx 0.2 miles West of the bridge there is 
primitive road access that provides foot access to bank.

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Establish Small 20' X 20' Staging Area for Supplies near road.

Boat must be hand carried to water.

Description of Watercourse:

River is 225' wide at this point, average speed is 2-3 knots, depth 12'-15', depending on flooding 
conditions.

Bank Characteristics:

Both banks are muddy with heavy vegetation. Some cleared area to work on West bank. Rocks and 
riprap may be submerged during flood levels.

Boat must be hand carried to water.

Environmental Sensitivities:

Distance to High Population Area and Environmental Sensitive Areas downstream.

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Management Guide.

Comments:

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-422-3 James River
Nearest City:  Yankton, South Dakota

Latitude/Longitude:
42° 54' 28" N, 97° 19' 30" W

Landowner:

,    

Phone:Upstream CP:  MM-422-2

Downstream CP:  MM-422-4

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 10

18" Containment Boom 4,000'

Response Trailer 1

Skimming System - Drum 1

Vacuum Truck 2

Response Boat - Jon Boat 2

Roll-Off Boxes 1

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access.

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON.

Deploy deflection boom from bank upcurrent of bridge, angle dependent river 
current speed.

Use land based oil recovery systems as needed.

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts.

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge.

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn.

015673



MM-422-4 James River
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

TBD

Access to Area:

From Yankton, SD, travel 5 miles East on Hwy 50 to bridge.

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Establish Small 20' X 20' Staging Area for Supplies in median of Hwy.

Access to boat launch at control point 422-1. No boat access at this control point.

Description of Watercourse:

River is 225' wide at this point, average speed is 2-3 knots, depth 12'-15', depending on flooding 
conditions.

Bank Characteristics:

Both banks are rocky with mud and riprap.

Rocks and riprap will be submerged during flood levels.

Environmental Sensitivities:

Distance to High Population Area and Environmental Sensitive Areas downstream.

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Management Guide.

Comments:

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-422-4 James River
Nearest City:  Yankton, South Dakota

Latitude/Longitude:
42° 52' 49" N, 97° 16' 40" W

Landowner:

,    

Phone:Upstream CP:  MM-422-3

Downstream CP:  MM-435-1

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 10

18" Containment Boom 4,000'

Response Trailer 1

Skimming System - Drum 1

Vacuum Truck 2

Response Boat - Jon Boat 2

Roll-Off Boxes 1

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access.

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON.

Deploy deflection boom from bank upcurrent of bridge, angle dependent river 
current speed.

Use land based oil recovery systems as needed.

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts.

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge.

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn.
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MM-435-2 Missouri River (North)
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

To Be Determined.

Access to Area:

Take Hwy. 81 South from Yankton, South Dakota, turn left on Hwy. 50, turn right on 454th St. to the 
Myron Grove boat ramp.

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Establish Staging Area as needed, large area available. 

Boat ramp available. 

Description of Watercourse:

Large meandering river with high silt content and at least 6 distict habitats. General river flow is 
Southeast. At this location the river ranges from approximetly 800-2000 ft. wide, with a depth ranging 
from 10-45 ft., and a current of 3-10 knots dependin

Bank Characteristics:

North and South bank are generall gently sloping with low vegetation and trees, areas of riprap.

Areas along the southern bank have eroding river banks with occasional bluffs (e.g. due South of the 
boat ramp). Numerous sand bars and islands can be found on the river. CP2 is located West of the 
Goat Island. 

Environmental Sensitivities:

Critical distance to population center. 

Critical distance to Intakes and Environmental Sensitive Areas. 

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Mangement Guide.

Comments:

16.5 miles downstream from pipeline.

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-435-2 Missouri River (North)
Nearest City:  Wynot, Nebraska

Latitude/Longitude:
42° 46' 19" N, 97° 7' 17" W

Landowner: Clay County

Vermillion,  SD   

Phone: 605-677-7185Upstream CP:  CP1

Downstream CP:  CP3

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 20

18" Containment Boom 8,000'

Response Trailer 2

Skimming System - Drum 2

Skimming System - Boat 1

Vacuum Truck 2

Response Boat 5

Roll-Off Boxes 2

Frak Tank 1

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access. 

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON. 

Deploy containment/deflection boom to prevent oil from progressing further. 

Deploy waterborne Skimmer assests for J, V, U shape collection of free 
floating oil. 

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts. 

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge. 

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn. 
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MM-435-4 Missouri River (North)
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

To Be Determined.

Access to Area:

Take Hwy. 81 South from Yankton, SD, turn left on Hwy. 50, turn right on 460th Ave. and continue to 
the Clay County Park.

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Establish Staging Area as needed, large area available. 

Boat ramp available. 

Description of Watercourse:

Large meandering river with a high silt content and at least 6 distinct habitats. Flow is Southeast, 
estimated 500-1500 ft. wide, with a depth ranging from 10-45 ft. and a current of 3-10 knots.

Bank Characteristics:

North and South bank are general gently sloping with low vegetation and trees, areas of riprap.

Depending on the current, there may be eroding river banks with occasional bluffs. Numerous sand bars 
and islands can be found along the river. 

Environmental Sensitivities:

Critical distance to population center. Critical distance to Intakes and Environmental Sensitive Areas.

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Mangement Guide.

Comments:

22.75 miles downstream from pipeline.

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-435-4 Missouri River (North)
Nearest City:  Vermillion, South Dakota

Latitude/Longitude:
42° 45' 58" N, 97° 0' 13" W

Landowner: Clay County

Vermillion,  SD   

Phone: 605-677-7185Upstream CP:  CP3

Downstream CP:  CP5

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 20

18" Containment Boom 8,000'

Response Trailer 2

Skimming System - Drum 2

Skimming System - Boat 1

Vacuum Truck 2

Response Boat 5

Roll-Off Boxes 2

Frak Tank 1

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access. 

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON. 

Deploy containment/deflection boom to prevent oil from progressing further. 

Deploy waterborne Skimmer assests for J, V, U shape collection of free 
floating oil. 

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts. 

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge. 

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn. 
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MM-435-8 Missouri River (North)
RESPONSE STRATEGY

Nearest Response Equipment:

To Be Determined.

Access to Area:

From Sioux City, travel North/West 12.5 miles on Interstate 29, exit Jefferson. Head West 3.5 miles on 
330th St., turn South onto 478th Ave. to river.

Location of Staging Area / Boat Launch:

Establish Staging Area as needed, large area available. 

Boat ramp available. 

Description of Watercourse:

Large meandering river with a high silt content and at least 6 distinct habitats. Flow is southeast, 
estimated 1200-3000ft wide, with a depth ranging from 10-45ft and a current of 3-10 knots.

Bank Characteristics:

North and South bank are general gently sloping with low vegetation and trees, areas of riprap.

Depending on the current, there may be eroding river banks with occasional bluffs. Numerous sand bars 
and islands can be found along the river. 

Environmental Sensitivities:

Critical distance to population center. 

Critical distance to Intakes and Environmental Sensitive Areas. 

Decontamination Areas:

Establish Small 10' X 10' Personnel DECON next to Staging Area per Spill Mangement Guide.

Comments:

50.25 miles downstream from pipeline.

Note:This Tactical Control Plan is provided as a general guidance tool for response to an incident emanating from this 
location. The selection of response strategy equipment, manpower and deployment site may vary based on actual field 
conditions (e.g. terrain, weather conditions, product type/volume) and incident details. 

Tactical Control Plan

INFORMATION

Location/Site:MM-435-8 Missouri River (North)
Nearest City:  Ponca, Nebraska

Latitude/Longitude:
42° 33' 36" N, 96° 38' 41" W

Landowner: Union County

Elk Point,  SD   

Phone: 605-356-2679Upstream CP:  CP7

Downstream CP:  N/A

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

Equipment/Personnel Quantity

Personnel 20

18" Containment Boom 8,000'

Response Trailer 2

Skimming System - Drum 2

Skimming System - Boat 1

Vacuum Truck 2

Response Boat 5

Roll-Off Boxes 2

Frak Tank 1

 
O' Brien's Response Management Inc.
818 Town and Country Blvd., Houston, TX 77024 
Phone 281-320-9796 http://www.obriensrm.com 

RESPONSE OBJECTIVES

Establish perimeter to control access. 

Establish Staging Area and Personnel DECON. 

Deploy containment/deflection boom to prevent oil from progressing further. 

Deploy waterborne Skimmer assests for J, V, U shape collection of free 
floating oil. 

SAFETY

Develop a Site Safety Plan, brief all response personnel accordingly before 
and after the shifts. 

Require the wearing of Personal Floatation Device (PFD) within 6' of the 
water's edge. 

When Air and Water temperatures collectively are equal or less then 100 
degrees Fahrenheit, Cold Weather Gear shall be worn. 
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South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
Comments on TransCanada’s Emergency Response Plan – 

Keystone Pipeline System 
July 2013 

 
General Comments: 
 
1. The following comments were prepared as part of a courtesy review of TransCanada’s 

Emergency Response Plan dated July 2013. These comments do not reflect a full 
regulatory review of the document. DENR expects TransCanada to comply with the 
requirements of SDCL 34A-18 prior to commencing operation of the Keystone XL pipeline 
in South Dakota. 

 
Specific Comments: 

 
2. Section 1.2 – Scope of Plan. In addition to the regulatory references noted in this section 

please be aware of South Dakota’s laws regarding regulated substance discharges and 
emergency response plans for crude oil pipelines. These requirements can be found in 
SDCL 34A-12 and 34A-18. 

 
3. Section 2.0 – Notifications. This section does not list any local reporting requirements for 

South Dakota. If an incident occurs near a South Dakota city the department recommends 
TransCanada provide that city with a courtesy notification (see comment #17 below). 

 
In addition, one call to the South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural 
Resources (DENR) Spills Section is sufficient for all DENR notifications. 605.773.3296 is 
the appropriate phone number for notifications during business hours and 605.773.3231 is 
the appropriate phone number for afterhours notifications. DENR recommends noting the 
distinction between the two numbers in the Emergency Response Plan. 

 
4. Section 2.0 – Notifications – Page 2-68. The Ramada in Aberdeen is listed twice on the 

table shown on page 2-68. Each listing shows the same address and phone number. 
 

5. Section 3.0 – Response Actions – Page 3-3. Although DENR understands the response 
times shown on page 3-3 are prescribed in federal regulations DENR expects 
TransCanada to respond to releases in South Dakota immediately and deploy the 
necessary response resources as soon as possible. 

 
6. Figure 3.1 – Spill Classification. Based on this figure it appears impacts to water bodies 

or groundwater are needed to elevate the spill classification to “Major” or “Critical”. If a spill 
is near rural water systems, well head or source water protection areas or drinking water 
wells DENR recommends elevating the spill classification to “Major” until impacts to the 
nearby water supply are ruled out. If impacts to the water supply are discovered, the 
release should be classified as “Critical”. 
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7. Section 3.0 – Response Actions – Page 3-10. In the first sentence following “Note:” 
DENR suggests replacing “right-of-row” with “right-of-way.” 

 
8. Section 6.1 – Critical Areas to Protect. It appears the critical areas described in this 

section are based primarily on wildlife / habitat and vegetation types. DENR recommends 
TransCanada consider population areas, rural water systems, well head or source water 
protection areas or proximity to drinking water wells in their criteria for establishing critical 
areas to protect. 

 
9. Section 6.5 – Containment and Recovery of Spilled Product – Page 6-6. The third 

bullet on this page suggests controlled burning as an effective method to remove product. It 
is DENR’s opinion this method would likely only remove visual evidence of spilled product 
and residual contamination may remain in the environment after a burn. If controlled 
burning was approved in South Dakota, DENR would require additional sampling to confirm 
residual contamination levels comply with state cleanup requirements. 

 
10. Section 6.5 – Containment and Recovery of Spilled Product – Pages 6-8 and 6-9. Two 

methods of containment are discussed on these pages (underflow and overflow dams). It 
appears the first paragraph on page 6-9 addresses underflow dams and should be placed 
under the bullet titled “Underflow dam” on page 6-8. 

 
11. Section 6.7 – Alternative Response Strategies. In South Dakota, in addition to approval 

from the Federal On-Scene Coordinator alternative response strategies would also need to 
be approved by DENR. 

 
12. Section 6.7 – Alternative Response Strategies – Page 6-20. Regarding dispersants, 

because dispersants only break up the oil and spread it throughout the water column 
DENR would not necessarily consider dispersant as a final cleanup action. If DENR 
approves the use of dispersants additional sampling would be required to confirm residual 
contamination levels comply with state cleanup requirements. 

 
13. Appendix A – A.1 Company Owned Response Equipment. This section indicates there 

is a response/equipment trailer located in Brookings, South Dakota. However, later in 
Appendix A (starting on page A-9) where U.S. equipment is listed there is no equipment 
listed in Brookings, South Dakota. If equipment is located in Brookings, please list it in 
Appendix A. 

 
14. Appendix C. DENR suggests including information in this Appendix on the criteria used to 

determine when a shut-down is necessary and the length of time it takes to shut-down the 
pipeline once the shut-down procedure is initiated.  

 
15. Appendix E – Section E.5 – Waste Disposal. The last sentence on page E-5 mentions 

authorizations from the Coast Guard, EPA, and National Energy Board regarding approved 
waste disposal sites. The list of required approvals should also include the appropriate 
state regulatory agency with authority over waste disposal in the area of the release. 
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16. Appendix F – Section 1.1 (no page number). In the title “Supplemental Emergency 

Response and Equipment Staement” replace “Staement” with “Statement”. 
 

17. Regulatory Cross Reference. DENR suggest this section include a regulatory cross 
reference table for SDCL 34-A-18-2. 

 
18. Response Zone Annexes – External Notification References – South Dakota. In the 

event of a release in South Dakota the primary notification should be to DENR’s Spills 
Section with the phone numbers provided in comment number 2 above. However, location 
notifications are important. Upon review of the information listed in this section DENR found 
that many of phone numbers provided do not match the information available to DENR. 
DENR recommends TransCanada review this section and confirm the information is 
correct. As a reference, contact information for County Emergency Managers is available at 
the following website: 

 
 
http://dps.sd.gov/emergency_services/emergency_management/county_emergency_mana
gers_list.aspx. 
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Materials, Engineering Governance and Quality Management 
 

Ph: (248) 205-4596   FAX: (248) 205-4696                                                4250 Corporate Drive, Troy, MI 48098     

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Meera Kothari, Keystone Project Engineer, requested that Neil Pittman travel to the Keystone 3B 

Spread and audit Michels Pipeline’s application and UEI’s inspection for adherence to the Keystone 

coating specification, KPP-01 “Specification for liquid epoxy/urethane system.”  Dana Green, UEI RCS, 

Racer Hutchens,UEI Chief, Chuck Otwell, UEI Coating Auditor and various Michels Foremen and 

Straws participated in the audit. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Several items of concern were identified during the four day audit.  As each item was identified it was 

corrected with the participation of Michels and UEI.  After the audit there were no items that were not 

addressed and corrected to the minimum requirement of the specification. 

 
1. Mainline Coating 

1.1. Abrasive Blasting – The Michels mainline coating crew was using Black Beauty “medium” 

grit which has a 16-40 sieve size.  According to the mainline coating foreman and NACE 

coating inspector this grit, combined with their equipment, was causing high anchor profiles 

when the specified coating cleanliness was met.  The audit revealed seven girth welds on 

the right of way that were blasted to only a NACE #3, Commercial Blast prior to coating.  

The specification KPP-01 requires a NACE #2 Near White Blast.  The entire girth weld area 

on all seven did not meet the cleanliness specification with the bottom having the lowest 

quality. The blast on the welds was rejected and they were re-blasted (some twice), 

resulting in a Near White Blast with an anchor profile within specification.  The blast 

operators changed their technique which resulted in acceptable cleanliness and profile.  

High anchor profiles were not observed when a Near White Blast was achieved.  The 

Michels foreman was informed that switching to a finer grit, Black Beauty 20-40, may result 

in the required cleanliness without the danger of high profiles.  The foreman switched to the 

finer grit and a spot check of the mainline coating crew two days later reveal the anchor 

profile and cleanliness were being met on the entire circumference of the girth welds. 

1.1.1. Coating Inspection – The UEI NACE coating inspector on the mainline had two 

deficiencies in her reporting.   

1.1.1.1. The seven girth welds that the audit rejected should have been rejected by her.  

Upon inspection of the welds with the SSPC vis. 1 standards she agreed that none of 

the seven met spec.  She stated that they had been having the problem of not being 

SERVICE:  Keystone Spread 3B Coating Audit 
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Meera Kothari 
(meera_kothari@transcanada.com) 

REPORT DATE: 7-7-09 

REPORT BY: 
Neil Pittman 
(neil_pittman@transcanada.com) 
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able to meet the Near White Blast, due to high anchor profiles, for two weeks.  She 

reported the problem but later said the problem was resolved.  The cleanliness on the 

previous two weeks mainline coating is not known.  All blast cleanliness on form 

C11A for the previous two weeks was recorded as being Near White when that may 

not be the case.  The inspector was instructed by her management to record the 

actual blast cleanliness on form C11A and reject anything that did not meet 

specification.  A spot check in the field two days later found her correctly recording 

the cleanliness. 

1.1.1.2. The UEI mainline coating inspector had “20 – 35” recorded as the WFT on all 

audited C11A forms.  Eight instances were found where the lowering in inspector 

found low DFT, especially on the bottoms of the girth welds.  The mainline coating 

inspector was instructed by her management to record the actual of all three 

measurements on form C11A. 

1.1.2. Hydrogen Outgassing – The girth weld coatings show evidence of pinholes from 

hydrogen outgassing of the welds.  The welds were being coated within 24 hours of weld 

completion. Jeeping was catching all holidays and they were being repaired.  The UEI 

RCS was informed that moving the mainline coating crew back to >24 hours after welding 

would reduce the number of pinholes. 

1.1.3. Coating Application – There were brush hairs found in the coating and stalactites on the 

bottom of the weld.  The mainline coating crew was asked to not “work” the coating until it 

was curing, causing the coating to pull bristles from the brushes.  The avoidance of 

stalactites by technique was also reviewed.  The prejeeping crew was advised on how to 

adequately repair stalactites.   

1.1.4. Welding – PHMSA noted in their exit report from Spread 3B that the welding clamps 

were disbonding dime sized pieces of parent FBE from the mainline.  The mainline coating 

crew is now abrasive blasting and repairing the disbonded areas with SPC-2888. 

1.1.5. Safety – In the Michels safety orientation it was presented that “if it doesn’t have a seat 

belt, don’t ride it.”  The abrasive blasting truck was being ridden by the laborer adding 

abrasive to the pots.  The Michels safety representative was informed of this and will make 

corrections.  

 

2. Prejeeping 

2.1. Unrepaired Holidays – At lowering in many holidays were found marked and not repaired.  In 

addition, an audit of approximately one mile of pipe between prejeeping and lowering in found 

29 unmarked visible holidays on the working side of the pipe alone.  An audit of the prejeeping 

crew found that the addition of a prejeeping inspector and Michels voluntarily increasing 

prejeeping voltage to 2,500 volts and grounding directly to the pipe has eliminated this problem.  

The majority of holidays found now at lowering in are believed to have occurred by mechanical 

damage between prejeeping and lowering in.  The prejeeping inspector is keeping meticulous 

records, performing cure and adhesion tests and rejecting inadequate and missed repairs.   

The quality of the prejeeping inspector’s work was reviewed with him. 

2.2. Holiday repair – Michels believes that they were instructed not to use brushes on holiday 

repairs.  They were instructed not to apply the coating directly to the brush but to mix on a 

clean palette.  Without brushes, the Michels prejeeping crew was using tongue depressors to 

apply coating to repairs.  This resulted in many repairs that were visibly inadequate due to high 

and low milage.  Michels was informed that they may use brushes and the quality of repairs 

improved. 
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2.3. Brush Cleaning – Michels is cleaning their brushes of excess coating on the pipe which is 

acceptable.  However, it creates a spot that looks like a holiday repair and is often messy and 

low in milage.  The Michels prejeeping crew were advised that if they wipe their brushes in a 

“plus” pattern next to the repair that inspection would recognize it as not being a repair. 

2.4. Milage – The prejeeping inspector is filling out form C11B now.  On the form he has been 

recording the average of 5+ readings and rejecting if the DFT is outside of specification.  He 

was informed that the spec requires recording five readings on form C11B and started doing 

that immediately. 

2.5. Holiday Marking – It was unclear who was marking holidays and writing “jeep” next to them. 

The PHMSA auditor noticed several of these markings after prejeeping in his exit report.  The 

UEI RCS announced in a morning foreman and inspectors meetings that the word “jeep” 

should not be written next to marked holidays or potential holidays.  The RCS will address who 

should be marking on the pipe. 

2.6. Jeep Spring – The prejeeping crew had two springs for their holiday detector.  Both were loose 

and “tented” at the weld and at the arm connecting the spring to the holiday detector.  It was 

recommended that a new spring may provide more complete holiday detection. 

3. Lowering In

3.1. Accelerated Cure – Three defects were found during lowering in that were burned coating at

and around repairs.  One of the defects was already in the ditch.  Lowering in was stopped and 

a bell hole dug so the defect in the ditch could be repaired.  A hand-held propane torch was 

observed on the right of way and the lowering in foreman was informed that torches may not be 

used to post-heat coatings.  The foreman had a heat gun in his truck and will use that on 

subsequent repairs that need accelerated curing.  The UEI RCS, Chief, lowering in inspector 

and the Michels foremen from lowering in and backfill reviewed the rejected burned repair to 

ensure consistency of accepting accelerated cured repairs. 

4. Tie In – Several tie in crews were visited with all quality measurements and processes meeting

specification.

4.1. Safety – Two personnel were observed standing on the pipe.  In one instance, a laborer was

observed running on the pipe, jumping to another pipe and then standing on the pipe while it 

was lifted by heavy equipment to line it up for a tie in.  She and her foreman were informed that 

TransCanada does not allow personnel on the pipe.  Michel’s safety representative was 

informed of the issue. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Neil Pittman 
NACE Certified Coating Inspector #9975 
Consultant – Coatings 
USPC 
TransCanada 
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From: Ken Crowl
To: Barrett, David (PHMSA); Daniel Cerkoney; Ochs, Gregory (PHMSA); Butler, Karen (PHMSA); Bunn, James

(PHMSA); Miller, Warren (PHMSA); McLaughlin, Mike (PHMSA); Hodill, Gabe (PHMSA)
Cc: Vern Meier; Bruce Dupuis
Subject: FW: Restart Authorization
Date: Monday, October 22, 2012 3:57:23 PM
Attachments: NPS 30 Keystone Pipeline - Salisbury to Patoka Repair Dec - Technical Memo - 10-22-12.pdf

Keystone Pipeline Restart Operations Plan 2012 10 21.doc

David,

We have commenced the restart of the Keystone Pipeline.  Attached is the restart plan and Vern’s

approval of the technical memorandum.  The Media talking points discussed this morning will be

provided as soon as I receive them.

Regards,

Ken Crowl

From: Vern Meier 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 2:12 PM

Subject: Restart Authorization

Based on the attached Engineering documentation and field verification of the completion of the final

repair please accept this as authorization from Field Operations to commence the restarting of the

Keystone Pipeline in accordance with the attached Restart Plan.

Regards,

Vern Meier

From: Tirso Gonzalez 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 12:12 PM
To: Tirso Gonzalez; James Baggs; Vern Meier; Bruce Dupuis; Erik Tatarchuk; Dale Wascherol; Richard
Prior; Kevin Maloney; Trae Miller III; Dan King; Daniel Cerkoney; James Card; Jim Krause; David
Chittick; James Card; Paul MacGregor; Tracy Schultz
Subject: RE: 1 Min update from site

Plidco clamp is torqued to specifications and complete.  Sites 1-4 are complete.

Regards,

Tirso D. Gonzalez

TransCanada Pipelines

Project Manager

U.S. Integrity, Maintenance & Construction

Office: (832) 320-5127

Mobile: (219) 929-7119

This electronic message and any attached documents are intended only for  the named addressee(s). This communication from TransCanada may
contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure and it  must not be disclosed, copied, forwarded or
distributed without authorization. If  you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original

Prepared for Release in PHMSA FOIA

2013-0174_000028015877



message. Thank you.

This electronic message and any attached documents are intended only for the
named addressee(s). This communication from TransCanada may contain
information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure and
it must not be disclosed, copied, forwarded or distributed without authorization. If
you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the original message. Thank you.
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Keystone Pipeline Restart Operations Plan 

Following shutdown of the Keystone pipeline on October 17, 2012, repair of the 

identified anomalies downstream of Saint Paul pump station commenced under the 

direction of TransCanada’s Integrity Management and Construction group.  During this 

time period the Oil Control Center staff in Calgary continued to monitor pipeline 

pressures and confirm that no loss of pressure was observed due to a loss of oil from the 

pipeline. 

The prerequisite to commence with pipeline restart operations will be formal 

confirmation from the Vice President of US Pipeline Operations that the all anomalies 

have been satisfactorily addressed and it is safe to proceed with remote operation of the 

pipeline. 

In preparation for restarting the pipeline, voluntary pressure restrictions have been placed 

on the pipeline to ensure the pipeline operating pressure at the anomaly locations 

downstream of Saint Paul pump station cannot exceed a maximum of 80% of the 60 day 

high historical operating pressure.  These line pressure control (LPC) settings have been 

engineered to account for transient operating conditions and have been installed at the 

Centralia, Middletown, Saint Paul, Hartford and Pierron pump stations on 

October 20, 2012. 

Upon receipt of confirmation to safely restart the pipeline, the Oil Control Center will 

proceed to open all remote sectionalizing valves and proceed with pre start up system 

checks in accordance with established Oil Control Center procedures.  These procedures 

for restarting the pipeline are the same procedures that are used for all pipeline restart 

operations. 

Since the pipeline will have been shutdown for approximately 4.5 days on the Steele City 

to Patoka segment and approximately 3 days on the Hardisty to Steele City segment, 

approximately 2,000 m
3
 (12,600 bbls) of column separation has been calculated on the

pipeline.  The regions of column separation have been distinctly identified by pressure 

transmitters located at each of Keystone’s pump stations and Remote Mainline Valves. 

During initial start up operations of the pipeline, the pipeline will be operated at a 

nominal operating flowrate of 2,200 to 2,500 m
3
/hr (13,900 to 15,700 bbls/hr).  The

pipeline will be operated with select pump stations such that column is reconstituted in a 

predictable and safe fashion.  This will be accomplished by closely monitoring all 

pressure locations on the pipeline to ensure the rate of pressure increase in the areas 

where the column is being reformed is commensurate with the pipeline injection rate at 

Hardisty, AB.  If at any time during the column reconstitution process a pressure anomaly 

is discovered, the Oil Control Center operators will investigate the anomaly immediately 

and if necessary shut down pipeline operations until the anomaly has been reconciled and 

it is safe to resume restart operations. 
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In addition to the diligence given to pipeline restart operations in the Oil Control Center, 

each anomaly that has been addressed will be visually observed to confirm the integrity 

of the repairs during restart operations.  In addition, Keystone will complete an aerial 

surveillance of the pipeline via airplane during restart operations. 

After the column has been reconstituted and the integrity of each repair has been 

confirmed, the pipeline flow rate will be increased in an orderly manner to continue 

regular scheduled operations. 

Keystone is confident that all operational risks have been identified and mitigated 

through the restart operations plan. 

October 21, 2012 
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From: Ken Crowl
To: Barrett, David (PHMSA); Ochs, Gregory (PHMSA); Butler, Karen (PHMSA); Bunn, James (PHMSA); Miller,

Warren (PHMSA); McLaughlin, Mike (PHMSA); Hodill, Gabe (PHMSA)
Cc: Vern Meier; Bruce Dupuis; Daniel Cerkoney
Subject: Keystone Restart
Date: Monday, October 22, 2012 5:17:27 PM

The pipeline has completed the restart process as of 14:00 MST (16:00 Central).  The liquid column

has been reconstituted to Patoka and the flow rate has been increased to 2900 m3/h (438 KBPD).

Regards,

Ken Crowl

This electronic message and any attached documents are intended only for the
named addressee(s). This communication from TransCanada may contain
information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure and
it must not be disclosed, copied, forwarded or distributed without authorization. If
you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the original message. Thank you.
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From: Barrett, David (PHMSA)
To: Hess, John (PHMSA); Seeley, Rodrick M. (PHMSA)
Cc: PHMSA PHP300 CENTRAL
Subject: Update on TC Oil (Keystone) shutdown
Date: Thursday, October 18, 2012 6:27:59 AM
Attachments: Spatial overview of sites.png

Late yesterday, October 17, 2012, TC Oil (Keystone) reported shutting down the pipeline in
response to an anomaly indication preliminarily reported by an ILI vendor.

On September 28, 2012 a high resolution MFL tool run was completed from Salisbury, MO to Patoka,
IL on the Keystone Pipeline.  Yesterday, the ILI vendor contacted Keystone to report an external
metal loss anomaly located in St. Charles County, MO (northwest of the St. Louis metro area).  The
anomaly is short and deep (95% deep).  In response, TC Oil shut down and isolated the pipeline by
closing valves.  Personnel were sent to the location of the anomaly, and hydrocarbons have not
been detected thus far at the site.  As of last night, plans were to begin excavation this morning. 

Subsequent to the originally reported 95% deep anomaly, three more similar anomalies have been
identified within 4 miles downstream of the 95% deep ILI feature and will be investigated.  These
anomalies are also reported to be external metal loss ranging from 78% to 83% deep.  The attached
map shows the location of the anomalies (DMA 204496 is the 95% deep feature) in a rural area. 
The pipeline flows from west to east, and is approx. ½ to 1 mile south of the Mississippi River as
shown on the map. 

A PHMSA engineer will be en route to the site today from Kansas City.

TC Oil (Keystone) is one of the TransCanada companies, and transports crude oil from Canada to the
US market.  The pipe is 30-inch diameter, 0.386” w.t., X-70 at the location of the anomalies.  The
Keystone pipeline is subject to a PHMSA issued Special Permit that allows operation up to 80%
SMYS.  However, the pipeline has not operated at the 80% SMYS level, and has been operating no
higher than 72% SMYS per Part 195 regulations.

OPS Central Region will provide further updates as more information becomes available. 
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EVALUATION REPORT OF LIQUID PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION 
Unless otherwise noted, all code references are to 49CFR Part 195.      S – Satisfactory     U – Unsatisfactory      N/A – Not Applicable     N/C – Not Checked 

If an item is marked U, N/A, or N/C, an explanation must be included in this report. 

Page 1 of 9 
Form-7 Evaluation Report of Liquid Pipeline Construction (Rev. 03/17/11 through Amdt. 195-95).

A completed Standard Inspection Report is to be submitted to the Director within 60 days from completion of the inspection. A Post 
Inspection Memorandum (PIM) is to be completed and submitted to the Director within 30 days from the completion of the 
inspection, or series of inspections, and is to be filed as part of the Standard Inspection Report. 

Inspection Report Post Inspection Memorandum 

Inspector/Submit Date: Southwest Region 
Inspector/Submit Date: 
Peer Review/Date: 
Director Approval/Date: 

POST INSPECTION MEMORANDUM (PIM) 
Name of Operator: TransCanada Oil Pipeline Operations Inc. OPID #: 32334 
Name of Unit(s): Keystone Gulf Coast Pipeline North  /  Keystone Gulf Coast Pipeline 

South Unit #(s): 74979,83245 

Records Location: Transcanada Sharepoint site, Contractor offices, Transcanada Office Activity # 135840 & 140666 
Unit Type & Commodity: Interstate Liquids (Crude) 
Inspection Type: Construction Inspection Date(s): 2011-2014 
PHMSA Representative(s): Clint Stephens /Jon Manning /James 

Arnold / Noah Matthews/Barry Small/ 
Bill Lowry/ Basim Bacenty/ Joseph 
Elmer/ David Eng/ John Pepper 

AFO Days: 165.9 

Summary: 

The final report consists of three parts: 
1. Form 7
2. Appendix A: Construction Summary
3. Appendix B: Review of 57 Conditions

Transcanada Keystone Pipeline LP, notified PHMSA in a letter dated September 30, 2011 of the construction of the Keystone Gulf 
Coast Pipeline starting in Q1 of 2012.  The construction of the Keystone began in 2011 and was commissioned in 2014. Since 2011 
until the commissioning of the pipeline on January 22, 2014, PHMSA, Southwest Region conducted onsite inspections and reviewed 
documents which include construction specifications, construction inspection reports, welding qualifications,etc.,, submitted by 
Transcanada. A total of 165.9 AFO days and 53.35 non-AFO days were spent on the Transcanada construction project. 

In addition, Transcanada ran an in-line inspection caliper/deformation tool and conducted a DCVG survey of their entire Keystone 
Gulf Coast Pipeline to access any pipeline or coating damage during construction and backfilling activities. Transcanada completed 
the tool run and DCVG survey and found anomalies which were repaired. PHMSA witnessed part of the tool run and DCVG survey 
and reviewed the repair methods and records.  

Transcanada submitted their Commissioning Plan to PHMSA for review before commencing commissioning/line fill activities. Line 
fill began in December 2014 and commenced on January 21, 2014.  PHMSA engineers/inspectors were onsite to verify 
commissioning plan was being followed and to witness the testing of pump station alarms, valve operation and SCADA operations. 
On January 22, 2014 Transcanada commissioned the pipeline. 

Daily reports were submitted by each engineer/inspector to document the daily construction activities observed during the 
inspections. The engineers/inspectors moved around the various construction activities throughout the day depending on the logistics 
and activities being performed. The primary focus for the engineer/inspector is to observe construction activities and gather and 
compile all pertinent documentation to assure regulatory compliance with 49 CFR Part 195. 

All daily reports, specifications, maps, and any other information gathered by PHMSA is located in the PHMSA “P” drive 
Construction Folder under “Transcanada Keystone Gulf Coast Pipeline North Final Construction Report”. 
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EVALUATION REPORT OF LIQUID PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION 
Unless otherwise noted, all code references are to 49CFR Part 195.      S – Satisfactory     U – Unsatisfactory      N/A – Not Applicable     N/C – Not Checked 

If an item is marked U, N/A, or N/C, an explanation must be included in this report. 

Page 2 of 9 
Form-7 Evaluation Report of Liquid Pipeline Construction (Rev. 03/17/11 through Amdt. 195-95).

Findings: 
There were two Warning Letters, 4-2013-5017W and 4-2013-5021W, sent to Transcanada for non-compliance issues. The issues 
were: 

.202- Warning letter 4-2013-5017W was sent to Transcanada on September 10, 2013 for not following their Construction 
Specifications to protect the coating from damage due to welding spatter. 

.246(a) – Warning letter 4-2013-5017W was sent to Transcanada on September 10, 2013 for not following Construction 
Specifications when installing foam pillows to minimize external stresses on the pipe. 

.214(a) and (b) -Warning Letter 4-2013-5021W was sent to Transcanada on September 26, 2013, for failing to perform welding on 
Spread 3 in accordance with a procedure qualified according to Section 5 of API 1104. Procedure KXL-SMAW-ML had revisions to 
essential variables which was not requalified. 

.222(a) and (b) – Warning Letter 4-2013-5021W was sent to Transcanada on September 26, 2013, for failing to properly qualify 
welders on Spread 3 in accordance with Section 6 of API 1104. Procedure KXL-SMAW-ML had revisions to essential variables 
which the welders were not qualified to perform. 

Transcanada responded to the Warning Letters and are located in the CPF Southwest Region files. 
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EVALUATION REPORT OF LIQUID PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION 
Unless otherwise noted, all code references are to 49CFR Part 195.      S – Satisfactory     U – Unsatisfactory      N/A – Not Applicable     N/C – Not Checked 

If an item is marked U, N/A, or N/C, an explanation must be included in this report. 

Page 3 of 9 
Form-7 Evaluation Report of Liquid Pipeline Construction (Rev. 03/17/11 through Amdt. 195-95).

Name of Operator: TransCanada Oil Pipeline Operations Inc. 
OP ID No. (1) 32334 Unit ID No. (1)  74979 and 83245 
HQ Address: System/Unit Name & Address: (1) 
717 Texas Street 
Houston, TX  77002 

717 Texas Street 
Houston, TX  77002 

Co. Official: Mr. Vern Meier Activity Record ID No.: 140666 and 135840 
Phone No.: 832-320-5505 Phone No.: 832-320-5462
Fax No.: 832-320-6462 Fax No.: 832-320-6462
Emergency Phone No.: 800-447-8066 Emergency Phone No.: 800-447-8066

Persons Interviewed Title Phone No. 
Dan Cerkoney Manager Regulatory Compliance Major 713-693-6466

Transcanada Inspectors 
Michels Pipeline Construction 

Personnel 
Sunland Construction Personnel 

Meera Kothari Engineer 713-693-6466

PHMSA Representative(s) (1) Jon Manning, Jim Arnold, Agustin Lopez, Clint 
Stephens, Noah Matthews, Barry Small Inspection Date(s) (1) 2011-2014 

Company System Maps (Copies for Region Files): Maps are located in the PHMSA “P” Drive 
Description of Construction (1) 
The Keystone Gulf Coast pipeline consists of 485 miles of 36 inch X70 pipe ranging in wall thickness (.465,.515,.572,.618, and 
.748).  The pipeline starts at the TransCanada Keystone Cushing Terminal in Lincoln County Oklahoma and terminates at the 
Terminal Facilities in Nederland, Jefferson County Texas. The pipeline transports crude oil from Cushing, OK to Nederland, TX 
where it ties into the Sunoco Terminal. 

Spread 1 Contractor- Michels Pipeline Construction, MP 0.00 to 195.00 
Spread 2 Contractor- Michels Pipeline Construction, MP 195.00 to 371.70 
Spread 3 Contractor- Sunland Construction, MP 371.70 to 484.57 

10 Pump Stations 
PS-32, Cushing South, MP 0.00 
PS-33, Cromwell, MP 49.21  
PS-34, Tupelo, MP 95.70 
PS-35, Bryan, MP 147.77 
PS-36, Delta, MP 194.88 
PS-37, Winnsboro, MP 238.96 
PS-38, Lake Tyler, MP 284.62 
PS-39, Lufkin, MP 338.74 
PS-40, Corrigan, MP 380.9 
PS-41, Liberty, MP 435.52 

The Southwest Region inspected the pipeline in accordance with both the 57 Special Permit conditions and according to 49 CFR 
Part 195 regulations. 

1 Information not required if included on page 1. 
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EVALUATION REPORT OF LIQUID PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION 
Unless otherwise noted, all code references are to 49CFR Part 195.      S – Satisfactory     U – Unsatisfactory      N/A – Not Applicable     N/C – Not Checked 

If an item is marked U, N/A, or N/C, an explanation must be included in this report. 

Page 4 of 9 
Form-7 Evaluation Report of Liquid Pipeline Construction (Rev. 03/17/11 through Amdt. 195-95).

PIPE SPECIFICATIONS 
.51 .112 Steel Pipe 

▪ Manufacturer: Welspun (Little Rock, AR) – spiral, llva (Taranto, IT) – long seam 
▪ Manufacturing Standard: API 5L PSL2 X70M 44th Edition 
▪ Pipe Grade: X70 
▪ Outside Diameter (D): NPS 36 

▪ Wall Thickness (t):

• 0.465 – Line Pipe (FBE) (PMSA 57 Conditions 1-9)
• 0.515 – HCA (FBE)
• 0.572 – Downstream of Corrigan Pump Station (FBE)
• 0.618 – Road Bore (FBE/ARO)
• 0.748 – HDD (FBE/ARO)

▪ Type of Longitudinal Seam: Long Seam and Spiral Seam 
▪ Specified Min. Yield Strength (S): 70,000 
▪ Joint Design - Bevel: V groove 
▪ External Coating: FBE 
▪ Internal Coating: N/A 
▪ Minimum Joint Length: Minimum of 8’ typical double joints 76’ 
▪ Footage or Miles: 485 miles 

Comments:  
Pipe was stamped with the specifications and was verified in the construction inspections. Mill test reports were submitted to 
PHMSA to verify pipe specifications. 

.100 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS S U N/A N/C 
  .102 Check temperature rating (particularly if this is a CO2 line). X 
  .104 All components are consistent with pressure rating.  (consider MOP changes along PL) X 
  .106 Pipeline design formula:   P = (2St/D) x F x E x T    

F = .72 most cases 
F = other, Special Permit (typically 0.8) 
F = 0.6 offshore platform, risers, inland navigable waters 
F = 0.54 cold expanded to meet minimum SMYS  

X 

  .108 External design pressure. X 
  .110(a) Design pipeline system to anticipated external loads, e.g., earthquakes, vibration, thermal 

expansion, and contraction.  Follow section 419 of ASME/ANSI B31.4 for expansion and 
flexibility. 

X 

  .110(b) Pipe/components supported in a manner to minimize localized stresses.  Compute and 
compensate for stresses to the pipe wall caused by attachments to the pipe. 

  .111 CO2 lines must be designed to mitigate fracture propagation X 
  .112(b) Pipe manufactured in accordance to API or ASTM. X 
  .112(c) Mark each length of pipe ≥ 4½ inches OD to indicate SMYS or grade, pipe size, and 

specification.  X 

  .114 Used pipe installed in a pipeline system must comply with §195.112(a) and (b) and the 
following:  
▪ Known API or ASTM specification, seam joint factor determined IAW .106(e),

unknown yield or wall thickness IAW .106(b) or (c) as appropriate. X 
▪ Free of buckles, cracks, grooves, gouges, dents, corroded areas, or other surface 

defects that exceed the maximum depth. X 
▪ Depth of the corroded areas - is the remaining wall thickness equal to or greater than 

the minimum required by the tolerance in specifications, or MOP reduced. X 

.116 Valves installed in the pipeline system must comply with the following: 
(a) ANSI/API Spec 6D, 23rd edition April 2008, and errata 3 (2009) X 
(b) Compatible with the pipe or fittings to which the valve is attached. X 
(c) Compatible with carbon dioxide or each hazardous liquid the pipeline may carry. X 
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EVALUATION REPORT OF LIQUID PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION 
Unless otherwise noted, all code references are to 49CFR Part 195.      S – Satisfactory     U – Unsatisfactory      N/A – Not Applicable     N/C – Not Checked 

If an item is marked U, N/A, or N/C, an explanation must be included in this report. 

Page 5 of 9 
Form-7 Evaluation Report of Liquid Pipeline Construction (Rev. 03/17/11 through Amdt. 195-95).

.100 
 

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS S U N/A N/C 
(d) Both hydrostatically shell and seat tested without leakage.(Sect. 11 API 6D) X 
(e) Equipped with a means for clearly indicating valve position (open, closed, etc). X 
(f) Marked on the body or nameplate with the following: 

(1) Manufacturer's name or trademark. X 
(2) Class designation or maximum working pressure. X 
(3) Body material. X 
(4) Nominal size. X 

  .118(a) Butt-welding type fittings meet marking, end preparation, and bursting requirements of 
ANSI B16.9, (December 2007 edition), or MSS SP-75-2004.  X 

  .118(b) Fittings must be free of any buckles, dents, cracks, gouges, or other defects that might 
reduce strength. X 

  .118(c) Fittings must suitable for the intended service and at least as strong as the pipe and other 
fittings in the pipeline system to which it is added. X 

  .120 New and replaced line pipe, valve, fitting, or other line component designed and 
constructed to accommodate the passage of instrumented internal inspection devices. X 

Comments:  
.111- Pipeline is not a CO2 line. 

.112(b) - Pipe was manufactured to API 5L 44th edition (PSL 2).  A portion of the Gulf Coast Pipeline was manufactured at 
the Welspun facility in Little Rock, AR., and was inspected by PHMSA/Southwest. 

.114 – There will be no used pipe installed on the Gulf Coast Pipeline. 

Design of fittings and valves were verified during the field inspections. PHMSA examined the fitting and valves in the field at 
the pipe yard and after installation of the valves. 

.200 CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS S U N/A N/C 

SPECIFICATIONS 

  .202 Comprehensive written construction specifications. X 
  .204 Qualified inspector performing inspections. X 
  .206 Materials visually inspected at site of installation for damage or service impairment X 
  .207 Pipe transported in accordance with API RP 5L1 (6th edition, July 2002), or 5LW (2nd 

edition effective March 1, 1997), as applicable X 

  .208 Supports and braces not welded to the pipe operating above 100 p.s.i. X 
  .210(a) Pipeline ROW selected to avoid areas containing private dwellings, industrial buildings, 

and places of public assembly. X 

  .210(b) Pipeline located within 50 feet of any private dwelling, industrial building, or place of 
public assembly provided with at least an additional 12 inches of cover. X 

  .212(b) Field bends cannot be wrinkle bends and made in compliance with: 
(1) Not impair serviceability. X 
(2) Smooth, free from buckles, cracks, or mechanical damage. X 
(3) Longitudinal weld near neutral axis unless - an internal bending mandrel is used; or 

pipe is ≤ 12 ¾ inches or D/t ratio is less than 70%. X 

INSTALLATION OF PIPE 
  .246(a) Pipe installed to minimize stresses and protect the pipe coating from damage. X 
  .248(a) Installed with appropriate cover and below cultivation  (refer to table below) X 
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Form-7 Evaluation Report of Liquid Pipeline Construction (Rev. 03/17/11 through Amdt. 195-95).

.200 CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS S U N/A N/C 

Location 

Cover (inches) 

For Normal 
Excavation 

For Rock 
Excavation¹ 

Industrial, commercial, and residential areas 36 30 
Crossings of inland bodies of water with a width of at least 
100 ft from high water mark to high water  mark 48 18 

Drainage ditches at public roads and railroads 36 36 

Deepwater port safety zone 48 24 
Gulf of Mexico and its inlets in water less than 15 ft deep as 
measured from the mean low tide. 36 18 

Other offshore areas under water less than 12 ft deep as 
measured from the mean low tide. 36 18 

Any other area 30 18 

Additional cover required by 195.210. As Above + 12 As Above + 12 
1  Rock excavation is defined as any excavation that requires blasting or removal by equivalent means. 

 

  .248(b) If minimum cover prescribed above cannot be attained because it is impracticable to do 
otherwise additional protection being provided as required X 

  .250 12 inches of clearance between the pipeline and any other underground structure. X 
  .252 Backfilling performed in a manner that provides firm support for the pipe and does no 

damage to the coating X 
  .256 Pipe at each railroad or highway crossing installed so as to adequately withstand the 

dynamic forces exerted by anticipated traffic loads. X 

VALVES 
  .258(a) Install valve in a location, accessible to authorized employees and protected from damage 

or tampering. X 

  .258(b) Each submerged valve located offshore or in inland navigable waters must be marked, or 
located by conventional survey techniques, to facilitate quick location when operation of 
the valve is required.  

X 

 .260 Valves installed at each of the following locations: 
(a) On the suction end and discharge end of a pump station in a manner that permits 

isolation of the pump station equipment in the event of an emergency. X 

(b) On each line entering or leaving a breakout storage tank area in a manner that permits 
isolation of the tank area from other facilities. X 

(c) On each mainline at locations along the pipeline system that minimizes damage or 
pollution from accidental hazardous liquid discharge, as appropriate for the terrain in 
open country, for offshore areas, or for populated areas. 

X 

(d) On each lateral takeoff from a trunk line in a manner that permits shutting off the 
lateral without interrupting the flow in the trunk line. X 

(e) On each side of a water crossing that is more than 100 feet wide from high-water mark 
to high-water mark unless a waiver has been granted for a particular case where valves 
not are justified. 

X 

(f) On each side of a reservoir holding water for human consumption. X 

Comments: 

.202- Warning letter 4-2013-5017W was sent to Transcanada on September 10, 2013 for not following their Construction 
Specifications to protect the coating from damage due to welding spatter. 

.204 – The qualification records were checked for Chief Welding Inspector Ron Green. 

.207 -  TransCanada procedures for transporting pipe by rail is outlined in Condition 6 of the 57 Conditions, based on the 
Association of American Railroads (AAR) standard not API RP 5L1. 
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Comments: 

.246(a) – Warning letter 4-2013-5017W was sent to Transcanada on September 10, 2013 for not following Construction 
Specifications when installing foam pillows to minimize external stresses on the pipe. 

.258(b) - There are no offshore or submerged valves installed in the entire pipeline system. 

.200 WELDING S U N/A N/C 
  .214(a) Welding must be performed by qualified welders using qualified welding procedures. X 

Welding procedures are qualified in accordance with Sec. 5 of API 1104 or Section IX of 
ASME Boiler & Pressure Code  X 

Welding procedures must be qualified by destructive testing. X 
  .214(b) Each welding procedure must be recorded in detail, including results of qualifying tests. X 
  .222(a) Welders must be qualified in accordance with Section 6 of API Standard 1104 (20th 

edition 2007, including errata 2008) or Section IX of the ASME Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Code (2007 edition), except that a welder qualified under an earlier edition than 
listed in '195.3 may weld, but may not requalify under that earlier edition.

X 

  .222(b) Welders may not weld with a particular welding process unless, within the preceding 6 
calendar months, the welder has – (1) Engaged in welding with that process; and (2) Had 
one weld tested and found acceptable under Section 9 of API 1104. 

X 

  .224 Welding operations protected from weather conditions. X 
  .226(a) Arc burns require repair. X 
  .226(b) If a notch is not repairable by grinding, a cylinder of the pipe containing the entire notch 

must be removed.    Do arc burn repair procedures require verification of the removal of the 
metallurgical notch by nondestructive testing? (Ammonium Persulfate).  

X 

  .226(c) Ground not welded to pipe. X 
  .228(a) Welding must be inspected to insure compliance with the requirements of this subpart 

(line-up, pipe not in a bind, API 1104 requirements, welding procedures followed, etc). 
Visual inspections must be supplemented by nondestructive testing.  

X 

  .228(b) Except for cracks, acceptability of welds per Section 9 or Appendix A, API 1104. X 
  .230(a) Remove or repair cracks ≤ 8%, remove cracks longer than 8%. X 
  .230(b) Welds repaired, remove defect down to clean metal, preheat pipe, and assure acceptability. X 
  .230(c) Repairs in a previously repaired area must be in accordance with qualified written welding 

procedures and mechanical properties of the repaired weld equal to those specified for the 
original weld. 

X 

Comments: 
.214(a) and (b) -Warning Letter 4-2013-5021W was sent to Transcanada on September 26, 2013, for failing to perform 
welding on Spread 3 in accordance with a procedure qualified according to Section 5 of API 1104. Procedure KXL-SMAW-
ML had revisions to essential variables which was not requalified. 

.222(a) and (b) – Warning Letter 4-2013-5021W was sent to Transcanada on September 26, 2013, for failing to properly 
qualify welders on Spread 3 in accordance with Section 6 of API 1104. Procedure KXL-SMAW-ML had revisions to essential 
variables which the welders were not qualified to perform. 

Welding qualifications, welder qualifications, and welding activities were reviewed by PHMSA either at the office or during 
the field inspections. Many locations were inspected during the construction of the pipeline in which welding was being 
performed.  

.200 NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF WELDS S U N/A N/C 
.228/.234 Detailed written procedure established and qualified for nondestructive testing. X 
.234(b) Nondestructive testing of welds must be performed: 

(1) In accordance with written procedures for NDT. X 
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.200 NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF WELDS S U N/A N/C 
(2) Radiographer trained and qualified.  (Level II or better). X 
(3) By a process that will indicate any defects that may affect the integrity of the weld X 

.234(c) Procedures established for proper interpretation. X 

.234(d) Nondestructively test 10% of each welder’s welds per day. X 

.234(e) Test 100% or 90%, if impractical. 
(1) Stream, river, lake, reservoir, or other body of water. X 
(2) Within railroad or public road ROWs. X 
(3) Overhead road crossings and within tunnels. X 
(4) Within the limits of any incorporated subdivision. X 
(5) Within populated areas such as residential subdivisions. X 

 .234(f) 100% of all girth welds nondestructively tested on used pipe. X 
.234(g) Test 100% of girth welds at tie-ins. X 

Comments:  
.234(f) There is no used pipe being installed. 
All welds were NDT. PHMSA inspected the NDT of many welds during the field inspections. Records were also reviewed 
during field inspections, office visits, and in the office. 

CORROSION PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS S U N/A N/C 
  .557 Buried or submerged pipelines (constructed, relocated, replaced, or changed) must be 

externally coated prior to placing in service. See code for exceptions.  X 

  .561(a) All external pipe coating inspected just prior to lowering the pipe into the ditch X 
  .561(b) Repair any coating damage discovered. X 
  .563(a) Adequate cathodic protection of the system. X 

Cathodic protection system installed 1 year. (refer. ADB note below) X 
  .567 Sufficient number of test leads properly installed. X 

Comments: 
Transcanada reported to PHMSA that there were some pipe sections that may have had coating damage due to welding 
spatter when the pipe was lowered into the ditch. Transcanada became aware of the problem by reviewing Transcanada 
inspector reports. Transcanada excavated the approximately 23 identified pipe sections which may have had the damage and 
were examined. Transcanada examined the pipe sections and made appropriate repairs to the coating in accordance to their 
specifications. PHMSA witnessed some of the excavations and repairs. PHMSA issued  Warning Letter-4-2013-5017W for 
not following their specifications. 

.266 CONSTRUCTION RECORDS S U N/A N/C 
Complete records showing the following: 
(a) Number of girth welds and number of nondestructively tested welds, including number

and disposition of each rejected weld. X 

(b) The amount, location, and cover of each size of pipe installed X 
(c) The location of each crossing of another pipeline X 
(d) The location of each buried utility crossing X 
(e) The location of each overhead crossing X 
(f) The location of each valve and corrosion test station X 

Comments: 
PHMSA reviewed Transcanada’s welding records and witnessed the NDT of many girth welds. Transcanada submitted 
documents and maps which displayed any pipe crossings, utilities and the size of pipe installed. Test stations are installed in 
accordance with Specification TES-CP-CS and standard drawings. 
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EVALUATION REPORT OF LIQUID PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION 
Unless otherwise noted, all code references are to 49CFR Part 195.      S – Satisfactory     U – Unsatisfactory      N/A – Not Applicable     N/C – Not Checked 

If an item is marked U, N/A, or N/C, an explanation must be included in this report. 
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.300 PRESSURE TESTING S U N/A N/C 
 .302(a) Hydrostatic testing required: 

1. The entire buried portion tested without leakage for 8 hours X 
2. The above ground portion tested for at least 4 hours (if visually inspected) X 

.304 Test pressure at least 4 continuous hours at a pressure equal to 125 percent, or more, of the 
MOP. If not visually inspected, at least an additional 4 hours at 110 percent of MOP. X 

.305 Hydrostatically test all pipe and attached fittings, including components, (unless - if a 
component is the only item being replaced or added - manufacturer certifies hydrostatically 
tested at the factory)  

X 

.306 Appropriate test medium X 

.308 Pipe associated with tie-ins either pretested or hydrostatically tested in place X 

.310(a) Hydrostatic test records retained for the life of the facility tested X 

.310(b) Do the hydrostatic test records include the following: 

(1) Pressure recording charts X 
(2) Test instrument calibration data X 
(3) Operator’s name, name of the person responsible for making the test, and the name 

of the test company used, if any X 

(4) Date and time of the test X 
(5) Minimum test pressure X 
(6) Test medium X 
(7) A description of the facility tested and the test apparatus X 
(8) An explanation of any pressure discontinuities, including test failures, that appear 

on the pressure recording charts X 

(9) Where elevation differences in the test section exceed 100 feet, a profile of the 
pipeline showing the elevation and test sites over the entire length of the test section X 

(10) Temperature of the test medium or pipe during the test period X 

Comments:  
Pressure testing was conducted in accordance with Specification TES-PROJ-LPCS-US. PHMSA inspected the hydrostatic 
testing during the field inspections and reviewed records at the Transcanada office. 

.501-.509 
OPERATOR QUALIFICATION (OQ) FIELD VERIFICATION S U N/A N/C 

Operator Qualification - Use PHMSA Form 15 OQ Field Inspection Protocol Form if applicable. X 
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Appendix A  Construction Summary Report.
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CONSTRUCTION SUMMARY 

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline LP, notified PHMSA in a letter dated September 30, 2011 of 
the construction of the Keystone Gulf Coast Pipeline starting in Q1 of 2012.  PHMSA’s 
construction oversight of the Keystone began in 2011 and the pipeline was commissioned in 
2014. The Keystone Gulf Coast pipeline consists of 485 miles of 36 inch X70 pipe ranging in 
wall thickness .465, .515, .572, .618, and .748. The pipeline begins at the TransCanada 
Keystone Cushing Terminal in Lincoln County, Oklahoma and terminates at the Terminal 
Facilities in Nederland, Jefferson County Texas. The pipeline transports crude oil from 
Cushing, OK to Nederland, TX. 

Since 2011 until the commissioning of the pipeline on January 22, 2014, PHMSA Southwest 
Region conducted onsite inspections and inspected documents which include: construction 
specifications, construction inspection reports, welding qualifications, pipe mill reports, 
hydrostatic test results, etc., submitted by TransCanada.  A total of 165.9 AFO days and 53.35 
non-AFO days were spent on the TransCanada construction project. 

Daily reports were submitted by each engineer/inspector to document the daily 
construction activities observed during the inspections. The engineers/inspectors moved 
around the various construction activities throughout the day depending on the logistics and 
activities being performed. The primary focus for the engineer/inspector is to observe 
construction activities and gather and compile all pertinent documentation to assure 
regulatory compliance with 49 CFR Part 195. 

All daily reports, specifications, maps, and any other information gathered by PHMSA are 
located in the PHMSA “P” drive Construction Folder under “TransCanada Keystone Gulf 
Coast Pipeline North Final Construction Report”. 

TransCanada submitted their Commissioning Plan to PHMSA for review prior to 
commencing commissioning line fill activities. Line fill began in December 2014 and 
concluded on January 21, 2014.  PHMSA engineers/inspectors were onsite to verify that the 
commissioning plan was being followed and to witness the testing of pump station alarms, 
valve operation and SCADA operations.  On January 22, 2014 TransCanada commissioned 
the pipeline. 

Prepared for Release in PHMSA FOIA
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Figure 1: Pipe Specification Markings Figure 2: Pipe Specification Markings 

CONSTRUCTION OVERVIEW 

The Southwest Region performed a construction inspection of the TransCanada Keystone 
Gulf Coast Pipeline from 2011 to 2014.  The construction inspection consisted of multiple 
visits to TransCanada’s office for review of specifications, procedures, records and to discuss 
ongoing construction activities.  TransCanada provided a link to their external SharePoint to 
PHMSA to review records and specifications.  In addition, the construction inspection 
consisted of onsite field inspections of ongoing construction activities.  Several SW Region 
Engineers/inspectors visited the pipeline construction from Cushing, OK to Nederland, TX. 

Design Requirements 

The pipeline used for the construction of the Keystone Gulf Coast project was manufactured 
by ILVA and Welspun in India and Little Rock, AR.  PHMSA engineers/inspectors visited the 
Welspun pipe mill in Little Rock, AR to verify that the pipe was manufactured in accordance 
with API 5L and TransCanada’s specifications.  The inspection included a review of 
TransCanada's specifications and procedural QA/QC for pipe materials from the vendor 
(Welspun) at the mill location.  Specifications, procedures & records were reviewed for 
completeness and compliance to pertinent regulatory and/or industry 
requirements/guidelines.  TransCanada's specifications for coating, submerged arc welded 
pipe and double joined pipe were reviewed.  The inspection team met with and directly 
observed TransCanada personnel and their assigned agents conducting third party 
monitoring on their behalf (D M Professional Services), who provided QA/QC for pipe 
materials being produced at the mill for the Keystone Gulf Coast project.  

During the field inspections, the pipeline was verified for design specifications by examining 
the pipe for manufacturer stamping and reviewing manufacturer test reports (MTRs).   Each 
pipe joint was marked with length, grade, pipe size, and specification. See Figures 1 and 2 for 
examples.   
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Figure 3:  ARO Pipe with specification markings. 

Figures 4, 5, 6: Manufacturer Stamp on Valve, and Flange 

Figure 7: Pipe Label 

Pipe used for the construction had different wall 
thicknesses for different application locations such 
as: 0.465” for line pipe, 0.515” for HCAs, 0.572” 
downstream of pump station, 0.618” for road bores, 
and 0.748” for HDDs.  HDD and road bore pipe also 
had abrasion resistant overcoat (ARO) which was 
verified during the field inspections as seen in 
Figure 3.  Pipe joints were marked with the 
appropriate specifications, for example, API 5L 

PSL2 36”, 0.465”, X70.  

Valves and other pipeline components were also verified in the field.  Valves were 
manufactured in accordance with API 6D and were stamped with manufacturer’s name, 
maximum pressure rating, temperature rating, nominal size and body material. Fittings were 

examined for damage such as buckles, dents, gouges, cracks 
or other defects that might reduce the strength. Pipe joints 
were tracked by a labeling system with a bar code. See 
Figures 4-6.  

Labels were checked in the field for damage or non-
readable labels. See Figure 7.  All components inspected 
were consistent with the pressure rating and in accordance 
with the established MOP.  
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Figure 8: Typical Right of Way 
depicting Depth of Cover. 

Figure 9: Depth of Cover check with 
GPS 

Construction Requirements 

Written Specifications 

PHMSA SW Region reviewed TransCanada’s construction specifications throughout the 
construction project. Specifications were reviewed in PHMSA’s or TransCanada’s offices, 
through the SharePoint site, and during the field inspections.  The field inspections focused 
on verification that the specifications were being applied and followed during the 
construction of the pipeline.  These field verifications help assure PHMSA that the pipeline 
was being construction according to Part 195 and the operators specifications.  

During the onsite construction inspections there were some potential non-compliance issues 
identified by PHMSA. The first involved TransCanada not following their specification 
dealing with backfilling and sand padding of the ditch/trench which was in violation of 
§195.246.  This will be further discussed later in the report.

Installation of Pipe 

During the field inspections, PHMSA inspected the 
pipeline ROW for any private dwellings, industrial 
buildings, and places of assembly.  The ROW of the 
pipeline avoided and was not in close proximity to 
any of these structures or locations.  The 
inspection of soil cover and depth of pipe was in 
compliance with the regulations.  The pipeline had 
a cover of at least the minimum cover required at 
all locations inspected during the field inspections. 
Figure 8 shows the depth of the pipe.  The Figure 
demonstrates the cover and depth of the pipeline 
and the remoteness of the pipeline ROW.  Figure 9 
shows the depth of pipeline is verified with a GPS 
system. 
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Figure 10: Boom holding Pipe 

Figure 11: Bending Machine Figure 12: Bent Pipe 

To avoid many road and railroad crossings, other 
pipeline, bodies of water and any other 
encroachments, TransCanada horizontally 
directional drilled (HDD) the pipeline at these 
locations. The depth of the HDDs well exceeded the 
depth of cover required by the regulations.  PHMSA 
witnessed and inspected HDD construction activities 
for any issues and to assure specifications were 
followed. The Figures demonstrate the inspection of 
the HDDs.  Figure 10 shows pipe is being supported 

by a boom as it is being pulled into the drill. 

Field pipe bends were observed by PHMSA during many field inspections.  There were no 
wrinkle bends identified during these inspections.  Pipe bends were performed by a bending 
machine which utilized an internal bending mandrel to achieve smooth and undistorted 
bends.  PHMSA witnessed pipe bending activities which are shown in Figures 11 and 12.  
There was no mechanical damage identified during the pipe bending activities. 
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Figure 15: Valve Storage at Pipe Yard 

Figure 14: Remote Operation 
Equipment at Valve site. 

Figure 13: Typical Valve location 

Valves 

Federal regulations require that valves be installed “… at locations along the pipeline system 
that will minimize damage or pollution …”.  PHMSA raised an issue with TransCanada 
concerning its valve spacing as to whether or not they were being placed to minimize the 
environmental impact in case of a release.  TransCanada submitted additional studies and 
records which included a Pipeline Assessment and Environmental Consequence Analysis, 
Keystone Gulf Coast Valve Siting Rationale and Gulf Coast Corridor Schematic.  In addition, 
TransCanada installed remotely operated valves, with back- up generators at all locations 
mentioned in their study.  PHMSA reviewed and met with TransCanada to discuss the 
locations of the valves which resolved the issue with the valve spacing. 

Valve locations and automation equipment were verified during the field inspections by 
PHMSA.   

Valves were inspected at the pipe yard on several occasions to verify the rating and 
condition of the valves.  Figure 15 shows valves inspected at the pipe yard. Valves were 
stored away from the pipe to protect from any damage.   

Topography maps were submitted to PHMSA 
showing all water crossings and location of valves.  
Valves were located at every water crossing and in 
locations along the pipeline to minimize pollution 
and damage in populated areas.  

There were also valves located at each discharge and suction side of the pump stations.  
Figure 16 depicts an example of a pump station valve installation.   
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Figure 17:  Concrete Pads for Valves. Figure 18:  Typical Fencing around Valve site 

All valves are motorized and remotely operational through SCADA.  All valves had concrete 
foundation poured to handle any stresses the weight may put on the pipeline. Figure 17 is an 
example of concrete supports. Figure 18 demonstrates the protection from unauthorized 
personnel and vandalism.  In addition, the photos show the satellite, electric power and 
generators for backup needed to operate the valves. 

Figure 16:  Valve at Pump Station 
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Figure 19: Welder Qualification Test 

Figure20: Automatic Welding Shack Figure 21:  Automatic Welding Set up 

Figure 22: Manual Welding Set up 

Welding 

Throughout the construction project, PHMSA reviewed welding procedures, specifications 
and conducted field observations of welding activities.  In addition, PHMSA witnessed the 
qualification of procedures and welders to assure welding was being performed to a 
qualified procedure and by qualified welders.   

Welding was performed in accordance with API 
1104, the federal regulations and 
TransCanada’s specifications.  TransCanada 
utilized automatic welding on spreads 1 and 2 
and manual welding on Spread 3.  Both 
automatic and manual welding was being 
performed while PHMSA was on site. 

Welding inspections also included the inspection of nondestructive testing of all welds. In 
the field PHMSA observed NDT of the welds and assured that NDT specifications were 
followed. TransCanada utilized both AUT and X-ray 
methods for testing welds.  

During the PHMSA field inspections and welding 
qualifications review, there were two issues and 
concern identified by PHMSA.  One concern raised 
was the high welding repair/rejection rate.  From 
the start of welding, TransCanada experienced a 
high weld rejection rate on Spread 3.  A second issue 
identified by PHMSA was that TransCanada failed to 
properly qualify welders on Spread 3 of the 
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Keystone Gulf Coast Pipeline project.  TransCanada performed welder qualifications using a 
welding procedure that had not been properly qualified and then allowed these welders to 
weld on a Part 195 regulated pipeline.  These issues will be furthered discussed alter in the 
report. 
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Figure 23: Coating of field Joint Figure 24: Typical Test Station 

Figure 25 and 26:  DCVG dig 
site (recoated) 

Corrosion Protection 

During the field inspections by PHMSA, the installation of corrosion control measures was 
verified.  TransCanada provided corrosion control specifications which were reviewed by 
PHMSA.  PHMSA witnessed the installation of many joints of pipe to assure that the coating 
was in good condition and was inspected (jeeped) for coating damage before burying the 
pipe.  Any damage identified by this inspection technique was repaired.  Each weld joint was 
coated and is seen in Figure 23. PHMSA also verified that there were a sufficient number of 
test leads installed throughout the pipeline.   

TransCanada conducted a Direct Current Voltage 
Gradient (DCVG) survey of the entire Keystone Gulf 
Coast Pipeline to check for any coating damage.  After 
the survey, TransCanada submitted the findings of any 
coating damage found along with repairs made on 
anomalies.  There were a total of 127 anomalies on 
Spread 1, 83 anomalies on Spread 2, and 43 anomalies 
on Spread 3 found by the survey.  None of the 
anomalies found met the repair criteria of 35% IR, the 
highest was 32%. TransCanada performed verification 
digs on the highest IR readings on all three spreads to 
assure accuracy of the DCVG Survey.  They made 8 digs 
in Spread 1, 8 digs in Spread 2, and 4 digs in Spread 3 
and made repairs accordingly.  The reports were 
reviewed by PHMSA to assure compliance with their 
procedures and the regulations.  PHMSA conducted 
field inspections to verify dig sites identified by the 
DCVG survey.  Figures 25 and 26 depict two locations 
identified by the DCVG survey during a PHMSA field 
inspection.   
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Figure 27:  Hydrotest in Progress Figure 28:  Hydrotest in Progress 

Figure 29:  Drying process after 
hydrotest 

Pressure Testing 

Pressure testing of the TransCanada was performed in accordance with their Specification 
TES-PROJ-LPCS-US and with CFR 195.  The specification and records of all hydrostatic 
pressure tests conducted by TransCanada were reviewed by PHMSA.  In addition, PHMSA 
conducted field inspections of the hydrostatic testing on various locations of the pipeline.  

The entire pipeline was hydrotested to at least 8 hours for all buried pipelines.  In addition, 
TransCanada conducted a one hour pressure test on all HDD piping before pulling the pipe 
section.  The one hour test is part of TransCanada’s procedures to verify the integrity of the 
HDD pipe before pulling it through the drilled hole.  The test medium used for all testing was 
water.  All records reviewed had documented the appropriate pressure of 125% or more of 
MOP, test medium, instrument calibration, pressure recording charts, temperature, date and 
time and description of the facility being tested.  TransCanada also provided elevation 
profiles of all test sections with hydraulic pressure profiles.  There were no leaks or failures 
detected in the records review and during the field inspections.   
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Figure 30: Pigs used during commissioning. 

Figure 31:  Commissioning at Pump Station 

Commissioning 

TransCanada notified PHMSA in December 2013 of the intent to start line fill and 
commissioning of the Keystone Gulf Coast Pipeline from Cushing, OK to Nederland, TX. 
TransCanada submitted their Commissioning Plan for approval from PHMSA to commence 
commissioning activities.  PHMSA reviewed the commissioning plan and had no objections 
to start the commissioning process. 

On December 7, 2013, TransCanada started line fill activities starting from the Cushing 
facility to their Nederland facility. TransCanada followed their commissioning plan and 
coordinated with personnel to monitor the line-fill to ensure the pipeline was operating 
safely and reliably.  The plan included the commissioning of 485 miles of pipe, six pump 
stations and the Nederland Delivery Station. 
Product was tracked utilizing three batch pigs to 
assure the location of the product. Each pig was 
tracked by Corrpro personnel and 
predetermined above ground markers (AGM).  
During the commissioning phase, each mainline 
valve was operated to assure no leaks and 
satisfactory operation of the valve. In addition 
each pump station was started up in stages.  
Each stage consisted of testing each leak 
detection system and alarms per pump before 

starting up the next pump(4 pumps per 
station) at each station.  On January 21, 2014 
TransCanada notified PHMSA of the completion of the line-fill activities and the intent to 
start in-service operations.   On January 22, 2014 TransCanada commissioned the pipeline 
and started in-service operations. 

PHMSA received daily updates throughout the 
commissioning phase of all ongoing activities. In 
addition, PHMSA engineers/inspectors were onsite 
during the commissioning phase to witness and 
assure procedures were being followed by 
TransCanada personnel.  PHMSA witnessed the 
line fill, testing of pump alarms and leak detection, 
valve testing and pig tracking operations.  The 
Figures demonstrate the observations of the 
activities witnessed during the commissioning.  
The Figure 43 shows the pigs used to track the 
product while filling line.  Figure 44 shows how 
the pigs were tracked from above ground.  
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Issues identified during Construction 

Welding 

TransCanada performed welder qualifications using a welding procedure that had not been 
properly qualified and then allowed these welders to weld on a Part 195 regulated pipeline.  

During the first weeks of construction of spread 3 significant welding issues were noted.  
Approximately 26.8% of the welds required repairs in one week, 32.0% the second week, 
72.2% the third week, and 45.0% the fourth week.  On September 25, 2012, TransCanada 
stopped the Spread 3 welding after 205 of the 425 welds, or 48.2% required repairs. 
Through the welding procedure review, PHMSA found that TransCanada failed to perform 
welding on construction Spread 3 of the Gulf Coast Pipeline project in accordance with a 
procedure qualified according to Section 5 of API 1104.   

A comparison of the procedure being used to weld the pipe on Spread 3 (KXL-SMAW-ML, 
revised February 10, 2011) with the PQR revealed inconsistencies between at least two 
essential variables as defined by API 1104, the Joint Design and the Speed of Travel.  The 
joint design on the document KXL-SMAW-ML being used to weld the pipe on construction 
Spread 3 specified a Root Opening of 1/16” ± 3/32” between pipe joints at the girth weld and 
the welding Speed of Travel for the Cap Pass to be 8.6 – 16.2 inches per minute.  The PQR for 
the procedure that was actually qualified by destructive testing (PQR# KPS-RMS-SMAW-ML-
PQR Rev 2) showed the root opening to be 1/16” to 3/32” and the Speed of Travel for the 
Cap Pass to be 6.6 – 16.2 inches per minute. The difference between the PQR and the welding 
procedure constituted a change in essential variables.  

As a result, the welding procedure being used by TransCanada on Spread 3 of the Keystone 
Gulf Coast Pipeline project (KXL-SMAW-ML) had changes to essential variables that caused it 
to be different than the Procedure Qualifying Record.  Because the procedure used to weld 
Spread 3 pipe was not re-qualified, TransCanada was using an unqualified procedure to weld 
Part 195 regulated pipeline.  

A second issue identified by PHMSA was that TransCanada failed to properly qualify welders 
on Spread 3 of the Keystone Gulf Coast Pipeline project.  TransCanada performed welder 
qualifications using a welding procedure that had not been properly qualified and then 
allowed these welders to weld on a Part 195 regulated pipeline.  Paragraph 6.1 of API 1104, 
incorporated by reference states “the purpose of the welder qualification test is to determine 
the ability of welders to make sound butt or fillet welds using previously qualified 
procedures.”  Procedure KXL-SMAW-ML, Revised February 10, 2011 had changes to the 
essential variables of Joint Design and Speed of Travel from the Procedure Qualification 
Record, KPL-RMS-SMAW-ML-PQR Rev 2 but had not been re-qualified.  Consequently, the 
welder qualification was not performed using a previously qualified procedure as required 
by Section 6 of API 1104.  
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Figure 32, 33, 34 Examples of dents found with inspection tool. 

PHMSA issued Warning Letter 4-201305021W for both issues identified during the 
construction inspection. TransCanada responded to the Warning Letter stating that after 
more than twelve months of extensive meetings and discussion, comprehensive 
supplemental destructive testing and exhaustive records reviews, on November 25, 2013 a 
meeting held between PHMSA and TransCanada resulted in confirmation that the welder 
qualifications and manual welding procedures.  In addition, The results of a root cause 
analysis performed by TransCanada to identify the cause of the high weld rejection rate on 
Spread 3 were documented in a paper titled “Girth Weld Repairs Due to Lack of Fusion in 
Root Pass,” dated November 15, 2012.  This analysis identifies the criticality of the essential 
variables of Joint Design and Speed of Travel by stating, “Weld fit up was increased to 3/32” 
which allowed the welders to decrease their travel speeds and welding amperages which is a 
key factor in reducing internal under cut and lack of fusion defects during the welding 
process.  This modification improved the weld quality and reduced the overall weld defects.  
PHMSA witnessed the re-testing of the welding procedure to verify the modification of the 
procedure reduced the internal under cut and lack of fusion defects, at the RMS lab in 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 

Dents 

TransCanada did not assure that its Keystone Pipeline was installed in the ditch in a manner 
that minimizes the possibility of damage to the pipe.  The deformation tool identified dents 
on the pipe that appear to be caused by secondary stresses on the pipe.  The ILI tool 
identified a total of 421 anomalies which required investigation per the specifications.  There 
were a total of 236 dents, 56 pipe ovality and 129 anomalies with both dent and ovality. 
TransCanada verified the locations by excavating the anomalies and made repairs in 
accordance with their specifications.  After excavating and examining the anomalies, there 
were a total of 350 anomalies within the specifications, 37 anomalies which required being 
cut-out and 34 anomalies with no indications of a dent or ovality.  During the field 
inspections, PHMSA witnessed and examined anomaly investigations being conducted by 
TransCanada due to the results of the deformation tool run.   In this report you can see 
examples of the types of dents identified with the inspection tools.  Each dent was examined 

and measured and nondestructively tested with ultrasound testing equipment to check for 
cracks.  All dents were either cutout or were below the repair criteria.  Several anomaly 
reports stated that foam pillows and rocky terrain were present at the dig sites which may 
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Figure 35:  Repair of coating due to 
weld splatter. 

attribute to the dents on the pipe.  During the field inspections the PHMSA inspector verified 
the locations of several dents which were located in the same vicinity as the foam pillow 
supports.   

TransCanada’s TES-PROJ-LPCS-US Onshore Liquid Pipeline Construction Specification, 
Section 22.4 states “when foam pillows are installed, approved fill will be supplied to 
provide a uniform support along the underside of the pipe.”  Assuring a uniform fill 
underneath the pipe at all foam pillow locations will minimize external stresses on the pipe.  
In addition, Section 22.5 states that “rock, stone laden soil, or frozen material shall not be 
backfilled into the trench until the pipe has been surrounded by stone free soil.”  

In reviewing the anomaly reports and PHMSA inspections it demonstrated that TransCanada 
was not following their Construction Specifications, Section 22.4 and 22.5. PHMSA SW 
Region issued a Warning Letter, CPF 4-2013-5017W warning TransCanada to follow their 
procedures/specifications and assure that backfill is free of large rocks and have sufficient 
support at the foam pillows to minimize the external stresses on the pipe to be in compliance 
with 195.246. 

Coating Damage 

Another issue identified involved TransCanada not following their specifications during 
welding of the pipeline. 

TransCanada did not follow its written specification, specifically, protecting existing coating 
from damage due to welding.  In an email dated June 7, 2013, TransCanada notified PHMSA 
of a non-conformance issue involving coating damage on Spread 3 which TransCanada was 
in the process of investigating.  The problem only occurred in Spread 3 due to the manual 
welding process with stick rods being utilized.  Manual welding was used mainly due to the 
terrain and the number of water crossings.  Spread 1 and 2 utilized the semiautomatic 
welding process. There were several locations in which the contractor did not follow 
TransCanada’s coating specifications.   Specifically, weld blankets were not being utilized to 
protect the existing coating on the pipe to prevent weld splatter from damaging the coating.  
TransCanada’s  specification TES-WELD-PL- US 
Welding of Pipelines and Tie-ins, Section 8.11 
states that “existing coatings on piping shall be 
protected to minimize damage that may result 
from the welding operations” which was not being 
followed by the contractor.  After investigating 23 
suspected locations, TransCanada confirmed the 
coating damage and repaired the coating per the 
specifications. 

During the field inspections, PHMSA observed 
several girth welds had coating damage due to 
weld splatter.  Figure 35 shows the coating repair 
on the girth welds due to damage of the weld 

Prepared for Release in PHMSA FOIA
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splatter.  The coating repair was made after the pipeline was exposed and examined.  The 
pipe was coated and backfilled per the specifications.  There were a total of 130 identified 
locations excavated in which TransCanada examined for damage and made repairs were 
necessary. All discovered damage was inspected and repaired to original specification 
criteria.    

PHMSA issued a Warning Letter, CPF #4-2013-5017W, warning TransCanada to follow their 
specifications/procedures and assure that specification 8.11 is followed to be in compliance 
with 195.202. 

TransCanada responded to the Warning Letter and assured that they were taking steps to 
enhance its design, specifications and inspection practices, by conducting a thorough review 
of their inspection practices, design, and construction specifications, and would implement 
changes to try to reduce the number of inspection digs that are required after the pipeline 
has been backfilled going forward, which included, but not limited to restricting the use of 
foam pillows, increased use of bedding material in rocky or hard pan conditions, and 
specifying the minimum size of weld splatter protection devices. 

Prepared for Release in PHMSA FOIA
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WARNING LETTER 

CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

September 10, 2013 

Mr. Vern Meier 
Vice President, Field Operations 
TC Oil Pipeline Operations, Inc. 
717 Texas Ave. 
Houston, TX  77002 

CPF 4-2013-5017W 
Dear Mr. Meier: 

During the months of June and July 2013, a representative of the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety 
Administration (PHMSA) pursuant to Chapter 601 of 49 United States Code inspected the construction of the 
Keystone Gulf Coast Project.  

As a result of the inspection, it appears that you have committed probable violations of the Pipeline Safety 
Regulations, Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations.  The items inspected and the probable violations are: 

1. §195.246 Installation of pipe in a ditch.

(a) All pipe installed in a ditch must be installed in a manner that minimized the introduction of
secondary stresses and the possibility of damage to the pipe

Transcanada did not assure that its Keystone Pipeline was installed in the ditch in a manner that minimizes the 
possibility of damage to the pipe.  During the field inspections, PHMSA witnessed and examined anomaly 
investigations being conducted by Transcanada due to the results of a deformation tool run.  The deformation tool 
identified dents on the pipe that appear to be caused by secondary stresses on the pipe.  Several anomaly reports 
state that foam pillows and rocky terrain were present at the dig sites which may attribute to the dents on the pipe.  
During the field inspections the PHMSA inspector verified the locations of several dents which were located in 
the same vicinity as the foam pillow supports.   

Transcanada’s TES-PROJ-LPCS-US Onshore Liquid Pipeline Construction Specification, Section 22.4 states 
“when foam pillows are installed, approved fill will be supplied to provide a uniform support along the underside 
of the pipe.”  Assuring a uniform fill underneath the pipe at all foam pillow locations will minimize external 
stresses on the pipe.  In addition, Section 22.5 states that “rock, stone laden soil, or frozen material shall not be 
backfilled into the trench until the pipe has been surrounded by stone free soil.”  

015912



In reviewing the submitted anomaly reports and PHMSA inspections it demonstrates that Transcanada is not 
following their Construction Specifications, Section 22.4 and 22.5. Transcanada needs to assure the backfill is 
free of large rocks and have sufficient support at the foam pillows to minimize the external stresses on the pipe to 
be in compliance with 195.246. 

2. §195.202 Compliance with specifications or standards.

Each pipeline system must be constructed in accordance with comprehensive written specifications or 
standards that are consistent with the requirements of this part. 

Transcanada did not follow its written specification, specifically, protecting existing coating from damage due to 
welding.  In an email dated June 7, 2013, Transcanada notified PHMSA of a non-conformance issue involving 
coating damage which Transcanada was in the process of investigating.  There were several locations in which the 
contractor did not follow Transcanada’s coating specifications.   Specifically, weld blankets were not being 
utilized to protect the existing coating on the pipe to prevent weld splatter from damaging the coating. 
Transcanada’s  specification TES-WELD-PL- US Welding of Pipelines and Tie-ins, Section 8.11 states that 
“existing coatings on piping shall be protected to minimize damage that may result from the welding operations” 
which was not being followed by the contractor.  After investigating 23 suspected locations, Transcanada 
confirmed the coating damage and repaired the coating per the specifications. 

During the inspection, PHMSA observed several girth welds had coating damage due to weld splatter. There were 
a total of 98 identified locations excavated in which Transcanada made coating repairs.  Transcanada needs to 
assure that specification 8.11 is followed to be in compliance with 195.202. 

Under 49 United States Code, § 60122, you are subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $200,000 per violation per 
day the violation persists up to a maximum of $2,000,000 for a related series of violations.  For violations 
occurring prior to January 4, 2012, the maximum penalty may not exceed $100,000 per violation per day, with a 
maximum penalty not to exceed $1,000,000 for a related series of violations.  We have reviewed the 
circumstances and supporting documents involved in this case, and have decided not to conduct additional 
enforcement action or penalty assessment proceedings at this time.  We advise you to correct the item(s) identified 
in this letter.  Failure to do so will result in Transcanada being subject to additional enforcement action.   

No reply to this letter is required.  If you choose to reply, in your correspondence please refer to CPF 4-2013-
5017W.  Be advised that all material you submit in response to this enforcement action is subject to being made 
publicly available.  If you believe that any portion of your responsive material qualifies for confidential treatment 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b), along with the complete original document you must provide a second copy of the 
document with the portions you believe qualify for confidential treatment redacted and an explanation of why you 
believe the redacted information qualifies for confidential treatment under 5 U.S.C. 552(b).  

Sincerely, 

R. M. Seeley
Director, Southwest Region
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
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Keystone Pipeline Project – Phase 2 
Cushing Extension Lessons Learned 

Houston, TX March 21, 2011
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Project Management 

• Include contractor in weekly schedule review meeting

• Contracting strategy put focus back on executing the work
correctly rather than compromise
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Field Project Controls 

• Appropriate (required) training of field PC staff

• Collaborative training for Inspectors to ensure consistent and
accurate progress measurement
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Facilities Interface

• Incorporate phase 2 E&I RFI’s into Phase 3&4 designs

• Ensure three valve cluster and piping within fence line scope
and specs are consistent and clear in both the facilities and
pipeline SOW/contracts ex compaction, material delivery

• Communication requirements while working in proximity to
each other – venting during hydro/pigging, NDE tie ins, fence

• Walk downs of RMLV sites conducted with commissioning
field engineer, E&I contractor  - success

015917
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Materials

• Field receiving inspection must be performed by competent
individual with cross check to tags, drawings and inspection
for damage

015918
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Field Engineering 

• Issue CP test lead instalaltion bulletin

• Inspect HDPE used for buoyancy before installed inside HDD
pipe, potential integrity test

• Actuation Failure

• Eliminate cycling with high power drill to ensure not over-
torqued/travel past stops when operating during fabrication and
construction

• Engineering Bulletin to be issued by Supplier to all groups for
incorporation in construction documents

015919
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Construction Inspection 

• Inspection team doesn't always take time to study
construction drawings and specifications. Too many of more
"seasoned" inspectors have attitude that old ways acceptable

• Project should developed materials and multiple choice test on
construction drawings and specifications.

• It must be considered that either an additional utility
inspector dedicated to only coating or that the welding
inspector receive training on tasks other than just welding so
multi task crews such as a tie-in crew receives the coverage
for all the tasks being preformed

015920
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Construction Inspection

• Inspector training (OQ task qualifications, excavation
competency, environmental/safety training  should be
completed at the project office as a part of  inspection
personnel mobilization. This would ensure that all inspection
team members receive all required training and that they are
prepared to go to work on the spread without and disruptions
due to training.

015921
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Land (during construction) 

• Contractor should look ahead so that change order requests
are submitted at least 7 days before needed as per the
process

• Develop a plan prior to acquisition on how to handle
temporary fencing

• Trees cleared on off ROW tracts due to assumptions made
that fences were on property lines when staking was done

• Property line markers should be located to verify property lines
prior to staking

• Construction agreement has too many items where
landowner request items at time of easement signing and
then changes his mind during construction

• Revise construction agreement so as to not offer landowners so
many options and rather build per CMRP requirements

• Provide the use of qualified appraiser to determine fair
market value for the trees

• Encourage landowner to use own contractor to repair terrace
or hire local contractor to do terrace repairs 015922
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Quality

The UPI QA leads in coating and welding were carried over from 
PH 1 construction.

• Recommendation: Once the QA Mgr is determined he/she should
have input into building the Quality Assurance / Audit team

• Need more field based / trouble shooting personnel rather than
office focused team members

The Coating & Welding QA leads worked for UPI but reported 
daily to the Keystone QA Manager.

• Although this was a step in the right direction there were many
instances where the two UPI employees were caught in between
getting direction from Keystone and being directed by UPI
Construction Manager to do other tasks.

• Recommend to separate QA team from construction
management supplier – use a third party to hire QA team
employees. This would allow an independent QA / audit team
from the construction management team.
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Quality - Documentation

Near the end of construction it was noted that not all welds had 
corresponding coating documentation (C11A & C11B forms). 

• Recommendation: At construction start – Sr Welding Inspector and 
Sr Coating Inspector need to get linked in and plan a weld log / 
coating review. The frequency is flexible (every 1 or 2 weeks).

Coating documentation (C11A & C11B) were found to be 
incorrectly filled out on an on-going basis.

• Some inspectors believed the C11A form was to confusing for the 
contractor coating personnel to follow. (The coating personnel are 
usually the least experience workers on the spread)

• Review the forms to make them more user friendly for field 
personnel
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Quality - Documentation

Both welding and coating documentation forms were modified 
by the end users; this resulted in inconsistencies in reporting.

• Recommendation – all excel forms need to be protected so that the
format and data required can not be changed.

• In a lot of cases I do not believe there was intent to change the
form but section were deleted due to lack of computer experience
by some inspection staff.

• Spread Construction Managers felt it would be easier for the
inspectors if they could hand write the forms – this was approved
on a case by case basis after explaining that the office manager
would have to complete a review on these individuals to ensure the
data was legible.
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Quality – Documentation

• Weld log data between the three spreads was inconsistent
and inaccurate. Weld numbering system developed in the UPI
Quality Manual was not well liked by the NDE auditors. They
adapted to make it work for themselves.

• Recommendation – allow the NDE auditors to have input into the
development of the NDE log. They are the end users it must be
workable.
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Quality - Qualification of Coating & Welding 
Personnel

The contractor would try to qualify applicators and welders on a 
daily basis on some spreads. This would cause the SWI & SCI 
to be tied up in the yard and not out on the line.

• Recommendation – Require the contractor to develop a weekly
personnel qualification plan. Dedicate a day each week to qualify
personnel. (This was more of an issue for coating as the SWI could
assign a welding inspector to qualify welders)
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Safety - Highlights of items submitted

JSA Quality

Eye and Face Protection

Pipe rolling off skids

OQ personnel identification and span of control

Case Management

Excavation Practices

Buried Utility Locates

Overhead Powerline Avoidance

TapRoot 

Vehicle Safety

Leadership Involvement

Positive Recognition
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JSA Quality

Is the Foreman given the tools for success

• Too often the contractor supplied forms are too general

• Simply a check box…don’t require crew to look beyond the obvious

• Don’t help initiate discussion and involvement

Were hazards effectively identified

• Large percentage of TapRoot investigations identified pre-job
planning as either a root cause or contributing factor

Process in place to identify insufficient JSAs

• Contractors used a check-off practice for their safety reps

• Largely ineffective process

• Not able to observe delivery

• Keystone Safety Reps were not in the field during JSA delivery
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JSA Quality

Process in place to increase delivery and effectiveness

• Need to develop process where leadership and safety are in the
field at time of JSA delivery (contractor and Keystone)

• Mentoring program

Encourage employee participation

• Too often the foreman delivers and the crew listens…

• Employees need to be coached into looking for hazards aside from
those mentioned by the Foreman

• Interdependence….

Develop tomorrow’s leaders

• Need to increase the delivery by the Foreman so they can
effectively lead the development of others in delivering an
effective JSA.
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Eye and Face Protection

2009 - 28 OSHA Recordable Eye Injuries

• 100% eye and face protection when welding/grinding

• Attempted to prohibit pancake style weld hoods – later allowed

• Continually fought for compliance

• Little to no enforcement

• Lacked support from UA

2010 - 5 OSHA Recordable Eye Injuries

• 100% eye and face protection when welding/grinding

• Prohibited pancake style weld hoods

• Effective pre-job (Keystone developed) by contractor

• UA support
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Eye and Face Protection

Welding Hood Demonstration

• Spread 10 initiated

• Keystone elected to keep prohibition of hoods in 2010

• Committed to revisit prior to 2011 construction

2011

• Continue with 100% eye and face protection requirement

• Aligned support from Keystone and contractor management

• UA support is critical due to size of workforce, exposure, pressure
etc…

19015932
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Pipe Rolls off Skids

Selection of skids 

• Reinforce training – importance of task

• Quality control process to ensure defective skids are disposed of

Quality of stacks

• Skid rack integrity to include, but not limited to design, position
and spacing.

Placement of stacks

• In accordance with construction specs

• Adjusted as needed

20015933
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Pipe Rolls off Skids

Factors for consideration

• Deteriorating ROW conditions from
exposure to the elements such as
sun and rain,

• Vibrations from the adjacent
railroad tracks could have
weakened the structural integrity
of the skid stack,

21

• Expansion of the pipe from the heat causing the pipe to “walk” in
the rack thus weakening the structural integrity, and

• Vibrations from heavy equipment tracking through the area and
adjacent to the skid stacks.
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Operator Qualifications

2010 – 5 tasks identified

2011 – 40 tasks potentially identified

Bison lessons learned for both Keystone and PHMSA

• Weaknesses have been identified

• Need to ensure proactive compliance

Span of control issues

• Foreman were sometimes unaware of who was OQ’d for what task

• The “best” operator was chosen without verifying qualifications

Management of change 

• Crew members change crew creating gap for Foreman/Inspector
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Operator Qualifications

Identification of personnel

• Field verification reports not maintained at the spreads

• Need to develop method of spot ID to identify trained personnel
(hard hat sticker)

• Need to be able to identify qualified contractor and CM personnel

• For both contractor leadership and Keystone personnel to
quickly ensure work is performed only by qualified personnel

• Increased exposure during audits?

OQ Planning Meetings

• Lessons Learned shared from Bison

• Coordination between facilities and Pipeline

• Michels invited to share their program

23015936
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Case Management

Need to ensure focus remains on preventing injury

Contractors and spreads that had effective case management 
were able to better control the level of loss incurred

Once the injured left the spread for treatment, the likelihood of 
severity increase was heightened

• OTC pain relievers were now prescription = OSHA recordable

Clinics were not operational in a timely manner

• Perfect world – upon mobilization

• Operational prior to the onset of the pipegang at the latest

Clinics were not used to effectively treat injury

• Lack of communication/understanding/support from spread

• Used as a pass through prior to transport to offsite facility
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Excavation Practices

Contractor and CM Excavation training

• Contractor delivered “refresher” training

• UPI delivered ETS training

• short of competent persons

Improved Quality of excavations   compared 
to prior years

Daily Inspection posted “at site”

Lingering Issues…

• Supporting crews entering ditch w/o current inspection

• Survey, AUT, coating, etc…

• Employer certified competent persons on these teams
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Buried Utility Locates

2010 – struck 44 buried gas lines 

Lessons Learned from Bison

• Look beyond conventional locate methods

Gap Analysis performed prior to SSSP approval

• Between excavation procedure and TCPL Excavation Spec

• Include a post contact policy

26015939
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Buried Utility Locates

Spotter training

• Multiple TapRoot findings revealed that spotters were not fully
trained and understanding was often minimum

• Spotter positioning

• Responsibilities and “big picture” of importance of task

• Recognizing abnormal operating conditions (AOCs)

Span of control was exercised 

• Would suggest operator and spotter OQ evaluations
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OHPL Avoidance

2010 struck 3 OHPLs

OHPL heights surveys 

• Adequate time to employ actions to mitigate the hazard where
possible

• Including OHPLs paralleling the ROW

Gap analysis between OHPL Avoidance Procedure and TOP

Avoidance Practices

• Proximity Warning Devices (SigAlarm)

• Install devices strong enough to withstand elements

• Properly installed

• Preventive maintenance

• Frequently inspected
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OHPL Avoidance

Training 

• Foreman and Inspection

• To include selection of equipment

• Identification of high risk areas

• Look beyond the ROW

• Lines that parallel the ROW

• When loading/unloading equipment

• Spotters

• Multiple TapRoot findings revealed that spotters were not fully
trained and understanding was often minimum

• Spotter positioning and ability to identify proximity to lines

• Responsibilities and “big picture” of importance of task
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TapRoot

No formal root cause system used 

• By project or by contractors

• Oftentimes the root cause was found to be “employee error”

TapRoot adopted by Keystone in 2010

• Allowed for more in depth incident investigation techniques

• Enabled fact finding not fault finding investigations

• Explored techniques and procedures

Proved useful in other disciplines

• Environmental incidents (sp10 success story)

TapRoot required for all key personnel

• Safety Leads, Project Managers, Chief Inspectors, etc…
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Vehicle Safety

Leadership commitment 

• Varying response from spread to spread (sp9 vs sp10)

• gain support from spread mgmt early

• enforce disciplinary policy

• pre-job with unions as a requirement

Driver’s training

• defensive driver training (Smith System) for all supervisor
positions - CM and contractor

Backing avoidance

• Continual struggle year after year
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Vehicle Safety

UPI policy 

• A safety cone placed at the front and the rear of each parked vehicle

• Requires driver to perform a walk-around prior to operation

• Results

• 75% reduction in vehicle incidents in past 2 years

• Prior to implementation, UPI experienced an estimated 15
backing incidents per quarter

• Improves driver awareness of surroundings
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Leadership Involvement

Positive Leadership Involvement is paramount

• Union Stewards were very engaged on sp9

• Superintendant response to seatbelt/cell phone use

• Management (contractor and CM) response to PPE use or
NonCompliance

Negative Leadership Involvement…

• Spread personnel were negative and impacted project personnel
and culture

• The culture of One Team, One Project, One Message was lost after
the Summit

• Management response to seatbelts, cell phones, PPE, etc…
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Positive Recognition

Immediate recognition items 

• Available at kickoff

• New items introduced routinely

• Tracking system for expended items

Championship Belt

• Introduced midway through construction

• Provided boost in employee involvement

34015947
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Environment Phase 2 Lessons Learned

Challenges/Lessons Learned

Plan for Improvement

Next Steps

• Discuss Follow-up and Decisions Needed
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Environment - Positive News

2009 Phase 1 Lessons Learned

• Majority of Lessons Learned from Phase 1 were incorporated into
the work on Phase 2

• Significantly improved structure, organization, TransCanada
presence on the spreads

• Completed construction of Phase 2 with no formal agency
violations or work shutdowns

• Plenty of challenges remain
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Environment - Organizational Lessons Learned

Lesson – Environmental Compliance Staff Levels

• Started construction with three EIs per spread

• Initial staff received 3 day environmental inspector training

• Construction progress quickly over-stretched EI field staff

• Additional qualified staff were difficult to find mid-year

• Subsequent EI staff did not receive full EI training

Plan 

• Identify and retain key staff positions early

• Recruit and train entire EI staff

• Bring all staff onto the project at the beginning

• Build teamwork

• Build relationships

• Verify ROW and resources
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Environment - Field Resource Identification

Lesson 

• Stratified resource surveys conducted during regulatory process

• All resources were not identified accurately

• Additional costs and project regulatory exposure resulted, although
improved from Phase 1

• Pre-Clearing only first X miles = bad idea

• Most beneficial to pre-clear entire spread

Plan 

• Resource specialists assigned to each spread pre-construction

• Verify all resources and install signage/flagging, etc.

• Address surveys, unanticipated resources, etc.

• Clear procedures need to be established for marking
environmental resources
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Environment - Contractor Compliance – Project 
Exposure

Lesson  

• One spread experienced extremely high non-compliance record

• Minimal / lack of participation by construction management and
construction inspection

• Lack of Contractor commitment to ensuring compliance

• Lack of Contractor involvement in training/communicating
commitment to workers

• Need for a proactive approach to compliance

• Lack of accountability and contract teeth to enforce compliance

Plan 

• Improved contract language

• Increased teeth included in project scope documents

• Increased Keystone management on spread will increase
compliance

• Requirement of construction inspection staff to participate actively
015952
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Environment - Contractor Compliance

Lesson  

• Lack of qualified Contractor Environmental Management staff

• e.g., winch truck driver was contractor’s environmental
coordinator on one spread

• e.g., winch truck driver straw was an environmental foreman

Plan 

• Contract language

• Contractor required to qualified (approved by Keystone)
environmental coordinator

• Contractor required to conduct environmental training

• Additional tailgate trainings required for each crew

• Minimum environmental crew requirements
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Environment - Positive News

Spread 9C 

• Very good coordination, communication and compliance record

• Strong Contractor’s environmental coordinator

• Contractor made their expectations clear to workers at the
morning environmental training program

• Environmental issues were addressed quickly

• Commitment by the Contractor to pre-planning

• This approach included in Scope of Work documents and
clarifications
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Environment  - Additional

Lessons 

• Permits – Some permit issues had not been identified

• HDD mud disposal

• Public comment period for water withdrawal permits

• Hydrotest Dewatering Challenges – Discharges exceeded permitted
limits

• No internal coating on pipe

• Single water source and discharge location – long duration of
water inside pipeline

• Dewatering location established on condemnation tract

• Dewatering structure located on-ROW

• All of the above created significant compliance and
dewatering challenges
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Environment - Additional

Lessons - Environmental Inspection 

• Consistent application between spreads

• Proactive approach to compliance (part of the team)

• Calibration between spreads/within spreads

• Thorough review of NC issues for accuracy

• Root Cause Analyses for environmental non-compliances

• Significant EI staff turnover during construction

• Staff levels resulted in overextended/burned-out staff

• Thorough EI training for new EIs critical, requires dedicated
trainer for orientation

• Confusion on Role of Env. Consultant’s Recruiter

• Establish clarity on consultant’s role & Keystone’s expectation

• Challenges with environmental compliance support from UPI
spread management

• Will be improved with Keystone staff management on spreads
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Environment – Additional 

Lessons – Preparation of Bio/Cultural/Tribal Monitors

• Tribal monitoring scope was fluid

• Scope expanded by factor of 3 during construction

• Management of tribal monitors reduced project exposure

• Monitor immediately behind grade & trench

• Avoid monitoring immediately in front of crews

• Full-time cultural monitor on spread during tribal monitoring

• Bio & Cultural Monitors came to field unprepared

• Monitors need to come to field with maps & plan

• Extra maps/alignment sheets will be in spread offices

• Monitors will participate in portion of EI training
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Environment - Additional

Environmental Training

• EI Training

• Comprehensive training

• Environmental inspector handbook for procedures, forms &
expectations

• Thorough training needed for new staff

• Contractor’s Supervisor Training

• Contractor needs to communicate expectations to foremen

• More interactive training and testing

• Contractor’s Crew Training

• Need Contractor’s Coordinator to conduct
training/communicate expectations to workers

• Additional tailgate trainings needed in the field for each
individual crew
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Environment - Additional

Critical to have TC leadership involvement

• Phase 2 direct involvement was significant improvement

Turf battles on spread and Keystone management

Addressing non-compliance issues

• Defined procedures for addressing environmental non-compliances

• Define plan for dealing with contractor that does not take non-
compliances seriously

• Contractor needs to have a commitment

• Accountability needed for foremen, individual workers, spread
management
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APEGGA October 2003 
Guideline for Professional Member as a Witness 

V1.0 

i 

FOREWORD 
An APEGGA guideline presents procedures and practices that are recommended by APEGGA. 
In general, an APEGGA member should conform to the recommendations in order to be 
practising in accordance with what is deemed to be acceptable practice. Variations may be 
made to accommodate special circumstances if they do not detract from the intent of the 
guideline. 

Guidelines use the word should to indicate that among several possibilities, one is 
recommended as particularly suitable without necessarily mentioning or excluding others; or 
that a certain course of action is preferred but not necessarily required; or that (in the negative 
form) a certain course of action is disapproved of but not prohibited (should equals is 
recommended that). The word shall is used to indicate requirements that must be followed (shall 
equals is required to). The word may is used to indicate a course of action permissible within the 
limits of the guideline (may equals is permitted). 

This guideline is a new document developed by APEGGA in response to queries from members 
about the various issues surrounding the role of a professional engineer, geologist or 
geophysicist when faced with the prospect of serving as a witness in a professional capacity. 

PARTICIPANTS 
APEGGA’s Practice Standards Committee (PSC) publishes practice standards and guidelines 
to promote high levels of professional service. A PSC subcommittee with the following 
membership prepared the draft guideline: 

Mike Charko, P.Eng. 
Jim Dilay, P.Eng. 
Susan McRory, LLB  
Diana Purdy, P.Geol. 
David Sereda, P. Eng. 
Clayton Tiedemann, P.Eng. 

The final development of the guideline was greatly assisted through significant contributions of 
time and expert knowledge by: 

The Hon. Judge Allan A. Fradsham, Provincial Court of Alberta  
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1  OVERVIEW 
Professional engineers, geologists and geophysicists are called upon by quasi-judicial 
bodies or courts of law to assist in the search for truth. Professionals called upon for the 
first time might react with trepidation. They likely have not received training regarding the 
procedures, obligations and risks associated with participation in legal and quasi-legal 
hearings. However, witnesses who are adequately prepared can and do leave the 
proceedings feeling satisfied that their efforts have assisted the court or administrative 
tribunal to make an informed decision. The key to successful performance is for 
professionals to understand the role that they have. 

1.1  SCOPE 
This guideline deals with the requirements of the expert witness in criminal and civil 
proceedings. It is also intended to assist members who might not be necessarily 
regarded as "expert" witnesses, but who simply give testimony on professional matters 
before a tribunal or court. 

1.2  PURPOSE 
The purpose of this document is to assist APEGGA members in preparing to appear as 
witnesses regarding professional matters by describing what is expected of them and 
offering some background as to the processes involved in giving testimony. This 
guideline should be regarded as an addition to, but not a substitute for, any specialized 
witness training that might be conducted by legal counsel. 

1.3  DEFINITIONS 
For the purposes of this guideline, the following terms and definitions apply. 

Administrative Tribunal 
An administrative tribunal is decision-making body created by legislation with the power 
to affect the legal rights of persons. 

Affidavit 
An out of court statement reduced to writing that is authorized by legislation and sworn 
under oath. 

Applicant 
One who requests something; a petitioner, such as a person who applies for letters of 
administration. 

Civil Law  
The law that deals with the competing rights as between individuals. 

Criminal Law 
That body of the law, which deals with conduct considered so harmful to society as a 
whole that it is prohibited by statute, prosecuted, and punished by the government. The 
law regulates how suspects are investigated, charged, and tried, and establishes 
punishments for convicted offenders. 
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Crown 
The word refers specifically to the Queen of Canada (or the King of Canada, as the case 
may be). Prosecutions and civil cases taken (or defended) by either the Federal or 
provincial government are done so in the name of the sovereign as head of state (the 
Prime Minister being the head of government). That is why Canadian public prosecutors 
are referred to as "Crown prosecutors”, and criminal cases are styled: "Her Majesty the 
Queen v. John Doe", or "Regina v. John Doe" (Regina being Latin for "The Queen"), or 
“Rex v. John Doe” (if the Sovereign is male; Rex being Latin for “The King”). The 
common abbreviation is “R. v. John Doe”. 

Cross-Examination 
Questions asked by the party who did not call the witness. 

Discovery 
Within the civil law, discovery refers to the pretrial disclosure of pertinent facts or 
documents by one or both parties to a civil action or proceeding. The primary discovery 
devices are interrogatories, depositions, requests for admissions, and requests for 
production. 

Evidence 
Proof of fact(s) presented at a trial. 

Examination in Chief 
Questions asked by the party calling the witness. 

Expert Witness 
An expert witness is qualified by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education to 
provide a scientific, technical, or specialized opinion about the evidence or an issue of 
fact. Only the expert witness is entitled to offer opinion evidence; the testimony of all 
other witnesses is limited to their personal knowledge and observation. Expert evidence 
is not allowed for issues within everyone’s normal experience (i.e. describing the 
symptoms of a person who is intoxicated, describing a scene, or reporting what a person 
said). 

Intervener 
One who voluntarily intervenes as a third party in a legal proceeding, who may be 
supporting or opposing the applicant’s case. 

Litigant 
A party to a lawsuit. 

Panel 
A group of people selected for some service as investigation or arbitration. 

Professional Member 
A professional engineer, professional geologist, professional geophysicist, registered 
professional technologist (engineering), registered professional technologist (geological), 
registered professional technologist (geophysical) or licensee entitled to engage in the 
practice of engineering, geology and geophysics under the Act. 
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Subpoena 
An order of a court, which requires a person to be present at a certain time and place or 
suffer a penalty (subpoena being Latin for "under penalty"). This is the traditional tool 
used by lawyers to ensure that witnesses present themselves at a given place, date, and 
time to make themselves available to testify. 

Testimony 
Evidence that a competent witness under oath or affirmation gives at trial or in an 
affidavit or deposition. 

2  ROLE OF THE PROFESSIONAL SERVING AS A WITNESS 
A fair question to ask is why should the APEGGA member be concerned about 
procedural rules when appearing before administrative tribunals or when the member is 
not providing expert evidence. 

While the administrative tribunal does relax these rules as is appropriate to the greater 
informality of such proceedings, the role of the expert witness is the same whether the 
court is a judge and jury or a disciplinary hearing panel. 

An APEGGA member should conduct himself or herself according to the highest 
standards at all times. That standard should not to be relaxed regardless of the prestige 
of the tribunal before which they are appearing or the status of the witness. The phrase 
“professional witness” better describes that high standard of conduct. 

It is natural that the professional member wants to do well when he or she testifies 
before any tribunal. Yet, stories of unsatisfactory experiences for both the professional 
and the tribunal are common. Many tribunals express a lack of confidence in the 
testimony being offered by APEGGA members – causing frustration for the tribunals and 
a great deal of stress for the members. The tribunal assumes that the witness “knows his 
or her function” and may be surprised, and even insulted when they do not. 

This frustration on the part of the member and the lack of confidence by the tribunal 
arises because of a profound misunderstanding of the role of the professional witness; it 
is not a reflection on the personal integrity of the witness at all. 

2.1  FUNDAMENTAL MISCONCEPTIONS 
The lack of faith in the professional serving as a witness arises from two fundamental 
misconceptions.  

Misconception #1: The professional witness believes that he or she should be an 
advocate for the party who called him or her. 

This is the most common misconception and the one most easily exploited by lawyers. 
The misconception is hardly new: 

“Partly because of their tendency to espouse the cause of the party by whom they are called, 
the value to the expert witness has been doubted from time to time during the 19th and 20th 
centuries.” 1 

 

                                                
1 Byrne, D. and J.D. Heydon (1991) Cross on Evidence, p. 785.  Butterworths. 
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This fatal flaw was also recognized in Engineering Law, a publication which has been 
circulated to APEGGA members to assist them in preparing for court: 

”The weakness of opinion evidence lies in the fact that an expert usually goes to court with a 
bias to become zealous for his employer.”2  

Why is it so wrong to be an advocate for the client’s cause? 
There are several reasons against advocacy.  First the decision maker, whether a court 
composed of a judge and jury or a disciplinary hearing, is concerned with the search for 
the truth. The decision maker, not the witness must hear all of the evidence and make a 
determination. The only basis upon which the APEGGA member is entitled to appear in 
his or her professional capacity arises in those circumstances where the Court needs his 
or her experience and knowledge to understand the facts. If the evidence were such that 
an ordinary person could draw the appropriate conclusions, the professional would not 
be required and would not be entitled to testify at all. The professional witness is in 
reality the Court’s witness because it is the Court that requires his or her or services. 

If the professional witness only advances the position of the party who called him or her, 
the Court cannot rely upon the testimony, and the witness is of no assistance to the 
Court. The Court expects that the professional witness understand his or her role in the 
proceedings and is surprised and insulted if the witness does not, whether the fault is 
innocent or not. 

The second reason that it is inappropriate to act as advocate is that the job is already 
taken. That is the role of counsel.  It is also insulting to the lawyers to have witness try to 
do their job for them. 

Why does this misconception persist? 
There are a number of reasons why this misconception persists. First, television 
perpetuates the myth that witnesses are like members of a team and that they are there 
to see that “their side” wins. This makes for entertaining TV and a disastrous 
performance in real life. Second, very few professional members have any experience 
testifying before a court or tribunal. 

Third, if the member has any experience with the judicial system, it is more likely in the 
context of the examination for discovery in a civil case. The examination for discovery is 
the formal process by which the litigants investigate the issue that is under dispute. The 
evidence at an examination for discovery is under oath and recorded by a court reporter, 
but there is no judge present and there is no final determination of any issue. In that 
context, the APEGGA member may have accessed published excerpts from publications 
and papers dealing with civil proceedings to this effect: 

“He should be cooperative, avoid volunteering information not specifically requested, and 
avoid revealing any item that might prove embarrassing to either himself or his attorney.”3  

Such advice is appropriate in the examination for discovery because the whole point of 
the proceeding is a formal investigation by the litigants. Admissions in that context may 
form part of the evidence at trial. Not surprisingly, the professional serving as a witness 

                                                
2  Laidlaw, R.E., C.R. Young and A.R. Dick (1981) Engineering Law, Fifth Edition, p. 168.  University 

of Toronto Press.   
3  Crawford, Robert J. (2001) The Expert Witness – A Manual for Experts, p. 87. 1st Books Library. 
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in that context is cautioned not to assist the other side voluntarily. The legal counsel who 
has engaged the witness will advance the counsel’s interests. 

The APEGGA member will only be involved in discoveries if they were party to the 
lawsuit, a designated officer of a corporate party, or a current or former employee of a 
party. Witnesses who do not fall into one of those categories are not examined at the 
discovery stage (at least not in Alberta, there is a different regime in Ontario). 

The experience of examination for discovery does not assist the witness in preparing to 
testify before a court or tribunal - the rules of engagement are very different.  In the trial 
situation, the court is preoccupied with the search for the truth, and the witnesses are 
under oath and compelled to testify fully. The witness who is coy about his or her 
answers, and, instead of fully answering the question, edits the answer so that it 
becomes misleading because of what it does not include, will be viewed as unreliable by 
the Court. In extreme cases, the Court could sanction such conduct by a finding of 
contempt with all its possible consequences. 

The overt display of client advocacy is not only fatal to the credibility of the professional 
witness on the trial in which he or she has been called, but may tarnish the professional 
member’s reputation in the legal community. The legal community is very small in 
Alberta (there are only 107 judges of the Provincial Court, 78 justices of the Court of 
Queen’s Bench, and 150 prosecutors in the province), and reputations become widely 
known. The measure of any witness’s reputation is the degree to which he or she fulfills 
the mandate to assist the court in its inquiry into the truth. 

Misconception #2: The professional witness believes that he or she is the 
ultimate decision-maker on the issue for which his or her 
evidence is being sought. 

The second pervasive, although less common, misconception is that the professional 
witness assumes that because he or she been asked for an opinion, the professional is 
the ultimate decision-maker, rather than just an assistant to the court. Regardless of 
whether the tribunal is a court composed of a judge and jury or an APEGGA disciplinary 
hearing, the tribunal will make the decision, not the parties appearing before it. It is 
offensive to the decision-maker to have a witness attempt to usurp that responsibility. 

2.2 UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF THE PROFESSIONAL WITNESS TO ASSIST IN 
PREPARATION FOR COURT 
There is a great fear among APEGGA members that when they testify they will fall victim 
to the games that lawyers play with witnesses and much of the American publications 
that are available to APEGGA members focus on techniques to avoid this. 

In reality though, these “games” have a simple purpose, they are designed to reveal that 
the witness’ first interest is the promotion of either of his or her client’s position or his or 
her own position as the font of all knowledge. Lawyers are not experts in science; they 
are experts in exploiting human weaknesses, but the professional witness who 
understands that his or her role is to assist the tribunal in the finding of fact will never 
commit the most common errors: 

� going outside his or her expertise or knowledge, 
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� being argumentative, 
� failing to listen, 
� failing to accept any proposition that might favour the other side, or  
� becoming defensive. 
No person is perfect and no witness infallible. A court will forgive less than perfect recall, 
nervousness, and a less than polished performance, but no court will forgive a 
professional witness who acts as the cheerleader for one side or tries to usurp the 
decision-making power of the court or tribunal.  

2.3  DUTY TO ACT AS A WITNESS 
Many people assume that involvement in a judicial proceeding is a matter of choice for 
the professional. This is not necessarily the case. Professionals may be subpoenaed as 
involuntary witnesses for criminal and civil courts. Sections 705 and 706 of the Criminal 
Code provide as follows: 

(705) Where a person who has been served with a subpoena to give evidence in a proceeding 
does not attend or remain in attendance, the court, judge, justice or provincial court judge 
before whom that person was required to attend may, if it is established that: 

(a) the subpoena has been served in accordance with this part and  
(b) that the person is likely to give material evidence issue or caused to be issued a warrant 

in Form 17 for the arrest of that person. 

(706) Where a person is brought before a court, judge, justice or provincial court judge 
under a warrant issued pursuant to Section 705, the court, judge, justice, or provincial court 
judge may order that the person: 

(a) be detained in custody or 
(b) be released on recognizance in Form 32 with or without securities to appear and give 

evidence when required. 

These subpoena powers of the Criminal Court apply equally to administrative tribunals 
and the appointed commissioner(s) by virtue of Section 5 of the Public Inquiries Act 
R.S.A. 2000, ch. P-39: 

Evidence  
4 The commissioner or commissioners have the power of summoning any persons as 

witnesses and of requiring them to give evidence on oath, orally or in writing, and to 
produce any documents, papers and things that the commissioner or commissioners 
consider to be required for the full investigation of the matters into which the 
commissioner or commissioners are appointed to inquire. 

RSA 1980 cP-29 s3 
Attendance of witnesses  
5 The commissioner or commissioners have the same power to enforce the attendance of 

persons as witnesses and to compel them to give evidence and to produce documents and 
things as is vested in a court of record in civil cases, and the same privileges and 
immunities as a judge of the Court of Queen’s Bench. 

RSA 1980 cP-29 s4 
Contempt  
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6(1)When a judge of the Court of Queen’s Bench is appointed as a commissioner or as one of 
several commissioners, the commissioner or commissioners so appointed have the same 
power of committal for contempts of the commissioner or commissioners as a judge of the 
Court of Queen’s Bench has in respect of that Court. 

(2) When pursuant to an Act of the Legislature a person or group of persons is or may be 
vested with the power to inquire into any matter and that Act grants to that person or 
group of persons the powers of a commissioner under this Act, subsection (1) applies to 
those powers if the person so appointed or any of the persons composing the group 
appointed is a judge of the Court of Queen’s Bench. 

RSA 1980 cP-29 s5 

3  ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN ACCEPTING AN ASSIGNMENT 
Professionals must examine their ethical position relative to any possible voluntary 
involvement in proceedings. The APEGGA Code of Ethics addresses the following areas 
and governs members’ behaviour. 

3.1  COMPETENCE 
When deciding whether to appear before a hearing or a civil proceeding as an expert 
witness, professionals must consider whether they have the depth and range of 
experience to provide an opinion on the topic in question. There may be situations where 
they find themselves beyond their personal capabilities. The terms “qualifying” (as in 
“qualifying for membership in a professional body”) and “competence” should not be 
confused. “Qualifying” means that a person has a quality or accomplishment suitable for 
some function or office. It is a one-time, static fact that cannot be lost or diminished by 
time. “Competence” is the “quality of having suitable skill, knowledge or experience for 
some purpose”. It is dynamic and relates to the present task, assignment, or activity. 

Professionals must carefully assess their competence to undertake a proposed 
assignment. This involves judging whether their theoretical knowledge, practical 
experience, and reputation in their field are of suitable pertinence, extent, and depth to 
enable them to put forward and to defend a position that would be helpful to the court. 

Professionals must ensure that the client understands the possibility that some situations 
may demand particular skill or knowledge that they do not have and that the client must 
retain or pay for such specialist services. If the client is unwilling to retain or pay for 
necessary specialist services, the professional must decide whether this denial is 
sufficient for refusal of the assignment. 

3.2  CONFLICT OF INTEREST 
In the case of voluntary participation in proceedings, professionals must examine their 
personal involvement in the affairs of any of the parties to the action or inquiry to be able 
to assure their client that they have no conflict of interest and that others can show none. 
If there appears to be any conflict of interest, the professional should immediately advise 
both the client and legal counsel. 

In addition, professionals should examine any relationships with other clients who are 
not directly involved and be certain that participation in the action or inquiry will not result 
in any disadvantage to them. Where one of the parties to the action or inquiry is a client 
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in other instances, professionals must judge whether participation would jeopardize their 
future relationships. Through appropriate inquiry, the professional must be satisfied as to 
the good faith of the parties to the dispute. If they are not able to find that satisfaction, 
they should seriously consider not becoming involved. 

3.3  CONFIDENTIALITY 
In their day-to-day practices, professionals have an ethical and often a contractual 
obligation to keep secret and confidential any conclusions reached during an assignment 
undertaken on behalf of a client. However, there is no legal privilege that is created by 
the relationship alone and if ordered to do so by the court, the professional must answer. 
“Privilege” is a rule of evidence, which permits a witness to refuse to answer a particular 
question or to produce particular documents. However, privilege arises in very limited 
circumstances, namely as between husband and wife and solicitor and client. For 
example, there is no legal privilege between a doctor and his patient or priest and his 
penitent. 

Further, solicitor-client privilege will only apply to reports and documents prepared by 
non-legal professionals (employed or retained by a party) if the dominant purpose of the 
preparation of the report or document was to instruct legal counsel in respect of 
contemplated or anticipated litigation. 

The fact that documents are prepared in the context of a confidential relationship 
between a professional and client or are marked “confidential” will not preclude 
disclosure in court. Thus, professionals may be called upon to reveal the source or 
nature of their information, even though they have given promises of confidentiality. In 
some instances, the court may impose terms upon the disclosure or take other 
measures to protect the confidentiality outside the courtroom.  It will be up to the court or 
the tribunal involved to determine the hardship that would ensue should the professional 
members be forced to violate such promises of confidentiality and to decide if the 
members will be permitted to hold their promises. 

The professionals who are asked to keep the source or the nature of secret information 
or trade secrets fully confidential and protected must understand that they cannot make 
that promise unconditionally. 

Finally, it is important to emphasize that privilege is a matter that should be raised by the 
lawyers in the case and not the witness. Therefore it is important to raise any concerns 
with respect to privilege with counsel before the trial. 

3.4  OTHER ETHICAL RESTRICTIONS 
Professionals must understand that full and timely discharge of the proposed service 
may be limited, restricted, or delayed by a number of factors. The client may impose 
restrictions relating to monetary matters, confidentiality, access to essential information, 
and certain directions that an investigation might take. Situations may arise that 
professionals judge to be outside their personal capabilities and that will require outside 
expert assistance. The professionals’ investigation of the facts may suggest that their 
testimony may take a direction not in keeping with the wishes of the client. In such 
circumstances, the professionals have an immediate obligation to advise the client and 
counsel of the situation. 
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Where the involvement in legal proceedings is on a voluntary basis, professionals should 
ensure that their normal business activities are not put at risk because of unexpected or 
unreasonable demands on their time. They should advise their other obligations and 
make arrangements to meet time constraints. They should also ensure that informal or 
personal short-term commitments do not lock them into unwanted longer-term 
involvement that could prevent the discharge of regular commitments or participation in 
new business. Court attendance, for example, typically overrides all other commitments. 
The witness must be there when the court is ready. 

4  CONDUCTING AN INVESTIGATION  
Before professionals can act as witnesses or give testimony, they must conduct a 
thorough examination of the matter in dispute before the tribunal for review and 
adjudication. The role of professional witness is to assist the judicial process. 

Expert testimony must meet several criteria: 

� The findings must be based on the scientific methodology, not on the fact that a 
professional is presenting it. 

� The findings must fit the case technically, conforming to known scientific, physical, or 
engineering principles and be supported by a documented trail of reasoning that links 
the evidence to the case. Science or engineering should not be applied to situations 
that are not subject to scientific analysis or to an area about which there is no 
scientific knowledge. 

� The witness must be an expert in the field relevant to the case. 

4.1  THOROUGHNESS 
Professionals are ethically bound to express opinions only based on adequate 
knowledge and sound conviction. To reach a conclusion or to form an opinion, 
professionals must assess how much information must be gathered to reach a 
supportable, documented conclusion and how much evidence will be required to prove 
an assertion. They should also understand the general approach being taken by the 
client’s legal counsel to be able to support it appropriately. The professionals however, 
should address only those areas within their areas of competence and avoid extraneous 
investigation. 

Because unanticipated technical questions might arise, professionals should examine all 
documents related to the case, including correspondence, tests, plans, logs, sections, 
maps, and materials supplied by other witnesses. They should draw on their special 
skills and knowledge derived from study, readings and analysis to develop their expert 
testimony. Professionals must co-operate with all investigators involved and be prepared 
to share matters of fact. All parties should be starting with the same facts. 

4.2  EXAMINATION OF A SITE 
The professional may have to conduct a personal inspection of local conditions in cases 
such as those involving accidents, hazards, working conditions, or project location and 
features. At the time of inspection, the professional should take detailed notes before the 
facts fade from memory. The professional must be aware that notes taken might be 
producible to all parties in an action. 
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The professional should record all details that might be pertinent in the proceeding and, 
where appropriate, support them with photographs. Any changes that might have 
occurred between the time of the incident and the examination should be noted and, if 
possible, the site should be restored to its condition at the time of the incident. It may 
also be important to note the time of examination and weather conditions. 

Professionals do not have the right to trespass to obtain data. Access to property, both 
private and public, is possible only if expressly permitted by the owner or with the 
agreement of the parties involved, unless there is a statutory provision allowing access 
for a specific purpose. 

4.3  PREPARATION OF DATA 
Professionals should prepare all data and documentary evidence in a way, which will 
help educate the non-expert tribunal. Even the most honest witnesses are ineffective if 
the evidentiary basis of their opinion is not established. They should inform the client of 
the need for any specific tests, calculations, analyses or other assessments necessary 
to arrive at their professional opinion. They should also advise the client of the 
desirability of preparing exhibits or demonstrations, where appropriate, for use in hearing 
room. These exhibits may include tables, diagrams, samples, drawings, maps, sketches, 
cross-sections, plans, reconstructions, photographs, etc. 

Professionals serving as witnesses do not testify in the abstract, but are called upon to 
interpret data, whether they collected data themselves or others provided it. Hence, they 
should have personal knowledge of any tests or analyses to ensure compliance to 
technical specifications. 

4.4  PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE  
In criminal prosecutions, preservation of evidence is the responsibility of the investigator 
and the Crown. However, there are situations where the witness is called upon long after 
the initial involvement. All pertinent information should be properly identified, recorded, 
and catalogued for later legal use. 

The catalogued information should include all rough calculations, original data, 
preliminary drafts, telephone records, and notes of interviews and of any conferences 
with others connected with the case. In the criminal context, such records are subject to 
disclosure. 

5  HEARING AND INQUIRY PROCESS  
The hearing and inquiry process for most quasi-judicial regulatory boards is quite similar, 
with only minor variations from one to another. There are also many similarities to the 
court trial process. Every witness, whether an expert or not, should insist upon meeting 
with counsel in advance of the tribunal for a proper briefing of procedure. The confidence 
of a witness can be easily undermined by confusion over seemingly minor procedural 
matters, such as standing during the giving of evidence and asking for permission to 
read from notes. In advance of the tribunal session, counsel can easily address these 
matters. 
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5.1  INTRODUCTORY REMARKS AND THE OPENING OF THE HEARING OR INQUIRY 
Commonly, a panel of three board members or commissioners sits at a hearing, with 
one member designated as the chair or presiding member. Most often, a court reporter 
is present to take a verbatim record of the proceedings. After opening comments about 
the purpose of the hearing, the presiding member will register the participants. 

5.2  PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE 
The presiding member will first ask the applicant to present its application. If counsel 
represents the applicant, they will ask the presiding member to mark the application and 
supporting documents as exhibits to the proceeding, including any reports to be provided 
by witnesses. All of this material will have been provided to the panel and the other 
participants much earlier. The counsel will then introduce the people who will speak to 
the applicant’s evidence, including representatives from the company and other 
professionals serving as witnesses. The counsel will qualify the witnesses by describing 
their background, education and experience, including any special qualifications they 
may have related to their evidence. Most often, counsel will submit the witnesses’ 
curriculum vitae to be marked as exhibits and become part of the hearing record. Other 
parties have the right to challenge the qualifications through cross-examination. Most 
tribunals will ask the reporter to swear in the witnesses, although some do not. Those 
that do not still expect witnesses to tell the truth. 

The witnesses rarely read their evidence into the record because it is already 
documented, but most often they will highlight the major points and identify any possible 
errors in their written material. Once all of the witnesses have gone through this process, 
they are open for questions from the interveners (other participants in the hearing who 
may be supporting or opposing the applicant’s case), the board staff and the members of 
the panel. 

If after cross-examination of the applicant’s witnesses, counsel for the applicant decides 
that some matters need further clarification; the counsel may ask more questions of the 
witnesses. This testimony is also subject to questions, from the intervener although that 
seldom occurs. 

Interveners who intend to submit evidence to the panel must provide that evidence to the 
panel, the applicant, and other interveners by the deadline prescribed in the notice of 
hearing. At the hearing, the presiding panel member will ask to present the intervener’s 
case. The same steps are then followed as in the case of the applicant: marking of 
interventions and supporting documents as exhibits to the hearing, qualification of the 
witnesses, swearing in of the witnesses (if required), examination-in-chief, cross-
examination, and re-examination. This process is repeated for each intervener. It is 
possible that some interveners will not present evidence but will participate in the 
hearing for the purposes of cross-examination and argument only. 

The applicant may wish to rebut or dispute some of the evidence presented by 
interveners. The applicant may ask the assistance of its witnesses in this process. In 
such cases, it is necessary to have the witnesses take the table again to answer any 
questions that the rebuttal evidence raises. 
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5.3  CLOSING ARGUMENTS OR SUMMARY STATEMENTS 
In the last step in the hearing process, the presiding member will invite the applicant and 
each intervener to make a closing statement. This is an opportunity for each participant 
to summarize its case, and the issues that have been raised and present the reasons 
why its case ought to be accepted by the panel. Counsel, not a witness, provides a 
closing argument. 

5.4  CLOSE OF THE HEARING AND UNDERTAKINGS 
Most often, the presiding member will close the hearing, advising the parties that the 
evidence will be carefully considered and a written decision issued in due course. 

It is possible that any one of the parties will have made an undertaking to provide 
additional information or answers to questions during or after the close of the hearing. In 
rare cases, these undertakings might raise substantial questions, necessitating the re-
opening of the hearing. 

6  TRIAL PROCESS 

6.1  OPENING OF THE TRIAL 
The court trial process is similar to but stricter than a hearing or tribunal.  A civil trial (with 
the rarest of exceptions) is presided over by a Judge. The Judge or jury weighs the 
evidence and makes the final decision. A criminal trial may be held before a Judge of the 
Provincial Court or a Judge of the Court of Queen’s Bench sitting alone or with a jury. A 
court reporter or court recording device is present to take a verbatim record of the 
proceedings. 

6.2  QUALIFICATION OF EXPERT WITNESSES 
Professionals called upon to give expert or opinion evidence must first be qualified by 
the court to do so. As with all aspects of a trial, the rules of evidence are more strictly 
applied than in a hearing. Only the expert witness is entitled to offer opinion evidence. 
The testimony of all other witnesses is limited to their personal knowledge and 
observation. 

The procedure by which a witness is qualified as an expert is called a voir dire, which 
has been described as a trial within a trial. During the voir dire, the court will hear 
evidence relating to the witness’s qualifications and determine whether he or she may 
testify in that capacity. The lawyer seeking to have the witness qualified as an expert will 
define the area of expertise very specifically and then ask questions as to the witness’s 
background to show why the witness is in a position to assist the court in wrestling with 
issues within that area of specialization. 

Since expertise is based on experience, there is no requirement for formal education, 
publications, or standing in academic or professional associations. The question before 
the court is essentially whether this potential witness has the experience that would 
allow the court to have confidence in his or her ability to assist. However, when dealing 
with professionals, the counsel presenting the witness will canvass the following areas: 

� academic qualifications 
� professional background and experience 
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� membership in professional or academic associations 
� published and unpublished reports and papers 
� teaching experience 
After the party seeking to have the witness qualified as an expert asks their questions, 
the opposite counsel is entitled to cross-examine on those qualifications. Although the 
questions might seem insulting, the strategy of the opposite counsel is often simply to 
limit the area of expertise that the witness can deal with. At the conclusion of the 
questioning, the judge will decide whether the person can testify as an expert witness, 
and if so, to what extent. 

Once it is ruled that a witness may testify as an expert, the testimony is restricted to 
matters within the strict definition of their area of expertise; the witness may not stray 
beyond that expertise. The courts, and especially the criminal court, are very strict in 
enforcing the rule that an expert may not testify beyond his or her stated area of 
expertise. 

6.3  PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE 
Once the witness has been qualified as an expert, the trial proceeds. The counsel who 
has called the witness goes first, questioning the witness. This “examination in chief” 
follows very strict rules. Counsel calling the witness is not entitled to suggest answers or 
to put words in the witness’s mouth.  The information must come from the witness, not 
from counsel. 

Thereafter, the opposite party is entitled to cross-examine the witness. Rules against 
leading questions do not apply to cross-examinations, because the point is to challenge 
the evidence just given, whether based on its merits or by attacking the credibility of the 
witness. An attack on credibility is most offensive to an inexperienced expert witness, yet 
it is a necessary and accepted part of the trial process. Witnesses, who react angrily or 
defensively to cross-examination, misunderstand their role in the judicial process. If 
witnesses remember that their only role is to assist the court, they will be invulnerable to 
personal attack. The Court will stop an abusive cross-examination, but perceptions of 
what is abusive may differ between the witness and the Court. 

Many witnesses expect the counsel who called them to rise to their defense when the 
cross-examination is particularly vigorous. The function of cross-examination is to 
challenge the witness and there are very few legitimate objections to cross-examination 
questioning. So to the surprise of the witnesses, the counsel who called them may 
remain mute. However, the judge may rise to the defense of a witness if he or she 
believes that the witness is truly trying to help the Court with the complicated facts of the 
case. 

Following cross-examination, the original party may ask further questions to clarify new 
issues raised in cross-examination. After re-examination, on occasion, the court might 
have its own questions of clarification for the expert witness. 

In virtually every case, there is an order for exclusion of witnesses, so that one witness 
cannot hear the evidence of another until he or she has completed testifying. The 
purpose of this is to prevent the evidence from being tainted or altered by what is heard 
in court. The frequent exception to this exclusion is the expert witness, who, for practical 
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purposes, may need to hear the evidence that has been called in order to comment 
upon it. However, the decision to exclude or allow the expert witness is made by the 
court, not the witness. 

Because of the traditional order for exclusion of witnesses, it is absolutely critical that 
witnesses not discuss the case outside the courtroom, as this would obviously 
undermine the order of exclusion. It is especially important for the professional serving 
as a witness not to be drawn into conversation with other witnesses on issues relevant to 
the case either before or after court. 

6.4  PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR SERVING AS A WITNESS IN CRIMINAL COURT 
The following points will help prepare the professional serving as a witness in the 
criminal courts: 

� The best preparation to be a witness for a trial is to watch an unrelated trial. 
� The witness should insist upon being briefed by the lawyer who has called him or 

her. 
� The Judge in Provincial Court is called “Your Honour”. The Judge in Court of 

Queen’s Bench is addressed as “My Lord” or “My Lady”. All judges may be 
addressed as “Sir” or “Madam”. 

� When sworn in criminal court, the witness stands in the witness box. 
� After being sworn in, the witness may not sit down unless and until permission is 

given from the Court to do so. 
� The witness may not refer to notes unless and until given permission by the court to 

do so.  Counsel will usually look after this technicality for the witness. 
� Lawyers are required to bow when they cross the bar and when they enter or exit the 

courtroom, but this is not a requirement for witnesses. 
� A witness does not have the right to refuse to answer or object to a question.  If the 

questioning is offensive, irrelevant or improper, counsel or the court will object. 
� At the same time, if a witness does not understand the question, it is his or her duty 

to say so. 
� If the lawyer phrases a question poorly, it is still the witness’s duty to try to assist. 

The witness may ask the lawyer for clarification, further information, or further details. 
If the witness’s question is truly an attempt to assist, it is perfectly acceptable. 
Problems occur when a witness starts to argue with the lawyer. 

� If the question is outside the witness’s area of expertise, it is his or her duty to say 
so. 

� If a witness makes a mistake, he or she must say so. If the witness realizes the 
mistake after he or she has testified, it is to be brought to the attention of the lawyer 
who called him or her. 

� It is highly desirable that the witness provides graphs, maps, diagrams or any other 
visual aids that assist in the presentation of evidence. However, all such materials 
must be provided to the opposite side in advance. Counsel will assist in that process. 

� In theory, every answer to a question is directed to the Judge, not the lawyer who 
asked the question. However, in practical terms, this is almost impossible to do and 
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the witness will feel very awkward if he or she tries. As a compromise, from time to 
time, the witness should turn and address the judge. 

� The witness should never use technical terms without an explanation. 
� The witness should spell difficult words to assist the court reporters. 
� It is best that the witness separate him or herself from the other witnesses prior to 

testifying so as to preclude any possibility of discussing evidence prior to testifying. 
� Once the witness is subject to cross-examination, he or she must not discuss his or 

her evidence, even with the lawyer who called the expert until such time as the 
witness has completed testifying. 

� It is best for the witness to leave the courtroom after he or she has testified. 

7  FEES AND AGREEMENTS 

7.1  CIVIL COURT 
In the civil courts, the level of compensation mandated by law is minimal. Professionals 
who are subpoenaed as involuntary witnesses in any legal matter are entitled only to 
legal witness fees, as well as travel and living expenses, if warranted. But if an expert is 
called under such circumstances, the witness cannot be forced to give an opinion 
without extra compensation. The skill and knowledge of the expert are regarded as their 
personal property, and property may not be taken for public use without compensation. It 
is not practical to obtain expert professional services through the payment of ordinary 
witness fees, since this results in little investigation of the problem and the witness 
cannot be expected to risk an opinion on such an insecure basis. Therefore, the 
professional should speak with counsel prior to accepting a retainer to deal effectively 
with an issue. 

7.2  CRIMINAL COURT 
In the criminal courts, there is no right to compensation for any witness, including the 
expert witness. However, there is a system in place to compensate expert witnesses and 
these arrangements should be discussed with the prosecutor or defense counsel in 
advance of the trial. It is no defense to a charge of failing to appear as a witness to 
suggest that payment is required. 

7.3  GENERAL TERMS  
On the other hand if one is being asked to provide an opinion in advance of a trial as 
part of the investigation or pre-trial preparation, the professional witness is entitled to 
compensation on the same basis as for any professional service, even in the criminal 
courts. 

It is useful and courteous to provide the client, as soon as possible, with an advance 
estimate of the investigative costs to be incurred by the professional serving as a 
witness. Professionals may refer to fee schedules established by APEGGA. Hourly or 
per diem rates should be quoted for consultations and court appearances. This will 
permit the client to consider alternatives, if appropriate. 

The legal proceedings in which the professional is involved may be an adjunct to another 
commission for which fees have already been established. If preparation and 
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appearance as a witness is a part of his or her normal duties, then the employer will 
address fees payable by an outside client, and no additional remuneration to the 
professional is warranted. On the other hand, if normal income from an employer is 
curtailed because of being a witness, then the professional may be justified in 
negotiating an appropriate fee for services. 

For situations of minimal involvement and complexity, a formal written contract is 
unwarranted.  It may be prudent, especially with a new client, to request a retainer in 
such situations to ensure that a commitment exists, which is sufficient to make the 
requested preliminary judgments. 

For lengthy and complex commissions, a written contract is preferable. If a formal 
contract cannot be achieved, then a detailed letter of advice should be prepared by the 
professional and directed to the client as soon as possible outlining the understanding of 
the commission. The agreement should clearly set out the services to be provided, the 
rates of payment applicable to the various services, and the times and terms of payment. 
For extended periods of investigation or other activity, provision should be made for 
progress payments and escalation of rates, if appropriate.  

Any agreement should make clear to the client that the professional must remain 
technically impartial and is to be reimbursed for professional services, regardless of 
outcome. A specific statement, such as “payment to the professional is to be made 
without delay, and is not contingent upon the results of any legal action, arbitration, or 
out of court settlement”, should be included in the agreement. 

In an agreement or contract, it should be possible to describe the full program 
envisaged, at least up to the actual court appearance, at which time control passes out 
of the hands of the professional. It is normal for changes and additions to the original 
terms of the contract to occur, initiated by the client, legal counsel, or the professional. 
Careful documentation and accounting should be kept for all extras. 
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Basic Corrosion Mechanism
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Basic Cathodic Protection Mechanism
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Cathodic Protection – Galvanic System

Pipeline Pipeline

Cathodic Protection  Current from Anode Groundbed

Magnesium Anode

Cathodic Protection Test Station

Cathodic Protection is the application of protective 
current from anodes onto the pipeline, forcing the 
pipeline to become cathodic.
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Cathodic Protection – Impressed Current System

Pipeline Pipeline

Cathodic Protection  Current from Anode Groundbed

Cathodic Protection Anode Ground bed

Rectifier

- +
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Basic Pipe-to-Soil Potential Measurement
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DC STRAY  CURRENT  INTERFERENCE
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DC Stray Current Interference

• Stray current interference occurs when DC current 
travels along a non-intended path.

• Where DC stray current is received by a structure, 
the area becomes cathodic and generally, no 
corrosion occurs

• Where DC stray current exits the structure to 
return to its source, corrosion occurs and 
depending on magnitude of stray current, can lead 
to accelerated corrosion failures.
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Using Faraday’s Law, weight loss is directly 
proportional to current discharge and time … Steel is 
consumed at ~21 lbs/amp-year 

Example: A 1-inch diameter cone shaped pit in 0.500” 
thick steel would weighs 0.04 pounds.

One ampere of DC current discharging from a 1-inch 
diameter coating holiday would cause a through wall, 
cone shaped pit to occur in 0.0019 years or 16 hours.

Stray current corrosion can be a serious problem.

DC Stray Current Interference
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Sources of DC Stray Currents 

Static DC Currents:

 Foreign Cathodic Protection Systems

Dynamic DC Currents:

 DC Traction Power Systems: Transit, People Movers, 
Mining Transport Systems

 HVDC : Imbalance, Monopolar Earth Return

 Welding Equipment with Improper Ground

 Geomagnetic (Telluric) Earth Currents
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Corrosion Caused by Stray Current

Company Pipeline

Rectifier
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Testing and Identifying DC Stray Current

Potential measurements (Close Interval Surveys) are 
typically used to identify stray current areas.
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Mitigation of DC Stray Current

There are several methods to control/eliminate DC 
stray currents:

1. Eliminate the source, if possible

2. Bond (direct bond or resistance bond)

3. Recoating

4. Shields

5. Drain sacrificial anodes
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Mitigation of DC Stray Current - Direct Bond

Company Pipeline

Bond Box

0.01 Ohm Shunt
+_

mV DC

- 42• Meter Reads   - 42 mV

• Bond Current = 42/0.01 = 4200 mA  or 
4.2A

• Direction of Current ? (polarity)

• Is this a Critical Bond ???

Bond Cable
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Mitigation of DC Stray Current - Resistance Bond

Company Pipeline

Bond Box

Slide Resistor
+_

mV DC

- 3• Meter Reads   - 3 mV

• Slide Resistor at 2 ohm

• Bond Current = 3/2 = 1.5 mA  or  
0.0015 A

• With Direct Bond 4.2 A, with 
Resistance Bond 0.0015A (must verify 
potential at crossing)

Bond Cable
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Mitigation of DC Stray Current - Recoating

Company Pipeline (receiving current)

Foreign Pipeline 
(Discharging current)

New Coating Applied at Crossing
Discharge Stray 
Current (I)

The application of  the coating increases 
the resistance between the two pipelines, 
resulting in large reduction (and possibly 
elimination) of  the Discharge Stray 
Current

Test Station

Ref. Electrode

New Dielectric Coating Applied at Crossing
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Company Pipeline (receiving current)

Foreign Pipeline 
(Discharging current)

The application a non-conductive shield increases the resistance 
between the two pipelines, resulting in large reduction (and possibly 
elimination) of  stray current

Mitigation of DC Stray Current - Shields

Dielectric 
Shield

Test Station

Ref. Electrode

Company Pipeline (receiving current)
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Foreign Pipeline 
(Discharging current)

The sacrificial anodes are installed to allow for a very low resistance 
path between the two pipelines, forcing the stray DC currents to 
discharge from the anodes (instead of  the pipeline). Proper design of
these anodes (number, size) is critical.

Mitigation of DC Stray Current - Drain Anodes

Drain Anodes

Test Station

Ref. Electrode

Company Pipeline (receiving current)
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Mitigation of DC Stray Current
Combination of Control Measures

Foreign Pipeline 
(Discharging current)

The sacrificial anodes are installed to allow for a very low resistance 
path between the two pipelines, forcing the stray DC currents to 
discharge from the anodes (instead of  the pipeline). Proper design of  
these anodes (number, size) is critical.

Drain Anodes

Test Station

Ref. Electrode

Company Pipeline (receiving current)New Dielectric Coating Applied at Crossing
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AC STRAY  CURRENT  INTERFERENCE
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High Voltage AC Power 
Lines Can Cause:

1. AC Corrosion of 
The Steel

2. Personnel Shock 
Hazard Due To 
Induced AC 
Voltages 

AC Interference
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AC Corrosion 

AC current can cause corrosion of the steel pipeline.

Courtesy NACE
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Based on recent studies of AC corrosion related failures, 
the following guideline was developed: 

 AC induced corrosion does not occur at AC current 
densities less than 20 A/m2;  (~ 1.86 A/ft2)

 AC corrosion is unpredictable for AC current densities 
between 20 to 100 A/m2;  (~ 1.86 A/ft2 to  9.3 A/ft2)

 AC corrosion typically occurs at AC current densities 
greater than 100 A/m2; (~9.3 A/ft2)

 Highest corrosion rates occur at coating defects with 
surface areas between 1 and 3 cm2 (  0.16 in2 – 0.47 
in2) 

AC Corrosion
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AC Induced Current Calculation

Courtesy NACE
Example:

A holiday area of 
1.5 cm2, with an 
induced voltage of 
5.4 V would 
produce an AC 
Current Density of 
100 A/m2 in 1000 
ohm-cm soil.
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AC Interference

• A more frequent consideration as right-of ways become more 
difficult to obtain.

• The electromagnetic field created by AC power changes 120 
times per second.

• Metallic structures subject to a  changing electromagnetic 
field will exhibit an induced voltage (hence induced AC 
current).

• Phase to ground faults can expose an underground structure 
to very high AC currents

.
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AC Interference

Pipeline
Soil

The magnetic field generated by the overhead power lines 
induces an AC voltage onto the pipeline (which creates AC 
currents).  The magnitude of such currents depend on many 
factors such as coating condition, soil composition, power line 
voltage, distance, etc.
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Electrostatic (Capacitive) Coupling

 Aboveground Structures Only

(such as an above ground test station, a car, or pipe 
stored near ditch)

Electromagnetic (Inductive) Coupling

 Structure Acts As Secondary Coil

 Structure Above Or Below Ground

(most important component, causes AC corrosion of 
steel as well as personnel hazard potential)

Conductive (Resistive) Coupling

 Buried Structures Only (during line faults)

AC Interference
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AC Interference – Computer Modeling

Conditions Modeled:

 Steady State Induced AC Levels

 Pipe Potentials Under Phase-to-Ground Fault

 Potentials to Remote Earth

 Step Potentials

 Touch Potentials

• 15 volt Limitation for Protection of Personnel

• 1000 volts - 3000 volts Causes Coating Damage

• >5000 volts Can Cause Pipe Structural Damage
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 Separate Structure and AC Line

 Use Dead Front Test Stations (to eliminate shock hazard)

 Install Polarization Cells to Ground (grounding)

 Install Semiconductor Devices to Ground (grounding)

 Use Bare Steel Casings or anode beds as Grounds with DC 
Decoupling devices (capacitors, polarization cells)

 Install Equipotential Ground Mats at valves, test stations (for 
shock hazard)

 Use Sacrificial Anode and paralleling zinc ribbon or Copper wire 
as Ground Electrodes (normally with decoupling devices)

AC Interference – Mitigation Measures
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Codes and Standards

• EPRI/AGA “Mutual Design Considerations for Overhead
AC transmission Lines and Gas Pipelines”

• NACE RP 0177 “Mitigation of Alternating Current and
Lightning Effects on Metallic Structures and Corrosion
Control Systems”

• Canadian Electrical Code C22.3 No. 6-M1987 “Principles
and Practices of Electrical Coordination between Pipelines
and Electric Supply Lines”
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Insulated 
Test Posts

Dead Front Test Station (Personnel Protection)
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Potassium 
Hydroxide 
Solution

Cell Terminals
Fill Hole

Stainless
Steel
Plates

Rated Capacity Steady State
Model for 0.5 seconds (amps) Rating (amps)
K-5A 5,000 30
K-25 25,000 175
K-50 50,000 350

Polarization (Kirk) Cell - Grounding
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Semiconductor Decoupling Devices - Grounding

SSD – Solid State Decoupler

PCR – Polarizartion Cell 
Replacement

Courtesy of Dairyland
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Polarization Cell Replacement (PCR)

 60 Hz Fault Current @ 1 cycle: 6,500; 20,000; 35,000 A                 
@ 3 cycles: 5,000; 15,000; 27,000 A

 Lightning Surge Current @ 8 X 20 µseconds: 100,000 A

 Steady State Current Rating: 45 or 80 amps AC

Solid State Decoupler (SSD)

 60 Hz Fault Current @ 1 cycle: 2,100; 5,300; 6,500; 8,800 A   
@ 3 cycles: 1,600; 4,500; 5,000; 6,800 A

 Lightning Surge Current @ 4 X 10 µseconds: 100,000A ; 75,000 A

 Steady State Current Rating: 45 amps AC

Examples of De-Coupling Devices - Rating
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Zinc Ribbon Installation for AC Mitigation - Grounding
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Zinc Ground Mat 
Connected 
to Pipe

Test Station

Coated 
Pipeline

Equipotential Ground Mat - Used to Protect Personnel 
from Electric Shock (at test stations, valves, etc.)
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Mitigation of AC Interference Using Distributed 
Galvanic Anodes

Overhead HVAC Transmission Line

Underground Pipeline

Distributed Sacrificial Anodes

In
du

ce
d 

 V
ol

ta
ge Without Anodes

With AnodesDistance  
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Testing the Effectiveness of AC Mitigation:

• AC pipe-to-soil potential (at test stations and above
ground appurtenances) to test for shock hazard voltage

• A CIS (both VDC and VAC) to test the effectiveness of
the cathodic protection system as well as the AC
potentials on the line. (ON/OFF, the use of decouplers
is critical to collect OFF potentials)

• Soil resistivity measurements at high VAC locations

• Calculation of IAC to determine risk of AC corrosion

• Additional localized mitigation measures if needed
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THE  END
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U.S. Department of Transportation
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials 
Safety Administration

PHMSA
Office of Pipeline Safety

Kenneth Y. Lee
Engineering & Research Division 202-366-2694
Office of Pipeline Safety kenneth.lee@dot.gov

2012 API – AGA Joint Committee 
Oil & Gas Pipeline Welding Practices
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U.S. Department of Transportation
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials 
Safety Administration

President signs Pipeline Safety Act 

Ray LaHood
Secretary of Transportation

Cynthia Quarterman
PHMSA Administrator

President Obama  
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U.S. Department of Transportation
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials 
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Pipeline Safety, Regulatory Certainty, 
and Job Creation Act

• Drafted by Congress and signed into law by the 
President on January 3, 2012

• Reauthorization of Pipeline Safety Program
– Stronger enforcement tools

– Increases civil penalties

• http://thomas.loc.gov/home/gpoxmlc112/h2845_
enr.xml
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Recent Girth Weld Incidents
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Girth Welds with 
Low Tensile Strain Capacity

+

High Axial Tensile Strain

Interactive Girth Weld Threat
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Girth Welds with Low Tensile 
Strain Capacity

• Recent incidents:
– Vintage girth welds

– Pre-existing hydrogen-assisted WM/HAZ cracks

– Evidence of little or no plastic deformation

• Codes have no requirement for girth weld 
tensile strain capacity
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U.S. Department of Transportation
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials 
Safety Administration

High Axial Tensile Strain

• Recent incidents:
– Ground movement

– Slopes with wet clay soils

– Rising water table & pipe buoyancy

• Pipeline operators should evaluate and mitigate 
this risk. Methods may include:
– Preventing pipeline movement

– Monitoring pipeline movement

– Removing/reinforcing girth welds with low strain 
capacity
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Low Strength Fittings

Hydrotest failure 
at 80% of test 
pressure
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Low Strength Fittings 

Coating cracks from 
expansion of fitting 
during hydrotest
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NTSB completes San Bruno 
Investigation

• NTSB Board Meeting August 30, 2011

• http://www.ntsb.gov/investigations/2010/sanbruno_ca.html
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Recent PHMSA Events
• National Pipeline Safety Forum (April 18, 2011)

– http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/staticfiles/PHMSA/DownloadableFiles/Natio
nal%20Pipeline%20Safety%20Forum%20Record%2004-18-2011.pdf

• Managing Challenges with Pipeline Seam Welds
Workshop (July 20, 2011)
– http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/meetings/MtgHome.mtg?mtg=71

• Improving Pipeline Risk Assessments &
Recordkeeping Workshop (July 21, 2011)
– http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/meetings/MtgHome.mtg?mtg=70

• Thank you, all who participated
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Managing Challenges with Pipeline 
Seam Welds - July 20, 2011 Workshop
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Seam Type Natural 
Gas

Hazardous 
Liquid TOTAL % of 

Total

DSAW 9 5 14 18%
Flash Weld 1 5 6 8%

HF-ERW 2 14 16 22%
LF-ERW 5 21 26 35%

Lap Weld 1 2 3 4%
SAW 1 3 4 5%

Other 4 2 6 8%
TOTAL 23 52 75 100%

Pipe Seam Failures (2002-2010)
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Low Frequency Electric 
Resistance Weld (LF-ERW) Submerged Arc Weld (SAW)

LF-ERW

Pipe Seam Failures
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Upcoming 2012 PHMSA Events

• Leak Detection Workshop

• Automatic/Remote Controlled Valve Workshop

• Government/Industry Pipeline R&D Forum

• Details will be posted on below web-page:
– http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/meetings/Home.mtg
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PHMSA funded Research

• Projects completed in 2011 include:
– Advanced Technology/Methods for AUT Systems

Quantification

– Validation of Assessment Methods for Girth Welding of
High Strength Pipelines

– Update of Weld Design, Testing, and Assessment
Procedures for High Strength Pipelines

– Development of Optimized Welding Solutions for X100

– In-Situ Hydrogen Analysis for Weld Inspection

• http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/matrix
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PHMSA – links 

• Pipeline Safety Guidance – Advisory Bulletins,
Low Strength Pipe Guidelines, MAOP Rule FAQs
– http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/pipeline/guidance

• Pipeline Construction
– http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/construction/index.htm

• Pipeline Safety Awareness
– http://opsweb.phmsa.dot.gov/pipelineforum
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Thank you

Kenneth Y. Lee
Office: (202) 366-2694 

E-mail: kenneth.lee@dot.gov
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(0 Canadian Standards Association Oil and gas pipeline systems

7.9.16.8
For localized stress relieving, temperatures shall be monitored by using thermocouple pyrometers or other
suitable devices.

7.10 Arc and gas welding -— Inspection and testing of production welds

7.10.1 General

7.10.1.1
Inspectors shall be competent and their qualifications shall be approved by the company.
Note: CSA W7 78.2 provides an example of welding inspector training and competency requirements.

7.10.1.2
Except as allowed by Clause 7.10.1.4, production welds that are not required to be nondestructively
inspected (see Clause 7.10.3) shall be inspected visually or by a combination of visual and nondestructive
methods to determine compliance with the applicable acceptance criteria. The inspection method or
methods to be used shall be at the option of the company and as specified in Clauses 7.10.2 and 7.10.4.

7.10.1.3
Welds that are nondestructively inspected using ultrasonic methods shall be visually inspected as specified
in Clause 7.10.2.

7.10.1.4
The company shall have the right to inspect production welds nondestructively or by removing them and
conducting mechanical tests. Such inspections may be made during or after welding, or both.

7.10.2 Visual inspection

7.10.2.1
The completed welds on the outside surface of the piping shall be visually inspected for 100% of the weld
length for any imperfections that are not detectable by nondestructive inspection, in accordance with
documented procedures approved by the company. Such procedures shall include requirements for
extent and frequency of visual inspection, personnel qualification and visual acuity, maximum viewing
distance and angle, lighting conditions, evaluation tools, and reporting.

7.10.2.2
Surface imperfections detected by visual inspection shall be evaluated on the basis of the applicable
requirements of Clause 7.11.

7.10.2.3
Results of the visual inspection of completed welds shall be reported in a format approved by the
company. Reports of defective welds shall include

(a) weld identification;

(b) description, position, and length of defects;
(c) date; and

(cl) signature of qualified visual inspector.

7.10.2.4
Visual inspection records shall be kept until the piping is abandoned.
Note: Consideration should be given to maintaining such records for any abandoned piping that can be returned to service.
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7.10.3 Mandatory nondestructive inspection

7.10.3.1
AH welds within the limits of uncased road and railway crossings, all welds within the limits of water
crossings, all pressure—retaining welds that will not be pressure tested in place, and a minimum of 15% of
all other production welds made each day shall be nondestructively inspected
(a) for 100% of their lengths;

(b) as specified in Clause 7.10.4; and
(c) where such welds are butt welds, using radiographic or ultrasonic methods, or a combination of such

methods. ,
Where the daily results of the nondestructive inspection are unacceptable to the company, more

nondestructive inspection or remedial actions shallbe required.
Note: Welds that are inspected should_be reasonably representative of the daily production.

7.10.3.2

For carbon dioxide pipeline systems, all butt welds shall be inspected by radiographic or ultrasonic
methods, or a combination of such methods, for 100% of their circumferences, as specified in
Clause 7.10.4.

7.10.3.3
Partial-penetration butt welds shall be radiographically inspected for 100% of their circumferences, as
specified in Clauses 7.10.4 and 7.11.1.3.

7.10.4 Nondestructive inspection

7.10.4.1 Methods
in selecting methods of nondestructive inspection, the company shall consider the
(a) nature of imperfections that can result from the welding processes to be used;
(b) capability of the nondestructive inspection methods to detect such imperfections; and
(c) accuracy of indication, interpretation, and evaluation possible with such nondestructive inspection

methods.
The nondestructive inspection procedures used shall be documented and approved by the company.

Note: The company can require personnel responsible for nondestructive inspection to demonstrate the capability of the
procedure to detect imperfections and to demonstrate their ability to correctly interpret indications.

7.10.4.2 Evaluation of results
Except as allowed by Clause 7.10.4.3, welds inspected nondestructively shall be evaluated on the basis of
the requirements of Clauses 7.11 or 7.15.10, whichever is applicable.

7.10.4.3 Alternative evaluation of results
At the option of the company, as an alternative to the requirements of Clauses 7.11 and 7.15.10, Annex K
may be used for the evaluation of circumferential butt welds in designated portions of lines that
(a) are made using a welding procedure qualified as specified in Annex K;
(b) are inspected as specified in Annex K;
(c) join pipes of equal nominal wall thickness and grade;
(d) are intended for other than sour service as defined in Clause 16.2;
(e) are located in other than pump stations, compressor stations, measuring stations, or

pressure-regulating stations, or other assembly piping; and
(f) are located where significant imperfection growth in service is not anticipated.
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© Canadian Standards Association Oil and gas pipeline systems

7.10.5 Destructive testing

7.10.5.1
Destructive testing shall consist of removing completed welds, sectioning them into test specimens, and
testing the specimens as specified in Clauses 7.7.2 to 7.7.10. The company shall have the right to
disqualify from further work, or to require further testing of, welders making welds that are not in
accordance with such requirements.

7.10.5.2
Trepanning methods of testing shall not be used.

7.10.6 Disposition of defective welds

7.10.6.1

Except as allowed by Clause 7.10.6.2, welds that are unacceptable on the basis of Clause 7.11,
Clause 7.15.10, or Annex K, whichever is applicable, shall be removed, or repaired as specified in
Clause 7.12.

7.10.6.2
Welds that have previously been accepted and are subsequently found to be unacceptable on the basis of
Clauses\7.11.3 to 7.11.17, Clause 7.15.10, or Annex K, whichever is applicable, shall be

(a) accepted, provided that the weld imperfections are found to be acceptable on the basis of an
engineering critical assessment involving consideration of service history and loading, anticipated
service conditions (including the effects of corrosive and chemical attack), accurately established
dimensions and location of the imperfections, and weld properties (including fracture toughness);

(b) repaired as specified in Clause 7.12; or
(c) removed.
Note: A recommended practice for determining the acceptability of imperfections in fusion welds in pipeline systems using
engineering critical assessment is included in Annex 1.

7.11 Arc and gas Welding — Standards of acceptability for
nondestructive inspection

7.11.1 General

7.11.1.1 Applicability
These standards of acceptability shall apply to the determination of the acceptability of indications of
imperfections of the size and type located by radiography and other nondestructive inspection methods
other than ultrasonic inspection. Requirements specified for welds made using pipe shall also apply to
welds made using components and where applicable, shall be governed by the component nominal wall
thickness at the bevel and by the outside diameter of the matching pipe. Such standards of acceptability
are intended as a measure of adequate welding competence, as performed in accordance with qualified
welding procedure specifications.
Notes:

(1) The company has the option of using alternative standards of acceptability as specified in Clause 7. 10.4.3.
(2) Additional standards of acceptability for sour service pipelines are specified in Clause 76.9.3.3.

7.11.1.2 Rights of rejection
Since nondestructive inspection methods generally give only two—dimenslonal results, the company may
reject welds that appear to meet these standards of acceptability where, in its opinion, the depth, location,
or orientation of imperfections can be significantly detrimental to the structural integrity of the welds.
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7.11.1.3 Partial-penetration butt welds
Radiographic inspection of partial-penetration butt welds shall require the use of the comparative
radiograph(s) obtained during the welding procedure qualification (see Clause 7.7.10.1) for estimating
incomplete penetration. The standards of acceptability for partial—penetration butt welds shall be as
specified in Clauses 711.2 to 7.11.17, except that
(a) weld penetration shall be from 85 to 100% of the nominal wall thickness;
(b) internal projection shall not be allowed;
(c) individual indications of burn—through areas shall not be allowed; and
(cl) indications of incomplete fusion in the root and hot passes shall not be allowed.

7.11.2 Weld crown
At no point shall the outside crown surface of welds be below the surface of the adjacent base metal or
above it by more than the amount shown in Table 7.6, except that, at the option of the company, an
additional 1.0 mm shall be allowed for localized deviations.

Table 7.6

Outside crown height
(See Clause 7.11.2 and Tables 7.8 and 7.9.)

Nominal wall

thickness, mm

Outside crown height,

maximum, mm

10.0 or less 2.5

Greater than 10.0 3.5

7.11.3 Incomplete penetration of the root bead
A schematic representation of incomplete penetration of the root bead (incomplete filling of the root of
the joint) is shown in Figure 7.15. Except where partial-penetration welds are required by design, the
following shall apply:
(a) individual indications of incomplete penetration conditions shall not exceed 12 mm in length.
(b) The cumulative length of such indications in any .300 mm length of weld shall not exceed 25 mm,

except that for welds less than 300 mm long, the cumulative length of such indications shall not
exceed 8% of the weld length.
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© Canadian Standards Association Oil and gas pipe/liie systems

Incomplete filling of
the root of the joint

lncomplete filling
of the root of the joint --

.:'.i. .. incomplete filling of
the root of the joint

Figure 7.15
Incomplete penetration of the root bead

(See Clause 7.11.3.)

7.11.4 Incomplete fusion
A schematic representationof incomplete fusion (a lack of bond between the weld metal and the base
metal at the root or top of the joint) is shown in Figure 7.16. individual indications of incomplete fusion
conditions shall not exceed 12 mm in length. The cumulative length of such indications in any 300 mm
length of weld shall not exceed 25 mm, except that for welds less than 300 mm long, the cumulative
length of such indications shall not exceed 8% of the weld length.

Lack of bond
at the root and top of joint

Figure 7.16
Incomplete fusion

(See Clause 7.11.4.)
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7.11.5 Internal concavity
A schematic representation of internal concavity (incomplete filling of the root of the joint, wherein the
sides of the root are filled and the centre is not) is shown in Figure 7.17. This condition is acceptable
regardless of length, provided that the minimum thickness of the weld metal exceeds the thickness of the
adjacent base metal. Where the minimum thickness of the weld metal does not exceed that of the
adjacent base metal, individual indications of internal concavity shall not exceed 50 mm in length. The
cumulative length of such indications in any 300 mm length of weld shall not exceed 50 mm, except that
for welds less than 300 mm long, the cumulative length of such indications shall not exceed 16% of the
weld length.
Note: Where radiography is used to evaluate internal concavity, this imperfection is acceptable regardless of length,
provided that the density of its radiographic image does not exceed the density of the radiographic image of the adjacent
base metal.

Root bead is fused to both
surfaces, but the centre of the bead

is below the inside pipe surface

Figure 7.17
Internal concavity

(See Clause 711.5.)

7. 11.6 Undercut

7.11.6.1
Undercut is a groove melted into the base metal adjacent to a weld toe at the root or top of the joint and
left unfilled by the deposited weld metal.

7.11.6.2 1

Except as allowed by Clause 7.11.6.3, the following shall apply:
(a) Individual lengths of indications of undercut shall not exceed 50 mm.
(b) The cumulative length of such indications in any 300 mm length of weld shall not exceed 50 mm,

except that for welds less than 300 mm long, the cumulative length of such indications shall not
exceed 16% of the weld length.

(c) For qualification of welders, the maximum depth of undercuts adjacent to the final test weld bead on
the outside of the pipe or component shall not exceed 1 mm.

7.11.6.3 .
Undercut depths less than 0.5 mm or 6% of the nominal wall thickness, whichever is the lesser, shall be
acceptable regardless of length, provided that a visual, mechanical, or nondestructive method of assessing
the depth is used. Assessment of undercut depths using radiography is allowed only where comparator
shims as described in Clause 7.13.7 and shown in Figure 7.18 are used.
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20 mm

W

0.80 "mm o.4o'mm o.20’mm.
deep deep

’
deep

l

< 45 mm =

V v V
2.4 mm

Add blank shims to
obtain average
weld build-up

—»:6mm<-—-

:<~———————20mm———————~————>

f—<——————j-30 mm——————-——————————-————>

Notes:

(1) Notch location tolerance shall be i 0.5 mm.
(2) All notches are V-shaped with 45° included angles.

(3) Notch depth tolerance shall be i 0.025 mm‘

Figure 7.18
Comparator shim

(See Clauses 7.11.6.3 and 7.13.7.)

7.11.7 Incomplete fusion due to cold lap
incomplete fusion due to cold lap is a subsurface lack of bond between weld beads (cold lap) or between
the weld metal and the base metal (lack of side wall fusion). A schematic representation of an example of
this imperfection is shown in Figure 7.19. individual indications of incomplete fusion due to cold lap
conditions shall not exceed 50 mm in length. The cumulative length of such indications in any 300 mm
length of weld shall not exceed 50 mm, except that for welds less than 300 mm long, the cumulative
length of such indications shall not exceed 16% of the weld length.
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lncomplete fusion due to cold lap
between adjacent passes

incomplete fusion due to cold lap
between the weld metal and
the base metal

Note: Incomplete fusion due to cold lap is not surface-connected.

Figure 7.19
Incomplete fusion due to cold lap

(See Clause 7.11.7.)

7.11.8 Lack of cross-penetration
Lack of cross—penetration is a lack of penetration occurring at the weld interior where the joint preparation
incorporates abutting surfaces. Such an imperfection occurs due to lack of penetration of the second weld
pass. A schematic representation of an example of this imperfection is shown in Figure 7.20. Individual
indications of lack of cross-penetration conditions shall not exceed 50 mm in length. 7lThe cumulative
length of such indications in any 300 mm length of weld shall not exceed 50 mm, except that-for welds
less than 300 mm long, the cumulative length of such indications shall not exceed 16% of the weld
length. ‘

Insufficient penetration
of hot pass

Figure 7.20
Lack of cross-penetration

(See Clause 7.11.8.)

7.11.9 Elongated slag inclusions

7.11.9.1
Elongated slag inclusions are nonmetallic solids that are entrapped in the weld metal or between the weld
metal and the base metal and produce indications that are less than l.5 mm in width.
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© Canadian Standards Association Oil and gas pipeline systems

7.11.9.2
For pipe 60.3 mm OD or larger and components NPS 2 or larger, individual indications of elongated slag
inclusions shall not exceed 50 mm in length. The cumulative length of such indications in any 300 mm
length of weld shall not exceed 50 mm, except that torrwelds less than 300 mm long, the cumulative
length of such indications shall not exceed 16% of the weld length. Indications of parallel slag lines shall
be considered to be separate indications if the width of one or both of them exceeds 0.8 mm.

7.11.9.3
For pipe smaller than 60.3 mm OD and components smaller than NPS 2, individual indications of
elongated slag inclusions and cumulative lengths of such indications shall not exceed 3 times the nominal
wall thickness in length. Indications of parallel slag lines shall be considered to be separate indications if
the width of one orboth of them exceeds 0.8 mm.

7.11.10 Hollow bead
Hollow bead is linear porosity or cylindrical gas pockets occurring in the root bead. A schematic
representation of an example of this imperfection is shown in Figure 7.21. Individual indications of hollow
bead conditions shall not exceed 12 mm in length. The cumulative length of such indications in any
300 mm length of weld shall not exceed 25 mm, except that for welds less than 300 mm long, the
cumulative length of such indications shall not exceed 8% of the weld length.

Cylindrical gas pocket

located in the root bead

Figure 7.21
Hollow bead

(See Clause 7.11.10.)

7.11.11 Burn-through areas

7.11.11.1
Burn-through areas are those portions of root beads where excessive arc penetration has caused the weld
puddle to be blown into the insides of the parts joined.

7.l1.11.2
For pipe 60.3 mm OD or larger and components NPS 2 or larger, individual indications of burn—through
areas shall not exceed 5 mm or the thickness of the base metal, whichever is the lesser, in any dimension.
The cumulative maximum dimensions of such indications in any 300 mm length of weld shall not exceed
12 mm.

7.11.11.3
For pipe smaller than 60.3 mm OD and components smaller than NPS 2, not more than one indication of
burn~through area is acceptable, and it shall not exceed 6 mm or the thickness of the base metal,
whichever is the lesser, in any dimension.
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7.11.11.4
Welds that contained burn—through areas shall be considered to have been properly repaired if the density
of the radiographic image of the repaired area does not exceed that of the adjacent base metal.

7.11.12 Isolated slag inclusions

7.11.12.1
lsolated slag inclusions are nonmetallic solids that are entrapped in the weld metal or between the weld
metal and the base metal and produce indications that are 1.5 mm or greater in width.

7.11.12.2 .
For pipe 60.3 mm OD or larger and components NPS 2 or larger, individual indications of isolated slag
inclusions shall not exceed 2.5 mm or 0.33 times the nominal wall thickness of the base metal, whichever
is the lesser, in any dimension. The cumulative maximum dimensions of such indications in any 300 mm
length of weld shall not exceed 10 mm and there shall be no more than 4 such indications of the
maximum dimension allowed in such 300 mm lengths. Adjacent indications of isolated slag inclusions
shall be separated by a minimum of 50 mm of sound weld metal.

7.11.12.3
For pipe smaller than 60.3 mm OD and components smaller than NPS 2, individual indications of isolated
slag inclusions shall not exceed 2.5 mm or 0.33 times the nominal wall thickness of the base metal,
whichever is the lesser, in any dimension. The cumulative length of such indications shall not exceed
2 times the nominal wall thickness of the base metal.

7.11.13 Spherical porosity
Spherical porosity is gas pockets having a circular section and occurring in the weld metal. individual
indications of spherical gas pockets shall not exceed 3 mm or 25% of the nominal wall thickness of the
base metal, whichever is the lesser, in any dimension. The cumulative amount of indications of spherical
porosity in any 150 mm of weld length, expressed in terms of the projected area on the radiograph, shall
not exceed the value given in Table 7.7. An example of each of such amounts of spherical porosity is
shown in Figure 7.22.

Table 7.7
Maximum acceptable amount of spherical porosity

(See Clause 7.11.13.)

Maximum acceptable
Weld thickness, projected area on
mm radiograph, %

Less than 14 3
14-18 4

Greater than 18 5
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(c) 5% projected area

Figure 7.22
Spherical porosity

(See Clause 7.11.13.)

7.11.14 Wormhole porosity
Wormhole porosity is an elongated gas pocket, resulting from gas rising through the solidifying weld
metal, that has an orientation that tends to be partly in the through—thickness direction. individual
indications of wormhole porosity shall not exceed 2.5 mm or 0.33 times the nominal wall thickness of the
base metal, whichever is the lesser, in any dimension. The cumulative length of such indications in any
300 mm length of weld shall not exceed 10 mm and there shall be not more than 4 such imperfections of
the maximum dimension allowed in such 300 mm lengths. Adjacent indications of wormhole porosity
shall be separated by a minimum of 50 mm of sound weld metal. The orientation of wormhole porosity
can substantially affect the density of its radiographic image; when applying these limits, consideration
shall be given to the requirements of Clause 7.l l .1 .2.

7.11.15 Cracks and are burns

7.11.15.1
lndicationsof cracks shall be unacceptable regardless of location (weld metal or HAZ).
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7.11.15.2
Indications of arc burns shall be unacceptable regardless of location.

7.11.16 Unequal leg length —- Fillet welds
Except where required by design, there shall be not more than 3 mm difference between the leg lengths
of each fillet weld.

7.11.17 Accumulation of imperfections

7.11.l7.1
The cumulative length of the indications of all imperfections that are restricted by the requirements of
Clauses 7.11.3, 7.11.4, 7.11.10, and 7.11.11 shall not exceed 25 mm in any 300 mm length of weld,
except that for welds less than 300 mm long, the cumulative length of such indications shall not exceed
8% of the weld length. The cumulative length of the indications of all other imperfections that are
restricted ‘by the requirements of Clauses 7.11.5 to 7.11.9, and of the indications of those imperfections
that are restricted by the requirements of Clauses 7.11.12 to 7.11.14, shall not exceed 50 mm in any
300 mm length of weld, except that for welds less than 300 mm long, the cumulative length of such
indications shall not exceed 16% of the weld length.

7.11.17.2
For partial—penetration welds, the cumulative length of the indications of all imperfections, other than
those at the root, shall not exceed 25 mm in any 300 mm length of weld, except that for welds less than
300 mm long, the cumulative length of such indications shall not exceed 8% of the weld length.

. 7.11.18 Weld conditions limiting radiographic interpretation
Weld conditions that prevent proper interpretation of radiographs shall be cause for rejection of the welds,
unless they can be inspected by other acceptable methods.

7.12 Arc and gas welding — Repair of welds containing repairable
defects

7.12.1 Partial-penetration butt welds
Root defects in partial—penetration butt welds are nonrepairable and shall be removed by cutting out a
cylinder of pipe containing the defect and rewelding.

7.12.2 Authorization for repairs
Without prior company authorization, welds containing defects other than cracks in the cover pass may be
repaired. With prior company authorization, welds containing any type of repairable defect may be
repaired.

7.12.3 Repair procedures

7.12.3.1
Before weld repairs are made, defects shall be entirely removed to expose clean metal. Slag and scale shall
be removed by wire brushing.

7.12.3.2
Preheating to a temperature of at least 120 °C shall be used when performing repairs. Preheating shall
extend to a distance of at least 150 mm from any point of the area to be repaired. Care shall be taken to
prevent overheating, and no part of the area shall be heated to a temperature in excess of 200 °C unless
the requirements of Clause 4.3.5.2 are met.
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7.12.3.3
The length of repair welds shall be at least 50 mm.

7.12.4 Removal of arc burns in weld areas
Arc burns shall be completely removed either by cutting out cylinders containing the arc bums or, where
authorized by the company, by using repair procedures that include 1 -

(a) checking for complete removal of the altered metallurgical structure by etching the repair area with a
10% solution of ammonium persulphate or a 5% solution of nital; and

(b) measuring the wall thickness in the repaired area using mechanical or ultrasonic techniques, or both,
to determine that the minimum wall thickness requirements are maintained.

Note: The effectiveness of the etchant should be periodically tested by obtaining a positive indication from an arc burn,
since lower metal temperatures and the age of the etchant can adversely affect the results obtained.

7.12.5 Removal of cracks in circumferential butt welds and in fillet
welds
Cracks in circumferential butt welds and in fillet welds shall be completely removed by cutting out
cylinders containing such cracks, except that where authorized by the company, welds containing cracks
may be repaired using a documented repair procedure that includes
(a) a requirement to establish the location of the crack;
(b) a specification of the crack removal method, which shall be for a crack originating at

(i) an accessible surface, by grinding to remove the crack and to establish the repair welding groove
contour; or

(ii) the root and repaired from the outside surface, by grinding, drilling holes at the crack
extremities, sawing through to form a new root bead opening, and grinding to establish the
repair welding groove contour;

(c) a requirement that complete removal of the cracks be confirmed by liquid penetrant or wet magnetic
particle inspection of the ground areas by inspectors qualified as specified in CAN/CGSB—48.9712;
and

(cl) a requirement that areas ground out be repaired by welding as specified in Clause 7.12 and in
accordance with qualified welding procedure specifications.

Notes:

(1) For new installations, welds containing cracks should be removed by cutting out cylinders; however, it is recognized
that in some circumstances it can be more appropriate to repair such welds.

(2) Low-hydrogen welding practices should be used for repair welding,’ where such practices are not used, higher
preheating and interpass temperatures should be considered.

7.12.6 Inspection of repairs

7.12.6.1
Repaired areas of welds shall be inspected by the same means previously used. Where repairs are
unacceptable, welds shall be completely removed by cutting out cylinders containing the repaired welds
or, where authorized by the company, further repairs shall be made.
Notes:

(1) For welds that contained cracks, consideration should be given to an additional inspection of the full we/d by ultrasonic
inspection, where this was not the means previously used.

(2) Consideration should be given to an additional inspection of the repaired areas in cases where the original inspection
method may not be applicable to the welding process used for repairing the welds.

7.12.6.2
The acceptability of repaired areas of welds shall be determined as specified in Clause 7.11 or 7.15.10,
whichever is applicable.
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7.13 Arc and gas welding ——- Materials and equipment for radiographic
inspection

7.13.1 General
Radiographic images shall be produced on film or other imaging media. The resulting radiographic images
shall be in accordance with the applicable requirements of Clauses 7.13 and 7.14. Non—film radiographic
techniques shall produce permanent radiographic image records that can be readily retrieved for viewings
and the image data shall be stored in its original unaltered format.

7. 13.2 Radiographic procedure
A written procedure shall be developed for each radiographic inspection technique used for both film and
non—film imaging systems. The procedure shall detail the specifics of the radiographic technique, including
such things as the type and thickness of material for which the procedure is suitable, the image collection
and viewing system, radiation source, use of intensifying screens, film type, the type of image quality
indicators, exposure geometry, and image storage practices.

7.13.3 Radiation sources
Sources of radiation shall be X—ray machines or radioisotopes.

7. 13.4 Imaging media

7.13.4.1
For film radiography, radiographic films of high contrast and relatively fine grain shall be used.

7.13.4.2
Radiographic films shall be classified according to lSO 5579 as follows:
(a) Cl: very fine-grained film, very slow speed;
(b) Gll: fine-grained film, slow speed;
(c) Gill: medium-grained film, medium speed; and
(d) GIV: large-grained film, high speed.
Note: The following schematic illustrates the relationship between film quality and film speed:

improving image quality—>
GIV Glll Gll GI

<—lncreasing film speed

7.13.4.3
The use of non—film radiography requires the use of alternative imaging media. Such imaging media shall
be capable of consistently producing radiographic images in accordance with the applicable requirements
of Clauses 7.13 and 7.l4.

7. 13.5 Screens
Where intensifying screens are used, the resulting radiographs shall clearly show the image quality
indicators as specified in Clause 7.14.6.4.
Note: Film holders should be backed with sheet lead wherever secondary or scattered radiation would detrimentally
influence the results of radiography.

7.13.6 Image quality indicators

7.13.6.1
image quality indicators (|Qls) shall be used to measure the sensitivity of the radiographic image. Either
standard hole-type or wire-type lQls shall be used. Hole-type lQls shall conform to ASTM E1025 and
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wire—type lQls shall conform to ASTM E747 or ISO 19232-1. The size of the hole-type or wire—type lQl to
be used depends on the thickness of the weld to be radiographed and shall be as given in Table 7.8 for
X—ray radiography and Table 7.9 for radioisotope gamma radiography.

7.13.6.2
Where weld reinforcement has not been removed, ho|e—type lQls require the use of a shim of
radiographically similar material, so that the total thickness being radiographed under the IQI is
approximately equal to the total weld thickness.»

7.13.7 Comparator shims
Where comparator shims are used, the depth of internal undercut shall be estimated by comparing the
density of the image of the internal undercut with the density of images of known notch depths in the
comparator shims (see Figure 7.18). Shims shall be made of material that is radiographically similar to the
material being inspected and the image of at least one shall appear on each radiograph.

Table 7.8
Image quality indicator selection criteria for X-ray radiography

'
(See Clauses 7.13.6.1 and 7.14.6.4.)

Hole-type IQI Wire-type IQI

Weld Essential wire
thickness, Thickness, Essential diameter, Wire ASTM
mm mm Designation hole maximum, mm number set

up to 8 0.25 10 2T 0.16 14 A
> 8 up to 11 0.30 12 2T 0.20 13 A
>11 up to 14 0.38 15 2T 0.25 12 A or B
>14 up to 18 0.43 17 2T 0.32 11 B
>18 up to 25 0.51 20 ZT 0.40 10 B
>25 up to 38 0.64 25 2T 0.50 9 B
>38 up to 44 0.76 30 2T 0.63 8 B

Notes:

(1) For hole-type image quality indicators, a smaller hole in a thicker IQ/, or a larger hole in a thinner IQI, may be
substituted for any weld thickness given in this Table, provided that an equivalent or better sensitivity is achieved.
Approximate equivalence between ho/e-type lQls is given in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section V,
Table T—283. Approximate equivalence between hole and wire type lQls is given in Table 4 ofASTM E747.

(2) Wire number relates to the ISO vi/ire—type lQls.
(3) Weld thickness shall not exceed the sum of the nominal wall thickness plus the maximum permissible weld crown

height, as defined in Table 7.6. For welds joining material of unequal thickness, the weld thickness shall not exceed
the sum of tw in Figure 7.2 plus the maximum permissible weld crown height, as defined in Table 7. 6.
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Table 7.9

Image quality indicator selection criteria for gamma radiography
(See Clauses 7.13.6.1 and 7.14.6.4.)

Hole-type IQI VVire—type IQI

Weld Essential wire
thickness, Thickness, Essential diameter, Wire ASTM
mm mm Designation hole maximum, mm number set

up to 8 0.30 12 , 2T 0.20 13 A
> 8upto11 0.38 15 2T 0.25 12 AorB
>11 up to 1-4 0.43 17 2T 0.32 11 . B
>14 up to 18 0.51 20 2T 0.40 10 B
>18 up to 25 0.51 20 2T 0.40 10 B
>25 up to 38 0.64 25 2T 0.50 9 B
>38 up to 44 0.76 30 2T 0.63 8 B

Notes:

(1) For hole-type image quality indicators, a smaller hole in a thicker /QI, or a larger hole in a thinner IQI, may be
substituted for any weld thickness given in this Table, provided that an equivalent or better sensitivity is achieved.
Approximate equivalence between hole-type lQls is given in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section V,
Table T-283. Approximate equivalence between hole and wire-type lQls is given in Table 4 of ASTM E74 7.

(2) Wire number relates to the ISO wire-type lQls.

(3) For pipe diameters 1 14.3 mm OD and smaller and components NPS 4 and smaller, a one size larger essential wire
diameter may be used.

(4) Weld thickness shall not exceed the sum of the nominal wall thickness plus the maximum permissible weld crown
height, as defined in Table 7.6. For welds /‘oiningmaterial of unequal thickness, the weld thickness shall not exceed
the sum of tw in Figure 7.2 plus the maximum permissible we/d crown height, as defined in Table 7.6.

7.14 Arc and gas welding ——- Production of radiographs

7.14.1 Radiation source location
The radiation source shall be located either inside or outside the pipe or component. Where radiation
sources are located on the outside, the image of one or both walls shall be acceptable for interpretation.

7.14.2 Geometric relationship

7. 14.2.1
During exposure, film or other imaging media shall be as close to the surface of the weld as practical.

7.14.2.2
The distance between the source of radiation and the film or other imaging media shall be not less than
7 times the distance between the film or other imaging media and the weld surface farthest removed from
it.
Note: Preferably, the source-to-imaging media distance should be at least 10 times the distance between the imaging
media and the weld surface farthest removed from it.

7.14.2.3
Radiation sources shall not be offset by more than 5° from the plane of circumferential welds, except
where necessary for elliptical projection. For elliptical projection, the offset angle shall be increased by the
minimum amount required to separate the images of the opposite sides of the weld so that there is no
superimposition of such images produced as specified in Clause 7.14.3.
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7.14.2.4
An elliptical double-wall viewing technique may be used for welds on pipe 88.9 mm OD or smaller and
components NPS 3 or smaller, provided that the technique is applied as specified in Paragraph T271 .2(b)
of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section V.

7.14.3 Size of radiation field
Where both the radiation source and the imaging media are located outside the pipe or component and
diametrically opposite each other, at least three equally spaced exposures shall be required to constitute
100% radiographic coverage of the weld, except that where an elliptical projection technique is used, at
least two exposures shall be required, taken 90° apart. 1

7.14.4 Location of image quality indicators

7.14.4.1
For a panoramic single—wall exposure technique, at least three lQls shall be spaced equally around the
weld circumference.

7.14.4.2
For a double-wall exposure, single—wall view technique, lQls shall be placed at both ends within 25 mm of
the acceptable limits of coverage for each exposure. For pipe diameters 114.3 mm OD and smaller and
components NPS 4 and smaller, an IQI may be used at one end of the acceptable limits of coverage for
each exposure.

7.14.4.3
The IQI shall be placed on the source side for the double-wall exposure, double-wall view elliptical
technique.

7. 14.4.4
When a repaired weld is radiographed, at least one IQI shall be placed adjacent to each repair.

7. 14.4.5
Hole—type lQls shall be placed adjacent to the weld, using shims if necessary. Wire—type lQls shall be placed
across the weld, with the wires perpendicular to the weld direction.

7.14.5 Radiographic image identification markers

7.14.5.1
Radiographic images shall be clearly identified by the use of lead numbers, letters, or markers, or any
combination thereof, so that the weld and any discontinuity in the weld can be quickly and accurately
located. Where more than one image is used to inspect a complete circumferential weld, identification
markers shall appear on each image and each weld section reference marker location shall be common to
two successive images so as to establish that the entire weld has been examined.

7.14.5.2
Except as allowed by Clause 7.14.5.3, markers shall be placed on the joint on the downstream side of the
weld so that they can be read clockwise when viewed from the upstream side.

7.14.5.3
The company may specify that markers be placed on the joint on either side of the weld. In such cases,
records of the location and orientation of the markers shall be retained for a minimum of two years.
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7.14.6 Processing of radiographic images

7. 14.6. 1 General
Radiographs shall be processed in accordance with the applicable manufacturer's recommended practices.

7.14.6.2 Image defects
Radiographs shall be free of mechanical and processing defects. Radiographic images containing artifacts
that interfere with the interpretation of the radiograph shall be discarded, and the welds shall be
re—radiographed.

7. 14.6.3 Film density
Film shall be exposed so that the density is between 2.0 and 4.0 throughout the area of interest, except for
small localized areas caused by irregular weld configurations. The density in such small localized areas shall
be at least 1.5. The unexposed base density of the film shall not exceed 0.30.

7.14.6.4 Definition of the IQI image ,
The image of the essential hole or wire shall be clearly defined. The essential hole and wire for a given weld
thickness shall be as given in Table 7.8 for X-ray radiography and Table 7.9 for radioisotope gamma
radiography.

7.14.6.5 Film-viewing illuminators
Fi|m—viewing illuminators shall be used that produce sufficient light intensity so that all portions of the
radiograph of the weld and base metal transmit sufficient light to reveal the pertinent details of the
radiograph.

7. 14. 7 Radiation protection

7.14.7.1
Every worker shall be informed of the hazards of working in an area where exposure to radiation is
possible. Adequate precautions shall be taken to protect the radiographer and any other person in the
vicinity. The radiographer shall be responsible for making sure that the area is properly posted.

7.14.7.2
Areas affected by radiation shall be surveyed and the limits of hazards posted.

7. 14.8 Radiographers

7. 14.8. 1
Radiographers shall be qualified as specified in CAN/CGSB-48.9712. For radiographic image
interpretation, radiographers shall be qualified as specified in CAN/CCSB-48.9712 to Level ll or ill.

7.14.8.2
The company may examine the qualifications of radiographers to determine that the requirements of
Clause 7.14.8.1 are met and that radiographs are produced, processed, and interpreted only by
experienced radiographers.

7.14.9 Retention of radiographic records
Records of the interpretation of radiographs shall be kept until the piping is abandoned. Radiographs shall
be retained for a minimum of 2 years.
Note: See also Clause 7.14.5.3.
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7.15 Arc and gas welding -- Ultrasonic inspection of circumferential
butt welds in piping

7. 15.1 Methods
Clause 7.15 describes the methods that shall be employed for ultrasonic inspection of circumferential butt
welds in piping, other than partial—penetration butt welds.
Notes:

(1) Ultrasonic inspection might not be appropriate for some combinations of diameter and wall thickness. Factors to
consider in selecting methods of nondestructive inspection are specified in Clause 7. 70.4. 7.

(2) Visual inspection is a mandatory requirement with ultrasonic inspection (see Clause 7. i 0. 7.3).

7.15.2 Terminology
The definitions contained in Mandatory Appendix ill of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section V,
Article 5, apply in Clause 7.15 of this Standard.

7.15.3 General

7.15.3.1
Ultrasonic inspection shall be performed in accordance with a documented procedure approved by the
company. Such a procedure shall include the applicable information listed in Paragraph T—42i of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section V, Article 4, and a description of the methodology used to
investigate indications, to the extent that they can be evaluated in terms of the standards of acceptability.

7.15.3.2
The complete volume of weld metal and HAZ in the weld shall be inspected. Inspection requirements shall
be as specified in Paragraph T—47i of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section V, Article 4, except

that the entire weld may be inspected using an array of search units operating in pulse—echo or tandem
mode, each designed to inspect specific parts of the required inspection volume.

7.15.3.3
The length of imperfections shall be determined using the 6 dB drop technique.

7.15.4 Equipment and supplies — General
The equipment and supplies shall be as specified in Paragraphs T—43l, T—432, T—46l, and T-466 of the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section V, Article 4. For each search unit used for inspection, the
signal to electronic noise ratio shall exceed 40 dB when the maximum response from the basic calibration
reflector is set at 80% of full screen height. Under the same conditions, the signal—to—noise ratio of the
ultrasonic system shall exceed
(a) 20 dB for search units other than creeping wave search units; or
(b) 16 dB for creeping wave search units.

7.15.5 Equipment and supplies —— Additional requirements for
mechanized inspection systems

7.15.5.1
In addition to the pulse—echo mode, the instrument shall be capable of operating in pitch-catch
transmission mode.

7.15.5.2
The equipment shall include a means of displaying the weld and the position of imperfections in the weld.
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7.15.5.3
The equipment shall include a means of monitoring the effectiveness of the acoustic coupling.

7.15.5.4
The maximum temperature differential between the search units and the surface of the material
(calibration block or piping, whichever is applicable) to be inspected, within which the required accuracy
and resolution are to be maintained, shall be established.

7.15.5.5
The equipment shall be capable of measuring the position of indications with an accuracy of 10 mm and a
resolution of 2 mm in the circumferential direction. The array of search units shall be centred within 1 mm
of the pre—weld centreline of the joint. The effect of search unit beam width, pulse repetition frequency,
scanning velocity, and weld shrinkage shall be considered in evaluating the accuracy and resolution of
distance measurements. The equipment shall include a means of validating the accuracy of distance
measurements.

7.15.5.6
The performance of search units shall be as specified in ESl 98-2. Search units shall have contact surfaces
that have the same curvature as that of the surface of the material to be inspected. The search unit
dimensions that necessitate the repair or replacement of the search unit shall be established by the
manufacturer or the inspection company.

7.15.6 Qualification of ultrasonic inspectors
Ultrasonic inspectors shall be qualified as specified in CAN/CGSB-48.9712 for Level ll or ill. The company
may require ultrasonic inspectors to demonstrate their competence inoperating, and evaluating the
results of, the inspection system.

7.15. 7 Calibration

7.15.7.1
Except as required by Clause 7.1 5.7.2, the calibration block and reflectors shall be as specified in
Paragraph T-434 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section V, Article 4.

7.15.7.2
Where welds are to be evaluated as specified in Annex K, a calibration block made of pipe material, with
specific reflectors designed to simulate the expected imperfections, shall be used. The effect of variations
in acoustic velocity in the pipe material shall be considered in the design of the calibration block.

7.15.7.3
Calibration blocks shall be identified with a unique serial number and shall be under the control of the
inspection company. Records of serial number, pipe diameter, wall thickness, acoustic velocity, and
reflector dimensions and positions shall be available when the calibrated blocks are used

7.15.7.4
The system calibration shall be performed as specified in Paragraphs T-462, T-463, T464, and T-465 of the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section V, Article 4, except that the interval between calibration
checks shall not exceed 1 h during a series of similar examinations, and the calibration block required by
Clause 7.15.7.2 shall be used where applicable. Reference levels shall be set at 80% full screen height and
recording levels shall be set at 40% full screen height (6 dB below the reference level).
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7.15.8 Inspection procedure for production Welds

7.15.8.1
Except as allowed by Clause 7.15.8.3, the inspection of production welds shall be performed as specified
in Paragraph T—472 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section V, Article 4.

7.15.8.2
Except where the calibration block required by Clause 7.15.7.2 is used, the reference reflector shall be the
2.4 mm diameter side—drilled hole in the calibration block (see Clause 7.15.7.1).

7.15.8.3
A distance amplitude correction (DAC) curve shall not be required for inspection of welds in materials with
a wall thickness of 15 mm or less. ‘

7.15.9 Inspection procedure for production welds — Additional
requirements for mechanized inspection

7.15.9.1
The methodology used to interpret system output in terms of non—recordable indication, acceptable
indication of an imperfection, or indication of a defect shall be described in the inspection procedure.
Such methodology shall include the positioning of recording gates and the effects of conditions such as
bead misalignment.

7.15.9.2
Circumferential distance references shall be marked onto the piping surface to allow the positioning of
defects from the output of the inspection system.

7.15.9.3
Inspection sensitivity shall be measured using the calibration block at regular intervals not exceeding 1 h
or every 10 welds, and when any part of the inspection system is changed, the result from the sensitivity
measurements shall be recorded. Any decrease of more than 3 dB from the sensitivity established in the
calibration required by Clause 7.15.7.4 for any search unit shall require recalibration and a reinspection of
all welds inspected since the last acceptable sensitivity verification.

7.15.9.4
The temperature differential between the search units and the surface of the material being inspected shall
be determined at regular intervals. Any deviation from the established maximum temperature differential
(see Clause 7.15.5.4) shall be recorded and corrected and all welds inspected since the last acceptable
verification shall be reinspected.

7.15.9.5
The circumferential position accuracy of the system output shall be validated at regular intervals by
comparing it to the actual distance travelled around the piping. Any deviation from the requirements of
Clause 7.15.5.5 shall be recorded and corrected.

7.15.9.6
Any change in search unit position shall be recorded and shall require a verification of recording gate
positions and inspection sensitivity.
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7.15.9.7
Search units shall be examined for wear at regular intervals not exceeding 500 welds. Search units that
have dimensions that necessitate repair or replacement (see Clause 7.15.5.6) shall be repaired or replaced.

7.15.9.8
A reinspection of the complete weld, or a supplementary manual inspection, shall be required for any of
the following conditions:
(a) a coupling loss in a single channel over a circumferential distance not exceeding i2 mm, unless such

loss is compensated by data from other inspection channels to maintain full volumetric inspection;
(b) concurrent coupling losses in two adjacent inspection channels; or
(C) a coupling loss over a circumferential distance exceeding 12 mm.

7.15.10 Standards of acceptability for ultrasonic inspection

7.15.10.1
These standards of acceptability shall apply to the determination of acceptability of indications of
imperfections of the size and type located by ultrasonic inspection. Such standards of acceptability are
intended as a measure of adequate welding competence, as performed in accordance with qualified
welding procedure specifications.
Notes:

(1) The company may use alternative standards of acceptability as specified in Clause 7. 70.4.3.
(2) Additional standards of acceptability for sour service pipelines are specified in Clause 76. 9.3.3.

7.15.10.2
The company may reject welds that meet these standards of acceptability where, in its opinion, the depth,
location, or orientation of imperfections can be significantly detrimental to the structural integrity of. the
welds.
Note: Indications of imperfections having an acceptable length should be investigated to ensure that they do not create a
potential leak path.

7.15.103
The standards of acceptability for indications of imperfections recorded by ultrasonic inspection (i.e., weld
imperfections giving indications that exceed the established recording level) shall be as follows:
(a) Indications of imperfections characterized as cracks shall be unacceptable regardless of length or

location.
(b) Individual indications of imperfections (other than those characterized as cracks) that are identified as

not extending into the weld beads closest to the piping surfaces shall not exceed 50 mm in length,
and the cumulative length of such indications in any 300 mm length of weld shall not exceed
50 mm, except that for welds less than 300 mm long, the cumulative length of such imperfections
shall not exceed l6% of the weld length.

(c) individual indications of imperfections other than those covered by Items (a) and (b) shall not exceed
12 mm in length and the cumulative length of such imperfections in any 300 mm length of weld
shall not exceed 25 mm, except that for welds less than 300 mm long, the cumulative length of such
indications shall not exceed 8% of the weld length.

vi

7.15.10/1
Weld conditions that prevent proper interpretation. of the ultrasonic indications shall be cause for rejection
of the welds, unless they can be inspected by other acceptable methods. "

7.15.11 Ultrasonic inspection reports and records

7.15.11.1
Reports and records shall be as specified in Paragraph~T—492 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section V, Article 4, except that the information may be recorded using a combination of project log books
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ITIGITIO

TransCanada
In business to deliver

date January 26, 2011 TransCanada Pipelines Limited
attention Peter Andre
location TCT 15 floor

tel 403-920-7228

cc Dave Toporowsky fax 403‘920'23 1 9
email david_tay|or@transcanada.com
web www.transcanada.com

from David Taylor
subject Cutbank Lateral Loop Project

Welding Procedures Datasheets & Supporting Procedure Qualification Records

As requested by the project, Materials Engineering has reviewed the welding procedures that were
provided to the National Energy Board (“NEB”) in compliance with condition 8 of Order XG—N08 1-19-
2010 in detail and is satisfied the welding procedures listed below are complete and comply with CSA
Z662—07 requirements. The review also addressed the e—mail comments from the NEB staff dated
January 19 and January 25, 2011.

During our review of the welding procedures several were identifiedas being repeat procedures, —
redundant to the project or having supporting documents that were unclear in there intended use. These
procedures have been removed from the submission.

The submission also includes the welding procedures for the branch connections (in—service hot taps) and
for the assemblies that were completed in the fabrication facility.

The welding procedures listed below are for use during the installation of the pipe and prefabricated
assemblies. The procedures identified as PLNEW are for application on the pipe to pipe joints (below
ground welds), including the prefabricated assemblies (pipe to pipe). The procedures identified as
PLASSE are for welding the NPS 12 cross over piping in the field. The PLFAB procedures were used by
the fabrication facility for the pipe to component welds.

Assemblies — field welding

1. PLASSE—01—ASSY (NPS 12 and below — assembly pipe to pipe — below ground)
- 2201, 2294, 2295,2412, 2580, 2691

2. PLASSE~02—ASSY (NPS 12 and below — assemblv pipe to pipe — aboveground and repairs)
— 2167, 2154, 2691

3. PLNEW—13-ML —NPS 16 — crossover — below ground pipe to pipe (5.6 mm — 7.1 mmpwall thickness)
— 2357, 2460, 2470, 2471, 2484, 2486, 2487, 2492, 2493, 2771, 3077

4. PLNEW—14—RP — NPS 16 —crossover — below ground repair
— 2395, 2495

Branch Connection welds (hot taps)

5. WPDS—BRCH—03-Flow
— 2636, 2637, 2652
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Pipeline — field welding

6.

7.

PLNEW—15-ML — below ground pipe to pipe (7.2 mm — 12.7 mm wall thickness)
— 2097, 2119, 2125, 2470, 2471, 2492, 2493, 2494

PLNEW-16—RP — below ground repair
— 2152, 2473, 2495

Fabrication — shop welding

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Thank you /

David Taylor

PLFAB-01-ASSY —— NPS 16 to 48 - rolled welds
- TL55, TL149, TL159, TL160, TLI66, TL179, TL180, TL181, TL193, TL205

PLFAB-02-ASSY — NPS 16 to 48 - position welds
— TL15, TL88, TL99, TLIO8, TL160, TL182, TL186, TL187, TL194, TL220

PLFAB-03—ASSY — NPS 2 and larger — pipe to pipe, pipe to component
- TL84, TL85, TL188, TL189

PLFAB—04-ASSY — NPS 2 -12 - pipe to component ~ position welds
— TL84, TL85, TL147, TL148, TL182, TLI88, TL189, TL192

PLFAB-05—ASSY — NPS 2 — 12 —— pipe to component — rolled welds
- TL147, TL148, TL182, TL192, TL194, TL220

PLFAB—08—ASSY — socket welds —— NPS 2 and below
- TL84, TL85, TL188, TL189

PLFAB—11-ASSY — NPS 2 and below — o’lets
- TL6, TL15, TL54, TL70, TL75, TL77, TL78, TL84, TL89, TL108

PLFAB—15—ASSY — NPS 2 and larger ~— rolled welds
— TL31, TL39, TL40, TL175, TL176, TL177, TL178, TL188, TL189

[If you have any questions please call.

Manager

Materials Engineering

Page 2 of 2
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From: Evan Vokes

Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2009 5:25 PM
To: David Taylor

Subject: FW: third party inspection
Attachments: 3P1 infomation related to decision summary

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2009 1:39 PM
To: Gabe Nahas; Ron Curie; Rachel Lee; Dave Johnson

Cc: Trent Berthoiet; Kevin Widenmaier; James Ferguson

Subject: third party inspection

Hello Everyone

Please forgive me for the long email. The point that I wanted to come around to yesterday that I think is the most
important factor for quality control is control of Third Party Inspection. I believe the 3Pl and NDE are the same process
and must be treated as a holistic problem.

I have worked quite a bit on how 3P| is accomplished at TransCanada and I must say that we get very poor value for our
money because we have failed to tell the 3P! what the expectations are. In engineering governance we see a lot of
technical problems that are never logged in IIT by project managers. We have seen some interesting events that have
come out of SPI and it appears that many people do not understand what they do.

There are four major circumstances:
)ne of the problem is 3PI offering engineering opinion when they are not allowed too.

A second is when we pay for an inspection that was not adequate.
The third is the inspector has no technical background/training for the inspection.
The last is TransCanada requests an inspector but does not describe what to inspect; especially when inspection criteria
is not dictated from TCPL (the classic EPCM failure).

For the Bison and Mexico projects, a root cause that truly affects these projects is the independence of inspections. In
Canada, the independence of inspections is required under section 54 of the OPR. This independence of inspections
does not apply in the USA but there are some learnings. Section 54 includes NDE as it is truly part and parcel of the 3P|
process. I was hoping Meera would have attended as from my understanding KXL will be hiring NDE themselves. (Based
on conversations with Dave Hodgkinson.)

If the contractor hires NDE, the NDE are often pressured to make calls that favour the contractor. We have had cases
where we made the correct call to ask that piping be cutout after a NDE tech changed their call.
If TransCanada hires the NDE and audits the NDE we make a major increase in quality and control of costs. If the NDE
over-calls the contractor can come back after us. If the NDE under-calls we are directly responsible to the regulator which
is no different than the current situation. If we hire NDE, we can control inspection costs and quality at the same time.

Directly hiring NDE gives us the impetus to do have the job done correctly. Our NDE contractor on Keystone has
complemented us on both the fact that it is easier to make the correct judgement on welds and how thorough the audits
are. The NDE contractor on Buffalo West was shocked how we showed how poor their quality had become while working
for welding contractors and this one came with a significant economic penalty. Our direct hire NDE contractors have
worked closely with the welding contractors and it does not affect schedule as we drive the welding inspection and NDE
through the chief welding inspector. As I audit the Canadian Keystone data it is very obvious that mainline repairs
generally occur on same day which allows acceptance 24hrs later. To my knowledge, only one welding contractor has
complained in recent times about our NDE contractor but this was expected with Midwest. The NDE was very responsive
to work with as we were able to re-evaluate 4 HDDs in spring 2009 and make corrective actions in record time. (three of
the incidences were caused by TCPL and one by a NDE company). The 24 hr delay issue has been dealt with very
effectively by utilizing what is referred to as the prescanning rig. If anything additional shows up in the official 24hr scan it
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would likely result in a cut-out but the risks are low if the contractor is not doing something to aggravate a potential
cracking problem.

The contractors will complain bitterly about losing control of NDE as they lose control of the inspection of their own work
and of course the attendant administration fees. The advantage that most contractors do not recognise is that an
independent inspection and audit cuts back on severity of repairs caused by delayed audit results. The REX experience
could have been avoided by KinderMorgan and saved the contractor a lot of money if they had used an independent
inspection process. This would have resulted in a higher initial cut-out rate for the contractor which would have been
preferable to the end result of several hydrotest failures and the resulting PHMSA dig program. (the cellulosic SMAW
repair method used is very crack prone and they did not delay inspection. The old Transcanada built one of these leaky
pipes)

The suggestion to have the quality built in at the front end such as the stress free pipe example is impractical when all
parties need production. Since a perfect pipe is impractical, we need to make time and accept as much risk as possible
without jeopardising quality. This was the whole purpose of developing ECA and AUT programs where we can allow
indications many times larger than work workmanship and have a better engineered pipe. This means we have high
production rates and should be able to do a better inspection job with a few well trained inspectors. This is the time when
owner companies have the economic leverage to change the status quo. if we are serious about quality, this is the time to
get all forms of third party inspection correctly lined up as it is the shovel of quality.

The following matrix shows how different processes interact
Mainline Poorboy Tie-ins Inspection 24hr delay
GMAW GMAW FCAW AUT no but delay on SMAW repairs
GMAW GMAW SMAW AUT yes on tie-ins
GMAW SMAW SMAW AUT yes on tie-ins and Poorboy
SMAW SMAW SMAW AUT yes on all
SMAW SMAW SMAW RT yes on all
Prescanning 24hr delay welds with AUT can really speed things up and allow the contractor to move on with their
equipment.

The reason the SMAW RT is acceptable at Transcanada is it is very appropriate for small diameter(NPS 16 and less). It
3 not appropriate for large diameter high strength materials. The GMAW FCAW option is very suited to materials X80 and
nigher. It makes more sense to understand the limitations of the material and the process and pick a process Fit For
Purpose. If a contractor is well prepared, the FCAW tie-ins are very quick and of high quality. If you have a high water
table you can close a ditch very fast with FCAW compared to an SMAW process. if! am recalling correctly, the FCAW
repair rate at Fort Mac was zero with a couple of cut-outs for hi/lo. Other advantages include safety improvements but you
need a slightly larger bell hole.

I was asked if AUT is permitted in Mexico. I checked and We|dSonix has worked for Pemex a few times so there is a
precedent. in my mind, the big seller of AUT in a country that is working to increase employment is the better inspection
offered by AUT as it does not miss root cracks.

As an FYl, attached is the rationalization for the development of the official 3Pl program that is going out as a decision
summary in the near future. The elements that you need to address in your project are contained in this attachment. l
have the structure worked out and it would fit with the work being performed in North America. in the attachment I do not
address field services which are a very important component of pipeline construction. The reason for this is we have a
successful program that would need minor changes to be implemented under the same 3Pl umbrella at a later date. if you
want to see the start of the Engineering Directive document, come by and i will explain how it works and how it lines up
with our current process that I have been working with SCM on.

Hope this helps

Evan
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From: Evan Vokes

Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2009 5:20 PM
To: David Taylor
Subject: RE: 3PI Agreement

Way to fast on changing windows so lets try this again
Hello Dave

This came out of last years work that everyone wanted to get on board with
They need help and they came to us so we need to support them
The agreement is to support commodities
You and me signed this decision summary to get funding
Marc Charland, Ed , myself and Vivian have been involved for some time but we had told them we did not have time to
support it for a while

Hope this helps

Evan

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2009 5:16 PM
To: David Taylor
Subject: RE: 3PI Agreement

‘his came out of last years work that everyone wanted to get on board with
They need help and they came to us so we need to support them
The agreement is to support commodities

You and me signed this decsum

From: David Taylor
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2009 9:07 AM

To: Evan Vokes; Vivian Liu

Cc: Kevin Widenmaier

Subject: RE: 3PI Agreement

Hello,

What is our commitment on this activity?

From: ED Salmon
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2009 8:29 AM

To: Evan Vokes; Vivian Liu
Cc: David Taylor; Dan Maclnnes; Marc Charland; Kevin Widenmaier

Subject: 3PI Agreement

For us to meet the timelines and execute the proper agreements by June 1 (Moody contract is expiring on June1) the
following schedule must be met:

1. March 16 - finish bid documents. (US and Canada)
2. March 18 - Issue bid documents to all bidders

3. March 31 - Close bid
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4. April 7 - Finish bid evaluation and recommendation
5. April 8 - Decision Summary
6. April 21 - May 15 Contract execution

Your assistance and adherence to the schedule is most appreciated.

Ed Satmon, C.P.P,, C.P.fsfi.

Senior Contract Anaéyst, Suppiy Chain fifianagement
Qperations 8. Engineering Services

Transcanada
458 — I St. SW
Caigary, AB T21’ SH}

Pia: (403) 926~6I 25

Ceii: {‘4§3) 463-3448

Fax: {@033 92(}—54~’i4

ed saimon@transcanada.c0m
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From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Thursday, March 05, 2009 8:17 AM
To: Kevin Widenmaier
Cc: Niteesha Edwards; James Ferguson
Subject: RE: Surveillance Checklist: Agreement Number 3511

I will just add it to what we outlined in the proposed TED Simple duties but effective coverage I will work on it this
weekend

———-—Original Message————-

From: Kevin Widenmaier

Sent: Thursday, March 05, 2009 8:14 AM
To: Evan Vokes

Cc: Niteesha Edwards; James Ferguson

Subject: FW: Surveillance Checklist: Agreement Number 3511

Evan;

Are you our spokesperson on these issues? I can give my opinion, but don't have much time to commit. I believe this is a
very important issue and would like to see some of our bare minimum concerns covered.

Kevin

Kevin Widenmaier, M.Eng., P.Eng.,

Senior Engineer,

Engineering Governance

Transcanada

(403) 920-5646

(403)920-2393 fax

—————Original Message----—

From: ED Salmon

Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2009 8:08 AM
To: Marc Charland; Kevin Widenmaier

Cc: Dan Maclnnes

Subject: RE: Surveillance Checklist: Agreement Number 3511

In response to Kevin's concern:

The original contract with Moody was intended to be a generic MSA but utilized as a sole source due to the existing
relationship with Moody and their familiarity with our requirements. Over time the increase in demand had prompted
Moody to obtain the services of inspectors not usually employed by TC due to resource constraints. Current agreement
3511 has been in place for some time and has been extended twice to continue servicing TC's requirement while new
agreements are put in place.

')n the path forward the intention is tighten up the terms of the new agreements, improve the scope and service levels
required. This can only be accomplished with Engineering’s assistance. There is also intent to execute multiple
agreements on both sides of the border.
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Ed Salmon, C.P.P., C.P.M.

Senior Contract Analyst, Supply Chain Management Operations & Engineering Services TransCanada
150 - 1 St. SW

Calgary, AB T2P 5H1

Ph: (403) 920-6125

Cell: (403) 463-0448

Fax: (403) 920-5444

ed salmon@transcanada.com

--—--Original Message--—--

From: Marc Charland

Sent: Monday, February 23, 2009 4:52 PM

To: Dan Maclnnes

Cc: Kevin Widenmaier; ED Salmon

Subject: Fw: Surveillance Checklist: Agreement Number 3511

Dan,

Could you address Kevin's question below regarding the Scope of Work for 3P|?

Marc Charland

-—-—— Original Message -—-—-

From: Kevin Widenmaier

Io: Marc Charland

Sent: Mon Feb 23 16:22:32 2009

Subject: RE: Surveillance Checklist: Agreement Number 3511

Marc;

I looked over the scope of work you had attached to this email and l have a couple of comments.

While it seems to require that the inspectors be ‘trained and qualified’ it doesn't seem to require they be familiar either
with the governing standards to which a component may be manufactured or even be familiar with our company
specification. How can we ensure that they know what we are asking for in our PO’s to the vendors?

I would appreciate your comments.

Thanks

Kevin
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Kevin Widenmaier, M.Eng., P.Eng.,

Senior Engineer,

Engineering Governance

TransCanada

(403) 920-5646

(403) 920-2393 fax

From: Marc Charland

Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2009 2:37 PM

To: Dianne Rau

Cc: Vivian Liu; Kevin Widenmaier; Evan Vokes; Dan Maclnnes; ED Salmon

Subject: Surveillance Checklist

Diane,

Could you kindly provide Vivian with the latest Surveillance Checklist for the following materials? Would it be possible to
get this for Wednesday, Feb 4th? This information is required for the third part inspection Invitation to Bid which is
slated to be issued in Q1 of 2009.

i Pipe;

ii Pipe and Assembly Coating;

iii Compression packages and associated equipment;

iv Valves and valve operators;

v Flanges and fittings;

vi Pressure vessels;

vii Electrical equipment;

viii Power-related and ancillary equipment; and

ix Fabricated assemblies/spooling.
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Marc Charland <mailto:l\/larc Charland@TransCanada.Com>

Transcanada

Supply Chain Operations

Commercial Lead, Materials

403.920.5916

From: Dan Maclnnes

Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2009 7:36 AM

To: Vivian Liu; Evan Vokes

Cc: Marc Charland; ED Salmon

Subject: Scope of Work for Moody Contract #3511

Hel|olA||,

Attached is the Scope of Work for the existing Contract with Moody that l promised I would send.

Rega rds,

Dan

Dan Maclnnes

TCPL, Contract Analyst Supply Chain Services

Phone: (403) 920-5404

Cell Phone: (403) 835-2789

Fax: (403) 920-5444
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PURPOSE

This document addresses the requirements for the Practice of Engineering within TransCanada Pipelines
Limited (TransCanada). The intent of the document is to ensure engineering work is prepared, revised,
reviewed and approved in accordance with TransCanada policies and procedures.

SCOPE

This document covers all activities within TransCanada defined as the Practice of Engineering and applies
to all such activities that are performed or are to be implemented for all TransCanada facilities.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE

Updated to reflect the increased scope ofwork in the U.S. and the increased presence of engineers located
in other states and provinces.
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2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

PURPOSE

This document addresses the requirements for the Practice of Engineering within TransCanada
PipeLines Limited (TransCanada). The intent of the document is to ensure engineering work is
prepared, revised, reviewed, and approved consistently and in accordance with TransCanada
policies and procedures whether performed internally or externally and in accordance with local
rules and regulations. TransCanada holds a Permit to Practice for the Province of Alberta. Some
special requirements are required to maintain this permit and are also included in this document.

SCOPE

This document covers all activities within TransCanada defined as the Practice of Engineering
and applies to all such activities that are performed or are to be implemented for TransCanada’s
regulated and non-regulated facilities. Work performed internally and externally, though handled
differently, is all included in the scope of this document.

The Practice of Engineering within TransCanada shall be, at a minimum:
a) Consistent and in compliance with the TransCanada Policies, Guidelines / Principles as

described in Section 4.
b) For non federally regulated engineering work completed in the province of Alberta, where

TransCanada holds a Permit to Practice engineering, consistent and in compliance with the
latest approved version of the Government of The Province ofAlberta, Engineering,
Geological and Geophysical Professions (EGGP) Act and Regulations, as well as the
APEGGA Code of Ethics, By-Laws and the intent of related published guidelines.

c) For federally and non federally regulated facilities, consistent and compliant with the latest
approved version of the laws and regulations of the appropriate jurisdiction.

The Practice of Engineering within TransCanada includes all engineering work completed by
TransCanada core (permanent) employees.

The Practice of Engineering within TransCanada includes all engineering work completed by an
In House Contractor. In all cases when the In House Contractor is the Designer, they shall be the
Responsible Engineer (See Section 3 Definitions) and shall sign, (and/or stamp), in accordance
with Section 4 and Appendix A, all engineering documents that are produced as a result of their
Practice of Engineering.

Although this Practice of Engineering document does not cover specific procedures to be
followed by external companies performing engineering work for TransCanada, only companies
having comparable standards, procedures and quality assurance processes will be engaged to
complete this work. Engineering work prepared by external companies shall be signed and
stamped (as required by the applicable jurisdiction) by the responsible Professional Engineer and
include the company’s Permit to Practice / Certificate of Authorization (as applicable) for the
province or state where the engineering work is to be implemented. TransCanada staffwill
ensure that sufficient controls are in place to ensure that the work done by external companies
conforms to this standard. TransCanada staff must implement adequate quality control
procedures for external companies.
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2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

Act

Active Controller

As—Built Drawing

Nothing in this Practice of Engineering document is intended to prevent a qualified person, such
as an Engineering Technologist, from assisting in the performance of any professional service or
work of the kind described in the definition of Practice of Engineering if a Responsible Engineer
directly supervises and assumes full responsibility for the service or work.

Nothing in this Practice ofEngineering document is intended to overrule or place less stringent
requirements than those required by the appropriate rules and regulation for that jurisdiction. In
all cases the Responsible Engineer shall be accountable for ensuring that they are complying with
the applicable rules and regulations for the location in which the work is to be implemented when
they sign and date Engineering Documents.

This Practice of Engineering document includes the general process procedures for design and
engineering document preparation, revision, checking, and approval. Specific detailed process
area procedures required to complete each of the general process steps are not included.

This Practice of Engineering document does not include specific quality assurance procedures
with respect to preparation, revision, review and approval of engineering documents. Those
procedures are included in the Quality Management Systems documents. (Section 5, Ref. 8)

DEFINITIONS

Accountabilities and responsibilities are identified in Appendix A — Approval Matrix for
Engineering Documents for the preparation, revision, review and approval of Engineering
Documents. Samples of completed title blocks for approved drawings are indicated in
Appendix B — Approved Drawing Border Samples.

The terms used in this document are as follows:

Act, laws or regulations governing the practice of engineering in the respective
provincial or state jurisdiction in which the work is being performed.

Person or persons designated to act on behalf of TransCanada to manage the scope of
work performed by Contractors for facilities maintenance and construction in
conformance with company Health, Safety and Environmental policies, standards, and
procedures and in compliance with TransCanada and legislative requirements. Active
control covers work by pre-approved contractors and does not involve contract
management. Responsible for ensuring as~bui1tmark—ups reflect final construction
changes.

Drawings produced by or for TransCanada from information provided by
TransCanada’s Construction Manager, Contractor and TransCanada’s construction
surveyor, recording changes during construction. Record Drawings are a subset of the
As—Built Drawings. These drawings contain Engineering Revisions (see definition
below).
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Construction Manager An individual responsible for management of the project construction. Responsible for

Data Sheets

Design Discipline
Checker

Designer

Design Notes

Design Standards

Drafter

ensuring that adequate technical inspection is carried out and construction conforms to
drawings and specifications. Responsible for obtaining approval, as required, from the
Responsible Engineer/RPT when initiating Engineering Revisions. Responsible for
ensuring as—built mark-ups reflect final construction changes.

An information sheet which specifies design parameters, operating conditions and other
data required to enable the supplier to provide a product or service which meets the
conditions intended. Does not include Purchase Orders when such information is
included on the Purchase Order and that information has been derived from an
Engineering Document.

A Professional Engineer or Engineering Technologist responsible for performing an
independent check on the portions of the design that relate to the Design Discipline
Checker's technical training and area of expertise. Responsible for ensuring that the
design conforms to applicable codes, TransCanada’s guiding principles, design
standards and standard designs and incorporates due diligence and Health, Safety,
Environment and Risk requirements, as applicable. Design discipline checks shall not
be conducted by the Designer.

A qualified individual who prepared the design. Responsible for reviewing and
accepting responsibility for use of appropriate standards and / or standard designs, and
for preparing engineering designs, bills of materials, specifications, reports and other
Engineering Documents.

Documentation of the calculations, governing codes, standards and/or procedures used
to calculate the design parameters which fulfill the requirements of a particular design
or part of a design. Design Notes may include formal or informal written notes or
addendum on assumptions, philosophies, references and decisions which contribute to
the final design and form part of the overall calculations. Design Notes are intended to
document details and particulars essential to the design process and end product.

Internal engineering documents that provide the rationale and guidelines for repetitive
engineering work. Specific documents include philosophies, directives, procedures,
specifications, standard drawing lists, data sheets and drawings. These documents also
define the applicability of industry standards, codes, acts and regulations.

An individual (internal or external) who prepared drawings, drawing revisions (which
include Engineering Revisions), As—Bui1t Drawings and Record Drawings in
accordance with the Design Notes, the sketches provided by the Designer, the as-built
information or the record information.
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Drafter Checker
/Drafting Coordinator

Engineering

Document

Engineering Revision

Engineering

Technologist

Final Drawings

In House Contract
Engineer

Issue for Bid (IFB)
Document

Issuefor Construction
(IFC)Document

An individual responsible for performing checks on the portions of the engineering
drawings that relate only to the Drafter Checker's technical training and area of
expertise. Responsible to review drawings for dimensional accuracy and conformance
to TransCanada drafting standards. The requirements for an independent drafting check
shall be determined by the specific process area. Drafting coordinators also act as the
liaison between the drafter and the engineer or Project Manager.

Letters and / or instructions, designs, drawings, studies, reports, manuals, specifications
and / or data sheets, technical agreements, standard design addendum, produced as a
result of the Practice of Engineering. Refer to the various types of Engineering
Documents identified in Appendix A — Approval Matrix for Engineering Documents.

A modification or addition to an existing physical asset or approved design for such an
asset where the change impacts the sizing or selection of materials or components
and/or affects the safety/design of the system or sub—systems forming the asset. These
changes would normally require a change to the engineering drawings, specifications,
or other Engineering Documents. The documentation and control process for
engineering revisions constitutes part of the management of change process.

A person who:
a) has received and engineering technology diploma or equivalent training,
b) who engages in the Practice of Engineering,
c) prepares engineering designs for which a Responsible Engineer accepts

responsibility,
d) whose engineering practice is subject to such supervision and controls as the

Responsible Engineer considers appropriate in the circumstances
e) may be registered in a local Engineering Technologists association.

Final Drawings for the purposes of this document and the approval matrix are as
follows:

a) IFC — issued for construction
b) IFB — issued for bid or standard drawings that are intended for use in fabrication /

construction
c) Any subsequent drawings after release of the above drawings

A Professional Engineer or otherwise qualified person who is not a TransCanada core
(permanent) employee and is engaged in the Practice of Engineering under
TransCanada’s Permit to Practice or who is engaged in the Practice of Engineering for
TransCanada, when the engineering work is completed “in house”.

An Engineering Document issued for tender. Should be signed, (stamped), and dated
by the Responsible Engineer/RPT only if considered “final” and/or will be used for
construction.

An Engineering Document issued for construction. Should be signed, (stamped), and
dated by the Responsible Engineer/RPT.
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Manager /Discipline An individual responsible for ensuring the engineering work processes conform with
Leader TransCanada practices, procedures, engineering standards, due diligence and Health,

Safety, Environment and Risk requirements. Also accountable for ensuring that
personnel carrying out those processes are qualified to do so for the location where the
work is to be implemented.

Permit Holder A corporation, partnership or other entity that holds a Permit to Practice pursuant to the
(Alberta) Alberta Act. (Section 5, Ref. 6, Appendix A)

Permit Number TransCanada’s assigned number under the Alberta Engineering, Geological and

Permit to Practice

Practice of
Engineering

Professional Engineer

Project Manager

Project Scoping
Documents

Project Team

Geophysical Professions Act. TransCanada’s defined scope of engineering under this
permit is: the prepare designs, specifications and plans, conduct evaluation and make
recommendations for the construction, inspection, maintenance and operation of natural
gas transmission and power generation facilities. When placed on Engineering
documents shall appear as “APEGGA P07l00” and shall be applied whenever an
Alberta Professional Member’s stamp is applied

The authority to engage in the Practice of Engineering as represented by a permit
certificate issued by the local state or provincial authority. This is only relevant in
certain jurisdictions such as Alberta.

Engineering work as defined in this document.

For the Practice of Engineering where the work is performed or when Engineering
Documents are required to be stamped, signed and dated for:

Alberta: An individual who holds a certificate of registration to engage in the Practice
of Engineering under the Act. (Section 5, Ref. 5, Act, Section l(r)).

Other Provinces and States: As defined in the appropriate jurisdiction’s act or
regulations

An individual accountable for overall management of the project scope, cost, quality
and schedule. Responsible for ensuring that the combination of approved documents
comprising the total project reflects the scope. Responsible for ensuring that file copies
of Engineering Documents are maintained as required.

A document developed by the project team which defines the scope ofwork, operating
philosophy and design parameters for a project. Scoping documents include Design
Concept Manuals (DCM), Design Basis Memorandums (DBM) and Front End
Engineering Design (FEED).

The individuals assigned to a project. The team will involve all required personnel
including, but not limited to, design, procurement, construction, risk management, land
and community.
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RecordDrawing As-Built/Construction drawings produced by TransCanada that record engineering
changes during construction. These drawings are considered to be documents that a
professional member created to record design changes for which he or she is accepting
responsibility and have to be reviewed and approved accordingly.

Responsible Member For practice in Alberta, the Responsible Engineer authorized in the Permit to Practice

Responsible Engineer

Specifications

Standard Design

Standard Design
Addendum

4

4. 1

4.1.1

(Professional Engineer) to assume accountability for TransCanada’s permit held in
accordance with the Alberta Act. The Responsible Member is accountable for quality
control procedures to reasonably preclude errors or omissions in the technical content,
resulting in a complete and accurate Engineering Document. Outside of Alberta,
Responsible Members have the same accountability, but are not registered with
APEGGA.

The Responsible Engineer is the Professional Engineer, or person otherwise qualified
by code or regulation to perform engineering tasks, professionally and legally
accountable for quality control procedures to reasonably preclude errors or omissions in
the technical content, resulting in a complete and accurate Engineering Document.

A TransCanada Engineering Document which describes the technical requirements of a
product or service, and may include the minimum requirements for design,
manufacture, qualification, inspection and testing of an end product. Specifications can
be site specific or a company standard that has pre approval by TransCanada as it
pertains to this Practice.

A pre-engineered design of a component, assembly or system that requires completion
of site specific work and confirmation that the standard design and scope applies, prior
to use in a project. Includes approved, signed, (and stamped) Engineering Documents.
These documents do not have to be resigned when they are reused.

A proj ect/site specific modification to a Standard Design.

DESCRIPTIONS

Policies, Guidelines / Principles

A Manager / Discipline Leader shall be responsible for ensuring the engineering work processes
conform to TransCanada practices, procedures, engineering standards, due diligence, health,
safety, environment and risk requirements. They are accountable for ensuring that personnel
carrying out those processes are competent and qualified to do so for the location where the work
is to be implemented.

The Designer shall undertake only work that they are competent to perform by virtue of training
and experience.

All "final" engineering work shall be reviewed by a Design Discipline Checker, in accordance
with Appendix A — Approval Matrix for Engineering Documents. This independent check shall
be conducted on the portions of the design that relate to the Design Discipline Checker's technical
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The Project Manager shall organize or lead an interdisciplinary check (IDC), as applicable, for
the “final” engineering work prepared by all relevant engineering disciplines.

All Engineering Documents that are complete and ready for use must be signed, (stamped) and
dated in accordance with Section 4.2 (Requirements for Stamps and Signatures) and Appendix A
— Approval Matrix for Engineering Documents.

The Responsible Engineer shall be accountable for and accept professional responsibility for the
work as indicated by the signing and dating of the Engineering Documents. Signing and dating a
document as the Responsible Engineer without stamping shall be considered equivalent to the
Responsible Engineer applying their stamp, signing and dating. In the case ofwork prepared by
others, the Responsible Engineer shall ensure supervision and control of the Designer is adequate
such that they can accept professional responsibility for the work.

The Responsible Engineer shall only accept professional responsibility for portions of the work
that relate to their technical training and area of expertise with respect to the location where the
work is to be implemented. The Responsible Engineer may be registered in any province or state.
However, for work on non federally regulated systems or facilities, the Responsible Engineer
shall be registered with the appropriate engineering body.

The Responsible Member shall be accountable for quality control procedures and ensure that
quality is managed by implementing the TransCanada’s Professional Practice Management Plan
(PPMP) and the requirements of this document. The quality control procedures shall be such as
to reasonably preclude errors or omissions in the technical content, resulting in a complete and
accurate Engineering Document. For work in Alberta, the Responsible Member shall be a
Professional Engineer authorized in TransCanada’s Permit to Practice to assume accountability
for the permit.

Quality assurance shall be documented on the "final" engineering work through sign-off as
identified by the accountabilities and responsibilities in Appendix A — Approval Matrix for
Engineering Documents.

Approval of As-Built Drawings indicates the Engineering Revisions documented during
construction meet the applicable design requirements.

Approval of Record Drawings indicates that all information relating to Engineering Revisions
provided by a third party not under the approvers direction, supervision or control, has been
accurately recorded on the drawings. Prior to approval the approver shall establish that a third
party Professional Engineer is taking professional responsibility for Engineering Revisions
recorded on the drawing.
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4.2

4.2.1

4.2.2

4.3

4.3.1

Requirements for Stamps and Signatures

Signatures and Stamps for Federally Regulated Systems (See Appendix B)

a) The Drafter, Drafting Checker, Designer and Design Discipline Checker initial in the
appropriate locations on the Engineering Document.

b) The Responsible Engineer must sign with a full signature; indicate their professional
designation and date. Stamping of documents is not required. Such authentication
indicates that professional responsibility is being taken for the document and shall be
considered equivalent to the Responsible Engineer applying their stamp, signing and dating.

c) The Project Manager initials in the appropriate location on the Engineering Document.

Notes:

1) Many of TransCanada’s facilities are federally regulated and therefore specific provincial and
state engineering stamps are not required. However, all work will be governed by
management systems as defined in this document, including qualifying elements. The
signing and dating by the Responsible Engineer indicates that professional responsibility is
being taken for the document and shall be considered equivalent to the Responsible Engineer
applying their stamp, signing and dating. The engineer may apply their stamp should they so
desire.

2) Some Engineering Documents for the federally regulated pipeline systems may require
stamps to obtain permits or approvals from provincial jurisdictions (traditionally for
development, building and drainage type permits). The Responsible Engineer, a provincially
or state registered Engineer or Technologist licensed to complete this type ofwork, shall
apply the relevant provincial or state engineering stamp, sign and date and take professional
responsibility for the document in accordance with the provincial Act, Regulations, By-Laws
and the intent of any related published guidelines for that province or state.

Signatures and Stamps for Non Federally Regulated Entities (See Appendix B)

a) The Drafter, Drafting Checker, Designer and Design Discipline Checker initial in the
appropriate locations on the Engineering Document.

b) The Responsible Engineer must apply their stamp, sign with a full signature and date.
Registration in the appropriate jurisdiction and stamping of documents is required.

c) The Project Manager initials in the appropriate location on the Engineering Document.

Notes:

1) In jurisdictions where it is necessary to obtain a Permit to Practice (or equivalent) in order to
carry out engineering work on state or provincially regulated facilities, the Permit number or
stamp must appear in proximity to the professional members stamp depending on the
requirements of the specific jurisdiction. Note, for Alberta a permit stamp is not required,
only the permit number.

Professional Practice and Use of Professional Seal or Stamp

Where Engineering Documents are required to be stamped as indicated above, the Responsible
Engineer shall be accountable for ensuring that they are complying with the Acts, Regulations
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Limitations on the accuracy of preliminary Engineering Documents may exist; therefore those
documents should not be signed (and stamped). Instead, preliminary Engineering Documents
should be marked “Preliminary — Not for Construction”. Issue for Bid (IFB) documents should be
signed, (stamped), and dated only if they are considered complete and/or will be used for
construction.

All signatures (and stamps) shall be manually applied to engineering documents.

REFERENCES AND ADDITIONAL RELEVANT MATERIAL

The Practice of Engineering shall comply with the current edition of the following as well as
other relevant documents (as applicable):

1. TransCanada Workplace Policies — Code of Business Ethics

2. TransCanada Engineering Professional Practice Management Plan (PPMP)

3. The Engineering, Geological and Geophysical Professions Act, Regulations and By-Laws
(APEGGA)

4. Professional Standards for Authenticating Professional Documents (APEGGA)

5. Professional Practice - A Guideline (APEGGA)

6. Environmental Practice — A Guideline (APEGGA)

7. Guideline for the Use of Computer Software Tools by Professional Engineers and the
Development of Computer Software Affecting Public Safety or Welfare (Association of
Professional Engineers Ontario)

8. TransCanada internal Quality Management System documents.
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APPENDIX A: APPROVAL MATRIX FOR ENGINEERING DOCUMENTS

C

. D
'

. .
Engineering Document Drafter IC):-‘itétlilég Designer Dis:is[l§i'i1e C(1’G:tl::c:0n nlgggjaecgr RE5P‘f“5“"°

Checker g g ngmeer

Engineering Design Standards R R A

Standard Designs R R A

Project Scoping Documents

Note 7 R R A Note 7

Final Drawings

(Standard Designs or Site Specific) R R R R R* A
Note 8

Project Specifications

Note 9 R R R* A

Project Data Sheets
R R A

Note 10 Notes 1,2
Design Notes / Calculations

R R N/A
Note 11 Note 3

Studies, Reports and Manuals

Note 12
R R R* A

Engineering Revisions
Note 13

R R R R R** R* A

As-Built Drawings
** A

Note 14
R R R

Note 5

Record Drawings R R R N(;::
6

Direction

Note 15 R A

TOPS/Procedures

Note 16 R A
Control Software

ANote 4

Engineering Software (Creation)
R ANote 17

A = Accountable

R = Responsible

Individual who is ultimately accountable for the task. Full signature and date is required as well as a stamp if
required in Section 4.2.
Individual(s) who performs the task and initials the Engineering Document.

R* = Responsible Individual(s) who ensures the combination of documents reflects the scope and verifies this by initialing the
Engineering Document. Not required for Standard Designs.

R** = Responsible Individual(s) who ensures that changes during construction including Engineering Revisions are accurately
recorded and verifies this by initialing the redline marked up prints.
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APPROVAL MATRIX FOR ENGINEERING DOCUMENTS NOTES:

1.

Lo.)

10.

Data Sheets that do not involve the Practice of Engineering are not signed (or stamped) as the
responsibility for design and manufacturing of the final engineering product resides with others. Data
Sheets involving the Practice of Engineering to specify the final product are to be signed (and
stamped) to ensure the design parameters indicated in the data align with the calculations prepared or
reviewed by the Responsible Engineer to specify the final product.

When multiple Data Sheets are packaged together, a cover sheet may be signed (and Permit Number
applied). Individual Data Sheets do not require signing (or the Permit Number applied).

Design Notes are not required to be stamped. Instead, Design Notes are an input into the final design
contained in the Engineering Documents which are to be signed (and stamped).

Includes control software development or major revisions to existing control software. Major
revisions can be defined as changes that significantly alter the existing design. The management of
changes shall adhere to the principles and procedures laid out in the "Guidelines for Software
Management" document in use throughout Engineering and the Regions. The professional’s
stamp/signature shall be affixed to a copy of the revision log sheet as detailed in the above document.
A copy of the software should be attached to the copy of the revision log sheet and stored for future
reference. Quality assurance is achieved via testing/ commissioning. NTD: The US TOP may
require update to meet this requirement.

Designer’s initial, Responsible Engineer’ s signature (and stamp) and permit number (or stamp as
applicable) are not required for an As-Built Drawing if there are no Engineering Revisions to the
preceding drawing that was signed (stamped) and dated for construction purposes. If an As-Built
Drawing contains Engineering Revisions it may be considered a Record Drawing.

A TransCanada Responsible Engineer's signature (stamp) and permit number (or stamp as applicable)
should be applied to a Record Drawing and the project manager must initial the drawing as per
Section 4.1.11.

Project Scoping documents that require approval, signature and possible stamp by the Professional
Person are those that incorporate engineering calculations or other information based on engineering
knowledge, skill or judgment in which the public takes a trust. Examples may include some Design
Concept Manuals or Design Basis Memorandum depending on their complexity.

All Final Drawings are a record of engineering work and will be approved as per the approval matrix.

Specifications will follow the requirements of the approval matrix if the development of the
specification requires the application of scientific principles to develop new or revised requirements
for equipment, materials or processes. A specification to replace a piece of equipment with a “like
kind” replacement is not an engineering specification and does not need to follow the requirements of
the approval matrix.

Data Sheets that document engineering decisions, calculations, or other information based on
engineering knowledge, skill or judgment in which the public takes a trust shall follow the approval
requirements shown in the approval matrix.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Design Notes that include assumptions that form the basis of a design shall follow the requirements of
the approval. Any original design calculations will also follow the requirements of the approval
matrix.

Engineering Studies, Reports and Manuals shall follow the approval requirements of the approval
matrix only if they document engineering aspects as defined elsewhere in the matrix.

Engineering revisions shall follow the requirements of the approval matrix if the revision impacts the
safety of the construction activities, or will be placed into service before approval of the As-Built
Drawing.

As Built Drawings document the final state of the facility and as such shall be approved as per the
approval matrix. Only those drawings documenting engineering aspects of a project need to be as-
built for this purpose; however drawings that facilitate maintenance may also be as-built.

When direction is given to other people that involves aspects of engineering as described elsewhere in
the approval matrix, a description of the direction should be generated, approved as per the matrix
requirements and properly archived.

TOPS and procedures that contain aspects of engineering as described elsewhere in the approval
matrix shall be reviewed and approved as per the matrix requirements. TOPS that contain
engineering content are specifically identified.

The creation or modification of Engineering Software shall be reviewed and approved as per the
matrix requirements. Engineering Software is a tool that automates engineering calculations or
analysis for routine use. Routine use of the software is not usually considered and engineering
function but is still subject to suitable quality assurance requirements.
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APPENDIX B: APPROVED DRAWING BORDER SAMPLES

a) Approved Drawing Border for Federally Regulated Systems:
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b) Approved Drawing Border for non Federally Regulated Systems:
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Note: The appropriate state or provincial stamp and permit number (if applicable) shall be substituted for
the Alberta stamp and number shown in the example above.

APPENDIX C: SUPERVISION AND CONTROL

In the practice of Engineering it is normal for Professional Engineers and Technologists to rely on the
work or information prepared by others. A good guideline for this situation can be found in the APEGGA
document “Guideline for Relying on Work Prepared by Others”.

Library: EDMS - General Page 15 of 15
Item ID: 003672108 Effective Date: 2008/01/11
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450 - 1st Street, S.W.

Calgary, Alberta, Canada TZP 5H1

Tel: (403) 920.7838
Fax: (403) 920.2357
E-mail: Kevin_thrasher@transcanadacom

October 5, 2010

Filed via Fax
National Energy Board
444 Seventh Avenue S.W.

Calgary, Alberta
T2P OX8

Attention: Ms. Anne-Marie Erickson, Secretary of the Board

Dear Ms. Erickson:

Re: TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP Ltd. (“Keystone”)
Cushing Expansion Project (“Project”)
Order XO—T241-07-2008 (“XO-T241-07-2008”)
Leave to Open Application (“LTO Application”) for Pump Station 06 (“PS-06”) at
Lakesend, Alberta and LTO Application for Pump Station 08 (“PS-08”) at Oyen,
Alberta
NEB File: OF-Fac-Oil-T241-2007-01 01

Further to Keystone’s September 17, 2010 letter to the National Energy Board (“Board” ),
Keystone provides the following explanation with regard to its request to Withdraw the LTO
Applications for PS-06 and PS-08 from consideration by the Board. On September 10, 2010,
Keystone filed LTO Applications for PS-06 (NEB Filing ID: A26226) and PS-08 (NEB Filing
ID: A26228) as part of its Board requirements to commence operations on the Project authorized
under Order XO—T24l-07-2008. After filing the LTO Applications, Keystone became aware of a
verification issue relating to the pressure testing data and materials (“Data”) that were filed with
those applications.

More specifically, the Leave to Open Declarations (“Declaration”) that are included in
Keystone’s LTO Applications generally state that, “This Declaration document has been
prepared pursuant to Guide T of the NEB Filing Manual. . .”. In turn, Guide T (also set out under
Onshore Pipeline Regulations, 1 999, section 25) directs that applicants are to confirm that
pressure testing was performed under the direct supervision of a company representative. On
September 16, 2010, Keystone confirmed that a company representative was, in fact, not present
during off-site quality assurance hydrostatic testing relating to fabrication and welding ofpipe
components that were to be installed at PS-06 and PS-08. The company representative inspector
(“CR”) that was responsible for oversight and verification of this testing, which is commonly
referred to as “shop testing”, had mistakenly delegated his responsibilities to a Certified
Engineering Technologist (“CET”) and qualified inspector who was not, technically, a
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representative of Keystone. Keystone’s primary contractor for constructing pump unit additions
in the Project is Whaler Industrial Contracting Inc. (“Whaler”) and their fabrication sub-
contractor responsible for producing pipe components for PS-06 and PS-08 is Rambler
Fabrication Inc. (“Rambler”). The CR had requested that the CET, an employee of Whaler,
verify the fabrication and hydrostatic testing of the components that were being constructed by
Rambler while he was attending to some other of his Project responsibilities. The Whaler
employee to whom the CR delegated inspection responsibility, in addition to being a CET, is an
API Pressure Vessel Inspector as well as a Certified Welding Inspector. Keystone informs the
Board that, prior to commencing construction of the Project, all Keystone inspectors were given
thorough training on Keystone inspection procedures and were specifically instructed to follow
Keystone’s Hydrostatic Test Specification 017617-4000-46ES-0005 (“Specification”). Under
the Specification, section 3.2, “All testing operations shall be performed under the direct
supervision of the TCPL’s representative or qualified inspector.” It is Keystone’s understanding
that the CR believed that the oversight and verification of the hydrostatic shop testing had to be
undertaken by a qualified inspector but was not aware that the overseer must also be a company
representative. Unfortunately, the Project Manager for PS-O6 and PS-08 was not aware of this
oversight when he signed the Declaration for the LTO Applications, which were originally filed
with the Board on September 10, 2010.

Immediately following the discovery of this issue, Keystone took steps to rectify the situation,
requesting the withdrawal of the LTO Applications from Board consideration on September 17,
2010, and reviewed its instruction procedures for its inspectors. Most importantly, Keystone
informed the Board that it would be undertaking new hydrostatic testing at PS-06 and PS-08 for
all components that were not tested in the presence of a Keystone company representative.

Subsequent to discovery of this issue, Keystone has instructed all of its CRs that the
Specification must align with the Guide T requirement for a company representative to be
present for all testing. The Specification means that a company representative or company
representative that is a qualified inspector must be present for all hydrostatic testing.
Additionally, Keystone has confirmed that all CRS responsible for overseeing hydrostatic testing
relating to the construction of any facilities authorized by XO-T24l—07-2008, personally
witnessed the hydrostatic testing carried out either in the field or at fabrication shops. This
hydrostatic testing includes all of the new pump stations or additional pump units for stations
previously authorized. Keystone has further confirmed that CR5 will be present for any future
hydrostatic testing that will be undertaken for new construction authorized under XO-T241 -07-
2008.

Keystone trusts that the above explanation and go-forward strategy addresses any outstanding
matters concerning its request to withdraw its LTO Applications for PS-06 and PS-08. Please
note that, as indicated previously, new pressure testing for PS-06 and PS-08 for affected piping
has been completed and will be re—filed with the LTO Applications for those facilities under
section 47 of the National Energy Board Act, R.S.C. 1985, c-N—7 and subject to the conditions
prescribed by XO-T241-07-2008. Supporting Data for the LTO Applications will be compliant
with Guide T of the Board’s Filing Manual. The LTO Applications for PS-O6 and PS-08 will be
filed separate from this submission and no later than October 8, 2010.
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Should the Board have any additional questions, please contact Kevin Thrasher at (403) 920-
7838 (kevin_thrasher@transcanada.com). Alternatively, you may contact Mark Manning at
(403) 920-6098 (mark_manning@transcanada.com).

Yours truly,

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP Ltd.

Kevin Thrasher
Senior Legal Counsel
Law and Regulatory Research
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1 Introduction

1.1 About T:-ansCanada and the Alberta System

1.1.! TransCanada

TransCanada Corporation is a leading North American energy company focused on natural
gas transmission, power generation, and gas marketing services. The company operates
approximately 59,000 km (36,500 miles) ofwholly owned pipeline with interest in another
7800 km (4800 mi), transporting a daily volume of roughly 15 billion cubic feet within
Canada, the United States, and Mexico.

TransCanada owns and operates three main pipelines in Canada:
- The Alberta System (also occasionally referred to by its historic legal name NOVA

Gas Transmission Limited or NGTL)
- The Canadian Mainline
' Foothills Pipeline

The company also operates the Trans Quebec & Maritimes Pipeline.

This audit report addresses the Alberta System only and was prepared for TransCanada on
behalf ofNOVA Gas Transmission Limited.

1.1.2 The Alberta System

The Alberta System is a 23,500 kilometre (14,100 miles) pipeline network that gathers
natural gas for use both in Alberta and for delivery to provincial border points for export to

North American markets. It is one of the largest systems in North America and gathers 66
per cent of the natural gas produced in Western Canada. A map of the Alberta System is
presented in Appendix 1.

1.2 Assignment Background

Prior to 2009, TransCanada’s Alberta System was ‘provincially regulated by the Alberta
Utilities Commission (AUC). In June of 2008 TransCanada applied to the National
Energy Board (NEB) to effect recognition that the Alberta System is by law properly
within Canadian federal jurisdiction and subject to regulation by the Board as part of a
single federal undertaking. On April 15, 2009, the NFB issued Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity GC—1 13 (the ‘‘Certificate’’) for the continued operation of the

Alberta System under federal jurisdiction. The Certificate was issued pursuant to the
Board’s determinations in Decision GH—5-2008 and was effective on April 29, 2009. The

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 1/25/2010 Page I
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Alberta System on that date ceased to be under provincial jurisdiction, came under federal
jurisdiction, and is now subject to regulation by the Board.

Condition 10 of the Certificate required TransCanada to engage a third party auditor to
undertake an audit of the Alberta System within nine months of the effective date of the
Certificate. In October 2009, VTransCanada' engaged Pricewaterhousecoopers LLP
(“PWC”) as the third party auditor.

1.3 Objective

The primary objective of the audit was to evaluate the implementation and effectiveness of
the compliance management processes and systems within the Alberta System designed to
achieve the goals of the Onshore Pipeline Regulations (1999) and other NEB
requirements.

1.4 Scope

1.4.1 Organizational scope

Our audit was limited to the Alberta System. The Alberta System does not include the
company’s natural gas storage facilities near Edson, Alberta, or the Foothills Pipeline.

1.4.2 Regulatory Compliance Scope

The audit focused on the company’s management systems and processes and evaluated
those systems in the context of their effectiveness in achieving compliance with the
following Acts, Regulations, and other NEB related requirements:

I National Energy Board Onshore Pipeline Requirements, 1999
I National Energy Board Pipeline Crossing Regulations Part II, 1988
I National Energy Board All—company letter — Security and Emergency;

Preparedness and Response Programs, dated April 24, 2002
I National Energy Board Proposed Regulatory Change 2006-1 — Pipeline; Security

Management Programs, dated May 24, 2006
I Canadian Standards Association Z662-07 — Oil and Gas Pipelines
I Canada Labour Code Part II, Jan 2008

I Canada Occupational Health & Safety Regulations, 2009
I Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999

I Environmental Emergency Regulations, 2003
I National Fire Code, 2005

PricewarerlzauseCoopers LLP 1/25/2010 Page 2
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I National Building Code, 2005

I Other federal regulations as applicable
I Selected provincial requirements where applicable

1.4.3 Functional Scope

The audit covered a number of functional areas within TransCanada. Responsibility for

worker performance within certain areas such as workplace safety and environmental

protection ofien spanned numerous levels and groups within the organization, whereas

managerial responsibility and accountability tended to rest with certain departments and

groups both in the field and at head office. The key functional areas were:

I 0&E Project Management
0 Pipeline Projects
0 Project Facilities

I Engineering and Asset Reliability

0 Asset strategy and integrity

Pipeline integrity
Employee development
Integrated public awareness
Materials and standards

0 Facilities reliability — electrical, control, mechanical, and civil engineering
I Security

0 Physical security (gas control)

0 Cyber security {SCADA environment)
I Community, Safety & Environment

o Environmental protection
0 Workplace safety
0 Emergency preparedness and response

0 Land services
I Canadian Pipeline Operations Compliance

o Regulatory monitoring
C: Incident management & reporting

o Operational audits
Regulatory services

I Business management services

0000

1.5 Audit Criteria

Our audit criteria consisted of a combination of the following:
I The requirements set out in the ISO 14001 Standard for Environmental

Management Systems. Because the scope of the audit extended beyond just

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 1/25/2010 Page 3
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environment, the ISO requirements were adapted to be more generic and applicable
to the functional areas listed in 1.4.3.

I Selected sections and clauses set out in the Acts, regulations, and codes listed in
1.4.2. Although the sections and clauses were ultimately chosen based on their
relevance to TransCanada’s operations and the practical constraints of the audit, an
effort was made to ensure that the key requirements of the Onshore Pipeline
Regulations 1999 and the recent NEB letters of notification were covered.

1.6 Methodology

Our audit was conducted in accordance with the ISO _I90l1 Guidelines for Auditing
Management Systems. As such, our audit consisted of three main stages: planning,
information collection, and reporting.

1.6.] Planning

The planning stage ofthe audit consisted of several key steps, as follows:

I Introductory meeting with our TransCanada contacts to confirm the background
and context of the audit, as well as the audit objectives, scope, criteria and timeline
for completion

I Development of audit protocols. We developed two sets of audit protocols: an
Interview and Document Review Guide for use primarily at head office, and a Site
Inspection Guide for use at the field level. These protocols were submitted to the
NEE for their review and comment prior to commencement of the audit as per the
agreement between TransCanada and NEB.

I A one-hour kick off meeting and presentation to approximately twenty
TransCanada personnel at TransCanada Corporate Office to review the audit
objectives, scope, criteria and timeline.

I Assembly of the audit team and assignment of roles and responsibilities
I Scheduling of the document review, interviews, and field visits
I A meeting between representatives from the NEB, TransCanada, and PwC on

November 10 to discuss the audit objectives and process, the timeline, and the final
deliverables.

1.6.2 Infonnation Collection

The information collection stage consisted of the following key steps:

I We interviewed approximately 75 TransCanada personnel at head office and at
selected regional/area offices. The list of interviewees is presented in Appendix 2.

Prr'cewa!erI1ouseCoopers LLP 1/25/2010 Page 4
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I We reviewed a large sample of TransCanada internal documents and records (both

hardcopy and electronic), including but not limited to program descriptions,

operating procedures, and routine performance reports. A list of these documents is

presented in Appendix 3. v

I We reviewed, where applicable, TransCanada’s electronic databases, information

repositories, reporting systems, and other intranet-enabled tools.
I We visited a sample ofTransCanada field offices, operating sites, and rights ofway

vantage points. The field visits included a combination of interviews, document

reviews, and site inspections. A summary list of the sites visited isspresented in

Appendix 4.
A

I We held daily meetings with our TransCanada Audit Project Lead to review issues

and concerns identified during each day’s interviews and to discuss next steps.

1.6.3 Reporting

This report contains the key observations and conclusions from our audit. We have

endeavoured to provide a fair and balanced view of the areas of strength and opportunities

for improvement in TransCanada’s management systems and processes. Neither

TransCanada nor the NEB specified a format for our report.

Several draft reports were submitted to TransCanada for review starting in late December

2009. The goal of these reviews was to ensure that the report contained no factual errors or

omissions. All final conclusions and judgments based on the audit evidence collected are

the responsibility of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP.

1.7 Audit Team

The audit team comprised seven experienced PwC auditors and one external contractor

retained by PWC. Team members were selected on the basis of their management systems

and audit experience and familiarity with energy company operations. The team members

are listed below. All are PWC staff except where noted.
I

*PhD, P.Bio1., CEA — Project Manager and Overall Lead Auditor

B.Sc., M.Ec., EMSLA — Audit Team Member

5 B So. — Audit Team Member

P.Eng., M.E.Des., EMSA —— Audit Team Member

Jitsornm. — Audit Team Member

B Sc. -— Audit Team Member

L !;B.Sc., MBA — Audit Team Member

_ j P.Eng. (contractor) ~ Pipeline Engineering Specialist and Audit

Team Member
it

s.19(1)
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1.8 Limitations

Although we visited a sample of Transcanada operations, we did not visit all sites.
Although we believe our sample of sites to be sufficiently representative from an audit
perspective, we cannot be responsible for identifying weaknesses in the management
processes at operations we did not visit.

The scope and nature of our assessment, including the selection of sample sites, were
defined with and agreed upon with the TransCanada Audit Project Lead. Had we
performed additional procedures, visited other sites, or visited the selected sites at other
times, other matters might have come to our attention. Our report has been prepared based
on the information made available to us. We have not audited or verified the source
documentation (e.g., documents provided to us), except as otherwise noted. We have no
means to determine the completeness of the information provided to us during interviews
or the impact of any undisclosed material facts on our comments.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 1/25/2010 Page 6
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2 Summary of Key Findings

During our assessment we had the opportunity to make many observations on
TransCanada’s management systems and practices relevant to the audit criteria. As such,
we noted many areas of both effective management as well as areas where process
enhancements could and should be made. We have condensed these to a series of themes,
which have been grouped below into “Strengths” and “Opportunities for Improvement".
A summary of our audit observations and findings is presented for each management
system element in Section 3 of this report.

We have noted in Section 2.3 the areas where TransCanada has made or is in the process
of making management process changes as a result of the change in regulatory authority
from the AUC to the NEB.

within TransCanada’s Alberta System are the same processes used in the
company ’s other NEB regulatedpipeline operations.

Our interview and documented evidence indicates that, with few exceptions (see Section
2.3), TransCanada employs the same management programs and processes within its
Alberta System as it does in its other pipeline operations. In particular, the TransCanada
Operating Procedures (TOPS), which are relied on by management and field staff for
planning and executing operational and maintenance activities, have been intentionally
designed to meet the strictest regulatory requirements within their operating areas, and
have been implemented across the company's entire operations. All other management
processes —- for example project management, pipeline integrity, and the audit program ~

are likewise universal rather than tailored to certain regions or operations. As a result,
TransCanada management and staff have not experienced and do not anticipate any
significant program changes or difficulties as a result of the change in regulatory
authority from the AUC to the NEB.

across the company.

We noted during our interviews that management and staff had a high degree of
familiarity with OPR 99 and other NEB requirements. Numerous TransCanada staff are
in regular direct contact with the NEB on specific regulatory issues or are actively
involved in the Canadian Energy Pipelines Association working groups which regularly
meet to discuss the regulatory requirements. TransCanada's technical/engineering staff

Pricewa2‘erhauseCoopers LLP 1/25/2010 Page 7
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in particular are very familiar with the CSA Z662-07 standard, with numerous
interviewees indicating they were members of the technical committees that either wrote
the original standard or are in the process of reviewing and updating it.

2.1.3 TransC'anada ‘s management systems and programs have been specifically
designed to comply with the NEB and other regulatory requirements.

During our interviews, program managers across all the functional areas frequently
pointed to specific requirements within OPR 99 and/or the CSA Z662-07 as the basis for
their programs and procedures. Also, as mentioned in 2.1.1, the process for developing
and maintaining the TOPS involves a review of the applicable regulations in each

procedure.

2.1.4 The company has developed an extensive inspection and audit program and
culture

The company has developed a comprehensive multi-tiered program of inspections and
audits for all its operations. The program is structured as follows:

Tier 4 Third party audits and inspections conducted by third Company-wide every
parties, including regulators. Focus on regulatory 3 to 5 years
compliance and management system effectiveness.

Tier 3 HSE management system reviews conducted by Every region and
internal TransCanada teams. major facility every 2

to 3 years
Tier 2 Planned inspections and program reviews at Annually

operating facilities. “Major" inspections conducted at
all compressor stations and exports sites; “minor”
inspections conducted at a sample of smaller facilities
(e.g., meter stations).

Tier 1 Various site, pre-job, construction, and equipment Daily, Weekly,
inspections at operating facilities by site staff. Monthly

Additional information on the audit and inspection program is presented in Appendix 5.

In addition to the above, in 2007 TransCanada initiated a “Consolidated Compliance
Audit" program. The Consolidated Compliance Audits are extensive assessments of
regulatory compliance, conformance with T0Ps, and evaluation of risk management
programs at major facilities every 3 to 4 years. The consolidated audits will include a
verification of regulatory compliance and an assessment of the management systems at
the facility level on a periodic basis.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP I/25/2010 Page 8
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Interviews also indicated that the company has other specialized inspection and audit

programs, such as:
I Quality audit program for gas control operations
I Quality audits of materials and equipment suppliers to ensure engineering

specifications are met
I Project audits and inspections

All this inspection and audit activity has resulted in a strong audit “culture", in which

both management and staff rely on audits as a means of ensuring and confirming

regulatory compliance and satisfactory risk management. Numerous interviewees

indicated that our audit was the second or third one they participated in 2009.

2.1.5 The company has ‘developed a comprehensive emergency preparedness and

response program.

TransCanada developed comprehensive emergency management system that includes,

but is not restricted to the following elements:
I assignment of responsibilities regarding emergencies (i.e. coordination,

emergency call-out, media contact, perimeter control)
I process for the identification ofpotential emergencies

requirements for emergency planning zones
I requirements for all phases of an emergency, including discovery and alert,

evacuation ofpersonnel, containment and post emergency analyses
I maps of fixed facilities that show the location of medical and first aid facilities

and equipment, fire control equipment, evacuation routes, gathering points,

location and content of hazardous materials, location of emergency operations

centers
I identification of requirements for outside assistance (i.e. local fire departments,

police departments, industrial co-operatives, area mapping, hospitals)
I requirements for liaison with government and other agencies
I process for establishing emergency operation centers
I information system to record emergency data
I emergency training program and process for planning and conducting exercises

The company has documented its emergency management system within an Emergency

Management System Manual (“IMS Manual”) that is annually updated and filed with the

NEB. Site specific emergency plans are developed for TransCanada’s operational regions

and individual compressor stations and selected critical meter stations according to the

guidance provided by the IMS Manual (Section 10 Forms and Templates). These plans

include site identifiers, detailed listing of contacts (i.e. internal company emergency

contacts, provincial disaster sen/ices contacts, local emergency response agencies),

location of hazardous chemicals on site, list of residents in proximity, local emergency

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 1/25/2010 Page 9
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equipment, local hazards / natural disaster assessments, and action plans developed for
hazards identified (at minimum each site has evacuation plan, isolation and shut-off

procedure, on site spill handling and containment plan).

2.1.6 The company has developed ar comprehensivepipeline integrity program.

As part of our audit we interviewed the team responsible for the pipeline integrity
program and reviewed their program documents and procedures. The goal of this
program is to identify and prioritize potential areas of weakness within the pipeline
system and to take effective preventative maintenance actions as appropriate. We noted
that the integrity program is based on a comprehensive risk-based approach employing a

combination of risk assessment software analysis and technical review by staff. Our
pipeline engineering specialist indicated that the TraI1sCanada program was one of the
most thorough and comprehensive programs he has ever seen within the Calgary energy
industry. An overview of the TransCanada Pipeline Integrity Program is provided in
Appendix 6. As mentioned previously, the same pipeline integrity managernent program
is used within the Alberta System as within the company’s mainline operations.

2.1.7 The company has developed comprehensive processes and tools for managing
projects.

Transcanada has developed a Project Management System, consisting of 13 project
management guides by knowledge area (integration, cost, schedule, scope, quality, risk,

procurement, communication, human resources, safety, environment, regulatory,

operations), and project playbooks (compression projects, measurement projects).
Collectively these support the project manager and project team in initiating, planning,
executing and closing out projects.

TtansCauada’s approach to project management generally follows a plan-do—check—act

management system. For example:

0 As projects progress through a typical life cycle, stage gates serve as decision
points to stop or proceed, or to ensure transition to ongoing operations. Project
stage gates include deliverables and approvals.

I Predefined Project Control Levels (light, moderate, comprehensive) provide the
project team with clear expectations on the standard project controls expected for
each knowledge area during each project phase. With project team members
drawn from various parts of the company, these processes and associated tools
enhance project consistency and support understanding of how specific project
controls align with key business drivers.

0 Project oversight includes a variety of management reporting and checkpoints
such as regular project reviews, detailed and summary level reporting,

performance metric reporting, and scorecard metrics. Reporting typically

PricewaterhaureCaapers LLP 1/25/2010 Page 10
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addresses lessons learned! future opportunities and recognition/ highlights as well
as project risk management.

2.1.8 The company has developed an extensive process for managing the competency
and training requirementsforfield stafif

'l'ransCanada’s Employee Development Group has developed a comprehensive internal

program and database (the “Performance Development System” or PDS) for identifying
technical competency requirements for field staff, designing and delivering the training,
assessing knowledge, and tracking employee training. requirements and records.
Verification of training is accomplished using performance reviews and documented
skills testing. Training requirements and completion is tracked in PDS for each employee
and contractor, and the system allows audit reports to be created that show planned
training compared to completed training. Monthly reports are created by the Regional
Training Coordinator and reviewed by Transcanada management.

Approximately 15 Qualification Programs have been developed for identified high risk

Development staff and internal/extemal Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) on the topic, as
required.

2.1.9 The company hasten eflective process for monitoring and analyzing changes in
regulatory requirements and modrfizingprograms andprocedures accordingly.

TransCanada has developed a process for monitoring proposed and actual changes in
relevant regulations and government policies, reviewing and assessing these changes in
terms of impact to the company’s operations and procedures, and incorporating these
changes into their programs and procedures as appropriate.

The company has established a Legislative Monitoring Team with representatives from a
number of business areas including Field Operations and Engineering, Engineering and
Asset Reliability, Energy Operations and Community, Safety and Environment. Through
routine monitoring of applicable regulatory requirements, as well as industry best

identified. Impacts of these changes are analyzed and communicated through the
company using the Regulatory Requirement Analysis Statement. Any affected
procedures or documentation are revised and circulated for comment as appropriate, and
final revisions are completed and approved by management. Revised documentation is
issued for use with appropriate personnel notified of changes.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP I/25/2010 Page I I
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2.2 Key Opportunitiesfor Improvement‘

2.2.1 The company '3 site inspection program is not eflective.

During our field visits we noted numerous deficiencies at the operating sites, ranging

from insufficient signage to inadequate chemical and waste storage. Only at one site did
we identify a relatively high risk legacy situation — the improper installation of electrical
transformers in the basement of a compressor station (estimated to date back to the
19603). See Appendix 7 for a" detailed inventory of site visit findings.

Our findings suggest the company’s site inspection program needs to be improved. We

believe that most if not all of our findings should have been identified and addressed
during the regular internal site inspections. Based on our discussions, we do not believe
this weakness is a result of inadequate training or awareness of field staff; instead we
believe it may be a result of one or more of the following factors:

I 2
Inspection findings are not shared between sites

I Inspection findings are not aggregated to identify trends, patterns, and root causes
I Inadequate or out ofdate inspection checklists
I Site staff unable to objectively assess their own facilities, potentially resulting in

shortcutting of the inspection process or continuous oversight or “acceptance” of
deficiencies

Note: while our findings relate to a sample of Alberta System facilities, interviews
suggest that the same planned inspection process is used across all pipeline operations.

2.2.2 TransCanada’s Security Management System components does not meet all the
NEB 's requirementsforphysical securityprograms

TransCanada is currently in transition to fully comply with NEB Pipeline Security
Change Notification (2006). For example, the Notification requires that the company

implement a process of evaluating security risks to facilities and operations, including

evaluating vulnerabilities of facilities and operations. 'I‘ransCanada’s Gas Control and
'

Operations Planning groups completed the identification of critical infrastructure in 2002;
however, vulnerability of facilities and operations (physical and IT systems) was not
included at the time of assessment. TransCanada is currently establishing a new
documented process for Physical Security and Incident Reporting that addresses Security
Vulnerability Assessments and Security Reviews and Critical Facility Screening
(DRAFT —- Physical Security and Incident Reporting Procedure and Critical Facility
Screening Procedure) in response to the NEB Pipeline Security Change Notification
(2005).
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2.2.3 The NEB 's requirements for enhancements to the cyber—seeurz'ty system have not
yet beenfully addressed.

Interviews with representatives from the group responsible for design and management of
the company’s SCADA system indicated that while there are numerous programs and
initiatives in place to ensure the security of the SCADA system, the group has not yet
fully met all the requirements set out in the NEB’s Pipeline Security Change Notification,

2006. Specifically we noted:

I There is no SCADA specific security policy
I There is no formalized process for evaluating security risk regarding SCADA and

other relevant control systems implemented
I There is no comprehensive definition of what constitutes a security incident

related to process control or SCADA systems
I There are no documented roles and responsibilities regarding SCADA security

There is no formal security training defined for automation integrity staff related r

to their security responsibilities
I Security monitoring is fragmented and there is a risk ofbeing incomplete
I It is not clear what cyber—security events should be tracked in IIT, the company

preferred tool for managing physical security incidents, or by other means
I There are no key metrics defined to assist in summarizing and analyzing security

incidents

It is important to point out that the representatives from the SCADA group did indicate
that they will be embarking on an initiative in the near future to more rigorously

document their cyber—security programs for TransCanada’s power operations in the US,
and that this program will be extended at a later date to include the company’s pipeline
operations.

2.2.4 The NEB 's requirements for enhancements to the emergency preparedness and
response program have not yet beenfufly addressed

Interviews with representatives from TransCanada's Emergency Preparedness and
Response (EPR) Group and a review of associated documents indicated that while the
company has developed a comprehensive EPR program, it does not yet meet all the
requirements set out in the NEB’s All~company letter “Security & Emergency

Preparedness and Response Programs" (2002), in particular:
I The requirement to keep up-to-date, readily accessible contact lists of all persons

potentially involved in an emergency;
I The requirement to have a continuing education program for all appropriate

agencies and organizations (including all potential First Responders, i.e., fire,
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police, and medical services), and the public adjacent to the pipeline to inform
them of the location of the pipeline and the facilities, and to inform them of
potential emergency situations and emergency procedures to be followed.

I The requirement to develop, regularly review and update as required, and to
submit the emergency procedures manual and any updates that are made to it to
the Board.

Interviews with TransCanada personnel indicate that the reason for non-compliance with

these requirements is simply one ofpracticality:

9 A small portion of the company’s pipelines are located in populated areas, such as
Metro Toronto, and maintaining an up to date list of local citizens would be
impractical.

0 Because the company’s pipelines are in proximity to so many communities across
Canada, coordination of emergency response training with all possible external
emergency services providers would require TransCanada to plan, coordinate, and
evaluate approximately 1000 such training sessions per year.

-I The company annually submits its IMS - Emergency Management System

Manual to the Board. This manual provides guidance and assistance in preparing
for and responding to emergencies. The document is not a comprehensive manual
as defined by NEB All-company letter re: Security & EPR Programs (2002) as it
does not includes site specific emergency response procedures and information,
list of persons in emergency planning zones, environmental or other areas
requiring special consideration, area maps etc. To complement the IMS
document, TransCanada has developed regional and site specific emergency plans
for all major facilities, compressor stations and critical meter stations using the
“General Emergency Plan Template"; this follows the company’s internal
guidance (Emergency Management System Section 10). However, these
additional plans are not submitted and filed with the Board because of the high
number of these plans as well as confidentiality concerns around the information
provided.

Audit evidence indicates that in the past TransCanada has raised these concerns with the
NEB both directly and through the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association and these
parties have been in discussion on the best resolution.
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2.2. 5 There is a relatively large backlog ofoutstanding issues in IIT

We noted during our field visits that there is a relatively large backlog of issues in the
HT. These items consist of follow up actions from incidents and issues raised during
internal inspections and audits. We noted that some of the issues were more than twelve
months old. It is our understanding that the issues tagged as “regulatory” take priority for
attention before issues tagged as “best practice".

In our view, the relatively large accumulation of older issues is of concern for two
reasons. First, management's tolerance of the large volume of issues, over time, sends a
message that delayed action on issues is acceptable. Second, a lack of timely action on
identified deficiencies can jeopardize a “due diligence" defence in the event of an issue-
related incident in the future.

There are at least four potential factors that could be contributing to the large backlog of
issues:

I ‘
clear‘ guidelines for the management of the backlog, including target tolerances
(quantity of issues, types of issues, and length of time outstanding), assignment of
accountabilities, escalation of outstanding issues, and timely retirement of issues,
have not been established

I overloading of the issue identification process because of the relatively high
number of internal inspections and audits

I insufficient resources (e.g., people, budget, etc) at the field level to handle the
volume of requests

I the management of change process is deficient in that accountability for action
items is not transferred when there is an organizational or personnel change

We also noted that TransCanada has not established formal procedures for monitoring
and management of the IIT backlog in order to help ensure items are resolved
appropriately and in a timely manner. Such procedures could include guidance on
management’s expectations on resolving backlog issues, and escalating or removing
long-standing issues.

2.2.6 Consolidation ofexemptions and waiversfrom regulatory requirements

During our interviews we noted that TransCanada occasionally negotiates unique
interpretations, exemptions, and waivers to certain regulatory requirements with the NEB
and other regulatory stakeholders during projects and operational changes. It is our
understanding that representatives from numerous TransCanada departments provide
advice and input into the negotiations, but the final agreement is maintained with the
specific project or operations file. This creates a risk that these agreements could be
misplaced or forgotten during organizational changes. We suggest that copies of these
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agreements be maintained in a central file in the Regulatory Services or the Legal
Department to ensure they are always readily available in a timely manner.

2.3 Management Process Changes Resultingfrom the Shift to NEE Regulation

Although we noted that most of the company's management processes are unaffected by
the change in regulatory authority from the AUC to the NEB, during our audit we noted
several areas where TransCanada has modified or is in the process of modifying its
management processes and procedures. The interviewees indicated that these changes
have or are being addressed by the company’ internal specialists through the company’s
regulatory change management processes.

2.3.1 Incident reporting changes

All right~of-way related incidents — e.g., unauthorized excavations by third parties,
pipeline exposures, identified leaks, etc — formerly reported to the AUC will now be
reported first to the Transportation Safety Board and the NEB. Interviews with relevant
Transcanada personnel indicate that the changes have been made to the company’s
documented reporting process. Incidents involving employee injuries will still be
reported to Alberta Labour, and incidents resulting in impairment to the environment will
still be reported to Alberta Environment.

2.3.2 Application of “Safety Zone” in Alberta

Under the AUC regulation, TransCanada required that all third parties (including
landowners) must notify the company of any cultivation deeper than 45 cm (18 inches),
or any ground disturbance (excavating, digging, trenching, drilling) deeper than 30 cm,
and within 30 metres of the actual pipe. Under the NEB, Transcanada must require all
third parties to notify the company of all activities or ground disturbances (excavating,
digging, trenching, drilling) deeper than 30 cm (1 foot),and/or blasting, on or within 30
metres (98 feet) of the edge of the pipeline right-of-way (the “safety” zone). TransCanada
has initiated a program to communicate this information to all A1berta—based landowners
affected by TransCanada’s right-of-way.

2.3.3 Boiler safety

The Alberta Boiler Safety Association (ABSA), under authority of the Alberta
government, required that all provincially regulated companies meet the ABSA Safety
Code and associated requirements, including the requirement to be inspected by a
qualified external inspector once per year. TransCanada’s pressurized vessels specialists
are in discussion with the province to see whether these requirements remain in place
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now that the pipeline system is under NEB authority. Transcanada owns and operates
many pressurized vessels inciuding boilers, air compressors, and pressure relief valves.

2.3.4 Storage/process tanks

TransCanada has approximately 1500 above and underground “process tanks” installed at
its meter stations in Alberta. These tanks are approx 1.2 ms in size and are designed to
collect scrubbed liquids from the natural gas stream received from suppliers. When the
Alberta System was under AUC authority, these tanks were required to meet the Energy
Resources Conservation Board’s (ERCB) Directive 55: Storage Requirements for the
Upstream Petroleum Industry, not Alberta Environment’s Waste Control Regulation
192/96. TransCanada has since determined that Waste Control Regulation 192/96 does
not apply to the Alberta meter stations, because OPR 1999, Section 11(0) clearly gives
federal oversight of these tanks to the NEB, as it states that a station (including meter
stations) must be equipped with facilities for the containment, handling and disposal of
wastes incidental to the station’s operations.

‘
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3 Summary of Observations and Findings by Management
Element

3. 1 Our Assessment Criteria

Our prime audit objective was to evaluate the implementation and effectiveness of the
management systems and TransCanada has implemented to ensure regulatory compliance
within the Alberta System. For this reason, we used the ISO 14001 (2004) Standard for
Environmental Management Systems as our core evaluation criteria. We chose ISO 14001 for
several reasons:

I It is the foundation for TransCanada’s Health, Safety and Environmental management
system.

I It is the basis for the NEB’s Safety and Environmental Management System.
I It is widely recognized within Canada and internationally as a robust management

system standard.

The management elements within the’ISO’14i00”lstandard are:

Corporate Policy
Aspects/Risk Identification
Legal and Other Requirements
Objectives, Targets and Programs
Resources, Roles, Responsibility and Authority
Competence, Training and Awareness
Communication
Documentation

Control of Documents
Operational Control

Emergency Preparedness and Response
’
Monitoring and Measurement
Evaluation of Compliance
Nonconformity, Corrective Action and Preventive Action
Control of Records

Internal Audit
Management Review

We adapted the guidance set out in the ISO 14001 Standard to make it applicable to other
functional areas besides environmental management.
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3.2 Assessment Results

The following sections set our key audit findings and observations for each management
element using the following template:

Management Element

ISO 14001 Guidance (adapted)
Adaptation ofthe requirements in ISO 14001 so that they apply to the otherfimctional areas in addition

to enviranmentai management.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit:
I The specific regulations (including sections and subsections) referenced in our audit protocols and

incorporated into our interviews, document reviews, and site visits

Auditor observations

Strengths I Observations ofeffective management practices identified during the audit

Opportunities for I Areas identified during the audit where TransCanada could enhance its management
improvement practices. Wherethese relate to specific regulatory requirements, citations are

provided; otherwise they are identified as “voluntary management practice".

3.2.1 Corporate Policy
'

ISO 1400] Guidance (adapted)
Tap management shall define the organization's policies and ensure that, within the definedscope of its
management systems, the policies

:1) are appropriate to the nature. scale and impacts ofits activities, products andservices,

b) include a commitment to continual improvement andprevention ofpollution,

c) include a commitment to comply with applicable Iegai requirements and with other requirements to
which the organization subscribes which relate to its aspects,

d) provide afiomeworkfor setting and reviewing objectives and targets,

:2) are documented, implemented and maintained,
f) are communicated to allpersons workingfor or on behalfofthe organization. and

g) are available to the public.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit:
I Canachn Labour Code, Part II, Section 122.! and 124
I NEE Pipeline Security Change Notyication, 2006

Auditor observations

Strengths I Health, Safety, and Environmental (HS&E) policy developed and found posted in
area ofiices.

I HS&E, Aboriginal Relations, and Public Safety policies (or “Commitment
Statement") are publicly available on TransCanada‘s website.

I Policies appear to be comprehensive and supported by senior management.
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Opportunities for I The company has not developed :1 policy relating to physical and cybcr—sccurity.
improvement

3.2. 2 Risk Identification

ISO 14001 Guidance (adapted)
The organization shall establish, implement andmaintain a procedure{s) to identify the environmental,
safety, and other risks associated with its activities. products and services within the defined scope ofthe
management system that it can control and those that it can influence taking into accountplanned or new
developments, or new or modified activities, products andservices.

The organization shall document this information and keep it up to date. The organization shall ensure that
the significant environmental aspects are taken into account in establishing, implementing and maintaining
its management system.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit:
I NEE Pipeline Security Change Notification, 2006

NEE Onshore Pipeline Regulations. 1999. Section 10(1)
NEE Onshore Pipeline Regulations, 1999. Section 48
Canada Labour Code, Part II, Section 122.2
Canada Labour Code, Part Ii, Section 124
CSA Z662~07, Annex B

Auditor observations

Strengths I Transcanada uses a risk management framework consistent with CSA Z662-D7,
Annex B for managing pipeline integrity.
Risk assessment is an element of the company’s HS&E management system.
TransCanada requires work authorizations and job hazard analyses (JSA) to be
completed for all high risk activities, as defined in the TransCanada Occupational
Health, Safety and Environmental (HS&E) Management System. As a part of the
JSA and job planning process, each work team decides and documents what
measures are to be taken to eliminate hazards (PPE. fall protection, securing area

etc).
I Project management teams regularly monitor status ofproject-related incidents.

evaluate trends and communicate lessons learned.
I TransCanada provides workers with required tools, equipment and guidance to

. ensure they have everything required as per results of JSA
I The company develops detailed Environmental Protection Plans for each

construction project it undertakes. Monitoring and inspection activities appear
appropriate.

I Risk registers and response plans are developed for all projects; appropriate level of
risk management controls are mandatory to satisfy stage requirements to progress
through the project life cycle.

Opportunities for I The company has not formally identified and assessed the cybcr—sccurity risks
improvement associated with its SCADA system as required in the NEE Pipeline Security Change

Notification, 2006. ~ see Section 2.2.3.
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3.2.3 Legal and Other Requirements

ISO 14001 Guidance (adapted)
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain aprocedure(s)
o) to identifj: and have access to the applicable legal requirements and other requirements to which the

organization subscribes related to its operations, and
b) to determine how these requirements appbz to its operations.

The organization shall ensure that these applicable legal requirements and other requirements to which the

organization subscribes are taken into account in establishing, implementing and maintaining its

management systems.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit:
I NEB Onshore Pipeline Regulations, 1999. Sections 4, 6

Auditor observations

Strengths I Translfianada has developed a Legislative Monitoring Process that includes routine

monitoring ofapplicable regulatory requirements or best practices. Any changes
are raised in IIT or is tracked by designated representatives (i.c., CSE department

“Triage” process) enabling broad communication of potential impacts on the
company's operations. .

I Any affected procedure (TOPS) or other documentation identified as part of the
Regulatory Requirement Analysis Statement process is revised, circulated for

comment as appropriate, finalized and approved by management.
- Legal and other requirements are built into individual TOPS; adherence to these

requirements is monitored through the tiered inspection and audit program.
I The Regulatory Services group has prepared a concise process flow diagram and a

filing checklist for internal use clearly outlining regulatory filing requirements to

assist in guiding TransCanada’s Projects or O&M managers. A designated member
of the Regulatory Services group is an integral part of all Projects and O&M teams.

Opportunities for - Although electronic copies of correspondence with regulators is maintained for each

improvement project file, the company does not maintain a centralized consolidated file of
interpretations, exemptions, and waivers from regulations as agreed upon with
regulators (voluntary management practice). — see Section 2.2.6.

3.2.4 Objectives. Targets and Programs

ISO 14001 Guidance (adapted)
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain documentedperformance objectives and targets,

at relevantfimctions and levels within the organization.

The objectives and targets shall be measurable, wherepracticable, and consistent with the corporate
policies, including the commitments to prevention ofpollution, to compliance with applicable legal

requirements and with other requirements to which the organization subscribes, and to continual

improvement.

When establishing and reviewing its objectives and targets, an organization shall take into account the legal
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and other requirements to which the organization subscribes, and its significant risks and aspects. It shall
also consider its technological options, itsfinancial, operational and business requirements, and the views
ofinterestedparties.

The organization shall establish, implement and maintain a program(s) for achieving its objectives and
targets. Programfs) shall include

a) designation ofresponsibilityfor achieving objectives and targets at relevantfimctions and levels of
the organization, and

17) the means and time—frame by which they are to be achieved.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit:
I None identified

Auditor observations

Strengths I The company sets annual corporate performance objectives and targets. These are
supported by Area-level obj ectivcs and targets.

Opportunities for I In some cases, performance goals or targets may have been established without
improvement regard to the underlying specific risks and without a practical means ofprioritizing.

As a result, some managers may have difficulty assessing whether under-
achievement against targets poses a particular operational or other risk.

3.2.5 Resources. Roles, Responsibility andAuthority

ISO 14001 Guidance
Management shall ensure the availability ofresources essential to establish, implement, maintain and
improve the management system. Resources include human resources andspecialized skills. organizational
infiastmcture, technology on :1financial resources,

Roles, responsibilities and authorities shall be defined, documented and communicated in order tofaciliiate
effective management.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit:
I Canada Labour Code, Sections 126, I34, and 135
I NEB Pipeline Securitv Change Notification. 2006

Auditor observations

Strengths I The company has assigned roles and responsibilities for HS&E, security, asset
integrity, projects and other relevant areas across the company. Typically
responsibilities are detailed within various management system guidance
documents (e.g., playbooks, manuals, activity charts).

I Field related responsibilities are described in TOPs and relevant procedures are
provided to connectors. Responsibilities are also communicated through
orientations and training, project-specific Safety Management Plans as well as
Various web pages, reports and safety meetings.

I For all stafi‘ levels at TransCanada, RACI (responsibility, accountability, consult,
inform) matrices are employed.
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Opportunities for I Roles and responsibilities regarding SCADA security have not been documented. —
improvement see Section 2.2.3

3.2.6 Competence. Training andAwareness

ISO 1400] Guidance (adapted)
The organization shall ensure that any person(s) performing taslrsjbr it or on its behalfthat have the
potential to cause a significant impact(s) identified by the organization is (are) competent on the basis of
appropriate education, training or experience. and shall retain associated records.

The organization shall identtfi» training needs associated with its risks and aspects and its management
systems. It shall provide training or take other action to meet these needs, andshall retain associated
records.

The organization shall establish, implement andmaintain a procedure(s) to makepersons workingfor it or
on its behalfaware of

a} the importance ofconformity with the corporate policies andprocedures and with the requirements
ofthe management systems,

it) the significant operations and related actual orpptential impacts associated with their work, and the
benefits ofimprovedpersonal performance,

c) their roles and responsibilities in achieving conformity with the requirements ofthe management
system, and

d) thepotential consequences ofdeparturefiom specifiedprocedures.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit:
I TDG Regulations, Part6

Canada Labour Code, Section 125
NEE Onshore Pipeline Regulations. 1999, Section 46
NEE All-company letter re: Security & EPR Programs, 2002. Section 2.1
NEB Onshore Pipeline Regulations, I999, Sections 18 (lo, 2); 29 (lo, 2), 54(2)
NEB Onshore Pipeline Regulations. 1999, Section 28

Auditor observations

Strengths I The company has a comprehensive competency and training management program
which makes use of an electronic database (Performance Development System) for
designing, delivering, and monitoring technical training. This system is in place for
field personnel including key contractors.

I The company has a thorough HS&E orientation process for all contractors and
consultants who visit TransCanada sites.

I TransCanada conducts regular emergency response training sessions across the
company.

Opportunities for None identified.
improvement
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3.2. 7 Communication

ISO l400l Guidance
Win‘: regard to its risks and aspects and management system, the organization shall establish, implement

and maintain aprocea'ure{s)for

:1) internal communication among the various levels andfitnotions ofthe organization,

.6) receiving, documenting and responding to relevant communicationfrom external interestedparties.

The organization shall decide whether to communicate externally about its significant risks and aspects, and

shall document its decision. Iftlte decision is to communicate. the organization shall establish and
implement a method(s)for this external communication.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit:
I NEB Pipeline Crossing Regulation, Part II. Section 9
" CSA Z662-07 Clause 10.3.1!
I Canada Labour Code, Part II, Section I22.2

Auditor observations

Strengths I The company has developed an Integrated Public Awareness program to
communicate information on TransCanada’s operations to affected communities and
landowners.

I The company has an effective process for responding to landowner inquiries and
third party crossing requests. In Alberta, TransCanada directs everyone to use the

province‘s One Call system.

Opportunities for None identified.
improvement

3. 2.8 Documentation

ISO 14001 Guidance (adapted)

The management system documentation shall include

a) the relevantpolicies, objectives and targets,
b) description ofthe scope ofthe management systems,

c) description ofthe main elements ofthe management system and their interaction, and reference to
related documents,

cl) documents, including records, determined by the organization to be necessary to ensure the eflective
planning. operation and control ofprocesses that relate to its significant risks and aspects.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit:
I NEB Onshore Pipeline Regulations, I 999, Section 20 (1 & 2)

NEB Onshore Pipeline Regulations. 1 999, Section 31 (l‘&2), Section 27
NEB Pipeline Crossing Regulation, Part II, Section l I
NEH Onshore Pipeline Regulations, 1999, Sections 42, 43, 44. 45, 50
CSA Z662-07 Clause 10.4
CSA Z662-07 Clause 9.9

Auditor observations
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Strengths I TransCanada has an extensive library of technical operation procedures (TOPS)
which form the backbone of the company’s management systems.

I TransCanada‘s HSE management system and associated procedures is well
documented according to management system requirements.

I A variety of databases are used to contain infomtation necessary to plan, operate
and control Transcanada processes. Records ofpipeline and facility technical data
are kept with the project files. TransCanada also uses the Geofind database to keep
all information regarding geographical and physical attributes ofpipelines and
associated facilities, including alignment drawings, plot plans, site diagrams, and
pipe specifications. The [IT database contains all incident related information. The
CPM Collector database stores all GPS coordinates for pipe and cathodic protection
equipment with records ofannual surveys and evidence ofcompletion. Avantis is
the work order system that manages maintenance work and contains inspection and
pressure test reports.

Opportunities for I The company's cyber-security management system is currently not well
improvement documented. Interviews with relevant personnel indicate that the company will

document the SCADA and cyber-security management system and associated
processes over the next few years, starting with TransCanada‘s Power division. —
see Section 2.2.3

3.2. 9 Control ofDocuments

ISO 1400] Guidance (adapted)
Documents required by the management system shall be controlled Records are a special type ofdocument
andshall be controlled in accordance with the requirements given in 4.5.4.
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain a pracea'ure(s) to

a) approve documentsfor adequacyprior to issue,
1)) review and update as necessary and re-approve documents,
C) ensure that changes and the current revision status ofdocuments are identrfieai
d) ensure that relevant versions ofapplicable documents are available atpoints ofuse.
e) ensure that documents remain legible and readily identifiable.
f) ensure that documents ofexternal origin determined by the organization to be necessaryfor the

planning and operation ofthe management system are identified and their distribution controlled’.
and

g) prevent the unintended use ofobsolele documents and apply suitable identification to (hem Jfthgz are
retainedfor any purpose.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit:
I None identified

Auditor observations

Strengths I TransCanada has a robust information management system in place, governed by a
variety ofdocumented policies, programs, standards and schedules. TransCanada
uses FileNet as their electronic document management system, and iRiMS to
manage hard copy documentation and information in various physical forms. This
is a decentralized system where individuals within each department have
responsibilities with regards to information management. In addition to the
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enterprise-wide program elements, each department develops, implements and
manages their own bnsiness—specific information management policies, procedures
and guidelines. Once information is acquired or created, its information value is
determined by the identified Information Owner, and it is indexed to ensure
effective management, retention and retrieval. Accurate indexing ensures that
retention values reflect external governance legislation, standards, industry practice
and internal operational requirements. Record retention requirements are
managed as a schedule by Business Information.
The Records Management group conducts training and acts as a resource for the
organization to ensure consistency with regards to infonnation management.
Documents are controlled effectively, as each document is assigned a unique
EDMS document item identification number. There is a standard format used for
each document that identifies the title, status, effective date and revision number.
The EDMS system allows consistenfavailability of documents at points of use as
necessary, for employees and contractors.
FileNet provides document version control. Each version of a document is saved as
it is checked in and out of the system.
All information is reviewed on a regular basis to determine its currency and
relevancy, to ensure that personnel has access to the most current information, and
to identify documents that have outlived their operational usefulness so that they
can be discarded appropriately.
Company personnel were all aware that only the EDMS copy of documents such as

7

the TOPs could be considered the “officiai” version. All printed versions were
considered "uncontrolled" and employees were instructed not to rely on them.

Opportunities for
improvement

We noted during our interviews that document control practices do not always
cascade down to specific desk procedures and other departmental-specific guidance
and protocols beyond the scope of the relevant ‘‘official‘’ policy and procedure
documents (version numbers, dates, owners, etc.)

3.2.10 Operational Control

ISO 14001 Guidance (adapted)
The organization shall identifia andplan those operations that are associated with the identified significant
risks and aspects consistent with its corporatepolicies, objectives and targets, in order to ensure that they
are carried out under specified conditions, by

a) establishing, implementing and maintaining a documentedprocedure{s) to control situations where
their absence could lead to deviationfrom the policies, objectives and targets, and

b) stipulating the operating criteria in the procedure(s), and
c) establishing, implementing and maintainingprocedures related to the identified significant risks and

aspects ofgoods andservices used by the organization and communicating applicableprocedures
and requirements to suppliers, including contractors.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit
I NEE Onshore Pipeline Regulations, 1999, Sections 14. 15. l8. 21. 23, 24, 25, 29, 3 7, 47, and 48

CSA Z662~07. many sections throughout
NEB Act, Sections 31, 32, 52 and 58
NEB All-company letter re: Security & EPR Programs, 2002, Section 2.1
NEH Pipeline Security Change Notification, 2006
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Canadian Environmental Assessment Act. Section I6
Canada Labour Code. Section I25
Fisheries Act, Section 35
National Fire Code & Alberta Fire Code
Transportation ofDangerous Goods Regulations, Sections 3.1. 3.11, 5.1, 5.2, and 6.1
Alberta Building Code (2006), Section 2.2.9
Alberta Water Regulation, Section 6, 35, and 26
Code ofPracticefor the Temporary Diversion ofWaterfor Hydrostatic Testing (Water Act), Sections 3,
6, 7, 8, 9
Code ofPracticefor the Release ofHydrostatic Test Waterfrom Hydrostatic Testing ofPetroleum
Liquid and Gas Pipelines (AEPE Act)

Code ofPracticefor Compressor and Pumping Stations and Sweet Gas Processing Plants (AEPE Act),
Sections 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8

Auditor observations

Strengths ' TransCanada maintains an extensive library of technical operation procedures
(TOPS) that are based on the strictest applicable regulatory and CSA Z662-07
requirements.

' The company regularly reviews and updates its operational controls through a
formal process that assigns ownership and accountability for different TOPS to
different TransCanada managers. The goal’ of this process, is to ensure that each
electronic TOP in the database is up to date and reflects current regulatory
requirements and best management practices.

Opportunities for I

improvement

Some interviewees indicated that occasionally there can be temporary gaps in the
ownership and accountability for managing certain TOPS following organizational
and staff changes. These gaps can persist for some time, depending on the schedule
for review and update of the particular TOP. However, we did not see evidence
suggesting that these gaps were causing undue risk to operations.

3. 2. I I Emergency Preparedness andResponse

ISO 1400) Guidance (adapted)
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain aproceciure(s) to identify potential emergency

situations andpotential accidents that can have an impact(s) on the people and the environment and how it

will respond to them. The organization shall respond to actual emergency situations and accidents and
prevent or mitigate associated adverse impacts. The organization shallperiodically review and, where

necessary, revise its emergency preparedness and response procedures, in particular, after the occurrence

ofaccidents or emergency situations. The organization shall also periodically test such procedures where

practicable.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit:
NEB AlI—company letter re: Security & EPR Programs, 2002
NEB Onshore Pipeline Regulations, 1999, Section 32 (I &2). 33, 35
NEE Pipeline Crossing Regulation, Part II, Section 4 (I)
CSA Z662-07 Clause 10.3.2
Canada Occupational Health and Safety Regulation, 17.4

CEPA I999, Section 95
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I Environmental Emergency Regulations (CEPA), Section 3, Schedule 2
I Alberta Occupational Heath & Safiety Act, Section 18
I Alberta Fire Code, 2006, Sections 3.1.2.6 and 3.2.25

Auditor observations

Strengths I TransCanada Emergency Management Team host an annual meeting with the
Regional Emergency Preparedness Coordinators and the Support Departments to
discuss changes to the emergency management system (EMS) process and
procedures and emergency preparedness and response activities.

I Transcanada has comprehensive training program that includes several training
modules. Core modules are EMS overview, first response and incident command,

communication protocol, virtual emergency operation command, emergency
exercise design. This training is supplemented by conducting three levels of
exercises: table top (annually in each Area in a Region), external field (annually in
each Region) and corporate emergency exercises (annually in selected Region).

I Transcanada has an Integrated Public Awareness (IPA) program that infonns the
public and emergency responders ofpipeline locations, potential emergency
situations and safety procedures in case of an emergency. As part of the IPA,
every 2 years pipeline safety brochures are sent to the affected public and
landowners adjacent to and just beyond the pipeline. This baseline program is
completed across the entire TransCanada pipeline system. Individual regions
extend this with supplemental and enhancement public awareness and safety
programs to cater specifically to their required audience (e.g,, open house
information sessions).

Opportunities for I There is an opportunity to enhance the annual review process (EMS Manual,
improvement Section 1.7) for site specific emergency response plans. We noted during the site

visits that the emergency response plans at several Compressor stations were
partially out of date or incomplete. See Appendix 7 for details.

I The effectiveness of the IPA program is currently monitored through initiatives
such as assessing feedback received from information mail-outs and surveys as well
as quarterly tracking of the number of unauthorized crossings. Separate groups
track the number ofrequests for crossing agreements and the number processed.
The IPA program can be further enhanced by including these statistics as part of its
review.

3.2.12 Monitoring and Measurement

ISO 14001 Guidance (adapted)
The organization shall estabiz'sh,_ implement and maintain aprocea'ure(s) to monitor and measure, on a
regular basis. the key characteristics ofits operations that can have a significant risk or impact. The
pracea'ure(s) shall include the documenting ofinfarmazion to monitorperformance, applicable operational
controls and conformity with the organizationsperformance objectives and targets.

The organization shall ensure that calibrated or verified monitoring and measurement equipment is used
and maintained andshall retain associated recarfi.
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Relevant regulatory requirements:
I NEE Onshore Pipeline Regulations, I999. Section 36, 39. 40
I NEB Pipeline Crossing Regulation, Part II, Section I0 (a & it)
I CSA 2662-07 Clauses 9.1. 9.3. 9. 9, 9.10, 10.6, I0.l4
I Canada Occupational Health andSafizty Regulation, 5. I0 andsubsequent clauses

Auditor observations

Strengths I The company utilizes a comprehensive risk-based pipeline integrity program to
identify, assess, and prioritize areas of risk.

I The company utilizes a program of regular (daily, weekly, and monthly) site
inspections at its compressor stations and meter stations to identify areas of
concern.

Opportunities for I We identified numerous deficiencies at the sites during the site inspection
improvement component of our audit, suggesting that the company’s site inspection process is

not effective. These are discussed in Section 2.2.] and again in Appendix 7.

3.2.13 Evaluation ofCompliance

lS0 14001 Guidance (adapted)
Consistent with its commitment to compliance, the organization shall establish, implement and maintain a
procedure(s) for periodically evaluating compliance with applicable legal requirements. The organization
shall keep records ofthe results ofthe periodic evaluations.

The organization shall evaluate compliance with other requirements to which it subscribes. The
organization may wish to combine this evaluation with the evaluation cflegal compliance referred to in
4.5.2.1 or to establish a separate procedurefs). The organization shall keep records ofthe results ofthe
periodic evaluations.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit
NEB Onshore Pipeline Regulations, l999, Sections 53 (1), 54(l & 2)
Canada Labour Code. Part 2
Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Act. Regulation and Code
Alberta Fire Code, 2006

Auditor observations

Strengths I The company regularly reviews and updates its TOPS to ensure they comply with
the strictest regulatory and CSA requirements.

I The company utilizes a comprehensive multi-tiered audit and inspection program to
periodically assess regulatory compliance at its operating facilities.

Opportunities for I We identified numerous deficiencies at the sites during the site inspection
improvement component of our audit, suggesting that the company’s site«level compliance

evaluation processes are not effective. These are discussed in Section 2.2.1 and
again in Appendix 7.
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3.2.14 Nonconformity, Corrective Action and Preventive Action

ISO 14001 Guidance (adapted)
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain aprocedure(s}fi'Jr dealing with actual and
potential nonconformityfies) andfor taking corrective action andpreventive action. Theprocedure(s) shall
define requirementsfor

a) identijjting and correcting nonconformityfies) and taking action{s} to mitigate their impacts,
1:) investigating nonconfiJrmity(ies), determining their causefsj and taking actions in order to avoid

their recurrence,
c) evaluating the needfor action(s) to prevent nonconformityfles) and implementing appropriate

actions designed to avoid their occurrence,
d) recording the results ofcorrective action(s) andpreventive action(s) taken, and
e) reviewing the eflectiveness ofcorrective action (s) andpreventive action6') taken.

Actions taken shall be appropriate to the magnitude oftheproblems and the impacts encountereo’. The
organization shall ensure that any necessary changes are made to management system documentation.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit
I NEB Onshore Pipeline Regulations, 1999, Section 41 (1)

CSA Z662-07 Clause 9.1.7, 9.9.5
NEB Onshore Pipeline Regulations, 1999, Section 52 (1)
CEPA 1999. Section 95
Canada Labour Code, Part II, Section 122.2
NEB Pipeline Security Change Notification, 2006

Auditor observations
Strengths I The company utilizes an extensive incident reporting and investigation process.

I The company utilizes its HT and Avantis programs to manage and track findings
from inspections, audits, and incident investigations.

Opportunities for I We noted during our site inspections that there were a relatively large backlog of
improvement issues and items in the HT system. This is discussed further in Section 2.2.5.

3.2.15 Control ofRecords

ISO 1400] Guidance (adapted)
The organization shall establish and maintain records as necessary to demonstrate conformity to the
requirements of its management system and the results achieved.

The organization shall establish, implement and maintain aprocea’ure(s) for the identification, storage.
protection, retrieval, retention and disposal ofrecords. Records shall be and remain legible, identifiable
and traceable.

Relevant regulatory requirements:
I NEB Onshore Pipeline Regulations, 1999, Section 56
' NEB Pipeline Security Change Notification, 2006
I TD-G Regulations, Part 6
I Alberta Occupational Health & Safety Code, Section 406
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Canada Labour Code, Section 125
I Canada Occupational Health andSafety Regulation, Sections 5. I 7 and 5.18

Auditor observations

Strengths See comments for control ofdocuments in Section 3.2.9.

Opportunities for I Transcanada should consider enhancing its record keeping process for hard copies
improvement of records required to be kept at compressor stations. We noted during the site visits

that certain records required to be kept on sites were not available for inspection.
See Appendix 7 for details.

3.2.16 Internal Audit

ISO [4001 Guidance (adapted)
The organization shall ensure that internal audits ofthe management systems are conducted at planned
intervals to

o) determine whether the management systems
I) conforms toplanned arrangementsfor environmental management including the requirements

ofthe company specific standards, and _ c
2) has been properly implementedand is maintained. and

31) provide information on the results ofaudits to management.

Auditprogram (s) shall be planned, established, implemented and maintained by the organization, taking
into consideration the risks associated with the operation(s) concerned and the results ofprevious audits.

Audit procedure(s) shall be established, implemented and maintained that address
—-— the responsibilities and reqniremenisforplanning and conducting audits, reporting results and retaining
associated recorfi,
—— the determination ofaudit criteria, scope, fiequency and methods.

Selection ofauditors and conduct ofaudits shall ensure objectivity and the impartiality ofthe auditprocess.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit:
I NEE Onshore Pipeline Regulations. 1999. Section 55 (1)
I NEE Pipeline Crossing Regulation, Part II, Section 4 (2)
I NEE Pipeline Security Change Notification, 2006

Auditor observations

Strengths I The company has implemented a comprehensive multi-tiered audit and inspection
program and culture. See Section 2.1.4.

Opportunities for I Although we have identified weaknesses in the eompany’s site inspection program,
Improvement we have not identified specific opportunities for improvement in the overall internal

audit processes.
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3.2. I 7 Management Review

ISO 1400! Guidance (adapted)

Top management shall review the organizations management systems, atplanned intervals, to ensure
their continuing suitability, adequacy and efectiveness. Reviews shall include assessing opportunitiesfor
improvement and the needfor changes to the management system, including the corporatepolicy and
petjformance objectives and targets. Records ofthe management reviews shall be retained.

Input to management reviews shall include
a) results of internal audits and evaluations ofcompliance with legal requirements and with other

requirements to which the organization subscribes,
b) communicationls) from external interestedparties, including complaints,
L) theperformance ofthe organization, ,
d) the extent to which objectives and targets have been met,
e) status ofcorrective andpreventive actions,
19 follow-up actionsfrom previous management reviews,
g) changing circumstances, including developments in legal and other requirements related to its risks

and aspects. and
h) recommendationsfin" improvement.

The outputsfrom management reviews shall include any decisions and actions related to possible changes
to the corporate policies, objectives, targets and other elements ofthe management systems, consistent
with the commitment to continual improvement.

Relevant regulatory requirements considered during the audit:
I None identified

Auditor observations

Strengths I TransCanada management meets monthly to review HSE, security, and other
performance areas and incidents. Status ofaudit findings — including HSE
management system audits — may also be discussed at these meetings depending
on the nature and significance ofthe findings.

Opportunities for None identified.
improvement

'
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3.3 Summary ofcompliance management System 01715‘

A summary of the opportunities for improvement (OFIS) identified during the audit is
presented in the following table. We have categorized these OFIs under three classifications:

High — significant deviation from regulatory requirements, company standards, or
other practices of a substantial nature leading to significant requirements or concepts
not addressed in implementation or TransCanada‘s documentation. This can include
absence of required programs, management systems or processes; ineffective
implementation or maintenance of a key requirement or procedure; potential liability
issues; or repeat findings from previous audits.

Moderate - moderate deviations from regulatory requirements, company standards or

other practices leading to noticeable differences in structure and implementation or
depth of coverage, but general alignment of main requirements and concepts. This

can include gaps in formal programs, incomplete implementation of programs, lack of
awareness of some requirements, or informality ofmanagement systems.

Low — minor deviations from regulatory requirements, company standards or other

practices in an otherwise good program leading to slight but noticeable differences in
implementation. This includes opportunities to strengthen or fine-tune the
management systems or processes, or can indicate potential for escalation in the future
ifnot addressed.

Element Opportunities for Improvement Classification

Corporate Policy . The company has not developed a policy relating to Moderate
physical and cyher-security.

Risk Identification . The company has not formally identified and assessed Moderate

the cyber-security risks associated with its SCADA
system as required in the NEB Pipeline Security Change
Notification, 2006. — see Section 2.2.3

Legal and Other 3

Requirements
Although electronic copies of correspondence with

“
Low

regulators is maintained for each project or operations

file, the company does not maintain a centralized
consolidated file of interpretations, exemptions, and

waivers trom regulations as agreed upon with regulators
(voluntary management practice). — see Section 2.2.6

Objectives, Targets .

and Programs
In some cases, performance goals or targets may have Low

been established without regard to the underlying
specific risks and without a practical means of
prioritizing. As a result, some managers may have
difficulty assessing whether l.lnd8I'-8Cl'Il6VeI!‘l8Ill against

targets poses a particular operational or other risk.
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Element Opportunities for Improvement Classification

Resources, Roles,

Responsibility and
Authority

Roles and responsibilities regarding SCADA security
have not been documented. — see Section 2.2.3

Moderate

Competence,

Training and
Awareness

None identified Not applicable

Communication None identified Not applicable

Documentation The company's cyber-security management system is
currently not well documented. Interviews with relevant
personnel indicate that the company will document the
SCADA and cyber-security management system and

associated processes over the next few years, starting
with TransCanada’s Power division. — see Section 2.2.3

Moderate

Control of

Documents
We noted during our interviews that document control
practices do not always cascade down to specific desk
procedures and other departmental-specific guidance
and protocols beyond the scope of the relevant “official”
policy and procedure documents (version numbers,
dates, owners, etc.)

Low

Operational Control Some interviewees indicated that occasionally there can
be temporary gaps in the ownership and accountability
for managing certain TOPs following organizational and
staff changes. These gaps can persist for some time.
depending on the schedule for review and update of the
panicular TOP. However, we did not see evidence
suggesting that these gaps were causing undue risk to
operations.

Low

Emergency

Preparedness and
Response

There is an opportunity to enhance the annual review
process (EMS Manual, Section l.7) for site specific
emergency response plans. We noted during the site
visits that the emergency response plans at several
Compressor stations were partially out ofdate or
incomplete‘ See Appendix 7 for details.

The effectiveness of the IPA program is currently
monitored through initiatives such as assessing feedback
received from information mail-outs and surveys as well
as quarterly tracking ofthe number of unauthorized
crossings. Separate groups track the number of requests
for crossing agreements and the number processed. The
IPA program can be further enhanced by including these
statistics as part of its review.

Moderate

Low

Monitoring and
Measurement

We identified numerous deficiencies at the sites during
the site inspection component ofour audit, suggesting
that the company’s site inspection process is not
effective. These are discussed in Section 2.2.1 and again
in Appendix 7.

High
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Elemem Opportunities for Improvement Classification

E"3l““_fi°“ ‘’f we identified numerous deficiencies at the sites during High
C°mPl""‘°e the site inspection component of our audit, suggesting

that the company's site—level compliance evaluation
processes are not effective. These are discussed in
Section 2.2.1 and again in Appendix 7.

N°“°°“f°"“1“3’_» We noted during our site inspections that there were 21 Moderate
C°”'“fiV° Adm“ relatively large backlog of issues and items in the HT
and Preventive system. This is discussed further in Section 2.2.5.
Action

C°1“"°l 0‘ R3""'d5 TransCanada should consider enhancing its record Moderate
keeping process for hard copies of records required to be
kept at compressor stations. We noted during the site

visits that certain records required to be kept on sites
were not available for inspection. See Appendix 7 for
details.

I“le"“a' Audit Although we have identified weaknesses in the Not applicable
company's site inspection program, we have not

identified.specificoppommities for improvement in the
overail internal audit processes.

Management Rwiew None identified. Not applicable
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4 Conclusion

The audit identified numerous areas of strength as well as opportunities for improvement in
the company’s management processes. These can be summarized into the following three
overarching conclusions:

1. The regulatory management processes implemented within the Alberta System are
largely the same processes implemented by TransCanada in its other NEB regulated
operations. For this reason, the shift of regulatory authority from AUC to NEB has a
relatively minor impact on the design and implementation of the programs and
processes within the Alberta System.

2. Tra.nsCanada program managers have a high degree of awareness and familiarity with
the NEB regulations, requirements, and associated standards, and a conceited effort is
made to ensure the company's management programs and processes meet those
regulations, requirements, and standards.

3. Notwithstanding the above, opportunities were identified to enhance the management
systems and processes at head office, in particular with respect to greater
formalization of the cyber-security program. We also noted numerous deficiencies at
the compressor stations and meter stations, suggesting there are weaknesses in the
company’s site inspection process. However, based on the information gathered, none
of the deficiencies identified in the audit would be characterized as “high risk” from a
pipeline integrity or public safety standpoint. ‘
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Appendix 2: List of Interviewees

TransCanada personnel interviewed during the audit, listed by date:

Name Title Igpartment Date of Interview
Senior Emergency

Management Specialist Community, Safety & Environment November 17, 2009
Manager — Environment Community, Safety & Environment November I9, 2009

Operations and Acquisitions
Lead — Environment Community, Safety & Environment November 19, 2009

Manager — Climate Change
and Air Emissions Community, Safety & Environment November 19, 2009

Environmental Engineer Civil & Environmental Engineering November I9, 2009

Project Manager Civil & Environmental Engineering November l9, 2009
Manager — Compliance Canadian Pipeline Operations November 19, 2009

Manager Gas Control November 20, 2009

Manager Compression Projects November 23, 2009
Senior Regulatory Canadian Pipeline Operations —

Compliance Specialist Compliance November 23, 2009

Regulatory Compliance Canadian, Pipeline Operations ~

Specialist Compliance November 23, 2009

Director Corporate Security November 23, 2009
Automation Engineer Automation Integrity November 24, 2009

Director Pipeline Integrity November 24, 2009
Manager, Program Planning Pipeline Integrity, Engineering November 24, 2009

Manager — Safety Community, Safety & Environment . November 24, 2009

Senior Occupational Health
& Safety Specialist Community, Safety & Environment November 24, 2009
Manager Mechanical & Civil Engineering November 25, 2009
Mechanical Engineer Mechanical Engineering November 25, 2009

Measurement Specialist Engineering November 25, 2009
Electrical lifiineer Measurement Engineering November 25, 2009
Manager - Land Services Community, Safety & Environment November 25, 2009
Manager — Land
Administration Community, Safety & Environment November 25, 2009
Vice President Canadian Pipeline Operations November 26, 2009

Native American} Aboriginal &
Community Relations,

. Environment, Land Services, HSE
Vice President Governance. Health 8.: Safety November 26, 2009
Manager, Environmental
Flaming 8:. Permitting Community, Safety & Environment November 27, 2009
Senior Environmental
Adviser Community, Safety & Environment November 27, 2009
Senior Environmental
Adviser Community, Safety & Environment November 27, 2009
Vice President Engineering and Asset Reliability November 27, 2009
Director Pipeline Projects November 27, 2009
Project Manager Pipelines Projects Management November 27, 2009
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Title
Consultant

Operational Lead.
Information
Information Analyst,
Information

0
Director

Director

Senior Compliance

Senior

HS&E Coordinator

Technician, Knight

Manager, Area

HS&E Coordinator
Corrosion

‘

Senior Materials

Senior
Manager, Employee

Analyst, Employee

Maintenance Scheduler
Technician

Technician, Swartz

Director

Joint Health, Safety &

Environment Committee

Lead

Regional Asset Reliability

Audit 0f.Mana§£n_1en.! Pracessesflnr the Alberta System

& Program. Business
Information
Policy & Program, Business
Information
Asset and
Automation

Facilities

Alberta Measurement

Canadian
— Electrical 8-: Controls
— Electrical & Controls
— Electrical & Controls

Services and

Wildrose Region

Wildrose

Wildrose

Wildrose
—~ Corrosion Prevention

Materials Engineering Governance
&
Materials Engineering Governance
&

.

Materials Engineering Governance
&

and Asset Reliab

and Asset

Wildrose

Wildrose

Wildrose

Wildrose

Wildrose

Asset

Services

Applications and Compliance
Facilities

Services

'l'ransCanada

Date of Interview
November 27 2009

November 27 2009

November 27 2009

November 2009

November 2009

December! 2009

December! 2009

December 2009

2009

December 2009

December 2009

2009

December 2009

December 2009

December 2009

December3 2009

December3 2009

Decernberfl 2009

Decernber3 2009

December3 2009

Decernber3 2009

December 3 2009

December 3 2009

December3 2009

Decemberii 2009

December4 2009

December4 2009

4 2009

December4 2009

December 2009

December 4 2009

December 4 2009
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Name Title Department Date of Interview

Manager, Palliser Area Central Region December 7, 2009

PipelinelMeasurement
Technician Central Region — Palliser Area December 7, 2009

Central Region — Regional

Field Land Representative Compliance December 7, 2009

Regional HSE Coordinator Central Region December 8, 2009

Regional Asset Reliability
Manager (Acting) Rocky Mountain Region December 9, 2009

Manager, Aircirie South Rocky Mountain Region December 9, 2009

Land, Community and Aboriginal
Senior Field Representative Relations, Rocky Mountain Region December 9, 2009

Joint Health, Safety &

Environment Committee
Lead Rocky Mountain Region December 9, 2009

Controls Technician Rocky Mountain Region December 10, 2009

Regional Compliance, Rocky
H&S Coordinator Mountain Region December N}, 2009

Director Rocky Mountain Region
2

December 1]. 2009
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Appendix 3: List of Documents Reviewed

TransCanada documents reviewed during the audit:

Document name Document date and
revision #

EDMS #G05767466

1 Regulatory Compliance Incident Response Manual 11-Dec-03

2 Regulatory Compliance Incident Response Manual “— Incident Management Classification Guide 31-Mar-09

3 Regulatory Compliance Incident Response Manual — Alberta Regulatory Reporting I 7—Jul—09

Requirements, EDMS #O04269635

4 Regulatory Compliance Incident Response Manual — Regulatory Reponing Requirements for 17-Jul-09
NEB Regulated Pipelines, EDMS #003S34l6l

S incident reporting process, EDMS #0037215‘?! I-Dec-08

6 Regulatory Compliance Incident Response Manual —- IIT Regulatory Compliance Checklist 06-Nov-09

IMS —Emergency Management System Manual. EDMS #00367 [823 Nov 2008, Revision ll

IMS —- Emergency Management System Manual, EDMS #00367l823 — Section 10.18
Emergency Event Analyses

Nov 2008, Revision ll

9 IMS —- Emergency Management System Manual, EDMS #00367l823 -— Section 3.5.6 Sensitive Nov 2008, Revision ll
Areas / PICA

10 Information Management and Security Policy, EDMS #00372654l 2003/09/01

l I Corporate Security Policy 2007/05/3|

l2 Appendix 2d. Critical infrastructure — Criteria Ranking by Station nla

l3 Crisis Management Plan Policy 2007/05/3l

14 Incident Reporting and Management Program, EDMS #00372l950 Rev 1, 2001/05/18

l5 Physical Security and Incident Reporting (TOP), EDMS #0036931 14 Rev 3, 2007/06/[ll , OP0l.

l6 Emergency Management System (EMS) Maintenance EDMS #003849406 Rev 3. 2009/06/23

17 Foreign Crossing Procedures and 3rd party crossing request process Not clearly controlled
document

18 Crossing Agreement September 2007

I9 Major Project Work. Meter Station Work and PM? Work Process descriptions Not clearly controlled
document

20 Fish and Wildlife Protection Procedure (Canada) Rev 00, 2009/05/28

21 Pre—Job I Planning procedure EDMS 11003834914 Rev 3, 2009/03/10

21 Job Safety Analyses. EDMS 151003773898 Rev 0, 2003/05/07
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Document name Document date and
revision #

22 TOP — Critical Facility Screening Procedure DRAFT Rev Ol, 2008/08/01

23 Integrity Plans — Guidelines and Expectations, EDMS #004786600 Ian-09

24 Plant Integrity Management Process

0

Rev I,2005ll2/0|

25 Occupational Health, Safety and Environment Management System, EDMS #00372l96l, Rev 4. 2007/12/3l
Manual

26 Waste and Hazardous Materials, Management Manual, EDMS #005486462 September 2009

27 Mainline and BC System Environmental Design Standard Rev 0, 2003/0821 5

28 Environmental Field Procedures Guide Rev l, Dec 19, 2003

29 HS&E Commitment Statement Guiding Principle Last revision: 2009/07/31

30 SCADA & Automation Systems Security 3/14/2008, confidential
document

3] Post construction reclamation and monitoring, EDMS #005300B85 9-Apr-09

32 Vegetation Management and Control Procedure, EDMS #005Sl8537 Rev 00, 2009/05/28

33 Wetland, Watercourse and Waterbody Protection Procedure, EDMS #0055 l 8290 Rev 00, 2009106/I2

34 Soil Management Procedure, EDMS #0055 l8536 Rev 00, 2009/06f0l

35 Charter of the Health, Safety and Environmental Committee Approved Feb 2, 2009

36 Joint Health, Safety & Environment Committee (IHSEC) Roles & Responsibilities Last revision: 2004/03/22

37 TransCanada Corporate HSSLE Committee Meeting
>

July 29, 2009

38 Contractor Safety Management Program EDMS #003800 I 25 Last revision: 2005/10/31

39 Smokey River Expansion (Shady Oak Section) Project # 2078735, Project Specific Safety 29-Oct-09
Management Plant

40 Contractor Safety Handbook. EDMS 19003798354 2008 Canadian Edition

41 Gas Controller (Calgary) Development and Qualification Program, EDMS 539004504739‘ Rev 4, 2009/07!06

42 Gas Control Emergency Preparedness Plan, EDMS #003726869 Rev 25, 2009/10/09

43 Emergency Task Assignment Guidelines, EDMS #00374t733 Rev 0?. 2009/06/22

44 TransCanada Tower Operations Centre Evacuation Checklist, EDMS 13003726586 Rev 09, 2009/06/09

45 TransCanada Tower Operations Centre Evacuation Procedure, EDMS 1400372658! Rev ()6, 2009/06/22

46 Alberta and Foothills System Overpressure Procedure, EDMS #003?23302 Rev 12, 2009/08/26

4'} Alberta and Foothills System, System Leak or Line Break Procedure, EDMS #=003fl240l4 Rev 09, 2009/08/26

48 TransCanada lntegrity Management Process for Pipelines Rev 2, 2009/] 1/6
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Document name Document date and
revision #4

49 Operations and engineering —~ Project Management System Revision #3

49.] Operations and engineering — Project Management System Section: Safety Guide, EDMS April I7, 2006 Revision #1
#003948267

49.2 Operations and engineering - Project Management System Section: Quality Guide, EDMS March 27, 2006 Revision
151003887967 #1

49.3 Operations and engineering — Project Management System Section: Regulatory Guide, EDMS April 12, 2006 Revision #l
#003948260

49.4 Operations and engineering — Project Management System Section: Environment Guide. EDMS May 26, 2006 Revision #1
#003948l24

50 Electrical Quality Management Plan Aug. I7, 2009 Vcrsion#2

5! Field Operations and Engineering Practices and Procedures. EDMS MJ03696970 10/I/2007, Revision #2

52 Legislative Monitoring Process. EDMS #004238605 26~Jun-09

53 Management of Change Process,’ EDMS #004238604 Feb. 29. 2008 Revision #8

54 Consolidated Compliance Field Audit Procedure (TOP). EDMS #00S364423 2009/10/02 Revision #3

55 Integrated Public Awareness Program (TOP), EDMS #003860909 2009/06/24 Revision #4

56 integrated Public Awareness Program — Reference Manual Date unknown

57 Design Basis Memorandum. EDMS #00559Sl24 V2 I 1/03/09 Revision #0

58 Project Execution Plan, EDMS #00S595l78 1 1/03/09 Revision #0

59 Control System Software Control Procedure (TOP), EDMS #00367l9Sl 2009/08/12 Revision#’!

60 Control System Sofiware Modification Form (TOP). EMDS #003696227 2009/OS/12 Revision#5

6| Explosive Blasting near 'l'ransCanada Facilities (TOP), EMDS #0053769l3 2009/07/08 Revisioniil

62 Pipeline Crossing and Encroachment Procedure (TOP), EDMS #0036746l7 2009/06/30 Revision#9

63 0ne-Cnll/ Locating and Marking Procedures (TOP), EDMS #00367 1859 2009/06/26 Revision#3

64 Pipeline Right-of-Way (ROW) Procedures (TOP), EDMS #0036‘/2613 2009/03/25 Revision #2

65 Natural Gas Leak Detection Inspection (TOP), EDMS #003676665 2009/0|/29 Revision#l

66 Deactivarion or Abandonment of Pipeline Procedures (TOP). EDMS #0038641 17 2009/05/O5 Re\rision#3

67 Brush Control Procedures (TOP), EDMS #003858592 2009/06/30 Revisioniil

68 Aerial Pipeline Control (TOP). EDMS #003672387 2009/06/19 Revision#9

69 Excavation Procedure (TOP). EDMS #003672343 2009/D6/25 Revisic-n#l4

70 Crane and Rigging Use Procedure (TOP). EDMS #003671305 2009/03/25 Revision#7
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Document name Document date and
revision #

71 Rigging Device inspection (TOP), EDMS #004 l 2356i 2009/04107 Revision#2

72 Facility Overhead Door Inspection (TOP), EDMS #004122 l 81 2009.’03/l 6 Revision#2

73 Tower Inspections (TOP), EDMS #0033-11265 2009104/17 Revision#5

74 Facility Roof Inspections (TOP). EDMS #004 122182 '2009."03/17 Revision#3

75 Fall Protection Procedures (Canada) (TOP), EDMS #003780l65 2009.’05/20 Revision#3

76 Pile Driving and Screw Piling Procedure (TOP), EDMS #003864l1 1 2009/05/28 Revision#3

77 National Energy Board Filing Manual 2004

78 NEE Regulated Facility Filings Check List May 2009, Revision No. 3

90 Agreement No. 6993. Schedule "L" TransCanada Operating Procedure (TOP) Schedule Bid issued April 2009

91 Agreement No. 5080, Schedule "N" TransCnnadn Operating Procedure (TOP) Schedule
ggglgmct

issued January

92 Agreement No. 5080, Schedule "M" Specification Schedule
Z

Contract issued March
2008

93 Alberta Regulatory Change Training Package
gggsgented

May 6 - May 27,

94 Field Performance Development System (FPDS) Program Guide Dale unknown

95 Product/Chemical Approval and Handling Procedure (TOP) June 18, 2009 Revision #3

96 Chemical Inventory Inspection (TOP Task Package) Dale unknown

97 Information Management Policy, Progrmn,-Perfonnance Standards, and Records Classification Policy: 2003/09/01 Rev 2.0
System and Retention Schedule

Pmgmm: 2003/09/01 Rev
1.0

Perf Standards: April I0,
2008 (no rev #)

Records Classification
System and Retention
Schedule: various dates

98 PDS Regional Training Matrix for Emergency Management Date unknown

99 Managemenv‘ Business Continuity Wehpage Printed 1 1/17/2009

100 Emergency Response Process Created ll/I 7/2009, not
controlled document

101 EMS- Care Emergency Exercise Design, Implementation and Debriefing Date unknown

102 TransCanada Emergency Notification Directory Date unknown

103 EMS Support Department List 2009! 10/ I 6
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Document name Document date and
revision #

I04 Calgary EOC Debrief Discussion — Linked to Incident #156550 2006/04/01

I05 Retirement Review for 2009 Budget 2008106/16

I06 Project Decision Summary - 2009 Meter station and Lateral Retirement Program 2008/07/17 Version #0

I07 Environmental Inspector's Daily Report (Example report for Nevis—Gadsby Project) Sept. 28th, 2009

I08 Decommissioning & Reclamation ofMeter Stations & Lateral Pipelines Across Alberta and 2009/ l l/01
Saskatchewan ~ Project?! TR861 [-00]

[09 Agreement No. 6059 between TCPL and Biogenie SRDC Inc. for 2008 Meter Station and Date unknown
Lateral Requirements

110 TCE Construction Assessment - Meikle River Compressor Station (Internal audit report on Date unknown
Meikle River Compressor Station construction.)

I ll RI-‘P - Meikle River and Woodenhouse Date unknown

ll2 Compressor Proj cct Example - Woodcnhousc — Environment, Health, and Safety Execution Plan Date unknown

I I3 Compressor Project Examples - Commissioning - Internal Leave to Open (ILTO) - Various examples
Commissioning checklists (multiple for each component, signed (Examples viewed: Unit
Mechanical/Instrument. Station controls. Unitl Controls. Safety and Environment permits)

1 I4 Guiding Principles for Land Services Desk Procedures

ll5 Land Services - Document Support Desk Procedures

ll6 Land Services - What to watch for when reviewing other company's agreements (grant of right- Desk Procedures
of-way, lease}

ll7 Land.Services RACIs - Major Projects work. Meter Stations Work, PM? Work, 3rd party Desk Procedures
crossings

l l8 Land Services - Template for Lease Desk Procedures

l l9 Land Services - Template fro Crossing Agreement Desk Procedures

120 Land Services - Foreign Crossing procedures Desk Procedures

121 Land Services - Temporary Agreements Chccklist Desk Procedures

122 Environment — Mainline Design Standard Binder Desk Procedures

123 Professional Engineering Management Plan EDMS - General

l24 Project Leave to Open Procedure EDMS - General

I25 Primary Test Specification for Hydrostatic Testing EDMS - General

I26 Hydrostatic Testing Specification EDMS - General

127 Engineer in charge listing EDMS - General

I28 Gas Control System and Operations Overview - presentation slides Date unknown
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Documerit name Document date and

revision #

129 Screen print ofGas Control home page Printed ll/20/2009

80 Gas Control 2DO9lntema1 Audit Report 2009 Report

l3l Wildrose IHSEC Board posting guide Date unknown

[32 TransCanada’s Occupational Health, Safety and Environmental (HS&E) Management System - Date unknown

training presentation

I33 Audit Scoring Form EDMS 51005401595 Date unknown

I34 Contractor Safety Pre-Qualification Scoring Sheet, EDMS #-003798363 Date unknown

135 Motor Vehicle Operation TOP — Published Document, EDMS #003 '72 1956 Date unknown

136 Regulatory Requirements Analysis Statement, Operations and Maintenance Manuals, EDMS Date unknown

#005378580

137 Organizational chart for CSE Committees (re—viewed onscreen) Accessed on ll/24/2009

138 CSE Homepage: viewed Performance Statistics, which included contractors Accessed on 1 1/24/2009

139 Drafting Records Management Procedure for New Original Drawings. EDMS # 003778593 Date unknown

140 Drafting Records Drawing QA, EDMS # 003775836 Date unknown

141 ISRC Project Process Document: Interim Process — Add User to FileNet andlor Group Feb 9. 2009 Version 1.1.

142
"

'I'ransCanada’s Canadian Hardcopy Records Disposition Process, EDMS # 00376894] Date unknown

143 Regulatory Requirements Analysis Statement (RRAS) - Electronic vs Hard Copy 0&M Manuals Date unknown

144 Edson Area Team Meeting - October 20, 2009. (Minutes irom weekly meeting attended by all October 20, 2009
Edson Team Members, reviewing action items, incident reviews, etc.)

145 Alberta One-Cal1- Daily Audit of Tickets Date unknown

146 Field Gas Analysis Report sheets (Generic template) Date unknown

147 Emergency Plan ~ Knight Compressor Station Critical Site 2009 version

148 Contractor Profile Form for LEDCOR Industrial Maintenance Ltd. (feedback form used to rate Date unknown
contractors after completion ofproject)

149 Potable Water Cistem and Well Maintenance Program (TOP). EDMS #003951 l42 Date unknown

150 Instructions for Posting Information at 'I‘ransCanada Facilities (Regionally-specific list for items Not controlled
to be posted. length of posting time, and location (i.e.. Hazard advisories, JHSEC members. etc.)

15! Operations and Engineering Q3, Board ofDirectors Update — 5 Oct 2009 Oct 5, 2009

152 Letter of notification ofamendments to the Industrial Waste Water information, Beiseker 2008/06/23
Compressor Station, Reg # 9967~02»0l (23 June 2008) sent by Transtanada to AENV.

153 Registration form from AENV re: Code of Practice for Compressor and Pumping Stations and Date unknown
Sweet Gas Processing Plants Princess Sweet Cogigressor Station - Groundwater lx/lonitoringfi
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Document name Document date and
revision #

Change NE I3-20-12-W4-M

I54 DRAFT Field Operations Compliance Management Program 20097} I/03 Revision #1

l55 TOP Procedure: Consolidated Compliance Field Audit Procedure. EDMS #005364-423 2009/ I0/02 Revision #3

[56 TOP Task Package: Consolidated Compliance Field Audit Tasks, EDMS #005364400 2009/10/02 Revision #3

I57 Field Operations Consolidated Audit Eastern Region Station 148 Les Cedres, Oct I3 - 16. 2009, n/a

FINAL Report

[58 Field Operations Compliance Audit Rocky Mountain Region PM Regulatory. Sep 1 l — 29, 2006, n/a

FINAL Audit Report

159 Field Operations Consolidated Audit Wildrose Region WolfLake, Swartz Creek & Area, Jul 7 — n/a

II, 2008, FINAL Report

160 A Tier 3 Assessment of Field Operations - Rocky Mountain Region, July 6 - 24, 2009, HT n/a

188317

16]“ 7_Safe_ty_Management Plan - North _CentraliCorrid1_3r:jIort7l1star 207] 0860: [Red 2077584; l_7 _ nfa

Aug 2009

I62 Louisbourg Pipelines Project Specific Safety Plan: TransCanada Pipelines Limited NPS 42" n/a

Pipe Wooden House Compressor Station to Shell access road I0-29-086~01W’5 to 09-7—9l-

I4W5. Rev I0

I63 Audit.‘ Evaluation ofPrime! General Contractor (Louishonrg Pipelines) Project! Site Specific n/a
Safety Plan (NCC North Star Pipeline Construction), I9 Jan 2009, conducted by Dorothy Lutzak

I64 North Central Corridor Pipeline — North Star 2071686; Red Earth 2077584 - Phase Plan October 2007

(Implementation)

I65 Dryden Creek 2009 Planned Inspection Form, 2! October 2009 Examples from work order

Didsbury Compressor Station Planned Inspection Form. 26 May 2009 system - Avanns

Swartz Creek Compressor Station Planned Inspection Fonn. 30 June 2009

Clearwater (‘/5 Planned Inspection Form. 29 April 2009

Oakland Compressor Station Planned Inspection Form, 10 March 2009

166 Capital Project Environmental Binder: Demmitt Area Expansion - Albright North Mainline 19.0 Date unknown

km X NPS 20 Project #2093934

167 Red Earth Nova Gas Transmission Ltd. North Central Corridor (File #2071686-TA4l0) October 2007

Crossing Agreements (4 of4 binders); prepared by Roy Northern Land and Environmental

I63 NCC — Red Earth Environmental Construction Project Binder 1, Nov 2009 November 2009

I69 NCC ~ Red Earth Environmental Construction Project Binder 2, Nov 2009 November 2009

I70 Pipeline Projects, Pipeline Committee Monthly Update, 30 October 2009 2009/I080

171 NCC Red Earth Implementation Scorecard. 27 Nov 2009 2009/51/27
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Document name Document date and
revlslon #

172 NCC Daily Pipeline Construction Summary, 9 Dec 2009 2009/ l 2/09

173 Letter re: NPS 42 North Central Corridor Pipeline Aboriginal Consultation Summary from 2008/07/10
ASRD to Heather Bishop, 10 Jul 2008

I74 Letter re: NPS 42 Nonh Central Corridor Pipeline Deliverables Review from ASRD to Heather 2008!09/30
Bishop, 30 Sep 2008

I75 Excerpt from NCC Meikle River Compressor Station Units C3 and C4 plan, 20 Nov 2007 — 2007/1 1/20
sections ll.l General Public Consultation, ll.2 Aboriginal Consultation, 11.3 Industry

Consultation, 11.4 Industry Concerns

t 76 Aboriginal Consultation Tracking Sheet - NCC Project Date unknown

l77 NPS 42 North Central Corridor Pipeline Frac-Out Response Plan for the Horizontal Directional September 2009
Drill of the Loon River, Sep 2009; prepared by TERA Environmental Consultants

178 NPS 42 Nonh Central Con-idor Pipeline Water Quality Monitoring Plan for the Loon River September 2009
Horizontal Directional Drill Watercourse Crossing. Sep 2009; prepared by TERA Environmental
Consultants

179 NCC daily mud monitoring report for the Little Cadotte River Crossing Date unknown

I80 Horizontal Directional Drilling: Gel Chemical Drilling Waste Management; Peace River November 2008
Crossing Waste Disposal Plan; Nov 2008

l8! . NCC Water Quality Monitoring of the Horizontal Directional Drill Crossing of the Peace River, June 2009
June 2009, prepared by TERA Environmental Consultants

182 Doe-Henderson project schedule Reviewed on 12/1/2009

183 Louisbourg I TransCanada Meeting Minutes. 27 May 2009 2009/05f27

l84 STEP 2007 8: 2008 Summary of Project Leamings Date unknown

185 NCC NorthStar 2071686 30 Day Compliance Binder Date unknown

I86 Compression Projects Project Management Playbook Date unknown

187 Leave to Open Document: NCC Northstar Section (140 km ofNPS 42 Pipeline) Meikle River Date unknown‘
Compressor Station to Hunt Creek Lateral, Project #2071686. ILTO #0l 2-2009. AUC File
#1551990. Approval #l96l l

l88 Measurement Projects Construction Binder - template version Date unknown

189 Measurement Projects Management Operating System, 27 October 2008 2008/l0/27

l90 Measurement Projects Playbook - draft document - 27 Nov 2009 2009/l 1/27

l9l templates; Various dates

Measurement Project Final Clean-up Sign-Of?

Measurement Project Quality Assurance Sign-Off

Measurement Project Closeout Sign-Off
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Document date and
revision #

Document name

Various dates and versions192 Doc Creek #2 Meter Station Expansion:

a) Meter Station Expansion Commitment List, 21 Oct 2009 (last rev)

b) 30 day Compliance Tracking

c) At-a-glance Scorecard, 9 Nov 2009

I93 Asset Management System Framework. EDMS #004l02l69 Date unknown

194 Control System Sofiware Control Procedure (TOP), EDMS #O0367l95I Date unknown

195 TES-CORR-PMP Corrosion Pipeline Maintenance Plan Development (TOP) Date unknown

[96 TER~RISK-SWR System Wide Risk Assessment Date unknown

I97 TER-COR-RISK Risk Models for Corrosion using lLI Data Date unknown

I98 TER-RISK-CON Consequence Models within PRIME Date unknown

[99 NEE Reference Dox Binder for Pressure Equipment Date unknown

200 Org Chaits for the Canadian Pipeline Operations and’ Engineering Asset anti Reliability business Date unknown
units

201 TransCanada Operating Procedures Management System (TOP MS) — Framework document Date unknown

202 Asset Reliability Plant Integrity Management Process

‘

Date unknown

203 Integrity Management Process for Pipelines Date unknown
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Appendix 4: List of Operational Sites Visited

1. Wildrose Region: Vegreville and Edson Areas, December 2 - 4, 2009

Office I Regional head officc, Spruce Grove
I Area office, Vegreville
I Area office, Edson

Compressor Stations I Ben’s Lake
I Smoky Lake
I Hanmore
I Knight

Swartz Creek

Meter Stations Vegreville Sales
Royal Park
Hairy Hill
Willington

Pioneer

Ansel

Edson

I

I Andrew

I

IWater crossings North Saskatchewan River crossing at Flat Lake
I North Saskatchewan River crossing south of Lodgepole

2. Rocky Mountain Region: South Airdrie, North Airdrie, and Rocky Mountain House

Areas, December 9 ~ 11, 2009

Office Regional head office, Airdric

Compressor Stations I Beiseker
I Hussar
I Schrader Creek
I Winchell Lake

Meter Stations I Severn Creek
I Hussar North
I South Elkton —- Harmatton Delivery

Water crossings Bow River crossing in the town of Cochrane
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3. Central Region: Palliser Area, December 7 - 8, 2009

Trausflanada

Office Area ofiicc, Medicine Hat
Compressor Stations Cavendish

Meter Stations I Dunmore
I Medicine Hat East
I Empress East Sales
' McNeil

Water crossings South Saskatchewan River crossing
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Appendix 5: Description of TrausCanada's multi-tiered audit program

Below are excerptsfrom TransC’am1da ’s internal documentation describing the multi-tiered auditprogram

The Health, Safety and Environment Management System (HSE MS) has been developed to provide the
company with a systematic and organized approach to ensure TrausCanada’s health, safety and environmental
governance and the achievement of its HSE Commitment Statement. it enables the company to work towards
defined HSE expectations and objectives. The management system sets an effective, well-defined structure
which emphasizes the importance ofcontinuous HSE improvement. implementation of the management system
is achieved via ongoing HSE programs, practices and procedures. The effectiveness and adequacy of
implementation is assessed through 4 levels ofgovernance activities that evaluate HSE performance.

Tier 1 Activities are the foundation of HSE governance. All activities that are driven from regulatory
requirements; internal risk analysis and best practices are identified, planned and routinely conducted. They are
proactive in nature and when well managed, minimize or eliminate the causes for findings in higher tiers. All of
these activities are included in TransCanada's planned maintenance program and are scheduled through
AVANTIS. Tier 1 activities can occur daily, weekly or monthly and are conducted on l00% of facilities,
processes and activities. The purpose is to assess physical conditions and to ensure compliance to regulatory
and procedural requirements. Tier 1 activities are planned, scheduled and tasked through Avantis. Progress is
tracked by the Regional Manager and Director.

Tier 2: Planned Inspections include formal workplace and facility inspections in TransCanada Field Operations’
Regions to identify hazards and findings that are corrected to eliminate andlor minimize injuries, property
damage and substandard practices and conditions. Planned inspections are conducted on 50% of facilities,
processes or activities on an annual basis.

- “Major” Planned inspections are conducted on all compressor stations and export sites every year.
Findings are tracked via Avantis, and work orders created by priority (low, medium and high).
Outstanding action items not completed within the scheduled time frame are entered into IIT to ensure
follow up.

I “Minor“ Planned Inspection includes a sample ofthe listed facilities (valve sites and meter stations) in
accordance with Tier 2 guidelines.

Tier 3 Audits (intemal) are biennial to triennial internal assessments on the effectiveness and adequacy of
TransCanada‘s HSE Management System. Tier 3 audits allow TransCanada to identify, assess, and
communicate HSE risks and opportunities and then implement appropriate corrective action(s) to ensure the
efiecdvcness, adequacy and continuous improvement of the HSE MS and its enabling tools (i.c.. Transcanada
HSE policies, programs, practices and procedures). Tier 3 audits are conducted utilizing recognized audit
principles and company developed protocols. Tier 3 audits occur on 25% of facilities, processes or activities on
an annual basis.

Tier 4 audits are audits and inspections conducted by third parties, including those procured by TransCanada as
well as regulatory inspections. Tier 4 audits focus on regulatory compliance, HSE management system
effectiveness and adequacy and due diligence. TransCanada conducts Tier 4 audits every 3 years as mandated
by the HSE Committee of the Board. External (regulatory) inspections and audits occur on an infrequent and
unplanned basis and are categorized as Tier 4. .
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Appedix 6: TransCanada’s Pipeline Integrity Program

Below are excerptsfrom TransCanada’s internal documentation describing the integrity management
processforpipelines

OVERVIEW

'l"ransCanada’s overall approach to pipeline integrity management utilizes state-of-the-an advanced inspection and
mitigation technologies applied within a comprehensive risk-based methodology. Risk assessment is used to

identify potential integrity threats for initiation of inspection/mitigation activities, while results from advanced
inspections for known or suspected integrity threats are used to develop specific integrity maintenance activities.
The Integrity Management Process for Pipelines (IMPP) provides the basis for developing the annual Pipeline
Maintenance Plan (PMP). In addition to projects initiated through risk assessment, the PMP also incorporates
prescriptive provisions of applicable codes, regulations, special permit and waiver conditions, and projects

initiated from input from the Regional Offices. The annual PMP summarizes the individual programs and

activities planned for management of the major pipeline hazards and also ensures regulatory/code compliance.

The Pipe Integrity Group of the Engineering and Asset Reliability (E&AR) Department within Operations and

Engineering (O&E) is responsible for developing the IMPP and producing the annual PMP. The IMP?

document is aligned with the high level TransCanada Integrity Management System document (EDMS

3747299), which applies to management of integrity of all assets (pipeline and facilities) managed by 0&E.

The scope of this IMPP includes all high pressure piping outside of the packaged equipment flanges, but is not

intended to cover pressure vessels or associated pressure piping located within station structures. ‘Management

of integrity issues associated with packaged equipment within compressor stations, meter stations and controls

facilities resides with the Asset Strategy & Integrity and Facilities Integrity within the E&AR Department.

The application of the IMPP addresses the entire life cycle of the pipeline system, from design, construction, and

operation through to retirement.

The Integrity Management Program for Pipelines is risk-based and “process focused.” The IMPP document is

the written process to provide consistent implementation, accountability, documentation, and program

performance measurement.

A process flow diagram for management of integrity of the TransCanada’s pipeline systems is presented below.

The pipeline integrity management process essentially consists of four key elements:

Data and Records Management
Risk Management and Decision analysis
Risk Mitigation
Quality Assurance/Quality ControlP!-"!°:—

Details of the processes are contained in subsequent chapters of the IMPP.
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Integrity Management Process
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TransCanada recognizes that optimal integrity management is best achieved from a pipeline life—cycle
perspective. Optimisation of pipeline integrity management is achieved through consideration of the holistic
interaction ofthe design, consouciion, operation and maintenance. and retirement stages of the pipeline life-
cyclc. The IMPP implicitly assumes that the pipeline system has been designed, constructed and operated
according to all applicable codes (principally the appropriate edition of CSA Z! 84 or Z662, Oil and Gas
Pipeline Systems (for Canadian based pipelines) or 49 CFR Parts 191, 192 and 195 (for US based pipelines».
While design and construction is grandfathered to the applicable code edition (dependent on year of
construction), the pipeline system is operated, ‘maintained and ultimately retired according to the most recent
standards. The lMPP specifically addresses pipeline integrity reiated operation and maintenance activities, but
through the continuous review, feedback and performance measure monitoring inherent in the process, it is also
used to influence the design, construction and retirement of pipeline facilities.

In addition to satisfying regulatory requirements, the IMPP conforms to all pertinent Transcanada Operating
Procedures (TOPS); Engineering Standards (TESs); Engineering Procedures (TEPS); and continuation of

ongoing programs and inputs from other key stakeholders (Le. Regions, etc).

Implicit in the execution of the IMPP are process controls (Le. checks and balances) to ensure that processes and
activities are implemented according to the IMF!’ and that key decision and process “milestones” are signed-off
by the appropriate level ofauthority. The corporate engineering report TER-IMPP—RoIes and Responsibilities
summarizes the key integrity processes and activities correlated to the responsible individual (by position title).
These roles, responsibilities and approvals are also summarized within the Roles, Responsibiiities subsection of
each section of the IMPP document. In addition, Chapter I I of the IMPP (Quality Assurance Process)
surrunarizes QAJQC processes utilized to ensure conformance to TransCanada’s quality management system
controls.

Documentation ofspecific PMP activities used to mitigate identified risks is through the Decision Summary
Process (DECSUMM). Individual decision summaries for all work in the current ycar’s program are also
documented on this site as well as in a central hard copy file maintained by the Pipe Integrity group in E&AR.
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The DECSUMM process provides a common framework for evaluating potential mitigation options for
individual risk situations and provides a rigorous and consistent methodology for support and justification of
integrity projects. The individual program decision summaries are the primary documentation used by E&AR
Department management to support decision analysis and document activities contained in the annual PMP.

Following roll-up of the individual integrity projects proposed for the annual PMP, the annual pipeline
integrity/maintenance budget is prepared and documented in the annual PMP presentation.

COMMUNICATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

Criticai to achieving the goals and objectives of the IMP? is timely and content—appropriate communication to
the various departments and individuals affected by the IMPP results. All departments or individuals directly
affected by the IMPP, or those responsible for executing programs developed by the IMPP, are informed and
where appropriate, directly involved in the IMP? development process.

All Transcanada employees have access to the IMP? on the E&AR Homepage and the Corporate Policy
Webpage. The IMPP is further communicated through specific presentations to senior management and field
personnel.

The following reports are generated and distributed through the execution of the IMPP:
I Pipeline Maintenance Plan (PMP)

Monthly PMP update

Year end PMP report

Residual risk report

Quarterly non-compliance report

Performance measures report

Bi-weekly integrity activity report

These reports are reviewed by the management ofE&AR, and where appropriate, senior management. Whereas

the reports all support the preparation of the budget to varying extents, they are technical reports in nature and as
such address issues beyond purely budgetaty considerations.

Communication of the PMP is provided in detail, as required for internal Transcanada process conformance and
external regulatory compliance. Land owners receive appropriate communication of the PM? and participate in
its programs through the various liaison and public awareness initiatives contained within TransCanada’s
Integrated Public Awareness Program (IPA).
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Appendix 7: Inventory ofAudit Findings from Field Visits

Region: Wildrose
Date of Audit‘ D mb 2“ clp3V'fi, 2009
Audit Team:

C V C

5.19(1)

TransCanada Liaison Edson)

egreville)

REGION AREA FACILITY

C

FINDINGS & CITATIONS

Wildrose Vegreville Ben’s Lake 0 We noted that no signage indicating storage of dangerous
Compressor Station good (TDG Class 3) were posted at the entrance to barrel

dock used for storage of oil and diesel [OPR(99), S.4(2)].
o No 'I‘ransCanada signage on peiimeters of the compressor

stations [0PR(99), S.32(1). CS/l Z662-07 s.I0.3. 9.2]

Wildrose Vegrcville Smoky Lake 0 We noted that no signage indicating storage of dangerous
Compressor Station, good (TDG Class 3) were posted at the entrance to barrel

dock used for storage of oil and diesel [0PR(99), S.4(2)].

o No TransCanada signage on perimeters of the compressor
stations [0PR(99). S’.32(I}, CSA Z662-075.10.19.21

Wildrose Vegreviile Hanmore Compressor 0 We noted that no signs indicating storage ofdangerous
Station goods (TDG Class 3) were posted at the entrance to barrel

dock used for storage of oil and diesel [0PR(99), S.4(2)]_
o No ’I‘ransCanada signage on perimeters of the compressor

stations [0PR(99), S.32(I}. CSA Z662-07 s.I0.3. 9.2]
Wildrose Edson Knight Compressor 0 Staff at the compressor station regularly test quality ofWell

Station water (every 6 months) and sample analysis reports from an

accredited laboratory, but the staff are unable to interpret
the details of the sample results [0PR(99), S.5€j

o The Chemical inventory form, kept on-site in the

Compliance Cabinet, did not have any evidence of review
in 2007 and 2008 (the 2006 inventory record was copied
and placed in the cabinet for 2007 and 2008). The pipeline
technician at the compressor station had recently reviewed
the chemical inventory, but had not filed the inventory
record sheet (in the cabinet or in electronic form). Staff

were unsure what the inventory record shouid have been for
2007 and 2008 [0PR(99). S56}.

Wildrose Edson Swartz Creek 0 Staff reported that they regularly (every 6 months) submit
Compressor Station water samples to an accredited laboratory for testing of

quality, yet do not receive the results of the sample analyses
to keep on site [0PR(99), S.56]

o A fire extinguisher located within the Compressor Building
was noted to have had its last annual inspection performed
in 2008, rather than in 2009 (at the same time as other fire
extinguishers) [0PR(99), SE39]

0 We noted that the Compressor Station did not have any
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REGION AREA FACILITY FINDINGS & CITATIONS
hearing protection signage/ placards on one of the entrances
[0PR(99). S. 30(a)].
We noted that chains surrounding a platform used for
operational work to be conducted on blow-down valves,
and acting as a fall-arrest system, were not engaged
[0PR(99), S. 30(a)]

Wildrose Vegreville Vegreville Sales No issues observed
Meter Station

Wildrose Vegreville Royal Park Meter No issues observed
Station

Wildrose Vegrcville Hairy Hill Meter No issues observed

Station

Wildrose Vegreville Willington Meter No issues observed

Station '

Wildrose Ve ville Andrew Meter Station No issues observed

Wildrose Edson Pioneer Meter Station No issues observed

Wildrose Edson Ansel Meter Station Fencing surrounding the meter station was noted to have
been damaged in multiple areas. The damage was

reportedly caused by fallen trees surrounding the station,
7 - _ W 7 _ , , s s _ , which occurred during a storm event in the first week of

August, 2009. [0PR(99), .5‘. I I (b)]

Wildrose Edson Edson Meter Station TransCanada staff advised us that hearing protection be
worn upon enny to the Valve Control Hut, yet there was no
signage! placards on the entrances to the building indicating

that hearing protection be necessary [0PR(99). S.30(a)]

Wildrose Vegreville North Saskatchewan No issues observed

River crossing at Flat
Lake

Wildrose Edson North Saskatchewan Signage at the north riverbank was observed to be

River crossing (south
of Lodgepole)

somewhat obscured by vegetative growth [OPR(99_).

S.-1(2)]
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Region: Central
Date ofAudit; Dyeycemher 8'”
Audit Team:

"

TransCanadaiL:aison: :

Transcnnada
Audit‘ ofManagement Pracessesfor the Alberta System

s.19(1)

REGION AREA FACILITY FINDINGS & CITATIONS
Central Palliser Cavendish

Compressor Station
The Fire-proofcabinet storing chemicals was noted to be
blocked by its abutment to an electrical panel [0PR(99),
S.30(a)]
The “Meter Station Local Procedures Manual" has not been
updated since June, 2006. There are no indications that the
manual has since been updated, or reviewed to ensure that no
changes to the manual are necessary. [0PR(99), S.32(1)]
The “Meter Station Local Procedures Manual" does not
contain facility schematics, facility access map, side valve
access outside, producer index files, or an isolation plan, all of
which are noted in the Table of Contents of the manual
[0PR(99), 3232(1)]

Central Palliser o Dunmore Meter

Station

Medicine Hat East

Meter Station
Empress East
Sales & McNeil

Meter Stations

No TransCanada signage on perimcters of the meter station -

[0PR(99), S.36()9, CSA Z662-07 s.I0. 3. 9.2]
Emergency gates not marked with any signage or marker that
would allow easier visibility of the gate location [0PR(99},
S.30(a)]
“Meter Station Local Procedures Manuals” were all last
updated in June, 2006. There are no indications that the
manuals has since been updated, or reviewed to ensure that
no changes to the manual are necessary [0PR(99). S.32(1)}

Central Palliser South Saskatchewan
River crossing

We noted a fixed ladder leading from ground at edge of
riverbank to top of pipes on crossing (excess of 30 feet in
height) did not have a surrounding safety—cage [0PR(99),
S.30(a)]
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Region: Rocky Mountain
Date ofAudit: December 9"’ and 10"‘, 2009
Audit Team:

'l‘rausCanada Liaison:

TransCanada
Audi! ofblancrgemenl Processesfor the Alberta System

s.19(1)

REGION AREA FACILITY FINDINGS & CITATIONS
Rocky East Loop Beiseker Compressor
Mountain Station

We noted no legible TDG Class 2.1 pictorial at Beiseker

Compressor Station Main Entrance [0PR(99), S.4(2)].
We noted that the warm storage area was used for storage of
hazardous materials (three full oil barrels, ten full 25L
containers of oil and hazardous chemicals within the storage
cabinets)

0 There was no indication of such by the posting of
signs identifying the stored products on the

, entrances to the warm storage building_[0PR(99),

-534(2)}
0 Barrels ofoil and 251. containers where not

stored at least above E00 mm above the floor
level [01-"R(99), S. 13(0)]

One Fire-proof cabinet vent in the Warm Storage Building
was noted to be open and venting inside the building
[0PR(99). S. 30(a)].
No 'I’ransCanada signage on perirneters of the compressor
stations [0PR(99), s.32(1), CSA 2662-07 5.10.3. 9.21

Rocky East Loop Hussar Compressor
Mountain Station

Site inspection discovered a total of four Westinghouse
transformers (range 45k‘./A and 300kVA) located in the

basement of main building. Basement has no adequate
protection against Water seepage during summer months

(observed water marks and stain on floor). This situation
poses constant safety and equipment integrity hazard.

[0PR(99), S.1'3(a)]
Site has two high pressure boilers that have to be inspected by
ABSA accredited inspector at interval deems appropriate by
inspector. There were no records available in hard or
electronic form confirming that Vessel (B) inspection was

completed [0PR(99), 3.56]
We noted that obsolete version of Segregation Chartfor
Dangerous Goods andHazardous Material was posted at
Barrel dock (outside storage area]. In addition the poisonous

material (Roundup) was stored together with flammable
material (oil) in contravention to internal TC and TDG
regulatory requirement [0PR(99), S.-1(2)]
We noted several fire extinguishers with no annual inspection
tags present [0PR(99). 5139}
We noted that station Emergency Response Plan does not
contain residence lists as per TC requirement [0PR(99),
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REGION AREA FACILITY FINDINGS &: CITATIONS

S.32{I)] .
We noted that no signage indicating storage of dangerous

goods (TDG Class 3) were posted at the entrance to barrel

dock used for storage of oil and diesel [0PR(99), S.4(2)].

No TransCanada signage on perimeters of the compressor

stations [0PR(99), S.32(1), CSA Z662-07 s.10.3.9.2_]

Rocky

Mountain

West Loop Schrader Creek
Compressor Station

Signage — There did not appear to be adequate High Pressure
Warning signage on the perimeter fence [OPR(99), 514(2)]
Signage — There did not appear to be adequate dangerous

goods storage signage at the entrance to barrel dock used for
storage of oil and diesel [0PR(99), S.4(2)].

Rocky
Mountain

West Loop Winchell Lake

Compressor Station

Signage — There did not appear to be adequate High Pressure
Warning signage on the perimeter fence [0PR(99), S. 4(2)]
Signage — There did not appear to be adequate dangerous
goods storage signage at two of the three entrances to the
warm storage area. [OPR(99), 34(2)].
ERP - contact names not listed in the ERP. Only a reference

to another online document is provided [0PR(99), S. 32(1)}

Rocky
Mountain

East Loop Severn Creek Meter

Station

We noted three high pressure helium cylinders stored in a
position not protecting them against valve damage (not
securely fastened) [0PR(99), S.30(a)].
No TransCanada signage on perimeter fencing [0PR(99),
S.32(I), CSA Z662-07 s.l0.3.9.2]

Rocky
Mountain

West Loop South Elkton —

Hannattan Delivery
Meter Station

We noted an H;S warning sign on the entrance gate, however
no H13 gas present in the line. According to Darrel Sayer,
Regional Asset Reliability Manager, Rocky Mountain Region,
the sign was originally installed when the South Elkton
station was a receipt point and not subsequently removed
[0PR(99), 514(2)]

Rocky
Mountain

East Loop Hussar North Meter

Station

No Transcanada signage on perimeter fencing [0PR{99),
S.32(:')]

Rocky
Mountain

West Loop River Crossing —

Cochrane Bow River
Signage ~ There appeared to be inadequate high pressure
pipeline warning signage at the Cochrane Bow River
crossing. Only the pipeline markers were in place. Mitch
Starke, HS&E Coordinator, advised us that the sign was
removed due to the difficulty of maintaining the sign at the
river crossing, but that the sign will be replaced [0PR(99),

-14(2)} .
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PURPOSE

This Specification details the requirements for the ultrasonic system (transducers, ultrasonic instrument,
and recording system), calibration standards, system set-up and performance, field inspection and records
for the examination ofpipeline girth welds using a mechanized ultrasonic examination system.

The pipeline contractor should be aware of these inspection requirements and work with the NDE
contractor to ensure that welds are inspected as required by the Company

SCOPE

This Specification establishes minimum requirements for ultrasonic examination of qualification welds,
production welds and repair Welds. Notwithstanding the requirements set forth herein, ultrasonic
examination shall comply with the requirements of the latest approved edition CSA Z662.

This Specification applies to welds made in pipe having a nominal wall thiclmess 7.2 mm and greater.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE

This Specification has been fully revised to capture new AUT technologies, update system requirements,
and performance monitoring. Data interpretation and flaw marking protocols for weld removal have been
added. Specifications TES-NDT-UTS, TES-NDT—UTG, and TES-NDT—UT2 have been revised and

consolidated into this Specification.
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1 SCOPE

This Specification establishes minimum requirements for ultrasonic examination of qualification
welds, production welds and repair welds. Notwithstanding the requirements set forth herein,
ultrasonic examination shall comply with the requirements of the latest approved edition of CSA
Z662, and any amendment, supplement, or errata issued by CSA; and the Company Environment,
Occupational Health and Safety standards. This Specification applies to welds made in pipe
having a wall thickness 7.2 mm and greater.

2 REFERENCES

a) CSA Standard Z662—07 Oil and Gas Pipeline Systems (referred to as CSA Z662)

b) British Standard BS EN 12668 Characterization and Verification ofUltrasonic Examination
Equipment; Part 1 Instruments, part 2 Probes, Part 3 Combined Equipment

c) ASTM E164, Practice for Ultrasonic Contact Examination of Welds

d) ASTM E317, Practice for Evaluating Performance Characteristics ofUltrasonic Pulse—Echo

Testing Systems Without the Use of Electronic Measurement Instruments

e) BS EN 583—6:2008, Non-destructive testing. Ultrasonic examination. Time-of-flight
diffraction technique as a method for detection and sizing of discontinuities

f) Canadian General Standards Board, CAN/CGSB 48.9712 Qualification and Certification of
Nondestructive Testing Personnel ’

g) Electrical Supply Industry Standard ESI 98-2 Issue 1 Dec 1979/R1998, Ultrasonic Probes:
Medium Frequency Miniature Shear Wave, Angle Probes

L
h) ASTM E 1316 Standard Terminology for Nondestructive Examinations

i) ASME Section V, Nondestructive Examination

j) Applicable TransCanada specifications

3 DEFINITIONS

Definitions contained in ASME Section V, Article 5, Mandatory Appendix III apply to this
Specification; in addition the following definitions shall be added:

Company TransCanada Pipelines Limited (Company) including their
engineering agencies, inspectors and other authorized
representatives.

Contractor The ultrasonic inspection contractor engaged to perform work
covered by this Specification.

0perator(s) Operators ofultrasonic equipment. Ultrasonic operators shall be
qualified and certified in accordance with the requirements of
Level 11 Canadian General Standards Board, CAN/CGSB

48.9712 Qualification and Certification ofNondestructive
Testing Personnel.

Pipeline A pipeline for the transmission of natural gas or hazardous
liquids including laterals, branch connections, extensions,
compressors, pumps, and related facilities as defined by CSA
Z662.
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4.1

4.1.1

4.1.4

, 4.1.5

4.1.6

GENERAL

All documents listed in the tender shall apply to and govern all phases of the Work hereinafter
specified.

General Conditions

The Company will only use Contractors who have been pre-approved using the system
performance qualification process detail in Clause 6.2 of this Specification.

The Company shall have the right to nondestmctively examine any weld; the examination shall
be used to assess compliance with CSA Z662. The Company shall also have the right to require
the removal of any weld for the purpose of destructive tests. The Company is the final authority
for the acceptance ofwelds.

The Contractor shall provide ultrasonic examination services for all welds designated by the
Company during the construction of a pipeline or facility, as described in Clause 6.

The pipe coating shall be cutback for a minimum distance of 125 mm from the original bevel
face; spiral or long weld seams shall be ground within 0.5/-0 mm of the pipe surface for a
distance measured along the length of the pipe of 125 mm from the original bevel face to ensure
that no transducers are lifted from the pipe surface during the scanning operation.

No transducers shall operate on the coating.

Pulse-echo and pitch-catch techniques, using either focused transducers or phased array
transducers, in combination with a minimum of A-scan, stacked A-scan presentations, and a fully
automatic recording system shall indicate accurately the circumferential location, circumferential
length, and through-thickness location of indications as well as the continuity of acoustic
coupling. The system analysis software shall be capable of determining the through-thickness
height of indications with an accuracy 5 1.5 mm. System resolution shall be 1 mm of
circumferential distance, and the system shall provide for encoder accuracy verification.
Circumferential distance markers shall be provided at intervals not exceeding 1 cm of weld
length.

Each system shall incorporate a Time of Flight Diffraction (TOFD) configuration, this shall
augment, but not replace, the pulse echo system. A single TOFD configuration shall be used for
wall thickness S 25 mm, whereas a dual TOFD configuration shall be used for wall thickness
greater than 25 mm.

In addition to an analog strip recording for all sequences/channels, a stacked A-scan mapping
display shall be provided or each root and volumetric sequence/channel. For any selected analog
strip sequence/channel, there shall be an A-scan presentation of the gated period available for
viewing in the display during scanning when required.

The Contractor shall provide the Company with an electronic copy of the raw data and a hard
copy recording of the inspection, together with the judgment of acceptability of each weld
examined and the recordings of the calibration standard scans. The raw data shall capture the A-
scan signal within the gated period of each sequence at a sampling rate allowing proper
reconstruction of the signal. The Contractor shall supply a viewer program to enable the
Company to View the raw data in the same manner used by the system operator at the time of
inspection, and the program shall allow the Company to verify amplitude or TOFD indication
height values from the raw data.
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4.1.10

4.1.11

4.1.12

6.1

6.1.1

6.1.3

The inspection shall be carried out using an automatic ultrasonic system capable of maintaining
production rates established by the pipeline construction contractor, which can be as many as 150
welds/day. The system shall be self—contained, have its own independent power supply, and be
mounted on a suitable all-terrain vehicle. The Contractor shall have necessary spare equipment to
ensure continuance of the work without interruption or delays.

The Contractor shall designate one person as the NDE Supervisor, and this person shall be
responsible for the conduct and performance of all ultrasonic personnel and for maintaining all
equipment and supplies in reliable condition. The NDE Supervisor shall work closely with the
Company's Senior Welding Inspector in the documentation of inspections completed and shall be
responsible for all reports, interpretations and evaluation. The Contractor Job Supervisor shall
audit daily results to ensure that interpretations are consistent, informative, and concise, and this
supervisor shall be capable of technical support for automated UT operations. The extent of data
audit shall be approved by the Company. The NDE Supervisor shall be approved by the
Company for duties to be performed.

The Contractor shall have sufficient equipment and personnel on site to maintain a production
rate which ensures that any weld completed prior to 4:30 PM shall be inspected, interpreted and
included in the Ultrasonic Inspection Report for that working day, unless otherwise directed by
the Company.

VISUAL INSPECTION

At suitable intervals, the Contractor or designate should confirm by visual inspection and with a
slip gauge that the pipe bevel dimensions and alignment prior to welding conform to the
dimensional tolerances of the ultrasonic testing procedure. Any differences in dimensions or
alignment observed during setup and scanning should be reported to the appropriate Company
representative.

ULTRASONIC INSPECTION

Introduction

Mechanized mainline girth welds shall be fiilly examined by an automated ultrasonic inspection
system for 100% of the circumference, in accordance with CSA Z662. The inspection system
shall be capable of locating and accurately predicting the through wall height and circumferential
length of defects, in a manner that permits the use of acceptance criteria defined by the Company
in accordance with CSA Z662, Annex “K”.

Girth welds made in a factory bevel or repairs made to welds produced using automatic welding
shall be fully examined by an automated ultrasonic inspection system for 100% of the
circumference in accordance with CSA Z662. The inspection system shall be capable of locating
and accurately assessing circumferential length of defects, in a manner that permits the use of
CSA Z662 “Workmanship Acceptance Standards”.

Girth welds made in a factory bevel which cannot be inspected by automated ultrasonic
inspection may where practicable, and with permission of the Company be inspected by manual
ultrasonic inspection according to Appendix C of this Specification.
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6.2

6.3

6.3.1

6.3.3

6.3.4

6.4

6.4.1

6.4.2

System Performance Qualification

The Contractor shall be pre—approved prior to bidding the work. During the pre-approval process
the Contractor must successfully demonstrate system performance by examining a minimum of
five welds supplied by the Company. The demonstration shall include integration of hardware,
software, and personnel in a manner that permits reliable detection and accurate height "sizing of
weld imperfections to CSA Z662. The Company shall be the sole judge of the adequacy of
system performance for the intended use. Systems failing the performance test requirements shall
not be re-evaluated until it is proven that all previous non-performance issues have been
addressed. The Company reserves the right to require the Contractor be re-approved if the
Company is of the opinion that the Contractor’s system has changed with respect to technology,
or requires modification to correct non-performance issues. .

Operator Qualification

Ultrasonic operators shall be qualified and certified as a Level II in the “Ultrasonic” method in
accordance with CAN/CGSB 48.9712, and shall submit their current records of certification. In
addition, operators shall have completed a minimum of 40 hours training in automatic testing,
including practical and theoretical aspects pertinent to the equipment and general configurations
to be examined. This training shall be documented and the records shall be provided to the
Company. An operator’s project experience shall include stand-alone automated ultrasonic
testing of a minimum 1000 pipeline girth welds.

The Company reserves the right to assess thelcompetency of system operators for pipeline1
inspection by demonstrating their ability to detect and characterize typical weld indications and
determine their acceptance. The Company will provide qualification test welds containing known
defects, for operator qualifications. The qualification test will be administered and witnessed by
the Company prior to production welding. This process may be waived in lieu of an alternate
approach, at the discretion of the Company. The Company shall be sole judge of operator
performance.

The Company reserves the right to assess the competency of ultrasonic operators for manual
inspection using qualification welds containing defects. Operators must demonstrate their ability
to detect and characterize typical indications and determine their acceptance according to the
CSA workmanship __criteria, and shall be approved by the Company. This process may be waived
in lieu of an alternate approach, at the discretion of the Company. The Company shall be sole
judge of operator performance.

Only ultrasonic operators/systems qualified in accordance with this Specification shall be
permitted to inspect welds using the ultrasonic method.

Procedure and Technique Qualification

Ultrasonic inspection shall be performed in accordance with a documented, detailed procedure,
technique approved by the Company. Approved procedures shall contain as a minimum the
applicable information stated in this Specification, information stated in ASME Section V,
Article 4 paragraph T.421 , and a description of the methodology used to investigate indications.

If not issued by the Company, project—specif1c inspection designs shall be developed by the
Contractor following the requirements of Appendix A of this Specification for automated
GMAW, and Appendix B for welds produced in a standard factory bevel. Using either the design
information provided by the Company or derived from the relevant Appendix, the Contractor
shall prepare a detailed technique for each wall thickness to be inspected by automated ultrasonic
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6.4.3

6.4.4

6.4.5

6.4.6

inspection. The Contractor shall prepare a detailed technique(s) for manual ultrasonic inspection.
only when required by the Company.

The Contractor shall demonstrate the effectiveness of all proposed procedures and techniques to
the Company prior to mobilizing each system to the project. The specific technique for each wall
thickness will be assessed according to the performance requirements contained in Section 7 of
this Specification. All project procedures/techniques must be approved prior to mobilization to
the project. The Contractor shall not use any procedure or technique in the performance of the
work that has not been approved by the Company. The Company shall be sole judge of the
adequacy of the technique for the intended use.

Further procedure/technique validation may be required by the Company during welder training
and qualification testing.

The Contractor shall provide an automatic ultrasonic inspection procedure and specific
techniques which permit full volumetric examination of the weldin a single pass from both sides
of the weld. The procedure shall provide tolerance for pipe misalignment and weld shrinkage; it
shall provide for characterization of imperfections, their location in the weld thickness direction,
through-wall defect height, and circumferential imperfection length and location. lmperfection
location and sizing must be adequate to permit use of Company defined acceptance criteria based
on the Engineering Critical Assessment provisions of CSA Z662 Annex “K”. It should include
but not be limited to describing the following requirements:

a) an automatic variable speed scanner mounted on automatic welding bands or other tracking
devices;

b) an encoder capable of accurately indicating any defect location within the girth weld;

c) independently loaded ultrasonic transducers mounted in a configuration that provides
independent inspection of the weld from both sides;

d) provisions for adjustments and maintaining the alignment of the transducers;

e) provisions for recording the continuity of the coupling;

t) provisions for ensuring the mechanical reliability of the equipment;

g) a technique summary sheet stating beam angles, wave types, transducer fiequencies, beam
size profiles and sketches for each geometry to be examined, and other relevant information;

h) a record of analog and/or digital signals from the multiple channels to a common
circumferential distance;

i) provisions for a permanent copy of the scans in an easily interpretable format to meet archival
and audit needs;

j) construction and accuracy details of the calibration piece; calibration procedures to be used in
the field;

k) calibration checks that shall be established and verified on a time or weld cycle defined by
the Company, with system performance between calibration checks continually monitored for
degradation;

1) area of inspection; and

In) marking defects for repair.

The Company will notify the Contractor of its approval of each procedure and/or technique. Upon
approval from the Company, the procedure becomes a mandatory requirement and changes are
only permitted with further approval from the Company.
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6.5 Calibration Standards

6.5.1 The number of calibration reflectors shall be adequate to provide better than 1.5 mm height sizing
accuracy, and clearly discriminate buried from surface breaking imperfection, as well enable
classification of imperfection type, planar and Volumetric.

6.5.2 Calibration standards shall be used to qualify the system for field inspection and to monitor
ongoing system performance.

6.5.3 Calibration standards shall be manufactured from a section of project specific line pipe supplied
by the Company and designed such that the target reflectors simulate the bevel geometry to be
inspected.

6.5.4 The acoustic velocity of each pipe material shall be determined in the same plane as the pipe axis
using SH shear waves polarized to simulate particle displacement during actual inspection
conditions. Measurements shall be made using parallelograms machined to represent the lowest
and highest inspection angles. Two complete sets ofparallelograms shall be taken from each pipe
section; sets shall be separated by 180°. This data shall be considered during transducer selection
or design and be recorded in the procedure submitted to the Company.

6.5.5 Calibration standards shall be designed with sufficient surface area so that the complete
transducer array will traverse the target areas in a single pass. The lateral position of calibration
reflectors shall be such that there will be no interference from adjacent reflectors, or the edges of
the block. a a

6.5.6 Calibration standards shall be identified with a unique serial number providing traceability back
to the project for which they were manufactured. Records of the serial number, wall thickness,
diameter, and acoustic velocity shall be kept. Calibration standards remain the property of the
Company.

6.5.7 For stress based pipeline design in wall thickness of 25 mm or less, and for all wall thicknesses
used in a strain based pipeline design the principal calibration reflectors for fusion defects shall
be 2 mm diameter flat bottom holes (FBH) and 1 mm deep surface notches. The principal
reflector for porosity detection shall be a 1.5 mm FBH. For stress based pipeline design in wall
thickness greater than 25 mm the principal calibration reflectors for fusion defects shall be 3 mm
diameter flat bottom holes (FBH) and 1 mm deep surface notches, and the principal reflector for
porosity detection shall be a 2 mm FBH. The central axis of each FBH calibration reflector shall
coincide with the central axis of the sound-beam interrogating it. For inspection of welds made
with a standard bevel (e.g., the shielded metal are [SMAW], gas metal are [GMAW/PGMAW] or
flux-cored arc [FCAW] welding process, two transverse notches are required, each measuring
10 mm long and 2 mm deep, with one on the ID and one on the OD surface. TOFD notches shall
not be deeper than 2 mm for the inside surface and 3 mm for the outside surface.

6.5.8 Machining tolerances for all calibration reflectors shall be less than or equal to the following:

a) Hole diameter i 0.1 mm

b) Flatness of FBH i: 0.2 mm

c) Angles :1: 1 degree

d) Notch Depth i 0. 2 mm

e) Notch Length :1: 10%

f) Center location i 0.2 mm
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6.5.9

6.5.10

6.5.11

6.6

6.6.1

6.6.2

6.6.3

6.6.4

6.6.5

6.6.6

6.7

6.7.1

6.7.2

6.7.3

g) Hole depth :1: 0.2 mm

Calibration standards shall be certified by the machine shop and a report shall be provided to the
Company verifying the tolerance to design actual for each of the calibration reflectors. In
addition, the Contractor shall ultrasonically verify the signal response from like kind reflectors on
upstream versus downstream sides; a report shall be provided to the Company.

Holes and notches shall be protected from degradation by filling them with a suitable silicone
sealant.

Project pipe will normally be available for procedure development and calibration block design
60 days before construction.

Ultrasonic Equipment General

The instrument shall provide a linear A-scan presentation for each channel selected. A selectable
A—scan presentation shall be available during scanning. The inspection channels shall allow
assessment of the full volume of the weld scanned, and all defects present detected, located and
sized in the through-wall direction. Instrument linearity shall be determined according to ASTM
E317, within 3 months of the intended end use date and not deviate by more than 5% from ideal.
The Contractor shall retain a current copy of the calibration certificate at the worksite.

Each inspection channel shall provide:

—a) — Pulseecho or through transmission modes;

b) Two gates, each adjustable for start position and length;

c) Gain adjustment independent of the other inspection channels;

d) Recording threshold between 5 and 100% of full screen height for A—scan and transit time
recording and 0% to 100% for stacked A—scan mapping;

e) For TOFD waveforms, a recording threshold of 100% to -100%;

f) Recording of the first or the largest signal in the gated region; and signal outputs representing
signal amplitude and time offlight

All transducers shall be contoured to match the curvature of the pipe surface.

The acoustic focus shall occur at the target d:l0 mm of steel path and the beam height shall be
within d:25% of that required by the inspection design; the -6 dB horizontal dimension of the
beam at the target shall not be greater than two times the -6 dB vertical dimension of the beam.

Transducers shall be certified as meeting the performance requirements of British Electrical
Supply Industry Standard ESI 98-2.

Each transducer's performance shall be documented before use on a Contractor developed form
approved by the Company.

Phased Array

When phased array technology is used as an alternative to a focused multi-transducer array, the
Contractor shall apply the following additional requirements:

Phased array systems will simulate the focused multi transducer array system function for weld
volume inspection. Azimuthal scans are permissible when required to provide enhanced defect
height sizing.

Phased array equipment shall meet the requirements of Part 1, 2 &3 of BS EN 12668.
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6.7.4

6.7.5

6.7.6

6.7.7

6.7.8

6.8

6.8.1

6.8.2

6.8.3

6.8.4

6.8.5

6.8.6

6.8.7

6.8.8

7.1

7.1.1

Phased array transducers shall have a minimum of 48 elements. Due to the large wedge footprint
and therefore sensitivity to surface waviness, care must be taken to ensure the contact surface of
the transducer is properly dressed to match the contour of the pipe surface. The permissible gap
between pipe and wedge shall not exceed 0.25 mm.

Phased array transducers shall contain shaped elements in the passive none steered direction,
radius of curvature 75 to 125 mm. Alternatively phased array transducers shall contain a suitable
lens in the passive none steered direction.

Each array will be assessed at intervals not exceeding 500 welds or 1 week of production
whichever comes first to confirm continued element integrity and performance within the
manufacturers acceptable tolerance. The Contractor shall follow the manufacturer’s performance
tolerances with respect to sensitivity across the array, number of non-active elements.

Each focal law will provide for the maximum sound pressure at the target defined in the
inspection design. The focus shall occur at the target i10 mm of steel path and the beam height
shall be within :+:25% of that required by the inspection design.

Software locks shall be active for each focal law to limit changes by the system operator which
will alter the system configuration once approved by the Company Representative. Changes will
only be permitted by the Contractor Job Supervisor with approval of the Company
Representative. The Contractor shall demonstrate the tolerance to ideal for each focal law. With
permission from the Companya software feature which identifies in the display that a focal law is
outside the tolerance set for that focal law may be substituted for software locks. This out of
range condition shall appear in the display continuously until corrected and recorded in the raw
data for welds examined with this out of range condition.

Time of Flight Diffraction

Time of flight diffraction TOFD shall be configured following BS EN 583-62008 guidelines.

The receiver bandwidth shall have a range 0.5 to 2 times the nominal transducer frequency at -
6dB.

The system shall have an electronic gate with both start and lengths within the digitized, un-
rectified A-scan.

The gate shall be set starting l microsecond prior to the arrival of the lateral wave and extend to
ensure that the complete reflected back wall signal is recorded.

The digitization rate shall be at least 4 times the nominal transducer frequency.

The system shall be able to acquire and digitize and display at least one A-scan for each 1mm of
scan length.

The system shall be capable of displaying D—Scan images in at least 128 grey scale levels.

If pre amplifiers are used then the bandwidth of the pre amplifier at -3dB shall be similar to that
of the system. The preamplifier shall be low noise better than 20uV peak to peak.

SYSTEM SET—UP

Transducer Positioning and Primary Reference Sensitivity

Primary Reference Level
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7.1.2

The system shall be optimized for field inspection using the calibration standard established in
Clause 6.5 of this Specification. Each transducer shall be positioned at its operating distance
away from the simulated weld centerline on the calibrated standard and adjusted to provide a
peak signal from its target reference reflector in its inspection zone. The peak signal response
shall be adjusted to approximately 80% of the full screen height for each channel. This gain level
shall be the primary reference level for that transducer, and shall be recorded in the procedure
(see Clause 6.3 of this Specification). Variation and corrective actions to maintain calibration
shall be recorded on a Company pre-approved form. The noise shall be at least 20 dB weaker
than the signal at the target path, and the electronic noise 40 dB weaker. The transducer
operating distance relative to a marked index point shall also be recorded on the form. Signal
discrimination between adjacent zones shall be a minimum 6 dB but not exceed 12 dB.

Gate Settings

Using the calibrated standard, each detection gate shall be set to cover a sound path which starts
at least 3 mm before the weld preparation in the hot pass and fill /cap zones, and 5 mm before for
the root and cross-penetration zones, and ends at least 1 mm past the weld centerline. The gate
start position and gate length with respect to the weld preparation for each detection channel shall
be recorded in the procedure. For mapping (stacked A-scan) the gate shall mimic the start
positions above and extend past the weld geometry.

Gate Recording Threshold

The recording threshold of each planar detection channel shall be 40% of full screen height when
on the peak signal response from the target FBH or surface notch is set at 80% of full screen
height. The recording threshold of each porosity detection channel shall be 20% of full screen
height when the 1.5 mm diameter FBH is set at 80% of full screen height and 6 dB is added.
Alternatively, the recording threshold of each porosity detection channel shall be 10% of full
screen height when the 1.5 mm diameter FBH is set at 80% of full screen height.

Data Display

Channel output signals shall be arranged in the data display and hard copy record in an order
acceptable to the Company In addition, time delays shall be applied to the signals to compensate
for different transducers circumferential positions relative to the circumferential zero point and
subsequent distance markers. Details of the delays applied and the chart arrangement shall be
recorded in the procedure. Variations and corrective actions to maintain calibration shall be
recorded on a Company pre-approved form.

Circumferential Scanning Velocity

Vc s We * PRF / 3 - Where V0 is the scanning Velocity and We, is the narrowest -6dB beam
width at the appropriate operating distance(s) of all transducers in accordance with the design
requirements and PRF is the pulse repetition frequency per transducer.
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7.1.6

8.1

8.1.1

8.2

8.2.1

8.2.2

8.3

8.3.1

Circumferential Scarming Direction

The circumferential scanning direction shall be clockwise when the "pipe axis is viewed in the
direction of construction. Drag sections and other instances when the pipe is scanned in reverse
shall be documented "REVERSE SCAN" on the weld chart and NDE Weld Form

Operating Log

A log shall be kept of adjustments; changes to measurements, dB changes or other changes from
those stated the original technique. Replacements will be documented i.e.: major system
components, transducer wedge change-outs, transducer change-outs. Transducer details shall
include angle, frequency, serial number, diameter, and focal position (if focused).

CALIBRATION QUALIFICATION

Detection Channels

With the system optimized, the calibration standard shall be scanned in the multiplexed mode.
The recording medium shall indicate 70—100% (within specified tolerance) of full screen height
signals from each calibration reflector recorded in their correct position assigned on the recorder
chart. The circumferential positional accuracy of the recorded reflectors relative to each other
shall be within 2|: 2 mm. A calibration acceptable to the Company shall be used as the inspection
quality standard to which subsequently produced calibration charts shall be judged for
acceptability.

‘
,

Calibrations shall be performed at the same scanning speed as the weld examination -— no
stop/starting or rocking will be allowed, as this intended to be a representative dynamic scan.

Coupling Monitor Channels

Amplifier gain shall be adjusted when the system is mounted on the calibration standard to
produce a maximum echo height of 80% from the full "vee" path, when using separate coupling
monitors, or 80% FSH and up to a maximum of +12dB transmitted signal for the through
transmission mode. The recording gate threshold level shall be a minimum of 20% of full screen
height to a maximum 80% of full screen height.

The re-inspection of the calibration standard with its surface wiped dry shall produce a record
showing a lack of coupling (i.e., absence of recording signal). This shall be performed at least
twice a day; once at the start of the day and once at midday..

Measurement to Assess Transducer Wear

The Contractor shall provide baseline height measurement for the transducer case prior to the
start of field weld examinations. An accurate (:1: 0.1 mm) measurement shall be made of the case
height at each of the corners of each transducer. These measurements shall be recorded on a
Company approved form for a comparison ofperiodic measurements taken throughout the project
to assess transducer wear. The frequency of checks shall be defined in the procedure. An
ongoing transducer performance monitoring process may be used as a substitute for physical
measurements, if approved by the Company.
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9.1

9.1.1

9.1.2

9.2

9.3

9.3.1

9.3.2

9.3.3

10

10.1

10.1.1

10.1.2

10.1.3

INSPECTION OF PRODUCTION WELDS

Weld Marking

The Contractor shall permanently identify each weld with a unique weld number following the
weld number system provided by the Company.

The weld number shall be positioned on the pipe surface on the work side of the pipe in a manner
agreed by the Company.

Weld numbers shall be large enough to be clearly and visually identified from a distance of 3
metres.

Surface Condition

The scanning surfaces shall be free of weld spatter and other irregularities, which may interfere
with the movement of the transducers, the coupling or the transmission of acoustic energy into the
material.

Reference Line

Prior to welding, the Contractor shall scribe a reference line on the pipe surface at 40 mm from
the weld centerline with an accuracy ofi 0.5 mm from the centerline of the weld preparation and
on the inspection hand side.

The reference line shall be used to ensure that the band is adjusted to the same distance from the
centerline as to replicate the calibration standard. The tolerance to ideal positioning shall not
exceed i 0.5 mm. The 12 o'clock position shall also be clearly marked on the pipe to indicate the
start position (0 cm) position of the scan.

The Contractor shall take into account the circumferential shrinkage of the girth weld during the
design and calibration sequences. Shrinkage is determined by scribing a reference line on both
pipe ends for the first 10 welds, then measuring the distance in between them after welding.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Sensitivity

The calibration standard shall be used daily before beginning pipe weld inspections, after repairs
to the system, and thereafter at intervals not exceeding 1 hour or 10 welds, whichever comes first,
and again at the conclusion of the shift.

When changes are made to the setup, for example a change of wall thickness, transducer or
wedge, then six acceptable consistency calibration scans are required.

The hard copy record of the calibration standard scan shall be included sequentially with the weld
inspection charts. The last weld number inspected and time at which it was performed shall
appear on each calibration chart. These charts shall be made available to the Company when
requested.
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10.2

10.3

10.4

10.4.1

10.4.2

11

12

12.1

12.2

Circumferential Position Accuracy

The position accuracy of the chart distance markers shall be validated twice during each working
shift. The scanner shall travel from the zero position with the scanning frame coincident with the
pipe. At all o'clock positions, the index marks on the scanning frame and the pipe must be
aligned. The chart shall then be compared to circumferential distance measured with a diameter
tape; chart accuracy shall be within :|:1 cm or better. The results shall be recorded on a Company
approved form.

Transducer Surface Position Accuracy

Shifts in the refracted angle resulting from the change in velocity within the wedge line materials
or pipe due to temperature, for example when scanning cold welds, shall be corrected for by
adjustment of the transducer surface position. Care shall be taken to ensure that the gate start,
and length positions are still set as required by paragraph 7.1.2 following any such adjustment. .

Temperature Control

It shall be the Contractor's responsibility to maintain a stable transducer wedge temperature
between the calibration scan and scanning the weld. This shall be monitored using a
thermocouple embedded in a dummy transducer within the transducer array, or in one of the
active transducer wedges used in conjunction with a digital temperature gauge. The difference
between the temperature of the transducers on the production weld and the temperature of the
transducers when scanning the calibration block shall be monitored, and must be within 10
Celsius degrees. The temperature shall be recorded on all the hard copy printouts and be present
in the electronic data.

For testing at temperature extremes, i11 Very hot or Very cold conditions, the calibration block may
need to be heated or cooled so that the array is maintained within a 10 Celsius degrees variance
when completing calibration in, weld scan, and calibration out cycles. The need for heating or
cooling of the calibration standard shall be documented on all the hard copy calibration and weld
printouts.

SCANNING SENSITIVITY

An additional 2 dB of gain shall be added globally to the system for weld examination to
compensate for differences in coupling efficiencies between the calibration standard and the
production pipe. This additional gain shall be removed during calibration. During production
weld inspection, with the Company's approval, the system may be operated at a higher gain to
ensure detection of defects, or to account for excessive pipe surface roughness.

RE-INSPECTION

Sensitivity
'

Welds examined at a sensitivity varying more than 2 dB from the scanning sensitivity shall
require re-calibration of the system and re-examination, with no additional compensation to the
Contractor. -»

Coupling Losses

Welds examined exhibiting coupling losses with a length exceeding the acceptable defect length
for that charmel shall be re-inspected.
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Scanner Slippage12.3

12.4

12.5

12.6

13

13.1.1

13.1.2

13.1.3

13.1.4

14

14.1

14.1.1

14.1.2

Scans shall not be acceptable where any slippage occurs. Where slippage is noted, the scanner
shall be adjusted to correct the problem and the scan shall be repeated, with no additional
compensation to the Contractor.

Weld Repairs

Welds examined by automatic ultrasonic inspection requiring repair shall be re-tested by
automated ultrasonic inspection, or if not practicable, by using manual ultrasonic testing per
Appendix C (of this document) after the repair has been completed.

Temperature Variance

Welds examined with wedge temperature difference greater than 10 Celsius degrees from the
temperature used for calibration shall be re-tested with no additional compensation to the
Contractor.

Other Conditions

When conditions exist where data collection is impaired or data is lost, the weld shall be retested
with, no additional compensation to the Contractor. The operator shall write down the reason for
impaired data and relay that to the Company on the daily report.

TRANSDUCER PERFORMANCE

Transducers shall be examined for wear as per Clause 8.3 of this Specification, whenever wear is
apparent, but not greater than an interval of 500 welds. The signal to noise value for each
transducer shall also be compared to the value obtained in accordance with Clause 7.1.1 at the
start of the project. Case heights and the signal to noise value for each transducer shall be
recorded on Company approved forms. The transducer contact face shall be re-surfaced, or the
transducers replaced to correct any of the following.

Beam angle changes of :|:l.5 degrees for angles less than 45 degrees or i2 degrees for angles
greater than 45 degrees.

Squint angles exceeding 1.5 degrees for single crystal transducers and 2 degrees for twin crystal
transducers.

A signal-to—noise Value 6 dB less than the Value obtained at the start of the project

Scores in the transducer wear faces which exceed 0.2 mm in depth.

EVALUATION OF INDICATIONS

Imperfections

Weld imperfections shall be evaluated according to the defect acceptance criteria defined by the
Company; evaluations shall be completed immediately after inspection of the weld.

When evaluating imperfections following the CSA Z662 Annex “K”'length interaction criteria,
the ends of the indications are to be determined from the points where the signal reduces in
amplitude to two times the background noise level. Imperfections are considered to interact when
the space between adjacent imperfections is smaller than the length of the shortest imperfection.
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14.2

15

15.1

15.2

15.3

15.3.1

15.3.2

15.3.3

15.3.4

15.4

15.5

SMAW Root Zone Buried versus Open to the Surface Classification

Indications in the 70 degree root sequence must have a corresponding signal > 40% FSH in 60
degree root sequence to be interpreted as surface breaking, in addition to meeting the following
requirement. Indications occurring simultaneously in root 60 and root 70 degree sequences must
have the transit times compared to the calibration notch transit times to aid correct classification
as buried or surface breaking. Indications occurring >O.5 mm prior to the respective notch transit
time must be reviewed in the A-scan map display. The indication must to be classed as buried if
there is a simultaneous signal evident firom the face of the root bead.

WELD INSPECTION RECORD & REPORTS

Weld Inspection Record

A hard copy record of each weld and calibration scan shall be provided to the Company. In
addition the Contractor shall supply the Company the raw data for both calibration and weld
scans every 300 welds or 3 days, whichever comes first, for ongoing audit purposes. Before the
start of the project, the Contractor shall supply the Company with a viewer program with fiill
functionality to View the raw data files.

Interpretation ofWeld Inspection Record

Areas in the AUT data with a corresponding pulse echo response will be evaluated and given a
disposition by the operator as to whether it is a relevant or non-relevant indication. This area will
be highlighted on the Strip chart and have associated comment in the comments section of the
AUT data.

Weld Acceptance from the Inspection Record

A weld shall be considered acceptable when the weld inspection shows imperfections that do not
exceed the acceptable values, as given by the Company.

The Contractor shall submit ultrasonic weld interpretation reports to the Company daily, as
directed by the Company, using forms approved by the Company. Contractor shall ensure that all
electronic data files and hard copy graphs are further identified with the following:

a) Project Name

b) Work Order Number

c) Date

d) Inspector's Name

e) Inspection Unit Number

f) Weld Number

All hard copy charts shall be catalogued by consecutive weld number in binders.

Clear and legible interpretation records shall be included inside the binders.

Data Management

Back-ups of all digital data shall be made for audit purposes on a daily basis with a minimum of
two back-ups of each file on separate mass storage media. The working computer system disk
shall not be considered as a back-up.

Archives
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No later than 3 months after completion of the project, a copy of all of the raw weld and
calibration data shall packaged together with a weld interpretation log and a raw data viewer
program to provide an archive record. The viewer software shall allow reconstruction of the weld
data files in an identical manner to that viewed by the system operator at the time of inspection.

16 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

16.1 Weld Repair List

16.1.1 Weld repair lists shall be provided to the Company in electronic and hard copy format each
working day by 6:00 PM.

16.1.2 Repair lists shall report the weld quality, including outstanding weld repairs and/or weld cutouts,
ofall welds completed by the prime Contractors mainline welding crew, by 4:30 PM each day.

16.1.3 The Contractor shall have sufficient equipment and personnel on site to maintain a production
rate that ensures any weld completed prior to 4:30 PM on any working day shall be inspected,
interpreted and included in the Ultrasonic Report for that working day.

16.2 Weld Cut —outs

16.2.1 Prior to removal of the suspect weld it must be rescanned using the system which identified the
rejected defect.

16.2.2 The system operator must maximize the signal from the longest/ highest amplitude signal in the
rejected area.

16.2.3 With the transducer positioned for maximum signal response mark with a metal punch at the weld
cap edge the centreline of the phased array transducer, one centre punch mark on the upstream
side and two on the downstream.

16.2.4 Mark with a metal marker the overall defect length.

16.2.5 The section of weld removed for analysis must be under direct control of the Company at all
times.

16.2.6 When the weld is metallographically examined the bottom of the centre punch marks must be
evident on the macro section.

16.2.7 Samples removed for analysis will be tracked and verified by the Company.

16.3 Training

If required by the Company, the Contractor shall provide training (one day minimum) for
Company Inspectors on the techniques of ultrasonic inspection. This training shall be at a date
and location determined by the Company and shall occur prior to the start of production welding.
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17 RECORDS

The following records shall be kept:

Scanning Calibration *material and manufacture
Standard Records *date ofmanufacture of the standard

*actual dimensions and angles of reference
*reflectors

*actual surface roughness and outer profile
Transducer records *makc, date ofmanufacturing & serial number

*nominal dimensions
*nominal frequency

*height & wear

Ultrasonic System Records *system description
*make & model number of units
*operating procedure
*technique detail
*operator log

17.1 Report Format

17.1.1 Equipment performance logbooks, daily reports (Weld Log) and Repair Lists will be presented to
the Company in both hard copy and electronic format. The format shall be_ comma delimited
ASCH, and be capable of displaying and printing the Electronic Report, Daily Repair Summary
and Repair List.

17.1.2 Evaluation of the acceptability of every weld inspection shall be reported on the "NDE Daily
Report". The NDE Daily Report form will be the only form used for NDE (UT, VT, RT, MT,
and PT) for weld accepted/reject status. The Contractor will ensure that GPS coordinates are
recorded applicable weld information on NDE Daily Report for all Tie-ins, repair welds and
every 650 feet (200m) intervals for main and poor boy, if applicable.

17.1.3 The NDE Supervisor will collect all reports from the system operators and document weld status
in a database. The reports shall include weld identification, description, position, and length of
indications recorded from weld imperfections; identification of indications recorded from sources
other than weld imperfections; date; time, signature of qualified ultrasonic inspectors, spread
identification, project name, inspection unit number, chainage and upstream and downstream pipe
unique number, pipe material and thickness, pipe diameter and manufacturer, and AUT
technique/procedure.

17.1.4 All completed weld inspection and calibration charts shall be catalogued and packaged on a daily
basis. The Repair List shall consist of the following fields, date, weld identification, imperfection
type, and length in mm, and position in mm from zero, upstream or down stream, depth in mm to
the bottom of the imperfection and GPS. The Repair List shall retain all non-status welds, weld
repairs until the repair is cleared or status is determined.
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APPENDIX A — INSPECTION DESIGN REQUIREMENTS GAS METAL ARC WELDS

A1 PURPOSE

This appendix details the inspection design requirements for automated ultrasonic inspection of
gas metal are welds produced in the specified weld bevel.

A2 SCOPE

This appendix applies to mechanized ultrasonic inspection of gas metal are welds made with an
internal root head or with all passes deposited externally, in pipe having a nominal wall thickness
7.2 mm and greater.

A3 APPLICABLE STANDARDS

Ultrasonic examination to this procedure shall also meet the requirements of CSA Z662 and any
amendment, supplement, or errata issued by CSA.

A4 APPLICABLE WELD BEVEL

This design is applicable to mechanized gas metal are weld bevel designs shown in Figure Al.

A5 ULTRASONIC PARAMETERS

Ultrasonic parameters (transducer number, angle, frequency, beam size and position) shall be

iielfitggpfor

each zone of the specified weld bevel, beginning in the weld root and finishing at the

A5.1 Root Zone

A5. 1.1 Welds with an Internal Root Bevel (37 .5° Internal Bevel) and a weld pass deposited internally,
see Figure A1 (a) One transducer shall be required with the following parameters:

Wall Angle Frequency Beam Size Surface position
thickness ° MHz mm

mm

s 8 52.5 i 2.5 min. 4 min. 2.0 1.5 skip
max. 8 max. 2.5

> 8 52.5 ir 2.5 min. 4 min. 2.0 0.5 skip
max. 8 max. 2.5
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Wall Angle Frequency Beam Size Surface position
_ __ __ . _ thickness ° MHz mm. . .

mm

s 8 70.0 i 2.5 min. 5 min. 1.5 1.5 skip
max. 6 max. 2.0

> 8 70.0 i 2.5 min. 5 min. 1.5 0.5 skip
max. 6 max. 2.0
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A5.1.2 Weld with all Passes Deposited Externally (0° Land) All weld passes deposited externally, see
Figure Al (b). One transducer shall be required with the following parameters:

Wall Angle Frequency Beam Size Surface position
thickness ° MHz mm

mm

s 8 70.0 i 2.5 min. 5 min. 1.5 1.5 skip
max. 6 max. 2.0

> 8 70.0 i 2.5 min. 5 min. 1.5 0.5 skip
max. 6 max. 2.0

A5.2 Cross Penetration Zone

(0° Bevel - Welds with an Internal Root Bevel only) refer to Figure A1 (a) for bevel sketch. One
transducer shall be required with the following parameters:

A5.3 Hot Pass Zone

A5.3.1 Welds with an Internal Root Bevel (45° or 52° Hot Pass Bevel)
For a hot pass with a bevel offset less than 2.5 mm one transducer is required with a -6dB beam
size of 3.5 mm.
For a hot pass with bevel offset of 2.5 mm and greater this zone shall be divided in 2 sub—zones
(refer to Figure A1 (a)) two transducers shall be required with the following parameters.

Wall Angle Frequency Beam Size Surface position
thickness ° MHz mm

mm

5 10 min. 50 min. 4 min. 2.5 1.5 skip
max. 55 max. 5 max. 3.0

> 10 min. 50 min. 4 min. 2.5 0.5 skip
max. 55 max. 5 max. 3.0
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A5.3.2 Weld with all Passes Deposited Externally (RadiusHot Pass)
Refer to Figure 1 (b) for bevel sketch. One transducer shall be required with the following
parameters:

Wall Angle Frequency Beam Size Surface position
thickness ° MHz mm

mm

s 10 min. 50 min. 4 min. 2.0 1.5 skip
max. 55 max. 5 max. 2.5

> 10 min. 50 min. 4 min. 2.0 0.5 skip
max. 55 max. 5 max. 2.5

A5.4 Fill(s) and Cap Zones

The number of transducers for the fill(s) and cap zones, and their parameters, are linked directly
to the pipe wall thickness. Typical bevel sketches are shown in Figure A1.

A5.4.l For wall thickness smaller than 8 mm one focused 70 :I:2° transducer shall be used.

A5.4.2 Wall thickness larger than 8 mm, but smaller than 11.72 mm,

Two focused 70 d:2.5° transducers, or a combination of one focused 70 :i:2.5° transducer for the
cap zone, and a single tandem arrangement for the fill zone shall be used.

The -6 dB beam height selected for the cap zone shall have a dimension equal to or greater than
the fill zone intimately below it.

The preferred tandem configuration is shown in Figure A2 and acceptable tandem combinations
are specified in Table A1.

A5.4.3 Wall thickness 11.7 mm and larger

The cap zone shall be considered as having a 3 mm vertical extent and be inspected using a 65° to
70 ° pulse echo, or creeping wave transducer, typically with a -6 dB beam height of
approximately 3.0 mm.
The remaining bevel dimension extending from the top of the hot pass to the bottom of the cap
zone (outside pipe surface minus 3 mm) shall be divided equally into fill sub-zones, with the
following conditions:
The fill sub-zone intimately below the cap zone shall have a -6 dB beam height equal to or less
than the cap zone dimension; and

No individual -6 dB beam size shall exceed 3.5 mm.
Each sub-zone shall be inspected using one of the suitable tandem combinations specified in
Table A1.
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Table A1 —— Tandem Configurations

Fill Bevel Angle Transmitter Angle Receiver Angle
o o o

4 38 _ 50
T1'a.I1SII(D;1tgeE‘ gksrtggle

+ 8

5 38 _ 48
Transmgfitgrgiggigle

+ 10

6 38 _ 46
Transm(i‘gt(er-135ir;i)gle

+ 12

7 38 _ 44
Transm(igt§r_i§r§gle

+ 14

8 38 _ 42
Transm(it5t:r_1:1§g)g1e

+ 16

9 38 _ 40
Transm(i‘gt§r_1§g1gle

+ 18

10 38 58

A6 POROSITY TRANSDUCERS

For the detection of porosity, the weld shall be divided into equal zones each not exceeding 3.5
mm, and examined using transducers with the following angles and frequency.

Root zone: One 72° transducer having a center frequency between 5 and 6 MHz.
All other zones: 45 to 50° transducer/s having a center frequency of 4 MHz.*

* Phased array transducers of higher centre frequency are permitted provided the -6 dB
bandwidth includes a frequency of 4 MHz.
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FIGURES
4 - 10° 4 - 10°

Cap Zone Cap Zone

Fi||(s) Zone FNKS) Z009

45-
§ 52° § .

Hot Pass Zone 3 mm radius

Hot Pass Zone
Cross Penetration Zone

Root Zone Root Zone

(3) (b)

Figures A1: Bevel Designs
(a) Weld with Internal Root (b) Weld with all Passes Deposited Externally

Fill

Bevel

Angle Transmitter Receiver

/
Cap Zone

Fil|(s) Zone

8

Figure A2: Typical Tandem Sound Path for W.T. < 20 mm
(Shown for a weld with an internal root pass,

same sound path for a weld with all passes deposited externally)
When mechanically achievable the sound path should as short as practical; in

the example above the receiver could be in front of the transmitter.
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APPENDIX B — INSPECTION DESIGN REQUIREMENTS WELDS IN FACTORY BEVEL

B1 PURPOSE

This appendix details the inspection design requirements for automated ultrasonic inspection of
welds produced in the standard bevel.

B2 SCOPE

This appendix applies to mechanized ultrasonic inspection of arc welds made in pipe having a
nominal wall thickness 7.2 mm and greater.

B3 APPLICABLE STANDARDS

Ultrasonic examination to this procedure shall also meet the requirements CSA Z662 and any
amendment, supplement, or errata issued by CSA.

B4 APPLICABLE WELD BEVEL

This design is applicable to the standard end preparation of pipe as shown in Figure B1 of this
, document. . , W 2

B5 ULTRASONIC PARAMETERS

Ultrasonic parameters (transducer number, angle, frequency, beam size and position) shall be
selected for each zone of the specified weld bevel, beginning in the weld root and finishing at the
weld cap.

B6 ROOT ZONE (0° BEVEL)

Two transducers shall be required with the following parameters:

Wall Angle Frequency Beam Size Surface position
thickness ° MHZ mm

mm

S 8 70.0 i 2.5 min. 5 min. 1.5 1.5 skip
max. 6 max. 2.0

60.0 i 2.5

> 8 70.0 : 2.5 min. 5 min. 1.5 0.5 skip
max. 6 max. 2.0

60.0 i 2.5
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B7

B8

B8.1

B8.2

HOT PASS ZONE (30° BEVEL)

One transducer shall be required with the following parameters:

Wall Angle Frequency Beam Size Surface position
thickness ° MHz mm

mm

s 8 60.0 i 2.5 min. 4 min. 3.0 1.5 skipT
max. 6 max. 4.0

> 8 60.0 i 2.5 min. 4 min. 3.0 0.5 skip
max. 6 max. 4.0

FILL(S) AND CAP ZONES

The number of transducers for the fi11(s) and cap zones, and their parameters, are linked directly
to the pipe wall thickness.

Wall thickness smaller than 9 mm

Three focused 60i2.5° transducers shall be used. The -6 dB beam height selected for the cap
zone shall have a dimension equal to or greater than the fill zone intimately below it.

Wall thickness larger than 9 mm

The number (n) of sub-zones and focused 60£r:2.5° shear wave transducers and their -6 dB beam
height shall be determined by the formula;
n = (WT — RH) / (cos (A)*h) = (WT — 3) / (0.866*h)

Where, A is the bevel angle (30° for a standard bevel),
WT is the wall thickness in mm,

RH is the vertical displacement to account or the root and hot pass (assumed as
3 mm), and

h is -6 dB beam height such that:

No individual -6 dB beam size shall exceed 3 mm, and the -6 dB beam height selected for the cap
zone shall have a dimension equal to or greater than the fill zone intimately below it.
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B9 POROSITY TRANSDUCERS

For the detection of porosity, the weld shall be divided into equal zones each not exceeding
3,5 mm, and examined using transducers with the following angles and frequency.

Root zone: One 60 or 70° transducer having a center frequency between 5 and 6 MI-lz.
All other zones: 45 to 55° transducer/s having a center frequency of 4 MHz.*

* Phased array transducers of higher centre frequency are permitted provided the -6 dB
bandwidth includes the frequency 4 MHz.

B10 TIME OF FLIGHT DIFFRACTION (TOFD)

For a given pipe wall thickness, the transducer angle,ifrequency and damping characteristics shall
be selected to optimize detection and to limit the depth of the lateral wave below the surface to a
maximum of 4 mm, giving consideration to the index-to—index spacing and the maximum width
of the weld reinforcement.

B11 TRANSVERSE CRACK DETECTION (SEE FIGURE B2)

Two pair of 50° to 70° transducers positioned at20° from the weld axis in a cross configuration
shall be used to detect transverse cracks. The signal shall be sent from the transducer on the
upstream side of the weld and received by the downstream transducer. One pair of transducers
shall interrogate the upper halfof the weld while the other pair interrogates the lower half.
Coupling shall be monitored by sensing through-transmission diagonally across the weld.
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Figure B1: Standard Bevel Design
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Figure B2: Sound Paths for Transverse Crack Detection
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APPENDIX C — SPECIFICATION FOR MANUAL ULTRASONIC INSPECTION OF PIPELINE
WELDS

C1

C2

SCOPE

This Specification establishes the requirements for manual ultrasonic examination of pipeline
GMAW weld repair verifications, mainline SMAW repair girth welds and welds in test heads.
The referenced clauses in this appendix are from the main body of the Ultrasonic Specification.

PERSONNEL

Personnel performing manual ultrasonic inspection shall be certified to Level II in the
“Ultrasonic” method in accordance with Canadian General Standards Board, CAN/CGSB
48.9712 “Qualification and Certification of Nondestructive Testing Personnel”, and shall submit
their records of certification. Personnel must have an additional 16 hours of in-house training on
manual inspection of pipeline girth welds. Personnel must demonstrate proficiency in calibrating
the portable A—scan instrument on the sensitivity calibration blocks with the selection of
transducers to be used to inspect the different zones. Personnel must demonstrate proficiency in
setting and interpreting both the amplitude scale and the time gates to determine the location
within the weld of received indications. Personnel must demonstrate proficiency to recognize
linear Versus volumetric echo dynamic pattern recognition and differentiate between geometry
and actual weld anomalies. This training shall be documented and accompanied by an in-house
certifying exam.

The Company reserves the right to approve operators as described by Clause 6.3.3. Manual
ultrasonic operators shall be required to take the manual qualification test only.

C3 PROCEDURES

A procedure, specific techniques and instructions for each thickness and variation shall be
prepared (see Clauses 6.4.1, 6.4.2, 6.4.3, 6.4.4, 6.4.6 of this Specification). The procedure shall
meet the requirements of CSA Z662.

C4 EQUIPMENT

C4.l Ultrasonic equipment shall meet the requirements ofASME Section V, Article 4.

C4.2 Instrument A-scan presentation shall meet the requirements ofASME Section V, Article 4.

C4.3 Instrument linearity shall meet requirements of Clause 6.6.1 of this Specification.

C4.4 Ultrasonic transducers shall meet the requirements ofClause 6.6.5 of this Specification.

C4.5 Sensitivity calibration blocks shall meet the requirements ofCSA Z662

C4.6 Reference blocks for angle beam distance calibration shall meet the requirements ofASTM E164
Appendix 1.
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C4.7

C5

C5.l

Coupling shall be a water-based product. Water or gel (provide MSDS sheet) may be used but
shall be completely removed upon completion of the test.

CALIBRATION

Calibration shall meet the requirements of Clause 7 of this Specification, except that individual
transducers shall be set up according to the parameters used by the automatic ultrasonic unit. The
"standoff distances" shall be noted if different from the technique detail. Transfer value shall be
checked and documented for each weld.

C5.2 GMAW setup shall mimic automated ultrasonic system sensitivities when verifying all GMAW
indications and ensuring all GMAW defects have been removed in designated repair areas. The
SMAW manual ultrasonic setup sensitivities shall be set using the 2.4 mm side drilled hole.

C6 SCANNING

C6.l The repaired area shall be scanned i: 50 mm either side of the repaired area. Tested areas shall
'

be marked to indicate acceptance or rejection status.

C6.2 The repairs scans and verifications shall be raster or fixed scans (i.e., the standoff distance for

For fixed position scans a magnetic strip shall be used to keep the transducer at the set distance
for the length of repair. The transducer shall be moved continuously along the area of interest.
The transducer may be adjusted back and forth slightly to maximize the signal. The adjacent
zones shall be examined in the same way.

C63 The transducers used shall be the same transducer specification as the original mechanized test
(i.e., transducer beam angle shall be :|:l.5 degrees for angles less than 45 degrees or i 2.0
degrees for angles greater than 45 degrees, transducer frequency, focus, crystal size and
configuration).

C6.4 Where volumetric scanning of a repair weld is required, focused transducers shall not be used.
The test shall be conducted with a minimum of two (2) different angles to a procedure based on
ASME Section V, Article 4 and acceptable to the Company.

C6.5 Ensure that the scan raster provides for a minimum 30 percent overlap of the beam width.

C7 RECORDING

C7.l All indications above 40% ofDAC or zonal designated threshold shall be recorded.

C7.2 All interpreted indications shall be recorded on the report sheet.

C7.3 The acceptance criteria for GMAW/ SMAW repair areas performed by manual ultrasonic shall be
defined by CSA Z662 workmanship criteria.

C7.4 Recordable indications and defects shall be noted numerically and diagrammatically on the
report. Reports shall be pre—approved prior to fieldwork.
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C8 REPORTING

C8.1 The report shall include as a minimum:

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

J)

k)

1)

C8.2 All welds tested shall be reported on a separate report sheet(s) approved by the Company. The
reports shall behanded to, the Contractor NDE Supervisorton .a daily basis to meet the
requirements of Clause 15.1. The Contractor NDE Supervisor shall verify the areas scanned
against the interpretations made by both automatic ultrasonic inspection and manual ultrasonic
inspection. The Contractor NDE Supervisor shall then endorse the report. The Contractor NDE
Supervisor shall record and store them for review and transmittal to the Company. Reports shall

Operator Name and Date of Test

Technique number or unique ID

Zone(s) examined

Thickness

Gate start and length

Repair or Verification or other detail

Position(s) & 1ength(s)

Coupling used (and removed)

Transducer(s) used (type, size, frequency) and standoff & gain setting

Unique number of calibration (sensitivity) block used

Defect/Discontinuity description, depth, location, size length, zone, and amplitude

UT instrument serial number

be kept current and up to date with the weld repair production.
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PURPOSE . p
This specification details the equipment, operator and procedure qualification, quality and
reporting requirements for examination of welds by radiography.

SCOPE

This specification applies to TransCanada (the Company).

This specification applies to welds made for the purpose of welder or welding procedure
qualification and to production welds in the pipeline system, between pipes and components of
any size and wall thickness.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE (IF A REVISION)

This specification was revised to ensure it is compliant with CSA Standard Z662-03. Paragraphs
were completely renumbered. There are no technical changes from the previous revision.
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PURPOSE

This specification details the equipment, operator and procedure qualification, quality and

reporting requirements for examination of welds by radiography.

SCOPE

This specification applies to TransCanada (the Company).

This specification applies to welds made for the purpose of welder or welding procedure
qualification and to production welds in the pipeline system, between pipes and
components of any size and wall thickness.

APPLICABLE STANDARDS

Radiographic examination to this procedure shall also meet the requirements of
(a) CSA Z662—03, and any amendment, supplement or errata issued by CSA; and

(b) The Company Environment, Occupational Health and Safety standards.

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

(a) CSA Standard Z662-03 Oil and Gas Pipeline Systems (referred to as CSA Z662)

(b) Canadian General Standards Board, CAN/CGSB 48.9712 Qualification and

Certification ofNondestructive Testing Personnel

(0) Company Specification TES-WELD—AS Welding ofAssemblies and Station Piping

(cl) Company Specification TES-WELD~PL Welding ofPipelines and Tie-ins

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions shall be added:

Assembly Weld - Weld joining pipe to components or components to components; weld

joining pipe to pipe made in stations or at a manufacturing plant or

fabrication shop remote from the final location of the weld
DWDI - Doub1e~wall, double—image

DWSI - Double-wall, single-image

IQI - Image quality indicator

Mainline Weld - Pipe—to-pipe weld made on a pipeline site

RT Contractor - The contractor performing radiographic inspection.
SWSI - Single—wall, single-image
Test Head Weld - Temporaiy weld made to join the test head assembly to the pipeline

facility, is to be cutout after pressure testing.

RADIOGRAPHERS

General

(a) Personnel performing these examinations shall be qualified as Level I or Level II

Radiographers in accordance with the requirements of CAN/CGSB 48.9712

(Industrial Radiography Category) as specified below. .

(b) Film interpretation and reporting shall be performed by a Level II radiographer.

(c) RT Contractor shall assign at least one Level II radiographer per radiographic crew

to be responsible for the conduct of the radiographic personnel, the performance of

EDMS —— General
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equipment, the on-site inventory of spare part, and the inspection work, including

reports and records.

6.2 Approval of Radiographers

(a)

(b)

RT Contractor shall provide the Company with details of each radiographer prior to
the start of the project (i.e., certificates and copy of CGSB tickets).

Radiographers shall be approved when they produce an acceptable procedure
qualification radiograph as specified in Paragraph 9.

Item ID: 003671368

(0) RT Contractor shall not use a radiographer who is not approved, nor substitute
radiographers without prior approval of the Company.

6.3 Radiation Safety

(a) Radiographers shall be responsible for the protection and monitoring of every

person working with or near radiation in accordance with the regulations of the

Department of Health and Welfare Canada, Health Protection Branch.
(b) Personnel involved in Gamma radiography shall be “Qualified Operators” as

defined by the Atomic Energy Control Regulations.

(c) A minimum of two Qualified Operatorsshall be required to perform Gamma

radiography.
’

7 EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES

7.1 Radiation Sources and Techniques A

(a) Radiation sources and techniques shall be as given in the following table:

Piping Size Mainline Weld Tie-in and Repair Assembly Weld &

Weld Test-Head Weld

< 60.3 mm N/A N/A DWDI X—ray or

OD (NPS 2) Gamma-ray

60.3 to DWSI Gamrna-ray DWSI Gamma-ray DWSI-Gamma-ray

219.1 In OD
(NPS 2 to 8)

> 219.1 mm DWSI X—ray or DWSI X-ray or DWSI X-ray or
and smaller Gamma-ray Gamma-ray Gamma—ray

than SWSI Gamma~ray SWSI Gamma-ray
406.4 mm
OD (>
NPS 8 and
smaller than

NPS 16)
406.4 mm SWSI X-ray DWSI X-ray DWSI or SWSI X-ay

OD or larger or Gamma—ray*

(NPS 16 or

larger)

* Radiation source selected with consideration for material thickness, and latitude

required to radiograph welds between materials of different thickness.
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(b) Gamma-ray radiography shall be performed using radioisotope Iridium 192 in

conjunction with class I film specified in paragraph 7.2.

Radiographic Film

Film shall be as specified in the table below for each application:

APPLICATION

Film Brand Name Mainline Repairs, Tie-ins & Assemblies
X-Ray Gamma-Ray X-Ray Gamma-Ray

AGFA—Gevaert D2 Yes Yes Yes Yes

AGFA-Gevaert D4 Yes Yes Yes Yes

AGFA-Gevaert D5 Yes No Yes No

AGFA-Gevaert D7 No No Yes No

Fuji #50 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fuji #80 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fuji #100 No No Yes No

Kodak AA No No Yes No

Kodak AX No No —. Yes No

Kodak Industrex M Yes Yes
I

Yes Yes

Kodak Industrex R Yes Yes Yes Yes _ .
Kodak Industrex T Yes Yes Yes Yes

Viewers

A high intensity viewer shall be provided for each radiographic unit to allow adequate

viewing of filmhaving a density up to 4.0.

Densitometers

A calibrated densitorneter shall be provided for each radiographic unit to ensure that film
densities are within specified limits.

Image Quality Indicators

Wire type Image Quality Indicators (IQI) conforming to ASTM E 747 or ISO 1027 shall

be used to measure sensitivity.

Placement of Image Quality Indicators

(a) When multiple flm holders are used, the image of one IQI shall appear on each film.

(b) If long film holders or redipak film are used to expose an area greater than 457 mm in

length the image of two IQIs shall be visible, one at each end.

(c) For double—wall, sing1e—image radiographs, the IQI shall be placed on the source side.

Transportation

RT Contractor shall have in his possession documentation required by the
“Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act”.
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8 FILM QUALITY

8.1 Density

8.2

9.2

EDMS — General

Item ID: 003671368

(a) Radiographic film density shall be measured through the weld, between the edge of

the cap and the image of the root bead.
(b) The density through the image of the weld shall be

(i) in excess of 2.0;

(ii) between 2.0 and 3.5 on a pipe-to-pipe or component-to-component weld;

(iii) between 2.0 and 4.0 on a pipe-to-component weld.

(c) The unexposed base density of the film shall not exceed 0.30.

Sensitivity (Definition of IQ] Image)

(a) Except for pipe diameters smaller than 114.3 mm OD and components smaller than
NPS 4, the following wire shall be visible on each radiograph:

Pipe Wall Thickness Range Essential Wire Diameter
Srnallerthan 6.4 mm 0.16 mm (0.006 in)

6.4 mm to.12.7 mm 0.20 mm (0.008 in)

Greater than 12.7 mm 0.25 mm (0.010 in)

Forwelds between materials of different wall thickness, the thinner wall shall be

used to_cleten:n_inejl§ reguigd nun_1‘b_er of visible wires.

(b) For pipe dfieters smaller than 7114.3 mm OD and components smaller than
NPS 4, a 0.25 mm (0.010 in) essential wire diameter shall be used.

RADIOGRAPHIC PROCEDURES

General

(a) A procedure for the production of radiographs shall be established and qualified by

each radiographic unit prior to the start of inspection of production welds.

(b) The procedure qualification test shall be witnessed by the Company.
(c) RT Contractor shall have a copy of the radiographic procedure readily available

during production radiography.
(d) Changes exceeding the tolerances in any of the variables of the procedure listed in

Paragraph 9.2 shall require a requalification of the procedure.

Radiographic Procedure Variables

The recorded radiographic procedure shall include the following variables and their
tolerances:

(a) Type of material to be radiographed;
(b) Material thickness range for which the procedure is suitable;
(c) Type of radiation to be used with details of effective source size or X—ray machine

voltage;

(d) Position of radiation source (external or internal);

(e) Type, thickness and position of intensifying screens and filters;

(f) Sketch showing the geometric arrangement for the production of the radiographs,
including minimum source to film distance and radiation angle with respect to the

weld;

(g) Film type and brand, length and width;

(h) Exposure conditions in milliampere-minutes or cutie-minutes; and
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(i) Processing time and temperature for development, stop bath or rinse,'fixing,
washing and drying.

9.3 Qualification Radiographs

(a) Radiographs of welds that are similar to those that will be inspected during
production welding shall be made in accordance with the requirements of the
procedure using lQIs positioned both on the source side and film side.

(b) IQIs shall be identified as to their location.

(c) An unexposed base film shall be processed in accordance with the requirements of
the procedure.

(d) Radiographs shall meet the quality requirements of Paragraph 8.
(e) Radiographs shall be interpreted in accordance with the requirements of the

acceptance criteria provided by the Company (Paragraph 10.3), and the results shall
be recorded on the form specified in Paragraph 11.1.

(1) Radiographs shall be identified with the RT Contractor's name, radiographer's
name, date of test, and procedure number.

10 PRODUCTION RADIOGRAPHY

10.1 General

(a) Radiographic procedures qualified in accordance with the requirements of
Paragraph 9 shall be used. Ti 7 T W _p T _ i_

(b) A single wall radiographic technique shall be used whenever practical.
(c) Except for elliptical radiographs, double wall radiographic method shall require a

minimum of three exposures for each weld.
(cl) Contact method of radiography shall not be used for welds in piping smaller than

60.3 mm OD or NPS 2.
(e) The elliptical or super-imposed techniques shall be limited to welds of 60.3 mm

OD or smaller pipe, or NPS 2 or smaller component.
(1) Film overlap shall not be within 50 mm of the 12 o’clock and 6 o’clocl< positions.
(g) Welds shall not be radiographed until the surface temperature is below 50°C.

10.2 Film Identification

(a) Films shall be clearly identified by lead numbers, letters or flash cards, or any other
method approved by the Company to ensure that the location of the weld and any
discontinuity in the weld can be quickly and accurately located.

(b) When more than one film is used to inspect a complete circumferential weld, the
identification markers shall appear on each film and the weld marker location shall
be common to two successive films to ensure that the entire weld has been
examined.

(c) Where applicable, the location markers shall be placed in a clockwise direction on
the down~stream side of the weld and the zero marker (clearly marked by an arrow)
shall correspond to the 12 o’clock position (top dead center).

(d) A number shall be assigned to each weld to be radiographed as follows:
(i) For pipeline welds, using the sequence specified by the Company, or
(ii) For assemblies and station welds, using the number specified on the piping

drawings.
(e) Replacement welds (cutouts) shall be identified by adding the suffix “CO” to the

original weld number.
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(1) Repaired welds shall be identified by adding the suffix “R” for the first repair, or
“R2” for a second repair, to the original weld number.

10.3 Film Interpretation

(a) Radiographs shall be properly dried prior to interpretation.
(13) Final interpretation shall be completed on a high intensity viewer.

V (c) The standards of acceptability shall be the applicable requirements given in
Company welding specifications TES~WELD-PL and TBS-WELD~AS.

11 RECORDS AND REPORTS

11.1 General

(a) Inspection results shall be recorded on the Company standard radjographic report
form, or alternate forms provided by RT Contractor and subject to approval by the
Company.

(b) Such reports shall be made available to the Company on a daily basis, at the time
designated by the Company.

(c) Radiographic reports and records shall become the property of the Company upon
completion of theproject.

11.2 Inspection Records for Production Welds

RT Contractor shall provide to the Company
(a) the radiographic procedure, qualification radiographs and unexposed base film;
(b) the radiographic films of welds inspected; and
(c) an assessment of the weld quality in accordance with the requirements of the

acceptance criteria provided by the Company (Paragraph 10.3).

11.3 Packaging of Radiographs

(a) Films shall be packaged as follows:
(i) For pipeline and tie-in welds, one weld per slot in divided boxes approved by

the Company.
(ii) For assemblies and station welds, in envelops placed in boxes.

(b) Film boxes shall be identified with Project name and number, Range of weld
numbers, Dates exposed, Box number, RT Contractor and Radiographer names.
Each box shall contain a copy of the interpretation sheet for every film.

(c) Radiographs of replacement welds shall be placed in the same slot or envelop as
the original (cutout) weld. V

(d) All repair films and/or re~shot films shall be packaged with the original films.

- END OF DOCUNIENT —
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ACUREN Group Inc.

1.0

2.0

3.0

Technical Procedure No. RT—0O16
GENERAL RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION

SCOPE

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

This procedure outlines the procedure for radiographic examinations of
ferrous materials and non-ferrous materials. This is a non-destructive
examination used for detecting discontinuities that are on or below the
surface such as cracks, seams, laps, cold shuts, laminations, inclusions,
lack of fusion, or welding discontinuities.

This examination procedure is applicable to in-process, final and
maintenance (in-service) examinations.

Examinations may be carried out on forgings, castings, welds on vessels,
piping, fittings and valves and related components.

Examination shall be performed in accordance with ASME Section V,
Article 2. Examination method will be for Gamma or X-ray sources. This
procedure is used in conjunction with a specific technique for the method
utilized.

STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS

2.1 This procedure is prepared according to ASME Sect V— Article 2
2.2 ASTM E-94rStandard Guide for *Radiographic*Testing: r "

2.3 Acuren Health Safety & Environmental Manual.
2.4 Acuren RT-0002 Calibration of Densitometers.
2.5 Acuren RT—0007 Density Strip Calibration.
2.6 Acuren MISC-0001 SNT NDT Procedures. (SNT-TC-1A)
2.7 Acuren Radiation Safety Management System (RSMS).
2.8 Acuren Safe Operations and Emergency Procedures Manual for X-Ray

devices. ‘

PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS

3.1 All personnel operating gamma equipment shall be certified as a minimum to
a qualified Certified Exposure Device Operator (CEDO), or if they are
classified as a Trainee, they shall be 100 % visually supervised by a Certified
Exposure Device Operator (CEDO).

3.2 Examination personnel shall be qualified and certified in accordance with
Acuren Group Inc. written practise MISC-0001.

3.3 Techniques and procedures are to be carried out by personnel with a
minimum certification of CGSB and SNT Level I and trained in the use of
the applicable procedure and technique.

3.4 Only personnel having a minimum certification to CGSB and SNT Level II
shall carry out final interpretation.
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4.0

5.0

6.0

Technical Procedure No. RT—0O16
GENERAL RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION

SAFETY

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

Acuren shall comply with the safety requirements of the Canadian Nuclear
Safety Commission and any other federal, provincial, territorial or municipal
regulatory authority. Details of these safety requirements are contained in
the Acuren Radiation Safety Management System (RSMS)

Applicable sections of the RSMS Manual shall be available in all vehicles
used to transport radioactive isotopes and all locations where radiographic
examinations are carried out.

All x-ray or gamma ray equipment shall be operated in accordance with the
manufacturer's instruction guidelines and/or recommendations.

Chemicals used for development of radiographic film may be corrosive and
shall be handled and stored according to the manufacturer's
recommendations and WHMIS requirements. Disposal of chemicals and
chemical containers shall be in accordance with Provincial and Municipal
regulations.

The client is to take reasonable steps to help Acuren with safety concerns
relating to positioning and the location of work.

DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

a) ASNT— American Society of Nondestructive Testing

b) ASTM — ASTM international

c) ASME — American Society of Mechanical Engineers

d) NDT —- Nondestructive Testing

e) CGSB — Canadian General Standards Board

f) SFD — Source to film distance

g) SOD —— Source to object distance

h) IQI — Image Quality indicator

EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS

6.1 Selection of Radiographic Source

a) Unless specified by contract, the source of radiation may be an x-ray
emitting machine or gamma rays emitted by a radioactive isotope.

b) X-rays shall be produced by an x-ray machine operating at any kilo-
voltage and milli-amperage that achieves the required radiographic
sensitivity.

c) Where gamma radiation is selected as the source of radiation, Iridium
192 may be used for all total thicknesses 3" (76 mm) or less.

’
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6.2

6.3

6.4

d)

Technical Procedure No. RT—0016
GENERAL RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION

Cobalt 60 may be used for all thickness from 1" (25.4 mm) to 8” (200
mm).

Selection Of Radioqraphic Film

3)

'0)

Film brand, size and designation will be selected on the basis of the
ability to meet sensitivity requirements and coverage specified by the
governing standard, code or specification.

Unless specified by contract, the film brand and designation must be
capable of providing full coverage for the area of interest, and have the
ability to meet specified sensitivity requirements.

Radiograghic Screens

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fluorescent screens are not permitted by this procedure.

Radiographs may be produced with or without lead screens

Only lead intensifying screens shall be used. intensifying screens
shall be free of any defects that would produce artifacts on the final
radiograph.

Screens shall be in direct contact with the film.

Image Quality Indicators

a)

b)

C)

d)

6)

f)

Penetrameter design and selection shall be in accordance with the
referencing code section.

Hole type penetrameters or wire type image quality indicators (IQI) shall
be used to evaluate film sensitivity.

lQ|s shall be selected from either the same alloy material group or
grade as identified in SE-1025, or SE-747, as applicable, or from an
alloy material group or grade with less radiation adsorption than the
material being radiographed.

The thickness on which the penetrameter is calculated is based on the
nominal single wall thickness plus the estimated weld reinforcement not
to exceed the maximum permitted by the referencing code section.

Where densities may vary by more than allowable by the referencing
code sections, an additional IQI will be used for each exceptional area
of density to show sensitivity in that area.

The number and placement of penetrameters shall be as specified by
governing standard, code or specification.

o Where accessibility permits, source side penetrameters shall be
used.
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9)

6.5

8)

b)

d)

6.6

a)

'0)

Technical Procedure No. RT—0O16
GENERAL RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION

Film side penetrameters shall be designated by the placement of a
lead letter “F” adjacent to or on the penetrameter and shall not be in
the area of interest.

Hole type penetrameters shall be placed adjacent to the weld where
possible.

When radiographing welds, the wire penetrameters are to be placed
with the wires across the weld area. Any identifying lead numbers
must not be in the area of interest.

When hole type penetrameters are selected, shims may be used to
compensate for material thickness greater than the parent metal or to
compensate for the total material thickness when the penetrameter
cannot be placed on the material being radiographed. Shims will be
made from radiographically similar material.

Facilities for Viewinq radiographs

The viewing facilities and equipment for viewing shall be as specified by
governing standard, code or specification.

Viewing facilities shall provide subdued background lighting of an
intensity that will not cause troublesome reflections, shadows, or glare
on the radiograph that interfere with the interpretation process.

Masks should be used to control extraneous light coming through lower
density areas or the outer edges of the radiograph to prevent
interference with the interpretation.

Equipment used to view radiographs for interpretation shall provide a
variable light source sufficient for the essential IQI hole or designated
wire to be visible for the specified density range.

Densitometers and Step Wedqe comparators

Densitometers or comparison density strips shall be used to assure film
density compliance. Densitometers must be checked against a
traceable step tablet at the beginning of each shift, after 8 hours of
continuous use, or change of apertures, whichever comes first.

Readings must be within :0.05 on the step tablet.

Densitometers shall be calibrated every 90 days or when accuracy is
questionable. Calibration must be with a step tablet traceable to
national standards, having 5 steps and neutral densities from 0.3 to 4.0.
The step tablet used for calibration must have been verified within the
last year. Densitometers are calibrated as per Acuren Technical
procedure RT—OO02.

Step Wedge comparison films used will be calibrated as per Acuren
Technical procedure RT—0O07.
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ACUREN Group Inc. Technical Procedure No. RT—0016
GENERAL RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION

7.0 GENERAL PROCEDURE

7.1 Surface Preparation

a) All surfaces shall satisfy the requirements of the applicable materials
specification or referencing Code Section, with additional conditioning if
necessary. Conditioning can be by any suitable process and shall be to
a degree that the resulting radiograph will not show surface
irregularities that could mask or be confused with the image of a
discontinuity.

b) Weld surface irregularities shall be removed by a suitable process to
the degree that the resulting radiograph will not show surface
irregularities that could mask or be confused with the image of a
discontinuity. The finished surface of a butt—welded joint may be flush
with the base material or may have reasonably uniform crowns, with
reinforcement not to exceed that specified in the referencing code
section.

7.2 Identification of Examination Areas

a) All weld areas to be identified with a sequential numbering system that
relates to the type of weld being radiographed. The following is the
standard in industry. Clients may dictate specific numbering that
relates to their needs.

TYPICAL. WELD TYPE NUMBER SEQUENCE
1

. VFOR REPAIRS .

Piping welds X1, X2, X3, ........... .. X1 R1, X1 R2, ...... ..

Circumferential welds on vessels C1, C2, C3, ........... .. C1 R1, C1 R2, ...... ..

Longitudinal welds (long seams) LS1, LS2, LS3 .......... .. LS1R1, LS1R2, .... ..
Manway Welds on vessels MW1, MW2, MW3, ..... .. MW1R1, MW1 R2

All Spot Welds SP1, SP2, SP3, ......... .. SP1R1, SP1R2,

Tracers from Spot welds SP1T1, SP1T2, SP1T3 SP1T1R1, SP1T1R2....

Welds that have been “cutout” should be marked with suffix of “CO” after the number

09
b) A weld map must be generated to record the area that spots have been

selected on tanks. Maps must show a roll out from the “zero point”
starting on the left side of the tank.

Film shall be identified using any method that permanently identifies the
film. As a minimum identification must include Acuren name or symbol,
client name, date, job number and unique trace numbers, which will
identify the weld or component examined.
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7.4
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a)

b)

a)

b)

C)

d)

Technical Procedure No. RT—0016
GENERAL RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION

Examination coverage

Location markers shall be placed as specified by governing standard,
code or specification.

At least two (2) location markers will appear radiographically on each
film. The location markers must be placed on the part not on the film
cassette.

Location markers incorporated into fibre tapes should be checked
periodically for accuracy to imperial or metric increments.

Where multiple films are used for an exposure, radiographic images of
location markers shall be visible on each film to indicate complete
coverage in the area of interest.

Permanent stamping or marking shall be the responsibility of the client.

As a minimum the reference point and direction shall be marked on the
component using a paint stick so that the location of any defects noted
in the radiographs can be measured from the marked reference point.
References are to show an arrow of direction from a zero point. Clients
should reference this location marker to a map for traceablitiy.

Examination Process A

Select applicable technique for the configuration and accessibility of
the part.

Maximum physical source size for Iridium 192 shall be 5.0 mm, and
for Cobalt 60 a maximum of 7.0 mm.

All details shall be recorded on an Acuren radiographic report. All
relevant areas identified on the radiographic report must be
completed. A copy of the report is attached to this procedure.

Film Processing

Film processing may be carried out using the automatic or manual
processing method. Processing details as per Acuren procedure RT-
0018.
For automatic processing, the recommendations of the film,
processor and chemical manufacturers shall be followed.
Changes in chemistry temperatures can affect development time,
therefore, manufacturer's recommended development time versus
temperature charts should be consulted.
Processing shall be according to manufacturer recommendations and
standards guide SE—999 or paragraphs 23-26 of SE-94.
Processed film may be packaged by rolling and placing in boxes, flat
in envelopes with interleaves, or any other manner suitable to the
client.
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ACUREN Group Inc. Technical Procedure No. RT-0016
GENERAL RAD|OGRAPHlC EXAMINATION

e) Direction of Radiation

- Any source to film distance that achieves the required sensitivity and
does not exceed the geometric unsharpness (Ug) requirements of the
governing code, standard or specification is permitted.

0 Geometric unsharpness of the radiographs shall be detennined in
accordance with:

Ug = FdlD

where:

Ug = geometric unsharpness

F = source size: the maximum projected dimension of the
radiating source (or effective focal spot) in the plane
perpendicular to the distance D from the weld or object
being radiographed, in.

D = distance from source of radiation to weld or object being
fl _ _ radiographed, in.

d = distance from source side of weld or object being
radiographed to the film.

7.5 Interpretation and Evaluation

a) Film Density

o Exposure times for radiographs shall be calculated using exposure
calculators, exposure charts, or other established methods capable of
determining the amount of exposure in order to have a necessary
density in the area of interest specified by the governing standard,
code or specification.

- Film density shall be measured between the root pass and the edge
of the weld cap using a calibrated densitometer or calibrated
comparator density strip.

- Where measured density does not meet the specification or code
requirements, the area shall be re-radiographed.

- if any film should become pre—exposed or fogged more than
allowable by the referencing code section it shall not be used.

b) Film Quality

- All radiographs shall be free from mechanical, chemical, false
indications or other blemishes to the extent that they will not mask or
be confused with the image of any discontinuity in the area of interest
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9.0

7.6

8.1

8.2

c)

d)

Technical Procedure No. RT—0016
GENERAL RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION

of the object being radiographed.

Where required by referencing codes, a lead symbol
height and 0.062" thickness shall be attached to the back of each film
holder as a check on backscatter radiation. If a light image of the "B"
is visible on the radiograph, protection against backscatter is
insufficient and the radiograph will be considered unacceptable. A
dark letter B is not cause for rejection.

Demonstration of the density and IQI image sensitivity on production
or technique radiographs will be considered satisfactory evidence of
compliance with the procedure.

IQI Sensitiviy

The sensitivity shall be sufficient to display the required hole or
essential wire of the IQI used.
The radiograph shall display the IQI identifying numbers and letters.
If a thinner or thicker hole type penetrameter is used, an equivalent
IQI sensitivity chart may be used.

Interpretation

Sizing of defects shall be measured directly from the radiograph.

Completed rad iographs to be evaluated, interpreted to the referenced
code section, and results documented on an Acuren radiographic
report.

Marking

8)

b)

During examination, parts, components, and/or assemblies shall be
marked in accordance with the applicable code or as directed in the
contract or purchase order.

lncrements corresponding to the location markers and direction of travel
shall be marked on the part with a permanent ink marker. These marks
provide orientation and location relative to any discontinuities observed
during the interpretation.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The client shall designate the acceptance criteria in accordance with the
referencing code or a written specification.

In absence of a designated code or specification, all indications are to be
reported with no acceptance or rejection.

POST CLEANING

9.1 There is no post cleaning required.
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ACUREN Group Inc. Technical Procedure No. RT—O016
GENERAL RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION

10.0 REPORTS AND RECORDS

10.1 Radiographic reports shall be prepared for all exposures taken and shall
include all the following information, and any additional client requested
information.

a) Identification, Acuren job number, client job number or contract number,
and heat number if applicable.

b) Dimensional map (if used) of location marker placement.
c) Number of exposures.
cl) X—Ray voltage or Isotope used.
e) X—Ray machine focal spot size or physical isotope source size.
f) Base material type and thickness, weld thickness, weld reinforcement

thickness, as applicable.
g) Minimum source to object distance.
h) Distance from source side of object to the film at the minimum source-

to-object distance.
i) Film manufacturer and type.
j) Number of films in each cassette.
k) Single or double wall exposure.
I) Single or double wall viewing.
m) All relevant indications shall be noted on the radiographic report.

10.2 One (1) copy of the report shall be included in the packaging, one (1) copy
will be presented to the client representative, and two (2) copies will be
submitted to the regional Acuren office for processing.

11.0 NONCOMPLIANCE

11.1 All items of non-compliance will be dealt with according to the Acuren
quality management system, and a report shall be generated on non-
conformance items to correct any problems that may occur.
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Single Wall Exposure Method Procedure R-W016
Technique 1

Procedure Used RT0016 I Technique Description I General Single Wall exposure
Applicable specifications ASME Sect V, CSA Z662, and CSA W59
Material P1 — P5 Thickness Range 2.0 mm — 160 mm
Joint Type Butt Weld

DRAWING OF TECHNIQUE
O Source of Radiation

Material wall
Beam direction

Beam Angle: 90° Perpendicular to weld

PARAMETERS

Source Type IR 192 Source size < 5.0 mm Thickness range 2mm — 70mm
Source Type Co 60 Source size < 7.0 mm Thickness range 25mm —160mm
Strength Min 15 Ci Exposure As required SFD Calculate Ug__
Technique Single Wall Viewing Single Wall # of Exposures n/a
Calculated Ug Factor < 0.020” Max Allowable Ug Factor < 0.020”
intensifying Screens Lead Tk. Front 0.005" Tk Back 0.010”
Film Designation Class I or II Brand Agfa or Kodak No.1 Cassette 1 (one)

, Renetrameter Type ASTM wire or ASME Hole 2 Designation # As per referenced code.
Essential Sensitivity As per code Placement Sourceside unless inaccessible
Penetrameters per Film CSA codes - 2 (middle/end) Per Weld 2 per exposure

ASME codes -1 1 per exposure
Comparator Shims per Film 1 (CSA Z662 only) Per Weld 1 per exposure
Shim Used Only ASME hole penetrameters Thickness 0.062” each
Location Marker Type Lead # Metric El Imperial El
Location Marker Placement On part Source side when accessible

Filmside is only allowed when source to material
distance equals the radius of component.

Density 2 to 4.0 H&D Area Taken I Through Weld
Additional Information o Must meet the UG factor with SFD
Identification on film a As per specification - Lead Numbers or Flash

PROCESSING AND STORAGE OF FILM
Method Manual Developing Time 5 minutes Temperature 68°F

Fixing time 3 minutes Washing Time 20 minutes Drying Temp 150° F
Storage of Finished Radiographs Placed in interleaves and film envelope
All processing and storage in accordance with ASME SE999.

S.19(1)
s_19(1)

same §t{~I‘«¥sli§r‘f13R§ ?€}$lTl0¥~$
Le-vet iii Reviewed ’ 8i‘siTf CGSB RN13
GA Apgarovai Quality Manager
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Single Wall Panoramic Exposure
Method

Procedure RT-0016

Technique 2

rocdue RTO016 I Technique Description I Single Wall Panoramic Exposure
Applicable specifications ASME Sect V, CSA Z662, and CSA W59
Material P1—P5 Thickness Range 2.0 mm -160 mm
Joint Type Butt Weld

DRAWING OF TECHNIQUE
O Source of Radiation

Film
Pipe wall
Beam direction

Beam Angle: 90° Perpendicular to weld

PARAMETERS
Source Type IR 192 Source size < 5.0 mm Thickness ragga 2mm -— 70mm
Source Type Co 60 Source size < 7.0 mm Thickness range 25mm ——160mm
Strength Min 15 Ci Exposure As required SFD 0.5 dia must meet Ug
Technique Single Wall Viewini Siggle Wall # of Exposures 3 to 4
Calculated Ug Factor < 0.020” Max Allowable Ug Factor 0.020”
lntensifying Screens Lead Tk. Front 0.005” Tk Back 0.010”
Film Designation Class I or ll Brand Agfa or Kodak No.1 Cassette 1 (one)
Penetrameter Type ASTM wire or ASME Hole Designation # As per referenced code.
Essential Sensitivity As per code Placement Source side only when accessible
Penetrameters per Film N/A Per Weld 3 @ 120° apart

5

Comparator Shims per Film 1 (CSA only) Per Weld 3 @ 120° apart
Shim Used Only ASME hole penetrameters Thickness 0.062” each
Location Marker Type Lead # Metric El Imperial El
Location Marker Placement On part Source side El Film side
Density 2 to 4.0 H&D Area Taken I Through Weld
Additional Information o Must meet the UG factor with SFD
Identification on film o As per specification - Lead Numbers or Flash
PROCESSING AND STORAGE OF FILM
Method Manual Developing Time 5 minutes Temperature 68°F
Fixing time 3 minutes Washing Time 20 minutes Drying Temp 150° F
Storage of Finished Radiographs Placed in interleaves and film envelope
All processing and storage in accordance with ASME SE-999.

s.19(1) 5'19“)

NAME POSETION
Lave? lit Reviewed SNT l CGSB RT lit
QA Approval Quaiity Manager
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Double Wall Exposure Method Procedure R-M016
Technique 3

Procedure Use RTO016 I Technique Description I Double Wall Exposure
Applicable specifications ASME Sect V, CSA 2662, and CSA W59
Material P1 — P5 Thickness Range 2.0 mm — 70 mm
Joint Type Butt Weld

DRAWING OF TECHNIQUE
O Source of Radiation

Film
Pipe wall

Beam direction

Beam Angle: 90° Perpendicular to weld

PARAMETERS
Source Type IR 192 Source size < 5.0 mm Thickness range 2mm — 70mm
Source Type Co 60 Source size < 7.0 mm Thickness range 25mm —-70 mm
Strength Min 15 Ci Exposure As required SFD Pipe Diameter
Technique Double Wall Viewing Single Wall # of Exposures 3 to 4
Calculated Ug Factor < 0.020” Max Allowable Ug Factor 0.020"
intensifying Screens Lead Tk. Front 0.005” Tk Back 0.010"
Film Designation Class I or ll Brand Agfa or Kodak No.1 Cassette 1 (one)
Penetrameter Type ASTM wire or ASME Hole Designation # As per referenced code.
Essential Sensitivity As per code Placement As per referenced code
Penetrameters per Film 1 Per Weld 1 /exposure
Comparator Shims per Film 1 (CSA only) Per Weld 1 I exposure
Shim Used Only ASME hole penetrameters Thickness 0.062” each
Location Marker Type Lead # Metric El Imperial El

Location Marker Placement On part Source side II Film side El
Density 2 to 4.0 H&D Area Taken l Through Weld
Additional information o Must meet the UG factor with SFD
Identification on film - As per specification — Lead Numbers or Flash

PROCESSING AND STORAGE OF FILM
Method Manual Developing Time 5 minutes Temperature 68°F

Fixing time 3 minutes Washing Time 20 minutes Drying Temp 150° F

Storage of Finished Radiographs Placed in interleaves and film envelope
All processing and storage in accordance with ASME SE-999.

s.19(1) S-19(1)

istfielill 9€3$iTl0N
Level lllfleviewecl
{IA Approval Quality Manager
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Elliptical Exposure Method Procedure R-M016
Technique 4

Procedure Used RTOO16 ’ I Technique Description | Elliptical Exposure
Applicable specifications ASME Sect V, CSA Z662, and CSA W59
Material P1 — P5 Thickness Range 5.0 mm — 25 mm
Joint Type Butt Weld

DRAWING OF TECHNIQUE
A&B - 30° offset A 3. B - 90° 0 Source of Radiation

FilmQ

Beam direction

PARAMETERS
Source Type IR 192 Source size < 5.0 mm Thickness range 2mm — 25 mm
Strength Min 15 Ci Exposure ci/sec As required SFD 10X dia. minimum
Technique Double Wall Viewing Double Wall # of Exposures 2
Calculated Ug Factor < 0.020” Max Allowable Ug Factor 0.020”
intensifying Screens Lead Tk. Front 0.005” Tk Back 0.010”
Film Designation Class I or II Brand Agfa or Kodak No.I Cassette 1 (one)
Penetrameter Type ASTM wire or ASME Hole

Essential Sensitivity As per code Placement Source Side
Penetrameters per Film 1 Per Weld 2 @ 90° apart if
Comparator Shims per Film 1 (CSA only) Per Weld 2 @ 90° apart 4‘

Shim Used Only ASME hole penetrameters Thickness 0.062” each
Location Marker Type Lead # Metric III Imperial III
Location Marker Placement On part Source side El Film side IZ
Density 2 to 4.0 H&D Area Taken I Through Weld
Additional Information a Must meet the UG factor with SFD
Identification on film - As per specification - Lead Numbers or Flash

PROCESSING AND STORAGE OF FILM
Method Manual Developing Time 5 minutes Temperature 58°F
Fixing time 3 minutes Washing Time 20 minutes Drying Temp 15o°F

Storage of Finished Radiographs Placed in interleaves and film envelope
All processing and storage in accordance with ASME SE-999.

S-19(1) s.19(1)

GNMURE L POSrITl0lli
Level ill Reviewed SNTI CGS8 RT Ill
GA Approval Quality Manager
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Superimposed Exposure Method Procedure RT-0016

Technique 5

Prc se RTOO1 6 I Technique Description I Superimposed Exposure
Applicable specifications ASME Sect V, CSA Z662, and CSA W59
Material P1—P5 Thickness Range 5.0 mm -— 25 mm
Joint Type Butt Weld

DRAWING OF TECHNIQUE

Beam

0 Source of Radiation
Film

Pipe wall
Beam direction

Angle: 90° Perpendicular to weld

PARAMETERS
Source Type IR 192 Source size < 5.0 mm Thickness range 2mm — 25 mm
Strength Min 15 Ci Exposure cilsec As required SFD 10X dia. minimum
Technique Double Wall Viewing Double Wall # of Exposures 3
Calculated Ug Factor < 0.020” Max Allowable UgFactor 0.020”
Intensifying Screens Lead Tk. Front 0.005” Tk Back 0.010”
Film Designation Class I or II Brand Agfa or Kodak No.l Cassette 1 (one)
Penetrameter Type ASTM wire or ASME Hole Designation # As per referenced code.‘
‘Essential Sensitivity As per code Placement Source Side
Penetrameters per Film 1 Per Weld 1

1 Comparator Shims per Film 1 (CSA only) Per Weld 3 @ 45° Qgle between

Shim Used Only ASME hole penetrameters Thickness 0.062" each
Location Marker Type Lead # A, B, C Metric lZl Imperial El
Location Marker Placement On part Source side l2l Film side El
Density 2 to 4.0 H&D Area Taken I Through Weld
Additional Information o Must meet the UG factor with SFD
Identification on film 0 As per specification - Lead Numbers or Flash

PROCESSING AND STORAGE OF FILM
Method Manual Developing Time 5 minutes Temperature 68°F

Fixing time 3 minutes Washing Time 20 minutes Drying Temp 150° F
Storage of Finished Radiographs Placed in interleaves and film envelope
All processing and storage in accordance with ASME SE—999.

s.19(1) s.19(1)
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Elllptlcal / Contact Exposurea Procedure R-M016
Method Technique 6

Procedure Used RT0016 I Technique Description I Ellipticall Contact Exposure
Applicable specifications ASME Sect V, CSA Z662, and CSA W59
Material P1 -— P5 Thickness Range 2.0 mm — 25 mm
Joint Type Butt Weld

DRAWING OF TECHNIQUEI
A - 30° offset 2 Contact exposures O Source of Radiation

Q Film

t
Beam direction

Beam Angle: 90° Perpendicular to weld

PARAMETERS
Source Type IR 192 Source size < 5.0 mm Thickness range 2mm — 25 mm
Strength Min 15 Ci Exposure cilsec As required SFD 10X dia. For A

Pipe dia. For B&C
Technique Double Wall Viewing Double Wall # of Exposures 3
Calculated Ug Factor < 0.020” Max Allowable Ug Factor 0.020”
intensifying Screens Lead Tk. Front 0.005” Tk Back 0.010”
Film Designation Class I or ll Brand Agfa or Kodak No.I Cassette 1 (one)

’Penetrameter Type ASTM wire or ASME Hole Designation # As per ASME V Art 2 table T-276
A

Essential Sensitivity 2T Placement Source side when accessible
Penetrameters per Film 1 Per Weld 1 4*»
Comparator Shims per Film N/A Per Weld N/A
Shim Used N/A Thickness N/A
Location Marker Type Lead # A, B, C Metric l2l Imperial El
Location Marker Placement On part Source side lZl Film side lZl for B & C
Density 2 to 4.0 H&D Area Taken I Through Weld
Additional Information o Minimum offset at 30° for Exposure A (must ellipse).

o Contact shots for B & C are opposite sides of tangents.

o SFD at diameter of weld.
Identification on film a As per specification - Lead Numbers or Flash.

PROCESSING AND STORAGE OF FILM
Method Manual Developing Time 5 minutes Temperature 68°F

Fixing time 3 minutes Washing Time 20 minutes Drying Temp 150° F

Storage of Finished Radiographs Placed in interleaves and film envelope
All processing and storage in accordance with ASME SE—999.

s.19(1) s.19(1)
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WALL THICKNESS EVALUATION

WITH RADIOGRAPHY
Procedure RT-0016

Technique 7

Procedure Used RT-0016
Technique Description Calculation ofwall thickness with shadow shot radiography

Applicable Specification Providing information for client evaluation

Material Ferrous and Non ferrous I Weld Types I N/A

Method Projection of wall thickness to large format film.

Equipment: 0 Flat 14” x 17” or larger film holder with proper straps to secure film to
part.

0 Cobalt 60, Iridium 192, or X-Ray may be used to produce acceptable
results. Choice is dependent upon the thickness range, and/or location
or the component.

0 Jig for positioning source and holding in stable position during
exposure.

S

Film cassettes of appropriate size to provide coverage

Film

Penetrameters

Tungsten collimator

High intensity Viewer.

Single edge razor blade for removing emulsion.

Standard block of known thickness or diameter.

Planning 1. Discuss the orientation with the client to ensure the desired positioning of
the test is relative to the evaluation for traceability. This is normally in the
horizontal or Vertical position to determine corrosion or pitting in a
selected area. (See figure l)

2. In most situations the exposure will only be in one direction at 90 degrees
to the part, and utilize only one exposure per location. Verify with client.

3. Select the film speed based on what the client’s expectations are. Best
industry practice is to select a fast film with lower contrast and higher grain
to meet the productivity needs. The sensitivity provided is high due to the
greater source to film distance (SFD).

4. When requested by the client a standard may be used as a comparison tool
to provided accuracy of the calculations.

5. The set-up and technical information in the datasheet (Table 1) attached
will provide best quality results.
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WALL THICKNESS EVALUATION

WITH RADIOGRAPHY
Procedure RT-0016

Technique 7

General set up

procedure

Set-up the jig and collimator in exposure position.
Mr-*

determine exposure time.

Perform a test pocket dosimeter shot on opposite side of the part to

3. Position an attenuative material approximately 1 inch x 3 inches to block
out radiation in the top left hand corner of the film. This is for the Flash
[D

4. Position the film on the part 90 degrees perpendicular to the source
position.

0 Ensure that the film remains flat and is not curved. Measure from both
sides of the edge of the film to ensure distance is equal.

0 Take care to prevent pressure marks due to handling and positioning
the film.

0 If a physical standard is used for comparison, position at the same
distance where measurements will be compared.
drawing.

See technique

0 It is critical to record and report orientation of the radiograph. (See
figure 1.)

5. Take precautions to prevent movement of all equipment and film.
P‘

7. Process film.

Project source and expose film for pre—determined time

Methods of determining 1. Projected comparison

the wall thickness 0 Formulas

Actual wall thickness = Known outside diameter X Proiected wall thickness
Projected outside diameter

Or

Projected OD/Actual OD = Ratio, (then with this ratio):

Actual wall = ratio x projected wall
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' WALL THICKNESS EVALUATION Procedure RT-0016

WITH RADIOGRAPHY Technique?

Evaluation Client is normallv responsible for evaluation of the results.
Acuren will provide calculations in accordance with this technique when
requested by the client.

Recommendations to assist in the evaluation

0 If range of the radiographic density is high in the area of interest, a
good practice is to remove the emulsion from one side of the film with
a single edge razor blade. This allows a reduction in the density and
permits easier measurement from the edges of the projected wall
thickness.

‘ 0 Swab the area of measurement with a damp cloth to soften the
emulsion.

I Once the emulsion is softened, position flat against the viewer and
scrape the emulsion only from the outer wall with a smooth angular
motion.

1
“Reporting Identification on the radiograph.

0 Flash or lead numbers providing the Acuren name or logo, client name,
ID number, date, part or line number. Best practice is with the flash in
the top left hand corner utilizing a lead block or other similar material
positioned during exposure to white out the area for the flash. This
provides a small detailed identification of the identification.

Data to be Recorded on Acuren Report Form (s)

0 As per RT-0016

Lead # Designation 4
T Top

T or NEWS

N N01‘ih Film &
E East Lead #
W West positions
S South

Figure 1

5'19“) s.19(1)

g ,/Eenmuae V Posmon
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QA A9 rova! Quality Manager
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WALL THICKNESS EVALUATION

WITH RADIOGRAPHY
Procedure RT-0016

Technique 7

Processing and Storage of Film

Table 1
Procedure Used RTOO16

Technique Description Wall thickness evaluation with radiography

Applicable specifications ASME Sect V, Article 2

Material N/A Thickness Range 2.0 mm —— 160 mm
Joint Type N/A

Drawing:

0 Source of Radiation

‘ Film on rigid board- ‘
_________ _ _ Pipe wall‘

:11) ................................... Beam direction
_ _ --------

' r
I Physical Comparator Standard
Beam Angle: 90 degrees Perpendicular to weld

I Penetrameter in contact film side
Parameters

Source Type [R 192 Source size < 5.0 mm Thickness range 2.0 mm — 70 mm
Source Type Co 60 Source size < 7.0 mm Thickness range 25 mm — 160 mm0
“Strength Min 30 Ci Exposure As required SFD

C
7 x diameter

0

preferred. S
Technique Single Wall Viewing Single Wall # of Exposures 1

Calculated Ug Factor N/A Max Allowable Ug Factor N/A
Intensifying Screens Lead Thk Front I .005” I Thk Back .010”
Film Designation Class II Brand Agfa D7 or # Per Cassette 1 (one)

preference Kodak AA

Penetrameter Type ASTM wire or Designation # Use ASME Specification based on
ASME Hole single wall thickness.

Essential Sensitivity N/A Placement Film side

Penetrameters per Film 1

Comparator Standard 1 Location As per figure 1
Shim Used None Thickness N/a

Location Marker Type Lead #

Location Marker Placement On part Source side I] Film side IZI

Density 1.2 to 2.0 H&D Area Taken I Through double wall area
Additional Information 0 Density specified above is not critical.
Identification on film 0 Lead Numbers or Flash — Top left corner or Top center ofwall area.

Method Manual Developing Time 5 minutes Temperature 68°

Fixing time 3 minutes Washing Time 20 minutes Drying Temp 150°F
Storage of Finished Radiographs I Placed in interleaves and film envelope
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PURPOSE

This document describes TransCanada's (The Company) procedure for auditing Non Destructive
Examination (NDE) results ofwelds within the Company’s pipeline system to ensure that these
inspections are carried out complying with the Company specifications, and applicable codes and
regulations.

SCOPE

This procedure applies to the auditing ofNDE results based on the various methods the Company
employs for inspecting welds for Pipeline, Compression, Meter Station, Maintenance and Integrity
projects.

The implementation of this procedure will be the responsibility of the project manager.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE (IF A REVISION)

This is a new procedure.
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1. PURPOSE

This document describes TransCanada's (The Company) procedure for auditing Non Destructive
Examination (NDE) results of welds within the Company's pipeline system to ensure that these
inspections are carried out complying with the Company specifications, and applicable codes and
regulations.

2. SCOPE

This procedure applies to the auditing ofNDE results based on the Various methods the Company
employs for inspecting welds for Pipeline, Compression, Meter Station, Maintenance and
Integrity projects.

3. DEFINITIONS

ASME - American Society ofMechanical Engineers.

ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials.

CGSB — Canadian Government Standards Board.

CSA — Canadian Standards Association.

ECA - Engineering Critical Assessment.

EUB - Alberta Energy and Utilities Board.

GMAW - Gas Metal Arc Welding.

LPI - Liquid Penetrant Inspection.

MP1 - Magnetic Particle Inspection.

NEB - National Energy Board (Board).

RT — Radiographic Testing.

TOFD - Time ofFlight Diffraction.

TOP - TransCanada Operating Procedure.

UT - Ultrasonic Testing.

4. REFERENCES

1. ASME — Section V.

2. ASTM E-709 specification.

3. CSA Z662 — Latest Edition, Oil and Gas Pipeline Systems.

4. Pipeline Act and Pipeline Regulations ofAlberta.

5. NEB - Onshore Pipeline Regulations, 1999, Part 9, Audits and Inspections.
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6. TransCanada documents:

Magnetic Particle Test Forms (TOPS# 003672904).

TES-NDT-UTl Mechanized Ultrasonic Examination of Pipeline Girth Welds.

TES-NDT-UT2 Manual Ultrasonic Examination of Welds.

TEP-NDT-REC Nondestructive Testing Records Management.

TES-NDT-RT Radiographic Examination of Welds.

TES—NDT—UTG Ultrasonic Inspection Design of Gas Metal Arc Pipeline Girth Welds.

TES—NDT—UTS Ultrasonic Inspection Design of Pipeline Girth Welds with a Standard
Bevel.

TEP—NDT-IMP Implementation ofUltrasonic Inspection of Pipeline Girth Welds.

TED—NDT-GPU Guiding Principle for Mechanized Ultrasonic Inspection of Pipeline
Girth Welds.

TOP - Magnetic Particle Inspection Procedure.

05. GENERAL

The Company uses four non-destructive testing methods to assess pipeline welds:

1) Ultrasonic Testing (UT), which uses short wavelength, high fiequency sound waves
to detect weld defects.

2) Radiographic Testing (RT), which uses X—ray and Gamma rays to detect weld
defects.

3) Magnetic Particle Inspection (MP1), which creates magnetic field on the inspected
weld.

4) Liquid Penetration Inspection (LPI), which is done by spraying or swabbing
penetrants on the weld to detect defects.

This procedure is divided into these four areas.

5.1 REGULATIONS

NEB, in its Onshore Pipeline Regulations, Part 9, Audits and Inspections - General Compliance,
Clause 53, states that: A

1) A Company shall conduct an audit and an inspection on a regular basis to ensure its
pipeline is designed, constructed, operated and abandoned in compliance with:

(a) Part III of the Act;

(b) Part V of the Act, as its relates to the protection of property and the environment
and the safety of the public and of the company's employees;
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(c) The Regulations; and

(d) The terms and conditions of any certificate or order issued by the Board, as they
relate to the protection of property and the environment and the safety of the
public and of the company‘s employees;

2) The audit shall document:

(a) All non-compliance noted; and

(b) Any corrective action taken or planned to be taken.

5.2 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The Company will assign the following personnel and their responsibilities for the NDE audit on
a given project:

a) Project Manager - The individual responsible for the overall execution of a project and
for deciding whether the project will undergo an NDE audit.

b) Auditor - The individual responsible for auditing the NDE results of the pipeline welds.

An auditor could be:

I A third party individual holding a Level II or HI CGSB's certificate in the
appropriate inspection method, or,

I Company representative with experience in the NDE methods and
interpretation of results.

c) Contractor - The party responsible to conduct the NDE inspection of the welds.

d) Construction Manager - The individual responsible for the workmanship of the
Contractor and implementation of the specifications, codes and regulations.

6. ULTRASONIC TESTING (UT) - AUDIT PROCEDURE

The UT audit procedure is divided into two phases:

6.1 OFFICE AUDIT

The auditor will, preferably before the start of construction, review the following documents as
part of this audit process:

0 Prime contract documents for project scope.

0 NDE contract documents.

0 Weld joint configurations.

0 UT contractor's inspection design when mechanized inspection equipment is used;
this will include the calibration block and probe configuration.

o NDE Contractor’s quality control manual
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6.2 FIELD AUDIT

' "T
”i6.2.1

6.2.2

The auditor performing the office audit, in consultation with the Construction Manager, will
advise the Project Manager to arrange for a field audit of the NDE results, if warranted.

The Project Manager will arrange to send either the same auditor or a Third Party auditor, for the
field audit.

This auditor, once in the field, will:

a) Deal with the Construction Manager for any issues with the Contractors.

b) Be present on site at the start of the NDE to witness the initial set up of the Mechanized
NDE systems and calibration of instruments.

c) Review the ultrasonic charts and corresponding calibration data produced by the UT
Contractor during NDE to validate the Contractor's assessment of the mainline,
compression and metering facilities, assemblies, crossings, tie—in and repair welds, to
ensure they meet the acceptance criteria.

d) Review the manual ultrasonic reports and where possible witness a calibration and
evaluation on an existing weld.

Audit Timing

The auditor will:

a) Audit the weld NDE results at least twice during the construction phase. At the
construction kick-off, which is mandatory, and sometime during construction but before
completion of the project.

b) Time the second visit in such a way that he/she can audit both mainline mechanized and
manual UT examination results.

c) Forward the audit results to the Construction Manager before the completion of that
particular phase of construction in order to resolve any deficiencies.

Mandatory Audit Items

The auditor will review the following items before construction kickoff:

a) Probe configuration (Mechanized).

b) System Evaluation (Mechanized).

c) Axial alignment of data (Mechanized).

d) Completeness of coverage ofweld through thickness and length Gvlechanized).

e) Complete, accurate reports and interpretations for project records (Mechanized/Manual).

t) Proper calibration reflector signal response for each charmel/probe.

g) Signal discrimination between adjacent channels (Mechanized only).
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The auditor will review the following items before construction completion:

21)

b)

0)

d)

6)

0

Frequency of calibration (ensure specification requirement is met).

Correctness of interpretation sequential data files to ensure that files have not been
overwritten.

Continuity between calibrations.

Complete, accurate reports and interpretations for project records.

Proper calibration reflector signal response for each channel/probe.

Coupling loss identified and resolved (Mechanized).

6.2.3 Audit Frequency

The auditor will audit the NDE records as follows:

0
Repaired Welds -

Mainline Welds - 15% of the Mainline Welds (random selection).

Major Crossings —

Tie-in Welds ,-

Final Tie-in Welds —

15% of all welds within crossing boundary.

15% of tie-in welds (random selection).

100% of final tie-in welds.

10% of the repaired weld (random selection).

Station welds - 15% of the station welds (random selection).

Assembly welds - 15% of welds on pipeline assemblies.

Note:
9}

1. Repair welds are examined manually with UT method and only paper—audit is required for
manual UT.

2. Station welds are welds completed in Compression and metering facilities.

The auditor will review the calibration records (one before and one after) of the welds being
audited.

6.2.4 Non—Compliancc

The auditor will evaluate the two following types of non—comp1iances as outlined below;

1) System Performance (Mechanized)

There are two types of system performance non-compliances:

a) Loss of Coupling

Where a weld is exhibiting a lack of coupling in one channel and as well exceeding
the maximum allowable defect length, the Contractor will re-inspect it, if the suspect
area cannot be evaluated using the other data available for analysis.
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6.2.5

6.3

7.1

b) Sensitivity

Sensitivity below the lower tolerance to ideal, in accordance with the Company
specification TBS-NDT-UTl Mechanized Ultrasonic Examination of Pipeline Girth
Welds, may be acceptable if the data can be reviewed after compensating for the
reduced sensitivity using the raw mapped data channels.

‘

If there is a non-compliance identified, the auditor will:

a) Complete the Progressive Audit, as noted below.

b) Convey the finding to an NDE Specialist for further evaluation.

c) Communicate the assessment of the Specialist to the Construction Manager for
appropriate mitigative actions.

2) Interpretation

If there is an interpretation issue with a non—compliant weld, the auditor will:

a)

b)

C)

d)

Evaluate the defect for its height (Mechanized UT reports and scan data).

Complete the Progressive Audit, as noted below.

Convey the finding to a Fracture Mechanics Specialist for further evaluation.

Communicate the assessment of the specialist to the Construction Manager for
appropriate mitigative actions. ‘

Progressive Audit

In case of a non-compliance, the auditor will conduct progressive audits, which consist of
auditing data from 10 welds prior and l0 welds following the non—compliant weld.

If non-compliance is still noted in those 20 welds, the auditor will audit an additional 20 welds,
10 prior and 10 following. I

If further indications of non-compliance are noted, the auditor will audit all (100%) the welds in
the pipeline for that day’s production for that NDE technician.

DOCUMENTATION AND REPORTING

The auditor will, within two weeks of construction completion, provide a final report ofUT audit
to the Project Manager.

This report will summarize the inspection and provide an "exception report" detailing specific
welds containing any non-compliances and resolutions.

RADIOGRAPHIC TESTING (RT) - AUDIT PROCEDURE

The RT audit procedure is divided into two phases:

OFFICE AUDIT

Libralyz
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7.2

7.2.1

The auditor will, preferably before the start of construction, review, the following documents as
part of this audit process:

3)

b)

C)

d)

6)

Prime contract documents for the project scope.

NDE contract documents.

NDE Contractor’s quality control manual

Weld joint configurations.

A procedure for the production of radiographs, which will include the following variables
and their tolerances:

i. Type ofmaterial to be radiographed.

ii. Material thickness range for which the procedure is suitable.

Type of radiation to be used with details of effective source size or X-ray machine
voltage.

iii.

iv. Position of radiation source (external or internal).

V. Type, thickness and position of intensifying screens and filters.

vi. Sketch showing the geometric arrangement for the production of the radiographs,
including minimum source to film distance and radiation angle with respect to the
weld.

vii. Film type and brand, length and width.

viii. Exposure conditions in milliampere-minutes or curie-minutes; and,

Processing time and temperature for development, stop bath or rinse, fixing, washing
and drying.

FIELD AUDIT

The auditor performing the office audit, in consultation with the Construction Manager, will
advise the Project Manager to arrange for a field audit of the NDE results, if warranted.

The Project Manager will arrange to send either the same auditor or a third party auditor, for the
field audit.

The auditor, once in the field, will:

a) Deal with the Construction Manager for any issues with the Contractors.

b) Review the radiographs produced by the Contractor to validate the contractor's
assessment of the mainline, compression and metering facilities, assemblies, crossings,
tie-in and repair welds, to ensure they meet the acceptance criteria.

Audit Timing

The auditor will:
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a) Audit the weld NDE results at least twice during the construction phase. Once, at the
construction kick-off, which is mandatory, and the other during construction but before
completion.

b) Forward the audit results to the Construction Manager before the completion of that
particular phase of construction in order to repair any defects in time.

7.2.2 Mandatory Audit Items

The auditor will review the following items before construction kickoff:

a) Radiographic procedures on site.

b) Test Radiographs.

c) Radiographic test films and a piece of unexposed base.

d) Densitometers.

The auditor will review the following items before construction completion:

a) Consistent radiographic quality (density and sensitivity).

b) Correctness of interpretation.

c) ‘Identification

7.2.3 Audit Frequency

The auditor will audit the NDE records as follows:

a) Mainline Welds - 15% of the Mainline Welds (random selection).

b) Major Crossings - 15% of all welds within crossing boundary.

c) Tie-in Welds - 15% of tie-in welds (random selection).

d) Final Tie-in Welds - 100% of final tie—in welds.

e) Repaired Welds - 10% of the repaired weld (random selection).

t) Station Welds — 15% ofeach piping system (random selection).

g) Assembly Welds - 15% of the pipeline assembly welds.

Note:

1. Station welds are welds completed in Compression and metering facilities.

7.2.4 Non-Compliance

1) General

The auditor will evaluate two types ofnon-compliances, Procedural and Interpretation. If
there is a non-compliance, the auditor will:

a) Complete the Progressive Audit, as noted below.
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b) Communicate the assessment to the Construction Manager and Project Manager
for appropriate mitigative actions.

2) Progressive Audit

In case of a non-compliance, the auditor will conduct progressive audits, which consist of
auditing data from 3 welds prior and 3 welds following the non-compliant weld (Care shall be
taken to include data from the same RT crew & equipment). ’

If a non-compliance is still noted in those 6 welds, the auditor will audit additional 6 welds, 3
prior and 3 following.

If a non-compliance is still noted in these new 6 welds, the auditor will audit additional 6
welds, 3 prior and 3 following.

If fl.lI’tl1€I‘ indications of significant non-compliance are noted, the auditor will audit all
(100%) the welds in the pipeline for that day’s production for that NDE technician.

7.3 DOCUMENTATION AND REPORTING

The auditor will, within two weeks on construction completion, provide a final report ofRT audit
to the Project Manager.

This report will summarize the inspection and provide "exception report" detailing specific Welds
containing any non-compliances and resolutions.

8. MAGNETIC PARTICLE INSPECTION (MPI) - AUDIT PROCEDURE

The NDE results will be audited during the construction phase. The auditor will review 100% of
the inspection reports. The audit will be a paper—audit of the MPI results for the following items:

Company Name.

Project Number.

Equipment List.

Identification of the inspected welds.

Weld Sketches.

Adherence to codes and specifications.

Application of proper techniques (include lifting power of yoke).

Signatures.

.‘°?°.\‘.°‘.V':‘>‘E—‘°!"t"‘ MPI report, containing the following items (Refer to ASME Section V, Article 7):

a. Procedure identification and revision.

b. Magnetic particle equipment and type of current.

c. Magnetic particles (Visible or fluorescent, wet or dry).
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.9“ Examination personnel identity and qualification level.

Map or record of rejectable indications.

Material and thickness.

Lighting equipment.

F’”C!°3'*’.‘° Date and time examinations were performed.

9 LIQUID PENETRANT INSPCTION (LPI) — AUDIT PROCEDURE

The NDE results will be audited during the construction phase. The auditor will review 100% of
the inspection reports. The audit will be a paper-audit of the LPI results for the following items:

Company Name.

Project Number.

Equipment List.

Identification of the inspected welds.

Weld Sketches.

Adherence to codes and specifications.

Application of proper techniques.

Signatures.

LPI report, containing the following items (Refer to ASME Section V, Article 6):.‘°.°°.\‘?‘E".4>.‘*°!\’.”‘

Procedure identification and revision.

b. Liquid penetrant type (visible or fluorescent).

c. Type (number or letter designation of each penetrant remover, emulsifier, and
developer used).

P‘ Examination personnel identity and qualification level.

Map or record of rejectable indications.

Material and thickness.

Lighting equipment.

P"°.‘°5"‘.‘° Date and time examinations were performed.

Dwell times used.1...

**END OF DOCUMENT**
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From: James Ferguson

Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2009 5:54 PM
To: Amy Webster; Evan Vol<es; Tom Slimmon; Kevin Widenmaier; Niteesha Edwards; John

Riley; Christian Cyrenne; Trent Bertholet
Subject: DL Flange Meeting Agenda

Ahead of the meeting tomorrow, which some of you are not able to attend I wanted to update everyone as to where we
are with these flanges. This will also serve as an Agenda for the meeting. Please review and feel free to discuss at the
meeting.

1. DEFECTS IN FLANGE

There has been some discussion over the cracks in the flange that we repaired. There has been some
discussion that they are forging defects and some discussion that they are related to heat treating/material
issues. While we may not determine the actual root cause (because we were not able to send the flange for
destructive testing) this point is mostly moot. Whether this was caused during forging, or whether it was caused
by a material or heat treating issue, we have to seriously question the base materials and forgings that DL is
using to manufacture their flanges. This applies to every DL Flange, even those that are final machined in
Houston as per the Technical Agreement with TransCanada. For DL, all of their forgings come from the plant in
Romania so we have to question all of the flanges supplied by DL.

To date we have suspended any future orders with DL Flange until we are confident that the issues have been
resolved and we will not see these defects again. This is easier said than done, but restoring confidence in DL as
a minimum will require:

i. A Report from DL as to the Root Cause of This Issue
ii. An Acceptable Plan to go forward (by DL) to ensure that these to not happen in the future
iii. Analysis from Final Investigation from Meikle River, Woodenhouse, and Keystone Flanges (See

Agenda Item 5)

CODE COMPLIANCE FOR FLANGES I HISTORY

An analysis has been done as to the Code Compliance/Drawings of these flanges. It was actually much more
complicated than it should have been. I will go into more detail in the meeting, but the history in short is:

i. These Flanges were Ordered to Our Specification (TES-FLGE-LD Rev. 3) which is based on CSA
Z245.12—O5;

ii. Drawings for the Flanges Were Questioned and it was Determined that the Flanges Were
Manufactured, Machined, and Certified in Romania which is not as per the Technical Agreement
under which DL is approved to supply Flanges to Transcanada;

iii. The Flanges Arrived On Site;
iv. The Flanges (from Drawings and Markings) Were to B16.47 Series A, and not to CSA Z245.12-

05;
v. The Flanges Were Accepted on a Project Specific Basis;

Here is where the Code Compliance comes into play which will provide some good lessons learned for future
projects:

i. CSA Z662 allows flanges to be B16.47 Series A, but they are limited to A350 LF2 (Class 1 or 2)
or A105 material

ii. Under CSA Z662 you have to base the flange design on the minimum yield strength for these
material standards, which prevents us from taking advantage of higher grade (i.e. Q+T)
material!

iii. The Drawings and MTR’s show the material to be CSA 2245.12 Grade 483. For this to be
allowed the flange must be in total accordance with CSA Z245.12!
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3.

4.

6.

iv. The dimensions of the flanges (from the drawings) meet both CSA Z245.12 and B16.47 Series A
with the exception of the hub angle which does NOT meet CSA!

v. Under CSA Z245.12 you can use non-standard dimensions for flanges if the flanges meet the
requirements of ASME Section VIII Div I Appendix 2 with CSA’s acceptance limits

vi. The flanges meet ASME Section VIII Division I Appendix 2 for Operating Conditions under MAOP
vii. The Flanges do NOT meet ASME Section VIII Division I Appendix 2 for Gasket Seating

(Bolt Up) Conditions

This would then appear that the flanges meet B16.47—Series A and not CSA
Z245.12. Unfortunately we cannot use B16.47 Series A with the higher strength and the flanges
would not be acceptable under CSA Z662. However, ASME Section VIII Div I has a Non
Mandatory Appendix that says for large diameter flanges under high pressure that the bolt up
conditions may not be met under Appendix 2 because the bolting stress calculation under these
conditions is not necessarily accurate of the actual bolting stresses. Engineering Analysis shows
that under Appendix 2 we could meet bolt up conditions if we moved to lower strength bolts or used
smaller bolts, both of which contravene common sense. However, under Z662 we can use
operating experience and engineering assessment to accept a non-standard material if it will meet
or exceed the material requirements specified in Z662. We know from operating experience that
the flanges are not being yielded or seeing excessive bolt up force, and we have a procedure to
minimize the stresses during gasket seating (i.e. bolting up opposite sides). Therefore we can
accept this flange under 2662, but I am not sure if it is because we can say it meets CSA
Z245.12-05 or because it meets B16.47-Series A and we can accept the non-standard
material replacement under 2662 based on operating experience.

I realize this point could be confusing, and hopefully Tom can correct my mistakes.

FOLLOW UP WITH DL FLANGE

Besides the points mentioned in (1) above, which DL has not yet responded too we have several other things we
need to follow up on:

i. What do they suggest for inspection (I believe they have responded to this question)?
ii. Do we need DL/Can DL certify the flange to CSA Z245.12-05? If so, do we need to stamp/mark

these flanges appropriately

We need to issue NCR’s to DL
Clearly these flanges do not meet our specification — another NCR
We need to clarify the hub angle dimension requirements for CSA flanges to DL.
More to come....5-_<

EH5?

INSPECTION PLAN FOR REMAINING FLANGES

This becomes our next challenge. I have spoken with some of our integrity and crack assessment experts, and l
have invited our NDE expert (Evan Vokes) to this meeting. We have also contacted some contacts at RTD to get
their thoughts. Our current plan is that we would recommend inspection of 100% of all the above ground flanges,
which would mean 100% of all the flanges because I believe they are all above ground. The inspection would be
done with UT and visually. We would then take a percentage of the flanges, remove the coating, and perform
MPI to confirm. However, this could change depending upon our discussion. We are mainly choosing UT
because we are hoping we do not have to remove the coating. However, if we do we will have to reconsider our
inspection. Because this is either a base material problem we have nothing to go on to say the other flanges
cannot be affected, and we cannot pick which ones are more likely to have issues than others.

We need to firm up our decision on this ASAP.

KEYSTONE FLANGES

On an interesting note, Keystone has ordered a lot of flanges from DL, which were supplied out of
Romania. Many of these are lower grade, but I am working with them so that we can coordinate our findings and
inspections.

LESSONS LEARNED
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i. We should NOT be accepting flanges outside of CSA Z245.12 where the design is for high grade,
and especially large diameter, flanges;

ii. We need to clarify the hub angle dimensions to each manufacturer
iii. More to come...

|’m sure we will go into more detail on some issues, but the main one to nail down is NUMBER 4!

Thanks,

Q)
Transcanada«'1 by-w--.-y, to -.'-.-

VJT‘lCOUV8l' 2010

Aan]-

James Ferguson, P.Eng.
Transcanada
450 - 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB T2P 5H1
Phone: 403.920.6009
Cell: 403.462.3313
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From: Russell Wong
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 8:20 AM
To: Christian Cyrenne
Cc: Marc Charland; Evan Vokes
Subject: RE: CE Franklin Surveillance Report ( DL Flange) 25350—200—GQS-GAQR—V0023-000

I requested Bechtel issue a CAR, however, I specified to Bechtel that the basis of the CAR was the fact they
did not ship the raw flange to Houston for final machining and inspection. Romania plant is not approved,
however final product came from that plant. Only the Houston plant is approved. I will have to call Bechtel to
revise the CAR.

From: Christian Cyrenne
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 7:58 AM
To: Russell Wong
Cc: Marc Charland; Evan Vokes
Subject: FW: CE Franklin Surveillance Report( DL Flange) 25350-200-GQS-GAQR-V0023-000
Importance: High

Hi Russell,

I'm getting some confused and concerned calls regarding the NCR Bechtel issued to CE and DL Flange. Looks like Bechtel
is using info not associated with CE Franklin's order - not same material or specification.

Do you know who would of provided this info to Bechtel - the report has misleading info.

Christian Cyrenne
Transcanada - Supply Chain Management - Contract Analyst
403.920.2531 (Office) - 403.920.5444 (Fax) - christian <_:yrenne@transcanada.com

From: Steve Bobzien [mailto:Steve.Bobzien@d|flange.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 7:45 AM
To: Christian Cyrenne
Subject: FW: CE Franklin Surveillance Report ( DL Flange) 25350-200-GQS-GAQR-V0023-000
Importance: High

Steve Bobzien

DL FLANGE

From: Jim Urness [mai|to:jurness@CEFrank|in.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 01, 2009 11:54 AM
To: Steve Bobzien
Cc: Daryl Campbell
Subject: FW: CE Franklin Surveillance Report ( DL Flange) 25350-200-GQS-GAQR-V0023—000
Importance: High

1
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Was there any defects on flanges tested or are they referring to non compliance as in DL Flange was not an approved
manufacturer out of Romania?

Jim

From: Glasgow, Daniel [mailto:dsglasgo@bechte|.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 01, 2009 11:32 AM
To: Daryl Campbell; Jim Urness
Subject: FW: CE Franklin Surveillance Report( DL Flange) 25350-200-GQS-GAQR-V0023-000
Importance: High

Have you responded to this CAR yet?

Danny Glasgow
Bechtel OG & C
Expediting Specialist
voice (713) 235-3231
fax (713) 235-1502
e-mail dsg|asgo@bechte|.com

From: Jones, Gary R (Houston)
Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2009 12:35 PM
To: Garza, Fernando; Glasgow, Daniel

Cc: Nwokolo, Emmanuel; Patel, Mitul; Baksh, Tash R.
Subject: F\N: CE Franklin Surveillance Report( DL Flange) 25350-200-GQS-GAQR-V0023-000
Importance: High

Fernando/Danny,

Did either of you handle this with CE Franklin?

Regards,

Gary R. Jones
Procurement

Bechtel Oil, Gas & Chemicals, Inc.
Keystone Pipeline Project
Ph.: 713-235-2147

e-mail: giones@bechte|.com

The contents of this message, together with any attachments, are intended only for the use of the individual or entity to
which they are addressed and contain information that are confidential, proprietary and not intended to be read or
reviewed by someone other than the intended recipient. If you are not the intended recipient, we respectfully request that
you do not disseminate, distribute or copy this message, or any attachment, and notify the original sender immediately of
your receipt of this message by telephone at (713)235-2147 (collect calls accepted) or by return E-mail. Please delete
this message, along with any attachments, from your computer. Thank you.

From: Tinn, Beverly
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2009 11:52 AM
To: Long, Janet

Cc: Jones, Gary R (Houston); Etzkin, Michael
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Subject: FW: CE Franklin Surveillance Report ( DL Flange) 25350-200-GQS—GAQR-V0023-O00
Importance: High

Please have your expediter handle and keep me in the loop. Thanks,

From: Baksh, Tash R.
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2009 11:20 AM
To: Jones, Gary R (Houston); Tinn, Beverly
Cc: Crotts, Harold; Henschel, Jim; Kent, John; Chadha, Sham; Tinn, Beverly; Basham, William (Randy); Banfield, Craig;
Olson, Donald; Laub, Dorothy; Thompson, Michael; Cetiner, Matt (KEY); Brito, Xavier; Dumont, Hugh D; Russell Wong;
Ganase, Ryan

Subject: CE Franklin Surveillance Report ( DL Flange) 25350-200-GQS-GAQR-V0023-000
Importance: High

Hi Beverly/Gary,

The attached Surveillance report summarizes the results of a QA Surveillance performed on 16"‘ July
2009 based on a Limited scope review of the CE Franklin Purchase Orders to manufacturer DL
Flange and a review of inspection documentation.

This surveillance identified one area of noncompliance that questions the integrity of the flanges
manufactured by DL Flange for the purchase orders noted above, resulting in the issuance of one (1)
Corrective Action Report (CAR). CE Franklin is required to submit a written response to the Corrective
Action Report. (CAR—O86) 25350—200—GCA—GAQR-00086-000 by 4”‘ August, 2009

It is concluded that the DL Flange manufactured material on the Purchase Orders awarded to CE Franklin are suspect
(questionable) and lack objective (documentation) to indicate they meet Project quality requirements for the lower tier
quality flow downs and inspection documentation. Due to the nature of this defect type found, CE Franklin and the
manufacturer DL Flange are requested to provide objective evidence that the flanges supplied to the locations noted
above are fit for use.

If you have any questions relative to the surveillance , please contact Harold N. Crotts at 713-235-3892 or Tash R. Baksh
at 713-235-5310.

kindest regards,

Tash R. Baksh

Sr. QA Engineer

Keystone Pipeline Project

Tel 713-235-5310

Cell 281-703-6476

trbaksh@bechte|.com
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From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Sunday, June 07, 2009 11:14 PM
To: David Taylor; Trent Bertholet; Christian Cyrenne; James Ferguson
Cc: Mark Oliphant; John Riley; Doug Harvey
Subject: RE: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3

I am in Hardisty but I can phone in to a conference call # after 9:00
The best case scenario is if they are forging laps as the heat treatment is would not be a problem. We may need to
confirm the nature of the cracks ASAP as forging laps are easier to live with and repair. The best proof is destructive
testing which is technically speaking is the best solution but we may need to go in with shear wave UT and see if we can
tell if they can characterise the indications. Cracks and Laps are distinctly different in UT.

If it is a heat treatment problem, we have no way of knowing what the material properties are, whereas if it is forging laps
we can repair them. I do not think they are forging laps if the three pictures are individual cracks, then every one is
adjacent to a bolt hole so three out of three suggests that we have cracks from heat treatment.

if the indication are heat treatment cracks, the quickest easiest solution to deal with the other thirty flanges, will be to
immediately check all in-service flanges we can with shearwave UT to ensure we have no further cracked flanges in
service. UT is the only NDE method that will give us an acceptable picture of the subsurface without stripping the
coating. This will allow us enough time to make a fitness for service assessment if nothing traumatic is found and if all
goes well we only have one suspect flange.

Thank you
Evan

From: David Taylor
Sent: Saturday, June 06, 2009 11:05 AM
To: Trent Bertholet; Christian Cyrenne; James Ferguson; Evan Vokes
Cc: Mark Oliphant; John Riley; Doug Harvey
Subject: RE: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3

I chatted with both Mark and Vern this morning. They will map out the cracks (location and depths) as best they can and
produce a rubbing of the stamping. I have asked them to send this to James. This is a critical spool piece that we need to
consider all of our options (repair or cut-out) before the final decision is made. In addition we will need to consider what
our plan should be for the remaining 30 + flanges which are at both Meikie River and Woodenhouse C/S (100%
inspection or audit??).

Christian,
I know you have been in touch with DL Flange already, but we need to push them as well on a resolution. For example if
we can repair the cracks what procedure would they accept, what type of heat treatment, inspection, etc.. We also will
need the repair history of the forgings (all 30 + of them). We need this by Monday afternoon.

John,
James, Trent and Evan will work together to come up with a resolution for the project. Please keep in mind though the
answer may be a replacement flange is necessary. We will meet on Monday morning to start review and laid down and
plan of attack.

I will be in on Monday morning, but I have to travel to Kansas City in the afternoon.

f there are any questions please call.

Thank you
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Dave

From: Trent Bertholet
Sent: Friday, June 05, 2009 7:16 PM
To: David Taylor
Cc: Mark Oliphant; John Riley
Subject: FW: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3

Dave,
The issue of this 30" flange is a little more complicated than just replacing it with a new one. The flange is part of the
suction side spool that it bolted to the new unit. The new unit was aligned off of this spool; sending the spool to be re-built
has the potential to throw the entire unit out of alignment if not built exactly as the original when it is bolted back in place.
If this were to happen re-aligning the unit could delay the the Meikle River project 2-3 weeks. I believe the project team is
very aware that there may be an integrity issue with the flange but all efforts must be exhausted in proving the flange is
not usable before proceeding to scrap it.

Please let me know what may be a good time to give you a call in the morning to discuss further and what options we may
have to assist the project group with this.

From: Mark Oliphant
Sent: Fri 05/06/2009 5:28 PM
To: John Riley; Amy Webster
Cc: Trent Bertholet
Subject: RE: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3

Trent/Amy

Can you give me a call tomorrow please?

Mark Oliphant

Construction Manager

Construction Management Services

TransCanada Pipeline Meikle River Compressor Station
cell (403) 461-2960
Construction Office(780 )836—4362

-—---Original Message-----

From: John Riley

Sent: Friday, June 05, 2009 5:23 PM

To: Amy Webster; Mark Oliphant

Cc: Trent Bertholet

Subject: Re: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3

I would like for you two to arrange a conference call or similar with Trent to discuss this issue with the 30" flange(s).

I am not convinced yet that this flange is still not reusable.

Please talk to Trent.

Cheers,
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JR

----- Original Message -----

From: Amy Webster
To: John Riley

Sent: Fri Jun 05 17:09:00 2009
Subject: Re: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3

I am going to talk to Tom Slimmon...he may have some ideas...good weekend JR...

----- Original Message -----

From: John Riley

To: Amy Webster; Vern Hosak; Mark Oliphant
Cc: Christian Cyrenne

Sent: Fri Jun 05 17:04:49 2009

Subject: Re: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3

Let's not get to excited yet...we still may be able to use this flange.jr

—---- Original Message -————

From: Amy Webster

To: John Riley; Vern Hosak; Mark Oliphant

Cc: Christian Cyrenne

Sent: Fri Jun 05 16:55:34 2009
Subject: RE: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3

I just had a meeting with Procurement.

These flanges were shipped from an approved forging facility in Romania...DL Flange purchased them.

We received 32 flanges (all of which will need to be re inspected and perhaps quarantined) in total.
The major issue is that these flanges passed a third party inspection.
Moody completed the inspection, and OBVIOUSLY missed this crack. We are now stuck with flawed flanges. Procurement is
raising the NCR and will follow up as required with DL Flange.

Christian Cyrenne is working getting us a new flange...with some cash upfront we can get the forgings machined in less than two
weeks. We will work our hardest to get the flange ASAP.

We will need to send the flange in question to the lab to determine root cause failure.

Call me for more information...

Amy

-----Original Message-----

From: John Riley

Sent: Friday, June 05, 2009 4:12 PM

To: Amy Webster; Vern Hosak; Mark Oliphant

Subject: Re: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3

Perfect....Not!
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How will this now affect the project schedule and where does the re-work take place?

JR

----- Original Message -----

From: Amy Webster

To: John Riley; Vern Hosak

Sent: Fri Jun 05 16:05:52 2009
Subject: FW: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3

Note remarks from Material Group,

I have also talked with the material group. The problem is we do not know how the cracks were formed, so we do not know the
characteristics of the remaining flange material. I am proposing we find a new flange. Recommendation from material engineering is
not to use this flange. The vibration from the compressor along with the torque of the bolts may cause failure.

I am investigating the third party inspection and will work with Jason to get a new flange.

Amy

From: Evan Vokes

Sent: Friday, June 05, 2009 3:56 PM
To: Amy Webster

Cc: Trent Bertholet; Michael Martens; Kevin Widenmaier; James Ferguson; Niteesha Edwards
Subject: RE: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3

I-Iello Amy

I had talked to Trent about this earlier and recommended that these are most likely quench cracks but we can not be sure. I doubt if
they are forging laps. What is really important is that Michael cannot model the effect of the cracks without a large capital/ time
expenditure so we do not know what will happen when you tighten the flange. If there is a heat treat problem, the flange might create
a problem but we do not know for sure. I would not trust this unless I could confirm that the applied stress would not create a problem.

We know the cracks have propagated through the outer wall and it would be pointless to check the inside of the holes with NDT as no
new cracks would open till the pressure comes on.

It is possible that there is someone at TransCanada that has had a positive experience with using the flanges with the cracking through
the bolt circle but in the absence of empirical evidence to support putting this into service, I would default to replacement.

Since #900 NPS 30 raised flanges are not unusual or uncommon it would be good to change it if you could. Have it pupped in the
fabshop before you ship to site to speed up the welding process.

Have a good day

Evan

From: Michael Martens

Sent: Friday, June 05, 2009 3:32 PM

To: Evan Vokes

Subject: FW: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3
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Sincerely

Michael Martens M.Sc. P.Eng

viechanical Engineer, Engineering Governance

TransCanada PipeLines Limited

450-lst Street S.W.

Calgary, Alberta, T2P 5H1, CANADA

Tel: 403-920-7238 Cell: 403-835-1541

e-mail: michael_martens@transcanada.com <blocked::BLOCKED:zmailtozmichael martens transcanada.com>

From: Amy Webster

Sent: Friday, June 05, 2009 3:19 PM

To: Michael Martens

Cc: Vern Hosak

Subject: FW: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3

FYI...

Vern has requested NDT. ..

From: Vern Hosak

Sent: Friday, June 05, 2009 2:01 PM
To: Trent Bertholet

Cc: Amy Webster; Mark Oliphant; John Riley
Subject: Flange on 30" Drop out spool C3

Hi Trent :

Could you please have a look at these pictures? There seem to be three separate and distinct marks in one of the 30” flanges on a
dropout spool for the C3 compressor suction side spool # S-10 on the north end of line C3-30-El- HG -004-N ,What do you think
they could be.

Best regards

Vern I-Iosack

Mechanical & Welding Inspection

Morning Star Welding Ltd.

Cell 780-940-6038

Fax 780-963-5345

Vem_hosak@transcanada.com
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From: John Riley
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2009 3:22 PM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: Christian Cyrenne; Richard Coglon; Trent Bertholet; James Ferguson
Subject: RE: TransCanada NCR Identifed for DL Flange: TCPL—2009—060

Go get'm cowboy!

E

From: Evan Vokes

Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2009 3:20 PM

To: John Riley
Cc: Christian Cyrenne; Richard Coglon; Trent Bertholet; James Ferguson
Subject: RE: TransCanada NCR Identifed for DL Flange: TCPL—2009—060

Thank you John
I am on a fact finding mission. The correct thing I was looking for with this incident was the Moody involvement.
Christian just sent me the NCR for Moody accepting flanges with obvious rejectable indications.
I am writing a decision summary for third party inspection so I need to have hard facts to work with. This NCR works, but I
thought it would be in IIT. Part of the fault for this incident lies with 3P| and part internally with TransCanada for not clearly
specifying what the requirements are.
Have a good day
Evan

From: John Riley
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2009 2:23 PM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: Christian Cyrenne; Richard Coglon; Trent Bertholet; James Ferguson
Subject: TransCanada NCR Identifed for DL Flange: TCPL—2009—060
Importance: High

Hi Evan,

This is what was sent out to DL Flange by Jason Machovec. It basically has all the information, except for the Change
Order to cover all of the repair costs by our contractor which is currently being managed by the construction team and
Christian.

Hope this helps....gotta go!

B
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From:
Evan Vokes

Sent:
Wednesday, February 28, 2007 10:15 PMTo:
David Taylor; Bob Hudson; Fred KubkeCc:
Curtis Parker; Michael Moschopedis; Da-Ming DuanSubject:
RE: Production welding on Ft. McKay NPS 30 - Thickwood section

As requested, a survey of all welds was performed on Saturday February 24, 2007 with assistance of the Midwest
pipelines technology assistant; Sean

wrong and was only fused to one side of the groove. Barry went to lthe welder was running HP was very concerned that the welder had run F1 instead of the HP. i had estimated that this
would have been MLT 835 as UT had not assigned a MLT number ye 'section.

was emailed to Dave by Dianne on my behalf.

, 2007. The time logs had to be deciphered based on the welder pass record written on the pipe and the timestamp on

if you require any further information, please contact me
Thank you
Even Vokes

From: David Taylor
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2007 5:13 PM
To: Bob Hudson; Fred Kubke
Cc: Evan Vokes; Curtis Parker; Michael Moschopedis; Da-Ming Duan
Subject: Production welding on Ft. McKay NPS 30 - Thickwood section

Bob,
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It has been brought to my attention through Evan and Ron that the welders have used the incorrect pass sequence on at
least one weld. i believe it was weld # 835 — this should be confirmed as this weld was not numbered when the non-
compliance was noted.

lf there are any questions please call.

Thank you!
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From:

Evan Vokes
Sent:

Monday, March 05, 2007 11:17 AMTo:
Curtis Parker

Subject:
other results from McKay

Hello Curtis
i forgot the most important thing I did up there.While I tried to solve the contractor's problem, i collected some very damning information on welder trending by
comparing Welder # to the UT scans.
This will be invaluable at the postmortem.

I also learned that there system of logging welds from each welder is not very good and it will be very difficult for them to

prove to us which welder welded each weld pass without them logging the numbers on the outside of the pipe. This is a

bit harder once the pipe is buried

Hope you find this tidbit useful
Evan
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PURPOSE

This specification describes the technical requirements for qualification of welding procedures
and welders, production welding, visual and non-destructive inspection for in—service welding onsweet natural gas/liquid pipeline systems. This specification shall be read in conjunction with
and covers additional requirements to CSA Standard Z662 Oil and Gas Pipeline Systems.

SCOPE

This specification applies to TransCanada (the Company).

This specification applies to carbon steel, branch pipe to carrier pipe or carbon steel component
to carrier pipe welds (branch connections, sleeves and stopple fittings) completed on flowing or
non-flowing in-service pipelines.

This specification does not apply to welds covered by TransCanada specifications TES-WELD-
PL or TES-WELD-AS.

This specification does not include welding procedure datasheets.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE (IF A REVISION)

This is a new specification combined from procedures issued through out the company for
different sizes of branch connections. It supersedes the following documents: “TCPL Manual for
the Installation of Hot Tap Branches and Hot Tap Valves”, “TransCanada/NGTL Installation
welding procedure datasheets”.
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1. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

CSA Z662

ASTM E23

ASME BPV Sect. VIII

ASME BPV Sect. V

Oil and Gas Pipeline Systems, Latest Edition

Standard Test Methods for Notch Bar Impact Testing ofMetallic
Materials

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code, Section VIII: Pressure
Vessels — Division 1

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code, Section V:
Nondestructive Examination

2. DEFINITIONS

Components:

Buttering:

Temper bead:

3. GENERAL

Components include integrally reinforced fittings (threadolets, sockolets,
weldolets), reinforcing or repair sleeves, split tees (full size or reducing),
and stopple fittings.

The buttering technique (shown typically in Figures 1 and 2 for branch
connections and sleeves / split tees / stopples respectively) consists of
the deposition of one layer ofweld metal on the surface of the carrier
pipe, followed by the deposition of a tempering layer on top of the first
layer and coming as close as possible to the edge of the first layer. The
buttering technique is used in order to reinforce the pipe wall, minimize
the depth of penetration of the HAZ hardness, reduce the HAZ hardness
and the risk of underbead cracking.

The vertical up temper bead welding technique is the placing of the last
cap pass so that it will temper the previous weld metal pass and the HAZ
of the carrier pipe. The vertical up temper bead welding technique is
used on branch connections to reduce the carrier pipe HAZ hardness at
the toe of the branch fillet weld.

(a) Welding shall be performed in accordance with:

(i) the applicable requirements of CSA Z662 and any amendment, supplement,
or errata issued by CSA;

(ii)
(iii)

the additional requirements of this specification; and

the Company requirements for Environment, Occupational Health and
Safety.

(b) Welding shall be performed by welders employed by the Company, or by contract
welders supervised by a Company representative responsible for the adherence to
this specification.
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(c) Welding Procedure Datasheets selected from the Company procedure TEP-WELD-
BC shall be on site during installation.

(d) Welding procedures supplied by the contractor shall be reviewed and accepted by the
Company prior to starting the work and shall be on site during installation.

4. DESIGN TEMPERATURE

Welding procedures shall specify, and be qualified at or below, the minimum design
temperature. Unless specified otherwise, the minimum design temperatures are - 5°C for
welds on buried pipelines (60 cm or more of cover), and - 45°C for any other welds.

5. HARDNESS CONTROL

(a) Welding procedures (including those for repair, recap, etc.) shall specify, and be
qualified with, techniques to control hardness of the weldment that are appropriate
for the expected materials and line flowing conditions (less than or equal to 350 Hv).

(b) Except as permitted in (c) below the buttering technique (Figures 1, 2 and 3) shall be
used for all permanent welds installed on the carrier pipe when the pipeline is under
pressure and is flowing gas/liquid.

(c) The temper bead technique (Figure 4) may be used with prior approval, on carrier
pipes with a Carbon Equivalent (CECSA) less than 0.35 (See also 7.1 (c) and (d)).

(d) The temper bead technique (Figure 4) may be used on welds that are to be removed
during the tapping operation (pilot guide, stiffening ring).

(e) The weld faces of components with a Carbon Equivalent (CECSA) exceeding 0.35
shall be buttered prior to installation (Figure 3a) using a minimum preheat
temperature of 150°C and the capping consumable listed on the intended production
welding procedure.

6. WELDING PROCESS

(a) On flowing gas/liquid lines, buttering pads shall be made using low hydrogen
welding consumables.

(b) On flowing gas/liquid lines, the combination groove/fillet weld shall be made using
low hydrogen welding consumables.

(c) For branch connections installed with non-flowing gas and reduced pressure (less
than 60 % MAOP), or no pressure, the root pass may be deposited using cellulosic
consumables while the remainder of the weld shall be made using low hydrogen
consumables.

(d) Welds completed on full encirclement reinforcement saddles, sleeves, split tees and
stopple flttings shall be made using low hydrogen consumables.
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7. JOINT DESIGN

7.1 Branch Connection Welds

(a) Branch connection welds between the branch pipe/fitting and the carrier pipe shall
be designed as a combination full penetration groove weld on the branch with a
reinforcing fillet weld.

(b) Except as permitted in (c) and (d), branch connection welds shall be made using the
buttering technique.

(c) The temper bead technique (see also 5 (c)) may be used for carrier pipes with a wall
thickness exceeding 9 mm.

(d) The temper bead technique (see also 5 (c)) may be used for carrier pipes with a wall
thickness smaller than 9 mm and larger than 6 mm provided the wall thickness ratio
between the branch pipe and the carrier pipe does not exceed 1.5.

(e) The minimum included angle for the weld joint between the carrier pipe and the
bevel on the branch pipe shall be 45° as specified in CSA Z662, Figure 7.5.

7.2 Fillet Welds

Fillet welds are used for the reinforcement saddle, sleeves, split tees and stopple fitting
installations and shall be as specified on the drawing accompanying the specific welding
procedure datasheet. Except as specified on the installation drawing, the ends of full-
encirclement reinforcement saddles shall not be welded to the carrier pipe.

7.3 Tack Welds

Tack welds shall be completed using the root consumable listed on the welding
procedure datasheets and shall be full penetration tacks.

8. MATERIALS

8.1 Pipe and Components

(a) Materials shall be welded according to the diameter, wall thickness and carbon
equivalent (CE) requirements of CSA Z662.

(b) Branch stubs shall be fabricated from pre-tested pipe.

(c) The end preparation on branch piping may be machined or flame cut for sizes
ranging from 60.3 mm to 508 mm OD (NPS 2 to NPS 20).

(d) The end preparation of branch piping 610 mm OD (NPS 24) and larger shall be
machine cut.

(e) The end preparation for reinforcement saddles, sleeves and stopple fittings shall be
machined. When long seam full penetration groove welds are required to join the
two halves of sleeves or stopple fittings, and unless specified otherwise on the
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drawings, the bevels shall be machined and a recess shall be machined to
accommodate a backing strip used to prevent penetration of the weld into the carrier
pipe.

8.2 Filler Material

(a) Welding consumables shall have mechanical properties that are appropriate for the
materials to be welded. Such mechanical properties shall be proven by a butt weld
using such materials and consumables that meets the procedure qualification
requirements for tensile strength for butt welds in CSA Z662 or ASME BPV, Section
IX, and the additional requirements given in Paragraphs 9.5 and 9.6 of this
specification.

(b) Filler metals shall be handled and stored in accordance with CSA Z662 requirements
and the manufacturer’s recommendations.

9. QUALIFICATION OF WELDING PROCEDURES

9. 1 General

(a) Welding procedure specifications shall be qualified in accordance with the
requirements of CSA Z662 Clause 7.2.5 and this section, and the applicable
requirements of CSA Z662 Clause 10.9.2.

(b) Welding procedure specifications intended for use on flowing gas or liquid filled
pipelines shall be qualified using flowing water or water spray technique. Weld
cooling rates shall be measured in accordance with the procedure given in Appendix
A and recorded on the WPS and PQR.

(c) Qualification of welding procedure specifications shall be conducted in the presence
of a representative of the Company.

(d) Welding procedure specifications and procedure qualification records shall be
submitted to the company for review and acceptance prior to being used for
production welding.

9.2 Additional Limitation of Qualification

(a) The following conditions shall require re-qualification of the welding procedure
specifications for in-service applications, or establishment and qualification of a new
welding procedure specification:

(i) Weld cooling rates during production that are faster than those recorded
during qualification.

(ii) Branch-to-carrier pipe diameter ratio exceeding the largest of 67% and the
ratio used for qualification.

(iii) Carrier pipe thickness less than 4.8 mm when the wall thickness used for
qualification is 4.8 mm or larger.
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(iv) Carrier pipe thickness less than the value used for qualification when the
wall thickness used for qualification is smaller than 4.8 mm.

(v) Carrier pipe thickness larger than 1.5 times the value used for qualification,
when the wall thickness used for qualification is larger than 6.3 mm.

(b) An increase of more than two nominal diameters from the diameter used in
qualification for branch pipe or sleeves larger than 323.9 mm OD (NPS 12) shall
necessitate production of a test weld that meets the inspection requirements for
production welds given in Paragraph 12.

Change in Minimum Design Temperature

A change to a minimum design temperature colder than that used for impact toughness
testing during procedure qualification shall necessitate re—testing for impact toughness as
specified in Paragraph 9.5.

Test Weld Acceptability for Destructive Testing

(a) Test welds shall meet the visual inspection requirements for production welds given
in Paragraph l2.l before they can be submitted to non-destructive inspection.

(b) Test welds shall meet the non-destructive inspection requirements for production
welds given in Paragraph 12.2 before they can be submitted to destructive testing.

Impact Toughness Testing

Welding consumables used for in—service welding shall have proven notch toughness for
the design temperature specified, testing of welding consumables shall be completed on a
single vee circumferencial groove weld:

(a) Three (3) Charpy V—notch specimens from each of the weld metal and heat affected
zone(s) shall be tested at a temperature not warmer than the minimum design
temperature in accordance with the requirements ofASTM E 23.

(b) The average value of the Charpy V—notch energy for the three (3) specimens shall be
a minimum of 27 J; the minimum energy value for any one specimen shall be 20 J.

(c) All test values shall be recorded on the Procedure Qualification Record.

Hardness Testing

(a) For single groove butt-welds, Vickers hardness measurements shall be taken, at a
load not exceeding 10 kg, on a polished cross section of the weld along two (2) lines
(root level and cap level).

(b) For fillet welds, branch connection welds, and welds including the buttering pad,
Vickers hardness measurements shall be taken at a load not exceeding 10 kg on a
polished cross section of the weld along the coarse grain heat affected zone next to
the fusion line. A minimum of five indentations shall be taken from each weld toe
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area (fillet weld, temper bead and edge of buttered layer) in contact with the parent
material.

(c) Welding procedure specifications resulting in weld metal or heat-affected zone
hardness values in excess of 350 HV shall be evaluated to determine that they are
suitable for the avoidance of hydrogen-induced cracking.

(d) The measured hardness values of the base metal, weld metal and heat-affected zones
shall be recorded on the Procedure Qualification record.

Carbon Equivalent Testing

The carbon equivalent (CE) for both the carrier pipe and branch or component shall be
established using the formula specified in CSA Z662 from mill test certificates or from
chemical analysis. This chemical analysis shall be performed using traditional wet
chemistry (i.e., titration methods) or using the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) method.
The carbon equivalent shall be recorded on the Procedure Qualification record with
copies of the test certificates attached.

QUALIFICATION OF WELDERS

General

(a) Each welder producing welds shall be entitled to work in the jurisdiction where the
work is performed.

(b) Welders shall be qualified for the work they will perform — butt-welds, branch
connection welds or fillet welds — in accordance with the applicable requirements of
CSA Z662, or ASME BPV Section IX where permitted by CSA Z662.

(c) Welders working on flowing gas/liquid pipelines shall also be qualified in
accordance with the requirements CSA Z662 Clause 10.9.2.2 using a cooling rate
induced by flowing water through a pipe or by water spray on the carrier pipe
coupon ID.

(d) Welder qualification test welds for fillet welding, branch connection welding and
buttering shall be destructively tested in accordance with the requirements of CSA
Z662.

(e) Qualification ofwelders shall be conducted in the presence of a representative of the
Company.

(f) Welders shall be instructed by, or on behalf of the Company on the prevention of
hydrogen induced cracking the procedure requirements of in-service welding.

(g) Welders shall review, and demonstrate their understanding of, this specification and
the applicable welding procedure prior to starting training and welder testing.

Test Weld Acceptability for Welder Qualification

(a) Welders shall be considered qualified when they produce a test weld that:
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(i) is made in accordance with the requirements of the welding procedure
specification;

(ii) meets the in-process and final visual inspection requirements for production
welds given in Paragraph 12; and

(iii) meets the destructive testing requirements of CSA Z662 Clause 7.8, and

10.3

11.

11.2

where applicable Clause l0.9.2.2.2.

(b) Test welds failing to meet the visual inspection requirements shall not be submitted
for destructive testing.

Practice Weld for In-service Branch Connections

Except when they have used the same welding procedure within the previous three
months, prior to welding on a pipeline that is in-service, welders shall review the
welding procedure specification and produce a practice weld in accordance with thewelding procedure that is applicable to the installation. When the procedure requires
more than one welder, each welder shall produce the applicable segment of the practiceweld.

PRODUCTION WELDING

Compliance with Specifications

(a) Records of welding parameters used for production welding, and of the resolution of
any non—conformance, shall be maintained to demonstrate compliance with the
requirements of this specification and the welding procedure datasheet.
Consideration shall be given to implementing an in-process inspection checklist to
produce such records. Such records shall be available to the Company.

(b) The Company reserves the right to measure welding parameters on any production
weld. When the parameters measured on a weld do not comply with the specified
values, the Company reserves the right to reject such weld and any weld made after
the last compliant record, unless the party responsible for the Work can demonstrate
such welds are in compliance.

(0) Non compliance with the requirements of this specification and of the welding
procedure datasheet shall be cause for weld rejection.

Branch Pipe Location

(a) Except as permitted in (b), welds shall not be located within 50 mm of any carrier
pipe seam weld or circumferential girth weld. In addition, full encirclement
reinforcement saddles shall not cover a circumferential girth weld and the edge of
the saddle shall not be located within of 50 mm of the girth weld.

(b) At locations where the design options require the branch connection weld to cross, or
be within 50 mm ofi the long seam weld, such seam weld shall be inspected using
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ultrasonic inspection to ensure it is free of defects. The inspected area shall extend to
a minimum of 100 mm on either side of the proposed weld location.

(c) The long seam weld at the location of the reinforcement saddle shall be examined by
ultrasonic inspection techniques, before removal of the weld reinforcement, to
ensure the weld is free of porosity and/or lack of fusion discontinuities.

Sleeve/Stopple Location

(a) The complete length of the long seam weld at the location of the sleeve/stopple
fitting installation shall be examined by ultrasonic inspection techniques, before
removal of the weld reinforcement, to ensure the weld and HAZ are free of toe
cracks or surface breaking solidification cracks. Magnetic inspection may be used at
locations where the corroded condition of the pipe prevents the use of ultrasonic
inspection.

(b) Fillet welds at the ends of sleeves/stopple shall not be located within 100 mm of a
circumferential girth weld.

(c) At locations where the fillet welds cross the long seam weld, the long seam weld
shall be inspected using ultrasonic inspection to ensure it is free of defects. The
inspected area shall extend to a minimum of 100 mm on either side of the proposed
weld location.

Carbon Equivalent

(a) The carbon equivalent of the carrier pipe calculated using the formula specified in
CSA Z662 shall be determined to ensure compliance with the maximum qualified
value of the welding procedure specification. Such determination shall be based on
mill test certificates, or chemical analysis of the actual pipe.

(b) The coupon removed during the hot tapping operation shall be submitted for
chemical analysis.

Pipe Cleaning

(a) Except in the case of fusion bond epoxy (FBE), the coating on the carrier pipe shall
be removed in the proposed area of the full encirclement reinforcement saddle,
sleeve or stopple fitting and for a length extending to 300 mm on either side of the
proposed area.

(b) The exposed pipe shall be cleaned by wire brushing or sand blasting for a distance
extending 150 mm from the edges of the proposed area of the reinforcement saddle,
sleeve or stopple fitting installation. Any area of coating disbondment shall be
inspected for stress corrosion cracking using wet magnetic particle techniques.

(c) The carrier pipe surface shall be visually inspected for surface discontinuities.

(d) The area where the attachment welds are to be made shall be cleaned to bare metal to
remove all coatings, mastic, etc.
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(e) The location on the carrier pipe where welding is to take place shall be inspected for
stress corrosion cracking using wet magnetic particle techniques.

(1‘) Where there is an undue delay between this cleaning and the start ofwelding, the
appropriate areas shall be suitably protected and cleaning shall be repeated if
necessary before welding.

Lamination and Wall Thickness Check

The area where the attachment welds are to be made shall be subjected to 100%
ultrasonic inspection over a minimum band width of 100 mm, centered over the proposed
weld location. This area shall be free of laminations and have a wall thickness of not less
than 90% of the value specified on the drawings.

Assessment of the Cooling Rate

The cooling shall be assessed using the procedure given in Appendix A. The measured
times shall exceed the values specified on the welding procedure datasheet to ensure that
cooling conditions are less severe than during procedure qualification.

Adjustment of the Welding Machines

Welding machines shall be adjusted to the parameter ranges specified on the Welding
Procedure Data Sheet. Welders shall confirm, and record the welding amperage and
voltage settings and values prior to welding on the in-service pipe (refer to paragraph
1 1.1).

Alignment and Fit up

(a) The branch piping shall be aligned so that it is perpendicular to the axis of the carrier
pipe and level within the tolerance specified on the installation drawing to ensure the
proper line up of the valve and Hot Tapping equipment.

(b) The carrier pipe and branch pipe shall be supported as specified on the installation
drawing to minimize the stress/strain applied at the branch connection weld.

(c) For 610 mm OD (NPS 24) and larger branches, a pilot drill guide shall be centered
and welded to the carrier pipe to ensure proper placement of the cutter.

(d) For 610 mm OD (NPS 24) and larger branches and stopples, a 406.4 mm OD (NPS
16) stiffening ring shall be welded to the carrier pipe to prevent the area to be
removed from distorting and binding against the opening upon removal.

(e) Welding of the pilot drill guide and stiffening ring shall be completed using the
temper bead technique and the fillet portion of the weld procedure specified for the
branch connection weld.

(f) Alignment shims are recommended when lining up branch pipe 508 mm OD (NPS
20) and larger or where the branch to carrier ratio is larger than 67%.
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(g) Sleeves and stopple fittings shall be installed to minimize the gap between them and
the carrier pipe. Areas of wide gap may require weld build up on the carrier pipe
(buttering) to allow for the completion of the fillet weld (See Figure 5). A small
internal bevel or a counterbore and taper may be required on the stopple fitting to
ensure the ends fit onto the buttering pad and the root of the fillet weld does not
come in contact with the carrier pipe.

1 1.10 Grounding

(a) Grounding devices shall be designed to prevent arcing, and shall not have bronze or
copper in contact with the pipe or welds.

(b) Welding cables and connections shall be insulated to prevent arcing to the pipe
surface.

1 1.1 1 Weather Conditions

It shall be permissible to use portable enclosures to make conditions satisfactory for
welding.

11.12 Preheating

(a) For buttered branch connection, sleeve and stopple fitting welds the cooling effect of
the flowing gas/liquid makes it impractical to maintain the conventional preheat of
100°C in most cases, however the area of welding shall be preheated locally to
completely dry the surface. Refer to the appropriate welding procedure datasheet of
more information.

(b) For branch connection and sleeve welds in non-flowing gas conditions, the minimum
preheat and interpass temperature shall be 100°C. If the interpass temperature falls
below 100°C, welding shall stop and not resume until the minimum preheat
temperature is restored. If the interpass temperature is measured above 200°C,
welding shall stop and not resume until the temperature falls below 200°C.

11.13 Start of Welding

Welding shall not commence until all parts are secured against relative movement.

1 1.14 Number of Welders

Except for the buttering layer, a minimum of two welders shall be required for branch
connections welds of 323.9 mm OD (NPS 12) and larger. A minimum of two welders
shall be required for sleeves, split tees and stopple fittings.

1 1.15 Removal of Alignment Shims

Where used, alignment shims shall be completely removed by grinding.
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Cleaning between Passes

Weld bead start/stops, high points, slag and starting porosity shall be removed by
grinding prior to depositing weld metal over them.

Interruptions in Welding

Welding of individual welds in branch connection, sleeve, split tee and stopple fitting
installation shall continue without interruption except where a delay is specified on the
welding datasheet to facilitate inspection of a buttering layer.

INSPECTION AND TESTING OF PRODUCTION WELDS

Visual Inspection

Welds covered by this specification shall be visually inspected and any imperfections
shall be assessed using the Standards of Acceptability given in Paragraph 13.

It shall be permissible to repair defects in the cap or root pass detected by visual
inspection before nondestructive testing, provided:

(i)

(ii)

the repair work is approved by the company;

welding is done in accordance with the welding procedure used for
production; and

(iii) a visual inspection of the weld is performed after the repair is completed.

Non Destructive Inspection

Butter Layers

(a) Butter layers shall be inspected for 100% of their surface or circumference, using
wet magnetic particle techniques (black on white contrast or fluorescent) and any
imperfections shall be assessed using the Standards of Acceptability given in
Paragraph 13.

(b) Butter layers for 323.9 mm OD (NPS 12) and larger branch piping shall also be
ultrasonically inspected and any imperfection shall be assessed using the Standards
of Acceptability given in Paragraph 13.

(c) Butter layers welded for pipes and components 60.3 mm OD (NPS 2) and larger
shall be re-inspected after a minimum delay of 12 hours following completion of
welding using the requirements of Paragraph (a) above and, where applicable,
Paragraph (b) above.

Branch Connection Welds

(a) Branch connection welds shall be inspected for 100% of their circumference using
wet magnetic particle techniques (black on white contrast or fluorescent) and any
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imperfections shall be assessed usin
Paragraph 13.

g the Standards of Acceptability given in

(b) Branch connection welds for 323.9 mm OD (NPS 12) and larger branch piping shall
also be ultrasonically inspected and any imperfection shall be assessed using the
Standards of Acceptability given in Paragraph 13.

(c) Branch connection welds smaller than 60.3 mm OD (NPS 2) shall be re-
after a minimum delay of 6 hours following completion ofwelding usin
requirements of Paragraph (a) above.

inspected

g the

Fillet Welds

(a) Fillet welds shall be inspected using wet magnetic particle inspection (black on
white contrast or fluorescent) and any imperfection shall be assessed using the
Standards of Acceptability given in Paragraph 13.

(b) Fillet welds completed on stopple fittings, split tees or pressure-containing sleeves
shall also be ultrasonically inspected and any imperfection shall be assessed using
the Standards of Acceptability given in Paragraph 13.

Groove Welds

(a) Groove welds completed on sleeves, split tees and stopple fittings shall be
ultrasonically inspected and any imperfection shall be assessed in accordance with
the requirements of CSA Z662.

Non-Destructive Inspection Methods

(a) Ultrasonic inspection shall be performed in accordance with the applicable
requirements of ASME BPV Section V, Article 4.

(b) Magnetic particle inspection shall be performed in accordance with the requirements
of ASME BPV Section V, Article 7. The direct current method of magnetization
shall not be used.

Qualification on Non Destructive Inspection Personnel

Personnel conducting magnetic particle inspection or ultrasonic inspection shall be
qualified in accordance with the applicable requirements of Level II of CAN/CGSB-
48.97l2. The Company requires that technicians be trained and have experience with the
joint configurations on branch connections, sleeves and stopples.

STANDARDS OF ACCEPTABILITY

Standards of Acceptability

(a) The standards of acceptability shall be the applicable Standards of Acceptability
given in CSA Z662 Clause 7.11 for visual inspection and magnetic particle
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inspection, and those given in CSA Z662 Clause 7.15.10 for ultrasonic inspection,
with the following additional requirements.

(i) Cracking - Cracks are not acceptable. If cracking is present, the pressure
within the line shall be reduced by 20% of the pressure at the time of
welding and action in accordance with the Company’s procedure shall be
taken.

(ii) Arc burns are not acceptable.

(iii) Incomplete penetration and lack of fusion are not acceptable.

(iv) Exposed slag inclusions/slag lines are not acceptable.

(v) Pinholes shall be evaluated as spherical porosity.

(vi) Stop/Start locations identified by ultrasonic inspection are acceptable
provided they are confined to a single pass in depth and do not exceed 3 mm
in length determined using the 6 dB drop, or maximum amplitude sizing
method.

(vii) Undercut depths less than 0.5 mm or 6% of the nominal wall thickness
whichever is the lesser, shall be acceptable regardless of length, provided an
appropriate mechanical method is used for assessing the depth of undercut
(e.g., needle pit gauge).

(viii) The cumulative length of undercuts exceeding the depth specified in (vii)
above in any 300 mm length of weld shall not exceed 50 mm, except that for
welds less than 300 mm long the cumulative length shall not exceed 16% of
the weld length.

13.2 Reporting

The results of visual inspection, magnetic particle inspection, and ultrasonic inspection
shall be reported in writing and properly referenced in a report dated and signed by the
non-destructive inspection personnel.

14. REPAIR OF WELDS CONTAINING DEFECTS

14.1 Cracks

Welds containing cracks, regardless of size and location, shall be cut out and replaced.

14.2 Approval of Repair and Procedure

Repair of defects in production welds shall

(i) require approval of the Company;

(ii) be performed by qualified welders in accordance with the welding procedure
used during production; and

Library: FileNet EDMS — General Effective Date: 2005/12/30
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(iii) be recorded on the inspection reports.

14.3 Removal of Defects

(a) Welds containing defects exceeding the allowable limits of the Standards of
Acceptability given in Paragraph 13 shall be repaired, or cutout and replaced.

(b) Defects in welds shall be removed by grinding.

14.4 Inspection of Repairs

(a) All repairs shall be inspected using the methods and procedures specified in
Paragraph 12.

(b) Any imperfections shall be assessed using the Standards of Acceptability given in
Paragraph 13.

(c) Where a buttering layer technique is used, repairs shall be completed and accepted
before the delayed inspection period begins.

15. SELECTION OF WELDING PROCEDURES

Welding procedures shall be selected using procedure, TEP-WELD-BC ‘Selection of
Branch Connection Welding Procedures Datasheets’. This selection procedure does not
include the actual welding procedures datasheets but will assist in ensuring the correct
ones are issued for the project.
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APPENDIX A: COOLING RATE ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE

BACKGROUND

Attention is drawn to the rapid cooling effect of the gas/liquid flow. Heat dissipation
from the weld area will be dependent on flow conditions at the time of attachment and
may vary during the welding cycle. On liquid or flowing gas in-service pipelines the
cooling effect has to be assessed using the procedure given below and compared to the
qualified value prior to proceeding with the application.

PROCEDURE

Equipment Required:

- Chalk or soapstone

- Oxy-acetylene torch with "rosebud" tip

- Digital contact thermometer

- Stopwatch.

Steps:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Measure and record the initial pipe temperature T,- in °C

Using chalk or soapstone, scribe a 2-in.-diameter circle on the pipe in the area where
welding is to be performed.

Use the gas torch in a circular motion to Quickly heat the entire circle above the
minimum heating temperature Th calculated as Th = T,- + 275°C. The maximum
temperature should not exceed 325°C (61 7°F).

After attaining a temperature above Th, remove the torch and apply quickly the
contact thermometer to the center of the circle.

While holding the thermometer in contact with the pipe, using a stopwatch, measure
and record:

a. the time required to cool from 250 to 100°C (482 to 2l2°F), and

b. the time-temperature measurements every 10°C during cooling from
T5 = T,‘ + 80°C dOW1’1 t0 Tf = T1"l' l0°C.

If more than one measurement is required and the pipe is still warm from the
previous measurements, wait until normal temperatures are restored before repeating
steps 2 to 5.
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FIGURE 1: WELDING DETAIL AND SEQUENCE — STUB BRANCH CONNECTION WELD
Notes:

1) Number of beads in buttering & tempering layers varies with stub diameter and wall thickness
2) Layer thickness after grinding 1.5 to 2.5 mm. No feathering of edges.
3) Total layer thickness after grinding 2.5 to 3.5 mm. No feathering of edges.
4) Minimum distance from outside edge of butter layer to toe of fillet weld is 6.4 mm.
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FIGURE 2: WELDING DETAIL AND SEQUENCE — SPLIT TEE / STOPPLE WELD
Notes:

1) Number of buttering runs varies with the size of fillet weld required.
2) Layer thickness after grinding 1.5 to 2.5 mm. No feathering of edges.
3) Total pad thickness after grinding 2.5 to 3.5 mm. No feathering of edges.
4) Minimum distance between toe of fillet weld and edge of buttering pad is 6.4 mm.
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FIGURE 3: WELDING DETAIL & SEQUENCE — PRESSURE CONTAINING SLEEVE
Notes:

1) Number of buttering runs varies with the size of fillet weld required.
2) Minimum fillet size is the wall thickness of sleeve.
3) 15‘ Layer thickness after grinding 1.5 to 2.5 mm. No feathering of edges.
4) Minimum distance between toe of fillet weld and edge of buttering pad is 6.4 mm.
5) Increased gap will increase the minimum fillet weld throat thickness by the same value.
6) See paragraph 7(e) for buttering of fitting.
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FIGURE 4: WELDING DETAIL AND SEQUENCE — TEMPER BEAD TECHNIQUE
Notes:

1) Number of beads varies with branch (stub) wall thickness.
2) Minimum size of fillet reinforcement is 6.4 mm.
3) Bevel angles will vary around the branch pipe with a maximum of 45°.
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FIGURE 5:
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From: Joel Forrest

$ent: Friday, May 27, 2011 9:51 AM
To: Patricia Zuczek; Maja Bruggencate; Evan Vokes; Mark Mulder
Cc: Robert Lazor
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing — Fabricator NDE

Hello all
I have had a chance to review this with Kevin Thrasher who dealt with inspection non—compliances on Keystone and theoutcome is that we must contract directly for inspection of NDE in the fabrication process. The company representative
can be a third party but we must contract directly with them for their services as opposed to relying on the fab shop or thecontractor to provide that service. They cannot further sub-delegate that responsibility either.

Joel

From: Patricia Zuczek
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 8:04 AM
To: Maja Bruggencate; Evan Vokes
Cc: Joel Forrest; Robert Lazor
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing - Fabricator NDE

Maja, I briefly talked with Joel about the fab shop NDE the other day and this requires further discussion. See the wording
below from a recent lR on Hidden Lake and Moody Creek compressor station.

Evan, we will need to get our response filed with the NEB for Harbour Landing within the next week and I'm not sure if thatenough time to figure out how to deal with independent fab shop NDE. Are you ok with us filing the NDE plan as is, with
me understanding that we need to be prepared that the NEB may question us on this issue?

Hidden Lake North and Moody Creek Compressor Station
NEB IR 2.4:

Please provide confirmation that the company or the company’s selected
third party (independent agent) will perform non-destructive examination
of all compressor station piping, including shop fabricated piping.

From: Maja Bruggencate
Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2011 2:54 PM
To: Evan Vokes; Patricia Zuczek

Subject: FW: Harbour Landing - Fabricator NDE

Below is the answer l’ve received. Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,

Maja

From: Nathan Burgess

Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2011 9:20 AM
To: Maja Bruggencate

‘ubject: RE: Harbour Landing - Fabricator NDE

Hi Maja,
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The short answer is the fabricator hires a subcontractor to do the NDE; Transcanada does not specify who the fabricatorwill use. This is standard practice across all our fabricators; Abraxus, Triton, Lockerbie & Hole, etc. TransCanada’s thirdparty inspector ensures the NDE is qualified via the fabricators quality manual which is approved through ABSA. Theorocess varies when the prime contractor subs out the fabrication.

Nathan Burgess, EIT
Transcanada Pipelines Ltd.
Phone: 403.920.6647

From: Maja Bruggencate

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 12:53 PM
To: Nathan Burgess
Subject: Fw: Harbour Landing

From: Patricia Zuczek
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 12:49 PM
To: Maja Bruggencate
Cc: Robert Lazor; Joel Forrest; Evan Vokes
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Maja, can you confirm fab shop NDE for Harbour Landing?

Thanks, Patricia

From: Evan Vokes
ant: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 11:12 AM

To: Patricia Zuczek

Cc: Robert Lazor; Maja Bruggencate
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Hi Patricia

I have been looking at the OPR rules a lot lately and we do not make the claim that we hire the inspection independently
as per s. 54 OPR99
What TC have written does not make a specific claim about how the inspection is hired but there is a bit of a catch andyou could get asked to prove compliance with this letter.
I did not make a reference to it as I could not make this independence claim until the fabshop NDE was confirmed.

The background
The good folks in meter stations let the genie out of the bottle on s.54 on inspection and closure welds and it is only a
matter of time till the in depth inspection comes just like the board did for Cutbank after the Groundbirch submission. My
view is they caught us on Groundbirch WPS and then waited for a new project and then they went in depth with WPS
review. l don’t know if they will revisit the hydrotest at Kearl as it is in the code not the regulation but compliance with s54
is the new question and if we do not hire NDE in the fabrication shop we are in noncompliance as per the board ruling at
West ath.

Furthgr to the Westpath ruling, TC developed the Audit procedure to achieve the conditions of the OPR 99 guidance notes
which was confirmed last week as not accepted by NEB for the prime hiring NDE on two occasions by a single project
manager. I know the board has to have rejected the audit procedure in lieu of direct hiring the NDE more than twice as we
have more than one project manager.

If the fabshop hires NDE, l still object and suggest we at least pay the NDE to overcome the boards concerns. Only
Keystone and our competition KM, Enbridge comply with this regulation.
"e seem to be on the path of begging forgiveness more than asking permission because we do not like the answer and
.e problem keeps getting worse.
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The ship ran aground twice last week while we are playing a word games on independence but we haven’t got themessage that we need to control our process.

You can send the letter to the board in this form and it may be accepted but it might not be as well in which case we willhave to brush up our act.

From: Patricia Zuczek
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 10:26 AM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: Robert Lazor; Maja Bruggencate
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Hi Evan,

Does the fab shop NDE affect the wording in the document? I've attached the latest draft.

Thanks, Patricia

From: Evan Vokes

Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2011 12:06 PM
To: Patricia Zuczek

Cc: Robert Lazor; Maja Bruggencate
‘ubject: RE: Harbour Landing

Hi Patricia

This is way too early in the process to have inspection designs
We need a contractor first.
Please check with Maja as the document was sent Aril 27"‘ but it contained a question on fab shop NDE that needs to beanswered.

Have a good day
Evan

From: Patricia Zuczek

Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2011 9:41 AM
To: Robert Lazor; Evan Vokes

Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Robert, i never received the inspection Designs from Evan. I am planning to file our response with the Board on Thursday
at the latest. Please let me know if I can expect to receive these within the next day.

Thanks, Patricia

From: Robert Lazor
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 6:05 PM
To: Patricia Zuczek; Evan Vokes

Ibject: RE: Harbour Landing

Patricia,
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I apologize for not getting back to you sooner. I had put this aside when I became stalled putting together some of the
supporting pdf files, and only this afternoon have I had the chance to finish this.

The attached files include the Joining Program and Nondestructive Examination Plan.

James had sent you the Materials and QA practices. I am assuming that Vivian has sent you the Pressure Testing
Program.

Please let me know if you require additional details.

Evan,

Have you provided the Inspection Designs?

Robert Lazor
Materials Engineering
Phone (403) 920-5679

From: Robert Lazor
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 10:45 AM
To: Patricia Zuczek
Subject: Re: Harbour Landing

Will get back to you this afternoon

From: Patricia Zuczek

sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 10:42 AM
To: Robert Lazor

Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Hi Robert,

I have only received information from James for the Harbour Landing project. Will the other information be coming soon?

Thanks, Patricia

From: James Ferguson

Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:01 PM

To: Patricia Zuczek

Cc: Robert Lazor
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Hello Patricia,

It might be best if we could get an example from another recent project (i.e. Horn River) just to see how they word the
response.

In terms of specifications for the pipe and fittings to be used on the site:

14. A company shall develop specifications for the pipe and components to be used in the pipeline and shall submit
‘hem to the Board when required to do so.
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Transcanada has several specifications depending upon the commodity. These are the applicable materials
specifications for the Harbour Landing Pipe Replacement Project:

0 Pipe

0 TES-PIPE-SAW, which has requirements in addition to those of CSA 2245.1;
- Fittings

0 TES-FITG-LD, which has requirements in addition to those of CSA Z245.11;
- Flanges

o TES-FLGE-LD, which has requirements in addition to those of CSA Z245.15;
o Valves

0 TES-VALV-LD, which has requirements in addition to those of CSA 2245.12;

NOTE: All of these specifications apply for larger diameter componenets (i.e. NPS 16 and above), and all of these
should already be on file with the NEB. If it is below this size, then Transcanada has different standards, asoutlined in TES-MATL-MD1.

15. A company shall develop a quality assurance program for the purpose of ensuring that the pipe and components
to be used in the pipeline meet the specifications referred to in section 14.

Transcanada has a Quality Management System for Pipeline Projects (QMS), TED-QMS-MAN. The relevant Clause ofthe QMS is Clause 7.4, which is copied below:

7.4 Purchasing, .\Iam1factu1‘ing and Transportation

7.4.1 Purchasing Process

Pipeline Projects and Engineering ensmes the appropriate specifications (industry standards and
Company) are provided to Supply Chain Operations and Commercial Support for punchasing the
specified materials and inclusion in the design and construction contracts.

Engineering. Supply Chain Operations and Connnercial Support ensure the commodities (materials and
services) purchased conform to specified requirements. The type and extent of control applied to the
suppliers and the purchased coinmodities is dependent on the effect of the commodity on the pipeline
projects ability to meet Customer Requirements.

7.4.1. 1 Supplier Qualification

Supply Chain Operations coordinates the supplier qualification process, with the exception of that used
for constmction inspection services. Suppliers are evaluated and selected based on their ability to supply
materials and services in accordance with Company technical requirements and their capability regarding
safety, finance and quality. The goal of the qualification process is to identify and approve suppliers; and
enstue there are an adequate number of suppliers in each commodity (materials and services) area.
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For coininodities requiring a technical evaluation (i.e.i Where a Company specification exists or forsertdces considered strategic) Eiigineering or other appropriate technical areas are responsible for the
technical evaluation procedures and any supporting documents such as technical questionnaires. For
example. Pipeline Projects is the technical area responsible for the qualification of constructioncontractors.

Supply Chain Operations is responsible for maintaining the list of commodities requiring technical
evaluations and the responsible technical area, inaintaining the supplier evaluation forms and maintainingthe records related to supplier evaluations and qualification status‘

Construction _\/Ianageineiit Services is responsible for the process related to sourcing and selection of site
construction and inspection personnel These personnel are evaluation and selected based on theirqualifications and experience and their ability to fulfill industry and Company specified inspectionrequirements.

References to supplier qualification procedures. including the criterion used are referenced in the QMS
Procedures.

7.4.1.2 Pipe

Engineering and Corninercial Support ensure high quality pipe material is nianufactured and delivered to
construction sites by utilizing sound engnieering practices and quality assurance activities including:

a) Pipe mill asse ssinent and qualification

b) Pipe standards and Coinpaiiy specifications

c) Preproductron and specification review meeting

d) Third party surveillance

e) Pipe qualification tests. supplier certification of conformance to specified requireineiits
0 Pipe handling. transportation and stockpiling specifications

7.4.1.3 Components

Engineering and Supply Chain Operations ensiue high quality coniponents (e.g.t fittings. flanges and
valves) are nianufictured and delivered to construction sites by utilizing sound engineering practices andquality assurance activities including:

a) Supplier assessment and qualification

b) Preproductioii and specification review meeting when introducing new product or where
Company Specifications have been revised

c) Third party S1l1T€1ll.aIlC€

d) Supplier certification of conformance to specified requireinents

e) Component and fabricated assembly testing and physical verification. status and final
reporting

t) Coinponeiit and fabricated assembly handling. storage. packagiiig. preservation and deliveijv
specifications
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7.4.2 Purchasing Infoimarion

Pipeline Projects provides mateiials purchasing infounation for the pipeline project to Supply Chain
Operations and Commercial Support.

Supply Chain Operations and Commercial Support. with support from hgineeiing, ensure purchasing
information describes the products and services to be purchased, including where appropriate:

a) Requirements for approval ofproduct. procedures, processes. and equipment
b) Requireinents for qualification ofpersoimel

c) Management system requirements

The adequacy of specified purchase requirements are ensured prior to their communication to the supplier
by performing technical and commercial rexiews. Prior to order placement. purchase order data isreviewed for coininercial accuracy by Supply Chain Operations and Commercial Support. Purchase order
technical data for components (including catalogue descriptions) are reviewed by Engineering for
accuracy. Pipe and component order technical requirements are also reviewed with the supplier at a
preproduction and specification review meetings as iequired. Additional details regarding purcliasiiig
information for pipe and components are included in the QMS Procedures.

7.4.3 Verification of Purchased Product

Suppliers of pressure containing and eiigiiieeiing components are required to maintain registered quality
systems (i.e., ISO 9001. etc.) and are responsible for product quality. Supply Chain Operations and
Commercial Suppoit, with Engineering’s support, verify its suppliers‘ capability to produce quality
products by implementing surveillance activities at the supplier facilities during product manufacture.
Where Supply Chain Opemtions intends to perform surveillance at the supplier°s premises, the intended
verification airangeinents and method of sertices is stated in the purchasing information to the supplier.
This is confirmed and acknowledged with the supplier during the pipe order specification review and
prepi'oduc.tiou meeting. This is also reviewed and acknowledged with the supplier for the component
order during the preproduction meeting if new product? special order or review of revised Company
specifications is being specified.

Please let me know if you have any other questions.

Sincerely,

Fr» t,::.-11"»:-5i rn .»i‘c.u’rt.'r

(‘JtH\'.»li \uPl’LlU<

DO-JRNl>‘.kL.R ()ll-i('.tl

James Ferguson, P.Eng.
Transcanada

450 - 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB T2P 5H1
Phone: 403.920.6009
Cell: 403.462.3313

From: Robert Lazor

Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 7:02 AM
To: James Ferguson; Evan Vokes; VIVIAN Liu
Subject: FW: Harbour Landing

I had misplaced the printed copy, but Patricia has provided me with her request. She had initially asked to get this to her
today, Friday 29 April. Please address the following:

imes,
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o Materials specifications for the pipe and fittings to be used on the site (5.14 OPR-99)

o A description of the quality assurance activities carried out by TCPL to ensure that the pipe and components
meet the specifications referred to in the above (5.15 OPR-99)

Evan,

o The non—destructive examination plan for the project ($.17 OPR-99)

Vivian,

o The pressure testing program for the pipe replacements ($.23 OPR-99)

I will do the joining program.

Let me if you cannot get this done today. Thanks.

Robert Lazor
Materials Engineering
Phone (403) 920-5679

From:

‘ent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 4:23 PM
.0: Robert Lazor
Subject: Harbour Landing

Hi Robert, could you please give me an update on where you are at with the joining program, pressure testing program,
etc. for Harbour Landing?

Thanks, Patricia

Patricia Zuczek, P.Eng.
Regulatory Services, Law & Regulatory Affairs
TransCanada Pipelines Ltd.
Tel: 403.920.5378
Fax: 403.920.2347
Email: patricia_zuczek@transcanada.com

Q

Patricia,

I've had a look at the O&M notification submitted on 2 March 2011 for a pipe replacement on Lines 3 and 4 near the
Harbour Landing development in Regina Sk. I see that the work is scheduled to commence in July 2011. Pursuant to
section 7 and the below referenced clauses of the Onshore Pipeline Regulations, 1999 (OPR-99) I request that thirty (30)
.ays prior to commencing construction TCPL submit the following information to the NEB:

0 Materials specifications for the pipe and fittings to be used on the site ($.14 OPR-99)

8
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A description of the quality assurance activities carried out by TCPL to ensure that the pipe and components
meet the specifications referred to in the above ($.15 OPR—99)
The joining program for the pipe replacement (s.16 OPR—99)
The non-destructive examination plan for the project (s.17 OPR—99)
The pressure testing program for the pipe replacements (5.23 OPR—99)
A detailed construction schedule for the project.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns with this request.

Regards,

Graham Emmerson, P.Eng. PMP
Compliance Program Manager — Integrity | Gestionnaire du programme de conformité - lntégrité
Operations Business Unit I Secteur des Operations

National Energy Board | Office national de l'énergie
444 Seventh Avenue SW | 444, Septiéme Avenue S.—O., Calgary, AB Canada T2P OX8
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From: David Taylor
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 7:35 AM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: Robert Lazor
Subject: RE: Weld Procedures — NPS 16 and above

Hi Evan,

I am glad Ron and Jim like talking to usll We need the welding team to be aligned with the project requirements on thesethings. If we can make the case for shop fabrication to the project that is great, but if they decide to field weld with SMAWwe should be fine with that as well.

Dave

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 8:20 PM
To: David Taylor
Cc: Robert Lazor
Subject: RE: Weld Procedures - NPS 16 and above

Nothing wrong with them having SAW on site, ljust did not know anyone did it.We had influenced the last three compression projects with John and Richard to fabricate in the shop were practicable.Trent took care of this when he first started with our group. Things went really smooth by way of comparison to PaulLake.

Actually Bens lake was the first of this group and it worked out very well, station (I believe this is when we got Abraxus)1703 was a bit of problem with Comstock but other than that things have gone much betterWooden house, Miekle projects worked very well even though Academy wanted to weld Meilkle in a shop that had nosubarc

(DL Flange was on this compressed schedule)

Officially compression projects have not revised the spec to reflect this but I keep trying to convince them to put it in thecontract

Just happy Ron and Jim like talking to us

From: David Taylor
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 9:34 AM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: Robert Lazor
Subject: RE: Weld Procedures - NPS 16 and above

Evan,

I need to understand what direction we are setting for the compressor station welding and inspection. I believe the weldingspecifications and the welding procedure datasheets we have allow for the contractors to use GMAW/SAW/FCAW andSMAW processes in the shop or the field. Does the specification now state that we shall weld pipe to components in theshop? We used to restrict the final tie-ins to pipe to pipe, but I have read the specification lately.

Just trying to understand where we are going and I want us all singing from the same song sheet!

Thx

‘Wave
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From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 7:23 PM
To: Jim Platt
Cc: David Taylor; Ron Wong
Subject: RE: Weld Procedures - NPS 16 and above

i am often accused of giving to much information but there is pretty good reason for this one.
Your schedule cannot afford any errors or hard times. Art was at Paul Lake and can give you some insight on some of theconstruction problems he used to phone about. Fred was there too but he had to go to a different project before thingsgot fully in swing. The second compressor station
if your prime does not have fabrication capacity, let them use our resources and give them a very short list of approvedfabricators. if we coordinate this with Harry, he know project loading of the approved shops so we can make this as
efficient as possible. Under that capacity, we can reduce inspection cost as we can leverage Frank Tse as well.
The key to this is designing the pipe spools to maximize construction efficiency and make sure you will not have any reallydifficult pipe to component welds.
We can help with this especially if we compare the schematics to the stress. it might not be perfect but it is better than noplan.

From: Jim Platt
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 7:08 PM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: David Taylor; Ron Wong
Subject: RE: Weld Procedures - NPS 16 and above

Thanks Evan

I'll try to digest all of this. I agree that I'd prefer to use SAW on all of the pipe spools, and SMAW in the field, but some ofthe contractors we have qualified as Prime do not have the capacity to do SAW in their fab shops (I wanted to make sure
is wasn't a reason to exclude them).

Jim

From: Evan Vokes

Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 5:31 PM
To: Jim Platt

Cc: David Taylor; Ron Wong

Subject: RE: Weld Procedures - NPS 16 and above

Hello Jim
Not a dumb question at all and certainly one that it took me a while to understand the implications of. Contractually we
would like you to have the most cost effective method so under our specifications, it is permissible to do all the welding in
the field as a SMAW process. (stick welding) Since you are on the shortest ever construction schedule it would pay you
to read the lengthy explanation below.

So Stick welding is acceptable but conversely, it has been documented that schedule improves if you use a fabshop with
higher productivity methods of welding. Submerged Arc welding is a very high productivity process that is limited to
fabrication shops; similarly labor saving welding positioners are not typically found in the field. The Achilles heel of this
field welding philosophy is that some of the welds can be technically very hard to do in the field and even for general
fabrication some of the welds that would take a couple hours with SAW in the shop can take a “day” in the field. There is
more than one argument of how compressor station fabrication under ASME should be performed but the best quality,
time and schedule generally comes from using the fab shop with SAW and welding positioners. if we consider the
economics a SMAW vertical up weld is a slow thing to accomplish in the field and if your alignment is less than perfect
because you have a tee or elbow creating an alignment problem, it is a long day.

the best practice that we borrow from pipeline is that we prefer pipe to pipe welds in the field as they are a lot easier to
deal with. Large diameter fittings such as tees are very stiff when we are using external clamps and we can never

2
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backweld these when we are on site. in the fab shop the welders get a lot more done in a day especially in a campsituation and with site weather conditions always being a factor. In the fab shop most welds can be rolled for speed andquality and it is pretty easy to backweld in the shop if they have a program for this.

Things are more complicated on a compressor site than than on a pipeline and even when you fabricate in the shop, you

Best practice is to have most assemblies prewelded so there is mostly large diameter pipe to pipe as and a few pipe tocomponent welded would do a lot for your schedule especially when you have a compressed timeline as Gold Creekdoes, I would lean towards prefabricated pieces for all the NPS 12 and larger. While our inspectors cannot tell you the

Below is what I sent John Riley in 2008 after the vortex breaker issue. Since the header is fabricated before hand, youmight want to look at some of these past problems related to the vortex breaker. it is really important where the seam onthe can is located on the header. Additionally Tom Thrall had written his valve fab and welding instructions since 2008 butI cannot remember the name of the document. If you have the contractor use approved fab shops, Harry Fenton andFrank Tse should be brought in as it will really help your project schedule.

have to tie up the site to inspect welds. You should only put this option out if we are directly involved as we have notwritten a specification for this method of ultrasonic yet. This would cut down the number of welds that need to beinspected with radiography.

Technically if you are fabricating in a shop, you could skip the hydrotest in the shop as you will have to do it for most ofyour site anyways but most fabricators will not release the pipe unless it is hydrotested. Make sure that the closure weldprocedure is only used on welds where it is absolutely required such as when you would have to hydro against a valve.This will save you time later.
Have a good day
Evan

Technical welding details to consider in a contract

Pipe to Component field welds with large diameter, HSLA piping materials, through experience, has been determined tobe a technically poor practice.
Contractor should consider the possible problems and schedule implications that may arise from such fabrications. Allproposed field welding of Pipe to Component or Component to Component will be accompanied by a detailed weldingplan which as a minimum will include instructions for:

a) Management of Heat input, preheat, interpass temp and cooling rate of weld under field conditions (
implementation only not details covered by weld procedure)

b) Necessity for back-welding (TCPL will not accept high/low beyond the permissible range)
c) External stress minimization (support, pipefitting etc)
d) NDE

Contractor should consider using a TCPL approved fabrication shop or submit a fabrication shop for approval.
Unapproved fabricators will be subjected to full time inspection rather than surveillance.

Welders shall be qualified to pressure weld within the jurisdiction that pressure welding is taking place. Contractor will begbligated to produce proof of welder qualification
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Additional good practice considerations
It is forbidden to perform temporarily weldements on transmission pipe (for purposes ofjigging, rigging etc)It is forbidden to place a weld parallel to an existing weld on transmission pipe due to stress affect on heat affected zones.Parallel welds must be separated by at least 50mm between weld caps.

1) The location of a long seam shall be considered when Vortex spoilers are to be installed. Ensure Vortex spoilerdetails are complied with while project is in the pipefitting stage.
2) The location of a long seam shall be considered when Contoured lnsert Fittings (CIF) are to be installed. Theorientation of the CIF compared to the long seam should not be overlooked when project is in the pipefittingstage.

Valves balls and seats shall be physically protected from debris while welding (plywood is good for this)Valves will be pressure tested with all extensions on
Valves greater than NPS 16 and less than NPS 24 should be roll welded
Valves greater than NPS 24 will be roll welded

From: Jim Platt
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 9:24 AM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: David Taylor; Ron Wong
Subject: Weld Procedures — NPS 16 and above

Evan

This may fall under the dumb question category, but does the attached document permit the contractor to "stick" weld thepiping for a compressor facility either in the fab shop or on site. I was under the impression that to use a SAW procedure,you needed a welding machine?

I want to make sure we don't include anything in the contract erroneously and have the correct expectations of our primecontractors.

Thanks

Jim Platt
Project Manager. Compression Projects
Phone: (403) 920-5942
Cell: (403) 585-7248

Q Transcanada
in busanesj to me»!-vb‘
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‘rom: Evan Vokes

Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:54 AM

To: Michael Martens

Cc: Rick Ostrom; James Ferguson

Subject: FW: Counter—bore and taper versus back—bevel

Thanks Mike
I felt very slighted as I had put a lot of work into this and I felt very undermined so thank you for coming by. This is my
work, my conception of putting it together and will remain that way.

This has frustrated me from the days of the "one page welding program” and is why I brought my mechanics of material

book to work to look at this problem.

The severity of the problem and my understanding of the connection to stress began when Frank Tse sent a picture of an

unintended failure of a transition and then I realized how detrimental the bending moment was. I had asked about TES
MECH TRAN for this reason as the formula had to have a background
The problem that took the longest to understand was why was there always an undetected LOF in the root on the thin side

so some of the evidence from history was put together by listening Dave Hodgkinson’s experiences of where to look for

the serious defects and reverse engineering to see where the origin of “cant weld the thin side" came from

This is my work no one else's and it gives enough background to start and I have given you the examples of construction

failures and in-service failures so we know that the most important parts to support this exist. I have plenty more to add as

I have the economics figured out. Adrian Met at UTQ was shocked two weeks ago when I showed his high priced team

how the welding NDE and stress all work together.
I am pretty advanced from convincing Guadalajara and Bison (below) to adopt good engineering practice but this is what I

had sent them. There are a bunch of things missing such as the flange angles that need to get in there.

We need to go through my fabrication presentation again as I keep refining it which is where the attached slide comes

from. The stress case is pretty simple in concept but harder to communicate in words. I can draw the stress problem out

quick but writing is another story.

It has matured a long ways from the one piece of paper welding plan but I can still draw that one. I wanted to get the

diagrams for uniform load and the subsequent bending moment diagram drawn out in my presentation for the below case

but I never got around to it. I also need Mohrs circle for the stress state of the bolts so we can show that the bolt loading is
not shear
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The fracture part needs a lot of work to get it down to show I explain it on the board as it is easier to draw than write aboutas Mr Anderson proved.

From: Evan Vokes

Sent: Monday, April 26, 2010 4:34 PM
To: Claude Albert

Cc: Ron Curle; Veronique Cantin; Rick Ostrom; Salvatore Delisi
Subject: RE: Counter-bore and taper versus back-bevel

l have seen Kenneth’s presentation before and that whole business is avoidable but one of the big problems is TCPL
never made counter bore mandatory because there is a real upfront cost.
His recommended practice for 3-D bends is on the right path but not entirely there. As you would have seen in my
presentation, we do not cellulosic weld X 80 with E9010 because your preheat requirement would have to be too high.
Bainitic microstructures don’t like this. Keep in mind that we use the same specifications for our AIV lines and do not have
*roblems we see down south.
should have included counter—bores in my presentation to Bison months ago .
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The primary importance of the TES MECH TRANS is at the welding side of the contracts but it has a very large implicationfor probability of detection for NDE.
I consider back beveled transitions with what I call the three strike rule:
a) Average welder has trouble welding the root and cannot field back-weld (welding ease)b) NDE is compromised as we can not get good radiography and we can not use AUT (NDE compromised);) Bending moment applies maximum stress to the weld (mechanical stress)

The welders don't admit it but they like us when we do counter-bore as equal wall thicknesses, the pipes are much easierto weld; this is because the heat sink is different for both sides. I used to have a hard time understanding why the LOFand cracking were predominant on the thin wall side but the welder must concentrate the heat of the root pass on the thickside or there will be a massive root defect. As a consequence we often have IP and other planar defects on the thin wallside. Since we have likely used a cellulosic rod, we now have the conditions to promote cracking; Susceptible material,Stress, and Hydrogen. The reason why it works so well in the shop is that our components can often be back-welded. Ifyou were to have a hydro-test failure in the shop it is not on PHMSA’s radar as much as a ROW failure.Welding contractors should love it as if you make the counter-bore 5 inches deep, the internal clamp can work and youhave a regular SMAW poor boy or GMAW mainline weld as compared to a slow SMAW tie—in with external clamps ($$$$). Louisbourg and Ledcor both do this as it is so fast to do in the field but we can not apply an ECA to the weld unless wespecifically quality one for this.

Before we delve into NDE, we need to look at fracture mechanics. Kt is an indication of geometry on strength to propagatean indication. (YS/kt) Volumetric indications have a kt =3, planar indications kt =6 and cracks kt =27. Planar indicationsand cracks have a massive effect on strength and radiography is good at finding volumetric indications not planarindications or cracking.

When we use counter-bores I can have a good film with radiography or I can have excellent AUT. One of the big problemswe run into with NDE is that if we do not counter-bore we must use Double Wall Single Image (DWSI) radiography, as theweld must be performed with an external clamp with all the attendant engineering concerns that are associated with thiscondition. The physical requirement for a tie-in weld dictates the DWSI RT and this will give poorer resolution with X rayand worse with gamma. This is related to the fact that radiography is knocking out different wavelength of photons and X-ray has a wider band than gamma. You just have to look at the light spectrum to see the problem. Just because we cansee the wires does not mean we have found all the out of plane LOF and cracking. When I have materials over 16mm I‘sally need some concentrated energy to penetrate the material so I have to move to gamma. The different elements forJmma sources; Cs, Co Se etc all have different ranges which is why the gamma sources give different resolutions. Co isthe worst for resolution as it gives a very narrow spectrum but with a extremely strong penetration. The problem with X rayis powerful units are very large where as gamma sources are very small and so strong X—ray sources are hard to makefield portable. The next problem is the film. High energy gamma sources suffer from two sources of un-sharpness. Thegeometric un—sharpness is related to diffraction off sharp features which muddles the film. Film un—sharpness is highenergy from gamma radiation inadvertently exposes film next to the areas of proper exposure so now I have two concernsfor un—sharpness of the film on a technique that is sensitive to volumetric indications. lfl counter-bore, I can use AUT andsee everything the first time with no messing about regardless of thickness.

Counter-boring also moves the bending moment from welds that contain defects into the parent metal. IF you look at aweld on flange they have very strict requirements for angle to move the bending moment past the weld so very similar, by
Counter-boring, we are moving the bending moment. This was proven many years ago and we still get leaks at road-
bores with back beveled transitions. If you have access to the S drive there are a couple of delayed failure reports one
from Red Deer and another one from Crossfield (right on highway 2) and I am waiting to see the Manitoba failure from last
summer. What I often do when I draw the problem out on the whiteboard or paper is to show a roof structure of a large
steel framed industrial building such as Costco or any number of others. When we look at the roof we see that the bolted
connections are made several feet to the side of the columns. This is to make sure that the bolts are a) in the neutral axis
of the bending moment, b) bolts are half as strong in shear as they are in tension so we do not want to apply a shear
stress. (I will send a picture later). Becky, we could probably get you to draw this out with a moment diagram to show
people. In our case we use counter bore shape to shed the load to apply the bending moment outside the welded area.

There are two problems with this
. _ g1) The contractors love to flay the skin from our projects for requesting something so silly when in truth each transition IS

to their benefit. The counter-bores can be supplied to a project as heavy wall counter-bore transition pups for a small job
where they do not want to mobilize a field counter-bore Cat.(in Kenneth’s presentation)

. _“ Often time’s contractors do a horrible job of machining the transitions and the resulting surface causes diffuse reflection
,ther than the desired specular reflection which is a pain for AUT.
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As you probably realize History has shown us that many construction hydro test failures are at back-beveled transitionsshot with gamma and Keystone proved it. The laws of gravity have not changed in recent history either. You might get away with back bevels and using gamma for inspection but you must accept that a hydrotest failure is now an inherent risk.

We have paid for AUT, lets exploit it, buck up for the counterbores and have worry free project.

Hope this helps
Evan

From: Claude Albert
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2010 2:56 PM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: Ron Curle; Veronique Cantin
Subject: F\N: Counter—bore and taper versus back-bevel
Importance: High

Evans

I forgot to copy you on these e-mails, what is your take on this?

Cheers,

Claude Albert

Construction Quality Manager

Bison Pipeline Project

Tel: 713 354 6292

.e|l: 832 588 0112

From: Ron Curle
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2010 6:06 PM
To: Claude Albert; Veronique Cantin; Gerard Lalonde; Gary Babich; Joanne Unger
Subject: FW: Counter—bore and taper versus back-bevel
Importance: High

Veronique

What field welds (of different WTs) do we currently allow back-bevel?

Then let's make an estimate of qty, so that we can evaluate Claude’s proposal

$first - decision second — it might be "Chicken S”

Please reply—all

Thanks!

ROD

From: Claude Albert
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2010 4:34 PM
To: Ron Curle
‘c: Veronique Cantin; Shane Megoran; Gary Babich; Joanne Unger
uubject: F\N:

Importance: High
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Ron

The attached is the third bulletin received from PHMSA concerning welds of different wall thickness. As you
know, today we had the visit from PHMSA at P6 yard, to review out Welding Procedure Qualification process,
of which they were very happy with, i will submit the meeting note tomorrow.

During the meeting with PHMSA, they express their concern on welds between pipes of different wall
thickness, using a back bevel of transition.

I recommend we ONLY weld pipe of different wall thickness, all welds not only golden welds, using counter
bore to ensure the welds will always be done on same wall thickness. it could be a counter bore done in the
field using acceptable field equipment or a counter bore pup, which could be done in a shop.

This would eliminate PHMSA’s concern on the subject, and would allow the project to adequately use AUT for
the welds,

Cheers,

Claude Albert

Construction Quality Manager

Bison Pipeline Project

Tel: 713 354 6292
Cell: 832 588 0112

‘mm: kenneth.lee@dot.gov [mailto:kenneth.lee@dot.gov]
..ent: Monday, April 19, 2010 10:00 AM
To: Claude Albert; Shane Megoran
Cc: stephen.bender@dot.gov; chris.hoidal@dot.gov
Subject:

Attached is a presentation I gave last month on PHMSA girth weld construction concerns your review. I welcome any
comments or questions you may have. I'll see you Thursday in Houston.

Thanks,

Ken

Kenneth Y. Lee
Office of Pipeline Safety
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
U.S. Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE, Room E22-205
Washington, DC 20590
Office: 202-366-2694
Cell: 202-573-1546
E-mail: l<enneth.lee@dot.gov
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Evan

From: Kevin Lemke

Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2011 1:43 PM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: Neil Milne; Ken Sortland; Gary Herd
Subject: Bison AUT Scan Analysis

Hi Evan,

We are currently trying to establish the longitudinal weld seam location for 8 joints of pipe. Caliper pig inspection has
shown that these joints have dents, and we need to establish whether the dents affect the weld. We're hoping to use the
AUT scans and x-rays (only available on the 25"‘ floor of Hanover) to establish the longitudinal seam location. l contacted
Robert Lazor, and he provided your name as the person to provide this analysis.

|’ve attached the spreadsheet which summarizes the dents and the AUT scans that apply.

Please provide your input on this.

Thanks,

Kevin Lemke

ElT - Major Projects

Transcanada

403-827-7307
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From: Gary Herd
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 12:18 PM
To: David Taylor; Ron Curle; Evan Vokes
Cc: Mark Yeomans

Subject: RE: this is where i was going

Dave,

No problem. Please nominate a call in number and Ron & I will call in at 2:00PM. Ron
can receive emails, but not send.

Thank you,

Gary

From: David Taylor
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 12:16 PM

To: Gary Herd; Ron Curle; Evan Vokes
Cc: Mark Yeomans
Subject: RE: this is where i was going

Gary, Ron,
Can we set up a conference call (amongst ourselves) to deal with the letter below. Evan and I have talked at length this
morning on the issue and are drafting up a resolution we want to propose to you both.

Can you both be available at 2:00 pm this afternoon (mst). I can set up a conference call from my office phone — just
need the numbers to call.

Ron, do you want to come over to my office to participate in the call?

Dave

From: Gary Herd
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 9:30 AM
To: David Taylor
Subject: F\N: this is where i was going

Ron requested we fonivard a copy of Evans email to your attention.

Congratulations, on the 2 deer!

Gary

.-‘rom: Gary Herd
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 3:39 PM
To: Joanne Unger
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Cc: Ron Curle; Mark Yeomans; Ken Sortland

Subject: RE: this is where i was going

I would like to caution everyone about over reacting to this email. We are working
chrough the process of review with RTD and there is content herein that did not need to
be stated.

Gary

From: Evan Vokes

Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 2:58 PM

To: Gary Herd
Cc: Ron Curle; Mark Yeomans; Joanne Unger; Ken Sortland; dhodgkinson@te|us.net
Subject: F\N: this is where i was going

Hello Gary
Further to our conference call with Dave Hodgkinson today:

I must remind everyone that the purpose of having Dave Hodgklnson assess the spread one data was to establish if there
was a systemic problem as there was no effective onsite TC review of the data and anomalies were noted during the field
visit. This assessment‘s scope did not separate out a list of rejectable welds but was to assess the extent of systemic
problems noted with the gate settings and the operator’s ability to separate out features. The probability we have an
injurious defect is very low but the review shows that we have a code compliance issue. If the scope of this review was to
audit for how many welds are rejectable to code, the list will be extensive. The goal of the audit request to Mark Werner is
to ensure TransCanada will not expect to have liability for work that RTD had completed early in the project. A review will
‘ikely turn up a weld (s) that will have to be repaired but that is a risk.

From Dave’s assessment, he gave us guidance for the methodology and resolution.
If by using data from all root sequences including TOFD, Applus RTD can confirm that full volumetric coverage of the
welds has been achieved then the Applus RTD senior level III ultrasonic (AUT) specialist must sign off on the final
assessment for record and regulator purposes. Applus RTD must supply a full accounting of all welds which do not
have 100% volumetric coverage or do not meet the API 1104 defect acceptance criteria.

Directions for Mark
What Bison needs from Mark Werner is a confirmation that under his guidance, a review of the data was complete and he
can accept full technical responsibility for the data such that any injurious defects have been found and the scans are
defendable to the regulator. This audit must include the spread ‘/2 SMAW weld data and should extend to the other
spreads to confirm the approach is consistent. Particular attention needs to be paid to accumulation defects and scans
completed with short gate times. The final assessment should indicate that the data was less than perfect but is
acceptable and why.

If we can arrange the conference call tomorrow once he understands what we need.

Thank you

Evan
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'-rom: Evan Vokes

sent: Monday, August 09, 2010 4:08 PM
To: Salvatore Delisi; YIN Qu; Robert Lazor

Subject: RE: TES-WELD—AS-US version 02.doc

This is a problem we run into all the time and different construction managers handle it different ways and some
inspectors would like a statement in the spec
From a stress point of view, this is of concern to Mike Martens as the welds may handle a lot of load and as Sal stated
you don't want a crazy amount of welds without a good reason especially since they are often DWSI gamma shots.
Even though a minimum of one diameter is good practice, it is not always practicable when you are welding in a station so
we always have some short ones.

Short pups welded to components are really hard to line up on large diameter pipes but are sometimes necessary but
short pups welded to each other is just poor practice.
When we did Hardesty interconnect, the correct answer to one of these problems was to cut the pipe out and replace it
with the correct length.

Another item that is not in the spec is flame straightening using shrinkage principles even though API has an RP.
This is poor practice and should be excluded from your contract as an acceptable method of obtaining a pump alignment.
Our specifications and the code to not make strong statements on wrinkle bends as they are know to just be poor practice
and this is in the same category of poor construction methods.

From: Salvatore Delisi
ent: Monday, August 09, 2010 12:37 PM

To: YIN Qu; Robert Lazor

Cc: Evan Vokes
Subject: RE: TES-WELD—AS-US version 02.doc

Not from any known specification.

It was a ‘rule of thumb’ that ANR has used in the past and practice I've used in a former lifetime to keep the number of
welds from becoming unreasonable.

Welds closer that 50 mm should definitely be avoided but the remainder is a way to keep the number and locations of
welds in check.

Sal

From: YIN Qu

Sent: Monday, August 09, 2010 1:32 PM
To: Salvatore Delisi; Robert Lazor

Cc: Evan Vokes
Subject: RE: TES-WELD—AS-US version 02.doc

Is this in a spec? should we be adding this to the welding spec? the exception would be if design calls for a closer spacing
between the two welds, then it’s acceptable, correct?

‘rom: Salvatore Delisi
sent: Monday, August 09, 2010 11:24 AM
To: YIN Qu; Robert Lazor
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Cc: Evan Vokes
Subject: RE: TES-WELD-AS-US version 02.doc

Yin,

o Minimum distance: Not less than 12” (30 cm)
o At least 18” (45 cm) distance for NPS 14 and below

0 At least two pipe diameters distance for NPS 16 and above

A ‘case by case approval from MEGaQM' clause could be added to allow flexibility for transition pups, etc.

Sal

From: YIN Qu

Sent: Monday, August 09, 2010 1:05 PM
To: Robert Lazor; Salvatore Delisi
Cc: Evan Vokes
Subject: RE: TES-WELD-AS-US version 02.doc

Thanks guys.
I also have a question: is there any comment in the spec regarding minimum spacing between welds during construction?

From: Robert Lazor
Sent: Friday, August 06, 2010 4:50 AM
To: YIN Qu
Cc: Evan Vokes; Salvatore Delisi

Subject: RE: TES-WELD-AS-US version 02.doc

I will have to look on my return trip tonight.

From: Salvatore Delisi
Sent: Friday, August 06, 2010 3:24 AM
To: YIN Qu
Cc: Evan Vokes; Robert Lazor
Subject: FW: TES-WELD-AS-US version 02.doc

Yin,

Per your request, I've fonwarded a marked-up copy of TES-WELD-AS-US.

At this time, I have no way of knowing where this document stands in the review process or whether the changes
suggested will be part of the final document.

Sal.

Salvatore J. Delisi
Materials Engineering Governance
and Quality Management
TransCanada
5250 Corporate Drive
Troy, Michigan 48098
Office: (248) 205-4595
/lobile: (313) 268-7203
Fax: (248) 205-4695
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VIA EMAIL PLAINS
JUSTICE

June 28, 2010

Mr. Jeffrey Wiese
Associate Administrator for Pipeline Safety
US Department of Transportation
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE E22
Washington, DC 20590

Mr. Alan Mayberry
Director, Engineering and Emergency Support
United States Department of Transportation
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
East Building, 3rd Floor
Mail Stop: E32-303
1200 New Jersey Ave., SE
Washington, DC 20590

Re: Request for Investigation of Possible Use of Substandard Steel in the Keystone
Pipeline

Dear Sirs:

We have reason to believe that TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, L.P., (“TransCanada”)
may have used defective steel pipe in the construction of the recently completed Keystone
Pipeline. Documents released by you indicate that Welspun Corp. Ltd (“Welspun”) supplied a
significant amount of defective steel to the steel pipe market in 2007 and 2008. During this
period, Welspun supplied TransCanada with almost half of the steel pipe used to construct the
Keystone Pipeline. While we carmot be certain that Welspun provided defective steel to
TransCanada, the facts indicate that further investigation and testing by the Pipeline and .
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (“PHMSA”) is ncessary, and that reasonable
precautions should be implemented pending a final resolution of this matter.

Our conclusions are based on review of the 3,710 pages of information provided by
PHMSA in response to our Freedom of Information Act Request of September 2, 2009 (“FOIA
Request”). This request concerned Advisory Bulletin ABD-09-01, entitled “Potential Low and
Variable Yield and Tensile Strength and Chemical Composition Properties in High Strength Line
Pipe” (“Advisory Bulletin”), issued by PHMSA on May 21, 2009. It sought all documents
related to your issuance of the Advisory Bulletin and your efforts to investigate and respond to
the low-strength steel problem. You provided documents in response to the FOIA Request in
March and May 2010, over six months after we submitted the request to you. We sincerely
appreciate the efforts PHMSA’s staff undertook to respond to our request, but are concerned that
the passage of time has nonetheless hindered our timely participation in your efforts.

P.O. BOX: 251 VERMILLION, SD 57069
T: 605 659 0298 / 605 675 9268 F: 866 484 2372 E: info@plainsjustice.org W: http://plainsjustice.org

Printed on recycledpaper
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From our review, it seems likely that PHMSA has additional documents related to this
matter that have not been disclosed. Since we do not have access to a full record, we do not
know the answers to a number of important questions or the fiill extent of PHMSA’s efforts.
Regardless, the information you provided contains sufficient evidence to justify further inquiry.
After reviewing the FOIA documents, we produced the attached report entitled, “Use of
Substandard Steel by the Pipeline Industry from 2007 to 2009.” This report summarizes the
information disclosed to us by PHMSA.

In 2007 and 2008 Boardwalk Pipeline Partners, L.P. (“Boardwalk”) and Kinder Morgan,
Inc, received substantial amounts of defective pipe and used this pipe to construct a number of
high-pressure natural gas pipelines. This defective pipe failed to comply with the American
Petroleum Institute Grade 5L X70 standard (“API 5L X70 Standard”). Due to low—strength, at
least one and possibly two pipe joints ruptured when subjected to required hydrotesting.
Hundreds of other joints did not rupture, but did expanded beyond PHMSA standards indicating
that they were fabricated with substandard steel. To fix this problem, PHMSA required
Boardwalk and Kinder Morgan to remove and replace hundreds ofpipe joints.

Although a number of pipe and steel mills are implicated, it appears that Welspun, an
Indian steel pipe manufacturer, produced the 1ion’s share of this defective pipe. Welspun, for
example, was responsible for 88% of the expansion anomalies found in the Boardwalk pipelines.
However, at least one other pipe mill produced substantial amounts of substandard pipe using
steel from two steel mills, and a few other mills produced small amounts of low-strength pipe.
The problem was widespread enough that PHMSA issued the Advisory Bulletin industry-wide.

Of concern to us is not primarily what PHMSA has done, but rather what PHMSA may
have left undone. Specifically, the FOIA documents contain no determination by PHMSA of the
root cause of the defective steel problem. Further, there is no description of a systematic effort
by PHMSA to track the distributiuon of potentially defective pipe from the responsible pipe mills
to U.S. pipelines constructed between 2007 and 2009. While PHMSA may have taken these
actions, we are concerned because the documents provided by PHMSA do not indicate that it has
done so.

The evidence you provided indicates that there is good reason for PHMSA to undertake a
systematic industry-wide investigation of this problem. Yet the documents you provided relate
only to your investigation of certain Boardwalk and Kinder Morgan pipelines and contain little to
no indication of investigations of pipelines constructed by other companies between 2007 and
2009. For example, we are aware that PHMSA issued a document entitled, “Interim Guidelines
for Confirming Pipe Strength in Pipe Susceptible to Low Yield Strength for Liquid Pipelines,”
on October 6, 2009. This document describes how pipeline companies should investigate this
problem. However, neither it nor any other document reviewed by us describe which, if any,
pipeline operators are required to comply with these “guidelines.” Given this uncertainty, we
seek clarification that PHMSA’s review has been both systematic and thorough.

Reasons for Concern that the Keystone Pipeline May Contain Defective Pipe Steel

We are specifically concerned about the Keystone Pipeline, which was completed late
last year and is just about to start operations. None of the FOIA documents indicate that
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PHMSA conducted any investigation of the possible use of defective pipe in the Keystone
Pipeline.

This being said, we recently learned in a phone call with PHMSA that it has decided to
require TransCanada to conduct a high resolution deformation scan of the Keystone Pipeline.
We are also aware that PHMSA has decided to require that a related pipeline, TransCanada’s
Keystone XL Pipeline, conduct a high resolution deformation tool run. We are somewhat
surpised to learn of your investigation of the Keystone Pipeline, since none of the FOIA
documents indicate any review of this pipeline. Further, we have no documentation about the
nature of the test you will perform, the timing of the test, or TransCanada’s agreement to conduct
this test. We support PHMSA’s decision to conduct high resolution deformation testing ofboth
Keystone Pipelines, but, given the following facts, believe that additional investigation and
precautionary actions are warranted.

Much ofthe Keystone Pipeline Was Constructed Before Discovery and Full Investigation of
the Defective Steel Problem

As shown below, the Keystone Pipeline was constructed in the same timeframe as the
seven Boardwalk and Kinder Morgan pipelines investigated by PHMSA, most of which were
proven to contain defective steel. Further, PHMSA did not discover this problem until early
2009 and did not complete data collection and testing until the second half of 2009, well after
most of TransCanada’s pipe was in the ground. No press reports indicate that TransCanada
rejected or returned any pipe to Welspun in 2009, nor have we heard of any excavation ofpipe
after construction, so presumably TransCanada installed all of the pipe provided to it by
Welspun.

Sub-
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Almost Halfofthe Pipe Used in the Keystone Pipeline Was Made by Welspun

According to a New York Times article published on April 16, 2009, Welspun fabricated
47% of the pipe in the Keystone Pipeline. As noted above, Welspun was responsible for a very
large proportion of the defective pipe provided to Kinder Morgan and Boardwalk.

Welspun Fabricated Pipefor TransCanada atAbout the Same Time as it Fabricated Defective
Pipefor Boardwalk and Kinder Morgan

Photos of Welspun pipe joints used in the Keystone Pipeline show that they were
fabricated between early 2007 and late 2008. This likely was the same period during which
Welspun fabricated defective pipe for Boardwalk and Kinder Morgan. It is reasonable to assume
that Welspun’s quality control failures may have affected production of pipe for TransCanada.

The Steel Pipe in the Keystone Pipeline Was Fabricated to the Same Industry Standard as that
Required by Boardwalk and Kinder Morgan

The pipe in the Keystone Pipeline was fabricated to the same API 5L X70 Standard as the
Boardwalk and Kinder Morgan pipelines. The documents PHMSA provided suggest that the
root cause of the defective pipe may have been mis-forrnulation of steel or mis-fabrication during
the pipe steel rolling process, both of which are unrelated to the diameter of the pipe produced or
the ultimate purpose of the pipeline. Although the Keystone Pipeline is a 30-inch diameter crude
oil pipeline and the known defective pipe was installed in 36-inch and 42-inch diameter natural
gas pipelines, it is our understanding that the size difference and the ultimate type ofproduct
carried do not change steel or pipe mill quality control processes. An API 5L X70 Standard steel
pipe can be used to contain either natural gas or oil.

PHMSA Ordered Boardwalk and Kinder Morgan to Remove Hundreds ofJoints ofDefective
Pipe and Reduce Operating Pressures Pending Repair

PHMSA ordered the excavation, testing, removal, and replacement of hundreds ofpipe
joints. Boardwalk agreed to remove and replace 305 pipe joints, and Kinder Morgan removed
and replaced 7,100 feet of defective pipe joints. Further, pending repair, PHMSA down-graded
the maximum pressure of impacted pipelines from an 80% design factor to a 72% design factor.
The nature of this response indicates that the defects were significant and potentially dangerous.

Hydrotesting Alone Is Not Sufficient to Discover Defective Pipe

The extent of the low strength steel pipe problem in the Kinder Morgan and Boardwalk
pipelines was not detected by hydrotesting, which suggests that hydrotesting alone does not
provide adequate assurance of steel quality. Instead, PHMSA required high resolution
deformation testing. As noted, we support PHMSA’s decision to require high resolution
deformation testing of the Keystone Pipeline.
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Market Conditions May Have Adversely Impacted Industry Quality Control

TransCanada allegedly experienced large development cost overruns during construction
of the Keystone Pipeline. Three of TransCanada’s shippers stated in sworn court filings that
TransCanada claimed a 145% cost overrun in Canada and a 92% cost overrun in the U.S. Any
remedial efforts by TransCanada to investigate possible low-strength steel would exaserbate
these cost overruns. Further, the industry has stated that pipeline construction market conditions
were “almost unprecedented” over the past few years. For example, Welspun’s steel pipe sales
figures grew by almost 50% in both 2007 and 2008. Given these market conditions, there is a
substantial risk that production of defective pipe was not an isolated problem but rather resulted
from systemic quality control failures.

The Keystone Pipeline Is Very Large and Designed to Operate at Very High Pressures and
Therefore Is Dangerous

The 30-inch diameter Keystone Pipeline runs 1,025 miles from the Canadian border to
Illinois and will operate at nearly 1,500 psi, making it one of the longest, largest, and highest
pressure crude oil pipelines in the country. The force exerted by the crude oil on the pipe steel is
tremendous. PHMSA granted the Keystone Pipeline a waiver to stress its pipe steel up to 80% of
its maximum strength, rather than up to 72%, as required by existing regulations. Any major
rupture would have substantial human and environmental impacts, and even a pinhole leak could
severely harm property and the environment. Given the size and operating pressure of the
Keystone Pipeline, PHMSA must require that it conform to the highest construction and
operational standards.

In these circumstances, it is reasonable to be concerned that TransCanada may have used
defective steel pipe in the construction of the Keystone Pipeline, and that such use could pose a
serious risk to people and property along the pipeline. Yet none of the documents sent by
PHMSA mention any investigation of the Keystone Pipeline. In all the thousands of pages of
FOIA documents, the Keystone Pipeline is mentioned only once, specifically in the title of a
document included in a list of reference materials provided in a report produced by a Boardwalk
consultant. TransCanada, the operator of the Keystone Pipeline, is mentioned only in a list of
companies participating in industry responses to the Advisory Bulletin. None of the documents
provided by PHMSA as late as May 2010 state that PHMSA has made any effort to investigate
the quality of the steel used in the Keystone Pipeline.

Industry Response to Defective Pipe Steel

We also find no comfort in the industry response to the pipe steel problem, as described
in the FOIA documents. Specifically, the Interstate Natural Gas Association of America
Foundation (“INGAA Foundation”) responded to the Advisory Bulletin by preparing a White
Paper. None of the documents you provided showed an organized response by an oil company
trade association, suggesting that the industry’s response to this problem is being coordinated by
the natural gas industry through the INGAA Foundation.
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The White Paper contains the industry’s recommended approach for its members’
investigations of whether or not their existing pipelines (including the Keystone Pipeline) contain
defective steel:

1) based on experience during normal operations, determine whether there is a
known history of low mechanical properties or excessive expansion of steel pipe;

2) if such history exists, then conduct an in-line inspection (“ILI”) during the next
regularly scheduled assessment of the pipeline; and

3) if the ILI shows expansions greater than “X%” amount (“X%” is not specifically
defined by the White Paper, which states only that it may be about 1%) then the
company must “evaluate and mitigate” the expansions, apparently within one year
of the analysis; however, the industry has not identified what “evaluate and
mitigate” means, when the one-year period tolls, or what actions might be
required based on differing degrees of pipe failings.

Thus, the industry recommends that TransCanada conduct an inspection of the Keystone Pipeline
for expansion anomalies only if its “normal” review of pipe data or information discovered
during normal operations indicates that a threat of expanded pipes exists. However, the industry
makes no recommendations about the type of in-line inspection required, and it specifically
states, “This step does not contemplate extraordinary evaluations or inspections, but rather relies
on those normally conducted as operations and maintenance activities.” It also does not draw
any line for when pipe is so weak that it must be removed or specify a timeframe for removal.

The White Paper recommends a business-as-usual approach. It does not call for any
special investigation unless and until normal operations discover the existence of low-strength
pipe. It recommends that pipeline companies be allowed to decide for themselves whether to
inspect, how to inspect, and when and how to repair pipelines if low-strength steel is discovered.
It ignores evidence related to the production of substandard pipe by specific steel and pipe mills
as this evidence might be applied to specific pipeline construction projects. In short, as regards
pipelines constructed between 2007 and 2009, the industry seems to have an “if it ain’t broke
don’t fix it” attitude.

TransCanada’s response to the Advisory Bulletin appears to be very much in accordance
with the industry response. TransCanada described its response to the Advisory Bulletin in a
June 1, 2009, letter to the South Dakota Public Utilities Commission (“SDPUC”), sent twelve
days after PHMSA issued the Advisory Bulletin. In this letter TransCanada generally asserts
that:

it is already in compliance with the Advisory Bulletin;

its quality control requirements meet or exceed the API 5L X70 Standard;
it has taken the steps outlined in the Advisory Bulletin for “over 30 years;”
“There have been no hydrostatic test failures on line pipe that have occurred in the pipe
mills producing pipe for the Keystone order;” and

0 it has “considered whether it is advisable to utilize expansion detection methods and has
determined that such methods are not necessary or advisable.”
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TransCanada provides no description of how its quality control measures differed from those
implemented by Boardwalk and Kinder Morgan, or how they exceed the API 5L X70 Standard.

Given that this letter was written just twelve days after publication of the Advisory
Bulletin, it appears that TransCanada did not intend to change any of its quality control measures
or conduct any detailed investigation of this risk. Also, it appears that TransCanada did not
intend to conduct high resolution deformation testing of the Keystone Pipeline.

As for TransCanada’s statement that “There have been no hydrostatic test failures on line
pipe that have occurred in the pipe mills producing pipe for the Keystone order,” we first note
that this statement is far from clear. It may be an assertion that neither of the two hydrotests
caused by weak Kinder Morgan and Boardwalk pipe were in pipe fabricated by one of the
Keystone Pipeline’s suppliers. The veracity of this statement depends on whether the Kinder
Morgan hydrotest failure was caused by weak pipe not provided by Welspun. Since PHMSA
provided us with no detailed information about this hydrotest, we are unable to determine if
TransCanada’s statement is correct. Regardless, we note that TransCanada did not acknowledge
that one of its pipe suppliers, Welspun, was deeply involved in the weak pipe problem.

This letter gives all appearance that TransCanada intended to take no steps beyond its
nonnal procedures to ensure that the Keystone Pipeline complied with federal pipe steel
requirements. Such response is completely inadequate in light of the FOIA documents and the
potentially deadly results of a catestrophic failure of the Keystone Pipeline.

Requested Phmsa Actions

The landowners who host the Keystone Pipeline on their properties have good cause to be
concerned about the integrity of this pipeline. PHMSA has a duty to fully investigate whether
the Keystone Pipeline contains low-strength steel pipe. Therefore, we request that PHMSA
investigate the possible use by TransCanada of defective steel in the Keystone Pipeline by taking
the following actions:

0 Require TransCanada to conduct a high resolution in-line inspection of the Keystone
Pipeline before the start of regular operations and provide the results of such high
resolution in-line inspection to the public;

0 Reduce the operating pressure of the Keystone Pipeline to a design factor of 72% or less
pending completion of all testing and any required remediation.

0 Require TransCanada to disclose to PHMSA and the public the identity of all steel and
pipe mills whose products were used in Keystone Pipeline;

0 Disclose all communications between PHMSA and TransCanada related to its possible
use of defective pipe steel, its compliance with the Advisory Bulletin, and any testing or
remediation efforts related to low strength steel, including but not limited to deformation
testing of the Keystone Pipeline;

0 Disclose all hydrotest results for the Keystone Pipeline;

7
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0 Disclose all unreleased data related to production of defective pipe steel by pipe mills,
including but not limited to Welspun, and any steel mills that provided defective steel
plate or coil for API 5L X70 or higher grade steel pipe for use in U.S. hazardous liquid
and natural gas pipelines construction between 2007 and 2009;

0 Disclose all data related to the root cause of the low strength pipe steel; and

0 Publish a public report that identifies the root cause of the low strength pipe steel and
describes the measures taken by PHMSA and the pipeline industry to ensure that
undiscovered defective steel did not end up in U.S. pipelines.

If you have already performed such investigation and/or imposed any additional requirements on
the Keystone Pipeline but failed to provide us with relevant documents, we request that you
provide these documents as soon as possible. We also request that you meet with us to discuss
this matter, so that we can provide our clients and constituents with assurance that their persons,
families, and properties are safe.

Any use byTransCanada of defective steel in the Keystone Pipeline would be a violation
of federal law. Absent investigation and appropriate near-term mitigation, there is good cause to
believe that TransCanada may be in violation of Conditions 1 through 9 of its April 30, 2007,
Special Permit, and therefore in violation of 49 U.S.C. 601 18(0) and 49 CFR § 190.341.

As importantly, should the Keystone Pipeline contain defective steel, it would put the
safety, welfare, and property of adjacent landowners and communities at risk.

We appreciate your consideration of this matter and urge your prompt response.

Very truly yours,

a6,,//%—/
. Blackburn

Staff Attorney

att: Report, Use ofSubstandard Steel
by the Pipeline Industryfrom 2007 to 2009
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From: Evan Vokes

Sent: Thursday, June 02, 2011 3:23 PM
To: David Taylor

Cc: Robert Lazor

Subject: RE: NDE in fabrciation shops

The only form of NDE interpretation certifications recognized in 2662 is GCSB so this must weigh in on our conversation.
If I was the board, I would never accept a persons NDE opinion that is untrained in a formal sense as you cannot prove
competence as per 54 (2).

Keystone phase II pump stations completed the NDE for pump station fabrication by hiring our own NDE. They had
brought in Acuren to both Cord and Abraxus but I had asked Rob Stewart at the time but he did not know how it came
about. We hadn't discussed that whole regulation thing yet and so he didn’t understand the nuances of my request at that
time.

Shane Watt was the welding inspector for this portion and also reviewed all the film. I did not know the NDE was
independent till Shane asked me to visit Cord to confirm that some of the DWSI shots and gamma shots were in
accordance to the specification. We had looked at his welding records and NDE records at the time. John Riley, Steve
Leong and Richard Coglon had transferred over to Keystone but I don’t know how they got around to the independence

I had talked to Frank Tse about what he does for fabrication.
Frank is a NAIT material engineering technologist. He reviews the film but does not audit. Frank carries no formal training
beyond what he learned in his post secondary schooling.
I could not round him up today for details

'esterdays conversation with Fred Kubke was pretty convenient as he confirms, that he is not formally trained but he
reviews film and knows what too look for with density and wire sensitivity. Fred was very clear that it is not an audit and
was relieved to find out that I had written “reviev\f’ in my memo. This is what he does when he goes into fabshops but I
have never seen tools for reviewing field fabrication film in a TC construction trailer or witnessed a review yet so the
assumption is the task must take place in the darkroom.

When we started reviewing Fabrication shops in 2007 l was ignorant of any requirement for independence of NDE as I
was working off the old spreadsheets that Gerard gave me. This was permissible for NGTL systems as they fell under
ERCB and ABSA rules but we had never expanded the scope of fabrication approvals in any of the provinces that fell
under the NEB. The only related check we did was to look at ability to qualify and handle subcontractors The only
comment I have made on NDE during a fabrication qualification before is I asked Maloney to hire PT and MT through their
subcontracted vendor as the Maloney build vessels had cracked fillet welds on internals in the past. We have reviewed
zero NDE procedures as we are only occasionally involved with fabrication. Harry had over a hundred projects and we
never issued one hundred different WPS nor did we review and approve hundreds of procedures and technique sheets.
The project guidelines are pretty specific about how the welding inspector looks at this but no where is there ever a
reference to having a trained inspector look at NDE. It was Crimtech in Red Deer that raised the questions two years ago
which is when I found out about the significance of rule 54. Apparently Dave Hodgkinson wrote a memo on this subject
that disappeared into the annals of time. This was subsequent to the WestPath ruling but I have never seen this email but
from what I gleaned the subject matter was that,

“
it is not permissible to let any NDE be hired by a construction

contractor” and the outcome is that Integrity PMs know that they must hire their own NDE, even for pipe replacements.

There was a very definite reason why the first memo dealt with audit. I know Doug Brunning had submitted two
applications to the board for permission to audit Prime contractor hired NDE and he was turned down on both occasions.
Either audit is in or out but I cannot be counseled both ways.
It is not an option that has been accepted by the Board so I had included the option in the first memo.
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From: David Taylor
Sent: Thursday, June 02, 2011 8:23 AM
To: Evan Vokes
Sc: Robert Lazor
Subject: NDE in fabrciation shops

Please find out how Keystone completed the NDE for fabrication in Canada? Also find out from Harry or Frank what the
process is for evaluating the NDE? Do we upon the review of fabrication shops review there NDE sub-contractors and
related procedures?

Dave
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‘rom: Evan Vokes
Jent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 10:07 AM
To: Grant Kowpak
Subject: Bison

Attachments: RE: NDT Meeting; RE: old RMS designs; RE: Counter-bore and taper versus back—beve|

Thought you might like to see Bison background emails before I drop the incomplete binder off.

What you need to understand from my POV is that Shane is fully aware of what was happening on Bison and made
decisions based on this knowledge
Shane was the person pushed to have RTD hired, Shane had Kevin Theisen of Universal Ensco setup the AUT, witness
the qualification and approve the setups on behalf of TransCanada. We were able to have some input into the design but
that is where it stopped. Although I was sent AUT calibration scan when I was in Mexico, I had never worked with or was
trained on the user interface. You cannot tell correctly what is going on without physically being there for the setup before
construction starts and that option to witness was never extended to core TC personal.

There was no review of the RTD procedure as Shane assured us would happen, the recommendations on checking the
velocity as per the specification was ignored and last communication was to address the issue of wide caps which
thankfully they did listen too as they needed this detail. This was the single technical query that ever came out of Bison
which was resolved. The point of all of this is the AUT system was setup and approved outside the TC specification
without our knowledgeable staff being involved.

The email from Claude shows that he is on the side of quality and was so until Shane quit and Claude left on stress leave.
The string shows that Ken Lee of PHMSA initiated it to support the PHMSA advisory on counter bores.. .

"here was very little contact with Bison till I got off the plane to be greeted by Claude and Ralf Hoffman and tasked with
.iring RTD. I had no experience on the new RTD user interface when this started so I was of limited use for the first while
but it is hard to fault RTD for a setup that the Bison project approved and never acted upon to correct. What RTD was
pretty technically bad, but not to the level of engineering skill demonstrated by the project team. The only thing that didn’t
happen is we never fired RTD much to the chagrin of some one in the project team as Shaw was lined up before I even
got there.

The question now becomes one of what happened to Dan Kelly’s reports and why did the project not act upon this. There
were a lot of underlying unrecorded incidents that happened as only witnessed by personal that quit or got fired. My point I
was making is that when I visited PG Spread 4, I was shown technical queries on NDE by the chief inspector that I told
the chief inspector still needed to be sent to the project because that is the correct channel but the answers were technical
in nature and should answered in Calgary. I never did see these question but the results were clearly answered in policy
that appeared on the pipeline while I was there. I got RTD on the path to improving the quality although it was a pretty
rough road and we proved that the welding quality was poor and the oversight was limited when we first came to site.
Things were much better on week three.

How could I control a technical process when I have no meaningful input?
How is this different that the current Keystone philosophies?
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‘rom: Russell Wong

.~‘ent: Monday, October 24, 2011 8:55 PM
To: Evan Vokes

Subject: Re: Keystone quality

Why u working so late?

Cheers,

Russell

Sent from my Blackberry

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 06:15 PM
To: Grant Kowpak
Cc: Russell Wong
Subject: Keystone quality

Hi Grant

I have run out of time with everything that is going on but still I care so much about what we do. If you follow the string on
AUT Audit, I had Russell send me that AUT audit note last week as he did not know what was happening and I needed to
get this inspection audit quality issue documented. I suspected that no one was hired for AUT audit so I needed to make
sure as it is critical as there was not a requirement for an AUT supervisor audit from the project nor would I ask for one for
such a small job. .

‘his AUT audit response is a complete contradiction to what the guidance of how the project quality management was
going to proceed with audit on July 19"‘. I never had time to follow up with as I have a hundred PMs and the plan was cast
in stone. Tom was going to take the lead in Canada and the USA so I was wholly unprepared to deal with their quality
management problem right before we kicked off construction. When I have been allowed, I arrange AUT audit on projects
but in this case, I was never allowed and Russell was never given permission or kept in the loop. I took it upon myself to
arrange for an audit last week, while welding is still going on so the PM Doug Brunning and Russell Wong have not been
compromised in our duties. I made arrangements for an auditor on keystone QMs behalf over the weekend.

Russell: I included you as courtesy so you are not surprised when the questions come. Please keep this email to Grant
Evan and Russell unless Grant tells you otherwise. Grant may ask you some questions on Keystone quality management
and the question of back bevel vs counter bores in USA. Answer honestly about who made the decisions and how they
were addressed as he is not out to harm you.

Thankyou
Evan
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From: Russell Wong
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 11:35 AM

To: Evan Vokes

Subject: Fw: AUT Audit — Michels HDD

I am at airport going to reno for conference. This is what I have to deal with.
Cheers,

Russell

Sent from my Blackberry

From: Tom Hamilton
Sent: Friday, October 21, 2011 04:03 PM
To: Russell Wong
Subject: RE: AUT Audit - Michels HDD

Ha Ha Ha.

From: Russell Wong
Sent: Friday, October 21, 2011 4:00 PM
To: Tom Hamilton
Subject: RE: AUT Audit - Michels HDD

Evan does not have time and he was under impression that we would supply our own NDE auditor.

Russell Wong

Transcanada

Ph: 403-920-6716

From: Tom Hamilton

Sent: Friday, October 21, 2011 3:25 PM
To: Russell Wong
Subject: F\N: AUT Audit - Michels HDD

Did you ever get an answer from Evan?

From: Russell Wong
Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2011 10:01 AM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: Tom Hamilton; Scott Boker
Subject: AUT Audit - Michels HDD

Hi Evan

xs you probably know, Michels has commenced welding of pipe for HDD work that was recently completed. Following
welding is AUT aspect of it. Scott Boker will be conducting an quality audit at the site soon. Can you advise me who be
overseeing audit work for AUT?
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I look forward to your response. Thanks

Q Transcanada
In business to deliver

Russell Wong

Transcanada

Ph: 403-920-6716
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From: Russell Wong
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 9:29 AM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: David Taylor; Tom Hamilton
Subject: RE: Quality Field Personnel (NDE Auitors)

Hi Evan

Thanks for your feedback of the issues surrounding AUT auditors versus engineers/technologists not having necessary
skills. And you are right Evan. That is why Tom and I agreed that we will be contracting AUT auditors. l have spoken
with Team and UT Quality and they will be willing to provide AUT auditors for full duration of the construction work. We
will require 4 auditors for US spreads and each will report into the four QA Lead Auditors. So l believe the next step is to
issue RFP to them followed by evaluation of their resumes, probably an interview and then award. I will need to engage
SCM as how the RFP process will work or would it be just conversion of the current Canadian contracts to US contract.

Nevertheless, we shall keep you in the loop of our progress.

Cheers

Russell

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2011 6:06 PM
To: Russell Wong
Cc: David Taylor
‘aubject: RE: Quality Field Personnel (NDE Auitors)

Hi Russell
The position is for a person in excess of my skill which is a lot harder to find than you would imagine and you wont find
this as an E3. In my experience this is the subject area that is least understood by project management but creates more
than its share of problems.

Engineers are not normally qualified to ASNT level II or CGSB level II as we generally have to go for the certified ASNT
level III due to the practical experience requirement. It is much easier to find CETs that have these level ll qualifications.
Audit that is acceptable to TC is expected to come from my group Material Engineering for acceptance.

There are two parts to the audit that we need to talk about: a) the technical audit where you need a person who has the
technical understanding to follow the requirements of the Audit spec TEP NDT ADT b) an overseeing auditor that can train
where needed and can verify that the audit requirements are in fact being followed.

in the USA, there is a pretty small market of suitable AUT auditors in group a) as the auditors tend to be AUT hands that
are auditing their friend's relatives etc. this is how we end up with audits that don't take calibrations into account and
auditors that do not understand AUT so I would caution that we need to ensure that we need to hire auditors that are good
at auditing the particular NDE technique at hand. The shear quantity of Data that is available will preclude looking at very
many files so group a) needs to be picked so that each auditor can have a workload at most of about 350 welds a day at a
15% audit coverage. This would be a full time job for an AUT auditor. Any more welds that that and we know they are not
looking at the electronic data and in the case of phased array, that means they are not auditing the calibrations, ratherjust
the interpretation.

The second part is the posting shows Keystone is looking for a quality engineer, an NDE engineer and a welding engineer
in one person. Even in our specialist group, we would not be able to satisfy yourjob posting. You will find several
engineers and technologists that have offshore experience but there are some real differences with onshore pipelines as
we do not make thousands of welds without any changes on wall thickness, types of welding etc. I can send you an
engineering resume that meets the description but a technical challenge would find that this person does not understand
AUT at all.

1
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The big challenge I see that you must overcome is hiring a person that understands NDE enough to direct the hiring and
management of auditors. You might want to limit the scope to this subject as there are not a lot of people that can fit your
job description at an E5 or T6 level. For your overall description. the selected person should be able to ensure that the
NDE specifications are adhered too and are the data collected is auditable by TC Material engineering. The theory is that
Kevin Thiessen does this task of organizing AUT auditors for us as described above. Kevin's qualifications are a good
starting point for this job of quality field personnel.

Have a good day
Evan

From: Russell Wong
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 5:31 PM
To: Evan Vokes
Subject: F\N: Quality Field Personnel (NDE Auitors)

Please review.....

From: Tom Hamilton
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 1:39 PM
To: Russell Wong
Subject: Re: Quality Field Personnel (NDE Auitors)

Well, write it up anyhow.

From: Russell Wong
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 12:53 PM
To: Tom Hamilton
Subject: RE: Quality Field Personnel (NDE Auitors)

This will be a scope addition to RFP that went to 22 inspection companies. Obviously they will need to be Level 2
ASNT certified with AUT experience. Evan is on holidays and will be back next week. AUT may not be recognized by
ASNT. CGSB does not recognize AUT other than someone having UT certification.

From: Tom Hamilton
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 12:50 PM
To: Russell Wong
Subject: Fw: Quality Field Personnel (NDE Auitors)

Please write up, with Evan's help if you need, a position decription for this role, similar to the welding and coatings
auditors. Obviously they will need to be Level 2 ASNT certified.

Thanks,

Tom

From: Tom Hamilton
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 12:30 PM
to: Russell Wong
Subject: Re: Quality Field Personnel (NDE Auitors)
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We will be hiring one per State here in the US regardless of what Ken does in Canada.

From: Russell Wong
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 12:28 PM
To: Tom Hamilton
Subject: RE: Quality Field Personnel (NDE Auitors)

Typically NDE auditing is handled by Materials Eng by couple of individuals and actual work is often contracted
to NDE for auditing.

From: Tom Hamilton
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 12:23 PM
To: Russell Wong
Subject: Fw: Quality Field Personnel (NDE Auitors)

I discussed this with Stephen this morning.

The NDE auditors need to be added to our team.

From: Tom Hamilton
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 04:41 PM
To: Stephen Marr
Cc: David Penning; Darryl Sandquist
Subject: RE: Quality Field Personnel (NDE Auitors)

Let's talk about this tomorrow.

It feels natural that the NDE auditors, since they're auditors, should be in the audit organization and not report through the
inspection organization, but perhaps I'm missing something?

Tom

From: Stephen Marr
Sent: Tue 7/12/2011 8:00 AM
To: Tom Hamilton
Cc: David Penning; Darryl Sandquist
Subject: RE: Quality Field Personnel (NDE Auitors)

Tom,

NDE auditors were used on Phases 1 and 2, and are included in the inspection organization for each spread on Phase 4,
reporting to the Chief Inspector. I just checked with David and he does not call out NDE auditors specifically on his Phase
3 org chart but they are included generically as part of the utility inspector head count.

That being said NDE auditors were omitted from the current RFP for U.S. inspection services — this was an oversight. We
could correct that once we have responses from those contractors that would supply field quality personnel (i.e. probably
not much point burdening environment inspection companies with a RFP amendment). A position description will need to
be prepared.

Steve
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From: Tom Hamilton
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 1:38 PM

To: David Penning; Stephen Marr
Subject: Quality Field Personnel

During our discussions last week about the makeup of the field quality organization, I understood that there was
agreement regarding the provision of a state based team consisting of a quality manager, an OQ coordinator, and quality
auditors for coatings and welding, and one for other pipelining tasks.

I think it would be prudent to add to that list an auditor for NDE, in light of our intentions to have the NDE contractor report
directly to the prime Contractor.

Your thoughts?

Tom

T.A. Hamilton, P. Eng.
Manager, Quality and Compliance

Keystone Oil Pipeline
Office 403.920.5649 | Cell 403.827.3846
tgm hamiltgn@tran§ggnada.gom
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From: Robert Lazor
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 5:41 AM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: David Taylor
Subject: RE: Braeside vessels

Please provide the meeting minutes from the Braeside meeting.

Related to UT, are we now going to have to have a witness for all manual UT? Who will do the witnessing, a Level II or
Level III? How can this cost be justified?

Where is the deficiency in the inspections for the Braeside vessel? Which clause in TES-MATL-PV1 did they not follow
for inspection?

Related to code requirements, the manufacturer should have a clause in their Quality Manual stating that they have
reviewed the new Code edition and that they have made the necessary changes to their QA program if necessary.

Prequalified NDE Contractors - From previous conversations, I know that you are not prepared to review and qualify all
NDE contractors. What do you propose can work to your satisfaction? You have to keep in mind that many inspections
are in remote areas and in many instances you cannot get an NDE company to travel a day in each direction to do one or
two welds. Can we not rely upon CGSB or ASNT qualifications for certain weld categories?

What is happening with the re-inspection of the Braeside vessels? Please pass along their re-inspection reports?

Robert Lazor
Materials Engineering
Phone (403) 920-5679

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 4:30 PM
To: David Taylor
Cc: Robert Lazor
Subject: RE: Braeside vessels

I am put in between a rock and a hard place but what we are looking at is a code violation that we never caught during the
inspection process. This is a serious issue and is not likely a single vessel and its not the first time.

First some recent background.
The evidence from the V202 and V203 inspection reports Edson Gas storage showed that all the Cat D nozzles were
inspected with manual ultrasonics in 1 hr. During the refurbishment, Andrew from TEAM took the more than an hour to
scan a single 2 inch cat D with a K bevel. The 24 inch Cat D took more than 2 hrs to do a single side when one side was
already inspected. At the postmortem meeting after Edson gas storage, one of the important items that was
“dictated” was this lack of inspection problem was not to happen again . The only way we can ensure traditional manual
UT scan results is to physically witness the scan. The assurances were put forward that it would not happen and today we
are having this conversation.

The evidence from the inspection reports from Braeside show that four Cat D nozzles were inspected in ‘/2 hr with the
wrong calibration block. These vessels are only welded from the outside so thickness is not the problem, but the geometry
5 still hard to work with. Within this ‘/2 hr two indications were evaluated and since Cat D5 are slow to inspect so I fail to
see how IRIS could repeat these results. The subsequent inspection with by a second technician showed one nozzle
inspected in one hour so that time line would not have been to far off if it was a code compliant inspection. Regardless of

1
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how many years IRIS has been in business, IRIS had two different inspectors on two different occasions perform
inspections that did not meet code. My understanding is that Bill Yang will have to inform ABSA of this inspection failure
as ABSA has their QC manual.

In the past, apparently NOVA had a dedicated inspector that looked at Cat D nozzles but currently the methodology is that
ABSA QA manual puts inspection responsibility in SMS care who sends a 3Pl request to Moody whom is supposed to
witness. As per the SCL Moody never made a site visit and even if they did we would probably still have non-code
compliant Cat D nozzle inspection problems exactly the same as we have now as there was no mandate to ensure quality
of this weld type.. Moody did not conform to the requirements of SCM SCL documentation and their audit did not reveal
any shortcomings. The OPR requirements for section 15 are in effect for pressure vessels under the material program; the
provinces only administrate them so did the delivered vessel have a sufficient quality assurance system to meet the
material specification and code of construction.

Under the category of how we inspect vessels, we have a witness point for a four hour hydrotest that has a chart recorder
but we don't have a witness point for the Cat D manual ultrasonics that have proven to be a problem in the past. By way
of comparison of how other manufacturers handle this inspection, Maloney specifies Sectoral Scan for Cat D so there is
permanent interpretable record and it is way faster. if TransCanada does not want to witness to ensure quality
requirements imposed by NEB are met, then TransCanada needs an interpretable record for ultrasonics so we can audit.
However, we don’t dictate how our manufacturing shall inspect Cat D nozzles regardless of whether by manual UT or
Sectoral Scan. We are farther ahead to witness Cat D5 and audit the pressure test, as we proved that we at least have
auditable pressure test results.

The re-inspection of the vessel through Harry’s program was the quickest response and the most reasonable for the
company so Jim could get to get a code inspection before it went to the field and Peerless agreed to this in the meeting.
This item is in the meeting minutes and to my knowledge has already happened. If code rejectable indications are found,
there may be a dispute but Peerless knows they can witness the inspections and the vessel would have to return to
Braeside for repair anyways.

The TransCanada TES MATL PV1 contains a promise to the board is to inspect the Cat D nozzles. The question is did we
achieve the goal of OPR 99 section 15? There are only yes or no answers for goal oriented regulations.

From: David Taylor
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 7:35 AM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: Robert Lazor
Subject: RE: Braeside vessels

See my comments below;

There are steps you need to take within my comments. Please confirm you have address them.

Thank you

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 3:35 PM
To: Jim Platt; Greg Szuch; Ross Ennion

Cc: Cindy Guan; David Taylor
Subject: Braeside vessels

To follow up on our action items from the Peerless meeting
We need to inspect the nozzle quickly to get your vessel on site and we need to make sure any other vessels on Gold
Creek or other compressor stations that have been accepted since Jan 2011 were inspected correctly. Moody did not
perform this review of UT function well as an auditor, so I might find someone else to look at this and we might be able to
get Sal, Evan or Dave H to look at this if there are not too

mani.
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Ross, can

iou

find someone to

ienerate

a list of vessels and find the

insiection

records as that is

key.‘

If we have to quarantine vessels this should happen sooner than later.

I have never received a SIQ to qualify IRIS and therefore we cannot have them on our site so I suggested that Greg drop
the problem in Harry Fenton’s ro ram as he has the resources to arran e removal of the coatin and have it ins ected
with a re ualified vendor.

I can help technically but I don’t think you will need too much of a hand as it is not that difficult to do and we can back-
char e Peerless for this and the a reed.

The trick is since there is no record produced in a manual UT scan, someone needs to witness the inspection is
performed with the correct block and the indications are acce table. I su ested Har ’s ro ram as Frank Tse is the

The only solution if rejectable indications are found is to ship this vessel back for rework but the good news is there is no
PWHT on this vessel so than makes life a lot easier. If there are rejectable indications, I would expect that Lorne Spate at
Braeside may ask to see the indications or alternately he will reexamine them at his shop so make sure you have closed
the repair issue and it is finalized before it is shipped back. Bottom line, make sure you have confirmation in writin from
Peerless and Braeside before an return as there is enou h evidence that the schedule ma dra .
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From: Eyan Vokes
Sent: Friday, August 05, 2011 5:52 PM
To: Sukhi Gill

Subject: RE: N DT Vendors

They are but what happens is the setups are highly technical so we require tht they proye the setups before they go to
the field.
This normally takes a couple of days but the last one was one week.

They got the cat blocks Thursday afternoon so this is a record time to take the new blocks, bring in operators and
I haye neyer seen one setup work the first day yet and the truck is scheduled to leaye Sunday. If we cant make it work. it
looks like the faiture is in my Team but really it is in projects

This is why l am so jaded as TC project management just cant get that physics is always the same. We cannot contract,
legislate demand that grayity change. It always remains the same
Similarly Materials welding and NDE always require the same care on eyery project or schedule does not work.

You could see the trail of broken glass since the ground birch ECA submission last year. it keeps getting worse. i think
they are trying to tell us we have a grayity problem but it doesn't seem to be working

Time to change management phitoscphies in my opinion

From: Sukhi Gill
Sent: Friday, August 05, 2011 5:35 PM
To: Eyan ‘Jokes
Subject: RE: NDT yendors

E‘u"Eil"I,

i thought UT Quality was quatified‘?‘?

From: Eyan ifokes
Sent: Friday, August D5, 2011 5:32 PM
To: Eukhi Gill
Subject: RE: MDT vendors

I am scared to death of this weekend as if UT Quality fails and is not ready and Gcrdondale will not haye apprcyed NDE
for welder training
Any idea where the responsibility will lie?

From: Sukhi Gill
Sent: Friday, August U5, 2lJ11 5:22 PM
To: Eyan ‘Jokes
Subject: RE: NDT yendors
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Haha, we can figure it out on Monday. Have a good weekend Evan!

Frorn: Evan ‘voices
Sent: Friday, August D5, 2011 5:0?’ PM
To: Sukhi Gill
Subject: RE: MDT vendors

lans out of office is till August 12
This could be fun

From: Evan 'v'oltes
Sent: Friday, August 05, 2lZl11 2:05 PM
To: Sulthi Gill
Subject: FW: MDT vendors

From: Evan ‘v'okes
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 E:lIlEi PM
To: Sandy Situ; Darin Tucker; Adam Phillips
Cc: Harry Fenton; Salvatore Delisi; Hiran Ganguli
Subject: RE: NDT vendors

Hello Sandy Adam and Darin
This is not a new legal requirement but finally we will conform to the Canadian OPR regulations. Additionally; inspection.
of which NDE is an inspection method. is a covered Engineering task under our penmit to practice Enineering and was
always required to be hired for our Joining program under DPR 99. What we are ordering in fab shop NDE is a service
that falls under engineering practice and often has additional engineering requirements to meet our Joining Program
commitments to the NEB.

There is a problem with the NEJE Company listing In the email string below.
The SUM listing beiow were in place for the integrity dig programs. As an example, we do not use lvlFL In fab shops.
Unfortunately there are a smattering of SCM listings in the database is giving me grief so we put effort into developing a
more comprehensive NDE iisting.

The description of the current NDE listing is attached in Gina's email. {I need to have NDT changed to the official title
NDE}.

i did intentionally list the commodities in a general sense as the commodities are used in every area of TC business units
and fabrication is just one area. If we are looking for specific commodities such as fab shop RT under NDE, this will show
up as a shortcoming but if i search a RT vendor and consult with the engineering standard, the database becomes self
regulating with the commodities that are listed. For instance, the database lists RT but the engineering specification
requires X ray and Gamma so if nRT vendor cannot offer X ray services. they cannot do the work so it balances out For
this reason. we need Engineering stndards in all l‘-IDE contracts with the clause that they will be updated from time to
time. A similar thing if we need pipeline Xray with a crawler as some companies will never offer this service but many do.
This will lteep a requirement for Projects SCM and Engineering to communicate regularly.

The goal for NDE must be to keep a list of vendors that are qualified for commercial purposes, safety and technical
competence so we do not have Plvls that bypass the system and run us into compliance problems.

I have been preparing for this inevitable time and now there are 3 applicable vendors we can write a blanket fabrication
contract with right now in the database
-fiicuren
-TEAM
-RT-El
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All of these vendors have national coverage sutiable for fabricators which is what we need at this time. I need to get
more NDE vendors into the database but in the meantime; WAV is a local shop in brooks that cannot supply the sort of
fabrication shop service I am looking for in a general fab shop service contract. if there is another vendorthat anyone
would like to use, lets get Slfls issued so we can get these problems cleaned up.

Soon we have several NDE entities in the USA that we are workin on as well and hope to hve exactly the same
database accessibiiity.

Let me know if there is anything you need from me
I am not going to be here on Tuesday but I will be involved with this.

Have a good day
Even

From: Harry Fenton
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2tl11 8:22 AM
To: Evan ‘vokes
Subject: FW: MDT vendors

Hello Even,

When you get some time we need to discuss how to get Supply chain on board for a plan to hire NDE companies
directly. See below at give me a call when you can.

Harry
T8 D-962-T 345

From: Sandy Situ
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2011 3:15 PM
To: Darin Tucker
Cc: Harry Fentcn; Hiran Ganguli; i-Edam Swallow
Subject: RE: NDT vendors

Hi Darin:

After speaking with Harry on the phone with regards to the “new" reduirementiinitlative as per Adam's original email, my
understandings are as follows:

I Current process is that shop fabricators hires 3t schedules NDE vendors on their own to perform shop work where
TL‘: just pay the fabricators only.

I New requirement is to have TC in control of the NDE vendors that the shop fabricators are utilizing and TC to take
care of the invoicing and payment of the NDE vendors instead of the fabricators.

- Harry and Hiran is working towards a processes where the new initiative can be put in place and is in need of
process in put from supply chain to best work this out.

I have suggested that if the shop NDE vendors are to be used on a regular basis that the best approach is to have
contracts with these vendors where work can be release under blanket contracts. Because it will be the shop fabricators
that will be doing the scheduling, SCivl will not be hit with the requisition for this work till after the fact which makes having
a contract in place with the vendor even that much more important in terms of risk exposures. As my departure from the
group draws near, I have suggested that Harry and Hiran to be in touch with you with regards to coming up, together, a
processlplan to best approach this new initiative. Please advise your thoughts as Harry and Hiran looks fonvard to
hearing your thoughts.

Thank you,
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Sandy Situ, Contract Analyst
Supply Chain Management, Canada
TransCanada FlpeLtnee Limited
45!] - 1st Street SW
Calgary, AB T2P 5H1
Phone: 4fl'3.92fl.2B'iCl

From: Sandy Situ
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 3:39 AM

To: Adam Swallow

Cc: Harry Fenton
Subject: RE: l'~lDT vendors

Hi Adam:

MDT Suppliers we have contracts with and their scope are as per below:

T913 Ptcuren {SCC 3. lull-"L. and the reporting of the two}
3236 WEV {SEC 8: MFL, and the reporting of the two]
3931 RTD {SCC Corrosion. BAP and Radiography}

Thank you,

Sandy Situ, Contract Analyst
Supply Chain Management, Canada
TransCanada PipeLin-as Limited
45%) - 1st Street SW
Calgary, AB T2P 5H1
Phone: 4D3.92IJ.281D

From: Adam Swallow
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2011 3:53 PM
To: Sandy Situ

Cc: Harry Fenton

Subject: NDT vendors

Sandy,

Can you put together a quick list of NUT vendors we have under contract and also note it they perform both field and shop
work? There is a "new" requirement coming into effect for shop fabricated wort: and how the NDT services are sourced.
This will most likely have a decent sized effect on the spend against your contracts.

Thanks.

Adam Swallow, B.Con‘n‘n
Comma: Anaflrsz

Canadian Supply Chain Services

Transflanada
450 - 1 St. SW

Calgary, AB T2P SI-I1

P11: £4133} 92IEI—5TI]1

atiam swallowiifitranscanada.co|n
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From: Al Drew <aldrew@te|u5.net>
Sent: Wednesday, August 03, 2011 6:45 PM
To: Evan Uokes

Subject: Re: South Lateral Line Lowering and Cut Out Project -[Nl'-"5 24]

‘res, would you please send me the spreadsheets for Welder Qualification Test Report, Manual Weld
Parameters, and Piping Report |[ 4 weld if possible}. I have these spreadsheets from the Keystone Conversion
project but I don't know if they are still valid and some ofthe cells are locked. Thanks

Regards

all

From: Ertaojtokas
Sent: Wednesday, August 03, 2011 5:15 PM
To: Azmina Eihalla ; a|drew@telg5,ggi;
Cc: flotsam ; Rick Eistrom ; eggfitgg ; David Booth
Subject: RE: South Lateral Line Lowering and Cut Out Project {NPS 24}

I can give you some philosophy on this one Azinina and Al

‘With the previous points, qualification on the E8010 electrode is essential as welders trained on E5010 often undercut the
roots when they switch to E8010 without prctice. This will increase your likelihood of a high rate of weld rejection which
adds to the schedule time and hard feelings because the welder has never been called for undercut before. The physical
meaning is when we use E8010, an untrained welder will likely increase the amount of undercut and RT can find undercut
very well. If you are unfamiliar with the E3010 defects, rod angle and technique are very importnt and Rick can give
pointers of how to prod the contractor if undercut shows up in the roots at qualification. We have had some interesting
cutouts due to this small detail so it is in the spec to make execution smoother. Nothing quite matched the happiness of
having one projects 14 week lead eccentric reducer mangled by a welder that had never burned E8010 before. Much
easier to spend some time on welder qualification and have one RT shot per production weld.

These production problems are the spirit and intent of the specification as many of these specification points are good
engineering practice but more importantly an oversight on points in the specification may affect schedule. We know that
the contractor does not get paid for repairs but it is just a drag on the whole project as everything lags and costs always
increase. This is very similar to why we want temporary welds for hydrotest examined as it costs a lot of money and time if
we blow one out and we cannot replace time or lives.

rhlways remember that the TES WELD FL is our promise to the board so when a project is audited, the code and the TC
specification must be complied with entirely. Welder qualification parameter records and production parameter records are
a good place to start so make sure that ‘v’. A and is are recorded. {we can send a spreadsheet if you want} If you can't
comply with the spec for some reason, please send us in the variance form ASAP so we can deal with the problem rather
then visit the board for non-compliance issues later.

it is not a code or specification requirement but we cant tell what the mechanical properties of the final tie in weld by NDE
and this weld is not strength tested. We can use proof by reference by using the closure weld parameter form as a good
way of proving due diligence on the mechanical properties of a final tie in weld. We didn’t want to promise the board we
will do this in our spec as it is too easy to be found in noncompliance but it is still good practice.

Just double check to make sure that TEAM brings an X ray tube before they stto site as too often, the dispatcher is
more versed at herding cats than the practice of NDE and sends gamma as they don't understand the technical
difference. I recommend that you use the word “tube” in your conversation so they understand. Jason knows what is
required, it is just the dispatcher I am worried about and I always hate to get the resulting phone call.

OFF! 09 rule 53 states "shall audit" but does not give us any specific requirement. I would recommend that you pick one
of: digging, welding, nde or coating and have the relevant engineeritech visit to get an audit record. If you want to desktop
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NDE Audit of RT film to meet the audit requirement, I can arrange that for you. With your watercourse location, someone
that loolts at geotech is a good audit idea as well.

Hope this helps

Evan

From: Chris Penniston
Sent: Wednesday, August D3, 3311 4:0? PM
To: Rick Clstrom; Azmina Dhalla
Cc: Robert Lazor; Eyan tloltes; 'aldrew@telus.net‘
Subject: RE: South Lateral Line Lowering and Cut Out Project {NPS 24)

The only thing I would add is we should qualify PLASSE45-RP as well, since this uses an uphand root as opposed to the
downhand root of Pl_NEW—i E.

In addition, the wording of TES-WELD—Pl_ 'i.1 [cl “The following changes from the conditions used in their test weld shall
necessitate re-qualification of the weldsrs:" {ii}: "Change of consumables within the same electrode coyering but different
strength class. i_e. same ASME F grouping, EBti*li_‘l to EBlZl10”. This would seem to imply that PLASSE44 should also be
qualified since it uses a Efilfiitii root rather than the E8010 of PLNEW-15.

That being said, I would be inclined to allow PLNEW-15-ML to qualify for PLASSE-14-ABBY due to their general
similarities.

Chris

From: Rick Dstrom
Sent: Wednesday, August 03, 2011 3:58 PM
To: i'-izmina Dhalla
Cc: Robert Lazor; Chris Penniston; Eyan ‘Jokes; ‘aldrew@teIus.net'
Subject: RE; South Lateral Line Lowering and Cut Out Project {NPS 24}

Azmina,

Regarding your first question, I haye removed wording within our TES-WELD—PL and CSA Z662 to give an explanation.
Our specification states that we will follow the requirements stated within GSA 2662. Please refer to the note below within
18.1.3 within GSA 2662

"Check tested" will be a re—qualitic.ation.

Dur TGPL specification TES-WELD-PL states;

?'.1 General, [g] The Company may exempt from qualification welders who can produce proof of

current qualification for the Work in accordance with the requirements of CSA Z662

Clause 13.

CSA Z662-D? states;

IE. 1.3...." Welders continuously employed hy a company and regularly making welds shall be required to requalify at

intervals o’r'not g1'eal:e1'tl1al1 2 years. Welders not so employed shall be required to rcqualify at intervals not
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greater th an i year.

Note: Norsvirhsrondirig the reqsifrememfor requ::L§‘3cae‘z'rm or intervais o,i'eiihei- I or 2 years, eompcmy—empioyed weideis

it-‘lilo have mi! mode tveislt for er period‘ in excess qffi Jnonrhs since they Eris: quaigfigd shaufd he 9-: im-3; L~};g¢fi,.:¢_gfgd_

Regarding welder qualification tests, each welder will be required to qualify with a pipe to pipe procedure weld and a
repair procedure weld.

Pipe material radeor CE are not essential variables with respect to welder qualification, but as the qualification pipe
(new pipe) is grade 433 and carbon equivalent comes into effect, please qualify using each of; PLNEW—15—llilL and
PLNEW-16-RF.

They do not need to qualifv with each of the WPDS provided.

Ftotisrt, Chris, Evan. ..anvthing to add?

Rick Dstrom

Tronstfonodo Fioeiines

Engineering one‘ Asset Heiiobiiih;

Qffice: 403 920 79?1

Moblie: .730 996 9573

From: Azmina Dhalia

Sent: Wednesdav, August D3, 2011 1:35 PM

To: Rick Clstrom

Ce: Robert Lazor; Chris Pennlston; Even ‘blokes; ‘aldrew@te|us.net‘
Subject: RE: South Lateral Line Lowering and Cut Out Project (NPS 24)

Hi Rick,

A few question from our welding inspector:

— If the welders were tested this veer on the same procedures, do they have to be re-tested‘?

— Does eaoh welder have to be tested on all 4 of the procedures?

Thenits,

Azmina

From: Rick Ostrom

Sent: Tuesdav, Mav 31, 2011 1:58 PM

To: Azmina Dhalla
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Cc: Ftol:-ert Lazor; Chris Penniston; Eyan ‘tiokes
Subject: South Lateral Line Lowering and Cut Out Project {NPS 24)

<< File: South Lateral Line Lowering and Cutout Project.doc >> << File: PLASSE—1il»ASS‘r'.pdf :2» <4. File: PLASSE-
15—F~'.P.pdf>> «:4 File: PLNEW-15-i'y'lL.pdf :>> 4-: File: PLNEW-15-RP.pdf :>>

Azmina,

Attached are the welding procedure data sheets [WPDSJ to be used for welding construction for your project.

Also attached is an outline of the application for each WPDS.

Have you selected a construction contractor as of yet’?

Please call Robert, Chris or myself if you have any questions.

Regards.

Hick Dstrom

Tronsconcdo Pipelines

Engineering and Asset Heiiobiiity

Gffice: 403 920 7971

Mobile: F80 .9536 9678

This electronic message and any attached documents are intended only for the named addresseeisl. This
communication from Transfianada may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise
protected from disclosure and it must not be disclosed, copied. forwarded or distributed without
authorization. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the
original message. Thank you.
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From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 6:02 PM
To: Patricia Zuczek
Cc: Maja Bruggencate
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing - Fabricator NDE

Hello Patricia
No update on the Fabshop inspection as that will be next week but we can deal with the audit.

I found out that subsequent to the Westpath ruiing. in accordance with the OPR 99 guidance notes, one project manager
had applied twice to have the prime hire the NDE and TC would audit according to TEP NDT ADT. Of the two
applications, letting the prime contractor hire NDE with a TC audit was turned down on both occasions and that was
several years ago. With this many project managers, I am pretty sure that more than one project manager has applied for
permission but I always seem to be kept in the dark until someone needs help desperately.

The board does not object to the audit procedure TEP NDT ADT and has accepted it for rule 53 compliance numerous
times. To my knowledge the only audit of Prime Contractor hired NDE the board accepted was the one Dave Hodgkinson
did to resolve Westpath. Unless someone can produce evidence to the contrary, the response is that the board has only
accepted TEP NDT ADT for internal use only.

From a purely engineering point of view, If you want to know where the line of what fabrication is in Canada, it shows in
the code of construction.
The intent of the reguiation rule 16 joining program is to cover activities governed under 2662 of which NDE in rule 17
belongs.

Fabricated parts are built under Z245, ASME Vlll, API 5L and other codes fall into rule 14 in OPR99 where we are
required to have a sufficient quality plan as per rule 15 and as such do not constitute part of our joining program.

For the joining program the fabrication and inspection of the pipeline is clearly Z662 so that is not in dispute.
The problem occurs when we use ASME codes of construction and there are two cases.
Fabrication of pipeline assemblies is under Z662 which allows the use of ASME 831.3.
Fabrication of a compressor station is still under Z662 which allows the use of ASME B313
There is no exemption for ASME B31 code of construction as they do not meet the intent of the rule 14 materiais program.

Have a good day
Evan

From: Patricia Zuczek
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 10:40 AM
To: Evan Vokes; Maja Bruggencate
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing — Fabricator NDE

Thanks Evan, can you please update the attached document (using track changes) to include the appropriate wording
regarding inspection? Maja can then review and provide comments.

Also, what is the audit document that was turned down by the Board? ln the attached response TEP-N DT—ADT is
referenced and [want to make sure that we are not referring to a documentlprocess that is known to be rejected by the
Board.

Thanks, Patricia
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From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 9:53 AM
To: Maja Bruggencate; Patricia Zuczek
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing - Fabricator NDE

As Harry knows, in my professional opinion this fabrication procedure doesn't meet the regulation and as Lockerbie and
Hole pointed out, the fabricators that do work for other NEB regulated businesses know we are not in compliance.
Note that the 3Pl does not make sure that our RT specification is followed in the following claim. 1 know this to be true as
there is no test shot for the probtem at L&H last week
To me, it is proof that the problem is systemic when the board has ruled against it.
As a PEng, if I counsel you to follow the status quo when I know it does not meet the rulings of the board, then I would be
complicit of an offence.

Like I told Sanam yesterday, everyone in Hoilywood wants the cool chants and neat bracelets but no one wants to do the
hard work of compliance with Kabbalah.
Pretty similar to Transcanada where we have cool statements of compliance but we don’t make any attempt

I have Acuren and TEAM on the approved vendor list and am finishing up two more NDE contractors.
If you are having your fab done at L&H they use TEAM so you can arrange to directly contract and pay TEAM as L&i-t can
schedule the work.
I believe Abraxus uses TEAM as the default as well.

From: Maja Bruggencate
Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2011 2:54 PM
To: Evan Vokes; Patricia Zuczek

Subject: FW: Harbour Landing - Fabricator NDE

Below is the answer We received. Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,

Maja

From: Nathan Burgess

Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2011 9:20 AM
To: Maja Bruggencate
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing - Fabricator NDE

Hi Maja,

The short answer is the fabricator hires a subcontractor to do the NDE; Transcanada does not specify who the fabricator
wilt use. This is standard practice across all our fabricators; Abraxus, Triton, Lockerbie & Hole, etc. TransCanada's third
party inspector ensures the NDE is qualified via the fabricators quality manual which is approved through ABSA. The
process varies when the prime contractor subs out the fabrication.

Nathan Burgess, EIT
Transcanada Pipelines Ltd.
Phone: 403.920.6647

From: Maja Bruggencate

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 12:53 PM
To: Nathan Burgess
Subject: Fw: Harbour Landing
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From: Patricia Zuczek
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 12:49 PM
To: Maja Bruggencate

Cc: Robert Lazor; Joel Forrest; Evan Vokes
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Maja, can you confirm fab shop NDE for Harbour Landing?

Thanks, Patricia

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Patricia Zuczek
Cc: Robert Lazor; Maja Bruggencate

Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Hi Patricia
I have been looking at the OPR rules a lot lately and we do not make the claim that we hire the inspection independently
as per s. 54 OPR99
What TC have written does not make a specific claim about how the inspection is hired but there is a bit of a catch and
you could get asked to prove compliance with this letter.
I did not make a reference to it as I could not make this independence claim until the fabshop NDE was confirmed.

The background
The good folks in meter stations let the genie out of the bottle on 5.54 on inspection and closure welds and it is only a
matter of time till the in depth inspection comes just like the board did for Cutbank after the Groundbirch submission. My
view is they caught us on Groundbirch WPS and then waited for a new project and then they went in depth with WPS
review. I don't know if they will revisit the hydrotest at Kearl as it is in the code not the regulation but compliance with s54
is the new question and if we do not hire NDE in the fabrication shop we are in noncompliance as per the board ruling at
Westpath.
Further to the Westpath ruling, TC developed the Audit procedure to achieve the conditions of the OPR 99 guidance notes
which was confirmed last week as not accepted by NEB for the prime hiring NDE on two occasions by a single project
manager. I know the board has to have rejected the audit procedure in lieu of direct hiring the NDE more than twice as we
have more than one project manager.

if the fabshop hires NDE, I still object and suggest we at least pay the NDE to overcome the boards concerns. Only
Keystone and our competition KM, Enbridge comply with this regulation.
We seem to be on the path of begging forgiveness more than asking permission because we do not like the answer and
the problem keeps getting worse.
The ship ran aground twice last week while we are playing a word games on independence but we haven't got the
message that we need to control our process.

You can send the letter to the board in this form and it may be accepted but it might not be as well in which case we will
have to brush up our act.

From: Patricia Zuczek

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 10:26 AM
To: Evan Vokes
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Cc: Robert Lazor; Maja Bruggencate

Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Hi Evan,

Does the fab shop NDE affect the wording in the document? |’ve attached the latest draft.

Thanks, Patricia

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2011 12:06 PM
To: Patricia Zuczek
Cc: Robert Lazor; Maja Bruggencate
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Hi Patricia
This is way too early in the process to have inspection designs
We need a contractor first.
Please check with Maja as the document was sent Aril 27”‘ but it contained a question on fab shop NDE that needs to be
answered.

Have a good day
Evan

From: Patricia Zuczek
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2011 9:41 AM
To: Robert Lazor; Evan Vokes

Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Robert, I never received the Inspection Designs from Evan. I am planning to file our response with the Board on Thursday
at the latest. Please iet me know if I can expect to receive these within the next day.

Thanks, Patricia

From: Robert Lazor
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 6:05 PM
To: Patricia Zuczek; Evan Vokes
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Patricia,

I apologize for not getting back to you sooner. I had put this aside when i became stalled putting together some of the
supporting pdf files, and only this afternoon have I had the chance to finish this.

The attached files include the Joining Program and Nondestructive Examination Plan.

James had sent you the Materials and QA practices. l am assuming that Vivian has sent you the Pressure Testing
Program.

Please let me know if you require additional details.

Evan,

Have you provided the inspection Designs?
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Robert Lazor

Materials Engineering
Phone (403) 920-5679

From: Robert Lazor
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 10:45 AM
To: Patricia Zuczek
Subject: Re: Harbour Landing

Will get back to you this afternoon

From: Patricia Zuczek
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 10:42 AM
To: Robert Lazor
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Hi Robert,

I have only received information from James for the Harbour Landing project. Will the other information be coming soon?

Thanks, Patricia

From: James Ferguson
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Patricia Zuczek
Cc: Robert Lazor
Subject: RE: Harbour Landing

Hello Patricia,

It might be best if we could get an example from another recent project (i.e. Horn River) just to see how they word the
response.

in terms of specifications for the pipe and fittings to be used on the site:

14. A company shall develop specifications for the pipe and components to be used in the pipeline and shall submit
them to the Board when required to do so.

Transcanacia has several specifications depending upon the commodity. These are the applicable materials
specifications for the Harbour Landing Pipe Replacement Project:

0 Pipe
0 TES-PIPE-SAW, which has requirements in addition to those of CSA Z245.1;

o Fittings
o TES-FlTG—LD, which has requirements in addition to those of CSA Z245.11;

- Flanges
o TES-FLGE-LD, which has requirements in addition to those of CSA Z245.15;

o Valves
o TES-VALV-LD. which has requirements in addition to those of CSA 2245.12;

NOTE: All of these specifications apply for larger diameter componenets (i.e. NPS 16 and above), and all of these
should already be on file with the NEB. If it is below this size, then Transcanada has different standards, as
outtined in TES-MATL-MD1.

15. A company shall develop a quality assurance program for the purpose of ensuring that the pipe and components
to be used in the pipeline meet the specifications referred to in section 14.
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Transcanada has a Quality Management System for Pipeline Projects (QMS), TED-QMS-MAN. The relevant Ciause of
the QMS is Clause 7.4, which is copied below:

7.4 Ptwchasing, 3-Ianttfacturiitg and Transportation

7.4.1 Purchasing Process

Pipeline Projects and Engitieering ensures the appropriate specifications (il'i('l\1Stl'_\,’ stanclards and
C.‘o111pa11y') are provided to Supply Chain Operations and Comntereiai Support for purcltasiilg the
specified materials and inclusion in the design and coiistmetiott contracts.

Engizzeering. Supply Clmiu Operations and Conitiierciai Sttppoit ezrsttre the commodities (materials and
ssenrices) purcha.-zed conform to specified requiremeitts. The type and extent of control applied to the
suppliers and the pmchased cotiniiodities is ctepenclent on the effect of the conmiodity on the pipeline
p1'oject’$ ability to meet C‘usto1ner Requireanents.

14.1.1 Supplier Qualification

Supply Cltain Operations coordinates tl1e stlpplier qualificatioii process, witli the exception of that used
for constntction inspection services. Suppliers are evaluated and selected based on their ability to suppiy
materials and services in accordaitce with Company te.ch11ica1.1‘equi1‘e1nents and their capability regarding
safety, finance and quality. The goal of the qualification process is to identifil and approve stippiiers, and
ensure there are an adequate nuirttaer of suppiieis in each c.om111odity(1nateriaEs and senzices) area.
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For connnoclities requiring a teclmical evaluation {i.e.; wliere a Compzmy specification exists or for
services cun=siclered strategic) Enginee.1‘ing or other appropriate technical areas are responsible for the
technical ex-'aluation procedures and any suppoitiiig documents such as technical qitestioiutaiies. For
example, Pipeline Projects is the technical area respoiisible for the qualificatioii of construction
co11tractor~:..

Supply Cliain Operations is respons:ib1e for 111ai11tai.11i11g the list of coinniodities requiring technical
evaluations and the responsible technical area, inaintaining the suppliereva1uatio11fom1s and maintaining
the recorci-; related to supplier evaluations and qualification status.

Cfoustiuction Managemeiit Services is responsible for the process related to sourcing and seleetioti of site
construction and inspection personnel. These peisonnel are exraluation and selected based on their
qualifications and expeiience and their ability to fulfill iiidustiy and Cfompany specified inspection
requirements.

References to supplier qualification procec1ure5._ including the criterion u~:ed are 1'efere11ced in the QMS
Procedures.

7.4.1.2 Pipe

Engiiieeriug and Conimercial Support ensure high quality pipe material is manufactu1‘ec‘£ and clelivered to
constmetion sites by utilizing sound engineering practices and quality assurance activities including:

a) Pipe mill assessment and qualification

1)) Pipe staiidards and Cfoinpaiiy specifications;

c) P1‘€‘pl‘D(lu(.‘liD13: and specification review meeting

cl) Third party‘ s1|;1'v'eilLu1ce

ej Pipe q1lflliflCa1i011tE',Sl'S, supplier certification of conformance to specified requireinents

f) Pipe handling: transportation and stockpiling specifications

7.4.1.3 Conlponents

Engineering and Supply ‘-Clmin Operation.-3 ensure high quality components (e_g., fittings, flanges and
valves) are itiamifactiirecl and cleiivered to constmction sites by utilizing sound engineeiiug practices and
quality assurance activities: including:

a) Supplier flSSeSSl11e11'(a11d qualification

b) Preprocluction and specification review meeting wlien introducing new product or where
Coiitpany Specifications have been 1‘EVi€ ed

c) Third party Sim-=ei]lance

d) Supplier certification of couforinance to Specified reqiiireiiieiits

e) Component and fabrieatecf assembly testing and pliysical veitification, status and final
repoiting

f) Cniuponent and fabricated aseembly haiidliiig, storage, paclcaging, preservation and cleiiveiy
specifications
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714-2 Purchasiirg Inforrnatiou

Pipeline Projects provides materials pruiclrasing inforrnation for the pipeline project to Supply Cliain
Operations and Cozirruercial Support.

Supply Chain Operations and Commercial Support, with support from Engiiieeriiig, ensure purchasing
iirforrnation describes the products and services to be purchased, including wliere appropriate:

21) Requireinents for approval ofproduct, procedures, processes, and equipmerit

b) R.eq_uirernents for qualification ofpersonnei

c) Management systein requi1'e11rents

The aclequacy of specified p‘ll1’Cl1ElS€ 1'equirements are ensured prior to their corrurrunication to the supplier
by performing tecliriical and coirmiercial reviews. Prior to order placement. purclmse orcle-1' data is
rwiewecl for’con1n1eir:ial acc1u'n¢‘y by Supply Cfliain Operations and C‘onmiercial Suppmt. Purclrase order
leclrnical data for components (iiiclirclirrg catalogue (ls-scrip-tiorrs) are reviewed by Eng,ineering for
accurac§,=. Pipe and coruponent order teclurical requirernents are also reviewed with the supplier at a
prepr~o:l11ctior1 and specificatiorr re=:iew meetirrgs as requirecl. Additional details regarcling p1.u'c11asi1rg
iriformation for pipe and components are included in the QMS Proceclures.

?.4.3 Veiificatiori ofPui'cl1asec1 Prociuct

Suppliers of pressure containing and errgirreering components are requirecfi to maintain re.gistered quality
systerns (ie., 130 9001. etc.) and are responsible for pr-oclnc: quality. Supply Cfiraiii Opeimiorrs and
Cormriercial Support, with Engir1eerirrg‘s support, verify its suppliers’ capability to produce quality
products by irnplerireriting surveillarice activities at the supplier‘ facilities duringproduct111a11ufactui'e_

Wliere Supp1'_5»' Chain Operations intends to perform siuveillance at the srippliefis premises_. the intended
verificatiorr airairgenreiits and method of services is stated in the prrrclrasiirg iirfornnatioii to the supplier.
This is confirmecl and acknowledged with the supplier during the pipe order specification review and
prepr'oduc.t:ion meeting. This is also rex-‘iewed and acknowledged with the supplier for the corrrponem‘.
order during the preproduction meeririg if new product! special order or 1‘e’v'i€.'\’\7 of reidsed Company
specifications is being specified.

Please let me know if you have any other questions.

Sincerely,

ourrzaarfisurmzn
FOURNISSEUR o1=rtcrEL

Q 'l'ransCanacla
In irunbess to deliver

James Ferguson, P.Eng.
Transcanada

450 - 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB T2P 5H1
Phone: 403.920.6009

Cell: 403.462.3313

From: Robert Lazor
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 7:02 AM
To: James Ferguson; Evan Vokes; VIVIAN l_iu
Subject: FW: Harbour Landing

I had misplaced the printed copy, but Patricia has provided me with her request. She had initially asked to get this to her
today, Friday 29 April. Please address the following:

James,
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o Materials specifications for the pipe and fittings to be used on the site (5.14 OPR—99)

0 A description of the quality assurance activities carried out by TCPL to ensure that the pipe and components
meet the specifications referred to in the above ($.15 OPR—99)

Evan,

o The non—destructive examination plan for the project (5.17 OPR—99)

Vivian,

- The pressure testing program for the pipe replacements (5.23 OPR—99)

I will do thejoining program.

Let me if you cannot get this done today. Thanks.

Robert Lazor

Materials Engineering
Phone (403) 920-5679

From:

Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 4:23 PM
To: Robert Lazor
Subject: Harbour Landing

Hi Robert, could you please give me an update on where you are at with the joining program, pressure testing program,
etc. for Harbour Landing?

Thanks, Patricia

Patricia Zuczek, P.Eng.

Regulatory Services, Law & Regulatory Affairs
Transcanada Pipelines Ltd.
Tel: 403.920.5378
Fax: 403.920.2347
Email: patricia_zuczek@transcanada.com

Q Transflanada
In business to deliver

OfF1ClAL_SUi‘fl._|ER

FOURNISSEUR OFFIOEL

Patricia,

I've had a look at the O&M notification submitted on 2 March 2011 for a pipe replacement on Lines 3 and 4 near the
Harbour Landing development in Regina Sk. I see that the work is scheduled to commence in July 2011. Pursuant to
section 7 and the below referenced clauses of the Onshore Pipeline Regulations, 1999 (OPR—99) i request that thirty (30)
days prior to commencing construction TCPL submit the following information to the NEB:

- Materials specifications for the pipe and fittings to be used on the site (5.14 OPR—99)
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0 A description of the quality assurance activities carried out by TCPL to ensure that the pipe and components
meet the specifications referred to in the above (s.15 OPR-99)

o The joining program for the pipe replacement (5.16 OPR—99)
- The non-destructive examination plan for the project (s.17 OPR—99)
0 The pressure testing program for the pipe replacements (5.23 OPR-99)
o A detailed construction schedule for the project.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns with this request.

Regards,

Graham Emmerson, P.Eng. PMP
Compliance Program Manager - integrity [ Gestionnaire du programme de conformité - lntégrité
Operations Business Unit | Secteur des Operations

National Energy Board | Office national de l'énergie
444 Seventh Avenue SW] 444. Septieme Avenue S.-0., Calgary. AB Canada T2P OX8
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From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2011 5:08 PM
To: Tanya Rolston
Subject: RE: Counter-bore and taper versus back-bevel

Hi Tanya
Just following up
Did the admission that the two keystone hydrotest failures occur come through while I was on vacation?
its is a pretty open secret with the additional impact that hydrotest faitures look bad to the regulator

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2011 1:28 PM
To: Tanya Rolston
Subject: FW: Counter—bore and taper versus back-bevel

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2010 4:34 PM
To: Claude Albert’
Cc: Ron Curie; Veronique Cantin; Rick Ostrom; Salvatore Delisi
Subject: RE: Counter-bore and taper versus back-bevel

I have seen Kenneth's presentation before and that whole business is avoidable but one of the big problems is TCPL
never made counter bore mandatory because there is a real upfront cost.
His recommended practice for 3-D bends is on the right path but not entirety there. As you would have seen in my
presentation, we do not cellulosic weld X 80 with E9010 because your preheat requirement would have to be too high.
Bainitic microstructures don't like this. Keep in mind that we use the same specifications for our AIV lines and do not have
problems we see down south.
I should have included counter~bores in my presentation to Bison months ago .

The primary importance of the TES MECH TRANS is at the welding side of the contracts but it has a very large implication
for probability of detection for NDE.
I consider back beveled transitions with what 1 call the three strike rule:
a) Average welder has trouble welding the root and cannot field back-weld (welding ease)
b) NDE is compromised as we can not get good radiography and we can not use AUT (NDE compromised)
:2) Bending moment applies maximum stress to the weld (mechanical stress)

The welders don’t admit it but they like us when we do counter—bore as equal wall thicknesses, the pipes are much easier
to weld; this is because the heat sink is different for both sides. l used to have a hard time understanding why the LOF
and cracking were predominant on the thin wall side but the welder must concentrate the heat of the root pass on the thick
side or there will be a massive root defect. As a consequence we often have [P and other planar defects on the thin wall
side. Since we have likely used a celiulosic rod, we now have the conditions to promote cracking; Susceptibte material,
Stress, and Hydrogen. The reason why it works so well in the shop is that our components can often be back—we|ded. if
you were to have a hydro-test failure in the shop it is not on PHMSA's radar as much as a ROW failure.
Wetding contractors should love it as if you make the counter-bore 5 inches deep, the internal ctamp can work and you
have a regular SMAW poor boy or GMAW mainline weld as compared to a slow SMAW tie-in with external clamps ($$$$)
. Louisbourg and Ledcor both do this as it is so fast to do in the field but we can not apply an ECA to the weld unless we
specificatiy quality one for this.
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Before we delve into NDE, we need to look at fracture mechanics. Kt is an indication of geometry on strength to propagate
an indication. (YSikt) Volumetric indications have a kt =3, planar indications kt =6 and cracks kt =27. Planar indications
and cracks have a massive effect on strength and radiography is good at finding volumetric indications not planar
indications or cracking.

When we use counter-bores I can have a good film with radiography or I can have excellent AUT. One of the big problems
we run into with NDE is that if we do not counter-bore we must use Double Wall Single image (DWSI) radiography, as the
weid must be performed with an external clamp with all the attendant engineering concerns that are associated with this
condition. The physical requirement for a tie-in weld dictates the DWSI RT and this will give poorer resolution with X ray
and worse with gamma. This is related to the fact that radiography is knocking out different wavelength of photons and X-
ray has a wider band than gamma. You just have to look at the light spectrum to see the problem. Just because we can
see the wires does not mean we have found all the out of plane LOF and cracking. When I have materials over 16mm I
really need some concentrated energy to penetrate the material so I have to move to gamma. The different elements for
gamma sources; Cs, Co Se etc all have different ranges which is why the gamma sources give different resolutions. Co is
the worst for resolution as it gives a very narrow spectrum but with a extremely strong penetration. The problem with X ray
is powerful units are very large where as gamma sources are very small and so strong X-ray sources are hard to make
field portable. The next problem is the film. High energy gamma sources suffer from two sources of un~sharpness. The
geometric un-sharpness is related to diffraction off sharp features which muddles the film. Film un-sharpness is high
energy from gamma radiation inadvertently exposes film next to the areas of proper exposure so now I have two concerns
for un-sharpness of the film on a technique that is sensitive to volumetric indications. If I counter-bore, I can use AUT and
see everything the first time with no messing about regardless of thickness.

Counter-boring also moves the bending moment from welds that contain defects into the parent metal. IF you look at a
weld on flange they have very strict requirements for angle to move the bending moment past the weld so very similar, by
counter-boring, we are moving the bending moment. This was proven many years ago and we still get leaks at road-
bores with back beveled transitions. If you have access to the 8 drive there are a coupie of delayed failure reports one
from Red Deer and another one from Crossfield (right on highway 2) and i am waiting to see the Manitoba failure from last
summer. What I often do when I draw the problem out on the whiteboard or paper is to show a roof structure of a large
steel framed industrial building such as Costco or any number of others. When we look at the roof we see that the bolted
connections are made several feet to the side of the columns. This is to make sure that the bolts are a) in the neutral axis
of the bending moment, b) bolts are half as strong in shear as they are in tension so we do not want to apply a shear
stress. (I will send a picture later). Becky, we could probably get you to draw this out with a moment diagram to show
people. In our case we use counter bore shape to shed the load to apply the bending moment outside the welded area.

There are two problems with this
1) The contractors love to flay the skin from our projects for requesting something so silly when in truth each transition is
to their benefit. The counter-bores can be supplied to a project as heavy wall counter-bore transition pups for a small job
where they do not want to mobilize a field counter-bore Cat.(in Kenneth's presentation)
2) Often time's contractors do a horrible job of machining the transitions and the resulting surface causes diffuse reflection
rather than the desired specular reflection which is a pain for AUT.

As you probably realize History has shown us that many construction hydro test failures are at back-beveled transitions
shot with gamma and Keystone proved it. The laws of gravity have not changed in recent history either. You might get a
way with back bevels and using gamma for inspection but you must accept that a hydrotest failure is now an inherent risk.

We have paid for AUT, lets exploit it, buck up for the counterbores and have worry free project.

Hope this helps
Evan

From: Claude Albert
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2010 2:56 PM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: Ron Curie; Veronique Cantin
Subject: FW: Counter-bore and taper versus back-bevel
Importance: High
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Evans

I forgot to copy you on these e-mails, what is your take on this?

Cheers,

Claude Albert

Construction Quality Manager

Bison Pipeline Project

Tel: 713 354 6292

Cell: 832 538 0112

From: Ron Curle
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2010 6:06 PM
To: Claude Albert; Veronique Cantin; Gerard Lalonde; Gary Babich; Joanne Unger
Subject: FW: Counter-bore and taper versus back-bevel
Importance: High

Veronique

What field welds (of different WTs) do we currently allow back-bevel?

Then let's make an estimate of qty, so that we can evaluate Claude‘s proposal

$fir5t -— decision second — it might be "Chicken 8”

Please reply-all

Thanks!

Ron

From: Claude Albert
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2010 4:34 PM
To: Ron Curle
Cc: Veronique Cantin; Shane Megoran; Gary Babich; Joanne Unger
Subject: FW:
Importance: High

Ron

The attached is the third bulletin received from PHIVISA concerning welds of different wall thickness. As you
know, today we had the visit from PH MSA at PG yard, to review out Welding Procedure Qualification process,
of which they were very happy with, I will submit the meeting note tomorrow.

During the meeting with PHMSA, they express their concern on welds between pipes of different wall
thickness, using a back bevel oftransition.

I recommend we ONLY weld pipe of different wall thickness, all welds not only golden welds, using counter
bore to ensure the welds will always be done on same wall thickness. It could be a counter bore done in the
field using acceptable field equipment or a counter bore pup, which could be done in a shop.

This would eliminate Pl-lMSA’s concern on the subject, and would allow the project to adequately use AUT for
the welds,
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Cheers,

Claude Albert

Construction Quality Manager

Bison Pipeline Project

Tel: 713 354 6292

Cell: 832 588 0112

From: kenneth.[ee@dot.gov [mailto:kenneth.|ee@dot.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2010 10:00 AM
To: Claude Albert; Shane Megoran
Cc: stephen.bender@dot.gov; chrls.hoida|@dot.gov
Subject:

Attached is a presentation I gave last month on PHMSA girth weld construction concerns your review. I welcome any
comments or questions you may have. I'll see you Thursday in Houston.

Thanks,
Ken

Kenneth Y. Lee
Office of Pipeline Safety
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
US. Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE, Room E22-205
Washington, DC 20590
Office: 202-366-2694
Cell: 202-573-1546
E-mail: kenneth.|ee@dot.gov
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From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Gerard Lalonde; Ken Pigeau
Cc: Rick Ostrom; Robert Lazor; Chris Penniston
Subject: RE: 19.5 to 9.5mm transitions

A phone call from Ken occurred this afternoon
We cant shoot this weld with any certainty and it has a large LOF.

From: Gerard Lalonde
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 3:28 PM
To: Evan Vokes; Ken Pigeau
Cc: Rick Ostrom; Robert Lazor; Chris Penniston

Subject: RE: 19.5 to 9.5mm transitions

Do you have the background to this request?

From: Evan Vokes

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 3:03 PM
To: Ken Pigeau

Cc: Rick Ostrom; Robert Lazor; Gerard Lalonde; Chris Penniston
Subject: 19.5 to 9.5mm transitions

Hello Ken

I don’t have time to make nice sentences with your rush request but the joint design you have reported is high risk of
having a hydrotest failure.
The primary reason is large wail thickness changes are extremely hard to gain any resolution on film during radiography.

I will not delve into several technical problems that occur during this process but the result is low sensitivity which does
not allow us to fully resolve planar defects, only volumetric.
The problem is compounded as the radiographer must shoot the weld from the thin side but the welder had to direct the
heat from the consumable to the thick side with a high probability of a LOF on the thin side. These diagonal shots do not
give enough defect thickness to the LOF or cracks to be detected. If your radiography has shown 5 inches of LOF in the
root it is probable that you have much more that has not been detected. I don't understand how we would get acceptable
film sensitivity with that joint design, DWSI shots and our RT spec but i have to trust the field inspection staff. I could do
this with plate penetrameters but t wires are very hard to see.

An additional consideration is that we have seen light areas in the film next to failed cracks in these situations which were
a result of the high low being ground off to mask a welding alignment problem and then the hydrotest head welds failed
while the guys were standing there. When you weld very thick pipe to very thin pipe it is functionally difficult to align the
pipe with an external clamp. This is why pipe should be similar wail thicknesses when welding if you cannot
backweld. With the extreme pressures during hydrotesting this is very risky as the temporary welds are exposed to
humans. The welds might be temporary but an accident is permanent and we can’t turn the clock backwards.

When we back weld a pup on we can shoot the transition with SWSl as an internal shot which ups our probability of
detection of injurious flaws.
The correct solution is always to counterbore a thick pup to line pipe size and backweld the thick pup to the head.
Even if you back bevel an 12or13 mm pup to match the line pipe and back weld the heavy part to the 19mm it is much
more reasonable than the current setup

Story on the attachment:
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There was a hydrotest failure but the inspector ground the root out before we laid our hands on the weld but the result of
this one was obvious.
Notice the wall thickness difference and it passed RT.
Making new mistakes is progress but repeating old mistakes is silly.

if you cut it out, MT on the root will worry you.

Thank you
Evan
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From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2010 6:27 PM
To: Veronique Cantin
Cc: Ron Curle; Gerard Lalonde; James Ferguson
Subject: RE: RT vs. AUT suspected crack on SPR 4

Don't mean to cause you grief Veronique
Regardless of what the procedure says, If any of the original taper from the counterbore and taper is left, in fracture
mechanics it is a notch or the same as a back bevel.
I do not see why your procedure would leave any evidence of a taper behind.
You could never prove to me that this was not the same as a backbevel so this remains a stress riser and makes it hard to
weld etc.

If this is within the calculated tolerances given in the transition specification, it is OK but I am not in favor of this
procedure.
If it looks like a duck, it is

Hope this helps
Evan

From: Veronique Cantin
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2010 5:03 PM
To: Evan Vokes
Cc: Ron Curle; Gerard Lalonde
Subject: RE: RT vs. AUT suspected crack on SPR 4

Evan,

Maybe I can clarify this a bit. I worked with Gerard Lalonde, David Taylor and James Ferguson to provide a procedure for
use in the field in the cases where counterbore and taper transitions made by fabricators at the ends of our MLV
assemblies don't meet the TC mechanical spec.
Bison doesn’t allow any backbevel transitions, be it at tie-in or other locations.

Please take a look at the technical clarification we came up with (see attached) and let me know if you have any further
concerns.

Regards,

Veronique Cantin

Major Projects

Tel. : 403.920.5923

Cell: 403.585.3169

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2010 4:13 PM

Te: Veronique Cantin
Cc: Ron Curle; 'Rembert.Gomez@universalpegasus.com'; Andre Auger; Gary Herd; Alan Goyne; Rick Ostrom; Salvatore
Delisi
Subject: RE: RT vs. AUT suspected crack on SPR 4

Hello Veronique
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We need to avoid a weld where that contains the transitions for final transition and we need to avoid backbeveled
transitions at all costs.
If I am understanding correctly, if the .650 wall pup with a counterbore is shortened to the back bevel and weld to .514
wail you will have set the conditions for a crack that the counter bore and taper transition is designed to mitigate. You will
now have a real chance of a hydrotest faiiure as; backbevels are hard to weid the inspection can miss a crack and the
valve will apply a bending load to the girth weld. Additionally I don’t have the details but i do not think backbevels are
permissible for your PHMSA application.

The counterbore makes welding easier but the evidence is that workmanship is likely the problem and the AUT gives
evidence that the back walls do not line up.
One likely possibility is that the counterbored end was used as a tie-in which is why the specification prohibits this.
(should be a stab-on before welding the lap)
A less frequent possibility is that the counterbore is dramatically off side which would ieave a very thin wall on one side.
Another occasional problem is that the fabricator has squashed the pipe when rolling the valve but this is measurable
before weiding.
if would make me happy if we leave enough material on the line pipe side that we can measure the true hi lo on this weld

Regardless the AUT gives evidence that the lineup was poor and likely did not meet API 1104 Section 7.2 on two counts
and should have been caught with visual inspection.

I believe the instructions you need to give PG are as follows
Check with UT to ensure you have 3.5” counterbore left. If we are positive we have material, I would recommend that you
put the pup in as minimum 3'6” linepipe and weld to the counterbored end first.(known as a stab on) This way you end up
with a linepipe to linepipe joint for a lap type weld for the tie~in as per the specification. Please measure counterbore
thickness to confirm it is within spec.

if you out the counterbored pipe end off, you will have to have a pup matching the original heavy wail pup wall thickness
with the counterbore to match the iinepipe.

A 3'6” iinepipe pup will then make the criteria for the tiein weld in the specification. Normally we do not allow pups together
but if this is the situation send a RF! and we will give permission.

Thank you

Evan

From: Wise, Ronnie [mai|to:RWise@pricegregory.com]
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2010 12:58 PM
To: Veronique Cantin; Gary Herd; Alan Goyne
Cc: Ron Curie; Evan Vokes; ‘Rembert.Gomez@universalpegasus.com'; Andre Auger; Gregory, Doug; Roy, Chuck
Subject: Re: RT vs. AUT suspected crack on SPR 4

I believe the vaive wall thickness is approximately .650". i believe the pup should be .617 wt with one end counterbored to
match the line pipe?

From: Veronique Cantin <veronique_cantin@transcanada.com>
To: Gary Herd <gary_herd@transcanada.com>; Wise, Ronnie; Alan Goyne <alan_goyne@transcanada.com>
Cc: Ron Curie <ron_curle@transcanada.com>; Evan Vokes <evan_vokes@transcanada.com>; Rembert Gomez
<Rembert.Gomez@universa|pegasus.com>; Andre Auger <andre_auger@transcanada.com>

Sent: Fri Oct 22 13:42:46 2010
Subject: RE: RT vs. AUT suspected crack on SPR 4

Ronnie just pointed out that I didn't get this right. Here is a ciarification:

1. For the counterbore and taper transitions at the end of MLV assembiies (when Company instructs Contractor to remove
the counterbore due to out~of-spec counterbore thickness):
Follow Technical Clarification TC 044 (latest revision) and remove all counterbore. This should be very clear. Contractor
cannot do a tie-in at the transition after the counterbore is removed; 3'6" of 0.514” pipe must be welded on before MLV
assembly is installed and before tying in to the pipeiine. The entire counterbore must be removed where TC 044 applies,
only keeping the backbevel.
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2. For any other counterbore and taper transitions (transitions made by Contractor):
Follow typicat drawings for transitions and plan to have 4.5” of length for the counterbore. The minimum length to be left
after installation into the pipeline is 3.5”.

Regards,

Veronique Cantin

Major Projects

Tel. : 403.920.5923
Cell: 403.585.3169

From: Veronique Cantin

Sent: Friday, October 22, 2010 12:29 PM
To: Gary Herd; ‘Wise, Ronnie‘; Alan Goyne
Cc: Ron Curie; Evan Vokes; 'Rembert Gomez‘; Andre Auger
Subject: RE: RT vs. AUT suspected crack on SPR 4

Minimum counterbore length required is 3.5” (although typicais indicate 4.5") ~ the extra 1" is meant for cutoff after
hydrotest, damaged ends, etc.

Regards,

Veronique Cantin

Major Projects

Tel. :403.920.5923

Cell: 403.585.3169

From: Gary Herd
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2010 12:19 PM
To: Wise, Ronnie; Alan Goyne

Cc: Ron Curie; Evan Vokes; Rembert Gomez; Andre Auger; Veronique Cantin
Subject: FW: RT vs. AUT suspected crack on SPR 4

Ronnie,

There has been exhaustive effort to evaluate this circumstance of the RT vs AUT
examination with the end result that the weld is classified as a cut-out.

Alan

Please instruct the field to cold out 1/2” from the weld, on the valve side, and salvage
the ring for further evaluation.

Regards,

Gary

From: Ron Curie
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2010 12:19 PM
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To: Gary Herd
Subject: Fw: RT vs. AUT suspected crack on SPR 4

Gary/ alan

Re: Spread 4 crack suspected on weld beside valve assembly.

Heads Up — we are checking with one more RT expert on the crack call but we are now at the 80%
probability the we will be cutting it out.

The weld is back filled and on the side of an assembly (hard point) so a cut probably means digging back 80 feet to get
flexibility, two cuts, and weld in a new pup.

Cautions:

1) The weld is on a counter bore and taper and (if we cut) we need to preserve as much of the length ofthe counter
bore as possibie <Veronique: please publish minimum length that needs to remain>. Before a cut we should get a hand
UT to map the existing counter bore length.

2) This weld cut—out should be sent to the lab since it is a technical discrepancy

Therefore we should plan on using cold-cutters on the valve side if we make the cut.

If we are getting time critical to decide, and can't wait any ionger, then cut is the oniy safe call.

Regards

This electronic message and any attached documents are intended only for the named addressee(s). This
communication from TransCanada may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise
protected from disclosure and it must not be disclosed, copied, forwarded or distributed without authorization. If
you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original message.
Thank you.
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From: David Taylor
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2011 3:40 PM
To: Evan Vokes

Cc: Robert Lazor
Subject: RE: concrete proof for your meetings as per the NDE 5 Fabrication document.

Evan,
A couple of points I would like to makell

1. You are on vacation! Please shut the computer and your phone off and take your vacation!!! I am stopping the
practice of making up for vacation time worked while on vacation. The only exception will be if I pre approve the
work.

2. Please stop the investigation you seem to be doing on your own. I requested you finish off the engineering
assessment and validate it with Robert before you send it to me last week. Since this was not done and appears
won't be completed until sometime in late July, it will be too late to be of any use.

3. Your second sentence does not help the position you have taken on this issue. "I can”: definitely answer the
question but I know we are in violation” is not supported by facts, therefore it adds no value to the argument.
This discussion has been going on for over a month, you need to accept where we are and become aiigned with
where we are going as a company.

4. There have been many meetings with the project department regarding this and there is a path fonrvard which is
progressing and will be implemented before you return in July.

i do by the way disagree with your approach on the auditing, but we can discuss when you return from your vacation.

I appreciate your concerns and your commitment.

Thank you

Dave

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2011 8:30 AM
To: David Taylor
Cc: Robert Lazor
Subject: concrete proof for your meetings as per the NDE 5 Fabrication document.

I never had time to finish this up last week but there was a lot of internet searching for homework butl finally managed to
learn basics of how to search the NEB website.
I collected as much as I could on section 54 but I cant definitively answer the question beyond I know we are in violation
of anything that we weld under the authority of Z662 ie B31.3

The parts that stand out from the board letters are the rejection of construction contractor NDE audit application and the
rejection of the 15% NDE audit procedure so it stands that the audit procedure is suitable for satisfaction of section 53
audit requirements exclusive.
it turns out that the Ekwan purchase that Encana built was one of the few pipelines that had the same section 54 problem.
The attachment shows the proposal that Encana made to the board but does not show the acceptance therefore we don’t
know the percentage. I have searched for this the last two nights to no avail.

The direction the board has pointed us is to hire the NDE for Z662 activities regardless of how uncomfortable it is. This is
the correct no risk response.

Having fittings coated is not the best situation but at this point in time it is practicable to sandblast and reshoot with our
own contractor to comply with the specification but it is an economic penalty.
if we hire the NDE we have these companies available as professional service providers suitable for fabrication

1
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Acuren

TEAM

RTD

I still do not agree with the audit approach but if we are going to audit and have it fly with the board, I cant see how we
could utilize non CGSB technicians as competence is the question that will be asked. We have more certainty if we hire
CGSB to audit 100% till we rectify this question. As part of an audit process I would anticipate that we can only ask for a
reevaluation at this point and we should not absorb any risk on questionable welds. The big problem I have with the audit
is the continual absence of support for construction contractor NDE hired under 2662.

Who is available for audit?
In my mind, it would be a company out of our database.

Acuren

DM Professionals
TEAM
RTD
NDE Engineering
UT Quality
Eclipse scientific

I worry about using Dave H for this as we have a tot of other work that should be our priority.
I talked briefly to Dave M at James" wedding and he can give details of the Ekwan audit

See you in a couple of weeks
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From: Ross Ennlon
Sent: Thursday, October 13, 2011 5:27 PM
To: Evan Vokes
Subject: email to moody

Hi Evan,

This is what I'm sending to moody et al let me know what you think?

Hi Mark,

Further to our conference call this afternoon, the purpose of which was to confirm the inspection process
by Moody.

o That the task is to inspect pressure vessels and must meet Code B51 ASME VIII with reference to
mandatory codes ASME II, V, IX
Is accountable for ensuring trained inspectors are sent out with current code and specifications
Inspectors must be satisfied that code is complied to
That there is no preset dollar value on the P0 and that we are charged by time, distance and
expenses

- It was noted that not all inspectors are conversant in — welding, NDE, materials and design, which
you indicated we trained to the 2007 code.

Deliverable

o Advise scope of work for P0 267526
- Procedure for Pressure Vessel Inspection
- A competent inspector is available for inspection next week
0 Documented proof of inspectors training

Than ks,

Ross
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From: Harry Fenton

Sent: Monday, July 21, 2008 8:29 AM
To: Nicole Wershler
Cc: Evan Vokes; Trent Bertholet; Gerard Lalonde; Alan Anderson; Brian Gacek; Dave Pragnell;

David Morgan; Harvey Motowylo; Gail Friesen; Garry Norton
Subject: FW: NCR TCPL 2007 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70
Attachments: NCR TCPL 2008 63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70.pdf; RE: NCR TCPL 2007 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68,

69, 70

Beyond the question of sign off on these NCR’s is the strong indication of systemic problems for Transcanada fabrication
in the U.S.

if we don't speak to the root cause we can expect to see these issues repeated.

Harry Fenton

Fabrication Program Manager

Facilities I Pipeline Projects
T: 780-962-7345
F: 780~962—7377

C: 780-232-7880

From: Nicole Wershier
Sent: Friday, July 18, 2008 3:26 PM
To: Evan Vokes; Trent Bertholet; Gerard Lalonde; Alan Anderson; Brian Gacek; Dave Pragnell; Harry Fenton; David
Morgan

Cc: Harvey Motowylo
Subject: NCR TCPL 2007 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70

Hello Everyone,

The 2007 Sagebrush NCRS have been on hold since early 2008. l have been granted approval to proceed with closure
on the attached NCRS. Can you please review the attached documents and provide me with direction on how you woutd
like for me to proceed? Do these require a technicai sign off? Or have these matters atready been resolved outside of the
NCR process when addressing the payment issues with Sagebrush?

Please let me know if you require any additional information. I look forward to receiving your response.

Thank you!

Nicole Wershter
Services Specialist
Supplier Management

450 1st Street SW

Calgary, Alberta T2P 5H1
Telephone: 403.920.6594
Fax: 403.920.5402
E-mail: nicote wershler@transcanada.com
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SUPPLEER Sagebrush
_ TC NCR NO.

COMPONENT! EQUIPMENT DESCR§PTION NPS 36 pipe I'( _
"—

200.1.263

SUPPLIER REPRESENTATIVE (PERSON FORM ISSUED T0) PROJECT NO.Bryan Lunger __ __ P2075405
TC SPECIFICATIONIINDUSTRY STANDARD — CLAUSE NO. PURCHASE ORDER

NO. 157153

DESCRIPTION OF NONCONFORMANCE (INCLUDE P.O.|TEM NO. AND UNIQUE IDENTIFIER if aggiicablet

GTN supplied Sagebrush with 560-ft ofNPS 36 x 0.643” wall thickness pipe to be used for the Ehrenberg Station fabrication.

Instead ofusing the pipe for the Ehrenberg however Sagebrush used the pipe for SoCal fabrication which requires NPS 36

0.592” wall thickness pipe. The resulted in a shortage of the SoCal pipe and necessitated a last minute design change using

228—fi: of 0.493” pipe south ofthe 14"‘ Ave. crossing and 198-it North of the fence inside SoCal. If these clflnge had not been
Expected Response Datepossible the project would have been delayed.

Reported By: Print Name Signature Company!Title YV MM DDDavid Morgan Buyer - GTN "7 11 29
SUPPLIER NONCONFORMANCE RESPONSE
(PLEASE PRINT YOUR RESPONSE. ADDRESSING THE THREE POINTS BELOW)

MATERIAL DISPOSITION (1.13. USE AS is, REPAIR/RBWORK, REJECT/SCRAP)
ADDRESS EXTENT OF NONCDNFORMANCE (LB. ISOLATED CONDITION, RECURRJNG PROBLEM, RE-INSPECTION REQUIRED)CORRECTIVE ACTION TO PREVENT RECURRENCEE9!‘-’1"

1. Material was used as stated in above GTN statement.

2. This was an isolated occurrence.

3. Better communication lines were developed between Sagebrush and GTN as to the use or non use of customer supplied

material .

Proposed by: Print Name Signature Company/Title YY MM DD
Doug Pruitt QAIQC Manager 07 12 21

TC SUPPLIER RESPONSE REVIEW APPROVED
D

NOTAPPROVED
U

CONDITIONALLY APPROVED
D

OTHER
L-I

Technical ReviewRequired? Yes
D

NoL—_|

TC Technical Authorization: Print Name Signature Company/Title W MM DD

Supplier Management Authorization: Signature Company/Title ‘FY MM DD
Print Name

Distribution’: Signet-ories E 3P1 [3 SM File 5 NCR Log [3 Other ,3

Ifrequired please note additional sheets on form above. Attachments shall reference the P.O., project/NCR#, date and section title.

Fi]eNet ID # 003753575
Page 1 of 1
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Q3 ‘rraatscaneda
- 1»: innings to iii-rimNONCONFORIVIANCE REPORT Rev2 (08/13/04)

SUPPLIER Sagebrush TC NCR NO.

COMPONENT! EQUIPMENT DESCRlPJ'|"lrON: 36” valve assemblies (J-23) stem extensions
2007 64installations: loose connections _

'
SUPPLIER REPRESENTATWE {PERSON FORM ISSUED TO} Bryan Lunger "PROJECT NO.

TO SPECIFECATIONIINDUSTRY STANDARD - CLAUS-Er NO. PURCHASE ORDER
TCPL Technical agreement with Cameron valves, Copy provided to Sagebrush. Augustin? NO.
TGPL spec: TES-VALV-LD-US J-23
DESCRIPTION OF NONCONFORMANCE {INCLUDE P.O.ITEM NO. AND UNIQUE IDENTIFIER ifapDlica_b|§1
1. stem extension ancillary piping {sealant risers, body bleed risers) was supplied by Cameron and attached to the
valve by Sagebrush. As received, the connections were loose to an extent that they'd be uniikely to hold line
pressure, some were approximately hand tight only. This is an issue with Sagebrush, as their responsibility is to
assemble and test the extension and piping to the valve prior to shipment. The body bleed unions were hand tight
and some of the threaded nipples on the sealant lines were not tight. The valve technician on site noticed this when
grease was pumped in the sealant lines and grease was coming out at the unions and nipples. All the connections
were then checked and not all connections were found to be tight.

2. two valves did not have spare nameplates attached

Expected Response Date

Reported By: Print Name Gerard Lalondc Signature CornpanylTitle YY MM DD
TCPL project engineer 2097 12 "1

SUPPLIER NONCONFORMANCE RES?0NSE
(PLEASE PRINT YOUR RESPONSE, ADDRESSING THE THREE POINTS BELOW)

MATERIAL DISPOSITION (LB. USE AS IS, REPAIR/REWORK, REIECT/SCRAP]
ADDRESS EXTENT OF NONCONFORMANCE (IE. ISOLATED CONDITION, RECURRING PROBLEM, RE-INSPECTION REQUIRED)
CORRECTIVE ACTION TO PREVENT RECURRENCE}"!"!"

1. Assembly was repaired in the field by GTN.

2. This is an isolated condition and re—insper:tion would have been required in the field.

3. Sagebrush employees were made aware and re-trained on these items for current and future projects.

Proposed by: PiintName Signature Company/‘Title YY MM DD

Dougpleuiti;
. . QAIQC Manager 07 12 21

TC SUPPLIER RESPONSE REVIEW APPROVED
U

NOT APPROVED
D

CONDITIONALLYAPPROVED
D

OTHER
C‘

Technical Review Required? Yes
D

No
D

lfrcquired please note additional sheets on form above. Attachments shall reference the P.O., project/NCR#, date and section title.

FileNet 1]) it 003753575 Page 1 of 2

TC Technical Authorization: Print Name Signature CompanylTitle YY MM DD '

Supplier Management Ant]:orization; Signature Company/Title YY MM DD
Print Name

Distribution: Signatorios
D

3P1
D

SM File
D

NCR Log
D

Other
D
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From: Evan Vokes

Sent: Monday, June 27, 2011 8:32 AM
To: Robert Lazor; Salvatore Delisi
Cc: Chris Penniston; Rick Ostrom; Trent Bertholet
Subject: RE: Welding Reports for May 11 8t 12, 2011 and the need for 3PI Training

Hello Everyone

My thoughts on welding inspection

While i was actively involved in the welding side these shortcoming were very apparent. APEGGA requires that design
construction and inspection are under Engineering supervision and we do not do this Gail may organize a program but
there is no training to prove competency as required by OPR. The real shame is what Enbridge does well where they do
their audits as per section 53 on every type of inspection. The regulation does say shall not should.

Trent, Rick and Chris have seen different iterations of my show and tell presentation that E have put together. The logic is
there as it relates to TES WELD PL and TES WELD AS etc. as welding is just physics.
We can go through those specifications afterwards and see how they relate to what they have learned. There should be a
test and not that typical sham of a tops test either.

The part that concerns me is the weiding inspectors come from many backgrounds non of which are suitable for
inspecting transmission pipe.
CET, CWB W178 CWI NDE are all interesting points to start from but they do not tell you what you need to do and look
for. The most important skill for a welding inspector is the one I am not strong at.
You must be able to write good notes in a short time. We can teach the techniques but we cant teach organization of how
to get meaningful reports out..
You must let them know where the limits are as all the money Bison spent on inspectors and training was wasted and we
constantly see inspectors make engineering decisions.

Reaiisticaily, we would give a presentation; go to the shop to show people how to measure parameters correctly.
We need them to have training in basic NDE techniques as they need to know that the radiography can be performed
incorrectiy

Now the big question. Does active control qualify for a welding, coating and NDE inspector for a few welds? I would not
stake my PEng on this regardless of how few welds there are.
OPR is pretty specific on this subject and clearly we don't measure up. I think where Harry Fenton has gone is more
appropriate and I had encouraged some Pivls in meterstations to do the same. Proper solution, contract a couple of cross
trained inspectors and be done with it.

See you in a couple of weeks
Evan

From: Robert Lazor
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2011 3:31 PM

To: Evan Vokes; Salvatore Delisi
Cc: Chris Penniston; Rick Ostrom; Trent Bertholet
Subject: FW: Welding Reports for May 11 & 12, 2011 and the need for 3PI Training
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The attached documents are examples of what is received by Measurement Projects. You will note that welding
parameters are not measured during welder qualfication, preheat and interpass temperature are not listed, and in general
it would be difficult to prove that the WPDS was being followed.

Please work together to outline what we need to do in terms of revisinglpreparing Weld Inspection Forms. Also, prepare a
course outline for Welding Inspectors. Could be classroom or distance teaching; I think that we should aim at Webex,
possibly even several one-hour sessions.

There are many projects on the go this year and we should address Inspector training before we go to construction, so
that we are in a great position at the start of the project.

Please remember to plan your vacation schedules before construction. If you don't, you might miss terrific opportunities
such as visits close to Wood Buffalo National Park and the majestic Rockies of northern B.C.

Robert Lazor
Materials Engineering
Phone (403) 920-5679

From: Asa Gold [mai|to:acegold@te|us.net]
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2011 9:07 PM
To: Matthew Tully
Cc: Bill Asher
Subject: Welding Reports for May 11 & 12, 2011

Matt,

Reports attached.

Asa Gold

Ace Consulting & Inpection Ltd.

Medicine Hat, AB

Cell: (403) 502 — 6859
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IDGHKD date June , 2011 Transcanada PipeLines
attention David Taylor, Robert Lazor Lhfiied
location

CC Evan Vokes
450 1“ Street SW, Calgary,

from Evan Vokes
1:xBlT2(1I:g§1)1 920 7208. . . e r

Subject
Non

gestructive
Examination

mflfile M03)836an77
CCWHD 151339 fax (403) 920~2319
with Onshore Pipeline email

evan_vokes@transcanada . com
Regulation’ 1999

web www.transcanada. com

Internal examination of current company NDE practices raised the
questions of inspection compliance with Transcanada. Recently,
concerns were raised by a compression project and an external
Engineering company about the adherence of TransCanada's
specification. The scope of the problem of adherence to the
regulations occurs in Section 17 of the Onshore Pipeline Regulations,
1999 (OPR 99). This analysis has shown that Transcanada does not
adhere to the intent of Onshore Pipeline Regulations for construction
inspection for all activities covered under the scope of the
regulation although we have complied with Code requirements. The
internal Transcanada assessment of the violation follows:

OPR 99 Section

17. When a company conducts joining on a pipeline, the company shali examine the entire
circumference of each joint by radiographic or ultrasonic methods.

Discussion

The onshore pipeline regulation requires inspection of all welds as
per OPR 99 Section 17. The rule applies to all piping unless this
piping has an exemption in place from the Board. The scope of section
17 is applicable to construction activities under the Section 16
required joining program. The joining program covers all activities
that are not part of the materials program Section 14 and materials
quality assurance under Section 15. The joining program covers any
item that has been welded under CSA Z662 and by extension ASME B31.3
construction activities are subject to this rule.

Deviation fro OPR 99 requirement
The specification TES—DV23—O517 used for fabrication of compressor
station piping using ASME B31 3 contains engineering guidance to use
examination criteria other than that specified by the board. The scope
of the deviation is low pressure piping other than that used for high
pressure gas. The version history of TES~DV23—O517, as evolved from
TES—DV15—12O rev 0, 2004 and other earlier shows the document subject
matter has been in circulation for some time.

The board has accepted these documents on past projects and never
questioned the submitted documents applicability to the requirement.
The board issued industry variance MO—08—2000 does not contain any
exception that is applicable to supporting a variance on this subject
and the writer's knowledge, the board has never sent any queries on
this subject to Transcanada.

File : C:\Users\Ryan\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\'I‘emporary Internet
Files\Content.0utlook\88UY9QST\Fahricai:ion and Compression NDE 5.doc

Page 1 of 4
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Recdmmendation
1) At this time, all welds performed by or for Transcanada under B3l.3
shall be examined in accordance with the regulation.
2) A notice should be sent to the board noting the deviation from the
rule on previously accepted documentation and corrective action on
current construction projects would be to increase inspection to the
regulation requirements.
3) TES DV23 0517 should be revised before another project submission
to the board An alternate approach is a blanket variance to Section
17 should be applied from the NEB to bring TES—DV23—O5l7 into
compliance.

Internal examination of current company NDE practices raised the
questions of independent inspection compliance within Transcanada
projects. Recently, additional concerns were raised by fabrication
contractors about the adherence of TransCanada’s specification to
Section 54. The problems with adherence to the regulation occur in
Section 54 of the Onshore Pipeline Regulations, 1999 (OPR 99). The
internal Transcanada assessment of the violation follows:

OPR 99 Section
54. (1) When a company constructs a pipeline, the company or an agent independent of any
construction contractor retained by the company shall inspect the construction to ensure that it
meets the requirements of these Regulations and complies with the terms and conditions of any
certificate or order issued by the Board.

(2) An inspection shall be performed by a person who has sufficient expertise, knowledge and
training to competently carry out the inspection.

Discussion

The Board does offer some direction in the OPR 99 Section 54 (1)
guidance notes that help develop the scope and clarify that the
expectation of owner companies with the intention that the guidance
notes are to be used as a guide for a submission of technical
documentation to the board and an insight into the direction of the
board. The insight into the direction of the Board is that the owner
company typically are to directly hire and control NDE as part of the
inspect process. As an alternative the Board does not preclude the
construction contractor direct hiring of NDE as being permissible with
an audit.

The assumption the board is making is that the Company is performing
the typical inspection requirement. If the non—typical inspection is
Chosen, it would be reasonable of the Company to inform the board that
the non typical inspection arrangement was chosen and comprises part
of the joining program submission.

The stated goal in OPR 99 is to ensure: safetyy environment and public
interest are served. Fitness for service through technical inspections
is a realistic expectation of public interest and with a descriptive
regulation; the burden of proof is upon the owner company to ensure
compliance. The nature of a technical inspection must include all
construction inspection activities that can affect the performance of
the pipeline. As such a request to prove independence from
commercial/technical influence for all construction activities would
include examinations of a technical nature such as laboratory testing
and non destructive examination.

File : C:\Users\Ryan\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet
FileS\Content.Outlook\88UY9QST\Fabrication and Compression NDE 5.doc
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Current NDE practices at Transcanada have a wide variance in scope and
practice. They range from directly hiring NDE on Pipeline and
Integrity projects, to construction contractors hiring NDE with
oversight from Transcanada direct hired welding inspection
contractors. Many of these arguments for different areas of
Transcanada projects are based in semantics as the regulations uses
the word “examination” in section 17 and “inspection” in Section
54. The only correct answer is to Contact the board and have an
official ruling as we can support the semantics of whether or not the
NDE is an inspection task either way.

There is an argument that since no pipeline contractor in Canada can
inspect pipeline welds through the American Society of Non—Destructive
Testing SNT—TClA self certification program that all NDE is
independent of the Contractor and that all fabricators hire
subcontracted third party inspection companies for the NDE component
of their work. The fact remains that many ASME fabrication shops in
Alberta use a partial SNT—TClA program for basic NDE methods with the
blessing of the provincial pressure vessel regulator. This self
certified SNT~TClA program would never be acceptable to the Board
under any circumstances. The most important shortcoming of the
subcontracted NDE method is the construction contractor signs off
acceptance of the welds which is contrary to the wording of the
regulation. The Risk is the Board does not agree that independence of
inspection is served as there are fewer checks and balances to ensure
the outcome of the inspection is independent.

Projects deal with the question of independence for construction
contractor hired NDE in different ways. For historical reasons, some
projects have oversight with welding inspection contractors on a full
time basis and others have oversight on a part time surveillance
basis. There is no particular requirement for these contractors to
have training in the quality control of NDE although some are
technically competent in this field. There is no specific requirement
for our inspectors to have a rigorous approach to the audit
requirements of Section 53 although there has been an improvement in
activities covered under the fabrication program in recent weeks
specifically in areas of welding inspection and NDE audit.

To prove adherence with Section 54 there are two methods that can be
pursued. To prove adherence beyond question under Section 54, the
inspection of a weld to declare fitness for service would have to be
performed by a trained independent non—destructive examination
technician hired independent of the construction contractor that was
paid for by Transcanada and signed off by a Transcanada
representative. To prove adherence with the guidance notes audit
component, a variance should have had to be in place before
construction starts and it would require that we have a comprehensive
audit program with an auditor competent in that type of inspection in
place.

The first method is direct hiring of NDE where a project operation
problem is the scheduling of NDE; as it is a problem to oversee the
Company scheduled NDE on a site on a daily basis. Several competitors
have successfully worked around this problem as it is not forbidden to
have the construction contractor schedule work for our inspectors if
there is proof of control of the process. To prove control, the
inspector should be responsible to the company and should be paid
independent of any process related to the construction contractor.
Based on interviews with several of our competitors, the NDE Company
in fabrication typically reports to the responsible welding inspector

File : C:\Users\Ryan\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet
Files\Content.Outlook\88UY9QST\Fabrication and Compression NDE 5.doc
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whom signs off acceptance of the welds. While the NDE contractor gives
the construction contractor the disposition of welds, the construction
contractor, does not have the authority to sign off acceptance of
their own work.

The second method is to Audit after informing the Board of our intent.
It is true that in the case of radiography, it is impractical to
perform a real time audit. It is true in the case of methods such as
magnetic particle inspection that you can only audit in real time. To
audit, Transcanada would have to have an audit process that accounted
for the method, schedule and skill/training of the auditor. In
particular, for NDE audit, an engineering specification TEP—NDT—ADT
exists that satisfies the Section 53 requirement of the board and
gives direction for who may audit NDE.

Deviation frm 023 99 Section 54
Compliance with Section 54 designation of independence of inspection
is required to include Non Destructive Examination, NDE on
Transcanada projects some cases is performed by construction
contractors in some internal groups within Transcanada without:

a} A variance from the Board to permit final acceptance of an
inspection process

b) Adequate training for those currently charged with the duty of
ensuring the inspection is carried out in accordance with the
regulation.

Recomendation
a) To comply with the regulation verbatim, Transcanada must hire and

control NDE activities as a recognized construction inspection
activity covered under the joining program. There is no
particular requirement for schedule but reporting and commercial
and reporting structures must remain with Transcanada control.

b) There is a risk to the company if construction contractor hired
NDE continues without defining if NDE is considered and
inspection as defined by Section 54.

c) An n auditor that is qualified under our TEP—NDT—ADT should be
contracted to audit film of current projects.

d) The NDE requirements should be officially written into the
joining program directive as a distinct subsection and an
appropriate NDE program should be developed from the direction
indicated by the joining program.

File : C:\Users\Ryan\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet
Files\Content.Out1ook\88UY9QST\Fabrication and Compression NDE 5.doc
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From: David Taylor
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 8:00 PM
To: Marc Charland; Evan Vokes; Cindy Guan; Bill Yang
Cc: Harvey Motowylo; James Ferguson; Guil Schotte; Darren McLean
Subject: RE: 3PI Checklist

Marc,
Thank you for your feedback!
I am in Houston today and couldn't send emails from the blackberry due to my mailbox being full.

I agree with you.

Bill,
As you are the chief inspector for TransCanada I would like to request that you consider revising the 3PI checklist and
adding this requirement. This is the quickest and simplest way to communication our requirements to Moody |nt’l. Cindy,
can you please assist Bill.

As for the length of time to have this increased inspection — I would recommend that the wording in the checklist use
something along the lines of“ witness of NDE on cat D welds — unless waived by the Company Chief Inspector”.

Thank you

Dave

‘rom: Marc Charland
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 7:46 PM
To: Evan Vokes; Cindy Guan; Bill Yang
Cc: David Taylor; Harvey Motowylo; James Ferguson; Guil Schotte
Subject: Re: 3PI Checklist

I appreciate the feedback but I do not agree this approach will work. Free form text to manage an issue like this is pretty
risky. There are way too many buyers involved making it very difficult to manage. I do not want to put a buyer in a
position where a project is impacted if they miss something engineering needs. I suggest we find a different solution and
manage this either through vendor pre-qual, technical agreements, spec or 3PI checklist.

Marc Charland

Manager, CAN Supply Chain Operations, Materials
TransCanada

Ph: 403.920.5916

marc_char|and@transcanada.com

Please consider the environment before printing this mail note.

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 04:41 PM

To: Marc Charland; Cindy Guan

Cc: David Taylor; Harvey Motowylo; James Ferguson; Guil Schotte
Subject: RE: 3PI Checklist

.-ll Marc

The best solution is to short term this witness requirement in every vessel procurement contract in “free form” as
described below till we can put some requirements in PV1.
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I cannot think of any other way to deal with this short term.
I have seen several approaches to this inspection in the last couple of day and lots of reasons why some of the methods
wouldn't work and our 3PI needs to understand why and stop these practices.
Ultimately, the only way we can solve this is we need to get some verbage into the PV1 specification as how to conduct
and witness a Cat D inspection as an engineering requirement. I want to see ABSAs inspection list before we commit to
anything that is manufactured in AB. Its tough to make a blanket statement as in AB ABSA performs some tasks that
Moody must perform alone in other jurisdictions.

Motivating our 3Pl to follow the code should not require any additional documentation, rather some motivational speaking
and checking performance measures for the near future should communicate our expectations till we get to the basic level
of performance. I really don’t want to pay a moody inspector to stand there all day for every nozzle on every vessel but we
must get a measure of performance from our vessel manufacturer before we can reduce to a surveillance basis.

Hope this helps.

From: Marc Charland
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 1:32 PM
To: Cindy Guan
Cc: David Taylor; Harvey Motowylo; James Ferguson; Guil Schotte; Evan Vokes
Subject: Re: 3PI Checklist

How do we ensure this is captured in every PO? Human error happens all the time. Expecting a buyer to add this through
free form text does not work.

i/larc Charland

Manager, CAN Supply Chain Operations, Materials

Transcanada

Ph: 403.920.5916

marc_charland@transcanada.com

Please consider the environment before printing this mail note.

From: Cindy Guan
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 01:28 PM
To: Marc Charland
Cc: David Taylor; Harvey Motowylo; James Ferguson; Guil Schotte; Evan Vokes
Subject: RE: 3PI Checklist

Marc,

1 don't have anything change for the 3PI checklist.

Based on Evan's e-mail below, we will not ask UT Cat D nozzles for witness forever. Then UT Cat D nozzle witness can be requested
by P0.

3PI checklists are good to go as before.

Evan, please tell SCM how long/how many vessels you want to have UT Cat D nozzle be witnessed.

Fhanks,

Cindy
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From: Marc Charland

Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 1:18 PM
To: Evan Vokes; Cindy Guan
Cc: David Taylor; Harvey Motowylo; James Ferguson; Guil Schotte
Subject: Re: 3PI Checklist

Is the check list good to go or not?

Marc Charland

Manager, CAN Supply Chain Operations, Materials

TransCanada

Ph: 403.920.5916

marc__charland@transcanada.com

Please consider the environment before printing this mail note.

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 12:29 PM
To: Marc Charland; Cindy Guan
Cc: David Taylor; Harvey Motowylo; James Ferguson; Guil Schotte
Subject: RE: 3PI Checklist

Hi Marc

I had a lot of soul searching yesterday on what was written in the code, the physics behind it which was all followed up
with a discussion with the Materials and Design group at ABASA as well as the head of their inspection department. The
closer we look; the SCL is a band aid that we have allowed Moody to use for the wrong purpose. The SCL in my mind is
to confirm that the inspection met code but the way it was used was not in compliance with our expectations or Moody's
uwn programs. The look at our internal practices shows that we need enforcement of existing code and specifications
more than anything we are doing on the current check list. Cat D nozzles are already on the checklist with only real
unknown is frequency and depth of witnessing activities being the real questions. The problem I have is to sure that
inspection is carried out in accordance with the code and one of the revealing points is that our current inspection is
incapable of seeing some of the expected defects. . The question of code compliance shows we need some engineering
judgment to define the minimum level of acceptable inspection is carried out in the PV1 specification to ensure code
compliance. I drew out some beam profiles on Tuesday and Wednesday and it really showed how inadequate the
inspection was.

Looking at the wording of the code and the current inspection reports raises more questions about how if we conduct our
oversight.
a) Should we approve NDE procedures (trust me, I don't want to go here on materials) or should Moody ensure NDE
procedures meet code
b) Should we have 3Pl witness of every cat D forever (cant see this happening in perpetuity but we need to do it for a
while)
c) Do we directly supply oversight and make Moody conform to there own specification. (they seemed anxious to conform
on Tuesday)
d) When will we audit Moody and our materials vendor and to what depth shall we audit as the demonstration of the UT
technique raised more questions that further substantiated the suspected deviation from code that any other activity.

With the pressing inspection schedule, I think we will have to go make some mistakes when we are ready to send out the
response to Moody but at least we will have started.
We have learned a lot with the B31.3 fabrication program by just going ahead and making mistakes with a less than
perfect program as opposed to no plan at all.
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From: Marc Charland
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 10:35 AM
To: Cindy Guan; Evan Vokes
Cc: David Taylor; Harvey Motowylo; James Ferguson; Guil Schotte
Subject: FW: 3PI Checklist

Cindy and Evan,
When do you anticipate having the 3PI checklist for pressure vessels reviewed and updated?

Marc Charland

Manager, CAN Supply Chain Operations, Materials

TransCanada
Ph: 403.920.5916
marc char|and@tran§canada.com
Please consider the environment before printing this mail note.

From: James Ferguson

Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 5:13 PM
To: Marc Charland
Subject: Re: 3PI Checklist

I'm no too sure where the 3PI checklist is. Cindy and Evan have been working on a plan for going forward with the
inspection, especially the Category D nozzles.

I will check with Cindy tomorrow and get back to you.

Thanks,

James

From: Marc Charland
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 04:26 PM
To: James Ferguson

Cc: Guil Schotte
Subject: 3PI Checklist

James,

Can you confirm when the 3PI checklist for pressure vessels will be corrected?

Can you confirm if this is at the top of the queue to rectify the hold points specific to the cat-d nozzles.

Marc Charland
Manager, CAN Supply Chain Operations, Materials

TransCanada

°h: 403.920.5916
.narc charIand@transcanada.com
Please consider the environment before printing this mail note.
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1 PURPOSE

This Specification describes the technical requirements for qualification of welding procedures
and welders, production welding, visual and nondestructive inspection and repair welding for
welds in sweet natural gas and hazardous liquid pipeline systems. This Specification shall be
read in conjunction with and covers additional requirements to ASME B3l.4, ASME B3l.8,
API 1104, 49 CFR 192 and 49 CFR 195.

2 SCOPE

This Specification applies to TransCanada (the Company) facilities within the United States of
America.

This Specification applies to welds made using welding procedures qualified in accordance with
the requirements of ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section IX or API ll04 which
include those that are made:

(a) in Compressor stations;

(b) in meter stations;

(c) in pump stations;

((1) pipeline assemblies;

(e) at a manufacturing plant or fabrication shop remote from the final location of the weld; or

(f) joining pipe to components or components to components.

This Specification does not apply to pipe-to-pipe production and tie—in girth welds made on
pipeline sites covered by the Company Specification TES-WELD—PL—US or to welds used in
branch connections that are covered by Company Specification TES-WELD—BC-US.
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3 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE

Included 49 CFR 195 and ASME B3l.4 as reference documents.
Updated references to Company Operating Procedures and Specifications
Added additional clarification where this Specification would be used.
Included additional requirements for inspecting weld bevels and locating ‘olet’ fittings.
Specification modified for conversion from Canadian to US standards.
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REFERENCES

Codes, Standards and Regulations

(a) 49 CFR 192 Transportation of Natural and Other Gas by Pipeline: Minimum Federal Safety
Standards

(b) 49 CFR 195 Transportation of Hazardous Liquids by Pipeline

(c) API 1 104 Welding of Pipeline and Related Facilities

(d) ASME Standard B3l.4 Pipeline Transportation Systems for Liquid Hydrocarbons and Other
Liquids

(e) ASME Standard B3l.8 Gas Transmission & Distribution Piping Systems

(f) ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code: Section V Nondestructive Examination, Section IX
Welding and Brazing Qualifications and Section VIII, Division 1 Rules for Construction of
Pressure Vessels

(g) ASTM A370 Standard Test Methods and Definitions for Mechanical Testing of Steel
Products

(h) ASTM E18 Standard Test Methods for Rockwell Hardness of Metallic Materials

(i) ASTM E23 Test Methods for Notched Bar Impact Testing of Metallic Materials

(j) ASTM E92 Standard Test Method for Vickers Hardness of Metallic Materials

(k) ASTM E384 Standard Test Method for Microindentation Hardness of Materials

(1) AWS A5.l Specification for Covered Carbon Steel Arc Welding Electrodes for Shielded
Metal Arc Welding

(m) AWS A5.4 Specification for Stainless Steel Electrodes for Shielded Metal Arc Welding

(n) AWS A5.5 Specification for Covered Low Alloy Steel Arc Welding Electrodes

(o) AWS A5.18 Specification for Carbon Steel Filler Metals for Gas Shielded Arc Welding

Company Specifications and Procedures

(a) Company Procedure TEP-MECH-TRAN—US Selection of Transition Pieces and Joining
Methods (005695478)

(b) Company Specification TES-NDT-RT-US Radiographic Examination of Welds (004472888)

(c) Company Specification TES-NDT-UT2-US Manual Ultrasonic Examination of Welds
(004497443

(d) Company Specification TES-WELD-ABR-US Removal of Arc Burns (004472941)

(e) Company Procedure TEP-VALV-FAB Procedure for Supplemental Protection During Valve
Fabrication (Cdn-US-Mex) (00574l242)

(f) Company Procedure TEP-WELD-CLOS Closure Weld Procedure (003670675)

GENERAL

Welding shall be performed in accordance with;

(a) The applicable requirements of 49 CFR 192, 49 CFR 195, ASME B3l.4, ASME B3l.8 and
API 1104, and any amendment, supplement, or errata issued by DOT, ASME, or API;
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(b) The additional requirements of this Specification; and

(c) The Company requirements for Environment, Occupational Health and Safety.

5.1 Design Temperature

Welding procedures shall specify, and be qualified at or below, the minimum design temperature.
Unless specified otherwise, minimum design temperatures are 23°F for welds in buried pipelines
(2 feet or more of cover) and -49°F for any other welds.

5.2 Welding Process

(a) Fillet welds shall be made using a low hydrogen welding process, except that it shall be
permissible to apply the first pass with a different process.

(b) The fills and cap passes on butt welds shall be made using a low hydrogen welding process
in:

(i) pipe to component or component to component welds;

(ii) pipe to pipe welds; and

(iii) repair welds.

(c) Except where the piping is internally cleaned after welding, the root pass of butt welds in lube
oil piping shall be made using gas tungsten arc welding and bare consumables.

5.3 Joint Design

5.3.] Butt Welds

(a) Butt welds between items of unequal wall thickness shall be made using a transition designed
in accordance with the requirements of Company procedure specified in Clause 4.

(b) Bevels angles shall be either 30° -0/+5° or 37.5° d:2.5°, unless otherwise specified, and all
field cuts shall be normal to the pipe axis.

(c) Mitre welds are prohibited. Deflections up to 3° caused by misalignment are not considered
to be mitre bends.

(d) The use of backing rings shall not be permitted.

5.3.2 Fillet Welds

Except where specified by the design, fillet welds shall not be permitted for joining pipe larger
than NPS l‘/2.

5.3.3 Tack Welds

(a) Tack welds shall only be permitted within the weld bevel area and shall be full penetration
welds or bridge tacks completed using a qualified, low hydrogen welding procedure.

(b) A minimum of four (4) tack welds shall be placed equidistantly around the circumference.

(c) For piping larger than NPS 16, the minimum length of a tack weld shall be 1‘/2 to 2‘/2 in.

5.4 Materials

5.4.1 Pipe and Components

(a) Materials shall be welded according to their P-Number and group number, or S-Number and
group number, as given in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section IX.
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(b) Carbon steel materials manufactured in accordance with standards or specifications, for
which P-Numbers or S—Numbers are not given in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, Section IX, shall be considered to be equivalent to S-1 materials with group numbers
as given below, provided that the maximum carbon equivalent (CE) does not exceed that
given in the following table.

Grade lIt:I::ii:,:reI:t((:vav:l?,2)I)l S-1 Group Number

Up to Grade X52 Not Applicable 1

Up to Grade X65 0.45 2

Up to Grade X70 0.50 3

Higher than Grade X70 0.50 4
Note: When using the table, the first two columns are intended to be the input, and the value in
column 3 is intended to be the output. The Carbon Equivalent (CE) is calculated using the Pom
formula in API SL. The following examples illustrate the intent:
- Pipe with SMYS 52 ksi and less is S-l group I, regardless of its carbon equivalent value.
- Grade X56, X60, or X65 material is S-l group 2 if its carbon equivalent value is 0.45% or

less, and S-1 group 3 if its carbon equivalent value is over 0.45% but not over 0.50%.
— Grade X70 material is S-1 group 3 provided its carbon equivalent value is not over 0.50%.
- Grade X80, X90, or X100 material is S-1 group 4 provided its carbon equivalent value is

not over 0.50%.

- Material for a grade higher than X52 with a carbon equivalent value over 0.50% is not
covered by this table; it should be considered as a special material.

(c) Materials that do not conform to the groups specified in (a) or (b) shall be considered
“Special” materials and shall require individual qualification of welding procedures.

5.4.2 Filler Metals

(a) Filler metals for welding carbon steel materials shall be selected from the following list:

Process AWS A5.1/A5.5/A5.18) Classification or Trade Name

SMAW E6010, E8010-G/E8010—P1, E7018-1, E8018-C2, E8018-G, E6918
(BVD85), E10018 (BVD 90)

GMAW ER70-S2, ER70-S3, ER70S-6, ER70-S7

FCAW E80C-Ni2 Corex 2N, SELECT ARC Select 80C-Ni2

SAW F8A4-ECNi2-Ni2 Lincoln LAC-Ni2 wire & 882 flux
F9A6-EM2-M2-H8 Lincoln LA100 wire & 880M flux

(b) Except as permitted below, electrodes for shielded metal arc welding of carbon steels higher
than Grade X56 shall be E8010-G/E8010—P1 for cellulosic root/hot pass and E8018-C2 or
E8018-C3 for fill, cap and repairs. On materials less than NPS 4 and less than 0.25 in. WT
and where 3/32 in. diameter E8010—G/E8010-P1 electrodes are not available, it shall be
permissible to use 3/32 in. 6010 electrodes for the root pass
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(c) Filler metals for welding stainless steel materials shall be selected from the following list for
SMAW (and GTAW) where -xx means -15 or -16:

Materials Used 304 | 304L I 316 I 316L
Carbon Steel E309-xx, E312 (ER309, ER312)
316L E3l6L-xx,E308-xx E3l6L-xx,E308L-xx E3l6L-xx, E316-xx E316L-xx

(ER316L,ER308) (ER316L,ER308L) (ER3l6L,ER316) (ER316L)
316 E308-xx, E316-xx E308L-xx, E316-xx E316-xx (ER316)

(ER308, ER316) (ER308L, ER316)
304L E308L-xx, E308-xx E308L-xx (ER308L)

(ER308L, ER308)
304 E308-xx (ER308)

Note: Material grades are across the top and down the side and bolded. Recommended welding consumables
are within the remaining boxes.

5.5 Shielding Gases

Shielding gas components shall have a purity of at least 99.5% and a dew point of -34°C or
lower.

5.6 Closure Welds

Welds that will not be hydrotested shall be subject to the conditions outlined in Company
Procedure TEP—WELD-CLOS.

6 QUALIFICATION OF WELDING PROCEDURES

6.1 General

Welding procedure specifications (WPS), other than the pre-qualified welding procedure
specification data sheets provided by the Company, shall be qualified in accordance with the
requirements of API 1104 or ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section IX and the
additional requirements of this section. Contractors/fabricators shall have qualified welding
procedures reviewed and approved by Company welding engineering personnel for carbon steel
materials less than NPS 16 and for all sizes of stainless steel materials.

6.2 Acceptable Weld Parameters

(a) Preheat: The minimum preheat shall be recorded at the start of welding, and shall be checked
after each pass. Temperatures are to be measured at several locations along the weld and
shall be at least 200°F (See also Clause 8.11)

(b) Interpass temperature: The maximum interpass temperature shall not exceed 390°F.

(c) Heat Input: The heat input shall range between 16 and 56 kJ/in.

(cl) Carbon Equivalent: The carbon equivalent shall be calculated using the Pm formula.
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6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

6.7

Materials for Qualification

Welding procedure qualification tests shall be made using a material of the same type as the
material to be used in production welding. When joints are to be made between two materials
with different base metal characteristics, a procedure qualification shall be made for the
applicable combination, even though procedure qualification tests have been made for each of the
two base metals welded to each other. Whenever available, materials for qualification shall also
have an equivalent API 5L or ASME certification.

For materials having specified minimum yield strength higher than Grade X56, the carbon
equivalent shall be reported on the WPS and the manufacturer’s material test report attached to
the PQR.

All materials should have impact toughness verified at or below the minimum design temperature
to ensure suitability for the application.

Additional Essential Changes

Welding procedure specifications shall be limited by the following additional essential variables:

(a) Base Materials: A change in grade or grouping as defined in Clause 5.4.].

(b) Carbon Equivalent: For steels Grade X70 and greater, an increase in carbon equivalent
exceeding 0.05% for piping having a specified minimum yield strength higher than Grade
X56.

(c) Shielding Gas Composition: A change of more than 1% in the nominal content of any gas
comprising more than 5% of the shielding gas.

Change in Minimum Design Temperature

A change to a minimum design temperature colder than that used for impact toughness testing or
fracture toughness testing during procedure qualification shall necessitate retesting for impact
toughness testing as specified in Clause 6.7.

Test Weld Acceptability for Destructive Testing

(a) Test welds shall meet the following requirements:

(i) Visual inspection requirements given in Clause 10; and

(ii) The standards of acceptability for nondestructive inspection given in Clause 10.

(b) Test welds failing to meet the visual inspection requirements shall not be submitted to
nondestructive examination.

(c) Test welds failing to meet the standards of acceptability for nondestructive inspection shall
not be submitted to destructive testing. Inspection reports shall be attached to the Procedure
Qualification record

Impact Toughness Testing

(a) Except for stainless steel materials, three (3) Charpy-V notch specimens from each of the
weld metal and heat-affected zone(s) shall be tested in accordance with the requirements of
ASTM A370 at or below the minimum design temperature.
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(b) The average value of the Charpy V-notch energy for the three (3) specimens shall be a
minimum of 20 ft-lbs. The minimum value is 15 ft-lbs and only one value may be less than
the average 20 ft-lbs.

(c) All test values shall be recorded on the Procedure Qualification Record (PQR).

Hardness Testing

Welding procedure qualification records shall include microhardness or macrohardness traverses
(see Figure 1 for recommended spacing) across the weld, heat-affected zones and parent metal as
listed below;

(a) Microhardness tests: These tests shall be performed in accordance with the requirements of
ASTM E3 84. The maximum hardness reading shall be 350 HV using a load of one (1) kg or
less.

(b) Macrohardness tests: Either Rockwell B or C, or Vickers shall be used.

(i) Rockwell B or C hardness tests shall be performed in accordance with the requirements
of ASTM E18. The maximum hardness shall be 100 if the Rockwell B scale is used or
22 if the Rockwell C scale is used.

(ii) Vickers hardness tests shall be performed in accordance with the requirements of ASTM
E92 using a load of ten (10) kg. The maximum hardness shall be 248 HV10.

It shall not be permissible to convert hardness readings from one hardness scale to another
hardness scale.

Records of Welding Procedures

Details of the welding procedure qualification tests and the qualified welding procedure
specification shall be recorded. Copies of such records shall be available for review by the
Company.

QUALIFICATION OF WELDERS

General

Each welder producing welds shall be entitled to work in the jurisdiction where the Work is
performed. Welders shall be qualified in accordance with the requirements of 49 CFR 192
Subpart E, 49 CFR 195 Subpart D, and ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section IX.

Test Weld Acceptability for Welder Qualification

Welders shall be qualified for the Work when they produce a test weld witnessed by the
Company that:

(a) Has been made in accordance with the requirements of the welding procedure specification

(b) the visual inspection requirements given in Clause 10; and

(c) Meets the standards of acceptability for nondestructive inspection given in Clause 10.

A welder’s first production weld shall not be used for welder qualification; welders must qualify
on a coupon prior to production welding.

Test welds failing to meet the visual inspection requirements shall not be submitted to
nondestructive inspection.
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7.3

8.1

8.2

8.3

8.4

Records of Qualified Welders

Records shall be made of the tests given to welders and of the detailed results of each test. A list
of qualified welders and the procedure specifications in accordance with which they are qualified
to weld shall be maintained for review by the Company.

PRODUCTION WELDING

Compliance with Specifications

Production welding shall be performed by qualified welders in accordance with qualified welding
procedure specifications. Records of welding parameters used for production welding, and of the
resolution of any non-conforrnance, shall be maintained to demonstrate compliance with the
requirements of this Specification and the welding procedure specifications. Records shall be
available to the Company.

(a) The Company reserves the right to measure welding parameters on any production weld.
When the parameters measured on a weld do not comply with the specified values, the
Company reserves the right to reject such weld and any weld made after the last compliant
record, unless the party responsible for the Work can demonstrate such welds are in
compliance.

(b) Non-compliance with the requirements of this Specification and of the welding procedure
specification shall be cause for weld rejection.

Cleaning of Pipe Ends

(a) Oxides or other extraneous matter shall be removed from the joint prior to commencement of
welding.

(b) Flame cut bevels shall be ground to clean metal prior to welding. The bevel surfaces shall be
smooth and free of irregularities that could adversely affect the welder’s ability to produce
high quality welds as required by the appropriate section of this Specification.

(c) Areas to be cleaned shall include the weld bevel and both internal and external pipe surfaces
in the vicinity of the weld for a distance of at least 1 in. from the edge of the weld.

Pipe Identification

Where a pipe is cut, pipe identification such as pipe number, grade, heat number, Company
purchase order and manufacturer shall be transferred to both ends of the pipe. Die stamping of
the pipe or weld shall not be permitted for that purpose.

Laminations

(a) When tie-ins are made to existing pipe or facilities, the pipe shall be checked for laminations
for the entire 360 degree circumference and 6 in. back from the weld bevel.

(b) Should any lamination or split end be discovered at the bevelled end of a pipe joint, either
before or during welding, the joint shall be cut back until the lamination has been completely
removed and the end re-bevelled.

(c) Consideration shall be given to using ultrasonic, liquid penetrant or magnetic particle
inspection methods to confirm the new cut end is free of laminations or split ends.
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Grinding of Seam Welds

For welds that will later be nondestructively examined using radiography, the pipe seam welds
shall be ground flush (-0, +1/64 in.) with a gradual transition to the weld reinforcement for a
minimum distance of 1 in. from the bevel edge.

For welds that will later be nondestructively examined using ultrasonic examination, the pipe
seam welds shall be ground flush (-0, +1/64 in.) with a gradual transition to the weld
reinforcement for a minimum distance of 6 in. from the bevel edge.

Alignment and Fit—up

(a) External forces required to move the mismatched pipes in alignment shall be kept to a
minimum. If the pipes to be joined were in place below grade, a sufficient length of each
pipe shall be exposed so that they can be moved without imposing detrimental external
stresses at the joint. If the pipes were in place below or above grade and there is not
sufficient length to allow free movement, the pipe(s) shall be cut and reinstalled to bring the
misalignment within the allowable tolerance, or the pipe shall be cut and a new length of field
bent pipe will be installed.

(b) Longitudinal seam welds shall be located such that they will be in the top half of the
assembly, but not at the 12 o’clock position, when the assembly is ready for tie—in. Except
for electric resistance welded pipe, longitudinal, spiral and skelp end welds in adjacent
lengths of welded pipe shall be offset by a minimum distance of two (2) inches.

(c) Hammering of the pipe shall not be permitted.

(d) Line-up clamps, full penetration tacks or bridge tacks shall be used at all times.

(e) For pipe of the same nominal wall thickness, the maximum offset or misalignment of the
abutting pipe ends shall not exceed 1/ 16 in.

(i) For pipe to fitting joints of equal nominal diameter and wall thickness, the external offset
shall not exceed 1/8 in. lntemal offsets exceeding 3/32 in. shall conform to the conditions
specified in Clause 8.19.

(g) Pipe ends damaged or dented beyond these acceptance limits, external or internal offsets
specified above, shall be cut and re-bevelled.

(h) The welding of alignment lugs shall only be permitted in the joint bevel and only with the
approval of the Company. Alignment lugs shall be made of material that is similar to that
being welded and shall be welded with a qualified, low-hydrogen, welding procedure.

(i) Pipe shall be fully inserted into sockolet fittings, utilizing the manufacturer’s recommended
gap. Gapolets are an acceptable means of maintaining the gap requirements.

0) All O’let fittings shall be installed a minimum of two (2) inches (toe to toe of welds) from
any long or spiral seam weld and any girth weld.

(k) Where transition weld preparations are part of the assembly, the lengths of the counterbores
and their surface finish shall be adequate for ultrasonic inspection, if this technique is used.

Pipe Support

(a) The welding of supports, bracing bars or counter balance weights to pressure piping and
components shall not be permitted.
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(b) Pipe shall be supported in accordance with standard industry practice. Any occurrence of a
pipe or component falling from its support shall be reported to the Company, together with
any tests, inspections and remedial work performed as a result of the fall.

8.8 Weather Conditions

Portable enclosures are permitted to make conditions satisfactory for welding.

8.9 Grounding and Cables

(a) Grounding devices shall be designed to prevent arcing and shall be placed on a clean surface.

(b) Devices grounding in the bevel area shall be made of steel; copper or bronze tips shall not be
used for such purpose.

(c) Welding shall be insulated to prevent arcing to the pipe surface.

8.10 Protection of Coatings

Consideration shall be given to the protection of the existing coatings on piping to minimize
damage that may result from the welding operations.

8.11 Preheating and Controlled Cooling

(a) Preheating temperatures shall be as given in Table 1.

Table 1 — Preheating Temperatures

Application - Process — Grade Minimum Maximum
Bridge tacks and alignment lugs
SMAW, GMAW and FCAW 70°F 400°F
Up to NPS 12 and Grade X42 inclusive
Bridge tacks and alignment lugs
SMAW, GMAW and FCAW 0
Grades higher than X42 and assemblies larger than

170 F 4000p

NPS 12

Pipe
ALL processes 212°F 400°F
ALL Grades

Components
ALL processes 300°F 400°F
ALL Grades

Repairs

ALL processes 252°F 400°F
ALL Grades

Pups to Weld-end Valves (NPS 16 & higher)
40001: in W61d areaALL processes 212°F on pipe side

30001: at 4 in from weld area onALL Grades 300°F on valve side
valve bodySee special precautions below

General precautions for welding on weld-end valves:
- The seat-ring gaps shall be protected from contamination by welding debris.
- Consideration shall be given to the use of closures, seals, etc., post-weld cleaning and flushing out contaminated grease.
- Preheating shall only be applied to the external surfaces while monitoring the temperatures given in Table l. Precautions

shall be taken to protect the valve seat seals, i.e., ensure that valves are fully opened.
— For NPS 2 and larger valves, see additional guidelines for welding in Company Procedure TEP-VALV-FAB.
- For valves < NPS 2, manufacturers’ recommendations should be followed.
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(b) The minimum preheat temperature shall be maintained for a minimum distance of:

(i) 100 mm on each side of the weld for the full circumference in the case of girth welds;
or

(ii) 150 mm from any point of the area to be repaired in the case of repairs.

(c) Preheat and interpass temperatures shall be checked using temperature-indicating crayons or
pyrometers in an area ten (10) mm to thirty (30) mm from the edge of the bevel and shall be
within the specified limits during the passage of the arc. When preheating with a flame, a
minimum of fifteen (15) seconds shall elapse after the flame is removed from the surface
before preheat temperatures are measured.

(d) No passes of a weld shall be cooled at a rate greater than that provided by natural air-cooling.

(e) Preheat shall be maintained until weld is at least two-thirds (2/3) full. For unequal WT across
the weld, the minimum two-thirds (2/3) full shall be measured on the thinner wall thickness.

Number of Welders

A minimum of two (2) welders shall be required for welds on piping larger than NPS 16 and for
the root pass and hot pass of NPS 16 welds, except that only one welder is required for rolled
welds.

Start of Welding

Welding shall not commence until all parts to be joined are secured against relative movement.

Removal of Bridge Tacks and Alignment Lugs

Bridge tacks and alignment lugs shall be completely removed after they have served their
purpose. For material grades greater than X80, tacking/lug attachment areas shall be inspected by
magnetic particle inspection for cracking after removal and prior to completion of the root pass.

Cleaning between Passes

Weld bead starts, high points and starting porosity shall be removed by grinding prior to
depositing weld metal over them.

Maximum Bead Width

(a) Except as permitted below, the maximum width of any weld bead shall be 3/4 in.

(b) It shall be permissible to use a full weave technique with a bead width exceeding 3/4 in. when
welding in the fixed position using SMAW electrodes of 5/32 in. diameter or less and at least
one of the items being welded does not exceed 0.688 in. nominal wall thickness.

Weld Capping

(a) For pipe to fitting or valve joint with unequal wall thickness, if the end preparation is a single
bevel (30° or 37.5° nominal) the cap shall reach the breaking point between the bevel angle
and the external diameter of the fitting or the taper angle, if any.

(b) If the fitting has a compound bevel (37.5° nominal) and then 10°, the cap shall reach the edge
between the weld bevel and the secondary bevel (taper angle).
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(c) In any case, the maximum cap overlap shall be three (3) mm beyond the edge of the weld
bevel. The slope of the cap shall not exceed 30° and the weld thickness on the fitting side
shall not exceed 1.5 times the nominal pipe wall thickness.

Interruptions in Welding

(a) Except as permitted below, production welding shall continue without interruption and the
weld temperature shall be maintained above the minimum interpass (preheat) temperature
until at least two (2) passes have been completed and two-thirds (2/3) of the weld thickness is
filled.

(b) For GMAW/SAW or GMAW/SMAW/SAW combined rolled welds, it shall be permissible to
let the weld cool down following the completion of the root and hot passes and the first SAW
pass, provided that the assembly is not moved. The weld shall be wrapped in an insulating
blanket if the weld is allowed to cool after the hot pass.

Backwelding

Backwelding is permitted on pipe to fitting welds to account for inherent misalignment from
manufacturing.

When attaching fittings/valves to pipe, any area where the internal misalignment exceeds 3/32 in.
shall be backwelded using low hydrogen electrodes so as to produce a gradual transition in
material thickness between the fitting/valve and the pipe. The root pass metal reinforcement shall
be removed by grinding before backwelding.

Transition Welds

Transition welds shall be designed as specified in Clause 5.3.]. The preferred type of transition
joint is the combination ‘counterbore and taper’.

Welding of transition joints shall be completed as described below;

(a) Final tie-in welds shall not be permitted at taper transition joints, except as allowed in
Table 2;

(b) For limitations on component to pipe welds (fabrication welds) refer to Clause 8.19 and
Table 2.

(c) Field tie-in welds at transition joints are acceptable utilizing the limitations stated in Table 2.
Table 2 — Transitions in a Station

Weld
Type

Welds Involving
Components in

the Field
Pipe to Pipe Notes

Final

Tie-ins

Acceptable
1 I Counterbored and taper transitions, no restrictions.

Not Acceptable Not I

Acceptable
Taper transitions on pipe wall thickness greater than 0.100
in. in difference.

Tie-in
Welds

Not Acceptable Acceptable "2 ' Counterbored and taper transitions, no restriction
1

Taper transitions on pipe wall thickness up to and including 0.100 in. difference, NDE for both wall thicknesses is
required.
2

Taper transitions on pipe wall thickness difference greater than 0.100 in. requires an engineering assessment and
approval. NDE for both wall thicknesses is required.
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8.21

8.22

8.23

9.1

9.2

Identification of Welders

(a) Welders shall be responsible for marking their unique welder number/letter on the top
quadrant of the pipe adjacent to each weld they have worked on using a permanent marker
(low stress stamps are not acceptable for pressure piping). Welder markings shall be at least
four (4) inches from the edge of the coating cutback (approximately 8 to 10 in. from the weld
centerline). The welder identification number/letter shall also be recorded on the NDE
inspection record and on the relevant drawing/spool sheet.

(b) Stainless steel welds shall be identified using an indelible (chloride—free) ink marker.

Clean-up of the Weld

Weld spatter shall be completely removed from the surface of the joint for a minimum distance of
four (4) inches on each side of the weld.

Clean-up of the Work Area

The work area shall be kept free of waste. Pipe pups, bevel shavings, unused welding rods and
other surplus materials shall be collected continuously.

INSPECTION AND TESTING OF PRODUCTION WELDS

Visual Inspection

Completed welds shall be visually inspected and any imperfection shall be assessed using the
applicable Standard of Acceptability given in Clause 10.

It shall be permissible to repair defects in the cap or root pass detected by visual inspection before
nondestructive testing, provided that:

(a) All repair work is approved by the Company;

(b) Any welding is done in accordance with the requirements of an approved welding procedure;

(c) A visual inspection of the weld is performed after the repair work; and

(d) Inspectors shall be trained and their qualifications approved by the Company.

Mandatory Nondestructive Examination

(a) All production welds shall be nondestructively examined for 100% of their lengths, in
accordance with the requirements of Chapter VI of ASME B3 1 .3; and

(i) Where such welds are butt welds, using radiographic or ultrasonic methods, or a
combination of such methods;

(ii) Where such welds are fillet welds or combination groove/fillet welds, using wet magnetic
particle inspection (black on white or fluorescent) on ferrous materials or liquid penetrant
inspection on non-ferrous materials.

(b) Any imperfection shall be assessed using the applicable Standard of Acceptability given in
Clause 10. The Company may, at its option, require additional inspection with other
nondestructive examination methods listed within this Specification.
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Nondestructive Examination Methods

(a) Radiographic inspection shall be performed in accordance with the requirements of Company
Specification TES—NDT-RT-US.

(b) Ultrasonic inspection shall be performed in accordance with the requirements of Company
Specification TES-NDT-UT2-US.

(c) Magnetic particle inspection shall be performed in accordance with the requirements of
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section V, Article 7. The direct current method of
magnetization shall not be used.

(d) Liquid penetrant inspection shall be performed in accordance with the requirements of ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section V, Article 6.

(e) With permission of Company engineering personnel and an approved procedure and
operators Phased Array Ultrasonics may be implemented for pipe to pipe butt welds.

(f) If field hardness testing is required, testing shall conform to ASTM E 384 using Equotip or
similar portable hardness tester. The instrument shall be calibrated using Vickers hardness
blocks and linearity shall be verified at two points outside the expected hardness range.

STANDARDS OF ACCEPTABILITY

The standards of acceptability for weld inspection shall meet the requirements of Section 9 of
API 1104 and the additional requirements shown in this section.

The standards of acceptability for visual inspection shall meet the following additional criteria for
the maximum height of weld reinforcement:

Height of reinforcement, in
Less than 0.100

Less than 0.138

Pipe Nominal Thickness, in.

Less than 0.512

Greater than 0.512 inclusive

Visual, Magnetic Particle, Liquid Penetrant and Radiographic Inspections

The standards of acceptability for visual inspection, magnetic particle inspection, liquid penetrant
inspection and radiographic inspection shall be the applicable criteria given in Table 3.

Ultrasonic Inspection

(a) Indications of discontinuities characterized as cracks are unacceptable regardless of length or
location.

(b) A linear-type discontinuity is unacceptable if the amplitude of the indication exceeds the
reference level and its length exceeds:

(i) ‘A in. for TW 5 3/: in.;

(ii) Tw/3 for Tw > 3/: in. and S 1-1/2 in.; or

(iii)0.5 in. for Tw > 1-1/2 in..

(c) No indication will exceed a vertical height of 25% Tw for oil service and 50% Tw for gas
service.
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Table 3 — Acceptance Criteria for Assemblies and Station Piping Welds

exposed slag inclusion

Imperfection Type Visual . Acceptance Criteria
See Note (1) Method R“d‘°g”“’hy See Note (2)

Groove and Fillet Welds Requirements

Crack Y Y Zero (no evident imperfection)
Lack of fusion Y Y Zero (no evident imperfection)
Surface

pomslty
or

Y NA Zero (no evident imperfection)

Groove Welds Only (In addition to Groove and Fillet Welds Requirements Above)

Incom lets enetmtion Y
Depth of IP < 0.04 in. and < 0.2 Tw

(IP)

p p Y
See Note (4)

Cumulative length of IP < 1-1/2 in. in any 6 in.
weld length

For Tw > ‘A in., 1.5 x dimensions listed in
Internal porosity NA Y ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

Section VIII, Division 1, Appendix 4

Sla inclusion tun Sten
Individual length < 2 Tw and < 2 in.

. g . ’ g Individual width < 0.12 in. and < T, 211’lClLlS101’1, or elongated NA Y . . .. . . Cumulative length < 4 Tw in any 6 1n. weld1nd1cat1on
length

Undercutting Y See Note (5) Depth of undercut < 1 mm and < Tw /4

Concave root surface Y Y
Total joint thickness, including weld
reinforcement, > Tw

Reinforcement or Height of reinforcement:
internal protrusion Y NA < 0.1 in. for Tw < ‘/2 in.
See Note (3) < 0.14 in. for T“, > ‘/2 in.

Fillet Welds Only (In addition to Groove and Fillet Welds Requirements Above)
Undercutting Y NA Depth of undercut < 1 mm and < Tw /4

Height
of

< 0.1 in. for Tw < ‘/2 in.Reinforcement Y NA
< 0 14 in for T > 1/2 inSee Note (4) ' ' “’ '

Y Examination method generally used for evaluating this kind of weld imperfection
NA Examination method not generally used for evaluating this kind of weld imperfection
Notes:
1.

2.

Accumulation of Different Imperfections: The cumulative length of all imperfections shall not exceed three
(3) in. in any 12 in. length ofweld, or 25% ofthe weld length in welds less than 12 in. long.
Where two limiting values are separated by "and", the lesser of the values determines acceptance. Where
two sets of values are separated by “or", the larger value is acceptable. Tw is the nominal wall thickness of
the thinner of two components joined by a butt weld.
Height is the lesser of the measurements made from the surfaces of the adjacent components; both
reinforcement and internal protrusion are permitted in a weld. Weld metal shall merge smoothly into the
component surfaces.
Height measured from the theoretical throat. Internal protrusion does not apply. Weld metal shall merge
smoothly into the component surfaces.
If radiography is used to assess depths of incomplete penetration and undercut, a comparator shim shall be
used. Depths are estimated by comparing the density of the film image of the undercut or incomplete
penetration with the density of film images of known groove depths in the comparator shims. Shims shall
be made of a material that is radiographically similar to the material being inspected and the image of at
least one shall appear on each radiograph.
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11

11.1

11.2

11.3

11.4

11.5

11.6

REPAIR OF WELDS CONTAINING DEFECTS

Cracks

Cracks shall not be repaired and shall be removed by cutting out cylinders containing such cracks.
Replacement pups, if required, shall be three (3) feet long or one diameter in length, whichever is
the longest.

Approval for Repair and Procedure

Repair of defects in production welds shall:

(a) Require approval of the Company;

(b) Be performed by qualified welders using welding procedure specifications approved by the
Company; and

(c) Be recorded on the inspection reports.

Removal of Defects

(a) Except as permitted below, defects in welds shall be removed by grinding.

(b) It shall be permissible to remove defects in welds by air carbon arc gouging provided that:

(i) The wall thickness exceeds 0.375 in.;

(ii) A one (1) foot wide area centered around the defective weld metal is preheated to a
minimum of l50°F and a maximum 300°F before the gouging process begins;

(iii) After gouging and prior to commencement of welding, gouged surfaces are made smooth
and free of irregularities by grinding a minimum of 3/32 in. of material from the
bottom and edges of the groove;

(iv) The groove preparation is visually examined to ensure that all traces of carburized metal,
copper deposits, or other extraneous matter have been removed from the groove; and

(v) Approval is obtained from the Company prior to commencing repair welding.

(c) Any section of pipe that has arc burns that cannot be repaired in accordance with Company
Specification TES-WELD-ABR-US shall be cut out and replaced. Replacement pups, if
required, shall be three (3) feet long or one diameter in length, whichever is the longest.

Welding Process and Consumables

The repair welding process shall be designed and consumables selected in accordance with the
requirements of Clause 5.2.

Preheat for Repair Welding

The repair area shall be preheated in accordance with the requirements given in Clause 8.11.

Start and Stop of Repair Welds

The start and stop of repair welds shall be ground to conform to the contour of the original weld.
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Inspection of Repairs

(a) Repairs shall be inspected using the methods and procedures specified for production welds
in Clause 9.

(b) Proper removal of defects shall be confirmed using the same method used to find the original
defects.

(c) Any imperfection shall be assessed using the applicable Standard of Acceptability given in
Clause 10.

Further Repair Attempts

Further attempts at repairing a given defective area of a given weld beyond the first repair shall
not be permitted without prior approval of the Company.

HEAT TREATMENT AND MECHANICAL TESTING

Heat Treatment

Assembly welds governed by ASME B3l.4 or ASME B3l.8, where the nominal wall thickness
exceeds 1.250 in. shall be stress relieved.

Assembly welds that require stress relief shall be heat-treated between l100°F and l200°F for a
minimum holding time of 1 hour/l inch of bevel thickness. Assembly welds that must be stress
relieved shall use a qualified welding procedure designed for and qualified with post weld heat-
treatment.

Mechanical Testing

When using previously tempered piping/fitting materials (normalized and tempered, or quenched
and tempered, prior to welding) and the stress relieving temperature is less than or equal to the
materials’ tempering temperature, no mechanical testing in addition to that required by the
applicable material standard is required.

When the stress relieving temperature is greater than the materials tempering temperature, the
following additional tests shall be conducted:

(a) For materials less than (<) Grade X42, Charpy tests in accordance with the requirements of
the applicable material standard shall be conducted after stress relieving. The Charpy
toughness requirements of the applicable material standard shall be met. Additional tensile
tests are not required. Charpy tests are required on each heat of parent metal.

(b) For materials greater than or equal to (2) Grade X42, all mechanical tests in accordance with
the requirements of the applicable material standard shall be conducted after stress relieving.
The requirements of the applicable material standard shall be met. Mechanical tests are
required on each heat of parent metal.

When stress relieving is used on untempered piping/fitting materials (those that were not
normalized and tempered, or quenched and tempered) the following additional tests shall be
conducted:

(c) For materials less than (<) Grade X42, Charpy tests in accordance with the requirements of
the applicable material standard shall be conducted after stress relieving. The Charpy
toughness requirements of the applicable material standard shall be met. Additional tensile
tests are not required. Charpy tests are required on each heat of parent metal.
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(d) For materials greater than or equal to (2) Grade X42, all mechanical tests in accordance with
the requirements of the applicable material standard shall be conducted after stress relieving.
The requirements of the applicable material standard shall be met. Mechanical tests are
required on each heat of parent metal.

RECORDS

Drawings for Manufactured Items

Drawings for items purchased as a manufactured component (ie. meter run, header) shall be
prepared by and submitted by the manufacturer for written acceptance. In addition to the
information specified in the applicable Company material specification, the drawings shall
contain the following:

(a) Welding procedure numbers and revision numbers for the assembly welds.

(b) Maximum qualified CE for each assembly weld procedure, when required.

(c) Specified NDE requirements.

((1) Applicable material specification, revision number, and revision date.

(e) Applicable material number.

(i) When specified the equipment data sheet number(s) and revision(s).

(g) Purchase order number.

(h) The minimum design temperature.

(i) Material traceability numbers.

(j) Project name and number.

(k) Bill of Materials showing the material specification and heat number for each material used
in the assembly.

(1) Other applicable information.

Drawings for Fabricated Assemblies

Drawings for fabricated assemblies will be provided by the Company. The fabricator can chose
to work from these drawings or to create spool drawings. In either case the following information
shall be included on the as-built drawing or spool sheet:

(a) Bill of Materials showing the material specification and heat number for each material used
in the assembly.

(b) Weld procedure numbers (including revision number).

(c) Project name and number.

(d) Contract number and/or purchase order number.

(e) Weld map (drawing showing the weld locations and numbers).

(f) NDE procedure number.

(g) Spool sheet number identified on original drawing.
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Reports and Certificates

The manufacturer shall supply a document package prior to shipping the manufactured
component to the Company or its designated delivery point, unless alternate arrangements are
agreed upon with the Company. The document package shall include:

(a) The information specified within the Company material specification.

(b) The purchase order number.

(c) A copy of the Company accepted drawing.

((1) Material test reports (MTR), including CE values.

(e) Pressure testing records.

(f) Heat treatment records.

(g) Weld map (drawing showing the weld location and number).

(h) Nondestructive inspection reports; such reports shall identify the procedure number and
revision number used for the inspection.

(i) Correlation between the bill of material item number on the accepted drawing, and the piping
material manufacturer and heat number.

(j) Project name and number.

(k) Summary of measured welding parameters (amps, volts, travel speed, heat input).

The fabricator shall supply a document package prior to shipping the fabricated assembly to the
Company. The field installation contractor shall ensure a document package is supplied to the
company at completion of the project. The document package shall include but not be limited to
the following:

(a) An approved inspection and test plan.

(b) Completed as-built drawings.

(c) Fabrication spool sheets (with checkers signatures).

(d) Material test records (MTR), including CE values.

(e) Pressure test logs and charts.

(t) Heat treatment report and related charts.

(g) Weld map (drawing showing the weld location and number).

(h) Nondestructive inspection reports; such reports shall identify the procedure number and
revision number used for the inspection.

(i) Correlation between the bill of material item number on the accepted drawing, and the piping
material manufacturer and heat number.

(j) Project name and number.

(k) Summary of measured welding parameters (amps, volts, travel speed, heat input).

The document package shall be in a format acceptable to the Company, electronic format is
acceptable.
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1/16 in

1 mm

Figure 1 - Hardness Traverse Locations

Lines a1, a2 Boundary visible after etching between heat-affected zone (HAZ) and unaffected parent metal

Lines b1, b2 Boundary visible after etching between weld metal and HAZ.

Hardness impressions 3, 6, 11 and 13 should be entirely within the HAZ, as close as possible to
the fusion boundary. Impression 2 should coincide with the HAZ of the final run, and
impression 6 with the change in profile of the fusion line associated with the final run.

- END OF DOCUMENT -
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From: Meera Kothari
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2011 2:12 PM
To: Russell Wong; Matt Cetiner
Cc: Evan Vokes; Suman Basak; 'dhodgkinson@te|us.net'; David Taylor; Darryl Sandquist;

David Penning
Subject: Re: NDE Contractors — Phase 3 and Phase 4

we are going to proceed with weldsonix on the list for phase 4 and they will continue as the nde contractor for michels
phase 3.

We are not going to qualify oceaneering for any keystone related work.

Please stop these emails. This is a project engineering decision.

Thanks

Meera

From: Russell Wong
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2011 02:08 PM
To: Matt Cetiner
Cc: Evan Vokes; Suman Basak; 'dhodgkinson@te|us.net' <dhodgkinson@telus.net>; David Taylor; Darryl Sandquist;
David Penning; Meera Kothari
Subject: F\N: NDE Contractors - Phase 3 and Phase 4

Matt

I spoke with Dave Hodgkinson today to get background information on Weldsonix. The start of using
Weldsonix for TransCanada projects was back in 2004 for Peerless I project and the conclusion of their
performance was poor. Since then TransCanada Keystone signed a contract with Weldsonix on March 1,
2008. Weldsonix was later disqualified probably around spring 2009 by Dave. H. I suspect a letter was never
issued to Weldsonix notifying them of their disqualification. The reasons for disqualification of Weldsonix can
be found in the Supplier Management System and according to Dave H. the reasons are still valid today.

Dave H. who has had experience working with Weldsonix is advising TransCanada and Keystone never to use
them again with the following reasons:

Lack of management support for the project
Lack of technical support for the project
High turnover of employees

Lack of proper maintenance on equipment
Lack of QA/QC competency / commitment
Operates the project at the least cost
Broken promises that they will perform better next time.“.°’.°‘.*‘.°’.'°.-‘

Based on the following points it is my opinion that Weldsonix poses high risk to the project from a supplier
performance and pipeline integrity perspective. Due to shortages of AUT suppliers, we should proceed with
pre-qualification of Oceaneering as recommended by Eng. Gov.

Russell
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From: David Taylor
Sent: Saturday, January 08, 2011 03:53 PM
To: Matt Cetiner; Evan Vokes
Subject: RE: NDE Contractors - Phase 3 and Phase 4

What are the issues with we had with Weldsonics? What experience has Oceaneering have with AUT systems on land,
that would lead us to qualify them?

From: David Penning
Sent: Thursday, January 06, 2011 6:23 AM
To: Darryl Sandquist; Alan Lietz
Cc: Stephen Marr; Evan Vokes; Meera Kothari; Jesse Bajnok; Matt Cetiner
Subject: RE: NDE Contractors - Phase 3 and Phase 4

I thought we had discussed this to death already and decided that Weldsonics was a contractor that we were sufficiently
experienced with after phase 1 and that we could manage them via Michels to get the performance we desired.

As for Oceaneering, what is the cost to qualify them versus the alternatives? Did the other contractor supply alternate
prices for previously approved vendors? With all the schedules being compressed, regardless of the permit date, do we
need another NDE vendor in the southern US to cover the volume of work on Keystone (phases 3 and 4 going
simultaneously)? My guess is yes, we should qualify them. I have no experience with UT Quality, but haven't had great
luck with TEAM and last time I checked on RTD their prices were so high and performance so slow that I would struggle
going down that path.

Thanks,
David L. Penning, PMP

Keystone Pipeline Phase III
0: 713.693.6411
F: 713.693.6498

From: Darryl Sandquist
Sent: Wednesday, January 05, 2011 5:02 PM
To: David Penning; Alan Lietz
Cc: Stephen Marr; Evan Vokes; Meera Kothari; Jesse Bajnok; Matt Cetiner
Subject: NDE Contractors - Phase 3 and Phase 4

In discussion with Matt Cetiner and Evan Vokes with regards to the NDE Contractors for the Phase 4 RFP, it came to light
that Engineering Governance has delisted Weldsonics as approved Supplier. Even though we generally do not rely on
Engineering Governance/Supplier Management approval for subcontractors, NDE plays a large role in the quality of the
project so we should consider the issues.

Evan is recommending that Weldsonics not be included in the Phase 4 RFP as an approved Supplier (limit to the 4
approved — TEAM, Shaw, UT Quality, Applus/RTD) and that Phase 3 request Michels to propose an alternate
subcontractor for Spread 1-4 from one of the approved Suppliers. In the Michels contract, Meera did write a specific
scope item to address previous issues that we had with Weldsonics.

We also discussed Oceaneering for Spread 5 & 6, and Evan is willing to qualify them in early February or March and will
also provide some support in contesting the increase in costs that Sunland is quoting for AUT vs RT.

Alan — I believe we came to this agreement yesterday, with the exception of Weldsonics — we had planned to leave them
on for Michels to propose.

David — what are your thoughts on Michels using Weldsonics as a subcontractor?

2
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Darryl Sandquist
Commercial Lead — Keystone XL Pipeline
TransCanada

P: 403.920.6941
3: 403.831.4101
wvvw.transcanada.com
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From: David Taylor
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 8:12 PM

To: Evan Vokes; Jim Platt; Cindy Guan
Cc: Grant Kowpak; Darren McLean
Subject: RE: Peerless vessel

Evan,
Did you include our Facilities Integrity department personnel (Bill Yang and John Haley) in this conversation with ABSA?
Did you contact the Company Regulatory department for guidance on this matter?

Please let me know.

Thank you

Dave

From: Evan Vokes
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 10:03 AM
To: Jim Platt; David Taylor; Cindy Guan
Cc: Grant Kowpak
Subject: Peerless vessel

Hi Everyone

Yesterday Jim and myself had agreed that I should phone Material and Design at ABSA yesterday and this meeting with
’\BSA was very productive

I talked with Bruce McWhirter and Mick Poelhman and it made it much easier to clear up a memo that I have been
working on and I need to finish writing

The short news is, if we specify our inspection, it is mandatory under the code and that means I must meet the code in my
response

If we want to write a variance to our specification for method or other special requirements that are included in the code
that is up to us.

The foreword in the code is the part that is the stumbling block as almost all of our vessels are simple but we operate at a
much higher pressure than most owner users.
I did ask that famous question if ABSA cares and both Bruce and Mike were adamant that they do care about inspections
of Cat D nozzles. There are some issues with how ABAS handles inspections of Cat D but the Materials and Design
group care.

No matter what we do, if we cannot make a code inspection for the nozzles and want to accept the vessels we have to
variance to one of two choices

a) delete the requirement for Cat Ds. This was forbidden by management already as they stated that they did not
want a repeat of Edson. It is stil an option but if there is a failure, we will be backjustifying our engineering
practice with the regulator.

b) Radiography. We can write a variance to the specification and still be within the limits of the code and ABSA’s
concerns.

This means if our NDE provider can prove film sensitivity. We are good. Jim had Acuren doing some prework
yesterday. The problem is the source must be held vey steady to meet sensitivity requirements we will know soon if
this is practicable.

Mike Poelman will be talking to their Authorized inspectors (Al) about NDE requirements. There is no specific promise of
ivhat will happen but he is very open to the inspection needs of users that are not related to process fluid engineering
concerns. Mike and Bruce did tell me about the detail the Al looks at vessels I will be asking Mike to give me a bit more in
depth so we understand if Moody process is replicating the inspection that ABSA has done. In otherjurisdictions, Moody

1
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will always be responsible for the full inspection. to understand the context of the Al duties, there are areas that Al will
never look at as they only look at the RT record, never the film so this becomes our 3Pl problem.

Thankyou

Evan
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Date :__01/30/2013__ Hours Worked : _ 9 _____
Weather:__Sunny Temp. Low__45__High_65__
Owner/Operator:_Transcanada/Keystone XL__ Spread _ 2 _ __
Contractor__Michels_________________________________
Observed Activity ________ ________________________________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments: Traveled to Jacksonville, Texas and met with Kelly White (PHMSA 
Escort) at Michels construction yard. Reviewed welding procedures with Grant 
Bourgeon ( Chief Welding Inspector). Reviewed rejected weld repair records with 
Darrren Durda and HDD procedures with Kabir Elegba (site engineer) and 
Bernado Abrams . A Mr. Bob Campbell is the developer of the HDD procedures 
utilized by TransCanada. Traveled to M.P. 321 to observe lowering in and 
discovered activity was stopped due to earlier rain and were only pumping water 
out of ditch. Traveled to M.P. 328 and observed field automated coating. Observed 
heating, blasting and spraying of 20 to 25 mils of 2888 epoxy onto field joints. 
Expressed a concern that it appeared adequate inspection of the field joint to assure 
clean and bare metal was free of debris and blasting sand before spraying of field 
joint.

Observed Activity :_____ __________________________________________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity :
Station# Start/Stoo GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.

Comments:
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Additional Comments:

OPS Inspector’s Signature :___Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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U .S. Department o f  Transportation
Office of Pipeline Safety

Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date :_01/31/2013  Hours Worked : 9_____
Weather: Sunny____ Temp. Low_45___ High_65__
Owner/Operator: TransCanada/Keystone XL___  S p read _  2____
Contractor___ Michels ______________________________
Observed Activity :_______________________________ ______ ________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Appx. M.P.

Comments: Traveled to M.P. 262 and observed hydro activities of a 21 mile 
segment of main line. All activities seemed to be following T/C’s procedures. 
Questioned lead inspector about process of a 1 hour pre test of heavy wall bore pipe 
prior to lowering in and subjecting same pipe to a minimum of 8 hr test at a lower 
pressure. Was advised that this was their policy to determine any minor pin hole 
leaks in long seam and body of pipe joint before mainline test. Traveled to M.P. 239 
to observe excavation and sitting activities for Winnsboro pump station.

Observed Activity:________________________________________________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity :________________________________________________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
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Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)

OPS Inspector’s Signature :______________ _____ _
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : 02/06/13____  Hours Worked :_12_______
Weather: Rainy Temp. Low_50___ High_60__
Owner/Operator: JTransCanada/Keystone XL  Spread 2____
Contractor_Michels____________________________ _______
Observed Activity: ______________________________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Comments: Escorted Mr. Tim Butters ( PHMSA associate Administrator) to 
observe New Construction Activities on Spread 2 (two) of the Keystone XL pipeline 
project. Stopped at M.P. 335 and 336. Most activities were being shut down due to 
rain. Walked along pipeline ROW to observe pre constructed main line pipe. 
Interviewed with lead welding inspector on site. Talked with AUT level 2 (two) 
technician about integrity of ultrasonic examination of field joint welds. Traveled to 
M.P. 369 to observe HDD of Neches River. Talked with drilling technician in drill 
control room about process. Traveled to Lufkin pump station and found activities 
were also stopped due to rain. Escorted Mr. Butters back to Dallas.

Observed Activity:________________________________________________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity :________________________________________________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
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OPS Inspector’s Signature :___Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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U .S. Department o f Transportation
Office of Pipeline Safety

Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : February 26, 2013 Hours Worked :9 
Weather:Sunny Temp.50s Low50s H igh 60s
Owner/Operator:Transcanada SpreadSpread 2
ContractorMichel Construction

Observed Activity : Safety Training
Station # Start/Stoo GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Appx. M.P.

Winnsboro Office Winnsboro Pump Station n/a
Comments: Took mandaotorv Safety Training

Observed Activity :HydrOtest 
Station# Start/Stoo GPS Lat./GPS Long. Aoox. M.P.
Beginning of Spread 2 n/a 195

CommentsObserved end of hydrostatic testing of section from M P195 to Winnsboro 
Pump Station site.Testing was completed during the night time so didn't observe 
acutal test Pipe was still filled with water and under a lowered pressure. Examined 
pipe for expansion of joints. Coating had no indications of cracking.

Observed Activity:Pump station construction activities
Station# Start/Stoo GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Aoox. M.P.
Winnsboro Pump Station n/a 235

Comments:_Crews were working on concrete pouring, conduit work and some 
welding. Both section 1 and 2 of the hydrotests were examined. Both headers were 
still exposed and showed no signs of expansion. Welding crews were welding per 
procedures.

Additional Comments:
OPS InspectoriAgustin Lopez
OPS Inspector’s Signature :_____ _____  , __________ _ _ _

Distribution: OPS Engineer
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Office of Pipeline S afety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : February 27, 2013 Hours Worked :9 
WeathenSunny Temp.SOs Low50s H igh60s
Owner/Operator:Transcanada SpreadSpread 2
ContractorMichel Construction

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Observed Activity Welding
Station# Start/Ston GPS Lat./GPS Lone. Appx. M.P.

Angelina River Xine N/A 310
Comments:_Welding was observed on pipe being used to cross under the Angelina 
River. The Pipe was concrete coated. Verified procedures were on hand. Procedure 
KXL*SMAW-ML2 was being utilized and verified during the welding. Jerry Davis 
and John Smith were the welding inspectors.

Observed Activity :Angrlina River Crossing
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Appx. M.P.
Angelina RiverXine n/a 310

CommentsExamined pipe being utilized for the river crossing. A 1 pipe going under
the river and wetland area was concrete coated. The river is approximately about 40 
ft from bank to bank. Area had a lot of standing water due to recent rain. The 
contractor called it a wetland but not sure if it is an official wetland area.

Observed Activity: Visited complaint area 
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Lung. Appx. M.P.
CR 890 xine n/a 318

Comments:_Visited area in which Mr. Tucker complained about the mud/water 
runoff caused by the pile of dirt left by Transcanada and exposed ditch. Pipeline 
was already covered at location. There were no open ditches but there was still a lot 
of dirt piled next to ROW. There did seem to be some dirt runoff into Mr. Tucker's 
property, which is across CR 890. Talked to Mr. Tracy Hilbum and Mr. Dan 
Cerkoney and suggested that they place silt fencing or clean up ROW to prevent 
runoff of water and dirt into Mr. Tucker's property.

Additional Comments:
OPS Inspector:Agustin Lopez 
OPS Inspector’s Signature :__
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Distribution: OPS Engineer
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : February 28, 2013 Hours Worked :9 
Weather:Sunny Temp.50s Low50s H igh60s
Owner/Operator:Transcanada SpreadSpread 2
ContractorMichel Construction

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Observed Activity :Site Specific Safety Training
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Appx. M.P.

Lufkin Pumo Station N/A 338
Comments: Comnleted site specific safety training

Observed Activity :Pipe examination and NDT records
Station# Start/Stoo GPS Lat.7 GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.
Lufkin Pump Station n/a 338

CommentsExamined pipe, flanges, and valves for rating and coal 
conditions.Reviewed several xrays and repair records. Had aboti 
station piping. Verified Mr. Hudgens Level II training/qualificat

Observed Activity:Automatic welding
Station# Start/StOp GPS Lat.7 GPS Lone.

ing
it 20 xrays so far on 
ion record.

Addx. M.P.
MP 355 n/a 355

Comments:_Observed automatic welding process at approximately mp 355. There 
were 3 hoods(bead passes, Filler passes, and cap) utilized to complete each weld. 
Verified procedure being utilized at location and that were being followed. Inspector 
was checking pre heat, speed, and settings. Welding procedure being utilized was 
WPS AP0153 rev.2

Additional Comments:
OPS Inspector:Agustin Lopez
OPS Inspector’s Signature : , ■ ' . , '_______________

Distribution: OPS Engineer
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : 08/14/2013____  Hours Worked :_9_______
Weather: Temp. Low  High
Owner:_TransCanada/ Keystone XL_______
Contractor:_______ ___________________________
Observed Activity Pump stations hydro records.

Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat./ GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments Traveled to MP 195.0 to PS #36 and observed three valve assembly off ^  
mainline for future station. No expansion issues observed. Traveled to Winnsboro 
PS #37 at MP 239. Reviewed both low and high pressure piping hydro test 
documentation. Suggested more information on actual chart recordings. i.e. MFG #, 
Serial #, etc. etc. Operator had documentation sheets for this information but did 
not transfer to the actual test recording charts. Pump Station piping about 99% 
complete. Insulation beittg installed on above ground piping. No evidence of pipe 
expansion. Traveled to Tyler PS #38. Reviewed hydro test packet. No 
documentation to prove instruments used to record activity was actual instrument 
used. Certification sheets instruments were in packet, but not recorded on charts. 
Advised to use better documentation in the future.

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Observed Activity 
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx . M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity 
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:
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Additional Comments:

OPS Inspector’s Signature :__Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer 
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : 08/15/2013____  Hours W orked:__9_____
Weather:____ Temp. Low  High___
Owner:_TransCanada/Keystone XL______
Contractor:_______ ____________________________
Observed Activity _Pump stations hydro records.

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments Reviewed Hydro test of both high pressure and low pressure above 
ground piping subjected to hydro test at Lufkin PS # 39. Records were adequate 
and observed no evidence of expanded pipe. Reviewed hydro packet for Corrigan 
PS #40 . Records were adequate. Station consisted of three valve cluster off mainline 
for future PS. Observed MLV setting off highway 190. No evidence of pipe 
expansion and was being equipped for automation of valve actuators.

Observed Activity _____ ________________________ ________________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity _______________________________________________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
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OPS Inspector’s Signature :__Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : 10/30/2013____  Hours Worked : _ 9 _____
Weather:____ _Temp. Low____ High
Owner:__TransCanada/Keystone XL_____
Contractor: Michels

U.S. Department o f  Transportation

Observed Activity :_Anomaly and DCVG digs _

Station # Start/Ston GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.

Comments Interviewed Cat iodic Protection Crew about overa LI program. I was
advised the plan had been submitted to PHMSA. The line is currently being 
protected by temporary anodes until project has been commissioned and then will 
protected by impressed current. Observed anomaly dig #GC-1-1400000058 @ MP 
133.72. This anomaly did not require a cut out. Observed DCVG dig #235 @ MP 
153.8. Discovered lots of rock damage spots on upper half of pipe. After further 
examination it was determined to excavate pipe back in both directions until clean 
pipe was discovered. Pipe was lightly blasted and recoated. Jeeping procedures 
showed no more anomalies and line was 
backfillede.
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Observed Activity :____________ ________________________ ___________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments
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Observed Activity:
Station# Start/Ston GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:

OPS Inspector’s Signature :__Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date :_02/19/2013___  Hours Worked :__10 _____
Weather: Clear Temp. Low_45___ High_65__
Owner/Operator: TransGanada/Keystone Pipeline___ . Spread_3___
Contractor S u n l a n d / R W C I ______________________ i_ _ _
Observed Activity:_______________________________ , ________

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Station # Start/Ston GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.

Comments: Traveled to Sour Lake. Texas field office and met wiith Ken Perque
(PHMSA Escort). Traveled to End of Keystone Pipeline At Nederland, Texas. The 
line will enter the property of Sunoco Logistics for delivery to them. Reviewed 
Sunoco and Mersac safety films for future access to job site. Met with Tim Dowd 
(site construction lead) for T/C and received a copy of contacts for the station 
construction which will Use Ron Williams Construction. Traveled to station 
25004+90 to observe HDD activities of Hildebrant Bayou area. This is an 
approximate 4700’ drill. Traveled to South side of drill site to observe ARO coated 
pipe to be used for the pull back under the bayou. The pipe had been previously 
welded and field coated. Don’t know if hydro had been performed yet.

Observed Activity: ■ ___________________________ / _________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed A c t i v i t y _____ ________________________ _______________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
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OPS Inspector’s Signature :__Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date :_02/20/13___  Hours Worked : _ 9 ______
Weather :_Cloudy Temp. Low_40__ High_5 5 
Owner/Operator: Trans/Canada/Keystone Pipeline___  Spread_3_ _
Contractor Sunland _______________________________
Observed Activity :____________ __________________________________

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Station# Start/StoD GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments: Traveled to Construction site for Libertv Pump staltion (PS41) to
observe activities related to pump station. M.P 435.52. All pillings had been driven, 
dirt work complete. Pump sumps were excavated and electrical supplier was 
building construction power station for project. Traveled to Goodrich, TX area to 
observe pipe gang activities, welding, coating, tie-ins and lowering in. Traveled to 
Sunland/TC construction yard to review welding procedures with Mr. LeBlanche. 
Seems contractor is still experiencing high weld reject issues. Reviewed coating 
procedures with coating inspector.

Observed Activity :________________________ _ _ __________ ________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity :_____ _________________ _______________ ________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. /  GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
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OPS Inspector’s Signature :_Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : March 18, 2013 Hours Worked :9
Weather:Sunny Temp.60s Low60s H igh 60s
Owner/Operator:Transcanada SpreadSpread 3
ContractorSunland Construction

U.S. Department of Transportation

Observed Activity: Bending
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Appx. M.P.

24905+25 Terrel Park Rd n/a
Comments: Crew was setting up for bending activities. The site is the end of a HDD. 
Inspector was on site and observing handling of pipe.

Observed Activity :HDD 
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Appx. M.P.
Port Author HDD

CommentsCrew was filling HDD pipe for pre-drill hydrotest. Water was being 
pumped in from a creek and would take approximately 24 to fill. Inspected pipe for 
any coating damage. All pipe had ARO coating. The HDD is going under Hwy 93, 
and RR tracks. Its approximately 3500 ft long.

Observed Activity: 
Station# Start/Stop GPSLat./GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
OPS Inspector lAgustin Lopez 
OPS Inspector’s Signature :__

Distribution : OPS Engineer
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : March 19, 2013 Hours Worked :9
Weather:Sunny Temp.60s Low60s High60s
Owner/Operator:Transcanada SpreadSpread 3
ContractorSunland Construction

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Observed Activity :Safety Training
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Nederland Station n/a
Comments: Watched safetv videos at the Sunoco Plant tie in.

Observed Activity :Concrete pouring
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Appx. M.P.
Nederland Station

CommentsThe contractor inside the Sunocoe Plant is Ron Williams. Tim Dowd is 
Transcanada site lead. Crew was preparing concrete support boxes with rebar for 
concrete pouring. Crew has not started on pipeline activities. The pipe will tie into 
two break out tanks that are owned by Sunoco. Sunoco personnel are working on 
tanks and preparing for operation. They are being taken out of service for an 
internal inspection.

Observed Activity:HDD Pipe examination
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Appx . M.P.
Brad Miller Park

Comments:_HDD pipe is in p 
for any coating damage. All 
p ipelines and RR tracks next

ace and ready for hydrotest and pull. Examined pipe 
ripe has ARO coating. The HDD will be going under 
to Dow, Air Liquide and Sunoco Plants

Observed Activity :Welding 
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Appx . M.P.

Farnett Rd Xine n/a
Comments: Crew was repairmg welds on HDD pipe. The welder was Willie Ledet.
Qualification record was verified. Procedure being used was KXL-SMAW-PRP. 
Welding inspector on site was Jason Moore. Readings were being taken to assure 
welder was within limits.
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Additional Comments:
OPS Inspector:Agustin Lopez 
OPS Inspector’s Signature:

Distribution: OPS Engineer
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : March 20, 2013 Hours Worked :9
Weather:Sunny Temp.60s Low60s H igh 60s
Owner/Operator:Transcanada SpreadSpread 3
ContractorSunland Construction

U.S. Department of Transportation

Observed Activity :Review Welding Records
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Livingston Office n/a
Comments: Reviewed welding records due to concern on high repair rates. Alan 
Leblanc is the Senior Welding Inspector. I reviewed welding procedures: New and 
Old procedure, Repair Procedure and Partial Repair Procedures. Reviewed AUT 
and RT records. Verified welder qualifications. There is a concern with the high 
reject rate on repairs. The current rate is at 22% which is very high. Some welders 
have been let go due to high repair rates and some have left for other jobs. There is 
no pattern as why there is a high repair rate. PQR's weren't available at the 
Livingston Office. I was told that they are kept by Transcanada.

Observed Activity -Jeeping/ pipe lowering
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat./GPS Long. Appx. M.P.
Hwv 190 Xing

CommentsThe crew was jeepi ng the pipe that was going to be lowered into the ditch
for a tie in weld. Jeeping was being performed per procedure. Inspector was on site 
verifying jeeper settings. Crew was waiting for coating to dry to lower pipe.

Observed Activity Jeeping
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.
HWY 146 2nd xing

Comments:_Crew was jeeping pipe before backfilling ditch. Jeep settings were 
verified. Crew was using epoxy gun to make coating/holiday repairs an applied with 
a brush. Areas were being preheated before epoxy was applied.

Observed Activity:
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

n/a
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Comments;

Additional Comments:
OPS InspectonAgustiii Lopez
OPS Inspector’s Signature:

Distribution : OPS Engineer
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : April 01, 2013 Hours Worked :9
Weather:Rainy Temp.60s Low60s High60s
Owner/Operator:Transcanada SpreadSpread 3
ContractorSunland Construction

Observed Activity: Coating

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Station# Start/Stoo GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.

Terrel Park Terrel Park Rd n/a
Comments: Observed girth weld coating. Spoke with foreman on coating 
application. They coat to 20-40 mils and do two coats on HDD pipe. The y apply 
coating with brushes. Do not use spray on application. Checked thickness of coating 
with gauge to assure correct thickness. Go back 2" from weld exposure to assure 
good application of coating.

Observed Activity : 
Station# Start/Stoo GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.

CommentsConditions were very muddy and wet. Could not get around some areas 
due to getting stuck.

Observed Activity: 
Station# Start/Stoo GPS Lat./GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
OPS Inspector:Agustin Lopez
OPS Inspector’s Signature;

Distribution : OPS Engineer
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : April 02, 2013 Hours Worked :9
Weatheriovercast Temp.60s Low60s High60s
Owner/Operator:Transcanada SpreadSpread 3
ContractorSunland Construction

Observed Activity :Drilling HDD

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Appx. M.P.

Dupont Plant n/a
Comments: Observed drilling activities close to the Dupont Plant. The HDD is about 
1400 ft going under some RR tracks and Plant property. Spoke with drilling 
foreman and inspector. Are drilling about 25 joints a day. They are reaming with a 
36" bit. Drilling foreman was very knowledgeable on HDD procedures and 
methods.

Observed Activity :Tie in welc 
Station# Start/Stop

'

GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Appx. M.P.
Meeker Rd. Xine

CommentsTie in crew was setting up to perform tie in welds. Girth welds were also 
being coated. Crew had trouble setting up do to condition of ROW. Very muddy 
and wet.

Observed Activity:Welding
Station# Start/Ston GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.
Hilldebrandt Rd. Xine

Comments:_Observed welding of pipe. Welder had certifications and procedure. 
Crew had welds covered with tarp due to rain in accordance with procedures. 
During welding the welders had a canopy over them to protect from rain.

Additional Comments:
OPS InspectonAgustin Lopez
OPS Inspector’s Signature l__
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Distribution : OPS Engineer
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : April 03, 2013 Hours Worked :9
Weather:Overcast/rainy Temp.60s Low60s H igh 60s
Owner/Operator:Transcanada SpreadSpread 3
ContractorSunland Construction

U.S. Department of Transportation

Observed Activity :Review welding records
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat./ GPS Lone. Appx. M.P.

Livingston Office n/a
Comments: Reviewed welding records at the Livingston office. Flepair rate has
decreased. There is no pattern or an obvious welder with higher repair rates. 
Welders with high repair rates have been let go or have quit the job.

Observed Activity : Hydrotest records
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.
Livingston Office _____ _____

CommentsAsked for hydrotest records but records are kept by Transcattada in 
Houston. TC has to review hydrotest records before making them official.

Observed Activity:Caliper pig set up
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.
MP371

Comments:_Visited location where caliper pig is going to be run. The headers were 
in place and crew was setting up to run pig. Conditions were very muddy so pig run 
was being delayed.

Additional Comments:
OPS InspectonAgustin Lopez
OPS Inspector’s Signature :__

Distribution : OPS Engineer
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Office of Pipeline Safety
D aily  Construction Inspection Report

Date : June 17, 2013 Hours Worked :9
W eather:Sunny Tem p.90s L ow 70s High90s
Owner/Operator:Transcanada SpreadSpread 3
ContractorSunland Construction

U.S. Department of Transportation

Observed Activity :Girth Weld Inspection Digs
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Spread 3 Section 3-1
Comments: Sunland is exposing approximately 100 girth weld that may have some 
coating damage due to welding spatter. During welding, there was no burlap cover 
used to protect pipe from weld spatter damage. During construction the inspector 
noticed the damage areas but nothing was ever done to repair the damage.

Observed Activity :Girth weld inspection dig
Station # Start/Ston GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Addx. M.P.

19808+24

CommentsDig #3EM1-0040C this was a previous repaired area that was exposed on 
an earlier date to verify inspectors claims of the damage.

Observed Activity: 
Station# Start/Ston GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Addx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
OPS Inspector.A gustin  Lopez 
OPS Inspector’s Signature :__

Distribution : OPS Engineer
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U.S. Department o f Transportation
Office of Pipeline Safety

D aily  Construction Inspection Report

Date : June 18,2013 Hours Worked :9
Weather: Sunny Tem p.90s L ow 70s High90s
Owner/Operator:Transcanada SpreadSpread 3
ContractorSunland Construction

Observed Activity :Girth Weld Inspection Digs
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

19852+97 Section 3-1
Comments: Die # 3AMS065C- Girth weld was exposed and repairs were made to 
the coating due to welding spatter.

Observed Activity :Girth weld inspection dig
Station # Start/Ston GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.
19828+13

CommentsDig #3AMS-6015C observed coating inspector examine/evaluate pipe for 
coating damage. Damage to coating was found on the top half of pipe due to welding 
spatter. Inspector outlined areas that need repair.

Observed Activity: 
Station # Start/StoD GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
OPS Inspector:A giistin Lopez 
OPS Inspector’s Signature :___

Distribution : OPS Engineer
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Office o f Pipeline Safety
D aily  Construction Inspection Report

Date : June 19, 2013 Hours Worked :9
W eather:Sunny Tem p.90s L ow 70s High90s
Owner/Operator :Transcanada SpreadSpread 3
ContractorSunland Construction

U.S. Department of Transportation

Observed Activity :Bending
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Apdx. M.P.

Hwv 3513 Xine
Comments: Pine Was strung out ready for bending. Bending machine broke down so 
was getting repaired. Examined pipe for any coating damage.

Observed Activity :Lowering pipe
Station # Start/Stoo GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.
Hwv 347 Xine

CommentsPipe was being lowered into the ditch. Examined ditch for condition of 
soil. Soil looked clean with no rocks, boulders, wood chunkcs or any trash. Pipe was 
being supported by booms to minimize stress on pipe.

Observed Activity:Coating
Station # Start/Stoo GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Atmx. M.P.
Hilldebrant Road Xine

Comments:_Crew was coating girth welds. Observed activities to assure proper 
application of coating.

Additional Comments:
OPS InspectoriA gustin  Lopez 
OPS Inspector’s Signature :__

Distribution : OPS Engineer
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Office o f Pipeline Safety
D aily  Construction Inspection Report

Date : June 20, 2013 Hours Worked :9
Weather: Sunny Tem p.90s L ow 70s High90s
Owner/Operator:Transcanada SpreadSpread 3 
ContractorSunland Construction

Observed Activity :HDD

U.S. Department of Transportation

Station # Start/Ston GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Addx.M.P.

Brooks Road Xine 469
Comments: HDD activities were being performed. The head was being attached in 
preparation for pulling the pipe. There were about 11 pipelines that were being 
crossed. Kinder Morgan representative was present as there line was being crossed. 
Soil/mud had no signs of rocky substance. The entire pull was approximately about 
400 ft of pipe.

Observed Activity :Pipe examination
Station # Start/Stoo GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Addx.M.P.
Hwv 347 Xing-east side

CommentsPipe was strung out. Examined pipe for coating damage and condition of 
pipe. Girth welds were coated with spray on application. Coating looked in good 
condition.

Observed Activity:Bending 
Station # Start/Stoo GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Addx. M.P.
HWY 3514 Xing

Comments:_Bending machine was finally fixed and bending activities resumed. 
Engineer was on site to oversee bending activities.

Additional Comments:
OPS Insp ectonA gustin  Lopez 
OPS Inspector’s Signature :__

Distribution : OPS Engineer
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Office o f Pipeline Safety
D aily  Construction Inspection Report

Date : June 21, 2013 Hours Worked :9
W eather:Sunny Tem p.90s L ow 70s High90s
Owner/Operator:Transcanada L SpreadSpread 3
ContractorSunland Construction

Observed Activity :Running Scrubbing pigs

U. S. Department of Transportation

Station# Start/Stoo GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.

Sec 3-2 &3 424.2
Comments: Launcher has been welding on nine for nigging activities. Two sections 
were being run at one time so approximately 40 mile section. Extrs compressors 
were brought in due to the first pig getting stuck. Pig may have been trapped due to 
dirty conditions inside the pipe. The plan was to run extra scrubbing pigs until line 
was clean enough to run deformation/caliper tool.

Observed Activity :Anamoly Dig
Station # Start/Ston GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.
Section 3-1

CommentsTwo anomaly digs were still under water. Crew was waiting for water to 
reside in order to resume digging operations.

Observed Activity: 
Station# Start/Stor) GPS Lat./GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
OPS Inspector:A gustin Lopez 
OPS Inspector’s Signature :___

Distribution : OPS Engineer
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : _08/16/2013____ Hours Worked :___ 9____
Weather:____ Temp. Low  High
Owner:_TransCanada/Keystone XL_______
Contractor:_________ __________________________
Observed Activity Pump stations hydro records.

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Station # Start/Ston GPS Lat. / GPS Long, Apdx. M.P.

Comments traveled too and observed Liberty PS #41 above ground piping that will 
be subjected to hydro test. This station is moth balled for approximately 30 days due 
to contractor was sent to Cushing station #32 to complete work for displaced 
contractor at PS #32. Will review hydro packet for station #41 at a later date. No 
evidence of pipe expansion observed. Station is about 90% complete. Observed EOL 
delivery station construction. Inspected meter station piping and surge relief line. 
Station is 60-705 complete. Station has not been hydro tested.

Observed Activity :______________ _________________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity : ______________________________ ____________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P,

Comments:

Additional Comments:
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OPS Inspector’s Signature :__Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date :_03/05-06/13___  Hours Worked : 9______
Weather:_Clear___Temp. Low_25___ High_50__
Owner/Operator:JTransCanda/Keystone  Spread 1    
Contractor___ Wanzek/Matrix ________________ ______________
Observed Activity :_Breakout Tank Construction

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Station # Start/Stop - GPS Lat. /  GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:_Traveled to Cushing, OK and met with Harold Anderson (PHMSA 
Escort) and Lance Johnson, site construction manager for T/C. Tried to review 
procedures used for construction of Breakout tanks with very little success. The 
procedures were extreamly vague and was met with strong resistance to revel 
documents. The documents requested and was told could not be reviewed were as 
follows: Copies o f  the following documents/information was requested but 
not provided to PHMSA during the recent construction inspection o f  the 
Keystone G ulf Coast Pipeline in Cushing, OK:

• Geotechnical report prepared by Terracon (API 650, Appendix B, 
B.2.1, IBR)

• Written specifications for construction of breakout tanks and 
associated piping (§195.202 Compliance with specifications or 
standards.).

• Soil compaction testing records (API 650, Appendix B, B.2.4, IBR)
• Tank design calculations showing the determination of shell course 

thicknesses, wind loading design, seismic design, etc. Matrix has 
developed a design package that has been provided to PHMSA for 
other breakout tank construction inspections and a similar set of 
calculations is what was requested (API 650, Section 5, etc., IBR).

• Construction drawings for Cushing, OK breakout tanks and associated 
piping (§195.202 Compliance with specifications or standards.).

• Concrete compressive strength tests for ringwall (§195.202 
Compliance with specifications or standards.).
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• Testing and inspection records for materials placed under breakout 
tank bottom including pH, chloride levels, etc. (API 650, Appendix B, 
etc., API 651,5.3.2, IBR).

• Design provisions to ensure expected breakout tank settlement of 
tanks does not introduce attached piping stress to tanks or piping.

• Need copies Worley Parsons API 650 Oil Storage Data Sheet for each 
tank (§195.202 Compliance with specifications or standards.).

• Matrix welding procedure FC-014-1,10/10/1996, Revision 21, 
0718/2012 and PQR MS-03-127, semi-automatic welding, filler metal 
Kobelco Frontiarc 711 (API 650, Section 7.2, IBR).

• Matrix Weld Repair Procedure, Bechtel document 25472-175-V1G- 
G00z-00819, Revision 1, WRP-01 (Matrix Number) (API 650, Section 
7, IBR).

• Concrete ringwall design calculations including design loading, 
bearing stresses vs. soil bearing capacity, uplift, bending, torsion, 
hoop stresses, reinforcing steel, etc., (API 650, Appendix B, IBR).

• Concrete ringwall design calculations showing adequacy due to 
eccentric loading, why shell was not centered on ringwall (API 650, 
Appendix B, B.4.2.2, IBR).

• Concrete ringwall design calculations showing justification for width 
of design without a footing (API 650, Appendix B, B.4.2.3 f, IBR).

• Calculations showing verification of sliding friction resistance (API 
650, 5.3.1.2, IBR).

• Calculations showing seismic design considerations and justification 
(API 650, Appendix E, E.3.1, IBR).

• Calculations showing adequacy of floating roof design (API 650, 
Appendix C, IBR).

• Tabulation of weld failures, tabulation of weld failures by welder (API 
650, Section 8, IBR).

• Radiographs taken in the first 10' of weld for each completed vertical 
joint butt weld for each welder for each type and thickness (API 650, 
8.1.2.2, IBR).

• Radiographs taken in the first 10' of weld for each completed 
horizontal joint butt weld for each welder for each type and 
thickness (API 650, 8.1.2.3, IBR).

• Vacuum box test procedure and testing records (API 650, 8.6.2, IBR).
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• Material certifications for all materials, including fittings, flanges, 
valves, piping, shell plates, floor plates, etc. (API 650, IBR, §195.202 
Compliance with specifications or standards.).

• Cathodic protection design documents (specifications, drawings, etc.) 
for breakout tanks (§195.565 How do I install cathodic protection on 
breakout tanks?, API 651, IBR).

• Specifications and manufacturer's information on internal linings that 
will be used in the breakout tanks (§195.579 What must I do to 
mitigate internal corrosion?, API 652, IBR).

• Design documents for leak detection and subgrade protection (API 
650, Appendix,!, IBR).

• Hydrostatic test procedure (API 650, IBR).
These documents were officially requested by PHMSA.

Observed Activity :_______________________________________ ________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Annx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity :
Station# Start/Ston GPS Lat. / GPS Lons. Addx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:

OPS Inspector’s Signature :__Jim Arnold
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Distribution: OPS Engineer 
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date :_03/07/13___  Hours Worked :_9_______
Weather:_Clear___ Temp. Low_29___ High_55__
Owner/Operator: TransCanada/Keyestone XL___  Spread_l_ _____
Contractor__W anzek/M atrix__________________. _______
Observed Activity:__ASME Code IX welder qualification

Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Comments: Observed 4 welder qualification test for procedure # W2-863-ASME- 
SM-02,03 & 04. They were trying to test 8 welders today by watching 4 this AM and 
4 this PM It should be noted that two of the first 4 busted out while I observed them. 
I didn’t see the results of the other two or the other four in the afternoon. I left to 
travel back to Headquarters.

Observed Activity :____________________________________ ___________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity _______ ___________________ ____________________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
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OPS Inspector’s Signature :__Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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U .S. Department o f  Transportation
Office of Pipeline Safety

Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date :03-18-2013____  Hours Worked :_10_______
Weather: Clear Temp. Low_25___High_50__
Owner/Operator: TransCanada/Keystone XL___  Spread 1____
Contractor Matrix and Wanzek______________ ______
Observed Activity : __________ ________________________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments: Traveled to Cushing, OK and met with Harold Anderson PHMSA 
Escort, Erik Hughes Compliance Specialist with Keystone, and Kelly White, 
PHMSA Escort. Requested to see documents for project #08E4490 which satisfied 
request for written specifications for construction of beak-out tanks and associated 
piping per 192-202. These documents were allowed to be reviewed on site, but 
refused to allow them to leave the site. Reviewed RT/weld quality reports for tanks 
1-7. Reviewed Worley-Parsons (engineering firm of records), Oil Storage Tanks 
Specs document #25472-100-3PS-MTFS-10-0001. Reviewed Matrix shell radiograph 
DWG 100-10G for job # 22wll-3792 reflecting radiograph of all vertical and 
horizontal shots. Requested Cathodic Protection design documents and was 
informed they had been sent to PHMSA on 03-16-2013. Reviewed Worley-Parsons 
TransCanada piping stress analysis design criteria document #  2547L-100-p6y- 
ppOl-wOOl and 25350-100-p6y-pp01-w001.

Observed Activity : _________________________ : __________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity :
Station # Start/Ston GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Annx. M.P.

Comments:
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Additional Comments:

OPS Inspector’s Signature :_Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date :03-19-13____  Hours Worked __1______
Weather: Clear Temp. Low_45___ High_55__
Owner/Operator:Transcanada/Keystone XL___  Spread__1 ____
ContractorM ichels______________________________ _
Observed Activity :_______________________________________________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Comments: Traveled to Praque, OK and met with Harold Anderson, PHMSA 
Escort. Erick Hughes, compliance specialist, traveled with us to observe Held 
activities of pipeline construction. Traveled to MP 74.70 to observe HDD operations 
of the Canadian River drilling activities on South side of river. Traveled to MP 
77.50 and observed slick/wet bore of public road south of highway 
1.

Observed Activity :_____________________________________ __________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity:______
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
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OPS Inspector’s Signature :__Jim Arnold

Distribution : OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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U .S. Department o f  Transportation
Office of Pipeline Safety

Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date :03-20-13____  Hours Worked :__9_____
Weather: Clear Temp. Low_40___High_55__
Owner/Operator:TransCanada/KeystoneXL___  Spread__1_____
Contractor__M ichels_______________________________ __
Observed Activity :________ ________________________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments: Enviromental protesters were due to arrive at Cushing on this day and 
was advised to not visit site. Traveled back to Headquarters.

Observed Activity :_________________________________ _____________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity : -
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Lons. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:

OPS Inspector’s Signature :___Jim Arnold
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Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date :03-21-13____  Hours Worked :__9 _____
Weather:_Clear__ Temp. Low_40____ High 55
Owner/Operator:TransCanada/KeystoneXL Spread__1_____
Contractor__M ichels ________________________
Observed Activity :______ _____________________________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Comments: Enviromental protesters were due to arrive at Cushing on this day and 
was advised to not visit site. Traveled back to Headquarters.

Observed Activity ________ ______________________________________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long, Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity :_______ ___________ ________________ ______
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:

OPS Inspector’s Signature :___Jim Arnold
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Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date :_04/17/2013___  Hours Worked : 9
Weather:_Clear Temp. Low 5 5____High_70 
Owner/Operator: Transcanada/Keystone XL___  Spread _1____
Contractor M ichels ________________________  -
Observed Activity :________________________________________ ______
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Comments:___Met Harold Anderson at Atoka, OK and traveled to MP 148.7 to
observe mini-gang operations. Tie-in welding, end facing. Inspected pump station 
excavation activities for station number 35. (Bryan). Obtained copy of plot plan 
#4420-01-00 03-002 at MP 149.0. Interviewed with John Emerson, site lead. Station 
in early stages of development. Traveled to MP 128.5 and observed field coating 
crew. Blasting, heating and spray painting epoxy 2888 product. Blasting with Black 
Beauty sand. Traveled to Lehigh, OK to observe cement coating application to 
outside of pipe for use in wet land areas.

Observed Activity :____________ _________________________ _________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long, Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity :___________________________________ ___________ _
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
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Field Coating crew at MP 128.5. spread 1 1
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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OPS Inspector’s Signature:__Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date :_04/22/2013___  Hours Worked : _ 9 _____
Weather:_Clear___ Temp. Low_55___ High_75__
Owner/Operator: TransCanada/Keystone XL Spread__1 ____
Contractor__Michels_____________________________ _
Observed Activity:_______________________________ _______________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. - Appx. M.P.

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Comments: Traveled to Atoka, OK and met with Harold Anderson and MP 106 to 
observe pipe lowering in and jeeping operations. Watched contractor do a 
calibration of jeeping equipment.

Observed Activity :_________________________________  ',_________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity :_________ ______________________________________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
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OPS Inspector’s Signature :_Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

D ate: 04/23/2013 Hours Worked :_10_______
Weather:_Cloudy___ Temp. Low_33___ High 45
Owner/Operator: TransCanada/Keystone XL Spread_l/Cushing Terminal
Contractor__Wanzek/Matrix_______ ___________________________
Observed Activity :_______ ________________________ ______________

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Station# Start/Ston GPS Lat./GPS Lone. Adox. M.P.

Comments: Traveled to TransCanada’s Tankage terminal in <Cushing, OK to
observe and discuss percentage of completion of tank farm. Talked with Tom 
Fletcher, tank construction project manager. Discussed % of completion of tanks.
No welding was being performed due to cold, wet conditions. Tank completion is as 
follows:

1. 6th ring complete and tank is standing alone.
2. 6th ring complete
3. 5th ring complete and final ring to be complete this week
4. 2nd ring complete and 3rd ring will be completed this week
5. 2nd ring SR2 installed and being welded
6. SR3 being welded and be completed this week
7. SR3 complete and 4th to be completed this week. Made a general tour of 

facility to observe overall appearance of activities. Talked with Kelly 
Plummer, QAQC coordinator for welding with Wanzek and was advised that 
a new welding procedure was being developed for plant piping due to 
operator could not get original material ordered. This qualification was for 
X65 to X70 and X70 to X70. Had planned on using X65 for plant piping but 
had to change to X70X.715 wall and must qualify a new procedure.

Observed Activity :____________ ___________________ _______________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:
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Observed Activity:________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:

OPS Inspector’s Signature :___Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : 04/25/2013.____  Hours Worked :_9____ __
Weather:Cloudy Temp. L ow _45___High_70__
Owner/Operator: TransCanada/Keystone XL___  Spread__1 ____
Contractor__Michels____________________
Observed Activity: __________________________ _______________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

U.S. Department o f Transportation

Comments:___Traveled to Atoka, OK to observe main line tie-in welding crew
activities. Observed field joint automated coating process.

Observed Activity :________________________________________________
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity:
Station# Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:

OPS Inspector’s Signature :_____Jim Arnold

t
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Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE(1)
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Office o f Pipeline Safety
D aily  Construction Inspection Report

Date : May 22, 2013 Hours Worked :9
W eather:Sunny Tem p.80s L ow 70s High80s
Owner/Operator:Transcartada SpreadSpread 1
ContractorMichels Construction

Observed Activity :Hydrostatic testing

U.S. Department of Transportation

Station # Start/Stoo GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.

Cushina Terminal 0.2 to 1.33
Comments: Michels was hvdrotesting about a mile of pipe coming out of the 
Cushing Terminal. This section is tested separate from the rest of pipeline due to it 
being close to the pump station. MOP is 1600psi. Minimum Hydrotest pressure was 
2266psi, actual test pressure was being held at about 2300 psi. Reviewed dead 
weight, pressure chart, and temperature chart calibration certs. Bob Campbell with 
Transcanada was at test location. Readings were being taken at 5 min increments, 
then raised to 15 min. A section of pipe was being tested along with mainline to use 
as a tie in pup. Electronic gauge was connected to pipe as backup for deadweights.

Observed Activity: 
Station # Start/StoD GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.

Comments

Observed Activity: 
Station # Start/Stoo GPS Lat. / GPS Lone. Addx. M.P.

Comments:

A dditional Comments:
OPS Inspector:A gustin Lopez 
OPS Inspector’s Signature :___

Distribution : OPS Engineer
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U .S. Department o f  Transportation
Office of Pipeline Safety

Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : 10/28/2013_  Hours Worked : 9_____
Weather:____ Temp. Low  High___
Owner:_TransCanada/Keystone XL_______
Contractor: Michales ____________________________ .
Observed Activity :_____ ________________________ _________________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments Traveled to Atoka, OK and met with Harold Anderson, PHMSA Escort 
to address relevent questions from PHMSA. Answered questions will be furnished 
to PHMSA. Found out there were numerous DCVG identified digs that need to be 
observed. These range from M.P. 1.97 to 166.83.

Observed Activity : , __________________________________________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Observed Activity :____________________________________
Station # Start/Stop GPS Lat. /  GPS Long. Appx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:
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OPS Inspector’s Signature :__Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer
OPS Field Agent EXHIBIT ONE
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U.S. Department of Transportation
Office of Pipeline Safety
Daily Construction Inspection Report

Date : 10/29/2013____ Hours Worked :_14____ _
Weather:____Temp. Low____High___
Owner:_TransCanada/Keystone XL______
Contractor: _Michels______________________________
Observed Activity:_ Mainline valve placement and final tie in of ML at Cushing, OK_

Station # Start/Ston GPS Lat. / GPS Long. Apdx. M.P.

All MLVComments Observed MLV CRM WL-03A # 239 @ MP 77.65 on South Side of Canadian River. Valve was equipped 
for automation. See Pictures 1-4. (All MLV on Keystone Pipeline did not have a position indicator as required by 195.116(c)) 
Observed MLV CRM WL-02A #240 @ MP 73.14 on North Side of Canadian river. Valve is equipped for automation. See 
pictures 5-10. Observed MLV CSHSP-04A #273 @ South Side of North Canadian River. This valve is a manual valve not 
equipped for automation. 1 check valve is installed on upstream side of MLV. See pictures 11-13. Observed MLV CSHSP-03A 
#280 on North Side of North Canadian River. Valve is equipped with automation. See pictures 14-17. Observed MLV CSHSP- 
02A- 287 on South Side of Deep Fork River. Valve is not equipped for automation. See picture 18. Observed MLV CSHSP- 
01 A- #295 on North Side of Deep Fork River. Valve is equipped for automation. See pictures 19-22. Observed final line tie in 
at pump station #32. Tie in consisted of transition a t road crossing from .618 WT to .564 and reversed at pump station tie in.

Observed Activity:
Station# Start/Ston GPS Lat./ GPS Long. Annx. M.P.
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Observed Activity:
Station# Start/Ston GPSLat./GPSLona. Addx. M.P.

Comments:

Additional Comments:

OPS Inspector’s Signature :_Jim Arnold

Distribution: OPS Engineer 
OPS Field Agent E X H IB IT  O N E
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Revised 10 Feb 2011

WELDING PROCEDURE DATA SHEET KXL-SMAW-ML
TransCanada
In business to deliver

PROJECT: Keystone Pipeline Project Phase 3 &4 SERVICE TEMPERATURE: 23 °F
APPLICATION: Below Ground Pipe to Pipe Girth Welds & Tie Ins
MATERIAL SPECIFJCATION(S): TES-PIPE-EW-US, TES-PIPE-SAW-US, API 5L X70M
DIAMETER GROUP: □  <2% in. □  2 3/a  in. through 12% in. [X ] > 12% in.
WALL THICKNESS GROUP: □  < 3/16 in. El 3/i6 in. through % in. □  > % in.
JOINT DESIGN: 60° to 70°

^ -------y

~ t \ /

Vio" ± 3/e ’”*->11- Via" ± 3/32

Number of beads will 
vary with pipe wail 
thickness.

WELDING PROCESS(ES): SMAW TYPE(S): Manual
(i.e. SMAW, GTAW, SAW, FCAW) (i.e. Manual, Machine, Automatic, Semi-Auto.)

FILLER METAL GROUP(S): 1,2 ELECTRODES: E6010, E8010(G or PI)
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS: DCRP POSITION: 5G
WELDING DIRECTION: Vertical Down SPEED OF TRAVEL: 5-19 in./min.
SHIELDING GAS (Type, Mixture): Not Applicable FLOWRATE: Not Applicable
FLAME CHARACTERISTICS: Not Applicable SHIELDING FLUX: Not Applicable
LINE-UP CLAMP: External -  Tie-in REMOVAL OF CLAMP: After 50% of root completed
PREHEAT TEMP.: 254°Fmin. INTERPASS TEMP.: 275°F min./425°F max. PWHT: None 
TIME BETWEEN PASSES: Max. 15 min. between Root/Hot Pass, complete weld within 72 hrs
CLEANING and/or GRINDING: Wire brush and/or grinding as required.

Bead Electrode Welding
Direction

Amperage
Range

Voltage
Range

Travel Speed 
Range, in./min.

Time Between 
Passes

Heat Input 
kJ/in.Size Class

Root 5/32 E6010 Down 108-171 19-27 10.8-16,5 15 min 9.0-19.1

Hot Pass 5/32 E8010G/P1 Down 149-216 20.7-32 14.5-18.7 30 min 12.0-23.2

Fill/Strip 3/16 E8010G/P1 Down 140-220 20.7-32 5.1-12.4 72 Hours 20.0-64.4

Cap 3-16 E8010G/P1 Down 126-198 22.5-34 8.6-16.2 72 Hours 12.8-44.7

REMARKS:
1. NDT -100% radiography in accordance with the requirements of the current edition of AP11104.
2. Minimum preheat shall be maintained at all times, unless welding is interrupted in which case the joint 

must be preheated before welding re-commences.
3. If necessary due to WT changes or variation in joint spacing within the tolerance limits, it is permissible to 

change the electrode size to one nominal size smaller or larger, but the same range of welding 
parameters must be used.

4. Refer to Keystone Pipeline Specification TES-WELD-PL-US
DECLARATION: The information in this data sheet is correct and based on welding procedure

specifications that meet the qualification requirements of the latest edition of AP11104.
PQR KPL-RMS-SMAW-ML-Rev2
RECORDS:

Proposed by: Trent Bertholet Checked by:

Contractor: Accepted by:
i-ACr •

Library: KXL Project Specific

Jesse Bajnok 

Etgwi /Vrp.-i
ind Date

3 . Jo  J -3.01 X.
Signature and Date 
Page 1 of 1
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Revised 10 Feb 2011

WELDING PROCEDURE DATA SHEET KXL-SMAW-PRP
TransCanada
In business to deliver

PROJECT: Keystone Pipeline Project Phase 3 & 4 SERVICE TEMPERATURE: 23 °F
APPLICATION: Partial Thru-Wall Repairs on Pip© to Pipe Girth Welds
MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS): TES-PIPE-EW-US, TES-PIPE-SAW-US, API 5L X70M
DIAMETER GROUP: □  < 2 % in. □  2 % in. through 123/  in. 0  >123/  In.
WALL THICKNESS GROUP: □  < */« in. i l l  %e in. through % in. □  > 3/< in.
JOINT DESIGN:

Original Weld Detail Area Ground out to 
Remove Defects

Completed Repair

WELDING PROCESS(ES): SMAW TYPE(S): Manual
(l.e. SMAW, GTAW, SAW. FCAW) <l.e. Manual, Machine, Automatic, Semi-Auto.)

FILLER METAL GROUP(S): 3 ELECTRODES: E8018-C3
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS: DCRP POSITION: 5G
WELDING DIRECTION: Vertical Up SPEED OF TRAVEL: 2.1 -  5.6 in./min.
SHIELDING GAS (Type,Mixture): Not Applicable FLOWRATE: Not Applicable
FLAME CHARACTERISTICS: Not Applicable SHIELDING FLUX: Not Applicable
LINE-UP CLAMP: Not Applicable REMOVAL OF CLAMP: Not applicable
PREHEAT TEMP.: 254°Fmin. INTERPASS TEMP.: 275BF min./425°F max. PWHT: None 
TIME BETWEEN PASSES: Max. 15 min. between passes until completed
CLEANING and/or GRINDING: Wire brush and/or grinding as required.

Bead Electrode Welding
Direction

Amperage
Range

Voltage
Range

Travel Speed 
Range, inimln.

Time Between 
Passes

Heat input 
kJ/in.Size Class

Fill 3/32 E8018-C3 Up 80-135 19-27 2.1-3.2 15 min 28.5-68.5

Fill / Cap 1/8 E8018-C3 Up 110-160 19-26 3.1-5.6 15 min 22.4-80.5

REMARKS;
1. NDT -100% radiography In accordance with the requirements of the current edition of AP11104.
2. Minimum preheat shall be maintained at all times, unless welding Is Interrupted in which case the joint 

must be preheated before welding re-commences.
3. Refer to Keystone Pipeline Specification TES-WELD-PL-US
DECLARATION: The information in this data sheet is correct and based on welding procedure

specifications that meet the qualification requirements of the latest edition of AP11104. 
PQR 016-AI
RECORDS:

Proposed by: Trent Bertholet 

Contractor: S Ccv&KvcAvi

Library: KXL Project Specific

i
X+i

Checked by: Jesse Bajnok 

Accepted by: A-n>t..A

r f  -F es-M 'l
SfcDature^and Date 

3 -
Signature and Date 
Page 1 of 1  
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Revised May 9 2011 REVISION 1

WELDING PROCEDURE DATA SHEET KXL-SMAW-RP
TransCanada
In business to deliver

PROJECT: Keystone Pipeline Project Phase 3 & 4 SERVICE TEMPERATURE: 23 °F
APPLICATION: Multiple Thru-Wall Repairs on Pipe to Pipe Girth Welds
MATERIAL SPECIFICATION(S): TES-PIPE-EW-US, TES-PIPE-SAW-US, API 5L X70M
DIAMETER GROUP: D  < 2 %  in. □  2 % in. through 12% in. [xj > 12% in.
WALL THICKNESS GROUP: □  < 3/16in. g j 3/1B in. through % in. □  > % in.
JOINT DESIGN:

Original Weld Detail

f

Area Ground out to 
Remove Defects

Completed Repair

TVPE(S): Manual
(i.e. Manual, Machine, Automatic, Semi-Auto.)

WELDING PROCESS(ES): SMAW
(i.e. SMAW, GTAW, SAW, FCAW)

FILLER METAL GROUP(S): 1,3
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS: DCRP
WELDING DIRECTION: See Table Below 
SHIELDING GAS (Type, Mixture): Not Applicable
FLAME CHARACTERISTICS: Not Applicable
LINE-UP CLAMP: Not Applicable REMOVAL OF CLAMP: Not applicable
PREHEAT TEMP.: 254°Fmin. INTERPASS TEMP.: 275°F min. / 425®F max. PWHT: None 
TIME BETWEEN PASSES: Max. 15 min. between passes until completed
CLEANING and/or GRINDING: Wire brush and/or grinding as required,

ELECTRODES:
POSITION:
SPEED OF TRAVEL: 
FLOW RATE: 
SHIELDING FLUX:

E6010, E8018-C3 
5G
2 - 8  in./min.
Not Applicable 
Not Applicable

Bead Electrode Welding
Direction

Amperage
Range

Voltage
Range

Travel Speed 
Range, in./min.

Time Between 
Passes

Heat Input 
kJ/ln.Size Class

Root 1/8 E6010 Down 60-120 21-35 3 -7 15 min 11.8-90.0

Hot Pass 3/32 E8018-C3 Up 70-110 20-27 2 -6 16 min 22.7-68.5 .

Fill/Strip 1/8 E8018-C3 Up 110-160 19-26 3 -8 15 min 44.7-92.4

Cap 1/8 E8018-C3 Up 100-160 19-26 3 -8 15 min 23.7-92.4

REMARKS:
1. NDT -100% radiography in accordance with the requirements of the current edition of AP11104.
2. Minimum preheat shall be maintained at all times, unless welding is interrupted in which case the joint 

must be preheated before welding re-commences.
3. If necessary due to WT changes or variation in Joint spacing within the tolerance limits, it is permissible to 

change the electrode size to one nominal size smaller or larger, but the same range of welding 
parameters must be used.

4. Refer to Keystone Pipeline Specification TES-WELD-PL-US
DECLARATION: The information in this data sheet is correct and based on welding procedure

specifications that meet the qualification requirements of the latest edition of AP11104.
PQR 916-AI, 916-N
RECORDS:

Proposed by: Trent Berlholet Checked by: Jesse Bain ok

Contractor: (W  ivudirv. ( Accepted by: A r o  \

Library: KXL Project Specific  
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Keystone - API-1104 Welder Qualification Form
Form W8 Rev 0 TransCanada

In business to deliver

Welder's Name (print) Welder’s ID Stamp Test Location, Project and/or Spread No.

Mathew K. Linehan (DL#082143627 Ok.) 3177 Livingston West Pipe Yard 
Gulf Coast - Spread 3

TEST CONDITIONS
Test 1 Test 2

Single Qual Multiple Qualification
Weld Type Butt Butt Branch
Pipe Specification & Grade A P I 5 L  X 70

Diameter of Test Pipe 36”

Wall Thickness .465”

Centerline of Pipe Axis 2G. 5G. 6G 5G

AWS Filler Metal identification A.5.1/A .5.5

Welding Procedure Specification No. KXL-SMAW-RP
WELDER QUALIFICATION BASED ON DESTRUCTIVE TEST AND RESULTS

Nick N/A
Face N/A
Root N/A
Side N/A

Number o f Test 
Completed Per 

Test

Visual Acceptable □  Visual Not Acceptable □ Welder Qualified □ Welder Disqualified □

WELDER QUALIFICATION BASED ON NDE OF TEST BUTT WELD

NDT
Method

Radiographic Testing

H I Ultrasonic Testing

Weld ID No. 
3177

Weld ID No.

Radiographic Report No. 
Shaw D/67

Ultrasonic Report No.

X-Ray Film No.'s. 
1

Ultrasonic Data file name or No. (if applicable)

Visual Acceptable | NDE Acceptable | Welder Qualified I Welddr Disqualified □

ESSENTIAL VARIABLES FOR WELDER QUALIFICATION 
(Mark With an ‘X’)

WELDING

Welding Process

SMAW GMAW SAW GTAW FCAW

X

Welding Equipment

Manual
Semi-

Automatic Automatic

X

API
Filler
Metal

Welding
Electrode
Direction

o f
Travel

Qualification

Group Multi-Qual Single
No. (All diameters, (See Additional

(1,2,3) wall thickness, Limitations
Up Down and positions) Below)

1 ,3
F /
C

R N /A X

ADDITIONAL LIMITATIONS (Mark with an ‘X ’)
ONLY COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR SINGLE QUALIFICATION

Pipe
Butt Weld Fillet WeldOutside Diameter Inches Wall Thickness Inches Centerline of Pipe (Axis) Position

<2.375 >2.375
<12.75

>12.75 <•188 >.188
<.750

>.750 Vertical
2G

Horizontal
5G

All Pipe 
Axis

Positions

Fixed Rolled
60-70
Deg.
Bevel

Mech.
GMAW
Welding
Bevel

Branch
Fillet

Lap Fillet

X X . ■ ' m ILL. X X

Allen Le Blanc
o 7 \

Nov. 10,2012 6 mts of Last 
Accepted weld

195.222,195.505 , S.C. 18 Page 1 of 2
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Keystone - API-1104 Welder Qualification Form
Form W8 Rev 0 TransCanada

^  ^  In business to  de live r

WELD PARAMETER DETAILS

Welding Consumables:

Welding
Position: 5G Welding Direction: Root Down /Fill and Cap UP

Welding
Procedure: KXL-SMAW-RP

Weld pass # : Root Hot Pass Fill/Strip Cap

Electrode Size: 1/8” E6010 3/32”
E8018-C3

1/8”
E8018-C3

1/8”
E8018-C3

Weld current: DCRP DCRP DCRP DCRP

Weld voltage:
A=60-120 
V=21-35

A=70-110 
V=20-27

A-110-160
V=19-26

A-110-160
V=19-26

Travel Speed:

3”-7” IPM 
11.8-90.0 

KJ/IN

2”-6” IPM 
22.7-68.5 

KJ/IN

3”-8” IPM 
44.7-92.4 

KJ/IN

3”-8” IPM 
23.7-92.4 

KJ/IN

Welding Consumables:

Welding
Position: Welding Direction:

Welding
Procedure:

Weld pass # :

Electrode Size:

Weld current:

Weld voltage:

Travel Speed:
Weldinq Inspector’s Name (Please Print) Weldinq Inspector's Sfeasture.

Allen Le Blanc
A  A  Nov 10 ,2 0 1 2

V

195.222,195.505 , S.C. 18 Page 2 o f2
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Keystone - API-1104 Welder Qualification Form
Form W8 Rev 1 TransCanada

** In business to  de live r

Welder’s Name (print) Welder's ID Stamp Test Location, Project and/or Spread No.

Larry J. Guilbeaux (DL#009297642 La.) 3224 Livingston West Pipe Yard 
Gulf Coast Spread 3

TEST CONDITIONS
Test 1 Test 2

Single Qual Multiple Qualification
Weld Type Butt Butt Branch
Pipe Specification & Grade API 5L X70

Diameter of Test Pipe 36”

Wall Thickness ,465”

Centerline of Pipe Axis 2G. 5G, 6G 5G

AWS Filler Metal Identification A.5.1/A.5.5

Welding Procedure Specification No. KXL-SMAW-ML
WELDER QUALIFICATION BASED ON DESTRUCTIVE TEST AND RESULTS

Number o f Test 
Completed Per 

Test

Nick 8 Accept
Face 2 Accept
Root 2 Accept
Side N/A

Visual Acceptable [3  Visual Not Acceptable □ Welder Qualified j Welder Disqualified □

WELDER QUALIFICATIO N BASED ON NDE OF TEST BUTT WELD

NDT
Method

□  Radiographic Testing

□  Ultrasonic Testing

Weld ID No. Radiographic Report No. X-Ray Film No.'s.

Weld ID No. Ultrasonic Report No. Ultrasonic Data file name or No. (if applicable)

Visual Acceptable □ NDE Acceptable □ Welder Qualified □ Welder Disqualified □

ESSENTIAL VARIABLES FOR WELDER QUALIFICATION 
(Mark With an ‘X’)

WELDING

Welding Process

SMAW GMAW SAW GTAW FCAW

X

Welding Equipment

Manual
Semi-

Automatic Automatic

X

API
Filler
Metal

Welding
Electrode
Direction

of
Travel

Qualification

Group Multi-Qual Single
No. (All diameters, (See Additional

(1,2,3) wall thickness, Limitations
Up Down and positions) Below)

1,2 X N/A X
ADDITIONAL LIMITATIONS (Mark with an ‘X ’)

ONLY COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR SINGLE QUALIFICATION

Outside Diameter Inches

<2.375 >2.375
<12.75

>12.75

Pipe
Wall Thickness Inches Centerline of Pipe (Axis)

<188 >.188
<.750

Welding Inspector’s Name (Please Print)

Allen Le Blanc

All Pipe 
Axis

Positions

Position

Fixed Rolled

ButtW eld
60-70
Deg.
Bevel

Date Of Test

Jan. 30,2013

Mech.
GMAW
Welding

Bevel

Fillet Weld

Branch
Fillet

Lap Fillet

Date of Qualification Expiry

6 Months of Last 
Accepted Weld

195.222,195.505 , S.C. 18 Page 1 of 2
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Keystone - API-1104 Welder Qualification Form
Form W8 Rev 1 TransCanada

> ^  In  business to  de live r

WELD PARAMETER DETAILS

Welding Consumables:

Welding
Position: 5G Welding Direction: Down

Welding
Procedure: KXL-SMAW-ML

Weld pass # : Root Hot Pass Fill Cap

Electrode Size:
5/32”

E6010
5/32”

E8010G/P1
3/16”

E8010G/P1
3/16”

E8010G/P1

Weld current: DCRP DCRP DCRP DCRP

Weld voltage:
A=108-171 

V=19-27
A-149-216
V=20.7-32.0

A-140-220 
W=20.7-32

A=126-198
V=22.5-34

Travel Speed:
10.8”-16.5" 

Kj 9-19.1
14.5”-18.7” 
kj 12.0-23.2

5.1 ”-12.4” 
kj 20.0-64.4

8.6”-16.2” 
kj 12.8-44.7

WFS (GMAW only):
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Welding Consumables:

Welding
Position: Welding Direction:

Welding
Procedure:

Weld pass # :

Electrode Size:

Weld current:

Weld voltage:

Travel Speed:

WFS (GMAW only):
Remarks:

Welding Inspector’s Name (Please Print) Weldinq Inspector's Siqnatii

Allen J. Le Blanc

195.222,195.505 , S.C. 18 Page 2 of 2
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Revised January 31, 2013

WELDING PROCEDURE DATA SHEET KXL-SMAW-ML
TransCanada
in business to deliver

PROJECT: Keystone Pipeline Project Phase 3 &4 SERVICE TEMPERATURE: 23 °F
APPLICATION: Below Ground Pipe to Pipe Girth Welds & Tie Ins
MATERIAL SPECIFICATION(S): TES-PIPE-EW-US, TES-PIPE-SAW-US, API 5L X70M
DIAMETER GROUP: □  < 2 %  in. □  2 %in. through 12s/«in. 0 > 1 2 3/«in.
WALL THICKNESS GROUP: □ < 3/i6 in. 13 3/1B in. through % in. □  >%in.
JOINT DESIGN: 60-to 70“

Number of beads will 
vary with pipe wall 
thickness.

WELDING PROCESS(ES): SMAW
(i.e. SMAW, GTAW, SAW, FCAW)

FILLER METAL GROUP(S): 1.2
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS: DCRP
WELDING DIRECTION: Vertical Down 
SHIELDING GAS (Type, Mixture): Not Applicable
FLAME CHARACTERISTICS: Not Applicable
LINE-UP CLAMP: External -  Tie-in REMOVAL OF External After 50% of root completed

Internal- Mainline CLAMP: Internal After 100% of root completed
PREHEAT TEMP.: 254T min. INTERPASS TEMP.: 275°F min. /425°F max. PWHT: None 
TIME BETWEEN PASSES: Maximum 15 min. between Root/Hot Pass, complete weld within 72 hrs 
CLEANING and/or Initial Bevel Preparation: Mechanical End Face or Grinding and wire wheel on
GRINDING: the ID. Cleaning Between Passes: Wire brush and/or grinding as required.

Bead Electrode Welding
Direction

Amperage
Range

Voltage
Range

Travel Speed 
Jtange, in./min.

Time Between 
Passes

Heat Input 
kJ/in.Size Class

Root 5/32 E6010 Down 110-165 20-26 10.8-16.5 15 min. 9.0-19.0

Hot Pass 5/32 E8010G/P1 Down 149-216 20.7-32 14.5-18.7 30 min. 12.0-28.0

Fill/Strip 3/16 E8010G/P1 Down 140-220 20.7-32 5.1-12.4 72 Hours 20.0-64.4

Cap 3/16 E8010G/P1 Down 126-198 22.5-34 8.6-16.2 72 Hours 14.8-44.7

REMARKS:
1. NDT: 100% in accordance with the TransCanada Specification TES-WELD-PL-US
2. Minimum preheat shall be maintained at all times, unless welding is interrupted in which case the joint 

must be preheated before welding re-commences.
3. If necessary due to WT changes or variation in joint spacing within the tolerance limits, it is permissible to 

change the electrode size to one nominal size smaller or larger, but the same range of welding 
parameters must be used.

4. Refer to Keystone Pipeline Specification TES-WELD-PL-US
DECLARATION: The information in this data sheet is correct and based on welding procedure

specifications that meet the qualification requirements of the latest edition of AP11104.
PQR RECORDS: KPL-RMS-SMAW-ML-Rev2

TYPE(S): Manual
(I.e. Manual, Machine, Automatic, Semi-Auto.)

ELECTRODES:
POSITION:
SPEED OF TRAVEL: 
FLOW RATE: 
SHIELDING FLUX:

E6010, E8010 (G orP1) 
5G
5-19 in./min.
Not Applicable 
Not Applicable

Proposed by: Trent Bertholet Checked by: Meera Kothari

< ' • iBl 12sI!
/  — signature and Date

Page 1 of 1Library: KXL Project Specific
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W'Jji S raw sCanstfa NDE Progress Report Form
W12 Rev. 1 KEYSTONE PIPELINE

Date of Inspection: March 13,2013 Spread 3 Page 1 of 1
Welding Contractor: Sunland NDE Contractor: SHAW

Date of inspection: To Date:
March 13, 2013 March 13,2013

AUT SMAW Maingang total: 27 4996
Reject: ,6 520
Cutouts: 3 85
Reject Rate: 33.3 12.1

AUT SMAW Minigang total: 0 0
Reject: 0 0
Cutouts: 0 0
Reject Rate:

AUT (All Tie-Ins, Fab., Road Bores) total: 0 176

Reject: 0 24
Cutouts: 0 5
Reject Rate: 16.5

RT (All Tie-Ins, Fab., Road Bores) total: 14 626

Reject: 1 86
Cutouts: 0 3

' Reject Rate: 7.1 14.2

AUT and RT Repairs total: 0 766

Reject: 0 64

Cutouts: 0 110

Reject Rate: 22.7

'  GRAND TOTALS ' . V ’
Totals (temporary welds not included): 41 5798

Total Rejected: 7 630

Total Cutouts: 3 93

Total Reject Rate: 24.4 12.5

„

t-r i  /  4 i '  ' > ' v Remarks . , i ' '
NOTE1 This document has been adjusted to reflect the cut-outs. From nowon when a repair is rejected it will be placed in the

cut-out section as only one repair attempt is allowed unless approval for a second repair is granted by TCPL.
Any reject that is over 30% of the OP circumference will be recorded in the cut-out area.

,*OE Supervisor: Robert Lake

Keystone NDE Engineer:
NDE Technicians:

Gary Rotland Signature:
Carol Dean Anderson, Jason Miller, Daniel Bailey, Jack Mendivil, Chad Ashley

195.234 , S.C 18,20
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'53r««sCan»da: NDE Progress Report Form
W12 Rev. 1 KEYSTONE PIPELINE

Date of Inspection: March 14,2013 Spread 3 Page 1 of 1
Welding Contractor: Sunland NDE Contractor: SHAW

Date of inspection: To Date:
March 14,2013 March 14, 2013

AUT SMAW Malngang total: 41 5037
Reject: 0 520
Cutouts: 1 86
Reject Rate: 2.4 12.0

AUT SMAW Minigang total: 0 0
Reject: 0 0
Cutouts: 0 0
Reject Rate:

AUT (All Tie-Ins, Fab., Road BOres) total:. 0 176
Reject: 0 24
Cutouts: 0 5
Reject Rate: 16.5

RT (All Tie-Ins, Fab., Road Bores) total: 16 642
Reject: 0 86
Cutouts: 0 3
Reject Rate: 0.0 13.9

.

AUT and RT Repairs total: , 10 776
Reject: 0 64
Cutouts: 0

Reject Rate: 0.0 f  22.4 ‘ >

■ . ■ ■ .

■ /  . > ’ . ; . " . ‘PRAn d t o t a l s  ..
Totals (temporary welds not included): 57 5855
Total Rejected: 0 630
Total Cutouts: 1 • 94
Total Reject Rate: 1.8 12.4

NOTE: This document has been adjusted to reflect the cut-outs. From now on when a repair is rejected it will be placed in the
cut-out section as only one repair attempt is allowed unless approval for a second repair is granted by TCPL.

Any reject that is over 30% of the OP circumference will be recorded in the cut-out area.

. Supervisor: Robert Lake

Keystone NDE Engineer: Gary Holland Signature:
NDE Technicians: Carol Dean Anderson, Jason Miller, Daniel Bailey, Jack Mendivil, Chad Ashley

195.234 , S.C 1 8 , 2 0
ii- JACvVj 
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i Q i  Tsfasnscartada N D E P ro aress  ReDort Form „ . 
W12 ReV’ 1 KEYSTONE PIPELINE

| Date of Inspection; March 15,2013 Spread 3 Page 1 of 1
Welding Contractor: Sunland NDE Contractor: SHAW

Date of inspection: To Date:
March 15, 2013 March 15,2013

AUT SMAW Maingang total: 34

•

5071
Reject: 0 520
Cutouts: 0 86
Reject Rate: 0.0 12.0

I . ..................................................  ...........■■............. - ................................................... .........  ........ ................ ............................................................

AUT SMAW Minigang total: 0

'

0
Reject: 0 0

Cutouts: 0 0
Reject Rate:

I . ...............................................................................  ■ ..................................  ■ -  . . .  .

AUT (All Tie-Ins, Fab., Road Bores) total: 0 176
Reject: 0 24
Cutouts: 0 5
Reject Rate: 16.5

l ■ .. ■ .....................................i............................... .......................................................................................................................... . .................................■
RT (All Tie-Ins, Fab., Road Bores) total: 16 658

Reject: 1 87
Cutouts: o 3
Reject Rate: 6.3 13.7

. .  ......... ............................................................................................................................................................. ............................-■ ............ ........  ■ 1
AUT and RT Repairs total: 5 781

Reject: 0 64

Cutouts: 0 110

Reject Rate: 0.0 22.3

w  g tw p g  to ta l s  . i L s - l L i .  - .......

Totals (temporary welds not Included): 50 5905

Total Rejected: 1 631

Total Cutouts: 0 94
Total Reject Rate: 2.0 12.3

......................................................  . ■ ■  ...............................................■ - .................. •................................................................................................................................................................1 1 2 i J '

,  ’ <<1*  ,  “  / .  /  l . ■ h h h n b h h h b — ^  I

NOTE: This document has been adjusted to reflect the cut-outs. From now on when a repair is rejected it will be placed in the
cut-out section as only one repair attempt is allowed unless approval for a second repair is granted by TCPL.

Any reject that is over 30% of the OP circumference will be recorded in the cut-out area.

. .j E Supervisor: Robert Lake ^   ̂ / )  ^  , /

Keystone NDE Engineer: Gary Rolland Signature:

NDE Technicians: Carol Dean Anderson, Jason Miller, Daniel Bailey, Jack MendiviT, Chad Ashley

195.234 , S.C 1 8 , 2 0

3 l i m  
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TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE GCP3
WELDER REPAIR SUMMARY DATE

itlNL4ND
coxsnuicriao. utc. "SOUR LAKE /  MINI-SPREAD" 3/18/2013

WELDER ID WELDER NAME (last, first)
# of 

WELDS
ft of

REPAIRS

DAILY
REPAIR
RATE
(%)

WELDER POSITION /  Comments
TOTAL# 

of WELDS

TOTAL # 
of

REPAIRS

PROJECT
REPAIR
RATE
(%)

3003 Ledet, Willie (FOREMAN) 2 0.00% Fill & Cap 79 3 3.80%
3004 Martin, Brian 233 9 3.86%
3007 Louverie, Ronnie 145 11 7.59%
3008 Rung, Jeremy 5 0.00% Fill & Cap 289 11 3.81%
3014 Pego, Joseph W 213 14 6.57%
3053 Stansbury, Nick 402 16 3.98%
3088 White, Brandon 114 8 7.02%
3089 Conrad, Daryl G. 118 8 6.78%
3104 Wright, Jesse Lloyd 5 0.00% Fill & Cap 317 17 5.36%
3113 Gayneaux, Zeek Joshua 6 0.00% Fill & Cap 195 12 6.15%
3114 Richard, Joseph Matthew 6 0.00% Fill & Cap 199 5 2.51%
3139 Evan, Virgal 11 0.00% Bead & Hot Pass 421 22 5.23%
3140 Richard, Joe 179 9 5.03%
3168 ellender, Edwin Carroll Jr. 11 1 9.09% Bead & Hot Pass 411 23 5.60%
3197 Blanchard, Jerome M. 8 1 12.50% Weld Out 170 2 1.18%
3198 Matherne, Stanley J. 12 0.00% Fill 82 6 7.32%

; > 3200 . ” - Jolly, BilliD. . .V- ’ ‘ 1 8 1 12:50% •
3201 . LeJeune, DamianT. ~ 11 2 18.18%
3223 Presley, John S. 0 0
3224 Guilbeaux, Larry J. 0 0
3234 East, Edward 9 0.00% Fill 110 2 1.82%

0 O
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
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TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE GCP3 
WELDER REPAIR SUMMARY 

"LIVINGSTON /  MAIN CREW WELDING"

DATE

3/18/2013

WELDER ID WELDER NAME (last, first)
# of 

WELDS
#o f

REPAIRS

DAILY
REPAIR
RATE
(%)

WELDER POSITION /  Comments

3001 Hogan, Roy (FOREMAN) 3 0.00% Repair Welds
3002 White, David (FOREMAN) 6 0.00% Hot Pass & Cap
3005 Harrell, Joshua 1 0.00% Weld Out
3011 Hinson, Randy 2 0 .00% Weld Out
3012 Perkinson, Steve
3016 Hinklin, Verne 40 0.00% Fill
3017 Melancon, Craig 40 0.00% ; Fill
3019 Morehead, Pat 3 0.00% Weld Out
3022 Martin, Ty 35 1 2.86% Hot Pass
3025 Noyoia, Michael 6 0.00% Cap
3026 Moorhead, Chris 3 0.00% Weld Out
3028 Moore, Darrel 3 0.00% Cap
3032 Morehead, Zachary 6 0.00% Hot Pass a  Cap
3033 Leonard, Avery
3037 Harvey, Taylor 4 0.00% Cap

. 3 0 3 9 - McGuire, Nathan’
3040 Harman, Teddy
3041 Ganske, William
3042 Hungerford, Matt 2 0.00% Weld Out
3043 Arceneaux, Jared
3044 Lanclos, Matthew

-

6 0.00% Cap
3045 Leleux, Brian 3 0.00% Weld Out
3049 Warren, Dennis
3051 Fenton, Brian
3052 Plake, Donald Lee
3053 Stansbury, Nick
3054 Davis; Justin
3064 Brisioe, James Kyle
3065 Cooley, Jordan Ryan 6 0.00% Cap
3068 Knight; Brandon
3074 Law, Preston . ‘
3075 Pinner, Casey 1 0.00% Fill a  Cap

TOTAL# 
of WELDS

TOTAL # 
of

REPAIRS

PROJECT
REPAIR
RATE
(%)

268 16 5.97%
116 0 0.00%
799 5 0.63%
102 2 1.96%
175 4 2.29%

2060 3 0.15%
2161 6 0.28%
106 5 4.72%

4056 43 1.06%
416 1 0.24%
96 3 3.13%

475 6 1.26%
1024 6 0.59%
512 7 1.37%
523 6 1.15%

2444 . 94 3.85%
2389 31 . 1130%.
103 3 .2.91%
274 7 2.55%
49 12 ‘ 24.49%

487 1 0.21%
289 11 3.81%

7 2 28.57%,
1021 0 0.00%
124 3 2.42%
273 9 , 3.30%
190 8 ; 4.21%
84 1 1.19%-

467 2 0.43%
175 11 6.29%-'

8 2 25.00%
288 2 0.69%
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TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE GCP3
'c |g p ' WELDER REPAIR SUMMARY 

£ £ £ £ £  "LIVINGSTON/MAIN CREW WELDING"

DATE

3/18/2013

WELDER ID WELDER NAME {last, first)
# of 

WELDS
# of

REPAIRS

DAILY
REPAIR
RATE
(%)

WELDER POSITION /  Comments
TOTAL# 
of WELDS

TOTAL#
of

REPAIRS

PROJECT
REPAIR
RATE
(%)

. 3080’ Tarki'ngtWnfSVaVlon' - ’ • 222 9 4.05%
3081 Modisette, Robert Chad 6 0.00% Cap 466 2 0.43%
3082 Tennison, William Mack 452 10 . 2.21% .
3083 Christy, Jason . 190 9 4.74%
3086 Berry, Mark 2 0.00% Weld Out 177 13 7.34%
3096 Murphy, Joseph 157 9 5.73%
3101 Broussard, Ryan Keith 5 0.00% Weld Out 4007 135 3.37%
3108 Sterling, Charles Michael 1 0.00% Bead &  Hot Pass 146 7 4.79%
3110 Swire, Justin Robert 6 0.00% Cap 355 4 1.13%
3116 McCullough, Shawn T, 40 2 5.00% Bead 2385 39 1.64%
3118 Leblanc, Jason S. 231 17 7.36%
3122 Lopez, Alberto 1 0.00% Weld Out 137 3 2.19%
3123 Horton, Josh 203 5 2.46%
3128 Labaun, Jared 1 0.00% Weld Out 113 3 2.65%
3129 Edgertan, Phillip A. 5 0.00% Cap 371 1 0.27%
3130 Spivey, Michael 73 3 4.11%
3131 Bole; Tom H. 102 7 6.86%
3135 Willis, Kyle 1 0.00% Weld Out 266 5 1.88%
3136 Wright Justin 281 4 1.42%
3143 Eaves, Bradey 70 1 ' 1.43%’
3144 Clark, James Cody 350 13 3.71%
3145 Cox, Phillip Blake 6 0.00% Cap 438 1 0.23%
3146 Bertrand, Casey 6 0.00% Cap 389 0 0.00%
3148 Crouch, Barry Layne 65 0 0.00%.
3153 Morrison, Joe 1 0.00% Weld Out 137 4 2.92%
3160 Clayton, Jason Dwayne 97 3 3.09%
3161 Murray,Trinity (Bubba) 37 7 18.92%
3162 Richmond; Justin T ; ' ■ 97 3 ' 3.09%
3163 Gerardo, Jose Luis 20 0.00% Hot Pass 405 1 0.25%
3166 Robinson, Worland Scott 4 0.00% Cap 352 0 0.00%
3169 Wesley, Marshall Loftin 30 1 3.33%'.;
3171 Tippett, Seth Allen 3 0.00% Cap 362 2 0.55%
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WELDER REPAIR SUMMARY 
"LIVINGSTON /  MAIN CREW WELDING"

-

DATE

3/18/2013

WELDER ID WELDER NAME (last, first)
ft of 

WELDS
ft of

REPAIRS

DAILY
REPAIR
RATE
(%)

WELDER POSITION /  Comments TOTAL# 
of WELDS

TOTAL#
of

REPAIRS

PROJECT
REPAIR
RATE
(%)

3172 Loggins, Tony Dwight 5 0.00% Cap 378 7 1.85%
3175 Pyle, Christopher 25 1 4.00%
3177 Linehan, Matthew 4 0.00% Repair Welds 312 23 7.37%
3178 Hearn, Rusty 925 32 3.46%
3179 Isom, Adrian Joseph 215 10 4.65%
3181 Jackson, Jeffrey Alan 6 0.00% Cap 474 6 1.27%
3183 Carrier, David 803 7 0.87%
3184 Event,’Scott 6 0 0.00%
3185 LeMaire, Casey Dean 69 1 1.45%
3186 Nunez Jr., Elry 48 3 6.25%

; 3187 : Wagner, Jeff C. . 54 3 5.56%
3188 Jones, Timond 1 0.00% Weld Out 81 7 8.64%
3190 Ward, Jeremy 1438 17 1.18%
3191 Baity, Nathan R. 61 5 , 8.20%
3192 Gilbreath, Walter L. 17 0.00% Hot Pass 583 3 0.51%
3193 McFaul, Jason M. 40 0.00% Bead 878 27 3.08%
3194 Loftin, Gevin G. 1 0.00% Fill & Cap 183 6 3 28%
3211 Wells, Marty L. 76 0 ; 0.00%
3212 Louviere, Bryant A. 36 2 5.56%
3215 Pasket, Jeff 1. 1 0.00% Weld Out 49 2 4.08%
3217 Walton, Tommy M. 2 ; 0.00% Weld Out 44 1 2.27%
3218 Perez, David L. 1 . 1 100.00% Weld Out 48 1 2.08%
3219 Istre, Randy H. 2 0.00% Weld Out 45 1 2 22%
3220 Smith, Michael D. 67 6 8.96%
3221 Morre, Steve 27 1 3.70%
3223 Presley, John S. 1 0.00% Weld Out 47 0 0.00%
3224 Guilbeaux, Larry J. 3 0.00% Cap 47 5 10.64%
3232 English, Kevin 1 0.00% Bead & Hot Pass 218 2 0.92%
3233' Stacy/Chad 7 1 ’ 14.29% ■

0 0
0 0
0 0
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TransCanada Policies and Procedures 
~ ~ I~~~~~~.~:,da Title Information Security Policy 

Effective Date (Date of Last Revision): 10/5/2011 UNCONTROLLED IF PRINTED 
Original Execution Date: 10/05/2011 Status: Approved 

This Policy applies to all Personnel (including full-time and part-time employees, contract workers, contractors 
and consultants) of TransCanada Corporation and its wholly-owned subsidiaries, and operated entities in Canada, 
the United States and Mexico (the "Company"). When appropriate, the policy will be included as part of 
contractual agreements with third-party stakeholders, such as customers and suppliers, that may access or create 
Company information systems and technologies. 

This policy applies to all information systems and technologies maintained by and under the control of the 
Company. For the purposes of this policy this includes, but is not limited to: 

• Company-related information, 
• Computers, related systems including all data and programs, 
• E-mail, voice mail, and other voice and data communication systems managed by the Company or a 

third party, 

• Industrial control systems (SCADA) including Distributed Control Systems (DCS), 
• ·Hand-held devices and personal wmmunication devices (e.g. cell phones, smart phones), 
• Company and external information storage facilities, where information resources are stored or 

managed via electronic or digital media or devices. 

POLICY STATEMENTS 

1. All information systems and technologies must be developed and maintained in a secure manner at all times. 

2. All information and data must be maintained and secured in a manner consistent with the "Information 
Management Policy. 

3. All information systems and technologies developed or acquired by or for the Company are property of the 
Company and must be used for Company approved purposes. 

4. It is the responsibility of all department personnel to manage and secure their information systems and 
technologies (using tools and protocols supplied by Information Services). 

5. Senior Leadership will be accountable to ensure information systems and technologies within their functional 
area are identified and assigned an Information Asset Owner (i.e. leader, manager). 

6. Use of the Company's information systems and technologies must comply with all applicable corporate 
governance documents and all applicable statutory, legislative, regulatory, contractual, industry and 
operational requirements. 

7. Information systems and technologies must be appropriately protected, from unauthorized or inappropriate 
access, use and destruction or disclosure whether accidental or intentional, throughout the systems lifecycle. 

8. Information must be transmitted in a secure manner (e.g. encrypted, etc.), appropriate for its sensitivity, 
regardless of the media or communication method used. 

9. All sensitive and valuable information systems and technologies must be appropriately secured when left 
unattended. 

IO. Incidents related to information security must be reported to IS Governance and Security, Business 
Information, Internal Audit, Human Resources, Legal, Corporate Security, Privacy Officer or others as 
governed by their respective corporate policies. 

Published Document Item ID: 006521725 Page I of 3 
Classificat-ion Code: COO I 
Rev: 1.0 
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TransCanada Policies and Procedures 
t ~ T!.~!!~~!~:,da Title Information Security Policy 

Effective Date (Date of Last Revision): 10/5/2011 UNCONTROLLED IF PRINTED 
Original Execution Date: 10/05/2011 Status: Approved 

COMPLIANCE I EXCEPTIONS 

Personnel are expected to comply with all aspects of this policy and to support others in doing so. Personnel who 
fail to comply with a TransCanada Policy or its intent or who knowingly permit personnel under his or her 
supervision to not comply will be subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment, 
termination of contract or removal from the Company's worksite. Please refer to the TransCanada Policies and 
Procedures Web Site for more information. 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

As owners of the Information Security Policy, Information Services mandate is to govern the security of the 
Company's information systems and technologies. The related responsibilities are as follows: 

Information Services 
• Provide training and awareness regarding the Information Security policy and standards. 
• Track and resolve issues, concerns and incidents relating to the Information Security policy. 
• Develop the IS security strategy, practices, standards and guidelines in support of this and other Company 

policies. 
• Provide IT risk assessment and consultation services to support the Information Asset Owner, the Custodian 

and the personnel in the performance of their security of information responsibilities. 
• The Vice President of Information Services is accountable to ensure that technology policies, standards, 

guidelines, tools, and processes exist to enable the protection of the Company's electronic information systems 
and technologies. 

• The Vice President of Information Services is the Information Asset Owner of the IT Infrastructure. 

Senior Management 
• Ensure information systems and technology within their functional area are secured and personnel are held 

accountable for following this corporate policy. 

Information Asset Owner 

• Ensure all levels of access to information systems and technologies are aligned with business and regulatory 
requirements. 

• Establish control over their information systems and technologies that meets all legal, regulatory and 
operational compliance requirements. 

All Personnel 

• Become informed about the Company's Information Security policy and maintain their information systems 
and technologies accordingly. 

Published Document Item ID: 006521725 
Classification Code: COO I 
Rev: 1.0 

Page 2 of3 
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TransCanada Policies and Procedures 
Title Information Security Policy 
Effective Date (Date of Last Revision): 10/5/2011 
Original Execution Date: 10/05/20 l l 

REFERENCES AND LINKS 

• Questions and Comments 
• Code of Business Ethics 
• Information Management Policy 
• Information Management Program 
• Protection of Personal Information Policy 
• NERC-CIP Cyber Security Program 
• Acceptable Usage of Electronic Information Resources 
• Corporate Password Standard 

Document Originator(s) 

Terry Lamb 
IS Governance and Security 

Document Reviewer(s) 

Darryl Williams 
Director, IS Governance and Security 

Rick Coutts 
VP, Information Services 

Approval(s) for Issuance 

Sean McMaster 
Chair, Corporate Performance Committee 
Executive Vice President, Corporate and General Counsel 
On behalf of the Committee 

Published Document Item ID: 006521725 
Classification Code: COO I 
Rev: 1.0 

~ ~ T.~~-~~s~.~:,da 
UNCONTROLLED IF PRINTED 

Status: Approved 

Signature 

Signature 

Signature 

Page 3 of3 
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KEYSTONE PIPELINE PROJECT - U.S. PHASE IV (STEELE CITY SEGMENT)

1

VARIATION TYPE: Pump Station X

Does this change require Centerline variation? Yes X No

2

LOCATION (Final PS Location): Sketch: Pictures: -

State: SD Township: Quad Map:

County: Harding Range:   Aerial Map:

Section: 25 Legal (Initial PS loc.) 19-17N-7E Initial PS MP 333.6 Final PS MP - Mar 26th, 2010 C/L

3

REASON FOR PUMP STATION RELOCATION (Please include reason for move):

DETAILS OF NEW PUMP STATION LOCATION  AND ROUTE VARIATION, IF APPLICABLE (Please describe in detail):

ADDITIONAL IMPACTS (Please include any additional impacts which may affect cost; routing to pump station, hydraulic impacts, etc.):

COST ANALYSIS (costs incurred or saved from the route variation)

Additional Acreage of the proposed Pump Station site 2.9 acres 11,600.00$     $4,000/ac

Additional length of route realignment: 2,605 ft. 937,800.00$     $ 360/ft

Additional length of side-hill construction: ft. -$     $ 19/ft

Additional length of wetland construction: ft. -$     $ 195/ft

Additional bore length (Road, RR): ft. -$     $ 540/ft

Additional foreign line/pipeline crossings: EA -$     $ 30,000/EA

Additional waterbody crossing (streams, ponds, etc.):

20' - 35' + EA -$     $ 185,000/EA

10' - 19' EA -$     $ 77,250/EA

Less than 10' 2 EA 65,000.00$     $ 32,500/EA

Additional survey required:

Civil: 9.86 mile 49,300.00$     $ 5,000/mile

Cultural: 9.86 mile 24,650.00$     $ 2,500/mile

Biological: 9.86 mile 27,608.00$     $ 2,800/mile

Additional length of power line construction: ft. -$     $ 25/ft

Miscellaneous costs saved or added due to new pump station location from ADDITIONAL IMPACTS listed above:

Overall estimated costs of the new pump station location:

4

LAND / UNIVERSAL FIELD Doug Reichley

a) Is a new landowner affected by proposed Pump Station relocation? Yes X No

b) Is the landowner agreeable to the proposed Pump Station location? Yes X No

c) Is relocation proposed to satisfy landowner concerns? Yes No X

-If yes, name of landowner(s)/track number(s):

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

5

ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION David Guien

a) Maximum deviation perpendicular to proposed alignment: 6,540 ft.

b) Is relocation proposed for engineering/construction reasons? Yes No X

c) Will site require noise mitigation measures? Yes No X

6

ENVIRONMENTAL / TROW Jonathan Minton

a) Has the previous pump station been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

b) Has the proposed pump station been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

c) Was new pump station location proposed to satisfy environmental issues? Yes X No

d) Was pump station relocation proposed to satisfy agency request? Yes X No

-If yes, name of agency(s):

e) Environmental features:

Added (+): Subtracted (-):

7

POWER INFRASTRUCTURE TECHNICAL Larry Sibbald

a) Will the new pump station location involve a new utility provider? Yes No

b) Will the new pump station location result in a significant change to the power line Yes No

routing to the station?  If yes, by how many miles? miles

c) Are there any apparent obstacles to routing a power line to the new station? Yes No

If yes, please list:

8

ENGINEERING / FACILITIES AND HYDRAULICS Sandra Gigovic

a) Is the proposed Pump Station area acceptable for PS design? Yes X No

b) Will pump station relocation impact hydraulics? Yes No X

c) Will new pump station location affect valve placement around HCA areas? Yes No

9

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS / TCPL Bud Anderson

a) Does the proposed pump station location result in any new stakeholders? Yes No

b) Does it require follow-up with specific stakeholder groups? Yes No

c) Was the new pump station location proposed to satisfy stakeholder request? Yes No

-If yes, please specify issue type (as it aligns to stakeholder database):

10 11

Originator: Received by: Centerline Coordinator

Date: Date:

Fax to: ?

12 13

Assigned Tracking Number: Filed by: Centerline Coordinator

Date:

Fax to: ?

0
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KEYSTONE PIPELINE PROJECT - U.S. PHASE IV (STEELE CITY SEGMENT)

PIPELINE ROUTE VARIATION FORM

9/14/2010

0179-SD-P2-329.3-338.6-S

9/14/2010

6E

1,115,958$     

Attached

17N Attached

Attached

The Greater Sage Grouse has been now listed in the endangered species list by the US Fish and Wildlife Service. The proposed relocation of Buffalo Pump 

Station (PS-16) is to avoid having any above groud facilities (pump station and access roads) within a 0.6 mile radius (specified by US Fish and Wildlife 

Service) from the Greater Sage Grouse Leks.

The proposed reroute is to accomodate this relocation.
0

1
7

9
-S

D
-P

2
-3

2
9

.3
-3

3
8

.6
-S

Environmental

It is proposed that the Pump Station Buffalo (PS-16) site be increased in acreage to 11.3 Acres from the previous site (8.5 Acres). The pump station has been 

moved from the southeast corner of the southwest quarter of Sec 19 (T17N-R7E), just north of JB road to the southeast corner of the northwest quarter of Sec 

25 (T17N-R6E). The dimensions of the Pump Station have been increased to 760' X 650' from earlier dimensions of 742' X 500'. 

The proposed reroute starts at the PI near MP 329.3 and deviates towards the south. It continues in this direction for 12,500 ft until it avoids a pond and its 

sideslopes. Along its path it makes slight a slight deviation to cross a stream feature perpendicularly. The proposed centerline turns towards the southeast and 

then continues for another ~7,500 ft until it reaches JB road. It then turns towards the south and continues for 3,280 ft (crossing JB road ~5,580 ft west of its 

current crossing location). Along its path, it passes through the west edge of the proposed PS-16 site. From here, the proposed reroute deviates towards the 

southeast and continues for 27,470 ft to rejoin the current centerline at the PI near MP 338.6. Along its path, it makes some minor deviations to avoid/cross 

drainage features at preferred locations.

The size of the proposed Pump Station (PS-14) is increased to 11.3 acres from 8.5 acres. The proposed reroute is ~2,605 ft longer than the original route. The 

additional number of stream crossings are estimated on a desktop analysis. The proposed reroute is based on Desktop analysis and may be tweaked in 

the field by engineers based on field reconnaissance.

None at PS-16 site, unknown on reroute. Avoids 0.6-mile Sage Grouse NSO, avoids 

multiple intermittent and ephermial waterbody 

crossings.

USFWS

FORM 1 Document Control Number: KAA10-01154-01-AA-0642
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KEYSTONE PIPELINE PROJECT - U.S. PHASE IV (STEELE CITY SEGMENT)

Date: Tracking Number:

Description: Initial PS MP Final PS MP

Originated By:

Variation Form Attached: Yes X No

Universal Field Services - Land Doug Reichley Variation: Approved X Rejected

Comments: Date:

Construction / Engineering David Guien Variation: Approved X Rejected

Comments: Date:

Trow - Environmental Jonathan Minton Variation: Approved X Rejected

Comments: Date:

Power Infrastructure Technical Larry Sibbald Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

Project Management Butch Wallace Variation: Approved X Rejected

Comments: Date:

Stakeholder Relations Bud Anderson Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

Facilities: Sandra Gigovic Variation: Approved X Rejected

Comments: Date:

TransCanada: Variation: Approved X Rejected

Comments: Date:

Forward to: Butch Wallace X Jonathan Minton X Larry Sibbald X

David Guien X Bud Andersen X Alan Lietz X

Doug Reichley X Sandra Gigovic X

Dispute Resolution, if Required: Yes No

Comments: Teleconference Required: Yes No

Decision:

Database - Database -

Filed By: Filed By:

Date: Date:

Fax to: ? Fax to: ?

If Rejected

Why?

David Guien 9/18/2010

If Rejected

Why?

Name?

Name?

If Rejected

Why?

R.E. Wallace

If Rejected

Why?

9/20/2010

Alan Lietz

Sandra Gigovic 9/30/2010

If Rejected

Why?

Alan Lietz 10/25/2010

If Rejected

Why?

Final hydraulic impact of the relocation will 

need to be reviewed once final pump station 

mileposts are available.

? ?
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0179-SD-P2-329.3-338.6-S

Doug Reichley

KEYSTONE PIPELINE PROJECT - U.S. PHASE IV (STEELE CITY SEGMENT)

ROUTE VARIATION AUTHORIZATION FORM

9/15/2010

9/14/2010

Environmental

If Rejected

Why?

Relocation of Buffalo Pump Station (PS-16) 

and proposed reroute to complement pump 

station design.

-333.6

Jonathan MintonThe reroute to the new site still requires 

environmental survey.

9/15/2010

If Rejected

Why?

FORM 2 Document Control Number: KAA10-01154-01-AA-0642 
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KEYSTONE PIPELINE PROJECT

PIPELINE ROUTE VARIATION FORM

1

VARIATION TYPE: Pump Station X

Does this change require Centerline variation? Yes No X

2

LOCATION (Final PS Location): Sketch: Pictures: -

State: SD Township: Quad Map:

County: Tripp Range:   Aerial Map:

Section: 26 Legal (Initial PS loc.) 16-95N-74W Initial PS MP 591.9 Final PS MP 594.7 March 26th, 2010 CL

3

REASON FOR PUMP STATION RELOCATION (Please include reason for move):

DETAILS OF NEW PUMP STATION LOCATION  AND ROUTE VARIATION, IF APPLICABLE (Please describe in detail):

ADDITIONAL IMPACTS (Please include any additional impacts which may affect cost; routing to pump station, hydraulic impacts, etc.):

COST ANALYSIS (costs incurred or saved from the route variation)

Additional Acreage of the proposed Pump Station site 3.4 acres 13,600.00$     $4,000/ac

Additional length of route realignment: ft. -$     $ 360/ft

Additional length of side-hill construction: ft. -$     $ 19/ft

Additional length of wetland construction: ft. -$     $ 195/ft

Additional bore length (Road, RR): ft. -$     $ 540/ft

Additional foreign line/pipeline crossings: EA -$     $ 30,000/EA

Additional waterbody crossing (streams, ponds, etc.):

35' - 65' + EA -$     $ 185,000/EA

10' - 35' EA -$     $ 77,250/EA

Less than 10' EA -$     $ 32,500/EA

Additional survey required:

Civil: mile -$     $ 5,000/mile

Cultural: mile -$     $ 2,500/mile

Biological: mile -$     $ 2,800/mile

Additional length of power line construction: ft. -$     $ 25/ft

Miscellaneous costs saved or added due to new pump station location from ADDITIONAL IMPACTS listed above:

Overall estimated costs of the new pump station location:

4

LAND / UNIVERSAL FIELD Doug Reichley

a) Is a new landowner affected by proposed Pump Station relocation? Yes X No

b) Is the new landowner agreeable to the proposed Pump Station location? Yes X No

c) Is relocation proposed to satisfy landowner concerns? Yes X No

- If yes, name of landowner(s)/track number(s):

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

5

ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION David Guien

a) Maximum deviation perpendicular to proposed alignment: 0 ft.

b) Is relocation proposed for engineering/construction reasons? Yes No X

c) Will site require noise mitigation measures? Yes No

6

ENVIRONMENTAL / TROW Jonathan Minton

a) Has the previous pump station been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

b) Has the proposed pump station been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

c) Was new pump station location proposed to satisfy environmental issues? Yes No X

d) Was pump station relocation proposed to satisfy agency request? Yes No X

-If yes, name of agency(s):

d) Environmental features:

Added (+): Subtracted (-):

7

POWER INFRASTRUCTURE TECHNICAL Larry Sibbald

a) Will the new pump station location involve a new utility provider? Yes No

b) Will the new pump station location result in a significant change to the power line Yes No

routing to the station?  If yes, by how many miles? miles

c) Are there any apparent obstacles to routing a power line to the new station? Yes No

If yes, please list:

8

ENGINEERING / FACILITIES AND HYDRAULICS Sandra Gigovic

a) Is the proposed Pump Station area acceptable for PS design? Yes X No

b) Will pump station relocation impact hydraulics? Yes X No

c) Will new pump station location affect valve placement around HCA areas?N/A to PS Engineering Yes No

9

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS / TCPL Bud Anderson

a) Does the proposed pump station location result in any new stakeholders? Yes No

b) Does it require follow-up with specific stakeholder groups? Yes No

c) Was the new pump station location proposed to satisfy stakeholder request? Yes No

-If yes, please specify issue type (as it aligns to stakeholder database):

10 11

Originator: Received by: Centerline Coordinator

Date: Date:
Fax to: ?

12 13

Assigned Tracking Number: Filed by: Centerline Coordinator

Date:
Fax to: ?

Land
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The Colome Pump Station was previously located on Graesser Family TR (ML-SD-TR-11970.000) which was a denial for the Pump Station. Colome Pump 
Station is proposed to be relocated onto a willing landowner (Bernard & Betty Seegers, Trustees).

It is proposed to relocate Colome Pump Station ~2.8 miles downstream onto the northeast corner of section 26, T95N-R74W.  A 1,910 ft. permanent 
access road (CAR-139) will be constructed from 331st Ave into the pump station area.

NA

The size of the proposed Pump Station (PS-21) is increased to 8.4 acres from the previous site of 5.0 acres. The cost of construction of access road is not 
estimated in these costs.

ML-SD-TR-11970.000 (Graesser Family TR)

Attached
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KEYSTONE PIPELINE PROJECT - U.S. PHASE IV (STEELE CITY SEGMENT)

PIPELINE ROUTE VARIATION FORM

10/5/2010

0186-SD-P2-594.7-594.7-S

10/5/2010

74W

13,600$     

FORM 1 Document Control Number: KAA10-01154-01-AA-0642

016497



KEYSTONE PIPELINE PROJECT

PIPELINE ROUTE VARIATION AUTHORIZATION FORM

Date: Tracking Number:

Description: Initial PS MP Final PS MP

Originated By:

Variation Form Attached: Yes X No

Universal Field Services - Land Doug Reichley Variation: Approved X Rejected

Comments: Date:

Construction / Engineering David Guien Variation: Approved X Rejected

Comments: Date:

Trow - Environmental Jonathan Minton Variation: Approved X Rejected

Comments: Date:

AECOM - Risk Assesment Heidi Tillquist Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

Power Infrastructure Technical Larry Sibbald Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

Project Management Butch Wallace Variation: Approved X Rejected

Comments: Date:

Stakeholder Relations Bud Anderson Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

Facilities: Sandra Gigovic Variation: Approved X Rejected

Comments: Date:

TransCanada: Variation: Approved X Rejected

Comments: Date:

Forward to: Butch Wallace X Jonathan Minton X Heidi Tillquist X

David Guien X Bud Andersen X Larry Sibbald X

Doug Reichley X Sandra Gigovic X Alan Lietz X

Dispute Resolution, if Required: Yes No

Comments: Teleconference Required: Yes No

Decision:

Database - Database -

Filed By: Filed By:

Date: Date:

Fax to: ? Fax to: ?

If Rejected

Why?

Alan Lietz

Alan Lietz 10/26/2010

If Rejected

Why?
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0186-SD-P2-594.7-594.7-S

Doug Reichley

KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT PHASE - STEELE CITY SEGMENT

ROUTE VARIATION AUTHORIZATION FORM

10/5/2010

10/5/2010

Land

Relocation of PS-21.

10/6/2010

10/25/2010

If Rejected

Why?

David Guien

If Rejected

Why?

10/8/2010

If Rejected

Why?

Name?

If Rejected

Why?

Name?

10/19/2010

If Rejected

Why?

If Rejected

Why?

Final hydraulic check to be completed once 

the pipe routing  & other PS MPs are 

finalized.

R.E. Wallace

Name?

? ?

594.7591.9

Jonathan Minton

If Rejected

Why?

Sandra Gigovic

FORM 2 Document Control Number: KAA10-01154-01-AA-0642 

016498
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KEYSTONE PIPELINE PROJECT - U.S. PHASE IV (STEELE CITY SEGMENT)

1

VARIATION TYPE: Centerline: Valve Site: X Pump Station:

2

LOCATION: Sketch: Pictures: See attached.

State: Multiple County: Multiple Quad Map:

Township: Multiple Range: Multiple   Aerial Map:

Section: Multiple Centerline: 11/18/2010 MP: XXX.X to XXX.X

3

REASON FOR VARIATION :

DETAILS OF VARIATION :

ADDITIONAL IMPACTS :

COST ANALYSIS (costs incurred or saved from the route variation)

Additional length of route realignment: ft. -$    $ 360/ft

Additional length of side-hill construction: ft. -$    $ 19/ft

Additional length of wetland construction: ft. -$    $ 195/ft

Additional bore length (Road, RR): ft. -$    $ 540/ft

Additional foreign line/pipeline crossings: EA -$    $ 30,000/EA

Additional water body crossing (streams, ponds, etc.):

35 - 65' + EA -$    $ 185,000/EA

10' - 19' EA -$    $ 77,250/EA

Less than 10' EA -$    $ 32,500/EA

Additional survey required:

Civil: mile -$    $ 5,000/mile

Cultural: mile -$    $ 2,500/mile

Biological: mile -$    $ 2,800/mile

Miscellaneous costs saved or added due to route variation from ADDITIONAL IMPACTS listed above:

Overall estimated costs of the route variation:  (See "Additional Impacts" above)

9 10

Originator: Received by:

Date: Date:
Fax to: ?

11 12

Assigned Tracking Number: Filed by:

Date:
Fax to: ?

PHMSA

5/26/2011 5/26/2011

0198-XX-P2-XXX.X-XXX.X-S

The proposed valve sites are based on a combination of field visits, desktop analysis and a flyover video of the Centerline (11/18/2010 CL). These 

valves site locations may shift slightly based on further specific design and/or landowner concerns.

In the Supplemental Info tab, Blue rows represent the newly added valves and the Green rows represent the relocated valves.

The maximum valve spacing between motorized valves (including valves at Pump Stations) is now 20.7 miles.

The cost analysis for the additional/relocated valves, previously purchased land which cannot be used and other costs associated with the variation is 

not shown in this report and is calculated separately.

-$     

KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT - STEELE CITY SEGMENT

MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE FORM FOR VALVES

0
1

9
8

-X
X

-P
2

-X
X

X
.X

-X
X

X
.X

-S
Attached

N/A

See attached map sheet

As per the PHMSA condition 32 - Mainline and Check Valve Control: Keystone must design and install mainline block valves and check valves on the 

Keystone XL system based on the worst case discharge as calculated by 49 CFR § 194.105. Keystone shall locate valves in accordance with 49 CFR 

§ 195.260 and by taking into consideration elevation, population, and environmentally sensitive locations, to minimize the consequences of a release 

from the pipeline. Mainline valves must be placed based on the analysis above or no more than twenty (20) miles apart, whichever is smaller. Mainline 

valves must contain transit inhibit switches that prevent the valves from shutting at a rate (and in conjunction with pumps being shutdown) so that no 

pressure surges can occur, or other damage caused by unintended valve closures or too fast of a closure. 

Valves must be remotely controlled and actuated, and the SCADA system must be capable of closing the valve and monitoring the valve position, 

upstream pressure and downstream pressure so as to minimize the response time in the case of a failure. Remote power backup is required to 

ensure communications are maintained during inclement weather.  Mainline valves must be capable of closure at all times.  If it is impracticable to 

install a remote controlled valve, Keystone must submit a valve design and installation plan to the appropriate PHMSA Region Director(s), Central, 

Western, and Southwest Region to confirm the alternative approach provides an equivalent level of safety. For any valves that cannot be remotely 

actuated, Keystone must document on a yearly basis, not to exceed fifteen (15) months that personnel response time to these valves will not take 

over one hour. 

To comply with spacing requirement, Keystone determined areas its current valve spacing design exceeded a spacing of 20 miles and employed one 

of the following steps to mitigate the issue:

• Relocated the valve after a thorough analysis of the resulting spill volume and assuring the original intent of the valve was still realized

• Bringing remote actuation to the downstream manual ball valve of a check valve, block valve set.

• Adding a new remotely actuated mainline valve site.

* Evaluation Criteria is located in Route Refinement and Reroute Process, Section 3 FORM 1

Document Control Number:

KXL10-00006-01-AA-180 (Form 1)

016502



Keystone - Phase IV - US Steele City segment
 0198-XX-P2-XXX.X-XXX.X-S - Valve addition and relocation for PHMSA Condition 32

Prepared: 05/27/2011 based on 11/18/2010 issued Centerline

Keystone Phase IV, US - Supplemental Information for Route Variation Report 0198
Prepared: 2011-05-26

Previous Scenario
New Scenario including 

PHMSA Condition 32

Milepost Valve ID Milepost Valve ID Type Type Legal Latitude Longitude Legal Latitude Longitude Tract Number Owner Tract Number Owner

1 20.3 MLV-01 20.3 MLV-01 0.0 19.0 20.1 1 MOV MOV Phillips Montana 28-35N-34E 48° 46' 13.323" N 107° 17' 3.355" W 28-35N-34E 48° 46' 13.323" N 107° 17' 3.355" W 260-PHLPS-01A-B0-MLV-01 PERMANENT ACCESS ROAD DOWNSTREAM ML-MT-PH-00185.000 DEPUYDT FARMS, INC., ESTATE OF YEARS ML-MT-PH-00185.000 DEPUYDT FARMS, INC., ESTATE OF YEARS Approved by field visit NONE NA 60

2 28.1 CK-MLV-02 28.1 CK-MLV-02 0.0 1 CHECK AND MANUAL CHECK AND MANUAL Valley Montana 17-34N-35E 48° 42' 5.278" N 107° 9' 46.618" W 17-34N-35E 48° 42' 5.308" N 107° 9' 46.883" W 260-PHLPS-02A-B0-CKV-01 260-PHLPS-02A-B0-MLV-01 GENEVIEVE ROAD UPSTREAM ML-MT-VA-00050.000 ALEX B. MOGAN, JR. TRUST ML-MT-VA-00050.000 ALEX B. MOGAN, JR. TRUST Approved by field visit NONE 100 148

3 New 40.3 MLV-02A 20.1 9.0 1 MOV Valley Montana 35-33N-36E 48° 34' 37.515" N 106° 58' 47.914" W Rock Creek Road UPSTREAM ML-MT-VA-00200.000 DARREL & RHONDA BERGTOLL Approved by field visit NONE 60 93 Terrain feature upstream of valve

4 63.6 MLV-03 63.6 MLV-03 0.0 14.3 17.7 1a MOV MOV Valley Montana 28-30N-39E 48° 19' 48.716" N 106° 39' 1.919" W 28-30N-39E 48° 19' 48.749" N 106° 39' 2.047" W 260-VLLEY-01A-B0-MLV-01 JENSEN TRL UPSTREAM ML-MT-VA-00480.000 R. J. WINDERL ML-MT-VA-00480.000 R. J. WINDERL Approved by field visit NONE 100 140

5 71.8 CK-MLV-04 71.8 CK-MLV-04 0.0 1a CHECK AND MANUAL CHECK AND MANUAL Valley Montana 28-29N-40E 48° 14' 52.003" N 106° 31' 58.225" W 28-29N-40E 48° 14' 52.021" N 106° 31' 58.230" W 260-VLLEY-02A-B0-CKV-01 260-VLLEY-02A-B0-MLV-01 E HANSON ROAD DOWNSTREAM ML-MT-VA-00620.000 DONALD FAST ML-MT-VA-00620.000 DONALD FAST Approved by field visit NONE 100 135

6 81.3 MLV-05
81.3 MLV-05

0.0
17.7 17.0

1a MOV MOV
Valley Montana 26-28N-41E 48° 9' 9.465" N 106° 23' 36.504" W 26-28N-41E 48° 9' 8.794" N 106° 23' 32.830" W

260-VLLEY-03A-B0-MLV-01
OLD SMOKEY RD DOWNSTREAM ML-MT-VA-00745.000 RICHARD E. & LORI L. VISTE ML-MT-VA-00745.000 RICHARD E. & LORI L. VISTE

Approved by field visit and 

desktop
NONE 100 133

Moved downstream of road due to PI at the North, sharp PI to 

downstream of valve.

7 83.9 CK-MLV-06

83.9 CK-MLV-06

0.0 1a CHECK AND MANUAL CHECK AND MANUAL

Valley Montana 12-27N-41E 48° 7' 1.129" N 106° 22' 54.426" W 12-27N-41E 48° 7' 1.073" N 106° 22' 54.344" W

260-VLLEY-04A-B0-CKV-01 260-VLLEY-04A-B0-MLV-01

SR 117 DOWNSTREAM ML-MT-VA-00830.000 JOHN H. & LINDA K. BELLON ML-MT-VA-00830.000 JOHN H. & LINDA K. BELLON

At road intersection, needs 

further review
NONE 100 133

The valve is placed at an intersection, permanent approach to this 

valve seems difficuilt and may need relocation.

8 91.1 CK-MLV-07 91.1 CK-MLV-07 0.0 1a CHECK AND MANUAL CHECK AND MANUAL McCone Montana 9-26N-42E 48° 1' 43.623" N 106° 18' 25.462" W 9-26N-42E 48° 1' 43.623" N 106° 18' 25.462" W 260-VLLEY-05A-B0-CKV-01 260-VLLEY-05A-B0-MLV-01 FORT PECK TOWER HILL ROAD UPSTREAM ML-MT-MC-00020.000 USDI BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT ML-MT-MC-00020.000 USDI BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT Approved by field visit NONE Private drive 150 Approved during field visit with MDEQ.

9 Relocated 123.5 MLV-08 117.7 MLV-08 -5.8 19.3 16.6 1a MOV MOV McCone Montana 7-22N-46E 47° 41' 14.416" N 105° 52' 33.593" W 16-23N-45E 47° 45' 0.015" N 105° 57' 22.667" W PERMANENT ACCESS ROAD UPSTREAM ML-MT-MC-00355.000 ARNSTON RANCH, INC ML-MT-MC-00280.000 STATE OF MONTANA Approved based on desktop NONE NA 100 Limited Access, ~4 miles access road to valve site.

10 New

134.3 MLV-08A 16.6 16.4

2 MOV

McCone Montana 8-21N-47E 47° 35' 16.184" N 105° 42' 26.741" W Spring Creek Road UPSTREAM ML-MT-MC-20465.000 SYLVIA & HANZ HAYNIE

Approved by field visit and 

desktop
NONE 247 287

Approach along ROW passes through wet spot. Alternate access 

road, approx. 500 ft from intersection may be required.

11 New
170.9 MLV-08B 20.2 7.9

2 MOV
Dawson Montana 31-17N-51E 47° 10' 54.842" N 105° 15' 47.259" W SLR UPSTREAM ML-MT-DA-00125.000

LYLE ALVEN ANDERSON - DOROTHY D. 

ANDERSON LIFE ESTATE
Approved based on desktop UNKNOWN 100 133 Falls on MTV-9 location.

12 178.8 MLV-09 178.9 MLV-09 0.0 7.9 16.6 2 MOV MOV Dawson Montana 5-15N-52E 47° 5' 33.756" N 105° 9' 51.484" W 5-15N-52E 47° 5' 33.578" N 105° 9' 51.305" W 260-CRCLE-01A-B0-MLV-01 238 RD DOWNSTREAM ML-MT-DA-00250.000 LILES KENNETH, INC. ML-MT-DA-00250.000 LILES KENNETH, INC. Approved by field visit UNKNOWN 100 138 Falls on MTV-9 location.

13 195.3 MLV-10

195.5 MLV-10

0.2

16.6 6.6

3 MOV MOV

Dawson Montana 11-13N-53E 46° 53' 57.144" N 104° 59' 4.402" W 11-13N-53E 46° 53' 48.732" N 104° 58' 56.774" W

260-CRCLE-02A-B0-MLV-01

ROAD 245 DOWNSTREAM ML-MT-DA-00403.000 DORIS FROST ML-MT-DA-00405.000 SIEGLE, INC.

Approved based on desktop, 

needs further review.
UNKNOWN 69 102

Moved downstream (~960') due to have better approach to valve 

and to move away from wet spot. May require relocation.

14 202.1 CK-11 202.1 CK-11 0.0 3 CHECK (IN PS-13 YARD) CHECK (IN PS-13 YARD) Prairie Montana 33-13N-54E 46° 50' 11.032" N 104° 53' 20.440" W 33-13N-54E 46° 50' 11.032" N 104° 53' 20.440" W 154-PRAIR-B0-CKV-0102 MARSH ROAD DOWNSTREAM ML-MT-PR-00050.000 FREDA R. HAIDLE ML-MT-PR-00050.000 FREDA R. HAIDLE NA NONE NA NA

15 Relocated 228.6 MLV-12 220.5 MLV-12 -8.1 18.4 17.4 3 MOV MOV Fallon Montana 9-9N-57E 46° 32' 55.016" N 104° 33' 38.149" W 3-10N-56E 46° 38' 41.209" N 104° 38' 58.874" W Westmoore Road UPSTREAM ML-MT-FA-00140.000 ROBERT R. & ALVIN R. WENZ ML-MT-FA-00010.000 BICKLE CATTLE COMPANY Approved by field visit NONE 100 145

16 245.9 MLV-13 245.9 MLV-13 0.0 7.9 20.5 4 MOV MOV Fallon Montana 9-7N-59E 46° 22' 6.676" N 104° 19' 55.358" W 9-7N-59E 46° 22' 6.986" N 104° 19' 55.362" W 260-FALLN-01A-B0-MLV-01 US HWY 12 UPSTREAM ML-MT-FA-00410.000 AUDELL SCHNEIDER ESTES ML-MT-FA-00410.000 AUDELLE SCHNEIDER ESTES Approved by field visit NONE 100 211 Approach from Hwy 12 to valve to be reviewed.

17 266.4 MLV-14 266.4 MLV-14 0.0 20.5 20.7 4 MOV MOV Fallon Montana 8-4N-61E 46° 6' 47.265" N 104° 10' 15.304" W 8-4N-61E 46° 6' 47.485" N 104° 10' 15.336" W 260-FALLN-02A-B0-MLV-01 LITTLE BEAVER ROAD UPSTREAM ML-MT-FA-00710.000 LEWELL & BETTY JOHNSON ML-MT-FA-00710.000 LEWELL & BETTY JOHNSON Approved by field visit NONE 100 148

18 289.6 MLV-15 289.6 MLV-15 0.0 2.5 10.6 4 MOV MOV Harding South Dakota 26-22N-1E 45° 50' 38.251" N 103° 57' 19.413" W 26-22N-1E 45° 50' 38.359" N 103° 57' 20.330" W 260-HRDNG-01A-B0-MLV-01 N CAMP CROOK / ROAD-867 UPSTREAM ML-SD-HA-00210.000 GARY R. AND CAROL JEAN TENNANT ML-SD-HA-00210.000 GARY R. AND CAROL JEAN TENNANT Approved by field visit NONE 100 193

19 300.2 CK-MLV-16 300.2 CK-MLV-16 0.0 10.6 18.0 4a CHECK AND MANUAL CHECK AND MOV Harding South Dakota 20-21N-3E 45° 46' 5.081" N 103° 46' 11.496" W 20-21N-3E 45° 46' 5.097" N 103° 46' 11.687" W 260-HRDNG-02A-B0-CKV-01 260-HRDNG-02A-B0-MLV-01 BULLOCK ROAD / ROAD-733 UPSTREAM ML-SD-HA-00790.000 PAINTERS INC ML-SD-HA-00790.000 PAINTERS INC Approved by field visit NONE 100 143 PI on upstream ~40' away.

20 New
318.2 MLV-16A 18.0 17.5

4a MOV
Harding South Dakota 21-19N-5E 45° 36' 2.968" N 103° 31' 24.682" W Lyons Road DOWNSTREAM ML-SD-HA-01770.000

DOOLITTLE WAGNER RANCH LLC C/O JAMES 

DOOLITTLE
Approved by field visit NONE 75 116

Valve is closer to Lyons road (within setback req.) due to field road 

and terrain drop off downstream of valve.

21 New
352.3 MLV-16B 16.6 19.9

5 MOV
Harding South Dakota 24-15N-8E 45° 15' 19.521" N 103° 4' 56.230" W MARTY ROAD DOWNSTREAM ML-SD-HA-03420.000 STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

Approved by field visit and video NONE 100 135
Moved to State of South Dakota land. South of Marty road to 

avoid long access road.

22 Relocated 364.1 MLV-17 372.2 MLV-17 8.1 19.9 17.6 5 MOV MOV Perkins South Dakota 28-14N-10E 45° 8' 27.637" N 102° 54' 13.740" W 28-13N-11E 45° 3' 35.914" N 102° 47' 10.187" W PERMANENT ACCESS ROAD NA ML-SD-PE-00120.000 CLYDE & LORRETTA HAFNER ML-SD-PE-00380.000 STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA Approved by video UNKNOWN NA 75 Access road to valve ~11,000 ft, off 165th Ave.

23 New 407.3 MLV-17A 17.5 15.6 5 MOV Meade South Dakota 28-9N-15E 44° 42' 17.326" N 102° 18' 19.647" W RED OWL ROAD UPSTREAM ML-SD-ME-00740.000 SCHULTES FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP Approved by field visit 8' side/25'F-B 100 141

24 Relocated 418.0 MLV-18
422.8 MLV-18

4.8
15.6 19.8

5 MOV MOV
Meade South Dakota 35-8N-16E 44° 36' 17.249" N 102° 8' 38.204" W 21-7N-17E 44° 33' 14.671" N 102° 4' 50.936" W PERMANENT ACCESS ROAD NA ML-SD-ME-11040.000

FREDA WILSON, LIFE ESTATE, LINDA GRENZ, 

JENNIFER SILBAUGH ML-SD-ME-01170.000 WINK CATTLE CO

Desktop anaylsis, needs further 

review.
8' side/25'F-B NA NA Limited access to valve, requires field visit

25 434.1 CK-MLV-19 434.1 CK-MLV-19 0.0 5 CHECK AND MANUAL CHECK AND MANUAL Haakon South Dakota 14-6N-18E 44° 28' 26.039" N 101° 54' 20.517" W 14-6N-18E 44° 28' 26.173" N 101° 54' 20.546" W 260-FAITH-02A-B0-CKV-01 260-FAITH-02A-B0-MLV-01 202ND STREET UPSTREAM ML-SD-HK-00170.000 KELLY  BLAIR ML-SD-HK-00170.000 KELLY  BLAIR Approved by field visit UNKNOWN 100 139

26 New 460.1 MLV-19A 17.5 18.2 6 MOV Haakon South Dakota 18-3N-22E 44° 13' 26.982" N 101° 31' 34.925" W Tornado Ranch Road DOWNSTREAM ML-SD-HK-01070.000 RAMONA  BUCHHOLZ Approved by field visit UNKNOWN 100 138

27 Relocated 473.0 MLV-20 478.3 MLV-20 5.3 18.2 20.2 6 MOV MOV Haakon South Dakota 23-2N-23E 44° 7' 29.031" N 101° 18' 36.391" W 27-2N-24E 44° 6' 20.541" N 101° 12' 27.348" W Dusty Ridge Road UPSTREAM ML-SD-HK-01445.000 EDWIN & BECKY HEEB ML-SD-HK-11600.000 ROGER & EDNA DALE Approved by field visit UNKNOWN 100 138

28 Relocated 522.5 MLV-21 515.7 MLV-21 -6.8 17.2 16.5 6 MOV MOV Jones South Dakota 21-2S-31E 43° 51' 1.971" N 100° 25' 35.316" W 5-2S-30E 43° 53' 44.178" N 100° 32' 50.966" W County Road S6 UPSTREAM ML-SD-JO-10900.000 TED & DOUGLAS NIES ML-SD-JO-10750.000 FRANK SEAMANS & SONS INC. Approved by video 50' 100 133

29 Relocated 537.5 MLV-22 532.1 MLV-22 -5.4 16.5 16.8 7 MOV MOV Lyman South Dakota 17-103N-78W 43° 43' 30.906" N 100° 11' 27.296" W 26-104N-79W 43° 46' 56.311" N 100° 15' 34.045" W 260-MURDO-02A-B0-MLV-01 294th Street DOWNSTREAM ML-SD-LY-10280.000 DOUGLAS & LINDA PERRY ML-SD-LY-10160.000 THOMAS LANDS INC. Approved by field visit UNKNOWN 100 138

30 Relocated 571.5 MLV-23
566.5 MLV-23

-5.0
17.6 18.6

7 MOV MOV
Tripp South Dakota 17-98N-76W 43° 18' 49.055" N 99° 51' 4.990" W 25-99N-77W 43° 22' 17.439" N 99° 54' 31.857" W 278th Street DOWNSTREAM ML-SD-TR-11180.000 LEROY JELINEK & JOYCE JELINEK ML-SD-TR-10960.000 ALBERT PEDERSON & VERNICE FARMS INC.

Approved by field visit NONE 100 138

31 New 585.1 MLV-23A 18.6 11.8 7 MOV Tripp South Dakota 3-96N-75W 43° 9' 17.370" N 99° 42' 0.292" W 293rd Street UPSTREAM ML-SD-TR-11630.000 LEE O. & JUDELL A. WEIDNER Approved by field visit NONE 100 146

32 599.1 MLV-24 599.0 MLV-24 0.0 2.1 18.3 8 MOV MOV Keya Paha Nebraska 22-35N-19W 42° 59' 50.255" N 99° 32' 10.299" W 22-35N-19W 42° 59' 51.394" N 99° 32' 10.895" W 260-COLOM-01A-B0-MLV-01 304TH STREET DOWNSTREAM ML-NE-KP-10005.000 ROBERT L. DIEKMANN ML-NE-KP-10005.000 ROBERT L. DIEKMANN Approved by field visit 75 FEET 100 132

33 602.9 CK-MLV-25 602.9 CK-MLV-25 0.0 8 CHECK AND MANUAL CHECK AND MANUAL Keya Paha Nebraska 1-34N-19W 42° 57' 8.469" N 99° 29' 37.677" W 1-34N-19W 42° 57' 8.439" N 99° 29' 37.567" W 260-COLOM-02A-B0-CKV-01 260-COLOM-02A-B0-MLV-01 COUNTY ROAD 1 UPSTREAM ML-NE-KP-10050.000 JOHN DAVID BECK ETAL ML-NE-KP-10050.000 JOHN DAVID BECK ETAL Approved by field visit 75 FEET 100 133

34 617.3 MLV-26
617.3 MLV-26

0.0
18.3 19.8

8 MOV MOV
Keya Paha Nebraska 27-33N-17W 42° 47' 50.291" N 99° 18' 46.162" W 27-33N-17W 42° 47' 50.408" N 99° 18' 46.281" W

260-COLOM-03A-B0-MLV-01
CR UPSTREAM ML-NE-KP-00405.000

HAUGEN LIVING TRUST, GLEN F. & EILEEN 

HAUGEN ML-NE-KP-00405.000

HAUGEN LIVING TRUST, GLEN F. & EILEEN 

HAUGEN
Approved by field visit 75 FEET 100 133

35 619.7 CK-MLV-27 619.7 CK-MLV-27 0.0 8 CHECK AND MANUAL CHECK AND MANUAL Rock Nebraska 10-32N-17W 42° 45' 53.172" N 99° 18' 16.635" W 10-32N-17W 42° 45' 53.160" N 99° 18' 16.545" W 260-COLOM-04A-B0-CKV-01 260-COLOM-04A-B0-MLV-01 459TH AVENUE DOWNSTREAM ML-NE-RK-00035.000 BEULAH FOCKEN LIV REV TRUST ML-NE-RK-00035.000 BEULAH FOCKEN LIV REV TRUST Approved by field visit 75 FEET 100 133

36 637.1 MLV-27A 637.1 MLV-27A 0.0 19.8 7.5 8 MOV MOV Holt Nebraska 27-30N-16W 42° 32' 12.396" N 99° 10' 37.057" W 27-30N-16W 42° 32' 11.819" N 99° 10' 37.058" W 260-COLOM-05A-B0-MLV-01 877TH ROAD UPSTREAM ML-NE-HT-10175.000 NEAL A. & DEBORAH KRAMER ML-NE-HT-10175.000 NEAL A. & DEBORAH KRAMER Approved by field visit 100 FEET 125 158

37 663.5 MLV-28 663.5 MLV-28 0.0 18.9 18.1 8 MOV MOV Holt Nebraska 32-26N-14W 42° 11' 22.006" N 98° 58' 29.534" W 32-26N-14W 42° 11' 21.608" N 98° 58' 29.421" W 260-ATKNS-01A-B0-MLV-01 853RD ROAD DOWNSTREAM ML-NE-HT-00405.000 STANLEY & SANDRA THOMPSON ML-NE-HT-00405.000 STANLEY & SANDRA THOMPSON Approved by video 100 FEET 129 160

38 New 681.6 MLV-28A 18.1 15.5 9 MOV Garfield Nebraska 12-23N-13W 41° 58' 58.088" N 98° 46' 6.102" W PERMANENT ACCESS ROAD NA ML-NE-GR-00095.000 WARREN J. OLSON RANCH INC. Approved by video desktop 25 FEET NA 75

39 Relocated 719.8 MLV-29
714.5 MLV-29

-5.3
17.5 20.5

9 MOV MOV
Greeley Nebraska 8-18N-9W 41° 32' 24.895" N 98° 22' 7.992" W 26-19N-10W 41° 35' 25.884" N 98° 26' 38.118" W 812th Road DOWNSTREAM ML-NE-GY-00290.000

CHARLES R. AND DIANE K. MAHONY 

TRUSTEES ML-NE-GY-00200.000

MARTENA B. ROVER, TRUSTEE - C/O DENNIS 

W. BJORKLUND
Approved by video desktop 20 FEET 60 88

40 Relocated 738.7 MLV-30
735.1 MLV-30

-3.7
20.5 19.2

9 MOV MOV
Nance Nebraska 17-16N-7W 41° 21' 11.131" N 98° 8' 16.867" W 31-17N-7W 41° 24' 4.390" N 98° 9' 48.913" W North 515th Street DOWNSTREAM ML-NE-NA-00230.000 EMIL A DUBAS   TRUSTEE ML-NE-NA-00150.000 GLORIA J. & LOUIS E. MYERS, JR.

Approved by video and desktop 50 FEET 50 83 Closer to road due to terrain feature downstream of valve.

41 749.5 CK-MLV-31
749.5 CK-MLV-31

0.0 9 CHECK AND MANUAL CHECK AND MANUAL
Merrick Nebraska 28-15N-6W 41° 14' 17.184" N 98° 0' 43.082" W 28-15N-6W 41° 14' 17.184" N 98° 0' 43.082" W

260-ERCSN-03A-B0-CKV-01 260-ERCSN-03A-B0-MLV-01
PERMANENT ACCESS ROAD NA ML-NE-MR-00090.000

BRANDES INC., EARL BRANDES AND EVAN 

BRANDES ARE POINT OF CONTACT ML-NE-MR-00090.000

BRANDES INC., EARL BRANDES AND EVAN 

BRANDES ARE POINT OF CONTACT
Field approved and purchased 100 FEET NA 1250

42 767.1 CK-MLV-32 767.1 CK-MLV-32 0.0 12.9 7.3 10 CHECK AND MANUAL CHECK AND MOV Hamilton Nebraska 1-12N-5W 41° 2' 3.739" N 97° 49' 35.980" W 1-12N-5W 41° 2' 3.713" N 97° 49' 35.818" W 260-CLCTY-01A-B0-CKV-01 260-CLCTY-01A-B0-MLV-01 Z ROAD UPSTREAM ML-NE-HM-00175.000 JOHN G GLAD ETAL ML-NE-HM-00175.000 JOHN G GLAD ETAL Approved by field visit 45 FEET 73 106 Crop land

43 Relocated 775.8 MLV-33
774.3 MLV-33

-1.5
7.3 18.2

10 MOV MOV
York Nebraska 12-11N-4W 40° 56' 8.113" N 97° 43' 50.078" W 3-11N-4W 40° 57' 0.048" N 97° 45' 1.610" W Road E UPSTREAM ML-NE-YK-00225.000

LUELLA M PETTEY TRUSTEE & CAROL J 

MASON ML-NE-YK-00185.000 THOMAS & ARTIS M. KIRKPATRICK
Approved by video desktop 30 FEET 58 92 Crop land

44 792.5 CK-MLV-34
792.6 CK-MLV-34

0.0
18.2 10.5

10 CHECK AND MANUAL CHECK AND MOV
York Nebraska 17-9N-2W 40° 44' 59.391" N 97° 34' 8.500" W 17-9N-2W 40° 44' 56.979" N 97° 34' 8.023" W

260-CLCTY-03A-B0-CKV-01 260-CLCTY-03A-B0-MLV-01
ROAD 450 DOWNSTREAM ML-NE-YK-00655.000 DARREN CARL GROTZ ML-NE-YK-00670.000

ELFIE L. SENG AND  CHERYL A. & ROBERT K. 

SENG
Approved by field visit and video 30 FEET 57 90 Crop land

45 823.1 MLV-35 823.1 MLV-35 0.0 20.1 16.8 10 MOV MOV Saline Nebraska 7-5N-2E 40° 24' 31.714" N 97° 14' 40.189" W 7-5N-2E 40° 24' 30.649" N 97° 14' 39.565" W 260-EXETR-01A-B0-MLV-01 U ROAD UPSTREAM ML-NE-SA-00310.000 ERIC MILTON ML-NE-SA-00310.000 ERIC MILTON Approved by field visit UNKNOWN 104 137

46 New
839.9 MLV-35A 16.8 13.9

10 MOV
Jefferson Nebraska 15-3N-3E 40° 13' 9.798" N 97° 4' 31.107" W 717th Road UPSTREAM ML-NE-JF-00295.000

DOUGLAS R. & SHARON J. SELLENRICK, 

TENANTS IN COMMON
Approved by video desktop 25 FEET 100 133 On terraced land.

Concerns/Action items.
New Scenario including PHMSA Condition 32 Engineering 

Approval/Comments

Environmental 

Approval/Comments

Required building 

setback from edge of 

ROW of road (ft)

Distance from 

Road ROW/FENCE 

to valve 

(whichever 

greater) (ft)

Distance 

from CL of 

Road to 

valve (ft)

Tag (Motor operated valve) Tag (Check valve) Tag (Manual valve) Closest Road Side
Previous Scenario

Downstream distance 

to next motorised 

valve or PS (miles)

Spread County State
Previous Scenario New Scenario including PHMSA Condition 32

Number Status
Previous Scenario

New Scenario including 

PHMSA Condition 32
Relocated 

Distance 

(miles)

Upstream distance 

to next motorised 

valve or PS (miles)

016503



Keystone Phase IV, US - Approval form for Route Variation Report 0198
Prepared: 2011-05-26

# on Suplemental Info Table: New (#3) Relocated (#9) New (#10) New (#11) Relocated (#15) New (#20) New (#21) Relocated (#22) New (#23) Relocated (#24) New (#26)

RV ID MLV-02A MLV-08 MLV-08A MLV-08B MLV-12 MLV-16A MLV-16B MLV-17 MLV-17A MLV-18 MLV-19A

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

Approval (Y/N) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Comments Approved by field visit
Approved based on 

desktop

Approved by field visit and 

desktop

Approved based on 

desktop
Approved by field visit Approved by field visit

Approved by field visit 

and video
Approved by video Approved by field visit

Desktop anaylsis, 

needs further review.

Approved by field 

visit

Approval (Y/N) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Comments Approved by field visit
Approved based on 

desktop

Approved by field visit and 

desktop

Approved based on 

desktop
Approved by field visit Approved by field visit

Approved by field visit 

and video
Approved by video Approved by field visit

Desktop anaylsis, 

needs further review.

Approved by field 

visit

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

# on Suplemental Info Table: Relocated (#27) Relocated (#28) Relocated (#29) Relocated (#30) New (#31) New (#38) Relocated (#39) Relocated (#40) Relocated (#43) New (#46)

RV ID MLV-20 MLV-21 MLV-22 MLV-23 MLV-23A MLV-28A MLV-29 MLV-30 MLV-33 MLV-35A

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

Approval (Y/N) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Comments Approved by field visit Approved by video Approved by field visit Approved by field visit Approved by field visit
Approved by video 

desktop

Approved by video 

desktop

Approved by video and 

desktop

Approved by video 

desktop

Approved by video 

desktop

Approval (Y/N) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Comments Approved by field visit Approved by video Approved by field visit Approved by field visit Approved by field visit
Approved by video 

desktop

Approved by video 

desktop

Approved by video and 

desktop

Approved by video 

desktop

Approved by video 

desktop

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

Approval (Y/N)

Comments

CONSTRUCTION (TransCanada)

Bobby Curbow

ENVIRONMENTAL (exp)

Jonathan Minton

SAFETY (exp.)

Jason Mllenbruch

FACILITIES (TransCanada)

Sandra Gigovic

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

(TransCanada)

Alan Lietz

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

(TransCanada)

Steve Marr

FACILITIES (TransCanada)

Sandra Gigovic

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

(TransCanada)

Alan Lietz

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

(TransCanada)

Steve Marr

LAND (UFS)

Doug Riechley

ENGINEERING (TransCanada)

Meera Kothari / David Guien

ENGINEERING (exp)

Butch Wallace

LAND (UFS)

Doug Riechley

ENGINEERING (TransCanada)

Meera Kothari / David Guien

ENGINEERING (exp)

Butch Wallace

CONSTRUCTION (TransCanada)

Bobby Curbow

ENVIRONMENTAL (exp)

Jonathan Minton

SAFETY (exp.)

Jason Mllenbruch

016504



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-02A

LEGEND
Valley

Phillips
Meade

Perkins

Harding

Butte

McCone

Dawson

CarterGarfield

Prairie Fallon

Slope

BowmanWibaux
exp Energy Services Inc.
t: +1.850.385.5441 | f: +1.850.385.5523
1300 Metropolitan Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S.A.
www.exp.com

The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.

•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

3

VALLEY

RG
MONTANA

MLV-02A

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
M O N T A N A S O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 93 '

VALLEY CO.
MONTANA

SEC 35
T33N R36E

ML-MT-VA-00200.000
DARREL & RHONDA BERGTOLL

MLV-02A
LAT: 48° 34' 37.515" N
LONG: 106° 58' 47.914" W

R OCK 
C REEK 

RO AD

FIELD RD

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016505



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-08

LEGEND
Valley

Phillips
Meade

Perkins

Harding

Butte

McCone

Dawson

CarterGarfield

Prairie Fallon

Slope

BowmanWibaux
exp Energy Services Inc.
t: +1.850.385.5441 | f: +1.850.385.5523
1300 Metropolitan Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S.A.
www.exp.com

The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.

•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

9

MCCONE

RG
MONTANA

MLV-08

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
M O N T A N A S O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 100 '

MCCONE CO.
MONTANA

SEC 16
T23N R45E

ML-MT-MC-00280.000
STATE OF MONTANA

MLV-08
LAT: 47° 45' 0.015" N

LONG: 105° 57' 22.667" W

CAR-086

CAR-08
7

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016506



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-08A

LEGEND
Valley

Phillips
Meade

Perkins

Harding

Butte

McCone

Dawson

CarterGarfield

Prairie Fallon

Slope

BowmanWibaux
exp Energy Services Inc.
t: +1.850.385.5441 | f: +1.850.385.5523
1300 Metropolitan Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S.A.
www.exp.com

The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.

•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

10

MCCONE

RG
MONTANA

MLV-08A

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
M O N T A N A S O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 287 '

MCCONE CO.
MONTANA

MTV-6

SEC 9
T21N R47E

SEC 17
T21N R47E

SEC 8
T21N R47E

ML-MT-MC-20470.000
TRIOP FARMS, INC

ML-MT-MC-00477.000
GOLDEN PRAIRIES INC

ML-MT-MC-20465.000
SYLVIA & HANZ HAYNIE

MLV-08A
LAT: 47° 35' 16.184" N

LONG: 105° 42' 26.741" W

SPRING CREEK ROAD

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016507



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-08B

LEGEND
Valley

Phillips
Meade

Perkins

Harding

Butte

McCone

Dawson

CarterGarfield

Prairie Fallon

Slope

BowmanWibaux
exp Energy Services Inc.
t: +1.850.385.5441 | f: +1.850.385.5523
1300 Metropolitan Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S.A.
www.exp.com

The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.

•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

11

DAWSON

RG
MONTANA

MLV-08B

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
M O N T A N A S O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 133 '

DAWSON CO.
MONTANA

SEC 4
T16N R51E

SEC 31
T17N R51E

ML-MT-DA-00125.000
LYLE ALVEN ANDERSON - DOROTHY D. ANDERSON LIFE ESTATE ML-MT-DA-00130.000

LYLE ALVEN ANDERSON - DOROTHY D. ANDERSON LIFE ESTATE

MP 171

MLV-08B
LAT: 47° 10' 54.842" N

LONG: 105° 15' 47.259" W

SL
R

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016508



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-12

LEGEND
Valley

Phillips
Meade

Perkins

Harding

Butte

McCone

Dawson

CarterGarfield

Prairie Fallon

Slope

BowmanWibaux
exp Energy Services Inc.
t: +1.850.385.5441 | f: +1.850.385.5523
1300 Metropolitan Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S.A.
www.exp.com

The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.

•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

14

FALLON

RG
MONTANA

MLV-12

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
M O N T A N A S O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 145 '

FALLON CO.
MONTANA

SEC 2
T10N R56E

SEC 3
T10N R56E

ML-MT-FA-00020.000
BICKLE CATTLE COMPANYML-MT-FA-00010.000

BICKLE CATTLE COMPANY

MLV-12
LAT: 46° 38' 41.209" N
LONG: 104° 38' 58.874" W

WESTMOORE ROAD

FIE
LD 

RD

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016509



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-16A

LEGEND
Valley

Phillips
Meade

Perkins

Harding

Butte

McCone

Dawson

CarterGarfield

Prairie Fallon

Slope

BowmanWibaux
exp Energy Services Inc.
t: +1.850.385.5441 | f: +1.850.385.5523
1300 Metropolitan Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S.A.
www.exp.com

The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.

•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

19

HARDING

RG
SOUTH DAKOTA

MLV-16A

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
M O N T A N A S O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 116 '

HARDING CO.
SOUTH DAKOTA

0109

SEC 21
T19N R5E

ML-SD-HA-01770.000
DOOLITTLE WAGNER RANCH LLC C/O JAMES DOOLITTLE

ML-SD-HA-01750.000
RAYFORD J & ILENE ANDERSON

MLV-16A
LAT: 45° 36' 2.968" N
LONG: 103° 31' 24.682" W

LYONS ROAD

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016510



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-16B

LEGEND
Valley

Phillips
Meade

Perkins

Harding

Butte

McCone

Dawson

CarterGarfield

Prairie Fallon

Slope

BowmanWibaux
exp Energy Services Inc.
t: +1.850.385.5441 | f: +1.850.385.5523
1300 Metropolitan Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S.A.
www.exp.com

The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.

•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

44

HARDING

RG
SOUTH DAKOTA

MLV-16B

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
M O N T A N A S O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 135 '

HARDING CO.
SOUTH DAKOTA

SEC 13
T15N R8E

SEC 24
T15N R8E

ML-SD-HA-03420.000
STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

MLV-16B
LAT: 45° 15' 19.521" N
LONG: 103° 4' 56.230" W

14
8 T

H 
ST

MA
RT

Y R
OA

D

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016511



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-17

LEGEND
Valley

Phillips
Meade

Perkins

Harding

Butte

McCone

Dawson

CarterGarfield

Prairie Fallon

Slope

BowmanWibaux
exp Energy Services Inc.
t: +1.850.385.5441 | f: +1.850.385.5523
1300 Metropolitan Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S.A.
www.exp.com

The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.

•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

20

PERKINS

RG
SOUTH DAKOTA

MLV-17

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
M O N T A N A S O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 75 '

PERKINS CO.
SOUTH DAKOTA

SEC 28
T13N R11E

ML-SD-PE-00370.000
STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

ML-SD-PE-00380.000
STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

MLV-17
LAT: 45° 3' 35.914" N
LONG: 102° 47' 10.187" W

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016512



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-17A

LEGEND
Valley

Phillips
Meade

Perkins

Harding

Butte

McCone

Dawson

CarterGarfield

Prairie Fallon

Slope

BowmanWibaux
exp Energy Services Inc.
t: +1.850.385.5441 | f: +1.850.385.5523
1300 Metropolitan Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S.A.
www.exp.com

The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.

•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

45

MEADE

RG
SOUTH DAKOTA

MLV-17A

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
M O N T A N A S O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 141 '

MEADE CO.
SOUTH DAKOTA

SEC 33
T9N R15E

SEC 28
T9N R15E

ML-SD-ME-00740.000
SCHULTES FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP

ML-SD-ME-00760.000
ANDREW WICKS

MLV-17A
LAT: 44° 42' 17.326" N

LONG: 102° 18' 19.647" W

RE
D OW

L RO
AD

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016513



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-18

LEGEND
Valley

Phillips
Meade

Perkins

Harding

Butte

McCone

Dawson

CarterGarfield

Prairie Fallon

Slope

BowmanWibaux
exp Energy Services Inc.
t: +1.850.385.5441 | f: +1.850.385.5523
1300 Metropolitan Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S.A.
www.exp.com

The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.

•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

21

MEADE

RG
SOUTH DAKOTA

MLV-18

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
M O N T A N A S O U T H  D A K O T A

MEADE CO.
SOUTH DAKOTA

0046

SEC 20
T7N R17E

SEC 21
T7N R17E

ML-SD-ME-01160.000
WINK CATTLE CO

ML-SD-ME-01170.000
WINK CATTLE CO

MLV-18
LAT: 44° 33' 14.671" N
LONG: 102° 4' 50.936" W

199TH AVE

FIELD 
R D

CAR-093

CAR-092C

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016514



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-19A

LEGEND

Meade

Perkins

Harding

Butte

Bowman

Holt

Tripp
Haakon

Lyman
Stanley

RockMellette

Jones
Ziebach

Gage
York

Gregory

Boone Polk

Valley

Saline

Thayer

Seward

Howard
Garfield Greeley Fillmore

Wheeler

JeffersonKeya Paha

Nance

Merrick

Hamilton

exp Energy Services Inc.
t: +1.850.385.5441 | f: +1.850.385.5523
1300 Metropolitan Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S.A.
www.exp.com

The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.

•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

23

HAAKON

RG
SOUTH DAKOTA

MLV-19A

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
N E B R A S K AS O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 138 '

MLV-19A
LAT: 44° 13' 26.982" N
LONG: 101° 31' 34.925" W

SEC 18
T3N R22E

SEC 13
T3N R21E

ML-SD-HK-01070.000
RAMONA BUCHHOLZ

ML-SD-HK-01050.000
ROSS

WILLIAMS

TORNADO 

RANCH 
ROAD

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016515



Keystone Phase IV, US
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The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.
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PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

24

HAAKON

RG
SOUTH DAKOTA

MLV-20

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
N E B R A S K AS O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 138 '

MLV-20
LAT: 44° 6' 20.541" N

LONG: 101° 12' 27.348" W
SEC 27

T2N R24E

SEC 26
T2N R24E

ML-SD-HK-11620.000
JERRY & SONIA NEMEC

ML-SD-HK-11600.000
ROGER &

EDNA DALE

DUSTY RIDGE ROAD

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016516



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-21
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The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.
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PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

25

JONES

RG
SOUTH DAKOTA

MLV-21

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
N E B R A S K AS O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 133 '

MLV-21
LAT: 43° 53' 44.178" N

LONG: 100° 32' 50.966" W

SEC 4
T2S R30E

SEC 5
T2S R30E

ML-SD-JO-10750.000
FRANK

SEAMANS & SONS INC.

ML-SD-JO-10770.000
FRANK

SEAMANS & SONS INC.

COUNTY 
RO AD 

S6

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016517



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-22
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The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.
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PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

26

LYMAN

RG
SOUTH DAKOTA

MLV-22

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
N E B R A S K AS O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 138 '

MLV-22
LAT: 43° 46' 56.311" N
LONG: 100° 15' 34.045" W

SEC 27
T104N R79W

SEC 26
T104N
R79W

ML-SD-LY-10170.000
STEVEN &

DENNIS JUHNKE

ML-SD-LY-10145.000
STEVEN & DENNIS

JUHNKE

ML-SD-LY-10160.000
THOMAS

LANDS INC.

294TH 
STREET

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016518



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-23
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The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.
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PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

27

TRIPP

RG
SOUTH DAKOTA

MLV-23

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
N E B R A S K AS O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 138 '

MLV-23
LAT: 43° 22' 17.439" N

LONG: 99° 54' 31.857" W

SEC 23
T99N R77W

SEC 25
T99N R77W

SEC 26
T99N R77W

SEC 24
T99N R77W

ML-SD-TR-10960.000
ALBERT PEDERSON &
VERNICE FARMS INC.

ML-SD-TR-10940.000
ALBERT PEDERSON &
VERNICE FARMS INC.

ML-SD-TR-10925.000
ALLEN & PAMELA BURTZ

ML-SD-TR-10950.000
CITY OF WINNER

313TH AVENUE

313 AVE

27
8T

H 
ST

RE
ET

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016519



Keystone Phase IV, US
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The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.
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PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

28

TRIPP

RG
SOUTH DAKOTA

MLV-23A

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
N E B R A S K AS O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 146 '

MLV-23A
LAT: 43° 9' 17.370" N

LONG: 99° 42' 0.292" W

SEC 3
T96N
R75W

SEC 10
T96N R75W

ML-SD-TR-11650.000
CHANDLOR E. SHIPPY

ML-SD-TR-11630.000
LEE O. & JUDELL

A. WEIDNER

29
3R

D 
ST

RE
ET

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016520



Keystone Phase IV, US
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The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.
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PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

35

GARFIELD

RG
NEBRASKA

MLV-28A

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
N E B R A S K AS O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 76 '

GARFIELD CO.
NEBRASKA

MLV-28A
LAT: 41° 58' 58.088" N
LONG: 98° 46' 6.102" W

SEC 12
T23N R13W

ML-NE-GR-00095.000
WARREN J. OLSON RANCH

INC.

FIELD RD

CAR-06
2A

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016521



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-29
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The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.
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PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US
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COUNTY:
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APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

36

GREELEY

RG
NEBRASKA

MLV-29

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
N E B R A S K AS O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 8
8 '

GREELEY CO.
NEBRASKA

MLV-29
LAT: 41° 35' 25.884" N
LONG: 98° 26' 38.118" W

SEC 26
T19N R10W

SEC 27
T19N R10W

ML-NE-GY-00200.000
MARTENA B. ROVER,

TRUSTEE - C/O
DENNIS W. BJORKLUND

ML-NE-GY-00185.000
DENNIS W. BJORKLAND,

TRUSTEE
812TH ROAD

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016522



Keystone Phase IV, US
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The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.
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PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US
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COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

37

NANCE

RG
NEBRASKA

MLV-30

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
N E B R A S K AS O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 110 '

NANCE CO.
NEBRASKA

MLV-30
LAT: 41° 24' 4.390" N

LONG: 98° 9' 48.913" W

MP 735

SEC 31
T17N R7W

ML-NE-NA-00150.000
GLORIA J. & LOUIS

E. MYERS, JR.

ML-NE-NA-00140.000
HIRSCHFELD FAMILY FARMS,

INC, C/O J.D. HIRSCHFELD

NO
RT

H 
51

5T
H 

ST
RE

ET

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016523



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-33
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The new identity of Trow Engineering Consultants, Inc.
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PREPARED BY:

SHEET:

Keystone Phase IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

APPROVED BY:

PD
JP

40

YORK

RG
NEBRASKA

MLV-33

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
N E B R A S K AS O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 92 'YORK CO.
NEBRASKA

MLV-33
LAT: 40° 57' 0.048" N
LONG: 97° 45' 1.610" W

SEC 3
T11N R4W

SEC 2
T11N R4W

ML-NE-YK-00195.000
ROGER L.
KAISER

ML-NE-YK-00185.000
THOMAS & ARTIS
M. KIRKPATRICK

ROAD 
E

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD

TRANSMISSION LINE

COUNTY LINE

PROPERTY PARCEL

SECTION LINE

WATERBODY

WETLAND

VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016524



Keystone Phase IV, US

VALVE SITE DIMENSION MAP MLV-35A
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PREPARED BY:
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PD
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JEFFERSON

RG
NEBRASKA

MLV-35A

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2011-05-26DATE: REV. NO.: 3
THES0050388XPROJECT: DWG: XL-00-ML-9110

2011-05-26ISSUED FOR REVIEW3
N E B R A S K AS O U T H  D A K O T A

~ 133 '

JEFFERSON CO.
NEBRASKA

MLV-35A
LAT: 40° 13' 9.798" N

LONG: 97° 4' 31.107" W

SEC 15
T3N R3E

SEC 22
T3N R3E

ML-NE-JF-00305.000
GUN CREEK FARMS LTD

ML-NE-JF-00295.000
DOUGLAS R. & SHARON

J. SELLENRICK,
TENANTS IN COMMON

71
7T

H 
RO

AD

MILEPOST

PHASE IV CL (2010-11-18)

ROUTE VARIATION

VALVE LOCATION

VALVE SITE BOUNDARY

PERMAMENT EASEMENT

TEMPORARY EASEMENT

ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY WORKSPACE

ACCESS ROAD
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VALVE SITE FENCED AREA 
DIMENSION 40' x 50'

NOTE

016525



KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

1

VARIATION TYPE: Refinement: Reroute: X Footprint: X Design:

Centerline: X Pump Station: Valve Site: X CAR: X

2

LOCATION: Sketch: Pictures: N/A

State: SD County: Haakon Quad Map:

Township: 03N Range: 21E, 22E     Aerial Map:

Section: 12, 13, 18 Centerline: 3/14/2012 MP: 461.34 to 461.78

3

REASON FOR ROUTE VARIATION (Please include reason for route variation):

DETAIL ROUTE VARIATION (Please describe route variation in detail):

ADDITIONAL IMPACTS (Please include any additional impacts which may affect cost; crossings, induction bends, etc.):

Is there an increase/decrease in the number of crossings? Yes No X

If yes, please list:

COST ANALYSIS (costs incurred or saved from the route variation)

Additional length of route realignment: 989 ft. (31,997.77)$      $ 360/ft

Additional length of side9hill construction: ft. 9$  $ 19/ft

Additional length of wetland construction: ft. 9$  $ 195/ft

Additional bore length (Road, RR): ft. 9$  $ 540/ft

Additional foreign line/pipeline crossings: EA 9$  $ 30,000/EA

Additional water body crossing (streams, ponds, etc.):

35 9 65' + EA 9$  $ 185,000/EA

10' 9 19' EA 9$  $ 77,250/EA

Less than 10' EA 9$  $ 32,500/EA

Additional survey required:

Civil: 0.43 mile 2,155.23$         $ 5,000/mile

Cultural: 0.43 mile 1,077.62$         $ 2,500/mile

Biological: 0.43 mile 1,206.93$         $ 2,800/mile

Miscellaneous costs saved or added due to route variation from ADDITIONAL IMPACTS listed above:

Overall estimated costs of the route variation:  (See "Additional Impacts" above)

Route variation starts near MP 461.3 and deviates ~17° east of CL.  The reroute extends in this direction for ~2,276 ft and rejoins the current CL near MP 

461.8.  Along this section reroute eliminates 1 PI.

No New Landowners are impacted by this route variation.  Three tracts are impacted by reroute:

ML9SD9HK901030.000 and ML9SD9HK901050.000 (Both tracts: Ross Williams)

ML9SD9HK901070.000 (Ramona Buchholz)

Route Variation impacts the relocation of MLV919A and VAR919A.

(27,558.00)$   
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See attached map sheet

KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

PIPELINE ROUTE VARIATION FORM

The primary reason for this reroute is to eliminate PI and straighten line.  Additionally, this reroute will place MLV919A on higher ground, move 

CL/workspaces away from an existing culvert (located south of current CL).

The reroute has been proposed based on the field reconnaissance efforts.

FORM 1 1 of 2
Document Control Number:

KXL109000069019AA9180 (Form 1)
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

4 LAND / TransCanada Tina Hall

a) Is a new landowner affected by the proposed variation? Yes No X

b) Is the affected landowner/tract a possible condemnation? Yes No

c) Does proposed route variation impact Tribal Lands? Yes No X

d) Does proposed route variation impact any Federal/State Lands? Yes No X

9If yes, name type (i.e. USFWS, BLM, etc.):

e) Is proposed realignment outside the easement/workspace? Yes X No

f) Is realignment proposed to satisfy landowner request? Yes No X

9If yes, name of landowner(s)/track number(s):

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

5 ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION 1 TransCanada Meera Kothari

a) Maximum deviation perpendicular to proposed alignment: 315 ft.

b) Does variation (CL) (including workspaces) falls within 500 ft. MDEQ Corridor? Yes N/A No

c) Has the centerline been staked for construction? Yes No X

d) Does route variation affect HDD crossing alignment? Yes No X

e) Is realignment proposed for engineering/construction reasons? Yes X No

f) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

6 ENVIRONMENTAL / exp Jonathan Minton

a) Has the corridor been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

b) Has the proposed variation been environmentally surveyed? Yes No X

c) Does proposed route variation impact Sage Grouse areas? Yes No X

d) Does route variation impact ABB areas? Yes No X

e) Was variation proposed to satisfy environmental issues? Yes No X

f) Was realignment proposed to satisfy agency request? Yes No X

9If yes, name of agency(s):

g) Environmental features:

Added (+): Subtracted (9):

Wetland ID # for newly impacted wetlands:

h) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

7 ENGINEERING / FACILITIES AND HYDRAULICS (if applicable) Sandra Gigovic

a) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

b) Will route variation impact hydraulics? Yes No

c) Are additional valves required at HCA's or water crossing? Yes No

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

8 STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS / TCPL (if applicable) Bud Andersen

a) Does the variation result in any new stakeholders? Yes No X

b) Does the variation require follow9up with specific stakeholder groups? Yes No

c) Was the variation proposed to satisfy stakeholder request? Yes No X

9If yes, please specify issue type (as it aligns to stakeholder database):

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

9 10

Originator: Received by:

Date: Date:

Fax to: ?

11 12

Assigned Tracking Number: Filed by:

Date:

Fax to: ?

3/22/2012 3/22/2012

02869SD9P49461.39461.89I
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Keystone XL Project

PROPOSED ROUTE VARIATION 0286-01
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•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:KEYSTONE XLPROJECT

DRAWN BY:
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SOUTH DAKOTA

Proposed Route Variation 0286-01
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

1

VARIATION TYPE: Refinement: Reroute: X Footprint: X Design:

Centerline: X Pump Station: Valve Site: X CAR: X

2

LOCATION: Sketch: Pictures: see attached

State: SD County: Lyman Quad Map:

Township: 104N Range: 79W     Aerial Map:

Section: 27, 26 Centerline: 3/14/2012 MP: 533.53 to 533.79

3

REASON FOR ROUTE VARIATION (Please include reason for route variation):

DETAIL ROUTE VARIATION (Please describe route variation in detail):

ADDITIONAL IMPACTS (Please include any additional impacts which may affect cost; crossings, induction bends, etc.):

Is there an increase/decrease in the number of crossings? Yes No X

If yes, please list:

COST ANALYSIS (costs incurred or saved from the route variation)

Additional length of route realignment: 21 ft. 7,412.44$         $ 360/ft

Additional length of side;hill construction: ft. ;$  $ 19/ft

Additional length of wetland construction: ft. ;$  $ 195/ft

Additional bore length (Road, RR): ft. ;$  $ 540/ft

Additional foreign line/pipeline crossings: EA ;$  $ 30,000/EA

Additional water body crossing (streams, ponds, etc.):

35 ; 65' + EA ;$  $ 185,000/EA

10' ; 19' EA ;$  $ 77,250/EA

Less than 10' EA ;$  $ 32,500/EA

Additional survey required:

Civil: 0.26 mile 1,282.18$         $ 5,000/mile

Cultural: 0.26 mile 641.09$  $ 2,500/mile

Biological: 0.26 mile 718.02$  $ 2,800/mile

Miscellaneous costs saved or added due to route variation from ADDITIONAL IMPACTS listed above:

Overall estimated costs of the route variation:  (See "Additional Impacts" above)

Route variation starts near MP 533.5 and deviates ~13.5° southeast of CL.  It extends in this direction for ~750 ft.  Then the reroute turns east towards the 

current CL and continues in that direction for ~604 ft to rejoin the CL near MP 533.8.  

No New Landowners are impacted by this route variation.  Three tracts are impacted by reroute:

ML;SD;LY;10160.000 (Thomas Lands, Inc)

ML;SD;LY;10145.000 and ML;SD;LY;10170.000 (both tracts: Steven & Dennis Juhnke)

Route Variation impact the relocation of MLV;22 and VAR;22 to better ground.

Miscellaneous Costs savings include constructability savings.

(15,000)$  

(4,946.26)$   
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See attached map sheet

KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

PIPELINE ROUTE VARIATION FORM

The primary reason for this reroute is to straighten road crossing and move MLV;22 to better ground.

The reroute has been proposed based on the field reconnaissance efforts.

FORM 1 1 of 2
Document Control Number:

KXL10;00006;01;AA;180 (Form 1)
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

4 LAND / TransCanada Tina Hall

a) Is a new landowner affected by the proposed variation? Yes No X

b) Is the affected landowner/tract a possible condemnation? Yes No

c) Does proposed route variation impact Tribal Lands? Yes No X

d) Does proposed route variation impact any Federal/State Lands? Yes No X

;If yes, name type (i.e. USFWS, BLM, etc.):

e) Is proposed realignment outside the easement/workspace? Yes X No

f) Is realignment proposed to satisfy landowner request? Yes No X

;If yes, name of landowner(s)/track number(s):

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

5 ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION 1 TransCanada Meera Kothari

a) Maximum deviation perpendicular to proposed alignment: 178 ft.

b) Does variation (CL) (including workspaces) falls within 500 ft. MDEQ Corridor? Yes N/A No

c) Has the centerline been staked for construction? Yes No X

d) Does route variation affect HDD crossing alignment? Yes No X

e) Is realignment proposed for engineering/construction reasons? Yes X No

f) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

6 ENVIRONMENTAL / exp Jonathan Minton

a) Has the corridor been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

b) Has the proposed variation been environmentally surveyed? Yes No X

c) Does proposed route variation impact Sage Grouse areas? Yes No X

d) Does route variation impact ABB areas? Yes No X

e) Was variation proposed to satisfy environmental issues? Yes No X

f) Was realignment proposed to satisfy agency request? Yes No X

;If yes, name of agency(s):

g) Environmental features:

Added (+): Subtracted (;):

Wetland ID # for newly impacted wetlands:

h) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

7 ENGINEERING / FACILITIES AND HYDRAULICS (if applicable) Sandra Gigovic

a) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

b) Will route variation impact hydraulics? Yes No

c) Are additional valves required at HCA's or water crossing? Yes No

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

8 STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS / TCPL (if applicable) Bud Andersen

a) Does the variation result in any new stakeholders? Yes No X

b) Does the variation require follow;up with specific stakeholder groups? Yes No

c) Was the variation proposed to satisfy stakeholder request? Yes No X

;If yes, please specify issue type (as it aligns to stakeholder database):

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

9 10

Originator: Received by:

Date: Date:

Fax to: ?

11 12

Assigned Tracking Number: Filed by:

Date:

Fax to: ?
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FORM 1 2 of 2
Document Control Number:
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

Date: Tracking Number:

Description:  MP: 533.5 to 533.8

Originated By:

Variation Form Attached: Yes X No

TransCanada � Land Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

TransCanada� Engineering Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

Exp � Engineering Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

Exp � Environmental Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

Stantec � Risk Assesment Heidi Tillquist Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

Facilities � TransCanada Sandra Gigovic Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

TransCanada � PM (Montana) Alan Lietz Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

TransCanada � PM (South Dakota) James Odom Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

TransCanada � PM (Nebraska) Robert Bradley Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

TransCanada � Keystone XL Manager Steve Marr Variation: Approved Rejected

Comments: Date:

Forward to: Tina Hall Jonathan Minton James Odom

Meera Kothari Heidi Tillquist Robert Bradley

Butch Wallace Sandra Gigovic Steve Marr

Alan Lietz

If Rejected

Why?

If Rejected

Why?

If Rejected

Why?

Meera Kothari

If Rejected

Why?

If Rejected

Why?

Jonathan Minton

Butch Wallace

If Rejected

Why?

If Rejected

Why?

If Rejected

Why?

ROUTE VARIATION AUTHORIZATION FORM

3/21/2012

The primary reason for this reroute is to straighten road 

crossing and move MLV;22 to better ground.

Tina Hall
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

Engineering

If Rejected

Why?

If Rejected

Why?

FORM 2
Document Control Number: 

KXL10;00006;01;AA;180 (Form 2)
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Keystone Phase IV, US

PROPOSED ROUTE VARIATION 0287-01
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•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:KEYSTONE PHASE IV, US

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

PD
JP

LYMAN
SOUTH DAKOTA

Proposed Route Variation 0287-01

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2012-03-19DATE:

REV. NO.:
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

1

VARIATION TYPE: Refinement: Reroute: X Footprint: X Design:

Centerline: X Pump Station: Valve Site: X CAR: X

2

LOCATION: Sketch: Pictures: See attached

State: SD County: Tripp Quad Map:

Township: 96N Range: 75W     Aerial Map:

Section: 03, 10 Centerline: 3/14/2012 MP: 586.23 to 586.64

3

REASON FOR ROUTE VARIATION (Please include reason for route variation):

DETAIL ROUTE VARIATION (Please describe route variation in detail):

ADDITIONAL IMPACTS (Please include any additional impacts which may affect cost; crossings, induction bends, etc.):

Is there an increase/decrease in the number of crossings? Yes No X

If yes, please list:

COST ANALYSIS (costs incurred or saved from the route variation)

Additional length of route realignment: :27 ft. (9,728.03)$        $ 360/ft

Additional length of side:hill construction: ft. :$  $ 19/ft

Additional length of wetland construction: ft. :$  $ 195/ft

Additional bore length (Road, RR): ft. :$  $ 540/ft

Additional foreign line/pipeline crossings: EA :$  $ 30,000/EA

Additional water body crossing (streams, ponds, etc.):

35 : 65' + EA :$  $ 185,000/EA

10' : 19' EA :$  $ 77,250/EA

Less than 10' EA :$  $ 32,500/EA

Additional survey required:

Civil: 0.00 mile :$  $ 5,000/mile

Cultural: 0.21 mile 527.21$  $ 2,500/mile

Biological: 0.21 mile 590.48$  $ 2,800/mile

Miscellaneous costs saved or added due to route variation from ADDITIONAL IMPACTS listed above:

Overall estimated costs of the route variation:  (See "Additional Impacts" above)
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See attached map sheet

KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

PIPELINE ROUTE VARIATION FORM

The primary reason for this reroute is to avoid a well (temporary workspaces impact well).   Furthermore, current temporary workspaces also impact a fence 

surrounding a historical site. This proposed route variation will impact the current location of MLV:23A and VAR:23A.  The valve will be moved south of 

293rd. Street to ML:SD:TR:11650.000 (Chandlor E. Shippy) tract.

The reroute has been proposed based on the field reconnaissance efforts and has been civil surveyed.

(18,610.34)$   

Route variation starts near MP 586.2 and deviates ~7° in the southeast direction.  It extends for ~2,104 ft. to rejoin the CL near MP 586.6.  

No New Landowners are impacted by this route variation.  Three tracts are impacted by reroute:

ML:SD:TR:11620.000 (David & Sherry Rohde)

ML:SD:TR:11630.000 (Judell A Weidner and Lee O. Trustees...)

ML:SD:TR:11650.000 (Chandlor E. Shippy)

Route Variation impacts the relocation of MLV:23A and VAR:23A south of 293rd Street.

Miscellaneous Costs savings include landownwer and construction savings (avoid well).

(10,000)$  

FORM 1 1 of 2
Document Control Number:

KXL10:00006:01:AA:180 (Form 1)
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

4 LAND / TransCanada Tina Hall

a) Is a new landowner affected by the proposed variation? Yes No X

b) Is the affected landowner/tract a possible condemnation? Yes No

c) Does proposed route variation impact Tribal Lands? Yes No X

d) Does proposed route variation impact any Federal/State Lands? Yes No X

:If yes, name type (i.e. USFWS, BLM, etc.):

e) Is proposed realignment outside the easement/workspace? Yes X No

f) Is realignment proposed to satisfy landowner request? Yes No X

:If yes, name of landowner(s)/track number(s):

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

5 ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION 1 TransCanada Meera Kothari

a) Maximum deviation perpendicular to proposed alignment: 162 ft.

b) Does variation (CL) (including workspaces) falls within 500 ft. MDEQ Corridor? Yes N/A No

c) Has the centerline been staked for construction? Yes No X

d) Does route variation affect HDD crossing alignment? Yes No X

e) Is realignment proposed for engineering/construction reasons? Yes X No

f) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

6 ENVIRONMENTAL / exp Jonathan Minton

a) Has the corridor been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

b) Has the proposed variation been environmentally surveyed? Yes No X

c) Does proposed route variation impact Sage Grouse areas? Yes No X

d) Does route variation impact ABB areas? Yes No X

e) Was variation proposed to satisfy environmental issues? Yes No X

f) Was realignment proposed to satisfy agency request? Yes No X

:If yes, name of agency(s):

g) Environmental features:

Added (+): Subtracted (:):

Wetland ID # for newly impacted wetlands:

h) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

7 ENGINEERING / FACILITIES AND HYDRAULICS (if applicable) Sandra Gigovic

a) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

b) Will route variation impact hydraulics? Yes No

c) Are additional valves required at HCA's or water crossing? Yes No

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

8 STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS / TCPL (if applicable) Bud Andersen

a) Does the variation result in any new stakeholders? Yes No X

b) Does the variation require follow:up with specific stakeholder groups? Yes No

c) Was the variation proposed to satisfy stakeholder request? Yes No X

:If yes, please specify issue type (as it aligns to stakeholder database):

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

9 10

Originator: Received by:

Date: Date:

Fax to: ?

11 12

Assigned Tracking Number: Filed by:

Date:

Fax to: ?
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FORM 1 2 of 2
Document Control Number:
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Keystone XL Project

PROPOSED ROUTE VARIATION 0294-01
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

1

VARIATION TYPE: Refinement: Reroute: Footprint: X Design:

Centerline: Pump Station: Valve Site: X CAR: X

2

LOCATION: Sketch: Pictures: N/A

State: SD County: Meade, Haakon Quad Map:

Township: 08N, (06N) Range: 16E, (18E)     Aerial Map:

Section: 35, (014) Centerline: 7/13/2012 MP: XXX.X to XXX.X

3

REASON FOR ROUTE VARIATION (Please include reason for route variation):

DETAIL ROUTE VARIATION (Please describe route variation in detail):

ADDITIONAL IMPACTS (Please include any additional impacts which may affect cost; crossings, induction bends, etc.):

Is there an increase/decrease in the number of crossings? Yes No X

If yes, please list:

COST ANALYSIS (costs incurred or saved from the route variation)

Additional length of route realignment: ft. :$  $ 360/ft

Additional length of side:hill construction: ft. :$  $ 19/ft

Additional length of wetland construction: ft. :$  $ 195/ft

Additional bore length (Road, RR): ft. :$  $ 540/ft

Additional foreign line/pipeline crossings: EA :$  $ 30,000/EA

Additional water body crossing (streams, ponds, etc.):

35 : 65' + 0 EA :$  $ 185,000/EA

10' : 19' 0 EA :$  $ 77,250/EA

Less than 10' 0 EA :$  $ 32,500/EA

Additional survey required:

Civil: 0.00 mile :$  $ 5,000/mile

Cultural: 0.00 mile :$  $ 2,500/mile

Biological: 0.00 mile :$  $ 2,800/mile

Miscellaneous costs saved or added due to route variation from ADDITIONAL IMPACTS listed above:

Overall estimated costs of the route variation:  (See "Additional Impacts" above)

KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

PIPELINE ROUTE VARIATION FORM
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X
X
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See attached map sheet

This report consists of 2 proposed Valve MLV:18 (relocation, RV:0315:01) and CK:MLV:19 (actuation, RV:0315:02).  MLV:18 relocation from a low 

lying area to an easily accessible location for operations.  This move will make the spacing greater than 20 miles, so CK:MLV:19 has to be actuated.

As per the PHMSA condition 32 : Mainline and Check Valve Control: Keystone must design and install mainline block valves and check valves on the 

Keystone XL system based on the worst case discharge as calculated by 49 CFR § 194.105. Keystone shall locate valves in accordance with 49 CFR § 

195.260 and by taking into consideration elevation, population, and environmentally sensitive locations, to minimize the consequences of a release from 

the pipeline. Mainline valves must be placed based on the analysis above or no more than twenty (20) miles apart, whichever is smaller.  

To comply with spacing requirement, Keystone determined areas its current valve spacing design exceeded a spacing of 20 miles and employed one of 

the following steps to mitigate the issue:

• Relocated the valve after a thorough analysis of the resulting spill volume and assuring the original intent of the valve was still realized

• Bringing remote actuation to the downstream manual ball valve of a check valve, block valve set.

• Adding a new remotely actuated mainline valve site. 

RV(315(01: Listed in "Supplemental Info" Tab.

RV(315(02:  Listed in "Supplemental Info" Tab.

RV(315(01: MLV:18 relocation:  CAR:093 (to be deleted) and CAR:148 (to become a permanent Access road) will be impacted; Tracts Impacted:  ML:

SD:ME:11040.000 (Freda Wilson, Life Estate, Linda Grenz, Jennifer Silbaugh) : New MLV:18 Location

ML:SD:ME:01170.000 (Wink Cattle Co.) : Previous MLV:18 location.

Cost Analysis:

For 315:01: The cost associated with relocation of MLV:18 is $100,000 for access across landowner; in addition the upgrade of the access road (CAR:

148 ~624 ft. at $50/ft.) ~$31,200 and site built up ~$20,000.  Cost Savings are related to the upgrade of CAR:093 (~30206.51 ft at $50/ft) ~:$ 1,510,325

For 315:02:  Cost associated to actuate CK:MLV:19 is $250,000.

(1,109,125)$  

(1,109,125.00)$  

* Evaluation Criteria is located in Route Refinement and Reroute Process, Section 3 FORM 1
Document Control Number:

KXL10:00006:01:AA:180 (Form 1)
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

4 LAND / TransCanada Tina Hall

a) Is a new landowner affected by the proposed variation? Yes No X

b) Is the affected landowner/tract a possible condemnation? Yes No

c) Does proposed route variation impact Tribal Lands? Yes No X

d) Does proposed route variation impact any Federal/State Lands? Yes No X

:If yes, name type (i.e. USFWS, BLM, etc.):

e) Is proposed realignment outside the easement/workspace? Yes No X

f) Is realignment proposed to satisfy landowner request? Yes No X

:If yes, name of landowner(s)/track number(s):

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

5 ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION ( TransCanada Meera Kothari

a) Maximum deviation perpendicular to proposed alignment: N/A ft.

b) Does variation (CL) (including workspaces) falls within 500 ft. MDEQ Corridor? Yes N/A No

c) Has the centerline been staked for construction? Yes No X

d) Does route variation affect HDD crossing alignment? Yes No X

e) Is realignment proposed for engineering/construction reasons? Yes X No

f) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

6 ENVIRONMENTAL / TransCanada Sandra Barnett

a) Has the corridor been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

b) Has the proposed variation been environmentally surveyed? Yes No X

c) Does proposed route variation impact Sage Grouse areas? Yes No X

d) Does route variation impact ABB areas? Yes No X

e) Was variation proposed to satisfy environmental issues? Yes No X

f) Was realignment proposed to satisfy agency request? Yes X No

:If yes, name of agency(s):

g) Environmental features:

Added (+): Subtracted (:):

Wetland ID # for newly impacted wetlands:

h) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

7

ENGINEERING / FACILITIES AND HYDRAULICS (if applicable) Sandra Gigovic

a) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

b) Will route variation impact hydraulics? Yes X No

c) Are additional valves required at HCA's or water crossing? Yes No

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

8

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS / TCPL (if applicable) Bud Andersen

a) Does the variation result in any new stakeholders? Yes No X

b) Does the variation require follow:up with specific stakeholder groups? Yes No X

c) Was the variation proposed to satisfy stakeholder request? Yes No X

:If yes, please specify issue type (as it aligns to stakeholder database):

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

9 10

Originator: Received by:

Date: Date:

Fax to: ?

11 12

Assigned Tracking Number: Filed by:

Date:

Fax to: ?

PHMSA Condition 32
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Engineering

8/14/2012 8/14/2012

0315:SD:P4:XXX.X:XXX.X:S

* Evaluation Criteria is located in Route Refinement and Reroute Process, Section 3 FORM 1
Document Control Number:

KXL10:00006:01:AA:180 (Form 1)
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Keystone XL Pipeline � Supplemental Information for Route Variation Report 0315
Prepared: 2012�08�14

Previous Scenario New Scenario 

Milepost Valve ID Milepost Valve ID Type Type Legal Latitude Longitude Legal Latitude Longitude

0315-01 424.4 MLV-18 419.6 MLV-18 4.8 6 MOV MOV Meade
South 

Dakota
035-033N-36E 44° 33' 14.671" N 102° 4' 50.936" W 035-008N-16E 44° 36' 17.249" N 102° 8' 38.204" W 260-FAITH-01A-B0-MLV-01

0315-02 435.7 CK-MLV-19 435.7 CK-MLV-19 0.0 6 CHECK AND MANUAL CHECK AND MOV Haakon
South 

Dakota
014-06N-018E 44° 28' 26.173" N 101° 54' 20.546" W 014-06N-018E 44° 28' 26.173" N 101° 54' 20.546" W 260-FAITH-02A-B0-CKV-01 260-FAITH-02A-B0-MLV-01

Milepost Valve ID Tract Number Owner Tract Number Owner

0315-01 419.6 MLV-18
CAR-148; HWY-34 UPSTREAM ML-SD-ME-01170.000 Wink Cattle Co. ML-SD-ME-11040.000

Freda Wilson, Life Estate, 

Linda Grenz, Jennifer Silbaugh
NONE 100 130

0315-02 435.7 CK-MLV-19
202ND Street UPSTREAM ML-SD-HK-00170.000 Kelly Blair ML-SD-HK-00170.000 Kelly Blair

NONE 100 130

Tag (Check valve) Tag (Manual valve)
New Scenario

RV-ID

New Scenario

Closest Road Side

Previous Scenario New Scenario Required 

building 

setback 

Downstream distance to next 

motorised valve or PS (miles)
Spread County State

Previous Scenario

Distance from Road 

ROW/FENCE to valve 

(whichever greater) (ft)

Distance from CL of 

Road to valve (ft)

Tag (Motor operated valve)RV-ID Status
Previous Scenario New Scenario

Relocated Distance (miles)

Upstream distance to 

next motorised valve or 

PS (miles)
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Keystone XL Project

PROPOSED VALVE RELOCATION (MLV-18  -  RV-0315-01)
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•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:KEYSTONE XL PROJECT

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

PD
JP

MEADE
SOUTH DAKOTA

PROPOSED VALVE RELOCATION 
(MLV-18  -  RV-0315-01)

REVISION
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2012-08-13DATE:

REV. NO.:
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

1

VARIATION TYPE: Refinement: Reroute: X Footprint: Design:

Centerline: X Pump Station: Valve Site: X CAR:

2

LOCATION: Sketch: Pictures: N/A

State: SD County: Haakon Quad Map:

Township: 06N Range: 18E     Aerial Map:

Section: 014, 015 Centerline: 8/15/2012 MP: 434.52 to 436.12

3

REASON FOR ROUTE VARIATION (Please include reason for route variation):

DETAIL ROUTE VARIATION (Please describe route variation in detail):

ADDITIONAL IMPACTS (Please include any additional impacts which may affect cost; crossings, induction bends, etc.):

Is there an increase/decrease in the number of crossings? Yes No X

If yes, please list:

COST ANALYSIS (costs incurred or saved from the route variation)

Additional length of route realignment: 23 ft. 8,129.91$         $ 360/ft

Additional length of side-hill construction: 0 ft. -$  $ 19/ft

Additional length of wetland construction: 0 ft. -$  $ 195/ft

Additional bore length (Road, RR): ft. -$  $ 540/ft

Additional foreign line/pipeline crossings: EA -$  $ 30,000/EA

Additional water body crossing (streams, ponds, etc.):

35 - 65' + 0 EA -$  $ 185,000/EA

10' - 19' 0 EA -$  $ 77,250/EA

Less than 10' 0 EA -$  $ 32,500/EA

Additional survey required:

Civil: 1.60 mile 8,020.87$         $ 5,000/mile

Cultural: 0.00 mile -$  $ 2,500/mile

Biological: 0.00 mile -$  $ 2,800/mile

Miscellaneous costs saved or added due to route variation from ADDITIONAL IMPACTS listed above:

Overall estimated costs of the route variation:  (See "Additional Impacts" above)
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Attached

N/A

See attached map sheet

KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

PIPELINE ROUTE VARIATION FORM

The primary reason for this route variation is to avoid valve site for CK-MLV-19 be located at a PI by extending the straight portion of the centerline and 

thus shifting the PI location further north.  This centerline reroute allows for the accomodation of the valve and PI breakdown.

This reroute is requested by Engineering based on engineering review and aerial, pictometry images.   

The proposed route variation starts near MP 434.5 and deviates  ~1° northeast of current centerline.  It continues in the southeast direction for ~8,428.4 

ft.  Then it turns south and extends straight for ~42 ft. to rejoin the current CL near MP 436.12.  The location of CK-MLV-19 is not impacted by the 

reroute, only the fence (will be straighten out to parallel the straight line).

3 Tracts are impacted by this Centerline reroute:

AR-SD-HK-15040.000, ML-SD-HK-00170.000 (both Kelly Blair)

ML-SD-HK-00130.000 (J. Grant Olsen)

The proposed route variation avoids the need to install a fitting (~35,000).  Furthermore, there are no additional cost for environmental surveys.  The 

reroute falls within the current surveyed corridor.

(35,000)$  

(18,849.21)$  

* Evaluation Criteria is located in Route Refinement and Reroute Process, Section 3 FORM 1

Document Control Number: 
KXL10-00006-01-AA-180 (Form 1)
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

4 LAND / TransCanada Tina Hall

a) Is a new landowner affected by the proposed variation? Yes No X

b) Is the affected landowner/tract a possible condemnation? Yes No X

c) Does proposed route variation impact Tribal Lands? Yes No X

d) Does proposed route variation impact any Federal/State Lands? Yes No X

-If yes, name type (i.e. USFWS, BLM, etc.):

e) Is proposed realignment outside the easement/workspace? Yes No X

f) Is realignment proposed to satisfy landowner request? Yes No X

-If yes, name of landowner(s)/track number(s):

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

5 ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION - TransCanada Meera Kothari

a) Maximum deviation perpendicular to proposed alignment: 55 ft.

b) Does variation (CL) (including workspaces) falls within 500 ft. MDEQ Corridor? Yes N/A No

c) Has the centerline been staked for construction? Yes No X

d) Does route variation affect HDD crossing alignment? Yes No X

e) Is realignment proposed for engineering/construction reasons? Yes X No

f) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

6 ENVIRONMENTAL - TransCanada Sandra Barnett

a) Has the corridor been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

b) Has the proposed variation been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

c) Does proposed route variation impact Sage Grouse areas? Yes No X

d) Does route variation impact ABB areas? Yes No X

e) Was variation proposed to satisfy environmental issues? Yes No X

f) Was realignment proposed to satisfy agency request? Yes No X

-If yes, name of agency(s):

g) Environmental features:

Added (+): Subtracted (-):

Wetland ID # for newly impacted wetlands:

h) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

7

ENGINEERING / FACILITIES AND HYDRAULICS (if applicable) Sandra Gigovic

a) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

b) Will route variation impact hydraulics? Yes No X

c) Are additional valves required at HCA's or water crossing? Yes No X

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

8

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS / TCPL (if applicable) Bud Andersen

a) Does the variation result in any new stakeholders? Yes No X

b) Does the variation require follow-up with specific stakeholder groups? Yes No X

c) Was the variation proposed to satisfy stakeholder request? Yes No X

-If yes, please specify issue type (as it aligns to stakeholder database):

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

9 10

Originator: Received by:

Date: Date:

Fax to: ?

11 12

Assigned Tracking Number: Filed by:

Date:

Fax to: ?
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0372-SD-P4-434.5-436.1-I 

Engineering

* Evaluation Criteria is located in Route Refinement and Reroute Process, Section 3 FORM 1
Document Control Number:

KXL10-00006-01-AA-180 (Form 1)016553
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Keystone XL Project

PROPOSED ROUTE VARIATION 0372-01
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•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:KEYSTONE XL PROJECT

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
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Proposed Route Variation 0372-01
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

1

VARIATION TYPE: Refinement: Reroute: X Footprint: Design:

Centerline: Pump Station: Valve Site: X CAR: X

2

LOCATION: Sketch: Pictures: N/A

State: SD County: Haakon Quad Map:

Township: 02N Range: 24E   Aerial Map:

Section: 26 Centerline: 3/14/2012 MP: XXX.X to XXX.X

3

REASON FOR ROUTE VARIATION (Please include reason for route variation):

DETAIL ROUTE VARIATION (Please describe route variation in detail):

ADDITIONAL IMPACTS (Please include any additional impacts which may affect cost; crossings, induction bends, etc.):

Is there an increase/decrease in the number of crossings? Yes No X

If yes, please list:

COST ANALYSIS (costs incurred or saved from the route variation)

Additional length of route realignment: 0 ft. 7$     $ 360/ft

Additional length of side7hill construction: ft. 7$     $ 19/ft

Additional length of wetland construction: ft. 7$     $ 195/ft

Additional bore length (Road, RR): ft. 7$     $ 540/ft

Additional foreign line/pipeline crossings: EA 7$     $ 30,000/EA

Additional water body crossing (streams, ponds, etc.):

35 7 65' + 0 EA 7$     $ 185,000/EA

10' 7 19' 0 EA 7$     $ 77,250/EA

Less than 10' 0 EA 7$     $ 32,500/EA

Additional survey required:

Civil: 0.00 mile 7$     $ 5,000/mile

Cultural: 0.00 mile 7$     $ 2,500/mile

Biological: 0.00 mile 7$     $ 2,800/mile

Miscellaneous costs saved or added due to route variation from ADDITIONAL IMPACTS listed above:

Overall estimated costs of the route variation:  (See "Additional Impacts" above)

KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

PIPELINE ROUTE VARIATION FORM

0
4
1
4
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7P

4
7X

X
X

.X
7X

X
X

.X
7S

N/A

See attached map sheet

The primary reason for this footprint change is the relocation of MLV720 per field reconnaissance recommendation.

MLV720:  Per field reconnaissance performed of the proposed site on 6/19/2012.  Proposed location upstream of CAR7161 is good location.  Slightly 

higher ground with mild slope and all crop.  Power is available downstream of road and access road is good and reported by Land to be county 

maintained.  Recommendation to place valve on Coming inside of road due to dual power lines located south of field road.

1 Tract impacted:

HK711620 (Jerry Nemec & Sonia Nemec) 7 Proposed MLV720 new location.

HK711600 (Roger and Edna Dale) 7 Current MLV720 location

7$     

* Evaluation Criteria is located in Route Refinement and Reroute Process, Section 3 FORM 1
Document Control Number:

KXL107000067017AA7180 (Form 1)
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

4 LAND / TransCanada Tina Hall

a) Is a new landowner affected by the proposed variation? Yes No X

b) Is the affected landowner/tract a possible condemnation? Yes No

c) Does proposed route variation impact Tribal Lands? Yes No X

d) Does proposed route variation impact any Federal/State Lands? Yes No X

7If yes, name type (i.e. USFWS, BLM, etc.):

e) Is proposed realignment outside the easement/workspace? Yes No X

f) Is realignment proposed to satisfy landowner request? Yes No X

7If yes, name of landowner(s)/track number(s):

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

5 ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION 1 TransCanada Meera Kothari

a) Maximum deviation perpendicular to proposed alignment: N/A ft.

b) Does variation (CL) (including workspaces) falls within 500 ft. MDEQ Corridor? Yes X No

c) Has the centerline been staked for construction? Yes No X

d) Does route variation affect HDD crossing alignment? Yes No X

e) Is realignment proposed for engineering/construction reasons? Yes No X

f) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

6 ENVIRONMENTAL / TransCanada Sandra Barnett

a) Has the corridor been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

b) Has the proposed variation been environmentally surveyed? Yes No X

c) Does proposed route variation impact Sage Grouse areas? Yes No X

d) Does route variation impact ABB areas? Yes No X

e) Was variation proposed to satisfy environmental issues? Yes No X

f) Was realignment proposed to satisfy agency request? Yes No X

7If yes, name of agency(s):

g) Environmental features:

Added (+): Subtracted (7):

Wetland ID # for newly impacted wetlands:

h) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

7

ENGINEERING / FACILITIES AND HYDRAULICS (if applicable) Sandra Gigovic

a) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

b) Will route variation impact hydraulics? Yes No

c) Are additional valves required at HCA's or water crossing? Yes No

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

8

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS / TCPL (if applicable) Bud Andersen

a) Does the variation result in any new stakeholders? Yes No X

b) Does the variation require follow7up with specific stakeholder groups? Yes No X

c) Was the variation proposed to satisfy stakeholder request? Yes No X

7If yes, please specify issue type (as it aligns to stakeholder database):

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

9 10

Originator: Received by:

Date: Date:

Fax to: ?

11 12

Assigned Tracking Number: Filed by:

Date:

Fax to: ?
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4
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X
X

.X
7X

X
X

.X
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Engineering

7/12/2012 7/12/2012

04147SD7P47XXX.X7XXX.X7S

* Evaluation Criteria is located in Route Refinement and Reroute Process, Section 3 FORM 1
Document Control Number:

KXL107000067017AA7180 (Form 1) 016558



Keystone XL Pipeline � Supplemental Information for Route Variation Report 0414
Prepared: 2012�07�12

Previous Scenario New Scenario 

Milepost Valve ID Milepost Valve ID Type Type Legal Latitude Longitude Legal Latitude Longitude

0414-01 479.8 MLV-20 480.6 MLV-08B 0.83 6 MOV MOV Haakon South Dakota 027-02N-024E 44° 6' 20.541" N 101° 12' 27.348" W 026-002N-24E 44° 6' 2.567"N 101° 11' 33.262"W 260-HAKON-01A-B0-MLV-01

Milepost Valve ID Tract Number Owner Tract Number Owner

0414-01 480.6 MLV-20 CAR-161 UPSTREAM ML-SD-HK-11600.000 Roger Dale & Edna Dale ML-SD-HK-11620.000
Jerry Nemec & Sonia Nemec

NONE 80 110.0

Required 

building 

setback 

RV-ID

New Scenario

Closest Road Side

Previous Scenario New Scenario

State
Previous Scenario

Distance from Road 

ROW/FENCE to valve 

(whichever greater) (ft)

Distance from CL 

of Road to valve 

(ft)

Tag (Check valve)
Tag (Manual 

valve)

New Scenario
Tag (Motor operated valve)RV-ID Status

Previous Scenario New Scenario
Relocated Distance (miles)

Upstream distance to 

next motorised valve or 

PS (miles)

Downstream distance to next 

motorised valve or PS (miles)
Spread County
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Keystone XL Project

PROPOSED VALVE RELOCATION (MLV-20) 0414-01
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exp Energy Services Inc.
t: +1.850.385.5441 | f: +1.850.385.5523
1300 Metropolitan Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S.A.
www.exp.com

•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:KEYSTONE XL PROJECT

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

1

VARIATION TYPE: Refinement: Reroute: Footprint: X Design:

Centerline: Pump Station: Valve Site: CAR: X

2

LOCATION: Sketch: Pictures: N/A

State: SD County: LYMAN Quad Map:

Township: 104N Range: 79W     Aerial Map:

Section: 26 Centerline: 3/14/2012 MP: 534.10 to 534.12

3

REASON FOR ROUTE VARIATION (Please include reason for route variation):

DETAIL ROUTE VARIATION (Please describe route variation in detail):

ADDITIONAL IMPACTS (Please include any additional impacts which may affect cost; crossings, induction bends, etc.):

Is there an increase/decrease in the number of crossings? Yes No X

If yes, please list:

COST ANALYSIS (costs incurred or saved from the route variation)

Additional length of route realignment: 0 ft. -$  $ 360/ft

Additional length of side-hill construction: ft. -$  $ 19/ft

Additional length of wetland construction: ft. -$  $ 195/ft

Additional bore length (Road, RR): ft. -$  $ 540/ft

Additional foreign line/pipeline crossings: EA -$  $ 30,000/EA

Additional water body crossing (streams, ponds, etc.):

35 - 65' + 0 EA -$  $ 185,000/EA

10' - 19' 0 EA -$  $ 77,250/EA

Less than 10' 0 EA -$  $ 32,500/EA

Additional survey required:

Civil: 0.02 mile 84.34$  $ 5,000/mile

Cultural: 0.00 mile -$  $ 2,500/mile

Biological: 0.00 mile -$  $ 2,800/mile

Miscellaneous costs saved or added due to route variation from ADDITIONAL IMPACTS listed above:

Overall estimated costs of the route variation:  (See "Additional Impacts" above)

16.18$  

100.52$  
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Attached

N/A

See attached map sheet

KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

PIPELINE ROUTE VARIATION FORM

The primary reason for this footprint change is to shift Valve Access Road VAR-22 ~ 9 ft. south to avoid VAR easement impact to ML-SD-LY-10160 

(Thomas Lands, Inc.).  Per land, this shift will avoid a gate at the property line between the two tracts.   The landowners are afraid of livestock getting 

mixed if the gate was left open, and would prefer the access road stay on tract LY-10170.000

This footprint change is requested by Land.   

VAR-022 = Current length ~119.4 ft. and perpendicular distance from SD-LY-10160 southern property boundary of ~1 ft.  Thus leaving ~14 ft. of AR 

easement inside SD-LY-10160.  Propsoed VAR length is ~ 117.3 ft. and offset (measured perpendicularly) to SD-LY-10160 southern boundary is ~9 ft. .  

Proposed VAR-022 starts at 294th St. and continues for approximately 59 ft. prior to turning southeast and thus following the original VAR-022 path 

towards MLV-22 Valve Site. 

2 tracts are impacted by the reroute:   

ML-SD-LY-10160.000 (Thomas Lands, Inc.)

ML-SD-LY-10170.000 (Steven Juhnke & Dennis Juhnke)

No additional costs associated with environmental survey.  

Additionally, costs associated with CAR acquisition costs are as follows:  To acquire a 15 ft. CAR is estimated a $3300/acre of affected area (1 acre  = 

43,560 sq.ft.).  So, for VAR-022:   (not including permanent ROW portions) to acquire was ~14.3 ft x 15 ft = 213.95 sq.ft.  For a total CAR acquisition 

costs of ~$16.18.

* Evaluation Criteria is located in Route Refinement and Reroute Process, Section 3 FORM 1

Document Control Number:

KXL10-00006-01-AA-180 (Form 1)

016563



KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

4 LAND / TransCanada Tina Hall

a) Is a new landowner affected by the proposed variation? Yes No X

b) Is the affected landowner/tract a possible condemnation? Yes No

c) Does proposed route variation impact Tribal Lands? Yes No X

d) Does proposed route variation impact any Federal/State Lands? Yes No X

-If yes, name type (i.e. USFWS, BLM, etc.):

e) Is proposed realignment outside the easement/workspace? Yes No X

f) Is realignment proposed to satisfy landowner request? Yes No X

-If yes, name of landowner(s)/track number(s):

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

5 ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION - TransCanada Meera Kothari

a) Maximum deviation perpendicular to proposed alignment: N/A ft.

b) Does variation (CL) (including workspaces) falls within 500 ft. MDEQ Corridor? Yes N/A No

c) Has the centerline been staked for construction? Yes No X

d) Does route variation affect HDD crossing alignment? Yes No X

e) Is realignment proposed for engineering/construction reasons? Yes X No

f) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

6 ENVIRONMENTAL - TransCanada Sandra Barnett

a) Has the corridor been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

b) Has the proposed variation been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

c) Does proposed route variation impact Sage Grouse areas? Yes No X

d) Does route variation impact ABB areas? Yes No X

e) Was variation proposed to satisfy environmental issues? Yes No X

f) Was realignment proposed to satisfy agency request? Yes No X

-If yes, name of agency(s):

g) Environmental features:

Added (+): Subtracted (-):

Wetland ID # for newly impacted wetlands:

h) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

7

ENGINEERING / FACILITIES AND HYDRAULICS (if applicable) Sandra Gigovic

a) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

b) Will route variation impact hydraulics? Yes No X

c) Are additional valves required at HCA's or water crossing? Yes No X

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

8

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS / TCPL (if applicable) Bud Andersen

a) Does the variation result in any new stakeholders? Yes No X

b) Does the variation require follow-up with specific stakeholder groups? Yes No X

c) Was the variation proposed to satisfy stakeholder request? Yes No X

-If yes, please specify issue type (as it aligns to stakeholder database):

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

9 10

Originator: Received by:

Date: Date:

Fax to: ?

11 12

Assigned Tracking Number: Filed by:

Date:

Fax to: ?
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Land

* Evaluation Criteria is located in Route Refinement and Reroute Process, Section 3 FORM 1
Document Control Number:

KXL10-00006-01-AA-180 (Form 1)
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Keystone XL Project

RV-0439-01 (VAR-22 MODIFICATION)
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www.exp.com

•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY   • 
•  INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY   •

PREPARED BY:KEYSTONE XL PROJECT

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

1
VARIATION TYPE: Refinement: Reroute: Footprint: X Design:

Centerline: Pump Station: Valve Site: X CAR: X
2

LOCATION: Sketch: Pictures: N/A

State: SD County: Meade Quad Map:

Township: 008N, (007N) Range: 016E     Aerial Map:

Section: 035, (002, 001) Centerline: 6/11/2013 MP: 419.68 to 421.09

3
REASON FOR ROUTE VARIATION (Please include reason for route variation):

DETAIL ROUTE VARIATION (Please describe route variation in detail):

ADDITIONAL IMPACTS (Please include any additional impacts which may affect cost; crossings, induction bends, etc.):

Is there an increase/decrease in the number of crossings? Yes No X

If yes, please list:

COST ANALYSIS (costs incurred or saved from the route variation)

Additional length of route realignment ft. -$ $ 360/ft

Additional length of side-hill construction: ft. -$  $ 19/ft

Additional length of wetland construction: ft. -$  $ 195/ft

Additional bore length (Road, RR): ft. -$  $ 540/ft

Additional foreign line/pipeline crossings: EA -$  $ 30,000/EA

Additional water body crossing (streams, ponds, etc.):

35 - 65' + 0 EA -$  $ 185,000/EA

10' - 19' 0 EA -$  $ 77,250/EA

Less than 10' 0 EA -$  $ 32,500/EA

Additional survey required:

Civil: 0.00 mile -$  $ 5,000/mile

Cultural: 0.34 mile 858.35$            $ 2,500/mile

Biological: 0.34 mile 961.35$            $ 2,800/mile

Miscellaneous costs saved or added due to route variation from ADDITIONAL IMPACTS listed above:

Overall estimated costs of the route variation: (See "Additional Impacts" above)

KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT
PIPELINE ROUTE VARIATION FORM

0499-S
D

-P
4-419.7-421.1-S

N/A

See attached map sheet

The primary reason for this footprint change is to relocate mainline valve MLV-18 due to compliance requirement of being less than 10 miles away from 
the Cheyenne River (MP 429.8).  Currently, MLV-18 is ~ 10.1 miles away from River, so the MLV-18 is being shifted 1.4 miles south.

This proposed footprint changes are requested by Engineering and were field verified by civil survey. 

Also see "Supplemental Info" for Valve Details.

CAR-148 (Near MP 419.7, Temporary):  Due to the relocation of MLV-18, CAR will now be temporary access road.  Original Length:  684 ft. New 
Length: 624 ft.
1 Tract Impacted by modification: ML-SD-ME-11040 (Freda Wilson, LE; Linda Grenz, Jennifer Silbaugh).

CAR-166 (Near MP 419.7, Permanent):  Due to the relocation of MLV-18, CAR-166 will now be a permanent access road.  It was also extended based 
on civil survey data to the new MLV-18 location.  Original Length:  654 ft. New Length: 8,297 ft.
1 Tract Impacted by modification: ML-SD-ME-11040 (Freda Wilson, LE; Linda Grenz, Jennifer Silbaugh); ML-SD-ME-11050 (Hugh G. Hudson & 
Beverly J. Hudson, Trustees of the Hugh G. & Beverly J. Hudson Family Trust); ML-SD-ME-11060 (Edward C. Hawks & Gloria Hawks).

PHMSA Spacing requirements are not impacted by this check and manual valve relocation. 

A small portion of CAR-166 will require environmental survey.

1,819.69$  

* Evaluation Criteria is located in Route Refinement and Reroute Process, Section 3 FORM 1
Document Control Number:

KXL10-00006-01-AA-180 (Form 1)
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KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

4 LAND / TransCanada Tina Hall

a) Is a new landowner affected by the proposed variation? Yes No X

b) Is the affected landowner/tract a possible condemnation? Yes No

c) Does proposed route variation impact Tribal Lands? Yes No X

d) Does proposed route variation impact any Federal/State Lands? Yes No X

-If yes, name type (i.e. USFWS, BLM, etc.):

e) Is proposed realignment outside the easement/workspace? Yes No X

f) Is realignment proposed to satisfy landowner request? Yes No X

-If yes, name of landowner(s)/track number(s):

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

5 ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION - TransCanada Meera Kothari

a) Maximum deviation perpendicular to proposed alignment: N/A ft.

b) Does variation (CL) (including workspaces) falls within 500 ft. MDEQ Corridor? Yes N/A No

c) Has the centerline been staked for construction? Yes No X

d) Does route variation affect HDD crossing alignment? Yes No X

e) Is realignment proposed for engineering/construction reasons? Yes X No

f) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

6 ENVIRONMENTAL / TransCanada Sandra Barnett

a) Has the corridor been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

b) Has the proposed variation been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

c) Does proposed route variation impact Sage Grouse areas? Yes No X

d) Does route variation impact ABB areas? Yes No X

e) Was variation proposed to satisfy environmental issues? Yes No X

f) Was realignment proposed to satisfy agency request? Yes No X

-If yes, name of agency(s):

g) Environmental features:

Added (+): Subtracted (-):

Wetland ID # for newly impacted wetlands:

h) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

7
ENGINEERING / FACILITIES AND HYDRAULICS (if applicable) Sandra Gigovic

a) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

b) Will route variation impact hydraulics? Yes X No

c) Are additional valves required at HCA's or water crossing? Yes No X

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

8
STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS / TCPL (if applicable) Bud Andersen

a) Does the variation result in any new stakeholders? Yes No X

b) Does the variation require follow-up with specific stakeholder groups? Yes No X

c) Was the variation proposed to satisfy stakeholder request? Yes No X

-If yes, please specify issue type (as it aligns to stakeholder database):

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

9 10
Originator: Received by:

Date: Date:
Fax to: ?

11 12
Assigned Tracking Number: Filed by:

Date:
Fax to: ?

0499-S
D

-P
4-419.7-421.1-S

Engineering

8/8/2013 8/8/2013

0499-SD-P4-419.7-421.1-S

* Evaluation Criteria is located in Route Refinement and Reroute Process, Section 3 FORM 1
Document Control Number:

KXL10-00006-01-AA-180 (Form 1) 016569



Keystone XL Pipeline - Supplemental Information for Route Variation Report 0499
Prepared: 2013-08-08

Previous Scenario New Scenario 

Milepost Valve ID Milepost Valve ID Type Type Legal Latitude Longitude Legal Latitude Longitude

0499‐01 419.68 MLV‐18 421.09 MLV‐18 1.41 12.2 15.0 6 MOV MOV Meade
South 
Dakota

035‐08N‐16E 44° 36' 17.272" N 102° 8' 38.222" W 028‐29N‐040E 44° 35' 22.597" N 102° 7' 31.382" W 260‐FAITH‐01A‐B0‐MLV‐01

Milepost Valve ID Tract Number Owner Tract Number Owner

0499‐01 72.6 MLV‐18 CAR‐166 Upstream ML‐SD‐ME‐11040.000
Freda Wilson, LE; Linda 
Grenz, Jennifer Silbaugh

ML‐SD‐ME‐11060.000
Edward C. Hawks & Gloria 

Hawks
NONE 60 46

RV‐ID Status
Previous Scenario New Scenario

Relocated Distance (miles)
Upstream distance to 
next motorised valve or 

PS (miles)

Downstream distance to next 
motorised valve or PS (miles)

Spread County State
Previous Scenario

Distance from Road 
ROW/FENCE to valve 
(whichever greater) (ft)

Distance from CL of 
Road to valve (ft)

Tag (Motor operated valve) Tag (Check valve) Tag (Manual valve)
New Scenario

RV‐ID
New Scenario

Closest Road Side
Previous Scenario New Scenario Required 

building 
setback 

016570
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•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
• INDUSTRIAL  •  INFRASTRUCTURE  •  SUSTAINABILITY  •

PREPARED BY:

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

DATE:

REV. NO.:

A ISSUED FOR REVIEW

PROJECTION:

!

!

!

!

!

#*

#*

SEC 12
T 7N

R 16E

SEC 1
T 7N

R 16E
MEADE

CO.

ML-SD-ME-11080.000
JAMES S. O'DEA &
VONNIE L. O'DEA,

TRUSTEES OF THE
JAMES S. & VONNIE L.
O'DEA FAMILY TRUST

ML-SD-ME-11060.000
EDWARD C. HAWKS
& GLORIA HAWKS

CAR-166

MP 42
1

421
.1

MLV-18
260-FAITH-01A

#*#*

6ª

6ª
!

!

!

!

!

SEC 35
T 8N R 16E

SEC 2
T 7N

R 16E

MEADE
CO.

ML-SD-ME-11040.000
FREDA WILSON, LIFE

ESTATE, LINDA GRENZ,
JENNIFER SILBAUGH

ML-SD-ME-11040.000
FREDA WILSON, LIFE

ESTATE, LINDA GRENZ,
JENNIFER SILBAUGH

ML-SD-ME-01070.0RD
HWY 34 (SD DEPT OF
TRANSPORTATION)

ML-SD-ME-11050.000
HUGH G. HUDSON & BEVERLY

J. HUDSON, TRUSTEES OF
THE HUGH G. & BEVERLY J.

HUDSON FAMILY TRUST

CA
R-

16
6

CAR-148
MLV-18
260-FAITH-01A

419
.6

419
.7

PROPOSED CURRENT

COUNTY:
STATE:

NAD83 | UTM13 N

±±
RV-0499-01 PROPOSED MLV RELOCATION 2009-2011 PICTOMETRY/2011 NAIP IMAGERY

KEYSTONE XL PROJECT
RV-0499-01 MLV-18 RELOCATION

0 75 150 22537.5 Fe e t0 75 150 22537.5 Fe e t

CC
P D

2013-08-08

2013-08-08 1DWG:XL-46-P -9299-RV-499-01_MLV18 SHEET:

MEADE
SOUTH DAKOTA

LEGEND
! 1/10 Mile Post
! Centerline Mile Post (2013-06-11)

#*

# * Valve
Valve Site

6ª Power Pole
Keystone XL Centerline  (2013-06-11)

Access Road - Permanent
Access Road - Temporary

P Transmission Line
Workspace
Pump Station

Property Parcel
Section Line
County Line
Waterbody

! !

! ! Wetland

±

016572
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•  BUILDINGS  •  EARTH & ENVIRONMENT •  ENERGY  • 
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PREPARED BY:

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

DATE:

REV. NO.:

A ISSUED FOR REVIEW

PROJECTION:

#*

#*

6ª

6ª
6ª

6ª

6ª

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

#* #*

EPH

OW

OW
EPH

EPH EPH

SEC 12
T 7N R 16E

SEC 1
T 7N

R 16E

SEC 36
T 8N R 16E

SEC 35
T 8N R

16E

SEC 2
T 7N

R 16E

MEADE
CO.

ML-SD-ME-11080.000
JAMES S. O'DEA & VONNIE

L. O'DEA, TRUSTEES
OF THE JAMES S. & VONNIE

L. O'DEA FAMILY TRUST

ML-SD-ME-11060.000
EDWARD C. HAWKS
& GLORIA HAWKS

CC03-SD-ME-11060.000

ML-SD-ME-11050.000
HUGH G. HUDSON & BEVERLY

J. HUDSON, TRUSTEES OF
THE HUGH G. & BEVERLY J.

HUDSON FAMILY TRUST

CAR-14
8

CAR-166

MP 42
0

MP 42
1

MLV-18
260-FAITH-01A

420
.8

420
.3

419
.8

420
.6

420
.1

420
.9

419
.9

420
.4

421
.2

420
.7

420
.2

419
.7

420
.5

6ª

6ª

6ª

6ª

!

!

!

SEC 1
T 7N

R 16E

SEC 36
T 8N R

16E

SEC 35
T 8N

R 16E

SEC 2
T 7N R

16E

MEADE
CO.

ML-SD-ME-11040.000
FREDA WILSON, LIFE

ESTATE, LINDA GRENZ,
JENNIFER SILBAUGH

ML-SD-ME-01070.0RD
HWY 34 (SD DEPT OF
TRANSPORTATION)

ML-SD-ME-11060.000
EDWARD C. HAWKS
& GLORIA HAWKS

CC03-SD-ME-11060.000

ML-SD-ME-11050.000
HUGH G. HUDSON & BEVERLY

J. HUDSON, TRUSTEES OF
THE HUGH G. & BEVERLY J.

HUDSON FAMILY TRUST

CAR-166

CAR-148

CAR-148

419
.8

419
.9

PROPOSED CURRENT

COUNTY:
STATE:

NAD83 | UTM13 N

±±
RV-0499-01 PROPOSED CAR RELOCATION 2009-2011 PICTOMETRY/2011 NAIP IMAGERY

KEYSTONE XL PROJECT
RV-0499-01 CAR-166 RELOCATION

0 75 150 22537.5 Fe e t0 510 1,020 1,530255 Fe e t

CC
P D

2013-08-08

2013-08-08 1DWG: XL-46-P -9299-RV-499-01_CAR166 SHEET:

MEADE
SOUTH DAKOTA

LEGEND
! 1/10 Mile Post
! Centerline Mile Post (2013-06-11)

#*

# * Valve
Valve Site

6ª Power Pole
Keystone XL Centerline  (2013-06-11)

Access Road - Permanent
Access Road - Temporary

P Transmission Line
Workspace
Pump Station

Property Parcel
Section Line
County Line
Waterbody

! !

! ! Wetland

±

016573
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PREPARED BY:

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

DATE:

REV. NO.:

A ISSUED FOR REVIEW

PROJECTION:

6ª

6ª

!

!

!

SEC 35
T 8N

R 16E

SEC 2
T 7N R 16E

MEADE
CO.

ML-SD-ME-11040.000
FREDA WILSON, LIFE

ESTATE, LINDA GRENZ,
JENNIFER SILBAUGH

ML-SD-ME-11040.000
FREDA WILSON, LIFE

ESTATE, LINDA GRENZ,
JENNIFER SILBAUGH

ML-SD-ME-01070.0RD
HWY 34 (SD DEPT OF
TRANSPORTATION)

CAR-148

CAR-166

419
.8

419
.7

#*

#*

6ª

6ª

!

!

!

SEC 35
T 8N R 16E

SEC 2
T 7N R 16E

MEADE
CO.

ML-SD-ME-11040.000
FREDA WILSON, LIFE

ESTATE, LINDA GRENZ,
JENNIFER SILBAUGH

ML-SD-ME-11040.000
FREDA WILSON, LIFE

ESTATE, LINDA GRENZ,
JENNIFER SILBAUGH

ML-SD-ME-01070.0RD
HWY 34 (SD DEPT OF
TRANSPORTATION)

CAR-166

CAR-148

MLV-18
260-FAITH-01A

419
.8

419
.7

PROPOSED CURRENT

COUNTY:
STATE:

NAD83 | UTM13 N

±±
RV-0499-01 PROPOSED CAR RELOCATION 2009-2011 PICTOMETRY/2011 NAIP IMAGERY

KEYSTONE XL PROJECT
RV-0499-01 CAR-148 RELOCATION

0 75 150 22537.5 Fe e t0 75 150 22537.5 Fe e t

CC
P D

2013-08-08

2013-08-08 1DWG: XL-46-P -9299-RV-499-01_CAR148 SHEET:

MEADE
SOUTH DAKOTA

LEGEND
! 1/10 Mile Post
! Centerline Mile Post (2013-06-11)

#*

# * Valve
Valve Site

6ª Power Pole
Keystone XL Centerline  (2013-06-11)

Access Road - Permanent
Access Road - Temporary

P Transmission Line
Workspace
Pump Station

Property Parcel
Section Line
County Line
Waterbody

! !

! ! Wetland

±

016574



KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

1

VARIATION TYPE: Refinement: Reroute: Footprint: X Design:

Centerline: Pump Station: Valve Site: X CAR:

2

LOCATION: Sketch: Pictures: N/A

State: SD County: Harding and Haakon Quad Map:

Township: 21N, (006N) Range: 003E, (018E)     Aerial Map:

Section: 20, (14) Centerline: 11/18/2012 MP: XXX.X to XXX.X

3

REASON FOR ROUTE VARIATION (Please include reason for route variation):

DETAIL ROUTE VARIATION (Please describe route variation in detail):

ADDITIONAL IMPACTS (Please include any additional impacts which may affect cost; crossings, induction bends, etc.):

Is there an increase/decrease in the number of crossings? Yes No X

If yes, please list:

COST ANALYSIS (costs incurred or saved from the route variation)

Additional length of route realignment: 0 ft. -$  $ 360/ft

Additional length of side-hill construction: ft. -$  $ 19/ft

Additional length of wetland construction: ft. -$  $ 195/ft

Additional bore length (Road, RR): ft. -$  $ 540/ft

Additional foreign line/pipeline crossings: EA -$  $ 30,000/EA

Additional water body crossing (streams, ponds, etc.):

35 - 65' + 0 EA -$  $ 185,000/EA

10' - 19' 0 EA -$  $ 77,250/EA

Less than 10' 0 EA -$  $ 32,500/EA

Additional survey required:

Civil: 0.00 mile -$   $ 5,000/mile

Cultural: 0.00 mile -$   $ 2,500/mile

Biological: 0.00 mile -$   $ 2,800/mile

Miscellaneous costs saved or added due to route variation from ADDITIONAL IMPACTS listed above:

Overall estimated costs of the route variation:  (See "Additional Impacts" above)-$   

0
5
2
1
-S

D
-P

4
-X

X
X

.X
-X

X
X

.X
-I

N/A

N/A

See attached map sheet

KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

PIPELINE ROUTE VARIATION FORM

The primary reason for these footprint changes is to increase the dimension of CK-MLV valve sites to 40'x60' to accomodate new equipment layout/space 

requirements due to the actuation of previous manual valves (RV-0315-01 for CK-MLV-19) to comply with PHMSA conditions.

These footprint change is requested by Engineering.   

Current Valve Site dimensions for CK-MLV locations are 40 ft. by 50 ft.  To accommodate equipment layout, these sites will now be 40 ft. by 60 ft.  The 

additional 10 ft. will be added measured from the side closest to the Road for both CK-MLV-16 and CK-MLV-19.  The locations impacted are listed under 

the supplemental section (next page).

The Valve access roads (VARs) (VAR-16 and VAR-19) will be shortened 10 ft.

No additional cost associated to Environmental and Civil Surveys.

* Evaluation Criteria is located in Route Refinement and Reroute Process, Section 3 FORM 1

Document Control Number:

KXL10-00006-01-AA-180 (Form 1)

016575



KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE PROJECT

4 LAND / TransCanada Tina Hall

a) Is a new landowner affected by the proposed variation? Yes No X

b) Is the affected landowner/tract a possible condemnation? Yes No

c) Does proposed route variation impact Tribal Lands? Yes No X

d) Does proposed route variation impact any Federal/State Lands? Yes No X

-If yes, name type (i.e. USFWS, BLM, etc.):

e) Is proposed realignment outside the easement/workspace? Yes No X

f) Is realignment proposed to satisfy landowner request? Yes No X

-If yes, name of landowner(s)/track number(s):

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

5 ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION - TransCanada Meera Kothari

a) Maximum deviation perpendicular to proposed alignment: N/A ft.

b) Does variation (CL) (including workspaces) falls within 500 ft. MDEQ Corridor? Yes N/A No

c) Has the centerline been staked for construction? Yes No X

d) Does route variation affect HDD crossing alignment? Yes No X

e) Is realignment proposed for engineering/construction reasons? Yes X No

f) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

g) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

6 ENVIRONMENTAL  - TransCanada Sandra Barnett

a) Has the corridor been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

b) Has the proposed variation been environmentally surveyed? Yes X No

c) Does proposed route variation impact Sage Grouse areas? Yes No X

d) Does route variation impact ABB areas? Yes No X

e) Was variation proposed to satisfy environmental issues? Yes No X

f) Was realignment proposed to satisfy agency request? Yes No X

-If yes, name of agency(s):

g) Environmental features:

Added (+): Subtracted (-):

Wetland ID # for newly impacted wetlands:

h) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes No

If no, please explain why:

7

ENGINEERING / FACILITIES AND HYDRAULICS (if applicable) Sandra Gigovic

a) Will the route variation require the relocation of a pump station? Yes No X

b) Will route variation impact hydraulics? Yes No X

c) Are additional valves required at HCA's or water crossing? Yes No X

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

8

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS / TCPL (if applicable) Bud Andersen

a) Does the variation result in any new stakeholders? Yes No X

b) Does the variation require follow-up with specific stakeholder groups? Yes No X

c) Was the variation proposed to satisfy stakeholder request? Yes No X

-If yes, please specify issue type (as it aligns to stakeholder database):

d) Has all the evaluation criteria been examined/provided for this specific discipline? Yes X No

If no, please explain why:

9 10

Originator: Received by:

Date: Date:

Fax to: ?

11 12

Assigned Tracking Number: Verified by:

Date:

Fax to: ?

0
5
2
1
-S

D
-P

4
-X

X
X

.X
-X

X
X

.X
-I

6/28/2013 6/28/2013

0521-SD-P4-XXX.X-XXX.X-I

Engineering

* Evaluation Criteria is located in Route Refinement and Reroute Process, Section 3 FORM 1

Document Control Number:

KXL10-00006-01-AA-180 (Form 1)
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Keystone XL Pipeline - Supplemental Information for Route Variation Report 0521
Prepared: 2013-06-28

Milepost Valve ID Milepost Valve ID Legal Latitude Longitude

0521-01 301.7 CK-MLV-16 301.7 CK-MLV-16 0.0 8 CHECK AND MOV Harding ML-SD-HA-00790.000 PAINTERS, INC.
VAR-17/ BULLOCK 

ROAD/ROAD-733
Upstream S020 T021N R003E

45° 46' 5.087" N

45° 46' 5.107" N

103° 46' 11.570" W

103° 46' 11.794" W
260-HRDNG-02A-B0-MLV-01 260-HRDNG-02A-B0-CKV-01

0521-01 436.1 CK-MLV-19 436.1 CK-MLV-19 0.0 10 CHECK AND MOV Haakon ML-SD-HK-00170.000 KELLY BLAIR VAR-19 / 202ND STREET Upstream S014 T006N R018E
44° 28' 26.082" N

44° 28' 25.926" N

101° 54' 20.526" W

101° 54' 20.491" W
260-FAITH-02A-B0-MLV-01 260-FAITH-02A-B0-CKV-01

Tag (Check valve)Spread County
New Scenario

Tag (Motor operated valve)TypeRV-ID

Previous Scenario (RV-

0315-01)
New Scenario Relocated Distance 

(miles)
Closest Rd. SideTract Number Owner
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PS-15
(Harding)

MP 28
9

MP 28
8.3

MP 288
.4

MP 288
.5

MP 288
.6

MP 288
.7

MP 28
8.8

MP 28
8.9

MP 289
.1

MP 28
9.2

°

Carter

BrownCherry

Keya
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Adams

Bowman

Slope

Butte

Dewey
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Haakon
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PREPARED BY:

SHEET:DWG: XL-46-P-9317-T-PS15-17

KEYSTONE XL PROJECT

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:

COUNTY:
STATE:

CC
PD

PUMP STATION / TRANSMISSION LINES

REVISION

PRELIMINARY

DATE

2013-09-03DATE:

REV. NO.:

0 ISSUED FOR REV IEW 2013-09-03

PROJECTION: NAD83 | UTM 13 NKeystone XL Project

LEGEND

°

0 0.1 0.20.05 M ile s

1

HARDING
SD

TRANSMISSION LINES NEAR PS-15

! 1/10 M ile  Pos t
! M ile  Pos t (2013-06-11)

Ke ys tone  XL Ce nte rline  (2013-06-11)
P P Tra ns m is s ion Line

Pum p Sta tion

NAIP 2012
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MP 33
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MP 33
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MP 33
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MP 33
6.8 MP 336
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REVISION
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DATE

2013-09-03DATE:

REV. NO.:
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PROJECTION: NAD83 | UTM 13 NKeystone XL Project
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°

0 0.15 0.30.075 M ile s

2
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Final PHMSA Recommended Conditions for Keystone XL State Dept. Presidential Permit 

Document version February 10, 2011 

The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) recommends that the 

U.S. Department of State impose the following conditions if a Presidential Permit will be granted 

to TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP (“Keystone”) to construct and operate the Keystone XL 

Pipeline (“Keystone XL” or the “pipeline”).  Specifically, the State Department should require 

Keystone to include all of the following in its written design, construction, and operating and 

maintenance plans and procedures: 

I. Material Requirements

1) Steel Properties: The skelp/plate must be micro-alloyed, fine grain, fully killed steel with

calcium treatment and continuous casting.

2) Manufacturing Standards: Pipe must be manufactured according to American Petroleum

Institute Specification 5L, Specification for Line Pipe (API 5L 44th Edition), product

specification level 2 (PSL 2), supplementary requirements (SR) for maximum operating

pressures and minimum operating temperatures.  Pipe carbon equivalents must be at or

below 0.23% based on the material chemistry parameter, carbon equivalent (CE) (Pcm)

formula (Ito-Bessyo formula) or 0.40% based on the C-IIW formula (International

Institute of Welding formula).

3) Fracture Control:  API 5L and other specifications and standards addressing the steel pipe

toughness properties needed to resist crack initiation, crack propagation and to ensure

crack arrest during a pipeline failure caused by a fracture must be followed.  Keystone

must prepare and implement a fracture control plan addressing the steel pipe properties

necessary to resist crack initiation and crack propagation.  The plan must include

acceptable Charpy Impact and Drop Weight Tear Test values, which are measures of a

steel pipeline’s toughness and resistance to fracture.  The fracture control plan must be in

accordance with API 5L (44th Edition) and include the following tests:
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a) Fracture Toughness Testing for Shear Area:  Test results must indicate at least 85%

minimum average shear area per test for all X- 70 heats and 85% minimum shear

area for all X- 80 heats with a minimum result of 80% shear area for any single

test.  The test results must also ensure a ductile fracture and arrest;

b) Fracture Toughness Testing for Absorbed Energy in accordance with Annex G and

a minimum of 50 ft-lbs per heat on a full sized specimen at -5 degrees C/23 degrees

F; and

c) Fracture Toughness Testing by Drop Weight Tear Test for All New Pipeline

Segments or Pipe Replacements:  Test results must be at least 85% of the average

shear area for all heats with a minimum result of 60% of the shear area for any

single test.  The test results must also ensure a ductile fracture and arrest.

The above fracture control plan must account for the entire range of pipeline operating 

temperatures, pressures and product compositions planned for the pipeline diameter, 

grade and operating stress levels, including maximum pressures and minimum 

temperatures for shut-in conditions.  Where the use of stress factors, pipe grade, operating 

temperatures and product composition make fracture toughness calculations non-

conservative, correction factors must be used.   

4) Steel – Plate, Coil or Skelp Quality Control and Assurance: Keystone must prepare and

implement an internal quality management program at all mills involved in producing

steel plate, coil, skelp, and pipe to be operated in the pipeline.  These programs must be

structured to detect and eliminate defects, inclusions, non-specification yield strength,

and tensile strength properties, and chemistry as affecting pipe quality.

a) A mill inspection program or internal quality management program must include

the following:

(i) Non-destructive test of the ends and at least 35 percent of the surface

of the plate, coil or pipe shall be performed to identify imperfections

such as laminations, cracks, and inclusions that may impair

serviceability.  100 percent of the pipe sections must be tested.

Surface ultrasonic shall be done in accordance with American Society

of Testing and Materials (ASTM) A578/A578M Level B or
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equivalent, to acceptance Level B.  Pipe ends shall be inspected by 

ultrasonic, magnetic particle or liquid penetrant methods, with 

acceptance criteria as outlined in Clause 9.10.4 or API 5L (44th 

Edition).   

(ii) A macro etch test or other equivalent method to identify inclusions

that may form centerline segregation during the continuous casting

process shall be performed.  Use of sulfur prints is not an equivalent

method.  The test must be carried out on a slab from the first heat of

each sequence, and graded with an acceptance criteria of one or two on

the Mannesmann scale or equivalent;

(iii) A quality assurance monitoring program implemented by the operator

shall include evaluations of:

a. all steelmaking and casting facilities;

b. quality control plans and manufacturing procedure

specifications;

c. equipment maintenance and records of conformance;

d. procedures for controls on superheat and casting speeds, steel

rolling temperatures and cooling temperatures;

e. additional mechanical and chemical properties tests based

upon steel grade, plate or coil, and must be selected based

upon knowledge of patterns of property variability in the coils

and plate based upon the steel making process and rolling and

cooling temperatures to assure that steel properties are not

variable;

f. A verification program to ensure the pipe mill is taking into

account all yield and tensile strength losses that may occur in

the coiling and pipe rolling processes to ensure that the

finished pipe has yield and tensile strengths that meet API 5L

specifications;

g. Coils and plate with casting and rolling process deviations

that may affect steel properties must have a re-verification of
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mechanical and chemical properties on the pipe heat 

conducted at pipe location to ensure there are no variability in 

the pipe;  

h. The pipe supplier must notify Keystone of all instances that

do not meet the above items prior to supplying the pipe to

Keystone; and

i. Procedures for centerline segregation monitoring to ensure

mitigation of centerline segregation during the continuous

casting process.

(iv) Pipe end tolerances must be applied so that there are no flat spots on

the pipe that could affect welding quality.  From each pipe mill, the

end tolerances on pipe diameter must not exceed the range given in

API 5L, Forty-Fourth (44th) Edition, Table 10, for any given pipe wall

thickness.  Keystone must demonstrate compliance with API 5L 44th

Edition Table 10 by providing to the appropriate PHMSA Region

Director(s), Central, Western, and Southwest Region, a histogram of

end tolerance and wall thickness data representing physical evidence

of compliance for a minimum of 10% of the pipe manufactured by

each pipe mill facility.

(v) During construction, if pipe supplied from varying pipe mills cannot

be preferentially strung, histograms and field weldability tests should

be conducted to ensure that excessive high low is not in

production/field welds.

5) Pipe Seam Quality Control:  Keystone must prepare and implement a quality assurance

program for pipe weld seams.  The pipe weld seam tests must meet the minimum

requirements for tensile strength in API 5L for the appropriate pipe grade properties. A

pipe weld seam hardness test using the Vickers hardness testing of a cross-section from

the weld seam must be performed on one length of pipe from each heat.  The maximum

weld seam and heat affected zone hardness must be a maximum of 280 Vickers hardness

(Hv10).  The hardness tests must include a minimum of three (3) readings for each heat
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affected zone, three (3) readings in the weld metal and two (2) readings in each section of 

pipe base metal for a total of thirteen (13) readings.  The pipe weld seam must be 100% 

UT inspected after expansion and hydrostatic testing per APL 5L. 

6) Monitoring for Seam Fatigue from Transportation:  Keystone must inspect the double

submerged arc welded seams of the delivered pipe using properly calibrated manual or

automatic ultrasonic testing techniques.  For each lay down area, a minimum of one (1)

pipe section from the bottom layer of pipes of the first five (5) rail car shipments from

each pipe mill must be inspected.  For longitudinal weld seams, the entire seam must be

tested.  For helical seam submerged arc welded pipe, the weld seam in the area along the

transportation bearing surfaces and all other exposed welded areas during the test must be

tested.  All the results must be appropriately documented.  Each pipe section test record

must be traceable to the pipe section tested.

7) Puncture Resistance:  Steel pipe must be puncture resistant to an excavator weighing up

to 65 tons with a general purpose tooth size of 3.54 inches by 0.137 inches.  Puncture

resistance will be calculated based on industry established calculations such as the

Pipeline Research Council International’s Reliability Based Prevention of Mechanical

Damage to Pipelines calculation method.

8) Mill Hydrostatic Test:  The pipe must be subjected to a mill hydrostatic test pressure of

95% SMYS or greater for 10 seconds. The 95% stress level may be achieved using a

combination of internal test pressure and the application of end loads imposed by the

hydrostatic testing equipment as allowed by API 5L, Clause 10.2.6.6.

9) Pipe Coating: The application of a corrosion resistant coating to the steel pipe must be

performed according to a coating application quality control program.   The program

must address pipe surface cleanliness standards, blast cleaning, application temperature

control, adhesion, cathodic disbondment, moisture permeation, bending, minimum

coating thickness, coating imperfections and coating repair. All pipe must be protected

against external corrosion by non-shielding: coatings, repair coatings and protective
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material used to protect the pipe from rock damage. Holiday detection must include 

appropriate calibration of jeeping equipment on a holiday that extends through the 

coating to the metal of the pipe to be jeeped prior to use each working day.  Jeeping 

voltages must be set at a minimum of twenty-five hundred Volts (2500 V) for fusion 

bond epoxy (FBE), with higher voltages to be considered based on the coating type, 

thickness (maximum and minimum), grounding and field conditions that day.  For other 

coatings, minimum voltage settings need to be established by determining the nominal 

coating thicknesses and coating type. The pipe should be free of any excess debris prior 

to running the jeeping equipment over the area.  Visual inspection for holidays and 

coating damage should complement the use of jeeping equipment.  

All pipe coating must be checked by usage of holiday detection equipment prior to 

backfill and FBE coated pipe must be checked with holiday detection equipment set at a 

minimum of twenty-five hundred Volts (2500 V) prior to backfill.   All coating defects 

must be repaired and re-checked prior to backfill.  To the extent practicable, Keystone 

shall jeep the coating at the same voltage in the coating mill as in the field. 

II. Construction Requirements

10) Field Coating:  Keystone must implement field girth weld joint coating application

specification and quality standards to ensure pipe surface cleanliness, application

temperature control, adhesion quality, cathodic disbondment, moisture permeation,

bending, minimum coating thickness, holiday detection and repair quality.  Field joint

coatings must be non-shielding to cathodic protection (CP).  Field coating applicators

must use valid qualified coating procedures and be trained to use these procedures.

Holiday detection must include appropriate calibration of jeeping equipment on a holiday

that extends through the coating to the metal of the pipe to be jeeped prior to use each

working day.  Jeeping voltages must be set at a minimum of twenty-five hundred Volts

(2500 V) for FBE, with higher voltages to be considered based on the grounding and field

conditions that day.  For other coatings such as for girth weld coatings, minimum voltage

settings need to be established by determining the nominal coating thicknesses

(maximum and minimum) and type coating used for application.  The pipe should be free
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of any excess debris prior to running the jeeping equipment over the area.  Visual 

inspection for holidays and coating damage should complement the use of jeeping 

equipment. 

11) Coatings for Trenchless Installation:  Coatings used for directional bore, slick bore and

other trenchless installation methods must be capable of resisting abrasion and other

damage that may occur due to rocks and other obstructions encountered in this

installation technique.

12) Bends Quality:  Keystone must obtain and retain certification records of factory induction

bends and factory weld bends.  All bends, flanges and fittings must have carbon

equivalents (CE) equal to or below 0.42 or a pre-heat procedure must be applied prior to

welding for CE above 0.42 on the CE-II W Formula (International Institute of Welding

formula).

13) Fittings:  All pressure rated fittings and components (including flanges, valves, gaskets,

pressure vessels and pumps) must be rated for a pressure rating commensurate with the

Maximum Operating Pressure (MOP) of the pipeline.

14) Pipeline Design Factor - Pipelines:  Pipe installed must comply with the 0.72 design

factor in 49 CFR § 195.106.

a) At least six (6) months prior to beginning construction of the Keystone XL

pipeline, Keystone must review with the appropriate PHMSA Regional

Directors in Central, Western, and Southwest Regions how High Consequence

Areas (HCAs) which could be affected, as defined in 49 CFR § 195.450, were

determined (including commercial navigable waterways, high population

areas, other populated areas, and unusually sensitive areas, including aquifers

as defined in 49 CFR §195.6) were determined, and the design of the pipeline

associated with those segments.  Keystone must identify piping and the design

of piping located within pump stations, mainline valve assemblies, pigging

facilities, measurement facilities, road crossings, railroad crossings, and
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segments operating immediately downstream and at lower elevations than a 

pump station.  Keystone must also provide any overland spread analyses in 

accordance with § 195.452(f) to support could affect determinations for water 

bodies more than 100 feet wide from high-water mark to high-water mark.  

b) Post construction, Keystone must conduct a yearly survey, not to exceed

fifteen (15) months, to identify any changes on the pipeline system that would

impact its designation or design.

15) Temperature Control: Normal pump discharge temperatures should remain at or below

120° Fahrenheit (°F).  If the temperature exceeds 120° F, Keystone must prepare and

implement a coating monitoring program in these areas, using ongoing Direct Current

Voltage Gradient (DCVG) surveys or Alternating Current Voltage Gradient (ACVG)

surveys, or other testing to demonstrate the integrity of the coating.  Non-continuous

discharge temperature “spikes” above 120 °F for less than ½ day duration will not be a

cause for implementing the procedure, but Keystone must inform the appropriate

PHMSA Regional Director if regular operation above 120 °F at pump station discharges

will occur.  Under no circumstances may the pump station discharge temperatures exceed

150° Fahrenheit (°F) without sufficient justification that Keystone’s long-term operating

tests show that the pipe coating will withstand the higher operating temperature for long-

term operations, and approval from the appropriate PHMSA region(s).

Pump Station Discharge Temperature – operating above 120° F and up to 150° F 

maximum, fusion bond epoxy (FBE) coating: 

a) Keystone must monitor coating performance in areas where operating temperatures

have exceeded or will exceed 120° F to provide additional data on the long-term

durability and integrity of FBE coatings at these temperatures.  Cathodic protection

(CP) current requirements and coating surveys with DCVG (soil cover) and ACVG

(pavement cover) will indicate if there is deterioration in the coating at the higher

temperatures.

b) For DCVG and ACVG coating evaluation survey results will be addressed as

follows:
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The threshold survey indication values are thirty-five percent (35%) IR for DCVG 

and 50dBµV for ACVG.  These values represent the mid range of the “Minor” 

category in the severity classification used to characterize survey indications in an 

ECDA program. 

c) Keystone shall excavate and remediate all indications found above the threshold 

values – Minor, Moderate and Severe categories. 

d) Keystone shall conduct a calibration dig on at least two anomalies of each 

classification that are classified as minor, moderate and severe to ensure findings 

that are not in the remediation plan are not detrimental to the pipeline. 

e) Keystone shall perform Holiday voltage tests (jeep), coating adhesion and coating 

cure tests at excavations.     

f) Keystone shall remove disbonded or blistered coating (with cracking and other 

damage that will compromise cathodic protection) found during excavations and 

shall apply new coating. 

g) Keystone shall perform baseline DCVG two and a half (2-1/2) years and five (5) 

years after operating above 120° F, and in concert with future in-line inspection 

(ILI) and close-interval (CIS) surveys, both initial and second ILI tool runs, not to 

exceed 90 days before or past the schedule interval. 

h) Keystone shall monitor surface temperatures of the pipe during winter and summer 

operating conditions at ‘0’ miles and at a downstream mileage to assure that the 

surface temperatures do not exceed 120° F.  If it is determined that the temperature 

at this point exceeds 120° F, the survey distance will be increased to the point 

where the temperature is below 120° F.  Keystone must survey based upon 

temperature measurements or a minimum of twenty (20) miles downstream of each 

pump station operating above 120° F.  

i) Keystone shall make repairs to FBE coatings with a compatible coating system that 

will bond together, be resistant to soil stresses, and not shield cathodic protection. 

 

16) Overpressure Protection Control:  Keystone must limit mainline pipeline overpressure 

protection to a maximum of 110% maximum operating pressure (MOP) during surge 

events consistent with 49 CFR § 195.406(b).  Before commencing operation, Keystone 
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must perform a surge analysis showing how the pipeline will be operated to be consistent 

with these overpressure protection conditions.  Keystone shall equip the pipeline with 

field devices to prevent overpressure conditions.  Remotely actuated valves should be 

fitted with devices that will stop the transit (intentional or uncommanded) of the mainline 

valve should an overpressure condition occur or an impending overpressure condition is 

expected.   Sufficient pressure sensors, on both the upstream and downside side of valves, 

must be installed to ensure that an overpressure situation does not occur.  Sufficient 

pressure sensors shall be installed along the pipeline to conduct real time hydraulic 

modeling, and which can be used to conduct a surge analysis to determine whether 

pipeline segments have experienced an overpressure condition.   

 

17) Construction Plans and Schedule:  At least ninety (90) days prior to the anticipated 

construction start date, Keystone must submit its construction plans and schedule to the 

appropriate PHMSA Directors in Central, Western, and Southwest Regions for review.  

Subsequent plans and schedule revisions must also be submitted to the appropriate 

Directors, PHMSA Central, Western, and Southwest Regions on a monthly basis.   

 

18) Welding Procedures for All New Pipeline Segments or Pipe Replacements:  For 

automatic or mechanized welding, Keystone shall use the 20th Edition of American 

Petroleum Institute 1104 (API 1104), “Welding of Pipelines and Related Facilities” for 

welding procedure qualification, welder qualification and weld  acceptance criteria.  

Keystone shall use the 20th Edition of API 1104 for all other welding processes.  At least 

twenty-one (21) days prior to the beginning of any welding procedure qualification 

activities, Keystone shall notify the appropriate PHMSA Directors in Central, Western, 

and Southwest Regions.  Keystone shall submit automated or manual welding procedure 

documentation to the same PHMSA regional office.   

a) Should non-destructive testing of field girth welds be conducted by usage of 

automated ultrasonic testing (AUT) API 1104, Appendix A, Keystone must conduct 

stress analysis for the welding procedures as required in API 1104, Appendix A, 

Paragraph A.2.  

b) Should API 1104, Appendix A, be used for welding, Keystone must conduct 
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individual procedure tests for each steel supplier and for each girth weld with mixed 

steel suppliers. 

c) All welding procedures, AUT procedures and pipe lifting procedures for field 

construction crews must be documented in construction procedures and field 

construction crews must be trained in the procedure requirements prior to 

conducting welding and girth weld AUT in accordance with API 1104, 

Appendix A. 

d) Keystone shall nondestructively test all girth welds in accordance with 49 CFR 

§§ 195.228, 195.230 and 195.234. 

 

19) Depth of Cover:  Keystone shall construct the pipeline with soil cover at a minimum 

depth of forty-eight (48) inches in all areas, except in consolidated rock.  The minimum 

depth in consolidated rock areas is thirty-six (36) inches.  Keystone shall maintain a 

depth of cover of 48 inches in cultivated areas and a depth of 42 inches in all other areas. 

In cultivated areas where conditions prevent the maintenance of forty-eight (48) inches of 

cover, Keystone must employ additional protective measures to alert the public and 

excavators to the presence of the pipeline.  The additional measures shall include: 

a) Placing warning tape and additional line-of-sight pipeline markers along the 

affected pipeline segment,   

b) In areas where threats from chisel plowing or other activities are threats to the 

pipeline, the top of the pipeline must be installed and maintained at least one foot 

below the deepest penetration above the pipeline, not to be less than 42-inches of 

cover.   

 
If a routine patrol (ground and/or aerial) or other observed conditions during 

maintenance, where farming, excavation, or construction activities are ongoing, or after 

weather events occur, indicate the possible loss of cover over the pipeline, Keystone must 

perform a depth of cover study and replace cover as soon as practicable, not to exceed six 

(6) months, to meet the minimum depth of cover requirements specified herein.  
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In addition to any depth of cover maintenance activities that may take place as a result of 

routine patrols, Keystone must perform a detailed depth of cover survey along the entire 

Keystone XL pipeline as frequently as practicable, not to exceed once every ten (10) 

years, and replace cover as soon as practicable, not to exceed six (6) months, to meet the 

minimum depth of cover requirements specified herein.  

 
20) Construction Tasks: Keystone must prepare and follow an Operator Qualification (OQ) 

Program for construction tasks that can affect pipeline integrity.  The Construction OQ 

program must comply with 49 CFR § 195.501 and must be followed throughout the 

construction process for the qualification of individuals performing tasks on the pipeline.   

 If the performance of a construction task can affect the integrity of the pipeline segment, 

the operator must treat that task as a “covered task,” notwithstanding the definition in 49 

CFR § 195.501(b), and must implement the requirements of Subpart G.  Keystone shall 

retain qualification records for each individual performing covered tasks during and after 

the construction of the pipeline, whether company or contract employee.  

 Keystone must prepare and follow a construction quality assurance plan, to ensure quality 

standards and controls of the pipeline, throughout the construction phase.  Such a plan 

shall include, at a minimum, provisions for the following: pipe inspection (at the last pipe 

shipping or storage location prior to stringing on the construction right of way, whether 

rail yard or pipe storage yard), hauling and stringing, field bending, welding, non-

destructive examination of girth welds, applying and testing field applied coating, 

lowering of the pipeline into the ditch, padding and backfilling, and hydrostatic testing.  

These tasks can affect the integrity of the pipeline segment and must be treated as 

covered tasks.  The individuals driving the pipe stringing trucks to the pipeline ROW 

would not need to be OQ qualified, unless they are responsible for the pipe unloading.   

 Other tasks that can affect pipeline integrity which must be treated as covered tasks 

include, but are not limited to, surveying, locating foreign lines, one call notifications, 

ditching, alternating current (AC) interference mitigation and mitigation, cathodic 

protection (CP) system surveys, mitigation and installation, conducting directional drills, 
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anomaly evaluations and repairs, right of way clean up (including installation of line 

markers), and quality assurance monitoring.  

Keystone must provide its construction OQ plan to the appropriate PHMSA Regional 

Director for review prior to beginning construction.  

 All girth welds must be inspected, repaired and non-destructively examined in 

accordance with 49 CFR §§ 195.228, 195.230 and 195.234.  The NDE examiner must 

have all required and current certifications. 

 

21) Interference Currents Control:  Control of induced AC from parallel electric transmission 

lines and other interference issues that may affect the pipeline must be incorporated into 

the design of the pipeline and addressed during the construction phase.  Issues identified 

and not originally addressed in the design phase must be brought to the attention of the 

applicable PHMSA Director(s) in Central, Western, and Southwest Regions.  Within six 

(6) months after placing the pipeline in service, Keystone must develop and implement an 

induced AC program to protect the pipeline from corrosion caused by stray currents. 

 

22) Pressure Test Level:  The pre-in service hydrostatic test must be to a pressure producing a 

hoop stress of a minimum 100% SMYS for mainline pipe and 1.39 times MOP for pump 

stations for eight (8) continuous hours. The hydrostatic test results from each test must be 

submitted in electronic format to the applicable PHMSA Director(s) in PHMSA Central, 

Western and Southwest Regions after completion of each pipeline.    

 

23) Assessment of Test Failures:  Any pipe failure occurring during the pre-in service 

hydrostatic test must undergo a root cause failure analysis to include a metallurgical 

examination of the failed pipe. The results of this examination must preclude a systemic 

pipeline material issue and the results must be reported to PHMSA headquarters and the 

applicable PHMSA Director(s) in Central, Western, and Southwest Regions within 60 

days of the failure. 

 

 III. Operations and Maintenance 
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24) Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) System:  Keystone must develop 

and install a SCADA system to provide remote monitoring and control of the entire 

pipeline system. 

 

25) SCADA System – General: 

a) Scan rate shall be fast enough to minimize overpressure conditions (overpressure 

control system), provide very responsive abnormal operation indications to 

controllers and detect small leaks within technology limitations.  

b) Must meet the requirements of regulations developed as a result of the findings of 

the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), Supervisory Control and Data 

Acquisition (SCADA) in Liquid Pipelines, Safety Study, NTSB/SS-05/02 

specifically including:  

i) Operator displays shall adhere to guidance provided in American 

Petroleum Institute Recommended Practice 1165 (API 1165 - First 

Edition), Recommended Practice for Pipeline SCADA Displays. This shall 

be implemented and performed at any location on the Keystone XL 

system where a SCADA system is used and where an individual is 

assigned the responsibility to monitor and respond to SCADA information 

(tanks terminals or facilities also). 

ii) Operators must have a policy for the review and audit of alarms for false 

alarm reduction and near miss or lessons learned criteria. This alarm 

review shall be implemented and performed at any location on the 

Keystone XL system where a SCADA system is used and where an 

individual(s) is assigned the responsibility to monitor and respond to alarm 

information (tanks terminals or facilities also). 

iii) SCADA controller training shall include simulator for controller 

recognition of abnormal operating conditions, in particular leak events.  A 

generic simulator or simulation shall not be allowed by itself as a means to 

meet this requirement.  A full simulator (console screens respond and react 

as actual console screens) shall be required and used for training of 

abnormal operating conditions (AOC’s) wherever possible. 
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iv) See item 29(b) below on fatigue management. 

v) Install computer-based leak detection system on all lines unless an 

engineering analysis determines that such a system is not necessary. 

c) Develop and implement shift change procedures for controllers that are 

scientifically based, sets appropriate work and rest schedules, and consider 

circadian rhythms and human sleep and rest requirements in-line with guidance 

provided by NTSB recommendation P-99-12 issued June 1, 1999.   

d) Verify point-to-point display screens and SCADA system inputs before placing 

the line in service. This shall be implemented and performed at any location on 

the Keystone XL system where a SCADA system is used and where an 

individual(s) is assigned the responsibility to monitor and respond to alarm 

information (tanks terminals or facilities also). 

e) Implement individual controller log-in provisions. 

f) Establish and maintain a secure operating control room environment. 

g) Establish and maintain the ability to make modifications and test these 

modifications in an off-line mode.  The pipeline must have controls in-place and 

be functionally tested in an off-line mode prior to any changes being implemented 

after the line is in service and prior to beginning the line fill stage. 

h) Provide SCADA computer process load information tracking.  

 

26) SCADA – Alarm Management: Alarm Management Policy and Procedures shall address: 

a) Alarm priorities determination. 

b) Controllers’ authority and responsibility.  

c) Clear alarm and event descriptors that are understood by controllers. 

d) Number of alarms. 

e) Potential systemic system issues. 

f) Unnecessary alarms. 

g) Controller’s performance regarding alarm or event response. 

h) Alarm indication of abnormal operating conditions (AOCs). 

i) Combination AOCs or sequential alarms and events. 

j) Workload concerns. 
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k) This alarm management policy and procedure review shall be implemented and 

performed at any location on the Keystone XL system where a SCADA system is 

used and where an individual(s) is assigned the responsibility to monitor and 

respond to alarm information (such as for tanks, terminals, or other associated 

facilities). 

 

27) SCADA – Leak Detection System (LDS):  The LDS Plan shall include provisions for: 

a) Implementing applicable provisions in American Petroleum Institute  

Recommended Practice 1130, Computational Pipeline Monitoring for Liquid 

Pipelines, (API RP 1130, 1st Edition 2007).  

b) Addressing the following leak detection system testing and validation issues: 

(1) Routine testing to ensure degradation has not affected functionality 

(2) Validation of the ability of the LDS to detect small leaks and modification 

of the LDS as necessary to enhance its accuracy to detect small leaks. 

(3) Conduct a risk analysis of pipeline segments to identify additional actions 

that would enhance public safety or environmental protection.   

c) Developing data validation plan (ensure input data to SCADA is valid)  

d) Defining leak detection criteria in the following areas: 

(1) Minimum size of leak to be detected regardless of pipeline conditions 

(slack, transient, etc., as related to the Keystone XL pipeline configuration.  

(2) Leak location accuracy for various pipeline conditions. 

(3) Response time for various pipeline conditions. 

e) Providing redundancy plans for hardware and software and a periodic test 

requirement for equipment to be used live (also applies to SCADA equipment). 

 

28) SCADA – Pipeline Model and Simulator:  The Thermal-Hydraulic Pipeline Model/ 

Simulator including pressure control system shall include a Model 

Validation/Verification Plan. 

 

29) SCADA – Training:  The training and qualification plan (including simulator training) for 

controllers shall: 
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a) Emphasize procedures for detecting and mitigating leaks. 

b) Include a fatigue management plan and implementation of a shift rotation 

schedule that minimizes possible fatigue concerns and is scientifically based, sets 

appropriate work and rest schedules, and consider circadian rhythms and human 

sleep and rest requirements in-line with NTSB recommendation P-99-12 issued 

June 1, 1999. 

c) Define controller maximum hours of service limitations. 

d) Meet the requirements of regulations developed as a result of the guidance 

provided in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Standard B31Q, 

Pipeline Personnel Qualification Standard (ASME B31Q), September 2006, for 

developing qualification program plans. 

e) Include and implement a full training simulator capable of replaying for training 

purposes near miss or lesson learned scenarios. 

f) Implement tabletop and field exercises no less than five (5) times per year that 

allow controllers to provide feedback to the exercises, participate in exercise 

scenario development and be active participants in the exercise. 

g) Include field visits for controllers accompanied by field personnel who will 

respond to call outs for that specific facility location. 

h) Provide facility specifics in regard to the position certain equipment devices will 

default to upon power loss. 

i)  Include color blind and hearing provisions and testing if these are required to 

identify alarm priority or equipment status. This review shall be implemented and 

performed at any location on the Keystone XL system where a SCADA system is 

used and where an individual(s) is assigned the responsibility to monitor and 

respond to alarm information (such as for tanks, terminals, or other associated 

facilities). 

j) Task specific abnormal operating conditions and generic abnormal operating 

conditions training components.   

k) If controllers are required to respond to “800” calls, include a training program 

conveying proper procedures for responding to emergency calls, notification of 

other pipeline operators in the area when affecting a common pipeline corridor 
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and education on the types of communications supplied to emergency responders 

and the public using API Recommended Practice 1162, Public Awareness 

Programs for Pipeline Operators, (API RP 1162 (1st edition, December 2003) or 

the most recent version incorporated in 49 CFR § 195.3). 

l) Implement on-the-job training component intervals established by performance 

review to include thorough documentation of all items covered during oral 

communication instruction. 

m) Implement a substantiated qualification program for re-qualification intervals 

addressing program requirements for what circumstances will result in 

qualifications being revoked; implementing procedure documentation regarding 

how long a controller can be absent before a period of review; shadowing, 

retraining, or re-qualification is required, and addressing interim performance 

verification measures between re-qualification intervals. 

 

30) SCADA – Calibration and Maintenance: The calibration and maintenance plan for the 

instrumentation and SCADA system shall be developed using guidance provided in 

American Petroleum Institute Recommended Practice 1130, Computational Pipeline 

Monitoring for Liquid Pipelines, (API RP 1130, 1st Edition 2007).  Instrumentation 

repairs shall be tracked and documentation provided regarding prioritization of these 

repairs.  Controller log notes shall periodically be reviewed for concerns regarding 

mechanical problems.  This information shall be tracked and prioritized.  Maintenance of 

field related instrumentation repairs affecting SCADA data (local or remote) shall also be 

tracked, prioritized and documented at any location on the Keystone XL system where a 

SCADA system is used and where an individual(s) is assigned the responsibility to 

monitor and respond to alarm information (such as for tanks, terminals, or other 

associated facilities). 

 

31) SCADA – Leak Detection Manual:  The Leak Detection Manual shall be prepared using 

guidance provided in Canadian Standards Association (CSA), Oil and Gas Pipeline 

Systems, CSA Z662-03, Annex E, Section E.5.2, Leak Detection Manual. 
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32) Mainline and Check Valve Control:  Keystone must design and install mainline block 

valves and check valves on the Keystone XL system based on the worst case discharge as 

calculated by 49 CFR § 194.105.  Keystone shall locate valves in accordance with 49 

CFR § 195.260 and by taking into consideration elevation, population, and 

environmentally sensitive locations, to minimize the consequences of a release from the 

pipeline.  Mainline valves must be placed based on the analysis above or no more than 

twenty (20) miles apart, whichever is smaller.  Mainline valves must contain transit 

inhibit switches that prevent the valves from shutting at a rate (and in conjunction with 

pumps being shutdown) so that no pressure surges can occur, or other damage caused by 

unintended valve closures or too fast of a closure.  

 
Valves must be remotely controlled and actuated, and the SCADA system must be 

capable of closing the valve and monitoring the valve position, upstream pressure and 

downstream pressure so as to minimize the response time in the case of a failure.  

 Remote power backup is required to ensure communications are maintained during 

inclement weather.  Mainline valves must be capable of closure at all times.  If it is 

impracticable to install a remote controlled valve, Keystone must submit a valve design 

and installation plan to the appropriate PHMSA Region Director(s), Central, Western, 

and Southwest Region to confirm the alternative approach provides an equivalent level of 

safety.  For any valves that cannot be remotely actuated, Keystone must document on a 

yearly basis, not to exceed fifteen (15) months that personnel response time to these 

valves will not take over one hour.   

 

33) Pipeline Inspection:  The entire Keystone XL pipeline (not including pump stations and 

tank farms) must be capable of passing In-line Inspection (ILI) tools.  Keystone shall 

prepare and implement a corrosion mitigation and integrity management plan for 

segments that do not allow the passage of an ILI device. 

 

34) Internal Corrosion:  Keystone shall limit basic sediment and water (BS&W) to 0.5% by 

volume and report BS&W testing results to PHMSA in the annual report.  Keystone shall 

also report upset conditions causing BS&W level excursions above the limit.   
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a) Keystone must run cleaning pigs twice in the first year and as necessary in 

succeeding years based on the analysis of oil constituents, liquid test results, 

weight loss coupons located in areas with the greatest internal corrosion threat and 

other internal corrosion threats.  At a minimum in the succeeding years following 

the first year Keystone must run cleaning pigs once a year, with intervals not to 

exceed 15 months.  

b) Liquids collected during cleaning pig runs, such as BS&W, must be sampled, 

analyzed and internal corrosion mitigation plans developed based upon lab test 

results.  

c) Keystone shall review the program at least quarterly based upon the crude oil 

quality and implement adjustments to monitor for, and mitigate the presence of, 

deleterious crude oil stream constituents. 

 

35) Cathodic Protection:  The initial CP system must be operational within six (6) months of 

placing a pipeline segment in service. 

   

36) Interference Current Surveys:  Keystone must perform interference surveys over the 

entire Keystone XL pipeline within six months of placing the pipeline in service to ensure 

compliance with applicable NACE International Recommended Practices 0169 (2002 or 

the latest version incorporated by reference in § 195.3) and 0177 (2007 or the latest 

version referenced through the appropriate NACE standard incorporated by reference in 

49 CFR § 195.3) (NACE RP 0169 and NACE RP 0177) for interference current levels.  If 

interference currents are found, Keystone shall determine if there have been any adverse 

effects on the pipeline and mitigate such effects as necessary.  Keystone shall report the 

results of any finding of adverse effects and the associated mitigative efforts to the 

applicable Director(s), PHMSA Central, Western, and Southwest Regions within 60 days 

of the finding. 

 

37) Corrosion Surveys:  Keystone must complete corrosion surveys within six (6) months of 

placing the respective CP system(s) in operation to ensure adequate external corrosion 

protection per NACE RP 0169.  The survey shall also address the proper number and 
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location of CP test stations as well as alternating current (AC) interference mitigation and 

AC grounding programs per NACE RP 0177.  At least one (1) CP test station must be 

located within each HCA with a maximum spacing between test stations of one-half mile.  

If placement of a test station is not practical within an HCA, the test station must be 

placed at the nearest practical location.  If any annual test station reading fails to meet 49 

CFR 195, Subpart H requirements, remedial actions must occur within six (6) months.  

Remedial actions must include a CIS on each side of the affected test station to the next 

test station and all modifications to the CP system necessary to ensure adequate external 

corrosion control.   

 

38) Initial Close Interval Survey (CIS):  A CIS must be performed on the pipeline within one 

year of the pipeline in-service date.  The CIS results must be integrated with the baseline 

ILI to determine whether further action is needed.  Keystone must remediate any 

anomalies indicated by the CIS data including improvements to CP systems and coating 

remediation within six (6) months of completing the CIS surveys.  CIS along the pipeline 

must be conducted with current interrupted to confirm voltage drops in association with 

periodic ILI assessments under 49 CFR § 195.452(j)(3). 

   

39) Coating Condition Survey: Keystone must perform a Direct Current Voltage Gradient 

(DCVG) survey or an Alternating Current Voltage Gradient (ACVG) survey within six 

(6) months after operation to verify the pipeline coating conditions and to remediate any 

integrity issues.  Keystone must remediate any damaged coating indications found during 

these assessments that are classified as minor (i.e. 35% IR and above for DCVG or 50 

dBμV and above for ACVG), moderate or severe based on NACE International 

Recommended Practice 0502-2002 (NACE RP 0502-2002)  Pipeline External Corrosion 

Direct Assessment Methodology, or the latest version incorporated by reference in § 

195.3. A minimum of two (2) coating survey assessment classifications must be 

excavated, classified and/or remediated per each survey crew and pump station discharge 

section.   

 

40) Pipeline Markers:  Keystone must install and maintain line-of-sight markings on the 
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pipeline except in agricultural areas or large water crossings such as lakes where line of 

sight signage is not practical.  The marking of pipelines may also be subject to 

environmental permits and local restrictions.  Additional markers must be placed along 

the pipeline in areas where the pipeline is buried less than forty-eight (48) inches.  

Keystone must replace removed or damaged line-of-sight markers, during pipeline 

patrols and maintenance on the right-of-way.  Keystone, at a minimum, must identify and 

replace any missing or damaged line-of-sight markers during pipeline patrols (Condition 

41).  If pipeline patrolling for Condition 41 is performed via aerial patrolling and cannot 

consistently identify areas with missing or damaged line-of-sight markers, then Keystone 

must on a calendar year basis, not to exceed fifteen (15) months, conduct ground patrols. 

 

41) Pipeline Patrolling: Patrol the right-of-way at intervals not exceeding three (3) weeks, but 

at least twenty-Six (26) times each calendar year, to inspect for excavation activities, 

ground movement, unstable soil, wash outs, leakage, or other activities or conditions 

affecting the safety operation of the pipeline. 

 

42) Initial ILI:  Within three (3) years of placing a pipeline segment in service, Keystone 

must perform a baseline ILI using a high-resolution Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL) tool.  

Keystone must perform a baseline geometry tool run after completion of the hydrostatic 

strength test and backfill of the pipeline but no later than six (6) months after placing the 

pipeline in service.  

 
43) Deformation Tool:  Keystone must run a deformation tool through all mainline piping 

prior to putting the product in the pipeline and remediate all expanded pipe in accordance 

with PHMSA’s “Interim Guidelines for Confirming Pipe Strength in Pipe Susceptible to 

Low Yield Strength for Liquid Pipeline” dated October 6, 2009 or any subsequent 

PHMSA update to this guideline. 

 

44) Future ILI:  Future ILI inspection must be performed on the entire pipeline on a 

frequency consistent with 49 CFR § 195.452(j)(3) assessment intervals or on a frequency 

determined by fatigue studies of actual operating conditions.  
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a) Conduct periodic close interval surveys (CIS) along the entire pipeline with current 

interrupted to confirm voltage drops in association with periodic ILI assessments 

under § 195.452(j)(3). 

b) CIS must be conducted within three (3) months of running ILI surveys when using a 

five (5) year ILI frequency, not to exceed sixty-eight (68) months, in accordance with 

49 CFR § 195.452 (j) (3) assessment intervals. 

c) CIS findings must be integrated into ILI Tool findings. 

 

45) Verification of Reassessment Interval:  Keystone must submit a new fatigue analysis to 

validate the pipeline reassessment interval annually for the first five (5) years after 

placing the pipeline into service.  The analysis must be performed on the segment 

experiencing the most severe historical pressure cycling conditions using actual pipeline 

pressure data.  The fatigue analysis must be submitted to the appropriate PHMSA 

Director(s) in Central, Western, and Southwest Regions.  

 

46) Flaw Growth Assessment: Two (2) years after the pipeline in-service date, Keystone shall 

use all data gathered on pipeline section experiencing the most severe historical pressure 

cycling conditions to determine effect on flaw growth that passed manufacturing 

standards and installation specifications.  This study shall be performed by an 

independent party agreed to upon by Keystone and PHMSA.  Furthermore, Keystone 

shall share this study with PHMSA and the appropriate Director(s), PHMSA Central, 

Western, and Southwest Regions within sixty (60) days of its completion, and before 

baseline assessment is begun.  These findings shall determine if an ultrasonic crack 

detection tool must be launched in that pipeline section to confirm crack growth. The 

study must also define when follow-up review and analysis will occur, not to exceed five 

(5) years, or sooner as determined by the study.  

 

47) Direct Assessment Plan:  Headers, mainline valve bypasses and other sections that cannot 

accommodate ILI tools must be part of a Direct Assessment (DA) plan or other 

acceptable integrity monitoring method using External and Internal Corrosion Direct 

Assessment criteria. 
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48) Damage Prevention Program:  Keystone must incorporate the Common Ground 

Alliance’s damage prevention best practices applicable to pipelines into its damage 

prevention program. 

 

49) Anomaly Evaluation and Repair:  Anomaly evaluations and repairs must be performed 

based upon the following: 

a) Immediate  Repair Conditions:  Follow 49 CFR § 195.452(h)(4)(i) except 

designate the calculated remaining strength failure pressure ratio (FPR) ≤ 1.16 for 

anomaly repairs; 

b) 60-Day Conditions: Follow 49 CFR  §195.452(h)(4)(ii) except designate a FPR 

≤ 1.25 for anomaly repairs; 

c) 180-Day Conditions:  Follow 49 CFR §195.452(h)(4)(iii) with exceptions for the 

following conditions which must be scheduled for repair within 180 days: 

(1)  Calculated FPR = < 1.39;   

(2) Areas of corrosion with predicted metal loss greater than 40%;  

(3) Predicted metal loss is greater than 40%  of nominal wall that is located at a 

crossing of another pipeline; and 

(4) Gouge or groove greater than 8% of nominal wall. 

d) Each anomaly not repaired under the immediate repair requirements must have a 

corrosion growth rate and ILI tool tolerance assigned per the Integrity 

Management Program (IMP) to determine the maximum re-inspection interval. 

e) Anomaly Assessment Methods: Keystone must confirm the remaining strength         

(R-STRENG) effective area method, R-STRENG - 0.85dL, and ASME B31G 

assessment methods are valid for the pipe diameter, wall thickness, grade, 

operating pressure, operating stress level and operating temperature.  Keystone 

must also use the most conservative method until confirmation of the proper 

method is made to PHMSA headquarters.  

f) Flow Stress:  Remaining strength calculations for X-80 pipe must use a flow 

stress equal to the average of the ultimate (tensile) strength and SMYS. 
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g) Dents:  For initial construction and the initial geometry tool run, Keystone must 

remove any dent with a depth greater than two percent (2%) of the nominal pipe 

diameter unless the dent is repaired by a method that reliable engineering tests 

and analyses show can permanently restore the serviceability of the pipe.  For the 

purposes of this condition, a “dent” is a depression that produces a gross 

disturbance in the curvature of the pipe wall without reducing the pipe wall 

thickness.  The depth of the dent is measured as the gap between the lowest point 

of the dent and the prolongation of the original contour of the pipe. 

 

 IV. Reporting, Records Retention, and Senior Level Certification Requirements 

50) Reporting - Immediate:  Keystone must provide immediate notification of all reportable 

incidents in accordance with 49 CFR Part 195, and shall notify the appropriate PHMSA 

regional office within twenty-four (24) hours of any non-reportable leaks occurring on 

the pipeline. 

 

51) Reporting – 180 Day:  Within 180 days of the pipeline in-service date, Keystone shall 

report on its compliance with all of these conditions to the PHMSA Associate 

Administrator and the appropriate PHMSA Directors in Central, Western, and Southwest 

Regions. 

 

52) Annual Reporting:  Keystone must annually report by February 15th each year the 

following to the PHMSA Associate Administrator and the appropriate Directors, PHMSA 

Central, Western, and Southwest Regions: 

a) The results of any ILI run or direct assessment results performed on the pipeline 

during the previous year; 

b) The results of all internal corrosion management programs including the results 

of: 

(1) BS&W analyses 

(2) Report of plant upset conditions where elevated levels of BS&W are 

introduced into the pipeline 

(3) Corrosion inhibitor and biocide injection 
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(4) Internal cleaning program 

(5) Wall loss coupon tests 

c) Any new integrity threats identified during the previous year; 

d) Any encroachment in the right-of-way, including the number of new residences or 

public gathering areas; 

e) Any HCA changes during the previous year; 

f) Any reportable incidents that occurred during the previous year; 

g) Any leaks on the pipeline that occurred during the previous year; 

h) A list of all repairs on the pipeline made during the previous year; 

i) On-going damage prevention initiatives on the pipeline and an evaluation of their 

success or failure; 

j) Any changes in procedures used to assess and monitor the pipeline; and 

k) Any company mergers, acquisitions, transfers of assets, or other events affecting 

the regulatory responsibility of the company operating the pipeline. 

 

53) Threat Identification and Evaluation:  Keystone must develop a threat matrix consistent 

with 49 CFR § 195.452 to accomplish the following: 

a)  Identify and compare any increased risks of operating the pipeline; and 

b)  Describe and implement procedures used to mitigate the risk. 

c)  Where geotechnical threats exist that may impact operational safety, Keystone must 

run a geospatial tool and assess procedures to implement for conducting mitigative 

measures along the affected pipeline. 

  

54) Right-of-Way Management Plan:  Keystone must develop and implement a right-of-way 

management plan to protect the Keystone pipeline from damage due to excavation, third 

party and other activities.  In any areas where increased activities or natural forces could 

lead to increased threats to the pipeline beyond the initial threat conditions, the 

management plan must include increased inspections.  The management plan must also 

include right-of-way inspection activities to complement the following: 

a) Depth of Cover (Condition 19); 

b) Pipeline Markers (Condition 40); 
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c) Pipeline Patrolling (Condition 41) ; 

d) Damage Prevention Program (Condition 48); and 

e) Threat Identification and Evaluation (Condition  53) 

 

The Right-of-Way Management Plan and all of the above listed right-of-way inspection 

activities, Conditions 19, 40, 41, 48, and 53, must be reviewed for effectiveness and  

procedures updated as required on a periodic basis as conditions change, but not longer 

than once per calendar year not to exceed 15 months. 

 

55) Records:  Keystone must maintain all records demonstrating compliance with all 

conditions herein for the useful life of the pipeline. 

 

56) Certification:  A senior executive officer of Keystone must certify in writing the 

following:  

a) That Keystone has met all of the conditions described herein; 

b) That the written design, construction, and operating and maintenance (O&M) plans 

and procedures for the Keystone pipeline have been updated to include all 

additional requirements herein;   

c) That Keystone has reviewed and modified its damage prevention program relative 

to the Keystone pipeline to include any additional elements required herein. 

 

Keystone must send a copy of the certification with the required senior executive 

signature and date of signature to the PHMSA Associate Administrator and the Directors, 

PHMSA Central, Western, and Southwest Regions at least 90 days prior to operating the 

Keystone pipeline. 

 

57) Within one (1) year of the in-service date, Keystone shall provide a detailed technical 

briefing, in person, to the appropriate PHMSA Directors in Central, Western, and 

Southwest Regions.   The briefing shall cover the implementation of the requirements of 

all conditions herein, including all information required by Condition 52.  On the basis of 
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PHMSA’s review of the Condition 52 Annual Report and any additional information 

provided at the briefing, PHMSA may require additional information.    
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